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The Amazing Money 
Making Secret



From: Vincent James 

Canterbury, Kent

Dear Friend... You don't realize it yet, but in the next 8 minutes you're going to

learn how to stop money-worries for the rest of your life.

Please read what marketing guru- Gary Halbert thinks about me before you

read a word I say… (he’s already made over $250 Million US using the secret)

"I got to know this guy. He's from New Jersey, as street smart as they come, and he

has the energy of a shitweasel on amphetamines. He created a business that gener-

ated $100,000,000 in 23-short months. Vincent did this with just a pen, a pad, and

a simple idea. I believe this is by far the most important marketing product ever put

together. In it, he reveals a lot of secrets that even I have never before revealed to

anyone (except a few clients and my closest friends). If you dare say the information

you get from this product was already known to you or it wasn't worth the money,

you are much more than a shitweasel. You are a stone-cold, unethical liar. Believe it

or not, much of this information is so electrifying; it was unknown even to me. And

I am now using these secrets when I create advertising for myself or for my clients."

But here is why this is the most important letter you’ll ever receive…

Here's How You Can Make $100 Million US With Your Ideas…

EVEN WHEN 98.4% OF YOUR PROSPECTS TELL YOU TO "BUZZ OFF"…

The Amazing Money-Making Secret of a        

31-year-old Convicted Felon Who Earns More

Money Per Year Than The CEOs of FedEx…

eBay… Amazon.com… Time Warner… Apple

Computer… McDonalds… Microsoft… Nike…

Yahoo… Ford Motor Company… General

Motors… and Goodyear Tire-

COMBINED!

“Finally! Successful US Entrepreneur and High School Drop-Out Vincent
James Breaks 12 Years of Silence To Teach YOU His Money-Making
Strategies and Powerful Secrets That Anyone Can Use To (legally)       

Make As Much As $77 Million US By This Time Next Year!”

DISCOVER why marketing guru GARY HALBERT is calling this…

"BY FAR THE MOST IMPORTANT MARKETING
PRODUCT EVER PUT TOGETHER!"

"I urge you to go and lock the door… take the phone off the hook…
grab your favorite beverage and study every single word of this

letter- because it's just that damn important!"

Lombard Business House     12-17 Upper Bridge Street      Canterbury      Kent      CT1 2NF

I Can Make You Rich!
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If you would like to know how someone can start with a simple idea... and then... gen-

erate over $77,000,000 US in sales in just one year... this is going to be the most interesting

letter you will ever read. Here’s why:

I’m going to reveal how you can QUICKLY set up a business that makes you tons of

money (I'm talking 6…7… and even 8-figure money)… 24/7… even while you're sleeping...

If that excites you- I know you'll find this letter to be EXTREMELY valuable…

"Because I'm going to show you what took me 12 years to perfect- (and even spent

94 days IN JAIL to learn)- a PROVEN "Battlefield-Tested" system for learning,

mastering and profiting from the BEST business in the World!"

I could have written a "bitch" of a pitch for my system… but I decided to let the prod-

uct speak for itself. I've simply reprinted the entire "Introduction" for your review:

Introduction To
The 12-Month Millionaire

If you think being educated about a new profession from a guy who plead
guilty to Fraud and Money Laundering is a bad idea... this is not your course.

If you think learning how to make millions of dollars from a guy who almost
lost $48 Million in a brutal lawsuit- practically making him homeless- is a bad
idea... this is not your course.

If you think discovering how to live the "good life" from a guy who was facing
10 years in prison is a bad idea... again... this is not your course.

But if you are looking for the real... the genuine... the no bullshit way to
become filthy rich- and at the same time- avoid any of the pitfalls massive
success comes with... this will be the most rewarding course you'll ever read.

You see, I've made over $100 Million in fewer than 10 years using the very
same techniques I'll reveal to you in this course. I've also nearly lost all of my
fortune being stupid with my success. I'm going to teach you how to make
tons of money- and just as importantly... I'm going to show you how to keep
your millions in your bank by not being stupid like I was.

This is my first major course. I am not an accomplished author, so this course
will have some flaws. If you read for style, or for literary quality, like I was
saying before, this may not be a course for you.

But there are paragraphs in this course- ideas in this course- whole chapters
in this course that I have never had the balls to put down on paper before!
And they will open doors to you- maybe as soon as tomorrow- that otherwise
might have taken a lifetime of waiting for you to walk through.
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Right now... I'm sure you're skeptical as hell. You may even be thinking to
yourself that you have bought the diary of a madman. But let me make you a
small promise: 

Give me a few days.

Read this course.

You will never be the same again.

Once you learn what I have to teach you... unless you somehow lose your
entire memory... it would be impossible for you to ever be "ordinary" again. It
would be impossible for you to not know how to make tons of money- starting
with virtually nothing as I did 10 short years ago. 

I hope you'll give me the benefit of the doubt with my promise.  If you do,
please read on. But if you can't cast-aside your skepticism, please do not
waste any more of your time reading any further. Unless you believe in me-
this course will be worth nothing to you.

Anyway, before we jump into this thing with both feet... lets get acquainted.
Maybe I should tell you a little about myself, how I grew up and where I came
from.

I was born in northern New Jersey on January 23rd, 1974. 

I grew-up poor- single parent household. I think I had some sort of learning
disability, because as a child, I could not retain anything I learned in school.
I'd study like hell for an upcoming test... but as soon as I finished reading a
chapter in my school book... I couldn't remember what I just read. It would
not penetrate into my brain. It was extremely discouraging, so I gave up. I
failed everything... even P.E. class.

I finally dropped out in the 10th grade. Nobody seemed to mind.

No matter how hard I tried, it always seemed like I wasn't going to amount to
anything real important in life. And this really sucked because I had a passion
for the finer things. I wanted the gold Rolex, the sporty Mercedes, and the
Million-Dollar Mega Mansion!

But when I looked in the mirror, I didn't like what I saw. I was convinced the
good life I wanted was just a dream. 

But that was all about to change. Seriously- by the time I was 19, I had a
brand-new Corvette. At 20, I had 2 brand-new Mercedes Benz automobiles.
And at 21, I was the proud owner of a Rolls Royce Silver Spur!

By the time I turned 28... I made over $100 Million in gross sales. I profited
over $50 Million. I owned two homes- one of them was 14,000 square feet and
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had a seven-car garage, a billiards room and a resort-style pool with an
underwater bar! And I paid cash for the home!

In my garage, I had a red Lamborghini Diablo, a yellow Ferrari 360 Spider, a
white Bentley Arnage Red Label, about 4 Mercedes, and a 12-passenger
Lincoln Town Car Limo!

My checking account had over $10 Million in it. I was earning $400,000 in
pay each and every week. That breaks down to $80,000 a day... or $10,000 an
hour! And those figures were if I worked 5 days a week for eight hours a day,
which I didn't!

In the year 2002, I made more money than the CEOs of Federal Express...
eBay... Amazon.com... Time Warner... Apple Computer... McDonalds...
Microsoft... Nike... Yahoo... Ford Motor Company... General Motors... and
Goodyear Tire- COMBINED!

Yes-COMBINED.

In the May 12th, 2003 issue, Forbes Magazine listed their top paid 500 CEOs
in America. Of their prominent and prestigious list of the 500 CEOs, I made
more money than 483 of them.

$17,549,000 MORE than the CEO of Starbucks.

$13,030,000 MORE than the CEO of Target.

$17,225,000 MORE than the CEO of Motorola.

Now, this may all seem like I'm some rich asshole bragging about how rich I
am... and you're partly correct. I am bragging!  But more importantly, the rea-
son why I'm telling you about all this is that this course is about getting rich
very quickly. If the talk of obscene money makes you feel uncomfortable, or
even angers you, maybe you do not really want to be rich. 

The reason why I'm telling you about all the toys I had when I was just 28, is
to prove to you that if an guy like me... with a learning disability... a bad
childhood... and no formal education can get filthy rich by the time I was 28...
you can absolutely follow in my footsteps and build yourself your very own
empire of wealth!

I remember back when I was 18, I was sitting on the steps of my Aunt's home.
A few doors down from her lived a girl I went to High School with. Anyway,
while I was out there sitting on her steps smoking a Marlboro, I saw a red
Mercedes Benz SL500 pull up at this girl's home.

Some preppy geek got out of the car with his sweater wrapped around his
neck and went to her front door. He was picking her up for a weekend trip I
presumed because she made him carry a small duffel bag to the trunk of his
shiny red Mercedes.
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Things were sure different from when we were both in High School together.
Where that girl may have had no problem going out with me back then...
nowadays her boyfriends had to be financially accomplished. When I saw that
freaking red Mercedes pull away and drive past me, I remember saying to
myself, "I've got to get my shit together!" And I did. About a year later- I had
the very same model and color Mercedes Benz SL500 in my garage.

How did I get the car? I didn't steal it. I didn't win the lottery. I sure didn't
receive an inheritance from some long lost relative who just kicked the bucket.
I made the money on my own. I started from scratch with nothing but a pen,
a pad, and a crazy idea. I'm now going to teach you how to do the same.

Why would I teach these incredible wealth secrets to total strangers for the
small fee this course sells for? I don't know. Maybe I like to teach people stuff.
Maybe I want to be immortal. Maybe I want to leave something behind on this
Earth after I die that will last forever. Whatever the reason- you're in for a
treat.

I named this course THE 12-MONTH MILLIONAIRE because that's what it's
designed to do. It's designed to make you a full-blown, certified MILLIONAIRE
within 12 months of reading it.

Stop laughing. I'm being serious. And I'm going to guarantee it. If this course
fails to make you a millionaire within the next 12 months... seriously, I want
you to send me a letter explaining what you did in an attempt to get rich.
Maybe I can help you out.

Maybe you do not want to become a filthy rich millionaire mogul... maybe you
just want a better life for your family... that's alright... but I do have to tell
you this...

It's just as hard to make a "good" income in this business as it is to become
filthy rich- earning millions a year... and I do not mean this in a negative
way... I mean it in the most positive way possible.

It's just as hard to turn one dollar into three dollars one hundred times as it
is to do it one million times, so why not do it to it's fullest? I sure do.

So anyway, lets get this thing started right away. I'm so excited for you. I
remember when I was first learning these secrets, piece-by-piece over 10 years
ago. It was like a mental orgasm. I couldn't stop devouring this stuff from
every source I could squeeze it out of... whether it was spending $10,000 on
books dating as far back as the early 1900's... or spending $5,000 to go to a
single weekend seminar... or giving up my entire personal life from age 19
until 24... including women... just because I was so excited with what I was
discovering.

Seriously- I envy you. I wish I could experience again what you're about to
learn... but of course I can't.  So I have to settle for the joy of watching the
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light bulbs go off in the thousands of people's minds who read this course.

In my head, this course has been begging me to write it for the past five years.
I finally gave in and did it. Am I happy with the end result? You bet I am. The
very course you hold in your hands is not just a bunch of paper, ink and
glue... it's literally a roadmap... a blueprint... a formula for getting rich in
America today.

These secrets are used equally by the single Mother trying to put her child in
a good private school, to the small businessperson making a great living... all
the way to guys who are running ONE BILLION DOLLAR Publicly-Traded
Corporations such as The Sharper Image. These techniques are not Mickey
Mouse. They are powerful. They are life altering. They can even be dangerous
if they are not used properly.

So, I'd like to welcome you to the "Best" of your life. I hope after you make
your millions you still remember this course and tell everyone you know how
it helped you.

Enough already- let's get this party started!

As you already know- my name is Vincent James. A little over a decade ago- I was

dead broke. My business was almost bankrupt and I couldn’t even pay the rent. Actually, I

wasn’t just broke- I was desperate.

Then one day, I came up with a crazy idea about how to write a certain type of “sales

letter” that would get people from all over the country to send me money... lots of money.

So, I typed up a couple of my letters and started mailing them out.  And guess what?

People did start sending me money. So I used the money they sent me to mail even more let-

ters which brought me even more money, and I used that money to mail even more letters-

which brought me even more money. And so on. 

The bottom line? Simply this: Before I was finished, that one simple letter pulled in...

$77,000,000 US in orders for the product I was selling!

Think about it: More than a half-million people either sent me a check or gave their

credit card number for what I was selling. And what was I selling? Actually, I does not mat-

ter.  You see, the magic was not in the product, it was in the letter!

Do you have something to sell? If so, you can use that “crazy idea” I used in my letter

to create a letter of your own and sell almost anything you’ve got!

Who Needs This Secret?

Are you a salesman who needs more leads?

Are you a housewife about to get a divorce who needs a simple way to make a lot of
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money? Maybe you need some FAST CASH for a killer Attorney?

Do you have a furniture store, restaurant, car dealership, hot dog stand, or some

other kind of establishment you’d like to see swamped with customers?

Are you a manufacturer who would like to sell so many of your widgets you’ll have

to run extra shifts just to meet the demand?

Are you a marketing consultant who likes to keep up with new ideas to serve your

clients better?

Are you an MD, a chiropractor, an optometrist, a therapist, or any other kind of

health care professional who would like to see their waiting room bursting with new

patients?

Do you have a house you’d like to sell? A thousand houses? A car? A boat?

Do you have anything you want to sell? Products? Consulting Services? Yourself?

If you answered “YES” to any of the above questions, you should try my “crazy idea”.

You can read all about it in my new course called...

The 12-Month Millionaire!

Here’s how I made part of my $100 Million US empire:

1. I had an idea to sell “male enhancement” pills. I saw a demand for these types of

pills... so I contacted a “private label” vitamin manufacturer and had him make me some

pills. They cost just $2 a bottle to make... and I could sell them for $59.95.

2. I created a sales letter using my “secrets” that took me 12 years to perfect. It cost

me $600 to mail 1000 letters. I got the list from a list broker (I’ll describe all this in the

course). The mailing lists I chose to mail totaled 2 million fresh names each and every

month. So- I would never run out of fresh names to mail to. This is one of my biggest secrets.

3. I mailed 1000 letters each to subscribers of magazines like Maxim, Stuff, Penthouse,

and to the customers of a US company called Adam and Eve catalog. So, 4000 letters went in

the mail for my new pill. From these 4000 letters... guess how many orders I got?

400 orders? That would be just 10%... but I didn’t get that many.

200 orders? That would be just 5%... but I didn’t get that many either.

100 orders ? That would be just 2.5%... but I didn’t get that many either!

All I got was 80 of the 4000 people to call and buy!
Just a rotten two percent! But first lets do the math...

I got eighty orders at $59.95. Let’s just say $60 so its easy math. That’s $4800 in sales. 

Now, remember I said it costs $600 to mail 1000 letters? I mailed 4000 letters, so it

cost me $2400 to mail those 4000 sales letters which I made $4800 in gross sales from. Well-

subtract the $2400 it cost to mail the 4000 letters and I made a quick profit of $2400! 
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But a $2400 in profit is not the best part. In my sales letter, I included a “magic

paragraph” that got my customers to TRIPLE the size of their orders. So, I was not making

$60... I was making $180 each and every time a customer ordered.

OK- the 80 orders were not at $60 any longer... they were now at $180. So, 80 orders

at $180 equals $14,400 in sales and it cost me just $2400 to mail the 4000 letters. Great- I

made a 600% return on my investment. But that’s still NOT the best part...

I charged my customers $6.95 for shipping and handling on each bottle they pur-

chased. The bottle of pills cost me just $2 to make... and just $2 to actually ship to the cus-

tomer. The other $2.95 (of of the $6.95 shipping and handling fee) went to pay for the phone

bill, the electric bill, etc. 

ALL $59.95 THE CUSTOMER PAID FOR THE PILLS WAS PURE, SWEET
PROFIT IN MY POCKET! But that’s STILL not the best part...

Here’s the best part: The mailing lists I was using to send this letter to had 2 million

fresh names added to it every month- remember? Well, that little 2% I got to order when I

tested the 4000 letters will now be 2% on the entire 2 MILLION NAMES! We’re talkin’

40,000 orders a month for my little bottle of male enhancement pills!

By the way, taking-in 40,000 orders a month means you have to hire about 75 people just to

answer all the phone orders, make the bank deposit, and ship all the product out the door!

The 40,000 orders at $180 equals $7,200,000 in sales- each and every month. As long

as Maxim Magazine, Stuff Magazine, Penthouse Magazine, and Adam and Eve Catalog were

in business... they would always have a fresh supply of customer names for me to mail each

and every month. IT WAS A GOLDMINE... but it was far from the most profitable “sales let-

ter” I’ve ever created. The one described below was the most profitable:

One letter I mailed back in 1996 got back $10 in profit for each 50-cent letter I mailed!

Can you imagine making 20-times returns on your investment? It’s breathtaking.

But anyway... learning all about my “crazy idea” of mailing sales letters is 
NOT the only thing you will learn when you read my new 310-page course-
The12-Month Millionaire. No. That’s just Chapter Tw o! Here’s just a small

sample of what you’ll learn when you read the rest of the course:

How to create your own perfect product over a short weekend... so you can start

earning your fortune even if you do not have a real business or anything to sell yet! There's

only certain "types" of products that people actually WANT to buy. Unless you got 10 million

bucks in the bank- chances are- you're not selling one of them.

I will show you where to have any product manufactured for the lowest cost possible.

Diet pills for $2... plastic gizmos for 25 cents... books for $1... videos for $1...  car wax for $4...

CDs for 25 cents... etc. There are hundreds of companies you don't know about ready to manu-

facture anything you can imagine!

How to hire Fulfillment companies that'll take and process all your phone and mail

orders, ship your orders, do the bank deposit, handle customer service requests and
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refunds... all while you're on vacation hundreds of miles away!

How to know within 7 days if you have a million-dollar hit... or a really bad idea-

investing only a few hundred bucks. I've developed a scientifically VALID formula for evalu-

ating if a mailing is going to be a success- not in the usual 30 days it takes… but in just 7. It

works every time!

How to add a simple paragraph to the end of your sales letters that will triple the

amount of product your customer buys! This paragraph added $60 Million in sales for me

annually- without spending an additional penny in advertising!

How to get an UNLIMITED merchant account up and running inside 3 days- even if

you have little, poor or NO credit!

How to properly craft an up-sell or cross-sell script that will get a MINIMUM 50%

conversion… bumping your unit of sale through the roof!

The best day of the week to mail your letters to harvest the best response. It's amaz-

ing but if you mail your sales letter on this day… you can see response lift 25%- I have!

How to SMUGGLE the entire cost to manufacture your product into the Shipping

and Handling fee you charge your customer- without pissing him off! This simple technique

eliminates the "need" to have the 3, 5, even 10-times mark-up the "experts" say you need.

How to close "high-ticket" deals for obscenely large amounts of money- even in a sales

letter where your prospect can't see or hold your product! I'll show you how I get people to buy

a $5000 product in quantity- and they're practically lining up to do so!

How to employ letter shops that will stuff, seal, address and then mail as many let-

ters you choose and you won't have to lick even one stamp! In the year 2001 and 2002, I

mailed 500,000 letters a month and never touched one single letter!

Imagine mailing 1000 letters for $500 and getting 82 orders for $1000 a pop! How

about mailing 120 letters for $120 and getting $25,000 in orders?  I'll show you how!

How to locate and identify large groups of people hot to buy your product. This is

where most marketers fuck up. They spend all their time working on a product that they

cannot mail loads of sales letters to. 

A secret "call center" that will take all your phone orders FOR FREE- 24 hours a

day- 7 days a week. After 7 years and making $100 Million, I never had to speak with one

customer personally!

How to persuade 90% of your orders to go through your website- instead of your toll-

free lines. Fewer employees… lower phone bills… less human-error. It's usually much better

to leave it up to your website to take the lion's share of orders. And how about this...

A simple tactic you can use to cut back on credit card charge backs 25% instantly!

I've got another secret that may eliminate any and all charge backs totally- keeping Visa and

MasterCard happy to have you as a merchant!
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The ONLY 4 reasons why your prospect WILL NOT buy your product. Once you

master these 4 things, you'll have people lining up and begging you to take their money!

How a few simple math formulas can tell you (before you spend a penny) if you can

make millions with your idea... or if you should abandon it like a redheaded stepchild!

How to earn a 2000% return on your advertising dollar- month after month.

How to get magazines to finance your advertisements for no money upfront. I had 4

full-page ads in MAXIM that cost $240,000 and I didn't pay for them until after $1.8 MIL-

LION worth of orders came in!

If you already own a business... I will show you a goldmine you're sitting on right

now- that you do not know about- that's worth $10,000 to $1,000,000 in sales- immediately.

You can suck these profits into your bank account a week after reading The 12-Month

Millionaire!

How to identify and "copy" winning promotions to make yourself millions. One of my

"copycats" brags about selling over $250,000,000 worth of a product he copied from me.

Another copycat makes $320 MILLION ANNUALLY and even sponsors his very own Nascar

race team! He copied one of my ideas and ran with it.

The two places to find an unlimited source of CASH FUNDING for your winning

product ideas. All the broke, but self-proclaimed "top" copywriters will love this one.

10 techniques to pay 50% less for magazine ads. Just one technique will save you

15% EVERY SINGLE TIME! My theory is this: ALL products advertised in magazines can be

successful and profit. It all depends on how well you negotiate your ad rates. I'll teach you

how to kick the crap out of your ad rep and get the ad for almost what it costs the magazine

to print the page!

5 CRITICAL questions to ask magazine sales reps BEFORE placing your ad that

will decide if your ad will either make money or lose money! If an ad rep answers just one

question incorrect- there is a 90% chance your ad is going to flop.

How to come up with KILLER concepts and identify the exact cash-rich, passionate

prospects, DESPERATE to buy your product! Want to know what market I look to when I

need to make a million bucks within a month's time? I'll reveal it to you!

How to market your product to the World using the only REAL techniques that

make the Internet pay off. You can count the REAL ways to make money on the Internet on

your left hand. The Internet is not as complicated as many people make it out to be- and

you'll know MORE ways to make a website profit than even the best "web consultant" just a

few pages into the chapter on Internet Marketing.

How to protect your assets from unscrupulous "Alphabet Agencies" who are looking to

ROB you of your hard-earned profits- even if you're doing it legitimately. I've lost $48 MIL-

LION BUCKS in one day by leaving all my assets "VISIBLE." I'll reveal the entire story in

The 12-Month Millionaire- it'll leave you shaking your head in pure HORROR!

And probably the best chapter in the entire course is the LAST CHAPTER where I'll
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reveal how YOU can hire (in my opinion) the BEST Direct Marketing consultant for just

$13.70 a day! When you got this guy in your corner- you'll never be on your own again- possi-

bly making the wrong choices… and he's so CHEAP- anyone can hire him!

Here's how you can turn your passion or hobby into a 6 to 7-figure income!

An average "hack" golfer creates a video for a few hundred dollars, which teaches

other hacks to drive longer, farther and straighter. He sells this video for $39.95.

A dermatologist creates a line of skincare products. She sells so many kits a month

that she makes $650 MILLION A YEAR! It’s called Proactiv.

A fitness expert creates an exercise video series and sells 40,000 customers a

month at $50 a pop! His cheaply-made commercials are all over the TV!

A realtor creates a simple 3-ring binder full of useful home listing techniques and

sells them to other realtors for $400!

A 30-year-old grabs a video camera and films drunken girls on spring break show-

ing their breasts. He makes $90 MILLION selling these cheaply produced videos every year!

If you're still having a hard time thinking of a product or service- don't worry...
I will teach you how to create the perfect product people will actually want to

buy- even if your best skill is sitting on your ass- seriously.

Now understand- this is NOT information you'll find in the 100's of ad writing and

marketing books out there in the "mainstream"... And you definitely will NOT find this level

of information in the curriculum of the top universities in the country! You can only learn

this from someone who's done it before- like me.

Over the past 12 years, I have tested, tweaked, and recorded techniques that almost-

magically force people from all over the country to fill a mailbox with thousands of cash

orders. NOBODY teaches like I do because NOBODY, (except a handful of millionaire

moguls) know all of these secrets. Now for the first time ever- I'm willing to teach a few

lucky people looking to accomplish the American Dream.

The Cost To Master The Skill That Never Stops Rewarding You:

I'll be honest with you- my system is NOT cheap by any means. It'll cost you $297 plus

$18.95 to ship the entire thing to you. It's bigger than a NYC phonebook!

If the $297 is going to keep you from feeding your family tonight- please do not buy it.

I only want serious "players" to have access to this information.

Also- this product is sold WITHOUT a money-back guarantee. Of course, there’s good

reason for this. Here's what Gary Halbert has to say about that: 

"If you dare say the information you get from this product was already known to you or it

wasn't worth the money, you are much more than a shitweasel. You are a stone-cold, unethi-

cal liar."
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I guess you're just going to have to trust Halbert on this. Sometimes it's fun to take a

gamble. Especially with the payout Gary and I speak of in this letter!

To get your very own copy of The 12-Month Millionaire, you can order by following the

directions on the enclosed Order Certificate. I promise this will be the best, smartest, most

productive purchase you'll make the entire year of 2005!

Look- I may not have the best GPA… the highest IQ… or the top SAT score. But if

there's one thing I know how to do better than ANYONE ELSE… it's how to magically force

people from all over the country to fill a mailbox with thousands of cash orders. If you feel

it's worth $297 to better your life- order The 12-Month Millionaire.

Thanks For Your Time!

Vincent James 

Author and Entrepreneur and Felon

PS: One more word of advice from Gary Halbert…"You are beyond all hope if you do 

not order "The 12-Month Millionaire" as soon as you finish reading this message. Your 

hand should be reaching for your checkbook or the telephone this very second."

Here's one last promise: "I'll teach you everything you need to take any product or idea 

from raw concept to breathtaking success- virtually overnight... using the very same 

time-tested techniques I've used to gross over $100 Million with my own crazy ideas. 

My new course is 310 pages of raw, uncut, unedited… no-bullshit tactics and secrets 

you can REALLY use to make yourself a bundle of cash you can take to the bank 

IMMEDIATELY!”

12

WARNING!
Don’t think for a single second that the stuff I’ll teach you in The 12-Month Millionaire cannot be
used in the UK as I used it in the US. I’ve sucked-in over $77 Million from the US... the UK...
India... Australia... Greece... Italy... basically every country on the damn globe. So, do not think
that this is a “US-only” product. AS WE SPEAK I’m using these very same money-making tech-
niques in the UK offering products to the World and making a KILLING doing so.

For your comfort, The 12-Month Millionaire Course is printed,

processed and dispatched directly from here in the UK for fast delivery!
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3 Minute Ad Formula



 “How To Make ANY Advertisement 
Bring In More $$$, Leads and 

Customers In 3 Minutes Or Less… 
GUARANTEED!” 

 
Flunked High School English? Never Written a Money-Making Ad In Your life? Don’t 

Know The Difference Between a Headline and a Headache? No Problem!  
 

Now You Can Use The 3 Minute Ad Formula To Turn All Your Ads Into Powerful 
Money Makers In 3 Minutes or Less. Three steps In 3 Minutes Is All It Takes For You 
To Transform ANY Ad (radio, TV, print or online) Into A Cash Generating Machine.  

 
Just Say ‘Maybe’ and You’ll Get My Entire Formula … PLUS… $445 of FREE Bonuses 
Yours To Keep Even If You Return My Course! Sounds Too Good To Be True? It Isn’t. 

Here’s What Blair Singer, Personal Friend and Advisor Of Famed Financial  
‘Guru’ Robert Kiyosaki (Author of Multi-Million seller Rich Dad, Poor Dad) Has To 

Say About Me…  
 

$70, 128 In Sales…  
 

 “One campaign Alexi worked on for me brought in over $70,128 in a few 
short weeks. If you want to turbo charge your sales and marketing, get 
him working on your business!” 

  
Blair Singer 

Bestselling author SalesDogs 
 
FROM: Alexi Neocleous 
Bestselling Author 
5:47pm 

  
Dear Friend,  
 
What would it be worth if you could make any ad… in any medium whatsoever… bring in more 

$$$, leads and customers in 3 minutes or less every time? 
 
Thousands?  
 
Tens of thousands?  
 
Hundreds of thousands? 
 
How would it feel to look at ANY radio ad, TV ad, postcard, flyer, brochure… virtually any type of 

sales message at all… and instantly knowing its weak points, strong points and precisely what changes need 
to place for it bring money in hand over fist? 
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How would it feel to surf the web, casually flick through a magazine, or watch a TV commercial and 
automatically possess the ability to know precisely how to… 

  
Make ANY Ad You See Bring In More Leads,  

Customers, Orders and Cash Instantly!  
 
My friend, welcome to my world.  
 
I’ve got to tell you, possessing this ability really is one of the most freeing skills you can 

possess. It’s a skill you can use anywhere in the world… in any business… in any economic climate.  
 
And it’s a skill that I’m willing (and able) to pass onto you in a fraction of the time it took me. In 

fact… 
 

I Promise Once You Learn My Simple Formula You Will Be  
Able To Immediately Apply Your Newfound Abilities To  

Make ANY Ad… In ANY Medium… Bring In More $$$, Leads and  
Customers In 3 Minutes Or Less! 

 
Sounds like a dream?  
 
Actually, it isn’t. Here’s proof:  
 
(insert testimonials)   
 
This is just a small sample of people who have little to NO experience whatsoever writing advertising 

that sells. Yep, total newbies. Amazing comments, wouldn’t you agree? 
 
What’s their secret? Well, they all had one thing in common… 
 

They Got Their Hands On My New Book: The 3 Minute Ad  
Formula: How to Make Any Ad Bring In More $$$, Leads and  

Customers In 3 Minutes or Less… GUARANTEED!” 
 
Three steps in 3 minutes is all it takes to transform ANY ad from a money loser to a money maker. 

What could be easier? Even if your ads are doing okay, you can now double, triple, or even quadruple the 
results you’re getting! 
  

Short of hiring a world-class advertising copywriter to take away all your advertising nightmares, 
this is the closest thing you’ll EVER get to a ‘magic pill’.  

 

Who Needs The 3 Minute Ad Formula? 
 
ANY business owner (retail, wholesaler, manufacturing, online, home based etc.,) that wants to 

be flooded with new leads and customers 
 
ANY business owner who wants to make sure every dollar that is spent on advertising brings in a 

100%… 200% even a 500% return on investment.  
 
ANY business owner who wants to know a simple formula he or she can use in ANY situation… 

on ANY media (brochures, flyers, display ads, radio, TV) to make more money 
 
ANY business owner who doesn’t have time to attend seminars, listen to home study courses and 

read dozens of books in to learn the insider secrets of the top advertising copywriters 
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ANY business owner who doesn’t want to spend thousands of dollars on this information.  
 
Is The 3 Minute Ad Formula for YOU?  
 
Well consider how much money you have wasted in the past 2 months alone… on advertising? How 

much turmoil, struggle and stress have you endured to make your advertising work? 
 
If your case is like most others you’ve certainly felt the ‘sting’ of running an ad (or ads) that produced 

little to NO tangible difference to your bottom line profits.  
 
You’ve felt frustrated. Confused. Even irate about why they heck your ads just aren’t producing the 

results you want! We’ve all been down that road, and I’ve got to tell you. The toughest part is NOT losing 
money. The toughest part is… 

 
Not Knowing Why Things Are Going Wrong! 

 
You can’t fix something if you don’t know what the problem is.  
 
Well, this is what makes The 3 Minute Ad Formula so unique. It allows you to pinpoint with daring 

accuracy that exact reasons why ANY ad that you’ve run… or are now running… is not pulling in huge 
numbers.  

 
In 3 minutes or less The 3 Minute Ad Formula will point you to overlooked opportunities in the 

headline… the design… the medium you choose… your offer… the call to action... the market you’re targeting 
 
Got an ad that isn’t working? No problem! Put it through The 3 Minute Ad Formula and you’ll 

instantly discover how to make it pull in breathtaking numbers.  
 
Thinking of running a NEW ad, but aren’t certain if its ‘hit the spot’? No problem! The 3 Minute Ad 

Formula is all you need to tilt the odds in your favour.  
 
It’s like having an advertising expert stand over your shoulders and advise you on EVERY 

component of your ad. That’s how powerful it is!  
 
There is absolutely no sane reason why you should want to waste years of your own life attempting to 

work all this out yourself. Especially not when I’ve laid it all out for you.  And the best part? Once you’re 
exposed to this simple step-by-step, paint-by-numbers formula, all it takes is 3 minutes or less.  

 

Why ANYBODY Can Use The 3 Minute Ad Formula To Make 
ANY Advertisement More Profitable In 3 Minutes Or Less (Even 

Total Beginners Who Flunked High School English) 
 

This is a great question! The reasons are quite simple really…  
 

 Because you get a simple 3 step formula you can use in EVERY situation you need. This 
drastically shortcuts your learning curve. Quite literally I’ve compressed years of study into a ‘paint-by-
numbers’ system. I will show you why the formula is structured the way it is without wasting a moment of 
your valuable time.  

 
 Because you get the 3 Minute Checklist that systematises the ENTIRE process. Ask any 

successful ad writer or business person and they will tell you systems are the key. This checklist is so 
thorough, yet so easy to follow, it virtually tells you everything you need to do make ANY ad bring in more 
$$$.   
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 Because my clients have ALREADY TESTED THE FORMULA, so you know it works. 
Everything is proven to work.  

 
 Because I’ve extracted no less than 23 advertisements which I personally pulled from 

various print media and used them as real life case studies! That’s right, real world case studies of 
me taking you by the hand and showing you precisely HOW to implement The 3 Minute Ad Formula and 3 
Minute Checklist, step-by-step.  
 

 Because I’ve got an outstanding track record helping my clients make their ads more 
profitable. Here’s a small sample…  

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Because ALL the insider tricks I share with you have been battle tested to work in the 
real world. None of this stuff is fluffy theory.  
 

Here’s a small sample of what you’ll discover:  
 

• How to regularly make astounding profits with an ingenious yet simple way of 
structuring your offer 

 
• Gain a 3 minute ‘make over’ strategy that will shoot your sales right off the charts 

 
• Find out precisely how to get all the information you’ll ever need to outwit, out sell, 
and out profit even your most successful competitors 

 
• The single most damaging myth everyone still believes about advertising 

 
• Double your success with the ‘ingenious’ technique 

 

Business Doubled In 5 Months 
 
“From one ad Alexi wrote, my business has doubled within 5 months…”

 
Dr Steven W Griffith

Redcliffe Chiropractic Centre
 

$117,251.23 in sales 
  
One sales letter he wrote for me brought in $$117,251.23! When I 
want my marketing to bring in huge $$$, I bring in Alexi." 
  

Ed Burton 
Bestselling author

  
$162,000 in sales in just 3 months 

  
Just one of Alexi’s ideas brought in an extra $162,000 in sales in 
just 3 months. But best of all, they only cost me $5700 to 
implement. That’s a whopping 2,840% return on investment! 
   

Neil Asher
New Insights
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• How to make certain your prospects immediately read your ad  
 
• The very first thing you must do before writing one word of copy! 

 
• The real reasons people choose to buy anything – the secret truth long known by master salesman, 
sociologists, and ‘con men’ finally revealed! 

 
• The most important part of any ad your write! 

 
• The 3 most important and overlooked questions you must ask yourself to make sure your ad or sales 
letter is focused!  

 
• How to layout your ads for increased readership 

 
• How to create powerful headlines that guarantee your prospects will read every word of your ad 

 
• The 10 biggest mistakes most advertisers make and how to avoid them 

 
• How to write a killer headline that stops your intended audience cold!  

 
• 11 proven examples of successful direct response concepts you can use immediately 
(no matter what business you’re in)... plus a Proven Template for your own mega-pulling 
sales letter! (An astonishing “how to do it yourself” shortcut map.)  

 
• How to create a compelling sales pitch that can immediately double your response rates!  

 
• How to uncover large new "starving crowds" of prospects who wait with baited breath 
to give you their money  

 
• The greatest advertising secret ever discovered, and how it can make each of your advertising dollars 
do the work of 5 or 6.  

 
• The most important advertising question you will EVER ask. Just five simple words, 
but they trigger more giant breakthroughs than any other sentence ever spoken. 

 
• How to use the most persuasive laws of psychology to increase your ad’s response many times over!  

 
• How ‘taking away the sale’ is a key secret in getting astonishing results in all your 
advertising 

 
• How you can increase your chances of success when launching a new product by 300%-500% with 
another simple strategy.  

 
• How to take what the masters of marketing have created… earned millions of dollars 
from… and use for your own profit! 

 
• Discover one of the most powerful marketing strategies I’ve ever used!  

 
• The ONLY Two reasons any prospect buys a product (it’s not what you think) 

 
• Why you should never … ever … listen to 99.9% of graphic designer about how to design ads that sell! 
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I’m sure you’ll agree this is an astounding list of benefits you’ll get. But I want to remind this is only a 
partial list of everything you’ll get out of this formula.  

 
Ask yourself… 
 
… Do you want powerful techniques for generating as many leads as possible – HOT 

qualified leads too, not just ‘lookers’ 
 
… Do you want dozens of actual ads you can learn and study from – real world case studies that I 

analyse in detail 
 
… Do you want the secrets of powerful closing techniques 
 
… Do you want my insider tips for crafting powerful offers and attention getting headlines 
 
… Do you want techniques, strategies and the 3 KEY PRINCIPLES for pumping maximum 

selling power in your ads? 
 
If you answered ‘YES!’ to any of these questions, The 3 Minute Ad Formula: How To Make Any Ad 

Bring In More $$$, Leads and Customers in 3 Minutes or Less… GUARANTEED is for you!  
 

Let’s Stop and Think About This For a Moment: 
 

According to Dun and Bradstreet, the leading provider of global business information, a whopping 
85% of businesses within 5 years of commencement.  

 
Can you believe that? 85%!  
 
The make up and reaons for such a high failure rate I’m sure is rather detailed… BUT… I’ll bet you 

dollars to donuts this figure would be slashed dramatically if… 
 

Each Of These Businesses Knew How To Make Any Brings In More $$$, Leads and 
Customers in 3 Minutes Or Less! 

 
Don’t you agree? After all, it’s customers that make up the business. Without the, you are DOOMED 

to failure.  
 
Or look at it differently.  
 
Take any hundred business owners at the start of their professional careers, and follow them for 40 

years until they reach retirement, you’ll find that only 1% will be truly wealthy, and only another 4% will be 
financially secure.  

 
5% will continue working in the business, not because they want to, but because they have to; 36% 

will be dead; and a whopping 54% will be broke… having to live on handouts from relatives and friends. 
Perhaps even more striking is the fact that only 5% of the population educate themselves past their school 
education… and only 5% become financially independent! 

 
That’s pretty shocking, wouldn’t you agree? 

 
Think about this for a minute: Imagine what it would be like to have the confidence of knowing your 

ads employ the most important and persuasive psychological persuasion triggers known to man.  
 
How would you feel knowing you’re one of a very limited few who can on making huge profits from 

your advertising weeks, months even years to come? 
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How would you feel having more cash coming into your business, at time when even your fiercest 

competition is struggling to make ends meet? 
 
How would you feel if you knew no matter what the economy was doing, you could choose at any 

time to write an ad that will bring a flood of $$$ and leads into your business? 
 
I know you’d feel great!  
 
How would you spend your money? Perhaps you’d take more holidays than you do right now. Maybe 

you’d spend far more time with your friends, your family, the people you love. Or perhaps you would focus 
more actively on a hobby you are passionate about. What a life that would be! 

 
Now let’s talk about your investment.  
 
If you came to me to write a sales letter for you (when I was consulting on a full time basis) I’d 

charge you at least $7,500 plus get 5% of your gross sales.  
 
To sit down with me for a full day’s consulting would set you back a cool $3,300 (which clients 

happily pay for).  So how much would you expect to pay for a formula that had the potential to put 
thousands of additional dollars in your pocket? 

 
Well, it’s less than you think.  
 
It’s not $500. It’s not $300. In fact, it’s not even $200.  
 
As a special introductory price you can get the entire formula for only $197!  
 
What a bargain! Think about what that means. Within minutes of reading my book, and applying the 

formula to the case studies, you will cultivate the ability to make ANY ad… in ANY medium (be it a 
brochure, a flyer, print ad, radio and TV commercial) into a cash generating machine! 

 
You will be able to instantly spot the most common mistakes people make in their ads, and how to 

avoid them in your own business. You’ve got to admit. This is profound knowledge that’s gotta be worth a 
small fortune to you.  

 
And to think all I’m asking is $197.  
 
But it doesn’t end there… 
 

You Also Get 5 FREE Bonuses Valued At $145 
 

If you act quickly you will also get the following four FREE bonuses. Here they are: 
 
FREE Bonus #1: Lead Generating Ads That Make Money 
 
You’re going to find this report extremely valuable? Quite simply… because… each one of these ads 

are wonderful examples of The 3 Minute Ad Formula in action. You see, in the book I take you through 
loads of examples of ads that do NOT follow the formula. This doesn’t mean you’ll get to know what an ad 
looks like that DOES follow the formula, right?  

 
FREE Bonus #2: Even More Lead Generating Ads That Make Money 
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Yep, you get even more ads that meet The 3 Minute Ad Formula. These are great examples of The 3 
Minute Ad Formula ‘in action’.  

 
FREE Bonus #3: Hot Ads From My Private Files 
 
These are ALL ads I wrote myself, for actual clients to use in their businesses! Some of these ads 

made my client’s a lot of money. You’ll see The 3 Minute Ad Formula put into use time and time again. 
Before long, and with just a little bit of practice on your part, you will literally develop an advertising ‘sixth 
sense’. The ability to make ANY ad more profitable… in ANY medium… will become second nature. Almost 
like breathing….  

 
FREE Bonus #4: The #1 Secret World Class Advertising Copywriters Use 
To Write Money Making Copy – Revealed 
 
This is perhaps THE most important bonus out of all of them. You see, in this report I reveal THE 

secret world class copywriters use to punch out profit provoking copy consistency. It is also THIS secret that 
allows the best of the best to produce this outstanding copy in a fraction of the time it takes others. This 
secret is so powerful… that… after I’ve explained it to you (it takes one paragraph!) you’ll be able to make 
use of it immediately to write consistently strong ads. No more misfiring!  

 
FREE Bonus #5: How To Write Million Dollar Headlines 
 
In this report I reveal many of the simplest secrets for churning cash generating headlines day-in-

day-out. You don’t know it, but top copywriters don’t write ads like everybody else. They have a little bag of 
tricks which allow them to perform at their peak, virtually every day.  
 

Think about this…  
 

You no longer have to be an advertising victim. You really can have ads that pull in huge $$$ every 
time you run them! And it doesn’t take years of study. The 3 Minute Ad Formula is a system… and it has 
been written in such a way that you develop this amazing skill in a fraction of the time it took me.  

 
It’s the next best thing to having a world class copywriter manage all your advertising 

efforts. It doesn’t get any better than my simple step-by-step guide.   
 

Your Risk FREE Trial Preview – Don’t Decide Now! 
 

Use the insider information you get in this course for a full 1 year… use my step-by-step system… 
make yours more profitable… use The 3 Minute Checklist and attract more customers… use and apply 
everything you get for 1 FULL YEAR!  

 
If for any reason… or no reason… you feel The 3 Minute Ad Formula isn’t everything I say it is (and 

more, much more…)  I want you to ask for, and get your money back, even after a FULL YEAR! If for any 
reason you’re not entirely satisfied with your purchase, just return the materials, and I’ll give you back your 
money.  

 
Frankly, if you don’t believe in every cell of your body The 3 Minute Ad Formula 

delivers on everything that I say it will, I don’t want to keep your money!  
 
I want to build a long term relationship with you, and I can’t do that with a weak foundation.  
 
And so, to prove I’m truly sincere in my efforts to do everything in my power to help you, if you ask 

for your money back…  
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You Can Still Keep ALL Your FREE Bonuses! 
 
Yep, theses are all YOURS to keep! No cost. No strings. No obligations.  
 
I insist all the risk is on MY shoulders. Not yours. Think about it: what’s your worst case scenario? 

Within 1 year you ask for a refund and you’ll get your money back promptly… and you’ll be left with some of 
the most cutting edge ad writing secrets known to man (and usually only reserved for the very best 
advertising copywriters)… plus… your head will be spinning with moneymaking ideas you can continue to 
use in your business for the rest of yor life! That’s a pretty great worst case scenario! You can’t ask me to 
make it any easier for you. 
 
Now, let’s take a look at everything you get for so little: 
 

• The 3 Minute Ad Formula – this is the heart and soul of every ad you will ever write, critique or 
work on. It’s explained in full detail.  

 
• A complete step by step grounding on WHY the formula works. Understanding the rationale behind 

why the formula is the way it is helps you get a better handle on how to apply it.  
 

• The 3 Minute Checklist – this is THE checklist that will slash the time you spend on improving 
your ads. In fact, follow the checklist and the entire process becomes a virtual no-brainer. It really 
become a paint-by-number process.  

 
• 23 Case studies of real world ads I personally pulled from various media as examples. 

 
• 5 FREE bonuses that dig even deeper into the formula, and give you even more examples so you 

fully understand exactly how to make ANY ad bring in more $$$, leads and customers in 3 minutes 
or less!  

 
Is it worth $197 for you to learn the insider secrets to making ANY ad… in ANY medium… more 

profitable in 3 minutes or less? 
 

If so, you know what you need to do. I promise you will NOT regret your decision.  
 
The decision is now up to you.  
 
 
Warmly,  
 

 
 
Alexi Neocleous 

 
PS My entire program is guaranteed. You have one FULL YEAR. If it’s not EVERYTHING I claim it 
is (and more), you can return the course… get ALL your money… and the bonuses will be yours to 
keep. I can’ t be any fairer than that.  
 

Last Minute Bonus Valued At $300 – Personal Coaching! 
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PPS  Place your order within the next 10 days, and I’m going to thrown in not one, but TWO 
FREE advertising critiques valued at $300.  What this means is you can send me any print, radio or 
TV ad of yours and I’ll give you suggestions on how to make it pull in more $$$. Think about what 
this means. If you’ve got an ad that’s not pulling its weight, and you want my opinion… you’ll get it! 
If you’re about to run a major campaign and you want to ensure you’ve applied The 3 Minute Ad 
Formula correctly, no problem. Shoot it over to me and I’ll give you honest and complete feedback. 
Here are some more comments from very satisfied clients…   
 

Potentially $237,384 in sales revenue 
  

“… just one of the advertisements Alexi has written for me has the potential of generating at least 
$237,384 in sales revenue over a 12 month period, if it keeps performing the way it has to date…” 

  
Hans Jakobi, - Investor and Best-Selling Author 

 

$32,796 in sales 
 

“Alexi wrote a simple three step letter campaign to our past members. In just 10 weeks I’m happy 
to report it brought in over $32,796 in sales. But it doesn’t end there. If we factor in the life value 
of our average member, this campaign is actually worth at least $60,000 to my business… get 

this guy’s brain on your business.” 
 

Gary Rigby 
Alive Gym and Fitness 

 

Bestselling Author 
 

“I could have selected any of the world’s top advertising pros to write the copy for my new book. I 
chose Alexi because he’s the best I know. If you want your ads to make money, give him a call!” 

  
Christopher Howard 

CEO 
The Christopher Howard Companies 
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Affiliate Sales Letter



BRAND NEW...  
 

Get Checks in Your Mail 
for $500, $1000, even 

$5000 a Month or More 
With 100% FREE Websites! 

 
ANNOUNCING: A Fun, Easy Way To Make Real Profits On 

The Internet – While Others Do Most of the “Work” For You! 
 
 
Dear Friend, 
 
 Imagine going to your mailbox and pulling out envelopes, filled with 
checks for $500... $1,000... even $5,000 or more – all from FREE Internet 
Websites that make money for you, 24 hours a day! 
 
 I know it sounds crazy, but it’s 100% true. 
 

Rosalind, an air traffic controller for 20 years, made $436,797 in one 
year – with these FREE Internet Websites... and quit her job. 

 
A 21-year old full-time college student makes a 6-figure income – with 
FREE Internet Websites... and says he’s “just getting started”. 

 
Jo made $17,780.04 from April 1st to May 23rd – with FREE Internet 
Websites... and the money keeps rolling in! 

 
Allan and his wife, Johanna, bought a beach-front home... thanks to 
these FREE Internet Websites! 

 
Now, YOU can get your hands on these same FREE Internet Websites...  

and create multiple income streams, sending money into your  
bank account and mailbox every month. 

 
 My name is Jeff Gardner – and I believe I’ve stumbled onto the easiest, 
most exciting way to make money on the Internet. 
 
 Ordinary people, all over the world, are making extra-ordinary part-
time and full-time incomes... with these amazing FREE Internet Websites. 
 
 These FREE Internet Websites can pull in money for you, every day, like 
steel to a magnet, without ANY of the hassles of an ordinary Internet site. 
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 Yes, with these FREE Websites, you can make real money – without all of 
the headaches and hassles you get with most websites! 
 
 NO Products to Stock   NO Shipping 
 NO Website Hosting Costs  NO Technical Experience Needed 
 NO Customer Service   NO Emailing or Talking to Anyone 
 NO Office or Employees   NO Software Needed 
 

It’s a super-simple, dirt-cheap way to make real money on the Internet! 
 
 Best of all, there are THOUSANDS of these FREE Websites for you to 
profit from. In just a matter of moments, you can have your own FREE Website 
(or even dozens of them), working to make you money! 
 
 Here are just a handful of FREE Internet Websites that can put real 
money into your bank account: 
 

• Free Website #X pays YOU up to 75% PROFITS on 10,000 Products! 
 

• Free Website #X pays YOU $198.80... plus $38.80 each month for every 
person who signs up for their in-demand service. 

 
• Free Website #X pays YOU up to $200 on 10 Hot-Selling Products – 

PLUS pays you BONUS CASH when you tell others about their Free 
Website! 

 
• Free Website #X pays YOU a percentage of EVERY SALE of Over One 

Million Products, including electronics, books, DVD’s, furniture, 
jewelry, and tons more 

 
• Free Website #X has 100 “Free Website Owners” who average $25,000 a 

month. A few make $1 million each year! 
 

• Free Website #X pays YOU 50¢ to $55 when visitors fill out simple 
online forms and surveys.  

 
• And there are many, many more! 

 
These FREE Websites do 100% of the SELLING for you, 24-hours a day, 

365 days a year - non-stop – even while you’re asleep or on vacation. 
 
With these websites doing most of the work, you’ll have time to live 

the life you want. Have fun. Play golf. Go shopping. Do whatever you want. 
Even go on vacation... 

 
...and your FREE websites will continue to work for you around-the-

clock, making sales and sending you checks automatically every month.  
 
Make enough money – and you can retire. Travel the world. Move anywhere 

you want. All you need is a mailbox (even a Post Office Box will do) – and 
you can still get these monthly checks. 
 

Use this extra cash to pay off those pesky bills. Get a new car. Buy 
something you’ve always wanted. Or just sock it away for a “rainy day” or 
retirement. 
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Seriously, real people – all around the world – are using these FREE 
Internet Websites to make $100’s, even $1,000’s of dollars every month in 
extra cash.  

 
Some people are even making $5,000 to $25,000 a month, and more. 

 
It’s a Fun Way to Make Real Money from Home! 

 
No matter where you live, no matter how much time you have... if you 

can log onto the Internet, YOU can have these FREE websites working for you, 
too! 

 
And there’s NO LIMIT to how many of these FREE Internet Websites you 

can have working for you.  
 
Sign up for 1 website... or 100 – and you’ll never pay a dime! 
 
Am I overstating this? 
 
Hardly. It’s working for me and thousands of others right now. 
 

 I confess: I didn’t know what to expect when I first found out about 
these Free Websites. It almost seemed too good to be true. 
 
 But it was working for so many people, I figured I’d be C-R-A-Z-Y not 
to check it out. 
 
 I’m glad I did! Now, I get MONTHLY CHECKS in my mailbox from these FREE 
Websites... And it doesn’t look like this money will ever stop! 

 
Don’t take my word for it. Make me prove it to you. 

 
I’ve written down EVERYTHING I know about these FREE Websites in a 

manual I’m calling –  
 

“The Absolute Best, Dirt-Cheap, 
No-Hassle Way to Make  

Real Money on the Internet”! 
 
Flip it open – and I’ll show you exactly how these FREE Websites work – 

and WHY they’re so eager to send YOU monthly checks in the mail.  
 
Plus, I’ll show you the best Free Websites – making the MOST MONEY for 

myself and others all across the United States and around the world! 
 
I won’t hold anything back! I’ll leave no stone unturned! 
 
You WILL know how this works, step-by-step... GUARANTEED! 
 
In fact, I’m SO CONFIDENT this will work for you, I’m going to PUT MY 

MONEY WHERE MY MOUTH IS!  
 
Get my system – and the moment it arrives, rip it open and check it 

out. If you’re not 100% thrilled, send it back for a full, prompt refund. Or 
take it for a “test-drive” – and if you don’t get real money in your mailbox 
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from these FREE Internet Websites, send it back for a full refund. No 
Questions Asked. 

 
The burden is on my shoulders. But I know when you see how this really 

works, you’ll never want to part with it. 
 

I Want to Rush My System To You Today 
 

Your copy of my new manual is sitting on my desk, waiting to be mailed 
to you. Give me the word... and I’ll rush it to your front door immediately. 

 
What’s the price for this amazing system??? 
 
Considering the amount of money that people are making, the fee for my 

system would be a bargain at $500. But YOU won’t pay that. Your one-time fee 
for this breakthrough system is – Only $37. 
 

Believe me. You can easily make this back (and more) with just ONE of 
the Free Websites I’ll tell you about. 

 
Look: Just one check last month from only ONE of my many Free Websites 

was $690.07. That’s 18 TIMES the cost of my system. 
 
And I get checks from this FREE site (as well as many more) each and 

every month. They never stop arriving in my mailbox. 
 

Now, YOU can find out how YOU can start getting these types of checks 
in YOUR MAILBOX, every month, from these exact same money-making FREE 
websites. 

 
Right Now... Fill out the enclosed “Quick Start” Order Form and rush it 

back to me right now. Or, for faster service, call or fax your order in. I’ll 
rush your entire system to your doorstep immediately. 

 
Don’t let this opportunity slip between your fingers. A PROVEN system 

for making money doesn’t come along every day. But you’ve got one here. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Jeff Gardner 

 
P.S. The Photo here is of me holding up the checks I got in one day from some 
of my FREE Websites. Some are for as little as $50. Others are as high as 
$1,000. It’s fun getting these in the mail. Now, YOU can, too! 
 
P.P.S. YOURS FREE! As a way of saying thanks, I’ll include a FREE Bonus 
Report that shows you how to increase your checks – simply by telling others 
about these FREE Websites! It’s NOT MLM! It’s something even MORE EXCITING! 
But you MUST ORDER NOW! 
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You Could MAKE 15% by This Time Tomorrow  

How to Cash in on the  

 
 

A 3-minute interview on CNBC led to a 
33% gain in 24 hours...and a 61% gain in less than two days.  

I'll show you how to lock in gains of 35%, 50%...even 168%  
with the click of your mouse or a phone call to your broker.  

  

Dear Reader, 

Let me tell you about a remarkable phenomenon known as the 'CNBC Effect.'  

While you may have never heard of it until now, high-powered Wall Street traders, analysts, brokers...even hedge 
fund managers have used the CNBC Effect to make their clients huge sums of money in a very short period of 
time.  

I've seen it produce gains of 33% in as little as 24 hours...and as much as 61% in a few days.  

This 'Effect' is caused by a stock's trend to surge once it is profiled on CNBC or any other premier financial news 
show. For example, CNBC interviewing a high-tech analyst or CEO from a large corporation like Goldman Sachs. 

Before the interview is aired, top brokers and traders hear that the company will be featured on CNBC. Realizing 
the company will get coverage, they'll buy shares of the stock in the morning and sell after the interview. The 
result? Oftentimes a quick 15-45% gains. 

But you don't have to work on Wall Street to successfully use the 'CNBC Effect' to your advantage. You see, I've 
found a way to make trading on the news easy...if you learn one simple secret. I've been sharing that secret with a 
select group of readers who have been making quick gains on a regular basis. 

In just a minute I'll share that secret with you,but first let me show you exactly how the CNBC Effect works. 

A 33% Gain in Less Than Four Hours  

Last April, I pulled up Winnebago Industries (WGO) on Yahoo Finance. I glanced at the financials and saw that it 
was unfairly beaten down. I took a closer look at the fundamentals. It showed promise: its market cap was 1 billion 
and it had a P/E of 15.08.  

All Winnebago needed was bullish news to get the stock jump-started.  
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I checked my sources and found out that Winnebago Industries was going to be featured on CNBC's 'Power Lunch' 
show later that day. I knew this would cause the stock to rise, so I recommended WGO calls at $0.45.  

The stock price remained the same up until lunch when the interview was aired. And as I had predicted, after the 
CNBC interview the underlying stock jumped 36 cents. So I recommended readers sell for a quick 33% gain. 

That's a 33% gain in just under four hours on a stock that was beaten down. But here's the thing: these kinds of 
gains happen all the time.  

Positive Media Exposure  

Regardless of whether the publicity is a CNBC interview, a Business Week article or Bloomberg commentary, it 
almost always results in positive media exposure. This causes an immediate upward movement in the company's 
stock price.  

Just look at these stocks that soared from media publicity...  

l ADSK featured on CNBC's 'Kudlow & Company' gained 39% in 24 hours! 
l SUNW featured in an article by Gene Marcial of Business Week gained 17% in one day!  

l MMC featured in an interview on CNBC rose 25% in four hours afterward!  

What's even more amazing is how a stock price jumps when there's just talk about an interview. For example, 
PSYS, a company that provides care for mentally ill children and adults, was scheduled for an interview on CNBC.  

But the interview never happened. It was cancelled. But the mere fact it was going to be featured on CNBC was 
enough to shoot the stock up 15%!  

Getting a 15% gain in less than a few hours is just the tip of the iceberg! You could profit from the news on a 
regular basis.  

The Secret of Inside Information  

Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Ian Cooper, and I'm the editor of Extreme Volatility Speculator, or EVS, 
an investment advisory service that allows you to profit from breaking news before the rest of the world hears about 
it .  

EVS is the only financial intelligence service that gives you the same type of fast-breaking investment information 
used by top Wall Street traders.  

Up to now, this early knowledge gave Wall Street an unfair advantage over you. It's how they consistently make 
explosive gains in just days at a time.  

But I'm going to help you get the same advantage as Wall Street pros. You see I practically grew up in the 'news 
business.' 

I received a Bachelor's and a Master's Degree in Mass Communication, an academic course that specializes in 
journalism. I wrote a nationally recognized academic study on the dissemination of news. 

I also worked for years both as a reporter and a journalist. Bottom line: I know the media industry like the back of 
my hand...and I can tell you this: I have never seen a force as powerful as the 'CNBC Effect.'  
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Take a look at the impressive returns I called in just one to four days using the CNBC Effect: 

l QURND up 253% in 4 DAYS!  
l LENF up 88% in 4 DAYS!  
l ASDDI up 56% in 2 DAYS!  
l ALTI up 25% in 1 DAY!  

This is only a small sample of the gains I've helped readers make. In 2004 I racked in a total of 2,354% in gains. 
That's up 80% over my previous total gains of 1,303% in 2003! And there is plenty more where those came from. 

An Endless Well of Profit Opportunities  

One of the advantages of trading on the news is that there are always opportunities to make money. You see, 
CNBC features at least 20 different companies and CEO interviews in a given day. We find out which companies 
are going to be featured a day in advance. Figure five days a week at 20 interviews a day equals about 2,000 
interviews a month.  

In six months that's a whopping 12,000 companies. But there's even more. Bloomberg, Economist, Barron's and 
Business Week each feature at least 25 financial articles weekly. That's 2,400 articles in a six-month span! 

All told, we're talking close to 15,000 companies being featured in the news. Now of course, not every one of these 
companies is worth your time and investment dollars. You have to know which companies will get that upward 
bounce in price once they're featured on CNBC.  

That's where my News Evaluation Matrix comes into play. It allows me to sort through every company to find the 
ones that you can profit from. Once we know which companies are featured and after we do some due diligence, 
we send out an instant buy alert. But you must act fast to get in on those gains. 

Our News Intelligence Gives You 'Quick' Gains! 

This system scours every mass media outlet and uncovers profit opportunities that exist due to the 'CNBC Effect.' 

Imagine yourself being as close to corporate inside information as legally possible.  

And picture what a tremendous advantage you'd have over professional investors. 

In fact, you'd finally be on a level playing field with Wall Street! 

You'd get advanced knowledge on breaking news before the mainstream media. And you could PROFIT from 
this...very quickly.  

Think about it...lightning-fast turnarounds where you grab 'huge' returns in a matter of HOURS and DAYS. 

Not several weeks or months... 

...I've seen it happen dozens and dozens of times. 

We notify our readers on outstanding buy and sell opportunities, creating extraordinary windows of huge, quick 
gains. Then the waves of massive profits come rolling in.  

But instead of telling you this, let me show you how EVS readers could have gained 107%, 246% and then 144% 
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on just one news event... 

$10,000 Could Have Turned Into $21,406 in Just 9 Days  

IPIX was a little-known company that had just released a new product - a revolutionary 360-degree surveillance 
camera for corporate and government agencies.  

It was mid-Friday when I discovered that IPIX would be making a private offering of $5 million worth of shares, 
which they would announce on Monday. Usually this type of news drives prices down, but because of the new 
product release it would do the opposite...the stock would soar! 

It was exciting news, sure to make Extreme Volatility Speculator traders a fortune as the $7 stock skyrocketed to 
the double digits. 

I alerted my readers before the news spread. As fast as they could, EVS readers grabbed up shares that Friday and 
the following Monday. 

   

  

By the time the markets closed on Monday, the price had gone up 62%, closing at $11.65. 

In the next two days, the price dropped slightly as professional day traders sold and took quick profits. By 
Wednesday, my phones were ringing with newer readers worried...wondering if they should sell. 

   

  

But the price jump wasn't over. The news release hadn't yet reached its peak momentum - the price would continue 
to rise as word of Monday's volume and price explosion spread to hundreds of thousands more across the country. 

'Dear Ian: I'm impressed! Particularly with IPIX, which has paid for my first quarter of service. 
Thanks.'  
-G.C. 

'... bought 2,000 shares this morning... $7,350 gains in 1 day. Should have bought 10,000. Thank you.'  
-H.B. 

'Ian, I bought LENF.OB at $2.88... sold about a day later for 22% profit. Next day, I bought back in 
at $3.96... 500 shares. Next day, I bought 400 more shares at $4.57. Then yesterday, I bought 180 more 
shares at around $6.00. 

My GOD, it went as high as $6.70 yesterday !!!!!! On this stock alone, I have made around $2,000.00. 
I like the logic and speculation involved with your picks.' 
-E.P. 
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You see, over the past two days when the price stalled, there was a time delay between Monday's price jump and 
the time it took for the word of it to spread across the financial world. And the news spread... 

On Thursday, IPIX jumped again and this time, it was time to take the gains. So I sent readers a partial sell order, 
'Sell half and enjoy partial profits of 107%. More to come!'  

It was also the last trading day before a long weekend, during which time, news of IPIX made the papers, and 
millions more watched it on television. As a result, when the markets opened the following Monday, the stock 
climbed under intense buying pressure throughout the day. 

I kept a tight eye on the technicals, all the while checking my sources for new information. It was possible the price 
would go higher. But the risk of professional traders dumping the stock to take profits was growing. If the 
momentum reversed, I had to be on the alert - and give the immediate order to lock in gains. 

I knew from experience, it would be safest to take partial gains again. So I gave the next order ... 'Sell half of your 
remaining positions. Take partial profits again.' 

In a flurry, EVS subscribers carried out sell orders across the country. Those who got in around $7.80 a share were 
now exiting another portion - this time for as much as $27.34 a share - a mind-boggling 246% gain just four days 
after already taking home 107%. 

But would the price continue to climb?  

It was time to wait. Anyone who had invested as little as $5,000 already had cashed in with $9,292 and still 
had one third of the trade in the market.  

For EVS subscribers, this was a critical time. The price was now in danger of dropping and the only way to tell was 
to watch the charts and wait. 

That day the stock closed down, and other technical indicators warned of price weakness. 

As it was, IPIX would make an earnings announcement in two days. If the news was bad, it would be time to get 
out. Yet, if it was positive, it was an opportunity for another 250% to 300% before the week was out.  

I dug for news of which way the stock would go. But nothing was surfacing anywhere. It was time to get out. The 
next morning, IPIX opened at $19.80, a solid 154% above the entry price. I gave the last order to sell. 

As EVS readers were advised to sell the rest of their portions that day, the price rose to $21.20, but finally closed 
$6.00 down. EVS readers who followed my recommendations had gotten out in time and locked in another 
144% gain. 

'A total profit of $97,500.00'  

   

'Thank you Mr. Cooper. I sold all on 04/12/04 @ $27.30 and made a total profit of $97,500.00. That 
was the biggest profit I have ever made. IPIX is the first stock I was recommended from you. ... 
Thank you very much for the great work you have done.' 
- Nhan N. 
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When the next day's earnings announcement was released, it drove the stock down even further, a low from which 
it failed to recover. 

Final gains? 

If you had invested as little as $5,000 in this trade, you'd have walked away with a respectable $10,703 or more in 
your account after just seven days. 

Are all of our recommendations that exciting? 

You bet! 

Do they all make those kinds of returns? 

Unfortunately no, I'd be lying to you if I said so. Losses can and do occur. But my track record with EVS is very 
impressive.  

Over the past two years we averaged 19.93% per pick in 2003 and 11.72% per pick in 2004. 

That means if you had invested only $10,000 two short years ago, today you could have had $312,034.  

Next year you'd have made $480,528 - and two years from now - $9,736,519! You read those numbers right.  

We've all heard about the power of compound interest, but most people never realize how powerful it is when you 
have 1,874.87% total returns annually reinvested... how short of a time it actually takes to turn a modest trading 
account into millions. 

I don't know anywhere else you could make that kind of money, using any other trading system around. 

And I know... I've seen almost all of them.  

Which is why I make the kind of money that I do... recommending trades on early intelligence is possibly the 
biggest game on Wall Street.  

And right now I have early intelligence on a group of stocks that are ready to soar from the CNBC Effect.  

Congress Creates Opportunity for Early Investors  

On October 7, Congress unanimously passed The Internet Spyware Prevention Act of 2004 that penalizes anyone 
spreading spyware over the Internet. 

Just in case you don't know, spyware are programs that are installed on your computer, without your knowledge, 

 
'Wow! That was the quickest homerun I ever experienced. In at $9.92, trailing stop got me out at 
$26.02. Simply amazing!! Only wish I had bought more.' 
- Wayne D. 
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and can change your computer's security settings or steal your personal information including email addresses, 
telephone numbers, bank account numbers or anything else you keep stored there. 

One of the more common uses of spyware is to monitor Internet browsing and shopping habits and report them 
without the person's knowledge. 

According to some industry experts, spyware programs may have been installed in up to 90 percent of all Internet-
connected computers. The most common way it's being done is by secretly including them with freeware or 
shareware that the computer owner willingly installs ... or through email and instant messaging programs. 

   

  

But as of last October, The Internet Spyware Prevention Act makes the spread of spyware illegal and punishable in 
courts. Which for us means there are a few companies who'll profit from this, and make investors rich in the 
process.  

You see, one of the biggest concerns of online shoppers and merchants is online security - so this legislation makes 
some incredible profit opportunities for the holiday shopping season ... 

In a recent study, 89% of consumers use the Internet to comparison shop, and 32% use it to buy online. Also, many 
respondents started their online shopping earlier than last year ... but barely 14% of the online merchants were 
ready for them. 

Which is why some of these companies will be great plays for us in the weeks ahead...  

Immediate 500% Profit Opportunity as This News Spreads  

An established anti-spyware manufacturer, this company has already started getting media attention. It trades at 
$3.00 per share, and has 45% of its 18.4 million float shorted. I'm not sure if you realize this, but with those figures, 
any short coverage by the media will send this stock skyrocketing.  

The best part is, it just announced an incredible revenue increase of 74% over the same time last year. Which 

'Thanks a ton for Symm. I bought 5,000 shares yesterday at $8.78 and sold today for $9.78. That's a 
$5,000 profit in less than 24 hours. I think you people are terrific!!!' 
- J.F  

'All I can say is -- 'Rolling, Rolling, keep those doggies rolling,' WOWIE !!!!!!! 
Thanks A Million.' 
- G.S 

'Great call on MSO. Missed the buy-in range of $1.40 - $1.55, but got filled yesterday at $1.65, out 
today at $2.05 for a net 21% gain in one day. I wish they could all be like this!' 
- BK  

'Wow! That is the quickest homerun I ever experienced. In at $9.92, trail stop got me out at $26.02. 
Simply amazing!!! Only wish I had bought more.' 
- W.D  
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means a profit opportunity is coming any day now!  

According to my best estimates, our medium-term target on this play is $18 - a possible 500% gain in a few days or 
a week. Our longer-term target is substantially higher!  

As with all the trade recommendations we make with Extreme Volatility Speculator , I'll give you the early buy 
signal ... you'll have advance knowledge of the event, and be in the first .05% to take advantage of it.  

And that's just one of the plays we're tracking. The next one is equally exciting...  

M&A Back Again  

After years of inactivity, the merger and acquisition market is back in a big way. January 2005 alone was the best 
January for M&A deals since the dot-com era of the early 2000's - a strengthening sign that corporate America has 
faith in the economy.  

Just take a look at these numbers. In January alone there were $138 billion in deals done. And that's nothing 
compared to the $143.7 billion in closed deals in December.  

The rich do get richer... and bigger. Take a look:  

l Procter & Gamble is paying $57 billion for Gillette.  
l SBC is buying AT&T for $16 billion.  
l MetLife is buying Travelers Life Annuity Company for $11.5 billion from Citigroup.  
l Alltel is acquiring Western Wireless for $4.4 billion.  
l And Lee Enterprises is buying PulitzWestern Wireless for $4.4 billion.  

But M&A in 2005 is just getting warmed up...  

Intel, for one, could be next on the M&A 2005 list as it tries to enter the cell phone business. With a solid bottom 
line and a market cap of $144 billion, Intel could easily buy out this telephone partner that currently trades 30% off 
its 52-week high.  

Or this $6.50 online music subscription provider that could be gobbled up by the likes of Google, Viacom or even 
News Corporation. Sitting where satellite radio stocks did three years ago, this stock, nearing explosive growth, 
could trade near $30 by year's end.  

Remember when Sirius at XM Satellite had a combined subscriber base of only 375,000? Today, they have 4.5 
million subscribers and a combined market value of $20 billion. A bit of advice - it's often a good idea to buy stock 
in companies with strong bottom lines and big product potential.  

But these are only the tip of the iceberg.  

I will spell out the details on these plays in upcoming profit alerts to EVS subscribers. You can easily participate in 
making these gains.  

Plus, we'll also send you an EVS benefit package worth over $3,000. More on that in just a minute. Let me explain 
how easily you could be making those lightning-fast profits in a few days from now... 

The Spread of Wildfire Information in the Electronic Age  
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With the dawn of computers, and their widespread use over the last two decades, news that was only available to a 
few, is now available to almost everyone, and in a very short time... if they know where to look!  

As a result, a news release, which at one time would only have been read by editors who passed it to the printing 
room for release, is now released over the Internet - available to anyone who can find it. 

Unfortunately, the problem today is the plethora of information. Among the hundreds of thousands of news releases 
that happen each day, it's like looking for a needle in a haystack.  

This is why investigative training is so important. And with my experience I learned to dig out the juicy pieces that 
count ... like what I did with American Airlines (AMR:NYSE). 

The airline was engaged with tough negotiations with its unions, trying to get them to take pay cuts. As a result, the 
flight attendants were poised for a vote that could save or kill the company.  

I got in touch with the union and found out they would rather take a pay cut than give up their jobs. I spread the 
word to my readers to buy shares at the market, which opened that day at $4.40. A few hours later that day, the 
union voted for the contract, which took the stock price to a high of $5.07. The readers who took my advice were 
able to sell a few days later at $7.02 - with an easy 59% gain! 

   

  

** On2 Technologies (ONT:NYSE). I tracked this play on news of a new licensing agreement that would add 
nicely to its bottom line. Having recommended it at $1.05, we recommended readers cash out three times with 
gains of 138%, 270% and 100%.  

** Blue Square-Israel (BSI:NYSE) On the announcement of a $1.18 per share dividend and prospects of an 
improving Israeli economy, we wanted in, walking away with 24% gains and $1.18 dividends to boot! 

I could keep filling up pages of example upon example of how I find profit opportunities. But I'm sure you get the 
picture. The point is, with Extreme Volatility Speculator service, you have one of the top intelligence specialists 
working for you, uncovering the latest information to exploit and see immediate gains. 

The Two Profit Windows That Drive Prices to Extremes  

In my early academic days of journalism, I pioneered the scientific understanding and use of media exploitation, 
which I call the News Evaluation Matrix.  

Here, I discovered that news almost always spreads in three separate phases. And the time between each phase is 

'Great call! Bought at $4.41 and sold at $6.17 for a 40% gain. This was my first pick from your advice 
(new client). Very excited. Can't wait for your next advice!'  
- K.B.  

' As a new subscriber, I followed your advice and bought AMR at $4.95, sold this a.m. at $6.95 for a 
$20,000 profit in 7 trading days. Thank you, thank you, thank you. I can't wait for your next stock 
recommendation.' 
- P.P. 
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the short window of opportunity where wise investors jump in to make easy profits... 

The first phase starts when new situations develop and knowledge of them is known only to a few. Only those 
directly involved.  

If it's a news story, the top managers might know first. When it's good news, maybe they'll put out a press release.  

Company employees will be aware of it but may not even consider it newsworthy, simply another piece of 
information in the course of their job. 

On the other hand, they may consider it important and not tell a soul ... quietly buying up their company's shares.  

This is the first phase of the News Evaluation Matrix. 

It takes deft investigative skills to find information at this point. Rumors of news, statements circulated to 
shareholders or mailing lists are the things to look for. Insider buying is the most frequent and reliable source.  

Of course, at this stage, journalistic skills are vital because the window of opportunity is very short. Often no more 
than a few hours before it starts to move stock prices.  

Because of this, some of the most important skills are crosschecking and confirming rumors. Take NEIP for 
example...  

It was a company close to filing for bankruptcy with shares barely trading at a penny and a half when it suddenly 
rocketed 106,600% in a few days. On investigation, it was found that two UCLA students placed bullish postings 
on several Internet message boards. Both were indicted for falsely pumping the stock to profit from it - also known 
as 'pump and dump.'  

It may be tempting to take advantage of false rumors. But their ability to reverse prices without warning - and 
create large losses - is very high. Which is why investigation and news confirmation is so important. 

Investors Scramble to Get on the Bandwagon  

The second phase happens after the information spreads like wildfire and causes massive price and volume 
increases. What was first known to a few people spreads to thousands and then hundreds of thousands. This is the 
reaction to the news.  

The type of news often determines the time between phase one and two, which is our window of opportunity. 
Sometimes it lasts a few days, other times only a few hours. 

Let me give you an example... 

During the run-up to the last election, investors' attention was fixed on security and terrorist issues. Any company 
news in the security industry quickly got noticed.  

As a result, we saw lightning-fast gains with LENF, a surveillance and security technology company. We got in 
during phase one of the news release at $2.80 and again during phase two at $3.15.  
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Three days later we recommended subscribers close out at $6.13 ... for a 119% and 95% gain!  

News of Price Jump Fuels More Buying  

Finally the news release reaches phase three. At this stage, the news of the enormous price and volume jump 
becomes news in itself as it's taken up by television channels and newspapers. What was known to hundreds of 
thousands now spreads to millions as mainstream media takes notice and spreads the story. 

This is the final momentum of price movement when average investors jump on board, hoping to take part in rising 
stock prices. But unfortunately for them, it's already too late. And by the time many of them buy, those who got in 
early are starting to sell off and lock in profits. 

With EVS, you're in the top .05% of the public to act on news events before they spread and cause stock prices to 
explode.  

This is What Makes News ... and Profits  

Because of the way news spreads and causes prices to explode, it's important to know which news will cause an 
effect and which won't. 

Even if you do hear about an event that should make a company's stock burst, it doesn't mean it will. Which is why 
special training and years of experience are so vital. 

And it's the reason we've consistently had such enormous gains. 

By anticipating where investors' attention will be in the days, weeks and months ahead, I know which news stories 
will drive up prices as everyone scrambles to get on board.  

   

Is This Service for You?  

Today, there are many kinds of investors... technical and fundamental... those who buy and hold ... those who look 
for quick profits... day traders and swing traders. And also many who split their portfolios to trade each part 

'I bought LENF at $2.88. What's wrong with hanging onto these 1,080 shares?? On this stock alone, I 
have made around $2,000.00 dollars!' 
- Ernie P. 

 
'Got 40%[$10k] on LENF - Thanks!'  
- Charles J. 

 
'Thanks for the LENF tip - I bought at $2.94, sold at $3.51 - Stopped too tight and missed the nice run 
yesterday as I was out of town all day and unable to trade :( Thanks.'  
- Weldon J. 
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differently... increasing return with little risk. 

Because of this, Extreme Volatility Speculatorsubscribers come from all different backgrounds, yet have one thing 
in common ... They don't want to be taken advantage of by professional traders. They believe in an even playing 
field. And they want to take advantage of the same profit opportunities that Wall Street professionals exploit every 
day.  

And regardless of your investing style, I'm sure you share this belief as well. 

You're sick of professional traders exploiting everyday investors. And you refuse to be one of the millions driving 
profits into their accounts. If you could play the same game they do, you'd probably be glad to jump on the 
opportunity. 

Which is what I'm offering you here... 

Gain the Advantage of Early Intelligence That  
Professional Traders Exploit Every Day  

To gain the same advantage of early intelligence that professional traders exploit every day requires full-time 
research and a skill developed over years of trading.  

Though journalistic and investigative skills are essential - developing information sources, timing and data 
evaluation - can only be perfected through years of experience. And with 15,000 stocks trading on hype and 
manipulation, most investors don't have the time or training to distinguish the real truth from the bull... to find the 
real profits before the opportunities are gone. 

Which is why large investment firms pay the experienced pros, like myself, a six- or seven-figure income. They 
regularly make their employers many times that each year! 

And unless you were a Wall Street investment firm, you probably would never have the opportunity to hire such a 
professional... until now. 

That's because EVS is quite possibly the only financial service that puts you on the same playing field as the top 
traders on Wall Street. It levels the playing field by giving you access to the same early intelligence they use to 
invest ahead of the crowd - and profit as everyday investors drive the prices up. 

So don't wait another moment, try Extreme Volatility 
SpeculatorNOW!  

You could be enjoying fast profits in just days as you watch 
the news spread and drive your investment up 35%... 50%... 
even 168% and more, in the hours and days that follow. 

The price for hiring me through the Extreme Volatility 
Speculator advisory service is - for new members only - 
$1,795 for an entire year in advance, or $499 every three 
months if you'd rather be automatically billed on your credit 
card. I'm sure you understand the value of the service I'm 
offering here.  

But that's not all.  

Take Control of Profit 
Opportunities BEFORE They 

Happen... 

...With these 5 FREE e-letters  
Check all 5 free e-letters:

 247profits e-Dispatch  
The Dynamics of Wealth-Building Investments

 American Capitalist 
Profit from Every Situation
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Because as with any employee, I'm sure you'd want to give 
me a 'probationary period,' to see if I really perform as 
you've read about above.  

So to take away the risk of 'hiring' me, you can now 'employ' 
me for 30 days without any commitment.  

What that means is, you get the full EVS service for 30 days. 
You can either watch or participate. You'll see the gains 
come in and prove to yourself everything I've described here 
is true.  

If at any time during the 30 days you don't like what you see - or you decide this isn't for you - let me know. I'll 
refund every penny you paid. And if you decide to cancel any time after, you'll get a full refund for the remaining 
unused membership. 

But before I go any further, let me quickly break down exactly what you'll get: 

   

-Daily Extreme Volatility Speculator Market Alerts (value $1,795 a year) - RISK-FREE for 30 days. Delivered 
by fax or email, you get the specific recommendations to profit in today's markets as soon as they happen. Like 
professional Wall Street traders, you'll know the latest news before it gets out, so you profit from the price 
explosions in the days and sometimes only hours after. 

-Extreme Volatility Speculator Members-Only Website (value $995 a year) - RISK-FREE for 30 days. Your 
website access activation starts immediately. You get full access to our current market alert, member update 
archives, current portfolio, and full track record of all our recommendations over the past two years. You'll also 
access all our special profit reports: 

-The Secrets of EVS: Trading Extreme Volatility Report (value $495) - FREE! The full details on how we find 
advance news or information before it spreads and affects stock prices. Including my exact sources and how you 
can use them yourself! Available online once you sign up.  

-Year of Profits Calendar - FREE! (value $99) Enjoy cyclical buying opportunities in the market. You'll have at 
your fingertips at least two market plays every week. And you'll uncover moneymaking opportunities days, weeks 
and months - before they happen! For immediate access you can find this report online. The second half will go 
online in June 2005.  

-Taipan's 247 Profits e-Dispatch - FREE! An insightful analysis of current events and the latest developments 
that are shaping today's investment world. 

-American Capitalist Market Report - FREE! Yet another invaluable source you'll rely on to keep you ahead of 
the markets and avoid getting trampled with the herd. 

  

You could be enjoying 35%, 50%, 168% profits in your account as early as tomorrow!  

As I mentioned earlier, as soon as you sign up for EVS, we'll make sure your name is on the list of people eager to 
receive their next profit alert.  

 Fear and Greed 
Two Factors Driving the Market

WaveStrength Market Report 
Stocks. Options. Technical Analysis

 Daily Digest 
How to Pile Up Gains with Controlled Risk

   Your Email address...Send
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In fact, you can get your username and password to access the latest picks right now. In minutes you'll be 
participating in our latest profit opportunities. 

Just click on the link below  

Get your time-sensitive profit opportunities now!  

Sincerely, 

  

Ian L. Cooper 

Editor, Extreme Volatility Speculator  

P.S. Give EVS a risk - free try today. The moment I hear from you, you'll receive instant access to the website 
where you can find the latest picks and updates.  
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Right now, booming, oil-hungry China's making deals 
that will cut U.S. crude supplies off at the knees - 
contracting for billions of barrels of oil from the same 
sources Uncle Sam's counting on as alternatives to the 
Middle East...  

Including a mammoth hidden oil reserve 
that's right next door - IN "FRIENDLY" 
CANADA.  

And on or about March 15, 2005, a contract will be signed between China 
and Canada that'll change America's oil outlook forever. Get in NOW, and 
you'll be able to afford the $5-a-gallon gas that's coming - along with a 
Benz or two to burn it in...   

The Canadian government is selling the United States' oil future 
down the river. But while most commodities investors will be bailing 
out of their energy positions, you can cash in - by buying grossly 
undervalued stock in the ready-to-explode resource giants that 99% 
of American investors overlook.  

A lucky few are already 'mining' these under-the-radar stocks for 
gains of 151%, 174%, 249% - even 270% or more. Over the long haul, 
the sky's the limit for these new commodities players. Profits of over 
3,000% would not be unrealistic.  

To GET RICH as the United States runs dry of oil, read this report...  

INSIDE: Your FREE 6-Volume Orient 
Express - to Profit Library  
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Up on the Hill, everyone's buzzing about...  

The Great Canadian 
Double Cross  

Believe it or not, the world's largest oil reserves aren't in Saudi 
Arabia, Syria, Iran or Iraq - but in traditionally America-friendly 
Canada...  

But rather than being piped into the United States, this huge supply 
of crude will likely be pumped onto tankers bound for the Orient.  

And in MERE DAYS, you'll be able to start cashing in on this deal - 
if you know how... 

Dear Reader,  

Fact: The world's largest reserve of crude oil lies not 7,000 miles away in the 
America-hating Middle East, but only a few hundred miles north of the U.S. 
border.  

It's called the Athabasca oil sands, and it's located deep in the wilderness of 
Alberta, Canada. It isn't an oil field in the traditional sense (an underground 
wellspring of liquid crude) - but a vast expanse of oil-soaked sands and clays on 
the banks of several of that province's rivers...  

And contained in those hundreds of square miles of black muck is more than 300 
billion barrels of crude oil. That's more than in all of Saudi Arabia. More than in 
Iraq, Iran and Libya combined. It's enough oil to render the United States 
completely independent of Middle East supplies...  

Until recently, however, extracting the oil from the sands has proven too costly to 
be feasible. But now that crude's hovering around 50 bucks a barrel or more, 
extraction has become worthwhile in a big way. Plus, some new developments in 
technology have brought these costs down to manageable (and even profitable) 
levels. That means that soon a river of oil - millions of barrels a day - will begin 
flowing out of Canada.  

But as outrageous and ungrateful as it must seem to the American government, 
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much of this oil likely won't flow into the United States...  

Now that the Athabasca sands have become viable, Canada's beginning to flex 
its international oil muscles in a big way. And lately, it's forged an alliance with the 
United States' only economic and industrial rival on Earth:  

China.   

  

Right now, many in Washington, D.C. are no doubt wringing their hands with 
worry over the Canada/China oil alliance. I can just see them now up there on 
Capitol Hill, pacing around with dazed looks on their faces, shaking their heads 
and grumbling to each other:  

"Those backstabbing Canucks do nothing but leach off our economy - like 
the way they undercut us on prescription drugs. They owe us that oil!"  

"They spend next to nothing on defense because of their lucky proximity to 
our awesome military might - they don't even have an army, do they? And 
now they're going to sell us out?!?"  

"How can they sell oil to China and not us? Doesn't NAFTA have some fine 
print preventing that kind of thing?"  

"Without our protection, Canada's the natural resources equivalent of Fort 
Knox guarded by a 'No Trespassing' sign and a Chihuahua. Can't we just 
take the oil? You said they don't have an army..."  

Instead of counting on Canada to blindly pander to American needs, Congress 
and the president are finding that they need to offer more than just armed 
protection to our northern neighbor to ensure preferential treatment. If you're 
skeptical about whether China and Canada really are gravitating toward each 
other economically (and leaving the United States out in the cold), consider this: 
Canadian exports to China jumped 55% in just the first 10 months of 2004...   

Because the U.S. government has always taken Canada's support for granted, 
it's ignored these kinds of warning signs while Canada and China have cozied up 
to each other - in anticipation of the day when crude prices would reach levels 
that would make wringing the oil out of the Athabasca sands a worthwhile 
proposition.  

Now, that day has come...  
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On Jan. 20, 2005, the 13 agreements of the Statement on Energy Cooperation in 
the 21st Century were signed in Beijing by Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin 
and Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao. Pledging cooperation in energy (both oil and 
gas), minerals and other sectors, the agreements represent a culmination of a 
10-year trend of resources and import/export cooperation between the two 
nations.  

Under the authority of the new Canada-China Joint Working Group on Energy 
Cooperation:  

l China's two biggest oil companies, PetroChina and Sinopec (both state 
owned, by the way), will contract to purchase oil from the Athabasca sands 
- which could top 2 million barrels a day once production ramps up 

l One of these same two companies has negotiated to acquire a controlling 
interest in a Calgary-based Canadian energy company that is successfully 
developing a pair of oil sand sites 

l China Minmetals Inc. (yep, state run) has aggressively negotiated to buy 
outright Toronto-based resources and mining giant Noranda 

l More than 100 individual trading agreements have been inked between 
Canadian companies and Chinese companies - not only in oil, but also in 
energy, resources, technology and agriculture  

By themselves, these 13 signed agreements point unmistakably toward a huge 
Chinese-Canadian energy and resources alliance that will change the United 
States' oil outlook forever. But here's the real smoking gun:  

These agreements laid the framework for a new, 720-mile Canadian oil 
pipeline from northern Alberta west to the British Columbia coast. Its sole 
purpose is to service Chinese oil demands from the Athabasca sands. 
Once operational, this pipeline will be able to transport 400,000 barrels of 
oil per day - and as much as 80% of this crude will be earmarked for China-
bound tankers.  

Canadian energy giant Enbridge Inc. has offered state-owned Chinese 
interests a 49% ownership stake in the massive pipeline...  

And the contract is expected to be signed on or about March 15, 2005.  
 
This isn't just idle speculation by the 
media or government mouthpieces - it's 
a bona-fide pending deal reported by 
several international news organizations 
and confirmed by Enbridge's official 
spokesperson. If you haven't read about 
this contract yet, you will in the next few 
days, I promise it...  

Once the ink dries on this deal, its 
implications will ripple through the 
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energy and resource commodities investing world - flattening many mainstream-
recommended energy stocks while catapulting a handful of other, lesser-known 
securities into the profit stratosphere.  

No, this deal won't cause an obvious-to-all 'domino effect' in the entire stocks 
world the way some events might (like wars and disasters), but there will 
definitely be both an immediate profit spike and a long-term money-making trend 
for certain companies and industries. For those in the know and properly 
positioned to capitalize on the upcoming China/Canada relationship, it'll be grand 
- with profits of thousands of percent likely without undue risk...  

YOU could be one of them, if you get in now.  

The savvy subscribers we've recently alerted to these stocks are already seeing 
gains of 174%, 249% and even as much as 270% - and remember, this is before 
the upcoming China-fueled boom. To ride this wave to its logical, hyper-profitable 
end (I'm talking about potential gains of 3,000% or more), you need to get in on it 
today, before the deal's on everyone's "radar."  

Of course, I'm going to help you do that, FREE, in just a minute.  

If you think these opportunities would be hard to ferret out on your own, you're 
right. Not everyone with a stockbroker or E*TRADE trade account will be putting 
money into these energy giants of tomorrow. They're just not that obvious to the 
mainstream's flag-waving conventional investment wisdom...  

But they are sound, well-positioned companies that'll surely not only protect your 
portfolio from the shock waves this imminent Canadian 'betrayal' of U.S. crude 
interests will send through the oil investment sector, but also leave you sitting 
pretty with over 30 times your money if all goes as it's poised to...  

When that happens, how much will $5-a-gallon gas really affect you?         

  

But you'll only cash in if you know exactly where to put your money. And it's going 
to be tricky to make good picks in this investment environment. That's why the 
majority of mainstream analysts are going to try to play it super-safe, 
recommending investment in bloated, household-name energy stocks  - 
companies that are so large they can find ways to survive (they hope) no matter 
what happens in the world oil market.  

Stocks like Halliburton, ExxonMobil, ConocoPhillips and the like. Big, flag-waving 
American energy companies that feel good to invest in for all the wrong reasons - 
reasons like political fervor or nationalist pride.  
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There's a good chance these kinds of stocks will completely flat-line for years (or 
worse yet, steadily lose money). But the mainstream's investment "gurus" will no 
doubt call this a victory - because millions of other American investors will have 
poured millions directly into smaller, newer stocks they think will ride the boom - 
including hundreds of fledgling Chinese IPOs...  

And most of them will lose everything.    

That's why the mainstream money "talking heads" will be so conservative - they'll 
see all the uncertainty ahead and see only one way to play it: Feel-goody and 
patriotic. But since all they ever look at are large-caps, they won't know what the 
real profit plays are in this soon-to-be-upended energy sector...  

But if you act now, before the impending "Ides of March" pipeline deal between 
China and Canada (yes, the one that's going to cripple U.S. oil supplies, you 
shameless profiteer), you could make double, triple, quintuple, even 30 times 
your money or more on the cherry-picked, under-the-radar energy and services 
stocks I'm about to reveal to you.  

In other words: You could get filthy rich - starting today and in a very short 
amount of time, comparatively speaking.  

I ask you: What could be more American than that? Now here's how to DO IT...  

  

I'm talking about short- and medium-term gains of 174%, 249% and even 270% 
(remember - a few savvy subscribers are already doing it). These profits aren't 
high risk or super volatile, either. There's amazing potential for both short-term 
and long-term gains without a bunch of trading or market watching. And over the 
long term, the outlook's even rosier - profits in the 3,000% range aren't unlikely...  

How do I know?  

Because I've been uncovering these kinds of outrageously profitable commodities 
investment opportunities for more than a decade. And over that same span of 
time, I've helped a great number of people just like you to make millions with 
these crisis-borne money-makers. Allow me to introduce myself:  

My name's Addison Wiggin, and aside from being co-author of the New York 
Times best-selling book Financial Reckoning Day, I'm a 10-year veteran of 
small-cap and lesser-known resource stock and commodities analysis...  

I'm also the publisher of Outstanding Investments, a monthly advisory for savvy 
investors in the natural resource and commodities sectors. For years, we've been 
ahead of the curve in commodities investments. For instance, we predicted the 
resources instability that rising tensions in the Middle East would breed long 
before the fall of Saddam - or the Twin Towers...  
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In a Special Report to our readers on how to protect themselves from the Middle 
East crisis, we shined a light on a few 'safe haven' stocks that have soared in 
value 174%, 249% and even as much as 270%. Here are just a few of the 
opportunities we spotted before the crowd (truth be told, most of these have 
never been on the mainstream's radar):  

Cameco.................................................................Up 116%  
Key West Energy................................................Up 137%  
Tocqueville Gold.................................................Up 151%  
PetroChina (yep, we picked them).................... Up 174%  
Niko Resources...................................................Up 235%  
Coeur d-Alene Mines..........................................Up 249%  

These are just a handful of the amazingly profitable opportunities Outstanding 
Investments readers have discovered in response to the current resources crisis 
caused by the Middle East quagmire. And as you've just learned, there's a new, 
even bigger commodities crisis brewing between China and the United States...  

As always, Outstanding Investments is ready for it - and so are our readers. 
You can be, too, if you sign up for my one-of-a-kind advisory RISK FREE today. 
Right now, I've got 10 prime, yet little-known stock markets plays that'll help you 
not only weather the coming China/U.S. oil struggle, but very likely profit 
obscenely from it as well. And in just one minute, I'm going to show you how to 
discover all of them, plus your FREE 6-volume library of in-depth special e-
reports I've put together especially to help my readers weather the upcoming 
China-driven commodities whirlwind - and come out golden on the other side. 
You'll also find new, lucrative picks every month once you subscribe to my award-
winning Outstanding Investments advisory service.   

Want an example of one of these plays? Here's a great one: shipping companies. 

  

I've been around the commodities investment world long enough to know that 
with every crisis comes opportunity. There's always a way to play the winds of 
free-market capitalism and global development for exquisite profits - regardless of 
what it may mean for any one nation or industry. There are two keys to doing this 
right every time, and I'll tell you exactly what they are in a few minutes...  

But I digress. Right now, I want to whisper in your ear about an incredible 
opportunity that's poised to sail off into the profit sunset along with the upcoming 
China Boom: Ocean-going tanker companies.  

You have to invest very carefully, though, because not every shipping company 
will reap the profits. In fact, only a select few will. But oh, how those lucky few will 
soar into the profit stratosphere - likely paying back those who get in right now 
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many times their investment back again. Here's why:  

Canals and shipping hubs along many of the world's major oil routes have just 
enacted some new rules which dictate that only certain types of tankers can ship 
to the most desirable and profitable oil ports...  
 
And the vast majority of the world's 
shipping companies don't have the right 
kind of tankers to capitalize on the 
upcoming China/Canada oil agreements - 
or any of the 48 other oil deals China's 
inked with nations around the world (more 
on these in a bit).  

They can't just run out and buy a bunch of these big double-hulled boats, either. 
From the initial order to the bottle broken across the bow, it takes four or five 
years to build one of these vessels - and the major shipbuilders are already 
booked years in advance. That's why the few companies who are already 
properly equipped to service the coming China resource boom will be flying (or 
floating?) high in short order...    

And you guessed it: I've picked a pair of these companies to recommend to you 
as part of your Orient Express - to Profit library - ones that already have a fleet 
of the newest class of these state-of-the-art tankers to ship oil safely around the 
globe. It's yours FREE when you sign up for the only resource investment 
advisory sure to keep you abreast of this new oil and commodities crisis: 
Outstanding Investments.  

Already, one of these stocks has jumped 63% in only nine months. It's 
poised to go through the roof any minute now...  

The other (a close competitor) has spiked over 5% in just two months!  

You'll discover both of these stocks in your FREE Special e-Report entitled Two 
If by Sea: Shipping Stocks That'll Sail on The China Boom. More about this in 
a minute...  

Like I said before, to capitalize on China's rise, you have to know where to invest, 
and in what industries (they're not all energy companies, as my shipping example 
shows). In a minute, I'm going to show you exactly how to find out - in your FREE 
six-volume Orient Express - to Profit library.  

But first, I want to tell you why the 10 under-the-radar 'crisis' stocks I'm going to 
tell you about in just a short - plus every other security you discover as an 
Outstanding Investments member - will no doubt prove valuable, profitable and 
surprisingly safe. Keep reading...  
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You'd have to have been under a rock to not at least be aware of the Chinese 
economic boom that's been growing steadily for the last decade. It's hard to buy 
anything wearable, watchable or electronic in the United States that doesn't say 
'Made in China' on it. And of course, you probably knew that China has enjoyed 
'most favored nation' trade status with the United States. since early in the 
Clinton years...   

Here's how China's gotten so powerful so quickly: In just the last decade and a 
half, China has made itself the "factory to the world." By exploiting its citizenry for 
cheap labor - the lowest-paid Chinese factory workers routinely put in 14-hour 
days for around $100 a month in wages - it's become a major producer of goods. 
Recently, its economy blew past Germany's, and it's estimated to eclipse 
industrial powerhouse Japan in just a year or two.  

And within another decade, it may well overtake the United States in industrial 
might.  

China's economy has grown an average of more than 8% per year for the last 10 
years (ours grows at around 3-4% - brisk by all but Chinese standards). In 2005, 
it's expected to grow by more than 10%. This rivals America's rate of economic 
growth in the fabulous '50s, but on vastly larger scale...  

But the sheer volume of Chinese growth and economic expansion is hard to 
fathom without a slap-in-the-face of sheer facts. To put China's growing 
manufacturing and export dominance in perspective, consider that the Chinese 
currently make:  

l More than half of the world's TVs 
l 60% of the world's cell phones 
l 50% the world's shoes (and 95% of those sold in the United States) 
l 80% of the toys sold in the United States 
l Furniture for just about every major American brand 
l 90% of the sporting goods sold in the United States 
l BMW cars, Intel processors, Dell computers, Boeing jets... 
l Even 100% of Levi's blue jeans are now made in China!  

 
Because of the cheap labor and 
scantly regulated trade, over 450 
U.S. companies have moved their 
operations to the People's Republic - 
10 times as many as were based 
there just 15 years ago. Currently, 
China has over 300 automobile 
assembly plants - and more on the 
way once pending manufacturing 
deals with GM, Daimler-Chrysler, 
and Cadillac take effect...  

Perhaps the most telling statistic 
pointing to China's growing industrial 
might is this: Currently, our trade 
deficit with China is around $1.5 
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billion a day. That's around a million 
bucks a minute...  

Yes, you read that right - every 
minute that passes, we buy a million 
dollars more stuff from China than it 
buys from us. Mind-boggling, isn't it? 
It's difficult to even imagine the sheer 
quantities of oil and other energy this 
production juggernaut demands. 
What's even more shocking is this: 
The awesome growth of this Chinese 
manufacturing machine is only one 
of three major reasons why China's 
demand for oil and other resources 
has skyrocketed in the last decade - 
with no end in sight!  

It's also only one dimension of your 
ability to profit beyond your wildest 
dreams on the upcoming China-
driven commodities boom, if you let 
me help you get in right now - the 
proven, low-risk Outstanding 
Investments way. Keep reading...  

  

As incredible as China's growth in world manufacturing has been (and continues 
to be), its internal growth has been every bit as spectacular. Fueled by the 
avalanche of profits from goods production, China has poured billions into 
infrastructure development in the last 15 years. Factories, high-rise office 
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buildings, airports, shopping centers, roads, railways - you name it. China's 
building it all...  

Again, for some perspective: In 1989, China had just 170 miles of paved roads. 
Since then, it has increased its total highway miles by over 100 times, to 18,500 
miles. In three years, it will have over 50,000 miles worth of pavement - more 
than the United States.  

 
Recently, China has begun expanding and 
electrifying its railways (it already has nearly 
one-third the track miles that we do), 
constructing massive irrigation projects, 
assembling a 4,000-mile crosscountry gas 
pipeline, building 27 nuclear power plants and 
undertaking massive construction for the 2008 
Beijing Olympics.  

All of these endeavors require oceans of oil, of course - but they also need huge 
amounts of just about every other resource and commodity out there. Case in 
point: Last year, China consumed or drove demand for a staggering percentage 
of the raw materials produced on planet Earth. It used:  

l 66% of the world's iron ore 
l 40% of the world's steel 
l 30% of the world's coal  
l 20% of the world's copper  
l 19% of the world's aluminum... 
l And an unbelievable 55% of the world's cement!  

That's right: More than half of the construction done with concrete on planet Earth 
in calendar year 2004 took place in China. And that's in the middle of a roaring 
U.S. housing construction boom...  
 
Such gross consumption can 
equal grotesque profit - but only 
for those in the know, like my 
Outstanding Investments 
readers. Join them and you 
could be one of the savvy few 
that could make 275%, even 
3,000% or more, just by being 
a member of this respected, 
exclusive advisory. Why, in just 
the last few years, alert 
Outstanding Investments 
members have cashed in 
spectacular gains on all kinds of 
'raw materials' and 
'consumables' type growth-
based commodities, including...  

l 53% on cement (as of 
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March 4, 2005)  
l 151% on one gold company, and...  
l 270% on silver  

In just a minute, I'm going to show you how you can find out how to make smart, 
ultra-profitable plays on all of these commodities and more (plus oil and gas, of 
course). It's all waiting for you in a special six-volume Orient Express - to Profit 
library I'll show you how to get FREE in just a minute.  

But before that happens, I want you to understand the third aspect of China's 
development that spurs their snowballing demand for raw materials, foodstuffs, 
minerals, energy, and especially oil...  

  

When folks think of China, they probably first think of people (in a few years, 
they'll think $5-dollar gas, but that's a later point). And truly, China's immense 
advantage in inexpensive production stems from its formidable population 
density: around 1.3 billion at last estimate - more than four times the United 
States', in a country that's smaller in actual real estate.  

And even though China is still a communist dictatorship, the rapid development 
and influx of profits from exports and demand for both skilled and semi-skilled 
workers have created a "middle class" of sorts. And although per-capita incomes 
are still pitifully low by U.S. standards, the average Chinese household income is 
growing at a world-record clip, creating a vast class of bona-fide consumers who 
want - and can now afford (sort of) - things like cars and vacations...   

Things that require petroleum.  

In 1993, there were only 700,000 cars in China (besides the tens of thousands 
being manufactured there for foreign sale, I mean). Today, there are 7 million. 
And with their modern explosion in highway construction, shopping venues and 
even tourism hotspots, the Chinese will be driving exponentially more with every 
passing year.  

They'll be traveling in other ways, too - especially once their air travel system 
catches up with their population. Currently, China has only 1/15th the airports of 
the United States. Imagine what their jet-fuel needs will be once they have as 
many planes per capita as we do. Even as it is, Chinese travel and tourism is a 
burgeoning industry.    

When you add the growing consumption of this new "red army" to the Chinese 
government's need for more and more oil to not only cement its status as 'factory 
to the world' but also to construct new factories, cities, roads, shopping centers, 
airports and the like for this new middle class to work, live and recreate in, you're 
talking about not only an monumental drain on the world's crude supplies...    

But also an unprecedented opportunity to profit in the resource commodities 
sector, if you invest carefully. Of course, I'm going to tell you exactly how shortly - 
plus offer you 10 FREE GIFTS just for learning how to properly ride the coming 
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boom. For the moment, though, I want to bring the focus back to the role oil will 
play in your future investment success - if you can detach yourself from the 
inevitable political flag-waving spurred by the coming rise of China and invest 
wisely.  

That's exactly what Outstanding Investments is going to help you to do - 
starting right now, today. Keep reading...  

[To order online, click the "Subscribe Now" button on the next page. Or if you would prefer 
to order by phone, call our toll-free order line at 1-800-315-4443.]  

 
 read on 
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Greenspan Is Robbing 
You Blind!  

 
Dear Furious Investor:  

Take a look at what's left of your 401(k)... your savings account... your investment 
portfolio -- covered in red ink for the third year in a row.   

Tons of once-famous companies have collapsed, spreading unemployment and 
debt and leaving the stock markets in chaos.  
 
The last time things were this bad was 
during the Great Depression.  

How did this happen again? Investors are 
slowly learning the grim truth. We trusted 
the wrong man... Alan Greenspan.  

He has brought the greatest nation on 
Earth to the brink of an economic collapse. 
And investors around the world are 
scrambling for answers while trying to 
protect their money.  

But there is hope. One man has been 
warning Washington for years that we 
can't spend our way out of this mess. That 
man is Dr. Kurt Richebächer -- a straight-
talking Austrian economist who knows 
exactly what Greenspan and the 
government are doing wrong.  

Frankly, Dr. Richebächer is sick and tired 
of just standing by. Now he's leading the 
charge against the lies coming from Wall 
Street and Washington. He's here to help 
you protect your remaining money... and 
even help you rack up big profits from this 
crisis.  

Cashing in on 
Greenspan's Mistakes  
Dr. Richebächer has followed world currency and credit markets for nearly 60 
years and is a trusted voice of sanity in the midst of financial chaos. Several 
years ago he realized that the stock market was a ticking time bomb and didn't 

Turning Dr. Richebächer's 
Insights Into Profits  

Some investors have already 
had a chance to enjoy 425% 
and 292% profits thanks to 
Alan Greenspan's 
mismanagement.  

In March 2003 The 
Richebächer Letter 
recommended specific option 
plays on the dollar. One 
targeted the euro. The 
other focused on the dollar 
index. Soon after the 
greenback tumbled -- and 
the options skyrocketed.  

The euro options shot up 
425% in three months. A 
month later the dollar 
index options were up 292%. 
A mere $5,000 investment in 
each recommendation could 
have become $45,850 in less 
than 120 days!  

Join us today, and you 
could soon be cashing in on 
Dr. Richebächer's advice, 
too. 
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lose a single cent in the collapse. (Readers who followed his advice didn't either!) 
And last year when so many investors lost millions of dollars, he was adding a 
fortune to his bank account. As he watched Greenspan savage the American 
economy, he took action and pocketed huge profits.  
 
It's that kind of analysis that thousands around 
the world depend on each month -- unbiased 
insights and bold predictions. He's known for 
speaking the truth... regardless of the 
consequences. As analyst Leo Hood once 
said, "You may not like what he has to say, 
but ignore him at your own peril."  

Now Dr. Richebächer is sounding his most dramatic warning to investors ever. 
And he's publishing his proven wealth-building strategy -- along with specific 
recommendations that could turn a $1,790 investment into as much as $24,000. 
(Readers just saw 425% profits in three months with a similar pick.) You'll get all 
the details in a FREE special report, Doomsday for the Dollar: Why the Dollar Will 
Crash and How You Can Profit.  

But first, you must understand the devastating crisis Dr. Richebächer sees 
ahead... and how Alan Greenspan led us here.  

The Greenspan Bubble  
 
The 1990s seemed like a magical time for 
the U.S. economy. Unemployment was 
low, inflation was virtually nonexistent and 
the stock market was hitting new highs 
almost every day. Investors were rolling in 
dough as new technologies promised an 
era of endless prosperity.  

Then the promises fell apart.  

Today the Dow is down 21% from its high. The NASDAQ is off an amazing 67%. 
And despite the Fed's efforts, the economy is barely limping along.  

But the question investors refuse to ask is, why didn't the almighty Fed see the 
problems coming in the first place?  

According to Alan Greenspan, the Fed couldn't do anything because it's "very 
difficult to definitively identify a bubble until after the fact -- that is, when it's 
bursting confirmed its existence."  

In other words, the Fed couldn't stop the bubble from bursting because it didn't 
know one was forming.  

"Rubbish!" says Dr. Richebächer. "The bubble was as apparent to everybody as 
the emperor without clothes. The only thing needed to see and say the obvious 
was integrity and honesty among policymakers and economists."  

"Kurt Richebächer is one 
of the greatest living 
economists."  

-- Michael Belkin, 
Investment Analyst 

"Sometimes I think that the 
job of central bankers is 
to prove Kurt Richebächer 
wrong."  

-- Paul Volcker, Fed 
Chairman under Ronald 
Reagan 
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It's simple, really. When people want to buy something -- whether stocks, real 
estate or even collectibles -- simply because it's rising in price... it's a bubble. 
Classical economists have understood this for over a hundred years. Why didn't 
Greenspan and the members of the Federal Reserve?  

It turns out they did.  
 
According to recently-released 
transcripts of Fed meetings, some 
board members worried about the 
overheating U.S. economy as early 
as 1997. They correctly believed that 
the stock market was becoming too 
speculative, and behind closed doors 
they argued for a series of rate cuts 
to prevent a dangerous investment 
bubble from forming.  

But Alan Greenspan stopped them in 
their tracks. According to The 
Washington Post, he used reams of 
statistics, new economic theories, 
warnings about public backlash and 
even flattery to cajole the committee 
into voting his way. Instead of hitting 
the brakes, the Fed held interest 
rates steady... and your money was doomed.  

"Central bankers are usually sober," says Dr. Richebächer. "But Greenspan is an 
enigma. He says many things that not only disqualify him as a central banker, but 
also as an economist."  

Alan Greenspan and his cronies blew their chance to turn things around. Instead, 
they convinced people to stay in the market by pointing to the only things about 
the U.S. economy that looked fairly good: productivity and consumer spending.  

The Threat of Economic Nonsense  
 
You probably hear about productivity growth 
all the time. Greenspan mentions it in just 
about every speech he gives. And the Labor 
Department just gushed that second quarter 
2003 productivity cam in higher than 
expected. But how many people know what 
it really means, and why it's good for the 
economy?  

A jump in productivity simply means the hours employees have worked have 
risen less than GDP. In other words, we're working fewer hours but producing 
more goods. That may sound good, but it doesn't mean a thing unless there are 
other improvements in the economy -- improvements like increased output, profits 
or capital investment. And all three have been deteriorating!    

"I've been a subscriber to your 
newsletter since June, 2000 and 
let me tell you that you are 
full of great ideas... You know 
how to protect against 
slowdowns and crises... I've 
subscribed to other newsletters 
and information services, but 
yours is the best, by far! 
You've inspired me and 
attracted me to the economics 
field. Thanks."  

-- P.L.M.(Subscriber) 

"You may not like what he 
has to say, but ignore him 
at your own peril."  

-- Leo Hood, Analyst 
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But there's something else you should know: with the economy so sluggish, 
increasing productivity can be bad for the economy.  It leads to unemployment, 
decreased capacity utilization and, ultimately, slower growth. Does that sound like 
a formula for recovery to you?  

And then there's consumer spending. Even though a spending binge helped get 
us into trouble in the first place, Alan Greenspan continues to encourage it. 
Americans have taken the message to heart... and are spending more than ever 
before.  

But to do so, they are also borrowing more than ever before. From 1997 to 2002, 
Americans added $10,464.9 billion to their debt, while GDP grew a modest 
$2,127.8 billion. In other words, it took 4.9 dollars of debt to create one additional 
dollar of GDP growth!  

Overall, credit expands by $1,500 BILLION annually. And every single dollar has 
to be paid back. When Americans realize how much they owe, their spending is 
going to come to a screaming halt. But they won't have enough money to pay off 
their debts. If the Fed wants to avoid a tidal wave of bankruptcies, it will have no 
choice but to devalue the dollar.  

And the shockwaves from that event could devastate your wallet... unless you're 
prepared for the crisis ahead. Send for your FREE copy of Dr. Richebächer's 
report, Doomsday for the Dollar: Why the Dollar Will Crash and How You Can 
Profit for the specific strategies you can use to protect your money and even profit 
in the difficult months ahead.  

Right on the Money... Again and Again  

Dr. Richebächer is renowned for his timely predictions:  

l In September 1996, Dr. Richebächer warned that the Asian Tigers 
"were teetering on the edge of a cliff." In March 1997, he alerted 
his readers these countries were about to face "tremendous 
currency turmoil." Sure enough, in July 1997 the currencies began 
to fall like dominoes... and French national newspaper Le Figaro 
began calling Dr. Richebächer "the man who predicted the Asian 
crisis."  

l In July 1998 Dr. Richebächer saw problems developing in Brazil. 
His research showed that its external debt was out of control, and 
its currency, the real, was in serious jeopardy. The real crashed in 
early 1999 and holders of Brazilian stocks were badly burned.   

l In January 2000 he warned investors that the Internet stocks' days 
were numbered. "Next Christmas," he predicted, "very many of 
them will not be around." In March 2000, the bubble popped... 
tech companies collapsed and declared bankruptcy in droves... 
and $8 trillion of investors" wealth disappeared. 

Is he psychic? Not at all. Dr. Richebächer looks at the same statistics 
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The Threat From Overseas  
Alan Greenspan has already postponed total economic collapse by flooding the 
world with dollars and credit. Since 1995 the amount of money in the world has 
increased almost exponentially, growing an average of $525 billion a year. (For 
comparison, between 1990 and 1995, the money supply rose a total of $468 
billion.)  

Most of that money is in the stock market, buying up stocks with no earnings and 
companies with no prospects. That cash will continue to disappear as stocks keep 
dropping. And don't forget, investors still have big debts to pay.  

Meanwhile, a lot of Greenspan's cash flood is also washing overseas. Foreigners 
are holding nearly 9 trillion U.S. dollars. It's one of the reasons the trade deficit -- 
the amount of money we send overseas compared to how much foreigners spend 
over here -- has approached $500 billion. And each dollar that heads abroad is 
one less dollar of profits for U.S. coffers.  

It's a vicious cycle. Less profits means lower stock prices. And just like 
Americans, foreign investors have watched their stock market wealth disappear. 
Overseas, American investments are becoming less and less attractive, and 
foreigners may soon abandon the dollar altogether.  

The result can mean only one thing... a dollar collapse. And when that happens, 
says Dr. Richebächer, "you will have the most catastrophic economic calamity 
ever."  

But Dr. Richebächer has already made a fortune on the falling dollar. And if the 
dollar continues to fall as he expects, you could make a fortune, too -- turning as 
little as $1,790 into $24,000.  

You can learn all the details in a special report he has prepared, Doomsday for 
the Dollar: Why the Dollar Will Crash and How You Can Profit, yours FREE if you 
sign up for The Richebächer Letter today. In it, Dr. Richebächer spells out in 
startling detail why the dollar is destined to collapse... and how you can cash in. 
The potential profits from this report could easily pay for your subscription! (In 
fact, readers just had the chance to turn $5,000 into $26,250 in three months with 
a similar recommendation based on Dr. Richebächer's research.)  

And it's just one of four FREE reports you'll receive when you join The 

that government and Wall Street analysts use to make their forecasts. 
But he also looks beyond the numbers... uncovering what the others 
overlook -- or refuse to see!  

His insights in the past have saved savvy investors millions of dollars -- 
and make millions more -- by steering them clear of disaster and 
pointing them to opportunity. To get a look beyond the numbers and 
make better, more profitable investment decisions, sign up for The 
Richebächer Letter today! 
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Richebächer Letter.  

Serious Analysts Depend on Dr. Kurt Richebächer  
 
Over the years, Dr. Richebächer has 
earned quite a reputation... and quite a 
following. Leading investment analysts, 
from David Tice, portfolio manager of the 
Prudent Bear Fund, to Michael Belkin, 
president of Belkin Limited, praise Dr. 
Richebächer's in-depth, unbiased research.  

Most recently, James Cook, president of 
Investment Rarities Incorporated, called Dr. 
Richebächer "the master of classical economists, and perhaps, the best analytical 
economic thinker in the world today." Mr. Cook sat down with Dr. Richebächer to 
discuss the latest developments in the U.S economy and why most investors and 
analysts are blind to the inevitable financial disaster ahead.  

You can read this interview inThe "Bogus" Recovery vs. The "Real" Economy: 

This Is a Recovery?  

Alan Greenspan claims the economy has turned the corner. If so, it's 
the strangest recovery in history:  

l Investors lost $2.4 trillion in 2002 alone. Discouraged, they'll 
soon start saving more and spending less.  

l Companies reported after-tax profits of $197 billion in 2002, 
down from $205.3 billion in 2001. That $9 billion drop isn't small 
potatoes... that's enough money to build two aircraft carriers. 
Without profits, companies can't grow.  

l The trade deficit is approaching $500 billion -- more than the 
GDP of South Korea! Each dollar that goes overseas is one 
less for U.S. profits.  

l Americans are holding onto $1.7 trillion of debt. That's more 
than $5,934 for every man, woman and child in the United 
States -- and it's growing every day. Every cent of it needs to be 
paid back. 

The truth is that the only things holding up the U.S. economy are 
government and consumer spending. And the only way to keep them 
up is to print more money. The more dollars there are, the less each 
will be worth. Before too long, they'll be worthless. Make sure you're 
prepared for the coming crisis with your FREE report, Doomsday for 
the Dollar: Why the Dollar Will Crash and How You Can Profit.  

Click the "Subscribe Now" button below to send for your copy today. 

"Kurt Richebächer is an 
extraordinary thinker who 
can draw from years of 
experience with past 
cycles to clearly explain 
the intricacies of the 
global economic system."  

-- David W. Tice, CFA 
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Who Will Win and What Will Happen Next?, a FREE report that will immediately 
bring you up to speed on Dr. Richebächer's latest findings.  

In it, you'll discover why Alan Greenspan's rate cuts aren't working and how much 
worse things could get. If you're thinking of refinancing your home or taking out a 
home equity loan, you better read what Dr. Richebächer has to say first! Keep 
reading to find out how to get your copy.  

The Deception of Investors  
Greenspan played a big role in undermining the U.S. economy... but he didn't do 
it all by himself. Wall Street analysts, corporate CEOs and even Washington 
statisticians all had a hand in stealing your money. But they're nowhere to be 
found when it comes to rebuilding your wealth.  

Dr. Richebächer will tell you what they did wrong and what you can do right in a 
third FREE report, The Systematic Deception of Investors: Wall Street and the 
Myth of the New Economy.  

You'll learn how a small change in how the government calculated GDP led to the 
tech stock collapse. In fact, it turns out these companies weren't as profitable as 
you were told -- Washington just discovered a way to invent dollars out of thin air!  

But that's not all. You'll also see how the CEOs' efforts to boost their company's 
stock price actually hurt the economy. And we're not talking about the corporate 
crooks who went to jail. Some completely legal bookkeeping tricks are having 
devastating results, and America's balance sheets still look better than they are.  

Dr. Richebächer exposes the lies of Wall Street, Washington and their co-
conspirators. He cuts through the economic nonsense of America's top 
economists and helps you understand exactly what is going on in today's 
economy.  

You'll get answers you need, from why corporate profits plunged (even though the 
economy kept booming) to what's next for the U.S. economy. Sign up for The 
Richebächer Letter today to get your FREE copy.  

What's Really Driving the Global Recession?  
 
It's clear that the politicians and most 
analysts have no idea what caused the 
downturn or how to fix the problems. And 
based on their growth estimates for 2003, 
it's clear they don't see what's coming, 
either. But you can get a look ahead in a 
fourth special report, This Time It Is 
Different! What's Really Driving the Global 
Recession?   

The writing is on the wall for the U.S. 
economy, but in this fascinating report, Dr. Richebächer focuses on what's 

"Dr. Richebächer writes an 
incisive and penetrating 
newsletter. His 
understanding of credit 
and the global economic 
picture makes for a 
powerful combination."  

-- William Tehan, 
Investment Advisor 
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happening in the rest of the world. Find out what lessons we can learn from 
Japan. That country's recession has lasted for over a decade now... but as you'll 
read, we're much, much worse off.  

You'll also discover the one part of the world Dr. Richebächer expects to take off. 
It's been picked on and put down for years, but as you'll see, it's also destined to 
lead the world out of recession.  

You'll get complete details in your FREE copy of This Time It Is Different! What's 
Really Driving the Global Recession?  Keep reading to find out how to get it.  

Try The Richebächer Letter Risk-Free  
In these perilous times, Dr. Richebächer is a virtual insurance policy for your 
investments. And as the dollar marches towards its fatal fall, you need the 
absolute latest insight and advice.  

That's why I urge you to sign up for The Richebächer Letter -- and your free 
reports -- right away. And to make your decision even easier, I'm prepared to 
make you a terrific offer.  

Normally a two-year subscription -- 24 issues -- would cost you $994. Certainly 
not cheap compared to some newsletters... but a bargain when you consider the 
value of the advice you'll receive.  

Subscribe now, however, and you won't pay that much. For a limited time -- and 
for new subscribers only -- you'll save $300 off the normal subscription rate. 
That's just $694 for 24 months of service. And you'll receive all four FREE bonus 
reports:  

l Doomsday for the Dollar: Why the Dollar Will Crash and How You Can 
Profit  

l The "Bogus" Recovery vs. The "Real" Economy: Who Will Win and 
What Will Happen Next?  

l The Systematic Deception of Investors: Wall Street and the Myth of the 
New Economy  

Daily Market Updates by E-mail -- Another FREE 
Bonus!  

Join The Richebächer Letter today, and you'll get a FREE 
subscription to The Daily Reckoning -- an in-depth look at the world 
markets sent straight to your inbox each day. Renowned publisher 
Bill Bonner has gathered the best financial minds working today to 
bring you the absolute latest news on investments, politics, even 
culture to help you become a more informed, well-rounded investor.  

Simply include your e-mail address with your order for The 
Richebächer Letter and you'll get The Daily Reckoning FREE. 
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l This Time It Is Different! What's Really Driving the Global Recession?  

Or, if you prefer, sign up for a single year and save $100. You'll only pay $397 and 
receive two bonus reports:  

l Doomsday for the Dollar: Why the Dollar Will Crash and How You Can 
Profit   

l The "Bogus" Recovery vs. The "Real" Economy: Who Will Win and 
What Will Happen Next?  

Better yet, you can sign up for our special easy pay Quarterly Billing Option Plan, 
 usually reserved for longtime members. You pay only $100 right now to get the 
information you need to protect yourself against the coming dollar collapse. Then 
every three months your credit card will be billed the same low amount. You'll get 
all four special investor reports, and you can cancel at any time. Best of all, you'll 
never have to worry about a renewal notice!  

Whichever option you choose, your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. As soon as 
you receive your first issue, read it from cover to cover. If you don't feel that Dr. 
Richebächer's insights can help you in all of your investment decisions... or if 
you're confident you can see through Alan Greenspan's rosy predictions and 
misleading numbers on your own... let us know right away. We'll immediately 
refund your money -- and the free reports are yours to keep.  

Cancel anytime after that, and we'll promptly send you a full refund for all 
unmailed issues remaining on your subscription.  

But I'm not worried about you canceling. You see, four out of five people who 
try The Richebächer Letter find its unique perspective too important to be without. 
And I'm sure you'll see that Dr. Richebächer's advice can be essential to your 
investment success as well.  

We're headed for dangerous times, and you cannot trust Alan Greenspan or the 
Fed to get you through them. But the insights Dr. Richebächer reveals in each and 
every issue could help you turn disaster into an unparalleled profit opportunity. I 
urge you to sign up now.  

Sincerely,  

J. M. Smith 
Associate Publisher, The Richebächer Letter  

P.S. The dollar has already lost 13% against the euro over the past year, but it 
has much further to fall. Don't wait until it's too late. Sign up for The Richebächer 
Letter today for the advice in the FREE reports on how to protect your wealth. 
Remember, the recommendations in Doomsday for the Dollar: Why the Dollar Will 
Crash and How You Can Profit could more than pay for your subscription, turning 
a $1,790 investment into $24,000. Just click below and we'll rush it to you right 
away.  

P.P.S. Don't forget, some of Dr. Richebächer's readers have already used his 
insights for the chance to quickly make 292% and 425% profits. But the dollar is 
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far from hitting bottom... and Greenspan's 13th rate cut is likely to speed it on its 
way. Time is running out... if you want to cash in on Dr. Richebächer's advice, you 
must join today!  
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Dear Investor,  

In the last two years, we made 154 recommendations, an average of one or two a week. The 
average return - counting every single trade - was a 27% profit. If you had invested $5,000 in each 
trade, you'd have made $205,544.71 in clear profits.  

Not bad. Especially when you look at what the market was doing...  

The Dow actually lost 22.6%. To put that in perspective, if you had $50,000 in your IRA account - 
and it followed the Dow - your account fell to $38,700.  

You Could Make $200,000 over the Next Two Years  
 

My name is Chris DeHaemer, and I write a financial 
advisory bulletin called Red Zone Profits. What I do is 
identify high-profit opportunities in stocks and 
investments that are likely to return fast and often very 
substantial profits.  

We've racked up an impressive track record over the last 
two years. And things are looking good for my traders 
this year, too.  

If - as it appears we're going to do - we repeat the profits 
of the last two years, you could clear over $200,000 in 
profits in the next two years.  

Let me explain...  

Opportunities Abound...  

Right now there are amazing opportunities on Wall 
Street. In fact, now could be one of the best 
opportunities to buy stocks and options in the last 30 years. But you have to know where to look to 
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separate the gems from the junk.  

Stocks that have been crushed well below any reasonable valuation are perfect examples of 
buying opportunities. While some may call this vulture investing, I just call it smart.  

The first thing you need to look for is an 'L'-shaped chart. The bigger the horizontal on the 'L,' the 
more opportunity for profit.  

Take Akamai - a company that offers software and services to help companies deliver Web content 
and applications (including ads, video, and other high-bandwidth content) through its network of 
more than 13,000 servers in over 60 countries.  

156% Profit in Less Than Five Weeks...  

Akamai was a Wall Street darling, but it got crushed in the 'tech wreck.' Everyone sold, and no one 
wanted to buy.  

But we bought Akamai on October 21 of last year. The 'L'-shaped chart was exactly what I wanted. 
Take a look at what happened:  

  

We sold on November 27 - less than five weeks later - for a whopping 156% gain.  

Now, there's more to picking a winner than just the 'L'-shaped chart. I'll explain the other factors in 
a minute. But let me show you one more example first: Nortel.  

204% Profit in 24 Days...  

Nortel Networks is a former telecom star. The company was one of the top global telecom 
equipment makers in North America, making core switching, wireless, and optical systems for 
telephone carriers and data service providers worldwide.  

Nortel's wireline and enterprise network equipment includes systems for digital voice and data 
switching, routing, and call center communications. Wireless products include cellular base stations 
and controllers. The company also makes such long-haul fiber optic products as multiplexers and 
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optical switches. Customers include global communications carriers; regional, local, and wireless 
phone carriers; and corporations.  

Now, this is a serious company. They have a market capitalization of over $8.5 billion. But again, it 
had been hammered in the tech wreck. And again, it was right where we wanted it in the 'L.'  

We recommended on October 11 of last year, and look what happened:  

  

We sold Nortel on November 4 - just over three weeks later - for a whopping 204% gain. Nortel 
has steadily been reporting quarterly losses, but it didn't stop us from making huge gains.  

By the way, Akamai and Nortel weren't our only big hits. My readers also made:  

l    118% profits on ViroLogic  
l    105% profits with a QQQ trade  
l    147% profits on Navidec  
l    120% profits on Turkcell  
l    119% profits on SureBeam  
l    176% profits on Art Technology Group  
l    118% profits on Internet Capital Group  
l    206% profits on NaviSite  
l    209% profits on drugstore.com  
l    125% profits on Ciena Corporation  
l    120% profits on Corimon  
l    and 206% profits on Kana Software  

As I said, there's more to it than just an 'L' shape on the chart. It's really all about combining 
technical analysis with fundamental analysis of a stock... to home in on profits.  

Let me explain...  

Little-Known Secrets of Technical Analysis...  

Technical analysis uses a lot of charts and indicators that watch index and individual stock trends 
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such as highs, lows and overbought or oversold oscillators.  

And the technical rule of thumb is that the longer a stock shows a bottoming pattern, like the ones 
in the charts above, the higher the eventual breakout will be.  

It happens again and again, that's true. The question is, when will it happen? You don't want to 
hold 'dead money' for years.  

So you need something more. You need a sign that the stock is percolating and building up steam 
for a blastoff. This sign can be news related, or sector related, or even earnings related. But all of 
these are reflected in three key factors:  

1. A volume surge: This indicates a renewed interest in the company.  
 
 

2. A 'gap up': The stock gaps up as buyers overwhelm sellers. This is a precursor to a 'bump-
and-run rally.'  
 

3. A break above the trendline: All analysts watch trendlines. And if a stock breaks above a 
200-day moving average, computer based buy signals are triggered. Then a rally becomes a 
self-fulfilling prophecy.  

But these factors still aren't enough. And I'll tell you why...  

You Have to Have Value, Too...  

Another of my rules is that the company must also have fundamental value. And I determine value 
by three factors:  

1.      Insider buying: Strong insider buying is always a good indicator that those who know the 
most about a company are willing to put their money where their mouth is. It's always a good idea 
to buy along with the CEO's and CFO's. No one knows more about a company's prospects  

2.      The stock trades for less than cash: This means that the market capitalization of the stock 
is less than what the company has in the bank, plus short-term investments, minus debt. Cash + 
liquid investments - debt < market cap = amazing buy.)  

This is a no-brainer.  If the market values a company at less than the total amount of its cash, then 
by definition it is undervalued. When you can buy a dollar in value for less than a dollar in cash, it's 
a good deal.  

3.      The stock has positive cash flow: The one time it doesn't do much good to buy a company 
that is trading for less than cash and has strong insider buying is if it spends more than it takes in. 
But if the company has positive cash flow it means that the revenues are higher than the burn rate.  
And we are off to the races!  

Now, where most analysts fall short is that they tend to look at either technical or fundamental 
analysis. But I look at both. And when a stock meets all six of these criteria, it enters my 'Red Zone 
Profits.' Only then does it become a superstock recommendation. And if you buy in a timely 
manner, Red Zone Profits recommendations will almost always go up in value.  
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In fact, it's by picking stocks like these that I've been able to pick winners nearly 70% of the time for 
the last two years. And by keeping the losers small, the winning average moves up. Then it really 
only takes a few big winners to put you at a very comfortable average profit.  

Now, if this type of success interests you, let me give you a few examples of some stocks that 
could give you very fast returns...  

This One Could Be the Stock of the Year  

Worldwide, there are some 40 million people living with HIV/AIDS, with an estimated 5 million new 
infections every year. Already there have been some 21 million deaths from AIDS.  

Now, imagine a 20-dollar, 20-minute HIV test that you can take and use anywhere. That's exactly 
what this company has. The government recently approved this company's 20-minute HIV test, 
which AIDS experts say is so easy to use it will greatly reduce the number of people who 
unknowingly carry and spread this disease. That means the quarter-million Americans who have 
AIDS and don't know it will be able to get help faster and more easily.  

It's so good that the US Navy recently announced it was buying 10,000 tests to screen personnel 
prior to giving them smallpox vaccinations, and the stock jumped $2.50 on this news alone. But this 
could be just the beginning...  

The Secretary of Health and Human Services Says This Is 'A Very Important Step 
in America's War Against HIV/AIDS'  

In fact, this test is so good that Tommy Thompson, the Secretary of Health and Human Services, 
has urged that it be sold and used in small doctors' offices and mobile testing vans as well as 
larger hospitals and clinics. The company's partner, Abbott Labs, will begin selling this test very 
soon.  

This system is fast and effective to use. A health worker pricks a person's finger, drips blood into a 
vial of developing solution, and drops in a sticklike testing device. It's almost as easy as a 
pregnancy test. A reddish line means no HIV. Two reddish lines means that the person may be 
infected and needs a confirmatory test to be sure. And the test is 99.6% accurate .  

Could Save Newborns  

Imagine a woman in labor - who hasn't been tested previously - being able to know within 20 
minutes whether or not she has AIDS. The immediate use of anti-HIV drugs on newborns with 
infected mothers can actually prevent the disease.  

Furthermore, this test will let healthcare workers know who is infected and who is not so that 
precautionary measures can be taken in emergencies. It is not hard to imagine these tests 
becoming standard in emergency rooms, homeless shelters and Red Cross stations.  

And the talk in health circles is that this company will take its 20-dollar, 20-minute test to the 
hospitals, meat markets and crack houses of America - and later the world. The company will start 
shipping mass quantities of these tests to a major healthcare company this month.  
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The Perfect Time to Buy...  

This is a typical example of a small-cap company with a fantastic product at a time when small 
companies are out of favor with Wall Street.  

And right now the stock is performing perfectly, with higher highs and lower lows:  

Just don't wait too long to get in - as soon as this test hits the hospitals the story will probably be 
picked up by the likes of Dateline, 60 Minutes and every daytime news show from Cape Town to 
Kamchatka.  

Right now it's trading in the low $7 range. I've got a short-term target of $10.50 as it fills the 
recent price gap. Longer term, we could see this company in the high teens.  

In other words, we're looking at a quick 50% profit hit, and better than double our money 
before too long.  

But that's just the first of our new 'buys.' Take a look at these others...  

An Unbelievable Cancer Breakthrough: Up 130% and Just Getting Going...  

This company has what could be the first viable cancer vaccine to be discovered.  

In fact, the share price just rocketed up more than 130% on news that their telomerase cancer 
vaccine is effective in all cancer patients, even those with tumors that don't have any known tumor-
associated antigens.  

This is big news. There's no telling what could happen with this stock in the months to come. 
Institutions and retail buyers have begun loading up on this stock, and one insider laid out cash for 
10,000 shares just last month.  

Plus, they've got $47 million in cash, and the company is trading for less that its cash value. 
Unbelievably, this stock is still selling for just $3.35 a share. But it's likely to skyrocket in the near 
future.  

Now, here's an opportunity that's not going to disappear anytime soon.  

Make 400% on the World's Cheapest Defense Company...  

The US spends more money on defense than the rest of the world combined. And obviously, 
expenditures are going up.  

This company has partnerships with top-dog defense manufacturers like Saab, DaimlerChrysler 
and various German shipbuilding firms. It's got a P/E of 5.8 and is growing revenues by 10% a 
year. That puts its PEG (price to earnings growth ratio) at 0.58. (The rule of thumb is that anything 
with a PEG under 1.0 is a buy.)  

It makes Electronic Warfare Defense (EWD) systems and other high-tech electronic devices, 
mostly in the realm of wireless communications for defense, telecommunications, mining, avionics, 
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air traffic control and security.  

This is a serious company with a long history, little debt, and solid growth. Market cap is $43 
million, but they have a firm backlog of $100 million in orders. And they have a 12% operating 
margin and a return on equity of 39%!  

You can't find a less expensive defense company with such solid growth, a similarly huge range of 
patents and a diverse portfolio of products. Needless to say, this company is a prime takeover 
candidate. If the market cap climbs above $200 million, we could see some nice action when the 
mutual fund managers start buying it.  

Here's a Crash Survivor with Huge Potential...  
at Less Than $2 a Share!  

This beaten-down stock promised a profit - and then actually delivered one.  

It's a source of cheap airline tickets, but has also successfully gone after the hotel room and car 
rental markets. Hotel rooms, which go for about 30% to 50% less than on other sites, jumped 57% 
over the same period a year ago, while car rentals increased 115%.  

Frankly, it looks as if this will be one of the best-positioned survivors of the recent market 
meltdown.  

The online travel business takeover trend, coupled with this company's low valuation, has made it 
the subject of takeover speculation for some time now. And it recently surprised Wall Street with 
exceptionally strong second-quarter results, which has made a takeover even more likely.  

And there is a very interesting investor accumulating the stock, also...  

Richest Man in Asia Buying More?  

Two companies controlled by Asia's richest man, Li Ka-shing (the 'Warren Buffet of Asia'), have 
increased their combined stake to about 64 million shares.  

Even the CEO is going to exercise his options to buy 750,000 shares.  

Plus, it recently teamed up with another Internet travel service provider in a distribution deal. Under 
the deal, websites operated by this company will now have access to the other company's network 
of more than 4,000 brand-name hotels. (The other company is owned by Marriott, Hilton, Hyatt, Six 
Continents, Starwood Hotels and Pegasus Solutions.)  

This outfit will probably be one of the most successful dot-com companies over the next couple of 
years.  

Artificial Blood at under $5 a Share  

This is another company that is still trading at an unbelievably low price - under $5 a share.  

This company's products are designed to deliver oxygen to cells via the bloodstream. Two products 
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- one for humans and one for animals - release more oxygen to tissues than a blood transfusion. 
This is because the molecules are 1,000 times smaller than red blood cells, the normal carriers of 
oxygen.  

The products are made of purified and processed cow's blood, can be stored at room temperature 
for three years, do not require blood typing, and people who get the products don't have to worry 
about blood contaminated with HIV or hepatitis.  

Plus, it's not a little fly-by-night company. They've got a market cap of over $100 million. If their 
blood products catch on - which they should - this company's share price will take off.  

Going Strong in 2003...  

This is just a sampling of the kinds of stocks that we regularly make exceptional profits with. And, 
as I showed you earlier, if you know what's really going on with stocks, you could rack up fast 
profits again and again. Already this year we're on another tear. Take a look:  

Recent Red Zone Profits trades:  

On these 11 trades alone we're averaging 
23% profits on every trade - and a lot of 
them are still active recommendations. So 
far - if you had put just $5,000 into each of 
these - you'd already have made a clear 
profit of $12,750.  

And we're just getting going.  

Your Invitation to Beat the Pants Off 
Wall Street  

I've been racking up huge profits for my 
readers even while Wall Street tumbled. 
Over the last two years, I've averaged a 27% profit on every single trade.  

If you had been following my trades, you could have made hundreds of thousands in profits.  

So if you've been losing money in the market, I'd like to invite you to join us as we make these 
same profits going forward.  

I'll Make It Easy for You...  

I average one or two trades a week. And that's all you'll have to do.  

Plus, I'll tell you exactly what to do and when to do it, so you don't have to worry. Do this, and you 
could make substantial returns no matter what the stock market is doing. You see, there are always 
companies that are going to have a nice little run, even when the broad market is down.  

The essence of our service is speed. The majority of our recommendations we only hold for a short 

ABMD  24-Jan-03 $4.35 $4.06 -7% 
BLL  10-Mar-03 $50.56 $55.00 9% 
RES  3-Mar-03 $10.35 $11.40 10% 
SPN  3-Mar-03 $8.55 $8.83 3% 
BFLY  14-Mar-03 $0.82 $0.94 15% 
QAVEZ  17-Mar-03 $2.05 $2.40 17% 
DAVEB  17-Mar-03 $4.30 $6.00 40% 
OXBEF  17-Mar-03 $22.60 $32.00 42% 
GERN  19-Mar-03 $3.70 $3.75 1% 
KCS  14-Mar-03 $2.75 $2.90 5% 
CRM - sold  6-Feb-03 $4.69 $10.30 120% 
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period of time - a week, a month... maybe a couple of months. We get in when it's time, and we get 
out quickly when we have good profits.  

(Of course, if the going's good we'll hang in there for even bigger profits. But most of our gains are 
made in short periods of time. This isn't the time for buy-and-hold strategies. You can lose too 
much money.)  

A Complete Service  

First of all, you'll get our daily email service - the heart and soul of the Red Zone Profits. We call it 
the 'Profit Hog.' We use it to give you specific sell information when profits materialize... and alert 
you to up-to-the-minute entry opportunities.  

Then, every week, we'll send you our more detailed bulletins on new recommendations, and tell 
you when it's time to take profits on other recommendations.  

Plus, every quarter we'll send you a concise, information-packed report that will review all our 
current holdings, new picks, and cyclical trends that will be coming to bear on each market sector.  

I don't want to appear immodest. But this is the kind of report some professional players I know 
would give their eyeteeth to see. Each of these reports - if compiled for large investment 
companies - would cost thousands of dollars in top-tier analyst manpower. And they would be 
worth every penny.  

This Is Exclusive Information  

This series of quarterly reports, however, comes to you in the mail in a plain envelope so no one 
else can identify its important contents. This is a special free feature of our Red Zone Profits 
service. And we make it available to members only!  

Also, as soon as you sign up, we'll send you your FREE special White Papers on these juicy 
opportunities:  

The Stock of the Year: This company's rapid HIV test takes 20 minutes to produce a result and 
costs only $20. It's got approval from the US Government, and will start shipping mass quantities of 
these tests to a major healthcare company this month. In fact, this test is so good that the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services has urged that it be sold and used in small doctors' 
offices and mobile testing vans as well as larger hospitals and clinics. I'm projecting very rapid 
50% to 100% profits - with more possible...  

Whopping Profits from a Real Cancer Vaccine: This company just rocketed up more than 130% 
on news that their telomerase cancer vaccine is effective in 
all cancer patients, even those with tumors that don't have 
any known tumor-associated antigens. Institutions and retail 
buyers have been loading up on this stock, and one insider 
laid out cash for 10,000 shares just last month...  

Make 400% on the World's Cheapest Defense Company: 
This company has partnerships with top-dog defense 
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manufacturers like Saab, DaimlerChrysler and various German shipbuilding firms, a P/E of 5.8, and 
is growing revenues by 10% a year. That puts its PEG at 0.58. (The rule of thumb is that anything 
with a PEG under 1.0 is a buy.) It makes Electronic Warfare Defense (EWD) systems and other 
high-tech electronic devices, mostly in the realm of wireless communications for defense, 
telecommunications, mining, avionics, air traffic control and security. And it's a prime takeover 
candidate...  

The $2-a-Share Dot-Com Survivor with Huge Potential: This dot-com survivor is a source of 
cheap airline tickets, but has also successfully gone after the hotel room and car rental markets. 
Hotel rooms, which go for about 30% to 50% less than on other sites, jumped 57% over the same 
period a year ago, while car rentals increased 115%. The 'Warren Buffet of Asia' is a major 
shareholder and is buying more. Even the CEO is going to exercise his options to buy 750,000 
shares. Another takeover candidate, it looks as if this will be one of the best-positioned survivors of 
the dot-com game...  

Biotech Breakthrough for under $5 a Share: This company's products are designed to deliver 
oxygen to cells via the bloodstream. Two of their products release more oxygen to tissues than a 
blood transfusion. This is because the molecules are 1,000 times smaller than red blood cells, the 
normal carriers of oxygen. The products are made of purified and processed cow's blood, can be 
stored at room temperature for three years, do not require blood typing, and people who get the 
products don't have to worry about blood contaminated with HIV or hepatitis.  

With these reports and your daily and weekly bulletins, you could begin profiting IMMEDIATELY 
from our recommendations.  

Most services like this one - zeroing in on fast-moving and highly profitable investments - cost a 
few thousand dollars in annual subscription fees. In fact, many cost $2,500 a year or more!  

But Red Zone Profits isn't going to cost you anywhere near that. In fact, with this special limited-
time offer, we've decided to charge a fraction of what most people charge for similar services.  

Save As Much As 92%!  

Try us for just one year (RISK-FREE, as I'll show you in a minute), and you'll pay only $295. That's 
a savings of 80% off our regular subscription fee of $1,500 per year. You'll get your daily 'Profit 
Hog' email bulletin. You'll get your weekly email reports. And you'll get your exclusive reports 
reviewing any major market changes and keeping you up-to-date on passwords to our website.  

Or - for an even better deal - try us for two years (again, RISK-FREE), and we'll slash the price 
even further.  

You'll pay just $385 for two years of Chris DeHaemer's Red Zone Profits ... or a total of $2,615 off 
our regular price, and 92% off the price of most similar services.  

I think that's a pretty good deal.  

Plus, I'm going to make you this guarantee:  

You Have Nothing Whatsoever to Lose  
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If you aren't happy with my Red Zone Profits service - for any reason at all - all you have to do is 
let me know, at any time, and I'll refund any unused portion of your membership.  

So if you become unhappy - after one day, one month, or one year - you'll receive a complete 
refund of the remainder of your membership.  

That's about as fair as I can make it.  

Be $200,000 Richer Two Years from Now  

Like I said at the beginning of this letter... if we repeat the profits of the last two years, the coming 
two years could be fabulous. You could clear over $200,000 in profits over the next two years if you 
invest just $5,000 in each recommendation.  

What's more, we've reduced the complicated 'magic' of picking winning investments down to a 
system you can easily understand and follow. We've figured out how to anticipate the price moves 
of these stocks in a majority of cases, and rack up a substantial average profit on every single pick. 

So if you want a system that only requires you to make one or two trades a week...  

If you want a chance to average substantial gains on every single trade...  

If you want a system that will allow you to make hundreds of thousands of dollars over the next two 
years...  

...then try out Chris DeHaemer's Red Zone Profits. After all, you have nothing to lose.  

In fact, if you decide it's not for you within the first month, I'll send back every penny you paid.  

You won't be out one dime.  

But I don't think I'm going to have to worry about that. Or you either.  

I think you're going to love the money you'll make.  

So please, give us a try.  

Let me hear from you TODAY.  

I think you'll be glad you did.  

Sincerely,  

Christian DeHaemer  

Chris DeHaemer's Red Zone Profits  

P.S. By the way, each of those five stocks I told you about has the potential to bring you 
50%, 100%, or even 200% profits in the very near future. They give you an excellent 
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opportunity to start making the kinds of profits we've been making day after day for the last 
two years.  

Subscribe to Red Zone Profits today! 
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You Can Turn $10,000 
Into $1 Million With 

Just Two Stocks 

This Special Report Shows You Exactly How... 

 
Dear Investment U Reader, 
 
Take a penny, double it every day for 30 days... and it's worth over $10,700,000. (If you 
doubt it, grab your calculator.) 
 
This is the awesome power of money compounding. And it's this type of extreme money 
making that attracts certain investors to a particular class of stocks. They are, by definition, 
the fastest-growing companies-and the most rapidly moving stocks-in the market. There's 
nothing mysterious about them. They simply lead virtually all other companies in terms of 
sales growth, operating margins, profitability and "relative strength." 
 
In 2003, for instance, the Dow rose 25.3% and the S&P 500 rose 26.4%. Not bad. But these 
returns can't touch the profits delivered by the market's strongest stocks. Last year Align 
Technologies rose 498%, Akami Technologies climbed 521%, Sonus Networks vaulted 
656%, XM Satellite Radio rose 879%, and Millcom Int'l Cellular climbed an astounding 
1,209%. 
 
Many of the best-performing stocks of the past-the ones that have turned $10,000 into more 
than $1,000,000 for hundreds of investors-are businesses you've been patronizing for years. 
Have you or your spouse ever shopped at Wal-Mart? The company's shares rose 40,232% 
during the last bull market. That's enough to turn $10,000 into more than $4 million. 
 
Have you or your company ever bought a Microsoft software program like Word, Excel or 
PowerPoint? The stock rose 61,034% in the thirteen years following its IPO. That turned a 
$10,000 investment into more than $6.1 million. 
 
Have you ever used your computer to log onto the internet? The biggest maker of routers and 
switches for internet connections is Cisco Systems, which rose 95,667% in the 1990's alone. 
A $10,000 investment made here would have allowed you to spend the rest of your life 
sitting on tax-free bonds. Because $10,000 grew to an astonishing $9.56 million in less than 
ten years. 
 
Unfortunately, Microsoft, Cisco and Wal-Mart cannot possibly generate these kinds of 
returns in the future. They're much too big to grow at that rate now. 
 
The key to making a fortune in a short time now is to invest in the most rapidly growing 
companies today... so you can enjoy a life of total financial independence tomorrow. 
 
In this special report, you're going to learn exactly how to identify these superlative 
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companies before they begin to soar, turning $10,000 into $1 million or more. And you're 
going to learn not only when to buy them, but exactly when to let them go... so you can 
capture magnificent profits along the way. 
 
Best of all, you're going to find that owning these companies carries less risk than you might 
imagine. 
 
Don't get me wrong. Buying troubled or mediocre companies is very risky. But buying 
superbly managed, rapidly growing companies with double- or triple-digit growth rates, high 
returns on equity, and strong share prices is much safer. 
 
Let me show you exactly how to identify these companies before they arch skyward and how 
owning just two of these stocks can turn $10,000 into $1 million-guaranteed. 
 

Turn A Grub Stake Into A Small Fortune 

My name is James Boxley Cooke. I'm retired now, but I'm a former executive with T. Rowe 
Price. And I also serve as Chairman of the Board of Governors of The Oxford Club. With 
thousands of members worldwide, it is perhaps the world's largest private financial 
foundation. 
 
Our mission is straightforward. We work to help like-minded individuals achieve and 
maintain total financial independence by maximizing returns, minimizing risks, and 
eliminating capital gains taxes. 
 
However, it's not the Club or its philosophy I intend to discuss with you today. I simply want 
to share with you how you can identify a select group of stocks poised for enormous gains. 
 
And how two carefully chosen stocks can turn $10,000 into $1 million... guaranteed. It boils 
down to pure mathematics. If you invest $10,000 in one stock and it rises ten-fold, you now 
have $100,000. If you then take that money and reinvest it in another stock that rises 10-fold, 
your $100,000 will be worth $1 million dollars. It's a mathematical certainty. 
 
How difficult is it to find a stock that rises ten fold? If you know what you're doing, it's not 
that hard. Ever shop at Best Buy, for example? It recently rose more than 30-fold in five 
years. And there have been dozens of other great-performing growth stocks... even in the 
vicious bear market of the past three years. For instance, Ultra Petroleum, Lannett Company, 
Headwaters Inc., and Multimedia Games have all risen more than 14-fold in the last three 
years. Alliance Gaming has risen more than 29-fold in the past three years... in the midst of a 
bear market! 
 
Each of these stocks has given investors a moon shot. And each is what professional 
investors call a "momentum stock." Quite simply, a momentum stock is a company showing 
dramatic gains in sales, earnings and share price movement. 
 
Yet you probably don't own them. In fact, when you look in the paper and run your finger 
down the list of the market's biggest percentage gainers-the momentum stocks-you may find 
you don't own a single one of them. You're not alone. 
 
You see, I've worked with many thousands of investors over the years, showing them how to 
safely and consistently maximize their returns. So they can live the kind of life they've 
always dreamed of living. Doing what they've always wanted to do... with the people they 
want to spend time with. Having the peace of mind that comes with knowing that they'll 
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never outlive their money. And I've seen the alternative... becoming a burden to their 
children... or, perish the thought, depending on the federal government. 
 
The former is a worthy goal. But I've found that most individuals don't have a clear idea how 
they're going to achieve a legacy of great wealth. The desire is there... but the results often 
come up short. And as Yogi Berra once remarked, "If you don't know where you're going, 
the chances are you won't get there." 
 
In my view, the key to achieving great wealth-the kind of wealth where money is no longer 
an object, where you leave a real legacy to your children and grandchildren-is to follow a 
system that gives you the statistically highest probable chance of success. 
 
That's the key. To build great wealth, you need an investment system that is battle-tested to 
perform in all economic and market environments. 
 
Owning the fastest growing companies-momentum stocks-allows you to do that. It's a 
common sense approach to investing that works in good markets but, as you'll soon see, in 
bear markets, too. It doesn't depend on what the market averages are doing. Or whether your 
fund manager is on or off his game. It just takes identifying the right stocks-momentum 
stocks-something we do every day. 
 

How To Build Your Fortune Quickly, Consistently... 
And Methodically 

How do you identify the momentum stocks-the ones that will turn $10,000 into $1 million-
before they make their historic moves up? 
 
The answer is almost too obvious. If you were an engineer in charge of building an important 
bridge, how would you go about it? Would you try something new and different? Would you 
try to build a bridge based on untested ideas or drawn from a plan never seen before? 
 
Absolutely not. You would build your bridge to the most exacting specifications. You would 
use the strongest materials, the most rigorous plans, and the most qualified people to build it. 
 
A blockbuster investment portfolio is constructed the same way. If you understand that the 
best performing stocks in the future will be the fastest-growing companies, with the greatest 
leaps in profitability, and the strongest price action in the market, why not invest exclusively 
in these stocks? 
 
If you're like many investors I speak with, I already know your answer. You're not sure 
which companies these are. 
 
Fair enough. But following my analogy about the way to build a bridge, how do you go about 
identifying the companies that are likely to show the biggest gains in the market? 
 
The answer is plain. You go back through history and make a thorough, systematic study of 
every stock that ever gave fantastic, 10-fold or better returns. You see what unique elements 
they all had in common. And then you seek those same elements in the stocks available 
today. 
 
During the '90s, for instance, Clear Channel Communications went up 5,615%. Emulex rose 
6,412%. Dell Computer went up 10,198%. Activision went up 13,819%. Semtech rose 
15,231%. 
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These stocks made multi-millionaires of many investors. Just as other momentum stocks will 
in the future. You can be one of them. 
 
Here's all it takes... 
 
First you pinpoint the characteristics that all these stocks shared before they skyrocketed-and 
there are only a few. Then you carefully screen all the publicly-traded companies available 
for purchase today. You isolate the handful that share these criteria and are, therefore, likely 
to rise 10-fold or more. 
 
Then you invest in this select handful of stocks... and wait. 
 
It won't take long before your portfolio starts to act like a pan full of Jiffy Pop. Because if 
history has demonstrated anything, it's that ultimately share prices follow earnings. But not 
earnings alone... 
 

The Big Winners Of The Past Will Help You Identify 
The Big Winners Of Tomorrow 

While these are averages, based on the big movers of the past, here are a few of the factors 
that will help you identify two stocks that will turn $10,000 into $1 million: 
 

l They were an IPO within the past eight years. 
 

l They have annual earnings growth of at least 24%. 
 

l The average percentage increase in earnings for the current quarter is at least 34%. 
 

l They have a p/e ratio of 31 or more. 
 

l They have a relative strength rating of 85. (That means they are already outperforming 
85% of the stocks in the market before they make their big move up.) 
 

l Their relative strength has been growing for at least the past six months. 
 

l They have an average of at least 5 million shares outstanding. 
 

l They have average daily volume that exceeds 75,000 shares. 
 

l Their industry group is in the top 30% of the market. 
 

l They have a median stock price of $26. 

When you boil it down this way, it may seem as though the process is purely a numerical 
exercise. But, like most things in life, it's not that simple. 
 
First of all, you must know exactly how to apply those 
qualifications to different sectors of different industries under 
different market conditions. 
 
Secondly, you have to have access to a proprietary database 

"I am delighted to tell you that your 
recommendations are, almost without 
exception, amazingly accurate and, 
above all, amazingly successful." ~H.P. 
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that contains the relevant data on more than 9,000 publicly-traded companies. 
 
Thirdly, you have to be qualified to interpret the mountain of quantitative and qualitative 
information that you uncover. That often takes years of experience. 
 
Finally, even if you have the knowledge, the skills, the contacts and the money to ferret out 
these few stocks, you will need to spend hundreds of hours screening all the potential 
candidates. 
 
Personally, I don't have that time. Or, quite frankly, the ability to see the things a trained 
expert can detect. That's why I'd like to introduce you to the man who can provide you with a 
window on the market's most successful momentum stocks... and the incredible short-term 
profits that come with them. 
 

Your Biggest Ally In The Battle For Financial Freedom 

His name is Alexander Green. He is the Investment Director of The Oxford Club and, as 
you'll soon see, the person most capable of identifying momentum stocks with outstanding 
short-term potential. 
 
Let me give you a little background. 
 
We recruited Alex as Investment Director of The Oxford Club three years ago. And he came 
to us with a wealth of experience.  
 
He's a Wall Street veteran with over sixteen years experience as a research analyst, 
investment advisor and professional portfolio manager. How successful was he? 
Exceptionally. His managed accounts delivered blockbuster returns. And, in fact, he retired 
from Wall Street at the ripe old age of 43. 
 
He now oversees The Oxford Investment Portfolio and runs an elite trading service - The 
Momentum Alert - dedicated to uncovering exactly the kind of stocks I've been talking 
about.  
 
His knowledge, experience and contacts allow him to target the most successful companies in 
the market. The ones that are well on their way to becoming this year's biggest percentage-
gainers. The ones that can turn $10,000 into $1 million for you. 
 
Of course, the proof is in the pudding. It's isn't enough for an investment system to work in 
theory. It has to deliver the goods.  
 
And The Momentum Alert has... in spades. Let's look at the facts. 
 
In early 2004, Investor's Business Daily listed the handful of stocks that were the top 
performers of 2003. Dick's Sporting Goods, for instance, was up 153%. Central European 
Distributors rose 156%. Genentech rose 182%. American Pharmaceutical rose 183%. And 
the best performing stock on the list? Little-known Schnitzer Steel, up 504%. 
 
Of course, these stocks all have something else in common. All were also recommended in 
The Momentum Alert at different times throughout last year. (And another top 40 winner, 
Netflix, up 396.7% in 2003 was recommended by Alex Green last year!).  
 
What are the odds? There are over 9,000 publicly-traded companies in the U.S. And five of 
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the top 40-including the single best stock-were all recommended in The Momentum Alert.  
 
But that's just the beginning. Last year Momentum Alert subscribers also had an opportunity 
to lock in double or triple-digit profits in Coach, Qualcomm, Nam Tai Electronics, Career 
Education, eBay, Vimpel Communciations, Teva Pharmaceutical, Countrywide Credit, 
Verint Systems, Portfolio Recovery, Eon Labs, and Garmin, among others.  
 

 
In Life... Timing Is Everything 

It's important to know that, although nothing in the market is a sure thing, Momentum Alert 
subscribers will be guided on how to protect profits with Alex at the helm. He begins by 
putting a "sell stop" below every recommendation, just for protection. (He describes in each 
broadcast exactly where and how to place the order.) 
 
Then as the stock moves into the profit zone, he gradually 
moves the stop order up behind it. He calls this "laddered 
stops." The higher the stock goes-and the bigger the profits-
the higher the sell stop goes... and the bigger the eventual 
profit. As long as the stock is moving up, Alex never sells. 
 
"That's the secret to uncovering a stock that rises 10-fold." he 
told me. "You never, ever sell your winners early." 
 
Instead, once the stock peaks and begins to trend back down, the sell stop is triggered 
automatically... and locks in profits. 
 
"You always cut any losses that develop quickly," he says, "and let those profits just continue 
to run and run." 
 

And Sometimes... It's Who You Know That Can Make You Rich 

Aside from the proven trading methodology that Alex is using, in my view, he is one of the 
best-connected traders in the country. 

Meet Alexander Green: Your Partner in Profits... 
 

You won't find many men or women of Alexander Green's talent 
or integrity on Wall Street. At the height of the stock market 
boom, he walked away from a prestigious position with one of 
the country's leading money-management firms - retiring from 
Wall Street at the ripe old age of 43, saying 'no thanks' and 
returning more than half of a $510,000 signing bonus. He then 
became Investment Director at the Oxford Club-a private 
financial organization dedicated to building and preserving the 
wealth of its members, independent of Wall Street's dubious 
influence. 
 
When Alexander isn't making money for members and his 
premium trading service subscribers, his market views and 
observations are constantly in high demand. He's been profiled 
in Forbes.com, and has written for Louis Rukeyser and several 
other leading financial publications and was recently featured on 
the Fox News Channel's 'The O'Reilly Factor'. He currently 

writes and directs The Oxford Club Communiqué, the Oxford Insight e-letter, and he's a top-
rated speaker at financial conferences around the country. 

"I have only been a member of The 
Momentum Alert for 10 days and 
decided to act on your GRMN 
recommendation and am very happy 
that I did. I can hardly wait for your next 
recommendation since GRMN is the 1st 
stock I bought after becoming a 
member." ~ A.M. 
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For instance, he is a lifelong friend of the scientist who has been heralded by The Institute for 
Scientific Research as the world's leading scientific researcher. He tipped Alex off to the 
attractive levels that Immunex had reached just six weeks before Amgen bought them out in 
the biggest biotech deal ever. Subscribers saw gains of 56% in just six weeks. 
 
Recently, this same world-renowned researcher gave him another head's up about a biotech 
company that has a pipeline full of the most promising medical technologies in the world 
today.  
 
Two weeks after Momentum Alert subscribers read about it, this same scientist was elected 
to the company's board of directors. It has all the makings of a stock that will offer yet 
another 10-fold return. And start turning $10,000 into $1 million. 
 

Recently too, Alex spent over an hour on the phone 
discussing investment ideas with Jim Rogers. If you're not 
familiar with Jim or his investment track record, you should 
be. There aren't many like it.  
 

In 1970 Jim teamed up with George Soros to run one of the most successful hedge funds of 
all time. From December 31st, 1969 to December 31st, 1980, the fund chalked up a gain of 
3,365%. For comparison purposes, the S&P 500 returned 47% over the same period. 
 
Jim was one of the handful of individuals, along with Warren 
Buffett and John Templeton, who were profiled in John 
Train's recent book Money Masters of Our Time. 
 
Using Jim's macroeconomic outlook on China-he had just 
visited 22 cities there-and Alex's proprietary momentum screens, he recommended an 
unusual stock. 
 
It's China's leading independent power producer. And at the rate the world's most populous 
nation is growing, the future demand for power there will be nothing short of ravenous. This 
should propel the stock substantially higher in the months ahead. In fact, it is yet another 
potential 10-bagger, a stock with the potential to rise 10-fold or more. 
 
And as Alex wrote in a recent broadcast of The Momentum Alert: 
 
"Although my guess is that the strength of the economic recovery is not going to win any 
awards this year, it doesn't really matter for our select group of stocks.  
 
When a company does all the right things-increases sales, pays down debt, buys back shares, 
and grows at a double- or triple-digit rate-the market will reward its shareholders.  
 
"And that's the only kind of company we own." I've found that once Alex's momentum 
stocks get a tailwind behind them, there's no telling how far they'll run. 
 

Start Turning $10,000 Into $1 Million Today 

By becoming a Momentum Alert subscriber, you're about to learn how to become very rich 
in a short period of time. (Remember, it only takes two stocks to turn $10,000 into $1 
million.)  
 

"I consistently trade (sometimes daily) 
the options on the Momentum stocks in 
my brokerage account, and I’m very 
pleased with the results, which are 
considerably more than 27%." ~S.B. 

"I cannot find sufficient words to 
properly express my satisfaction with 
The Momentum Alert. Thank you." 
~B.D. 
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With the economy just beginning to emerge from recession, the profit potential for 
Momentum Alert subscribers is greater now than ever. 
 
We've seen that this system works beautifully in a down 
market. But an economic recovery provides the ideal 
springboard for these fast-moving momentum stocks. Profits 
in the weeks ahead are likely to be nothing short of 
breathtaking.  
 
That's why I urge you to get on board now. The Momentum Alert features precisely the kind 
of fast-moving momentum stocks I've talked about in this letter.  
 
Upon becoming a subscriber, you will be notified by "instant alert" as soon as Alex sees that 
a momentum stock is ripe for the picking. 
 
These trades move quickly-as do the profits-so the service is provided by e-mail or fax. You 
then relay the recommendation to your broker and the trade gets executed. The whole process 
takes a matter of minutes. You'll also get a summary each week updating you on the current 
status of each outstanding recommendation. 
 
Plus, as a Momentum Alert subscriber, you'll also get a direct access phone number to Alex's 
research associate, Chris Matthai. Use it anytime you have a general question about a stock 
we're buying, about background research, company news, or questions relating to Club 
services. Please understand that while The Oxford Club provides investment 
recommendations to all members, we are not licensed by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) to provide individual investment advice, and therefore, cannot address 
your personal circumstances... 
 
As with other VIP services, enrollment will be conducted on a first-come, first-serve basis. 
The cost is $1,250 for a year's subscription-a terrific value when you consider the kinds of 
returns this service has produced.  
 
And one more thing... If you'd like to stop receiving The 
Momentum Alert at any time, just let us know by mail, phone 
or e-mail. Your credit card won't be billed again. And 
whatever option you choose, we'll issue you a full pro-rated 
refund for any unused months left on your subscription. But 
which ever option you choose, know that you'll be receiving 
the kind of high-level investment recommendations that have put thousands of dollars into 
the pockets of investors just like you.  
 
There will be a lot of competition for the limited number of spaces available. 
 
Because we expect-and I'm sure we'll see-an over-subscription and then a waiting list for this 
service, enrollment will be limited. 
 
Let me assure you that Alex does not divulge the names of companies he is researching prior 
to recommending them. The effectiveness of this service is due in large part to the speed and 
confidentiality of the recommended trades. As editor of The Momentum Alert, his loyalty is 
to his subscribers. 
 
Join us today, and the next Momentum Alert issue could be in your hands in a few days. And 
the profits that go with it. You can ensure a reserved spot in this elite trading service by 

"I would like to extend my subscription 
to the Momentum Alert for a six month 
extension. This service is the absolute 
best I have seen in 25 years of 
investing!" ~M.W. 

"Just a short note to compliment you on 
your highly successful year 2003 stock 
picks. I made tens of thousands of 
dollars because of your 
recommendations. Keep up the good 
work!" ~J.T. 
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clicking subscribe now below. I look forward to welcoming you on board! 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
James Boxley Cooke 
Chairman, Board of Governors 
The Oxford Club 
 
P.S. With the short-term gains we've been generating recently-often in a matter of days-
interest in The Momentum Alert has far exceeded our original expectations.  
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Learn Money-Making Business Secrets of the 
World's Highest Paid SUPER CONSULTANT for 

96% Less Than His Private Clients Pay Him.  

Get A Famous $5,000-Value Business Growth 
System, filled with Profit Boosting Ideas And 
Strategies-Galore For Just $149 As Part Of A 

Daring Test We Are Doing.  

Dear Friend,  

If you own or run a profit based business... or have a promising money-
making idea... you're about to become a lot wealthier, a lot sooner than you 
expected.  

World famous marketing genius and business growth expert, Jay Abraham, 
wants to make YOUR business or idea a small (or large) fortune in the next 
12 months. And he's willing to do it for you at his expense and risk... not 
yours.  

Since Jay has helped nearly 12,000 other business owners (in over 450 
different fields) increase their bottom-line profits by more than seven billion 
dollars... and multiply their wealth by nearly 15 times that amount ... you 
should probably take Jay's offer very seriously. Here's why:  

l Jay is considered the greatest business builder, marketing genius 
and money-making 'wunderkind' on the planet. For those of you 
who don't know it, Jay is the highest paid, most remarkably successful 
marketing SUPER CONSULTANT in the country, too. At $5,000 an 
hour ... $40,000 a day ... Jay Abraham is ordinarily out of the realm of 
affordability for all but the most successful and wealthy entrepreneurs.  

l People like Tony Robbins, Mark Victor Hanson, Brian Tracy, 
Nightingale Conant, Fran Tarkenton, Entrepreneur Magazine, 
Success Magazine, Investor's Business Daily and 12 Inc. Magazine 
Entrepreneurs of the Year have all turned to Jay for money-making 
ideas and wealth-building business advice. He's made them all tens of 
millions.  

He's Made Them All Tens of Millions. Now It's YOUR Turn!  

Jay grows businesses for a living. Large businesses, small businesses. High 
tech, low-tech, no tech, retail, wholesale, service. You name it and Jay 
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Abraham has grown the sales and multiplied the profits for at least fifty 
companies in that field. How does he do it? Jay finds all kinds of hidden 
opportunities, overlooked assets and vast sources of untapped marketing or 
income possibilities a business owner like you just doesn't see or know 
about.  

Jay originally became rich by turning his business client's untapped 
opportunities into windfall profits ... and then sharing generously in the 
financial rewards he produced. On that basis Jay made himself millions!  

Howard Ruff paid Jay $600,000 AFTER Jay found Howard's company a 
$2,000,000 profit bonanza. David Hall paid Jay over a million dollars 
AFTER Jay made David a nearly $35 million unexpected profit windfall, in 
an amazing 18 months time.  

Jim Cook paid Jay almost two million dollars AFTER Jay catapulted Jim's 
little business from a mere $300,000 to over a half billion dollars in sales, in 
just over two years time. The list of all the other people who've paid Jay 
huge fees AFTER Jay enriched them or their business is too large to even 
list here.  

Why would they all pay Jay six or seven figure fees? And - what in the 
world does Jay do to earn all that money? Two answers.  

FIRST: Jay always takes on all of the risk. He does not ask to be 
paid or deposit someone's money ... until after he's first made 
them a huge profit of many times more than the fee he charges. 
Frequently they earn 50, 100, even 1000 times more than they 
pay Jay, like Jim Cook's company did!  

SECOND: Jay knows more ways to make more people like you 
more money, in more areas of your business (and for business 
start-ups, too) ... than anyone else in the field. His ability to come 
up with brilliant, fresh, ingenious, and 'wickedly lucrative' ways 
to better sell and market your products, services or idea...on and 
off line... is absolutely amazing.  

That's not just my opinion. Scott DeGarmo, former 14 year publisher and 
editor in chief of Success Magazine is the one who first made that 
statement. Scott went on to say... 'Jay is the most successful and expensive 
marketing consultant on the planet. Jay may be the greatest marketing mind 
alive today,' too!  

But before I tell you how to get Jay's money-making marketing methods 
working for your business 'RISK FREE' ... let me tell you about more of his 
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amazing business feats...  

A $7.2 Million Windfall In Nine Months  

Jay made Entrepreneur Magazine a $7.2 million windfall in nine months ... 
by merely changing their old marketing model over to a new (more 
powerful and profitable) one Jay devised for them. Jay made Nightingale 
Conant a $ 900,000 first-time profit within 45 days of meeting them.  

But once they started following Jay's methods Nightingale made an extra 
$10 million, 12-month profit 'jackpot,' after Jay showed them a simple way 
to tap a huge profit opportunity that no one else in their business or industry 
(but Jay) saw.  

Jay helped six famous investment newsletters sell an extra $100 million 
worth of subscriptions in one year ... without spending a dime on 
advertising. He figured out an ingenious way to sell old used newspapers for 
50 times what they were going for at retail-and sold $2,000,000 worth ... for 
a profit of $1.8 million, to prove it could be done. He sold $4,000,000 worth 
of group conference calls for another client (in just18 months) with a simple 
strategy that cost the client absolutely nothing.  

$10 Million Worth Of Seminars With One Letter  

Jay helped one of the country's specialty websites triple their number of 
memberships online in about six months. He Helped Tony Robbins sell $10 
million dollars worth of Mastery University seminars with one 16-page 
letter Jay created for Tony.  

And in case none of those diverse achievements ring YOUR bell or rock 
YOUR business boat, here are a few more amazing money-making business 
feats Jay Abraham has produced for other people like you...  

An Extra $2 Million Per Year  

Jay taught a small realtor how to make an extra $80,000 A MONTH, telling 
other realtors her secret listing system. He taught a lumber mill owner how 
to sell his Kiln Drying process as an 'information system' for $2 million 
dollars a year in licensing fees to other non-competitive lumber mills. He 
showed a small office leasing company how to go from two locations to 
nearly 200 (and revenues of $650 million a year) ... all by profiting greater 
from all the tenants who left, than the ones who stayed and paid!  

Jay quadrupled an attorney's practice, then taught him how to 'rent out' that 
successful practice-building approach and got him millions more from other 
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attorneys who wanted to learn and use it to grow their own new, competitive 
practices. Jay and a friend figured out a way to get 65 different newsletters 
publishers to send hundreds of thousands of people (that Jay targeted) their 
expensive newsletters FREE. Then Jay and his partners made millions using 
a shrewd 'back-end' profit maneuver no one else ever thought about even 
trying.  

An Idea Generating/Cash-flow Multiplying, Money-Making 
Machine  

The man really IS brilliant when it comes to creating more cash flow and 
profit increases for almost any type or size business. He also has an uncanny 
way of coming up with amazing profit breakthroughs. Jay is an idea 
generating/cash-flow multiplying, money-making 'machine.' His methods 
and concepts can make all the difference between mediocrity and millions 
to a business LIKE YOURS.  

Jay has also personally consulted with over 300 prominent business experts 
ranging from famous sales trainers, prominent advertising gurus, legendary 
management, time-management, negotiating, quality control, Internet, 
systems, process and direct marketing consultants galore. In the process, 
he's turned dozens into the leader in their field. He has advised the biggest 
names in some of the most prominent industries out there ... including 12 
Inc. magazine's Entrepreneur of the Year winners. They all paid Jay a 
fortune for his help and ideas. But you won't have to, as you'll learn in a 
minute.  

A Lot Of People Pay A Lot Money For These Secrets  

10,000 people paid Jay $5,000 to $25,000 EACH to come to past workshops 
he personally conducted.  

His live seminars and events are super-expensive to attend. For example, 
905 people paid Jay $15,000 to $20,000 each, to attend a five-day seminar 
series Jay did only once. He's raised the price on a new version he's about to 
announce - to $50,000 per person ... and he'll probably fill every event he 
holds.  

Jay's written and recorded material usually sells for a bundle, too.  

50,000 People At $377 Each, That's Over $18.8 Million!  

He sold 50,000 people a book for a dizzying $377 a copy. Jay sold a 
previous book for $1000 per copy and sold-out the entire print run. 1,750 
people paid Jay a $5,000each for a tape set Jay recently did. He sold 900 
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more people his $5,000 seven-volume marketing encyclopedia.  

Jay sold over 60,000 other people an expensive tape course on finding your 
hidden money-making potential. 12,000 other people bought a high priced a 
course from Jay on finding your hidden business profits. He sold 16,000 
more people an expensive business newsletter subscription.  

In one week, alone, 120 people bought an Internet marketing program for 
$5,000 from Jay ... all sold through e-mail. That's a $600,000 one-week 
paycheck from that one money-making business category alone. . . ALL 
just for knowing what to do, how to do it . . . AND DOING IT!  

Why Does Everyone Willingly Pay Jay Those Astronomical 
Prices For His Ideas, Instructions And Recommendations?  

Any why should YOU be so excited about the chance to learn his methods 
totally risk free?  

You know the old joke about the car mechanic who's called in after every 
other mechanic failed? He listens to the engine for a few minutes, then hauls 
off and gives it a big swift kick in a certain strategic spot. Lo and behold, 
the engine starts humming like a kitten. The mechanic turns around, gives 
the car owner his bill for $400. The owner is flabbergasted and demands an 
itemized breakdown AND EXPLANATION.  

The bill says...  

'$1 for my time, and $399 for knowing where to kick.'  

Jay Abraham knows where to kick when it comes to increasing sales and 
multiplying the profit for any and every kind, form, or type of business, 
product, or service ... online and offline ... including yours!  

Jay Knows How To Sell Anything!  

Jay knows how to sell tangible products. Jay knows how to sell intangible 
products. He knows how to sell consumer services, and professional 
services. Jay knows how to sell and dominate in highly competitive 
markets. He knows how to get mature businesses going and growing again. 
He knows how to make absolute fortunes for business owners, 
entrepreneurs, professionals and start-ups alike. You name it, Jay can sell it 
better, faster, more profitably and easily than you can. And, quite frankly 
given the level of massive profit impact Jay usually makes ... his high priced 
fees really is almost irrelevant.  

Jay even knows how you can sell other peoples' products and services to 
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your customers or prospects and make more money than you do selling your 
own things. He knows how to get hundreds of other businesses, 
publications, organizations, websites, e-mail lists, owners, TV and radio 
stations to help sell your products or services for you ... without paying 
them for advertising. Without risking a dime, either.  

An Opportunity To Skyrocket Profits In Your Business  

Jay knows how to give away free information and turn all your inquiries 
into millions or tens of millions of dollars in your bank account. He knows 
how you can buy your other competitor's business ... using no money out of 
your pockets and never bear any downside risk. He knows nearly 100 
different ways (you don't know) to more successfully sell your products or 
service ... offline or online. He knows over 50 ways to make more money 
from the same effort, time and opportunity just by changing the marketing 
strategy and approach you follow.  

Jay is the only person I know who has sold both billions of dollars worth of 
inexpensive items, as well as billions in high priced products. He's helped 
sell billions of intangible services and professional services, too.  

The wildly profitable things Jay could teach you are utterly amazing.  

That's why I pulled out ALL the stops when I heard Jay had a strong desire 
to find an irresistibly appealing way to help smaller, less capitalized 
business owners and start-up entrepreneurs (like you) make more money 
and create greater wealth. I found a way you can access Jay for pennies on 
the dollar ...  

I'm talking about the opportunity for you to profit massively. I'm also 
talking about the once-in a lifetime chance to learn Jay's very best $5,000-
an-hour, fortune building business secrets FOR LESS THAN $200 . Then 
get your money back if they don't perform money making miracles for your 
business.  

As you know, up until now the only way to access Jay's wildly profitable 
brain was either to hire him privately at $5,000 an hour ... $40,000 a day ... 
or attend his expensive events like his five day $25,000 per person seminar. 
But now, you won't have to. You won't even have to pay him 2% of that 
amount, as you'll see in a moment.  

Jay Is "The Real Thing"  

Yet people who have paid Jay his expensive fees have said Jay is the best 
return on investment they've ever made. (But imagine the ROI you'll 
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receive, since it'll cost you almost nothing to do it.)  

That's not just their and my opinion, either. Why else would USA Today 
write glowing articles on Jay ... twice in their prestigious Money Section? 
Why else would Success Magazine write not two, three, or four ... but five 
laudatory stories on Jay? Why else would Entrepreneur Magazine pay Jay to 
help build their publication (Jay grew Entrepreneur 800% more sales in a 
whirlwind 9 month time), then write two glowing articles about his abilities 
and achievements? Why else would Forbes call Jay... 'the real thing'?  

Why else would Stephen Covey, Harvey McKay, Ken Blanchard, Tony 
Robbins, Seth Godin, Martin Edelstein -- the publisher of Investor's 
Business Daily ... and nearly 200 more of America's top business experts 
ALL lavishly recommend and endorse Jay's last book.  

What specifically, you might wonder, could anyone know or teach 
someone like you, that's worth all that money?  

Doubling And Redoubling Profits Without Added Time And 
Effort  

Well, how about 93 different ways to get more referrals than your business 
can probably handle? Or how about learning a proven method to increase 
your leads and prospects by up to 21 times? Or how about a result-certain 
sales concept for doubling, redoubling and doubling again your profits, 
income AND PAYCHECK ... without spending any more time, effort or 
investment than you do right now.  

Jay knows three more profitable ways to sell than the approach you are 
probably using. He knows 15 more powerfully ways to advertise than the 
way you do it now. He knows 14 'killer' ways to get customers and clients 
buying larger units of purchase, paying more for them and coming back to 
buy things more often.  

He knows no less than 38 bigger, better, more profitable ways to grow 
bottom line profits ... not merely top line sales for any business ... especially 
a small to medium sized business, or start up, like yours where capital is 
limited or tight.  

You name the type, kind and size of business you own/run or want to start 
and Jay can absolutely make it more money, increase its revenues, multiply 
its profits, grow it more customers, increase the size of each sale and, get all 
those customers buying up to three times as much and as often.  

Jay can eliminate your adverting costs altogether and teach you amazing, 
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NO COST or NO CASH alternatives that produce many time greater 
bottom-line results. He can tell you how to set up lucrative strategic alliance 
deals. He can create multiple streams of new income for you. He can 
identify new markets you've never gone after before and Jay can add 
fabulous new profit centers you would never gain access to on your own. He 
can help you get dozens of prominent people, companies, publications or 
organizations endorsing and recommending your business, products or 
services to their groups and contacts.  

Want to know more?  

Jay can teach you his 21 Power Principles of Business Owners Who Get 
Rich. He can teach you the 42 eX-Factors (the easiest 'no brainer' ways to 
grow any business-exponentially). He can show you a unique mindset 
strategy ... guaranteed to catapult your business to preeminence in your 
market or field-within 9-12 months OR LESS.  

BUT your question has to be ... can Jay find YOU and YOUR business a 
million or multi-million dollar profit windfall in less than 15 months as he 
has done for so many others? Can he double or triple YOUR positive cash 
flow in as short as 120 days, as he has for hundreds just like you? Can he 
find YOU 5-50 additional ways for your business to make you more money 
without spending any more effort or time-like he did for all the people we 
talked about earlier?  

Can Jay multiply YOUR income and paycheck by 5 or 10 or even 50 times 
more, like he did for David Hall, Jim Cook, Brian Tracy, Greg Yost, Joel 
Nadel, Lee Euler, Howard Ruff, Michael Quinn, Audri Lanford and 
hundreds more like them?  

MAYBE ... MAYBE NOT! But there's one thing he will absolutely, 
positively guarantee.  

Jay Guarantees He Will Find Your Business An 
Absolute, Immediate Profit Windfall Of A Minimum Of 

$10,000 To A Million Or Even Multimillion Dollars- 
Within The First Sixty Days You Spend Learning His 

Methods ...  

... even though you'll only be paying him less than one half percent of the 
price people usually pay him to learn this at his $25,000 seminar.  

That's why Jay has decided to make you a daring, bold and utterly 
irresistible proposition:  
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He's willing to totally take ALL the risk and commitment on you ... instead 
of you being at risk one dime on him.  

Instead of you having to pay Jay $5,000 - $40,000 to learn his multi-million 
dollar marketing and business growth secrets ... he'll invest his money 
making, fortune building ideas in you ... FIRST.  

Simply put, Jay is willing to send you an amazing money-making business 
growth marketing system, The 9 Pillars of Business Growth, representing 
over $5,000 of value ... IF you'll send Jay a mere $149 to help pay for the 
production and processing required to get it all out to you.  

What's more, you can get a complete refund anytime within 60 days of 
having the system in your possession. If Jay's System fails to put at least 
$10,000 minimum in your bank account within those first sixty days-Jay 
doesn't want to even keep your nominal $149. So he won't.  

Just send Jay back the program if you're not five to seven figures of profit 
ahead-within sixty days time ... and  

Jay will give you back every penny.  

Jay can't be any fairer than that!  

His thinking here is simple. If you really DO want to see your current 
business or start up idea make you many times more money. If you are dead 
serious about creating for yourself a ton more business wealth ... Jay has an 
almost painless way to help do it for you in this no-risk offer. Now you no 
longer have any reason or excuse for not making yourself the kind of 
money you always wanted.  

Jay will send you a comprehensive business growth system, containing 
some of his best $5,000-an-hour money-making ideas, methods and 
concepts to study, apply and prosper from-FIRST... and he will only charge 
you a modest $149 processing fee to get it produced, packed and shipped off 
to you.  

Jay is giving you a way to personally experience the same profit-boosting 
ideas you would learn if you paid him big bucks to privately consult with 
your business. He'll send you a condensed version of a $10,000 seminar. 
He'll send you the same blueprint he uses to engineer monster profit 
windfalls for those multimillion dollar successes you read about. He'll teach 
you the same 25 ways to out-market the competition he reveals at his 
$25,000 Marketing Super Summits.  
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He'll show you the same nine ways to explode more profits that he shows 
people in his $20,000 advanced programs. He'll find you more hidden 
assets, overlooked profits and under-performing areas of money making 
opportunities than you ever dreamed possible ... ALL ON JAY'S DIME, 
NOT YOURS.  

Remember, if you don't put at least a $10,000 windfall profit - and up to a 
million dollar windfall - you'll get your $149 right back.  

Why He's Doing This...  

Why is Jay willing to be generous and daring enough to do all this for you? 
For these very good reasons:  

FIRST and candidly, because Jay can probably afford to take a big risk on 
you, much easier than you can afford to risk a lot of money on Jay. He's 
game for that challenge.  

SECOND ... Jay knows his methods and strategies always perform and 
work wonders whenever anyone properly applies them. But what he doesn't 
know is whether you'll really implement and work what he teaches you. 
Consequently, Jay doesn't want to make money from anyone who doesn't 
profit far greater than Jay does.  

THIRD: Jay knows how many different ways his ideas and concepts can 
fatten up your bank account, boost your sales, multiply your profits and help 
your business thrive and prosper ... BUT YOU DON'T. All you know is 
some very amazing and almost unbelievable claims and success stories 
we've talked about above  

You see, Jay believes he can easily help YOU make an extra $10,000, 
$50,000, $500,000 and even $1,000,000 OR MORE from the basic money-
making market system he sends you. If he DOES, you should be more than 
willing to re-invest a small portion of your newfound profits back with Jay 
in the not-so-distant future.  

Perhaps you will purchase one of Jay's more expensive products (his books 
start at close to $400 and go up to $1,000 a piece). Maybe you'll attend one 
of his expensive $25,000 seminars. Or, you could even become one of his 
private advisory clients (and pay Jay six or seven figures after Jay makes 
you 10-100 times that amount).  

Your business could even grow so much you'd qualify to work with Jay on a 
pure performance basis, where Jay is paid only for results. Finally, some 
large companies who need convincing may change their tune if they use 
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Jay's proprietary information to uncover a six or seven figure, six-week 
profit windfall, right off the bat!  

Everything You're Going To Get For Your Risk-Free $149 
Investment...  

So, with Jay's motives now firmly established, here's the proposition he's 
offering just 1,000 people on this e-mail list:  

He'll send you out The Nine Pillars of Business Growth that effectively 
instructs, teaches and advises you in the same way and methods Jay would 
do ... IF you retained him personally. Here's what your nine 'pillar' system 
includes:  

Number One ... Jay did a mammoth day long interview with Anthony 
Robbins, that focused questions about Jay's newest breakthrough 
discoveries ... his Optimization Strategy, his Quantum Leap Strategy, the 
Diving Board and Parthenon Approaches and Jay's Ex-Factor Method of 
creating geometric business growth. The session was tightly edited into two 
fast-paced, no-nonsense hours. It's the most detailed explanation of Jay's 
strategies ever recorded. It's like getting the core essence of one of Jay's 
$5,000 Mastermind Marketing programs. This priceless tape is part one of 
the system.  

Number Two ... is a two-hour DVD of Jay presenting his famous 
'Multiplying Results Method,' for accelerating and rapidly expanding 
bottom line growth, at the internationally acclaimed '$10,000 Financial 
Mastery' University where Jay was the featured key presenter to 1500 
demanding entrepreneurs.  

Number Three: The condensed 'Stealth Marketing.' Jay 'sold-out' the 
entire printing of a $1,000 a copy book that contained the answers to the 
100 biggest money-making business questions, problems, challenges and 
issues most business owners like you face. He's taken the best 30 of those 
questions and combined them into this condensed version.  

Number Four: The 42 secrets of making monster profits-FAST. The 
Strategy of Pre-Eminence is a philosophical strategy (or strategic 
philosophy) that Jay modeled from a client who used it to catapult their 
business from a $1,000 start-up to a $450 million industry giant in a few 
short years! It's an amazing way to get people to see your business and 
products as the only possible choice they can turn to. It's a powerful basis to 
overhaul your entire selling, advertising or marketing approach with. It 
opens up vast, new profit possibilities. It animates your spirit. In short, it 
alone is certain to totally transform your entire business strategy and 
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redefine the way you compete, sell and prosper. This component is 
priceless. When used with the other eight components in this system it 
virtually turbo charges and boosts the speed and impact of any and every 
revenue generating activity you do.  

Number Five: Abraham 101: At a $25,000 seminar called The Performance 
Enhancement Quotient, Jay laid out a 'short-course' overview primer of his 
entire proprietary approach and system for building great business wealth. 
We took the recording of that entire three-hour session... transcribed, edited 
and refined it into a document you can read over and over again to hone 
your money making marketing abilities to a razor sharp edge.  

Number Six: The Power Parthenon of Geometric Business Growth 
Jay has three foundational concepts he uses for every client he advises. 
Probably the biggest profit multiplier of all three is the Power Parthenon. It's 
a proven method for setting up multiple streams of income, multiple profit 
centers, and multiple 'money generating' impact points to leverage your 
results and it makes your business totally dominate, envelop and decimate 
all those you compete against. This is probably going to turn up your 
money-making flame and capability so high you won't know how to stop all 
the new found profits from flooding in.  

Number Seven: The Abraham Method. A few years ago, as the key 
grounding portion of a $20,000 seminar Jay held, he created a private folio 
called The Abraham Method. It carefully explained (in an almost cat-scan 
type manner) the unique and proprietary method Jay used to explode the 
profits of one business after another. It has examples galore, exercises and 
clear, carefully explained details. (This is totally different, but completely 
integrated with The Strategy of Pre-eminence) We've gotten Jay's approval 
to include a private copy of this folio in with your system.  

Number Eight: 502 Actual Case Studies Reports. Over $150,000,000 
worth of profit windfalls and business growth. Jay believes you CAN learn 
best how to model, apply and adjust his methods and strategies if you can 
actually see the precise way different business owners and entrepreneurs 
actually used them to rack up real fortunes. So Jay persuaded 502 of his past 
clients and seminar attendees to openly reveal their real 'first-hand' 
approaches with you in an amazing 816 page private collection of case 
studies ... to die for! 
You'll see how they dealt with 502 specific business challenges, problems, 
or competitors similar to situations you face right now. You'll see how 
people did it with little or no capital. You'll see how people did it with few, 
if any, employees. You'll see how people did it in nearly 100 different 
industries. This case study collection is bound to inspire you to create your 
own profitable applications of Jay's concepts and run with them all the way 
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to the bank.  

Number Nine: The Nine Drivers Of Explosive Exponential Profit Growth. 
Jay keeps refining his money making methods down to easier, faster, more 
dramatic results. Last year, he introduced the Nine Drivers at his $25,000 
Strategy Setting Super Summit. Everyone there was impressed Jay figured 
out just nine simple, but disarmingly powerful factors, you can use to 
stimulate rapid, geometric profit growth in any business you ever own or 
run. We took his presentation and translated it into a document you can use 
to quickly propel your business profits into the stratosphere.  

Put all nine together, and you're learning the greatest money-making secrets 
and fortune building lessons of the most famous market genius alive today! 
(How to outthink, outsell, outmarket, outwit, outmaneuver, outposition and 
out-earn every competitor in your field.)  

Is This System Really Worth $5,000?  

Is this system really worth $5,000? Well, it offers more actionable ideas, 
applications and strategic money-making information than Jay could 
possibly compact into a one-hour consultation that sells for $5,000! Plus, it 
presents the key ideas Jay shares at a four-day $10,000 seminar ... AND it 
summarizes the main principles Jay has built his $25,000 five-day SUPER 
SUMMIT program around. I would argue that this set is worth many times 
more than $5,000 to you ... if you act on what it reveals.  

Also, keep in mind that Jay's payoff will only come AFTER you put the 
system into action---and it has produced a handsome profit for you. Only 
then will you want to reciprocate, by purchasing more expensive products 
and services from Jay. Only that way can Jay even keep your modest $149 
initial payment.  

Jay wants to invest in you first. So he'll sell you this impressive and 
substantial $5,000 business growth system for only $149. He won't even 
consider the purchase 'binding' on your part UNTIL you've used his 
methods a full sixty days and had the chance to profit wildly! Either his 
system works its moneymaking magic on your business ... or it doesn't. It's 
really THAT simple. If it works ... keep it and prosper! If it fails, you send it 
back within sixty days for a complete and instant refund.  

Since this IS a test, Jay wants to strictly limit the number of people who get 
in on this offer ... until he proves his premise out about giving away 
expensive products for cost and sees if you'll really come back and buy 
more expensive things from him with some of the profits he makes you.  
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SO, if you're not the kind of business person who gives back when someone 
makes you a hefty profit ... please do not order.  

For years, thousands of wealthy and prosperous business owners the world 
over have turned to Marketing Genius Jay Abraham for ideas, guidance, and 
brilliant money-making business advice. But  

They've Kept it Pretty Much a Secret...  

The reason is understandable. Jay Abraham has probably made more 
business people more money and increased more business wealth, than 
possibly, any other business advisor around. Now Jay's proven money-
making marketing system can have a tremendous impact in your business, 
too - but without you having to spend a small fortune to get it.  

Pray your competitor doesn't order this system instead of you.  

To get one of the nine-part sets being offered for just $149, click on the 
order button below, before all the systems are spoken for.  

FINALLY, in case you're still undecided (why I can't possibly imagine), 
unsure or worried that Jay's system won't be able to help your business 
make a ton more money ... read THESE quotes from people or publications 
you respect:  

Anthony Robbins said, 'One idea Jay gave me in the first hour increased 
our company's marketing effectiveness by more than 100%.' Jay is 
'phenomenal, amazing.'  

Mark Victor Hansen said, 'Jack Canfield and I approached him when we 
wanted to do the book concept for 'Chicken Soup For the Soul.' Jay 
gave Jack and me two killer concepts. Obviously, they must have 
worked, because so far, we've sold over 88 million copies using his 
approach.'  

Mike Basch, one of the original founders of Federal Express tripled the 
sales in one of his new business ... in less then 60 days ... using just five 
ideas Jay gave to him. He said, 'Jay is one of only two genuine Marketing 
geniuses I have met in my life. The other is the man that turned FedEx 
into the billion dollar giant it has become worldwide. You can learn 
amazing things from Jay.'  

USA Today wrote, 'He gets businesses gong and growing again.'  

Investor's Business Daily said, 'He knows how to get maximum results 
from minimal effort.'  
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Chase Revel, Founder of Entrepreneur Magazine, said, 'I made $1.5 
million from just one thing Jay taught me.'  

Forbes said, 'His specialty: turning corporate underperformers into 
Marketing and sales whizzes.' 
 
The New York Times said, 'Jay Abraham - specializes in helping 
entrepreneurial companies grow.'  

The Los Angeles Business Journal said, 'Jay is a leading marketing 
consultant -commanding a $25,000 fee for a 3-day conference.'  

Brian Tracy said, 'Jay Abraham has perhaps the finest marketing mind 
in America today.' 
 
Bob Allen, famous Real Estate Investment Genius said, 'He has 
contributed many millions of dollars to my bottom line. One idea he 
gave us alone made us a twenty million dollar windfall in just 60 days!'  

Nigel Woof, General Manager, Day-Timers Europe, Ltd. said, 'Jay teaches 
more ingenious ways to make money, grow your business, boost your 
profits and increase sales than any other entrepreneurial individual you 
are likely to meet.'  

If you're satisfied earning a small fraction of the profits and income your 
business could (and should) be paying you ... do nothing different.  

If you want to start making a ton more money, doubling and keep 
redoubling your paycheck ... and have a clear, direct path to real prosperity 
and business wealth ... order Jay's system on his better than risk-free ... pay 
only after your profit, irresistible, bold test proposition.  

Get Jay's Amazing Windfall Profit Secrets Risk-Free 
Right Now!  

Order Jay's $5,000 business growth system for a mere $149 on Jay's sixty-
day $10,000 windfall profit guarantee - and find out for yourself. Follow the 
link below and complete the 'no risk,' order-form.  

Order Jay's 9 Pillars of Business Growth package. Put it to the 'acid 
moneymaking test' for sixty days. Either it makes you a bundle (a five to 
eight figure financial windfall Jay promises in the first two months) ... or it 
doesn't. Jay's game for you to take him up on his challenge. Are you?  

Sincerely,  
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Will Bonner 
 
Director 
Agora Learning Institute  

P.S. ADDED EXTRA BONUS WORTH $495 MORE  

Jay so wants to enrich your business and fatten up your bank account, he's 
decided to also give everyone who tries out his $5,000 value business 
growth system for only $149. A free, one year 'paid' subscription to Jay's 
new, private advisory letter The Money Connection sent to Jay's top clients 
and serious attendees by e-mail.  

Subscribers to this private advisory letter share money marketing 
breakthroughs, hot new profit opportunities, exciting new marketing 
strategies and fabulous ideas for making more money from whatever 
business you're in.  

Jay focuses on 12, key strategy areas that give a business more leverage 
than any other activities you could implement. He discusses 11 critical 
mindset issues that tend to help more entrepreneurs break or limit their 
financial achievements. He studies some of the greatest money makers he's 
dealt with and identifies what they do different than you.  

The Money Connection sells for $495 a year, but you will receive a 'fully 
paid' year long subscription absolutely free as Jay's bonus 
gift/investment/reward for taking him up on the $149 offer. But hurry, Jay 
might retract this offer in the coming weeks, then you'll have to pay $495 a 
year. Any one issue also could put thousands more profit dollars in your 
pocket. But getting a full year free as part of this daring proposition is 
probably the deal of all time. 
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THE WORLD'S BEST REAL ESTATE -  
AT A 99.6% DISCOUNT  

Dear Investor,  

I have uncovered what I believe is the single greatest secret in the real estate business.  

It will enable you to make what I consider to be the best long-term investment in the world, with a 
potential return of 10-20 times your investment over the next decade. And almost no downside risk.  

In short, it's a way for you to buy spectacular beachfront and coastal land - in places such as 
California, Florida, and Hawaii - for as little as 1/100th of the land's current appraised value. For 
example...  

l HAWAII: worth $10,200 per acre...selling for $150/acre  
l FLORIDA: worth $29,400 per acre...selling for $125/acre  
l CALIFORNIA: worth $25,000 per acre...selling for $175/acre 

Yes, there is a catch. You see, you won't find this land listed in any newspaper or with any realtor. 
But you can buy, sell, and profit from this situation with one phone call, beginning with as little as 
$18, and without ever leaving home.  

Using the approach I'm going to describe, you won't have to borrow a penny to make this 
investment. And you'll avoid all the usual risks and hassles normally associated with real estate: no 
agents, no contracts, no fees, no titles, no tenants, no insurance. (Don't worry, this has nothing to 
do with flipping properties, foreclosures, or any other real estate scheme.)  

I just returned from inspecting this situation firsthand in Hawaii. I drove across tens of thousands of 
acres. I inspected more than 200 tax records at the local county courthouse.  

Barron's investigated this situation recently too. This land, the financial paper said, 'is worth a heck 
of a lot more than the market suggests.'  

So while your friends and neighbors are taking huge real estate risks on $1 million crackerjack-size 
beach houses, and $750,000 suburban ranchers, you can get up to a 99.6% discount on the most 
desirable land in North America. Without the typical headaches and associated expenses.  

TO SUMMARIZE - This is the greatest real estate investment opportunity I've ever seen. This is an 
investment you can buy and hold for as long as you live. This, as I'll show you, is how America's 
richest families own land. It's a strategy that you can use to build tremendous wealth for your own 
family for generations to come.  

How America's Wealthy Invest In Real Estate  

The DuPonts, for example, are still using this method in Florida. The Hill-Griffins (for whom the 
University of Florida football stadium is named) are doing the same. The Newhall family (who own 
51,620 acres of California 30 miles north of Los Angeles), are conducting business the same way 
out West.  

If it's good enough for them, it's good enough for you and me. KEEP IN MIND: real estate is the 
single biggest source of long-term wealth in the United States. On the Forbes Magazine list of 
America's 400 wealthiest individuals, real estate outnumbers every other source of income.  
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This is the only real estate investment I know of that can realistically be expected to return 10-20 
times your initial investment over the next decade. Barring an economic collapse, there's almost no 
way you can lose money.  

I recommend you use this land just as these wealthy families do 
- as long-term investments. It works. Look at the numbers...  

Since the current bear market began in early 2000, this strategy 
has produced gains of 66%...70%...80%...and as much as 84%. 
Meanwhile, the DOW Jones Industrial average is down 23%. 
The S&P 500 is down 39%...and the NASDAQ is down 70%, in 
the exact same period.  

OVER THE PAST 10 YEARS, THE NUMBERS LOOK EVEN 
BETTER: One of these investments has beaten the S&P 500 
(which is up a respectable 122%) by 35%. Another has 
outpaced the S&P 500 over the past 10 years by 192%...still 

another has beaten the stock market average by 433%!  

When you look back at your investing career, this could very well turn out to be the single best 
investment you ever make.  

And this technique, as I'll show you, is easy...and straightforward.  

You don't have to be a Rockefeller, a DuPont, or a Vanderbilt. You don't have to belong to a 
country club, or have a college degree. All you need to start is $18, and the right information...which 
I'll detail below...  

How Is This Possible, You're Probably Wondering?  

The short explanation is simple.  

There are a handful of publicly traded firms in the U.S. (I've identified the 7 best) that purchased 
HUGE tracts of land as far back as 150 years ago. These companies still carry this land on their 
books at the original cost (as little as $2 an acre).  

Why is the land so cheap? Well, real estate is carried on 
public companies' balance sheets at its 'acquisition cost.' In 
other words, this land remains on the books - and on the 
SEC forms filed with the U.S. Federal Government - at the 
same price, forever and ever, no matter how much it 
increases in value in the real world.  

Today, these 7 businesses are some of the largest private 
landholders in the United States.  

One of the companies, for example, owns more land than 
anyone else in Florida - more than 1 million acres. Another 
company is the largest private landowner in Texas, with its 
own portfolio of more than a million acres. A third company 
is the second-largest landowner in California. Still another 
is one of the largest Hawaiian landowners, with more than 
90,000 acres.  

Most analysts and investors don't realize the value of all this land because you have to do an 
incredible amount of digging to find out what it's really worth.  

Since the current bear 
market began in early 
2000, this strategy has 
produced gains of 
66%...70%... 80%...and 
as much as 84%. 
Meanwhile, the DOW 
Jones Industrial 
average is down 23%.

As reported in 
Barron's, July 9, 
2001:  

'The carrying value of the 
land is so low because 
the company put some of 
it on the books as early as 
1902. Even today, it has 
owned more than 90% of 
its property longer than 50 
years.'  
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As these companies develop and sell this land over the course of the next decade, people who 
invest today could see $10,000 grow into as much as a half million dollars or more.  

All we have to do to capitalize on these deals is buy shares in these companies...and watch the 
situation unfold. It really is that simple.  

In all my years as an independent equities analyst, this is the best long-term investment I've ever 
seen.  

If you're skeptical that land carried on the books at $150 an acre can ever be valued at $1 million or 
more, I don't blame you. It sounds too good to be true. But I've looked into it by physically 
inspecting the properties, and by looking at tax records and recent real estate transactions.  

I'm going to tell you all about it, and where you should buy right now.  

The Best Land In Hawaii: $150 An Acre  

Have you ever seen one of those great big container ships - the ones that carry cargo across the 
ocean - with the word MATSON printed on the side?  

Matson has served Hawaii for over 100 years and operates about 182 voyages per year - 75% 
more than its top competitor, CSX. Matson's business, while not officially a monopoly, is like owning 
a tollbooth in the Pacific Ocean.  

This is a pretty good business, netting nearly $100 million in profits per year.  

Not many people know this, but Matson isn't an independent company. It's a subsidiary of a long-
established Hawaiian holding company founded in 1870. This holding company also owns 
Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company. You'd probably recognize this company's sugar. It comes 
in the brown packets with a label that says, 'Sugar in the Raw.' It's served in fancy coffee bars. This 
sugar operation is profitable too, netting close to $10 million a year.  

It's no surprise then that the stock market values this holding company, which owns both the sugar 
and the shipping operations, for close to $1 billion. That's about 10 good years worth of earnings. 
That makes the holding company a cheap stock. It also pays a reliable, 4% dividend.  

This is the kind of stock you'd recommend to your grandmother. But it's not something you'd expect 
to make a lot of money with...right?  

Well...I made a very interesting discovery, concerning this 
company's real estate holdings, and I went to Hawaii to 
have a closer look.  

Here's what I mean...  

What 99.9% of the investors out there don't realize about 
this stock is that the same holding company that owns the 
shipping and sugar businesses is also one of Hawaii's 
largest landowners. The reason Wall Street misses the 
value of these land holdings is because they were 
originally put on the company's books way back in 1870 - 
when the company purchased the land for an average of 
$150 per acre.  

This company owns more than 90,000 acres of prime 
Hawaiian land, including a huge plantation on Maui (37,000 acres) and another large plantation on 

As reported in the 
Pacific Business 
News, December 7, 
2001:  

'Today, this company 
owns 90,000 acres in 
Hawaii, much of it 
acquired during its sugar 
plantation days, and is the 
fifth largest landowner in 
Hawaii.'  
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Kauai (21,892 acres).  

I went to Hawaii to have a look at this property in person, and to produce a realistic fair value of it. 
Land parcels vary widely in price depending, of course, on location. But you can determine an 
average land price pretty easily by looking closely at current sales and recent tax records.  

I toured the Maui plantation with a company vice president and saw the Kauai property too. I also 
went to the state and county property tax office to learn more about a realistic value of this asset. In 
total, I inspected 242 property transactions.  

Here Are The Results...  

On average, raw land in Hawaii (like the kind owned by this holding company), can be readily sold 
for about $11,000 per acre, even in large transactions. Or, in other words, what Wall Street 
assumes is a $150 asset per acre is actually worth about 100 times more.  

I'm sure this seems ridiculous and implausible. But it's absolutely true. Let me show you...  

Recently a sugar plantation in Hawaii went up for sale. 5,000 acres were bought by developer Peter 
Savio for $49 million, or $9,423 an acre. This estimate ignores the higher value of land in Maui and 
Kauai, but for our purposes, that's fine. I'm trying to find the lowest possible price to give you the 
most conservative estimate of the value of this land.  

Furthermore, just to be very conservative, let's assume that only about 2/3rds of this company's 
land is suitable for development. That leaves plenty of space for conservation, roads, drainage, etc. 

Even with these conservative estimates, the land holdings are worth at least $550 million. Granted, 
this is an absurdly low estimate. But even this estimate, if added to the current value of the stock, 
would grant investors a 50% return on their money.  

What's a more realistic assumption of the real market value of the property? In Hawaii the average 
tax assessment for unimproved residential parcels - empty land - is $80,000 per acre. If 2/3rds of 
the holding company's land could be sold for this price, it would be worth $5 billion more than its 
current accounts show.  

But...even this is probably a low-ball price.  

The company has 11,626 acres in the process of being 
approved for fully entitled urban use (1,246 are already 
approved). This type of land, in Hawaii, regularly sells for 
$1 million to $1.5 million per acre, conservatively.  

That will put a total of 11,626 acres of fully entitled urban 
real estate in the portfolio...land worth at least $11 billion.  

Investors stand to make at least 10 times their money on 
this holding company in the next decade. Downside? 
Considering you're also getting the shipping company, the 
sugar company, and years' worth of nice dividends, it's 
hard to imagine what you have to lose.  

KEEP THIS IN MIND: Not many people know about this 
investment. Officially, according to the company's books, 
the land it owns is worth only $104.1 million.  

Most investors (including the average Wall Street analyst) overlook companies such as this 

As reported in The 
Los Angeles Times, 
May 3, 2000:  

'Over the next decade or 
two, the 23,000-home 
Centennial housing 
project, the 1,450-acre 
warehouse complex and a 
third large development 
on this giant ranch are 
expected to alter regional 
distinctions formed over 
150 years.'  
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because they don't look like a good deal when you look at the original value of the land. But 
remember, these values were assigned way back in the middle of the 1800s! Obviously, this land is 
worth a heck of a lot more today than it was back then.  

A similar situation is taking shape in California...  

The Best Land In Southern California...  
Buy It For Less Than $30  

Travel 60 miles north of Los Angeles on I-5.  

There, on the fringe of this ever-expanding metropolis, lies an enormous ranch...  

It's an incredible piece of property for several reasons. First, it's beautiful land. A New York Herald 
correspondent called it 'the most magnificent estate in America.' That was more than 100 years 
ago. Not much has changed since then, except the property has gotten a lot more valuable.  

How big can a ranch be? It's 270,000 contiguous acres - 420 square miles. Bigger than the entire 
city of Los Angeles. What's so valuable about this piece of property?  

Three things. First, Interstate-5, the major north-south 
artery on the west coast, borders the property for 16 miles. 
More than 60,000 cars a day pass through this property. 
It's within a 5-hour drive of every major city in California 
and even closer to Las Vegas. Already IKEA, the giant 
Swedish home furnishings retailer, has built a 1,460-acre 
warehouse complex here to house its North American 
Distribution Center.  

Second, this land is also the perfect setting for residential 
development. In fact, there's a new town springing up right 
now, called Centennial, complete with ranch estates and 
luxury homes as well as top-shelf golf courses...  

And there's a third reason this land is so valuable: Water.  

The California Aqueduct cuts this property in half. In 
exchange for using its property, the ranch gets extensive 
water rights.  

You won't be surprised to learn that in the last ten years 
the owners of this property have made three times their 
investment.  

But here's even better news. You can buy this property today, starting with as little as $27, and by 
paying only $221 per acre. Keep in mind that when IKEA bought the land for its warehouse 
complex, they paid $2 million for 80 acres. That's $25,000 an acre. Even by conservative estimates, 
this company's land is worth at least 33 times its current share price.  

All you have to do is buy shares of this business...and wait. No real estate broker. No mortgage. No 
yearly taxes. No problem liquidating when it's time to sell. You get a 33 times-your-money upside 
potential, and almost no downside risk.  

This Is Only The Beginning...  

After six months of research, I've found five more companies around the United States with 

As reported in The 
New York Times, 
June 22, 2002:  

'For decades, a 40-mile 
stretch of snowy-white 
beaches and unspoiled 
bays on Florida's 
Panhandle has stayed out 
of the limelight...but now 
the company, Florida's 
largest private landowner 
and developer, is 
transforming the region by 
embarking on a 
construction boom that 
would be the most 
extensive in Florida since 
Disney came to Orlando.'  
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situations similar to the two I've just described:  

COMPANY #1 OWNS 14,500 ACRES IN THE DAYTONA BEACH area of Volusia County, 
purchased in the early 1900s when the company operated as a Navy supply store. Property is listed 
on the company's books at $125 per acre. The real current value is about $29,369 per acre. One 
piece of land sold recently for more than $200,000 an acre.  

COMPANY #2 BEGAN OPERATIONS IN 1936 as a 
holding company for the DuPont trust. As Business Week 
recently reported, this company 'is the largest landholder in 
Florida with more than 40 miles of coastline along the Gulf 
of Mexico, which it is starting to develop.' All told, the 
company owns more than 1 million acres. Book value of 
this land is $900 per acre. The real current value is more 
like $20,500 per acre on average. A parcel sold recently for 
$2.7 million an acre.  

COMPANY #3 IS RUN BY ONE OF THE WEALTHIEST 
FAMILIES in Florida (which controls more than 50%. This 
operation owns more than 142,000 acres in Collier, 
Hendry, Lee and Polk Counties, Florida. Listed on the 
books at $119 per acre, it's really worth an average of 
$14,700 per acre.  

COMPANY #4 WAS FOUNDED IN 1883, when a father left his sons 143,000 acres of California 
ranchland. On the books the land is listed at about $2,700 per acre. In the real world, it's worth a 
minimum of about $13,000 per acre.  

COMPANY #5 WAS CREATED IN THE 1888 bankruptcy of the Texas & Pacific Railway to sell 3.5 
million acres of land. Today it remains the largest private landowner in Texas, with more than one 
million acres, valued on the books at about $12 an acre. If it was all sold today, it would be worth at 
least 50 times that price, about $500 an acre.  

How To Beat The Stock Market By 433% Over The Long Run  

You can invest in this land alongside some of the wealthiest families in America.  

I recommend you use this strategy, just as these wealthy families do, to invest in real estate for the 
long-term. I can't imagine a better, safer way to build wealth...  

OVER THE PAST 5 YEARS, one of the companies I've been 
investigating has outperformed the S&P 500 by 78%. Another 
company has trounced the same index over the same period by 
108%...another has beaten it by 125%.  

OVER THE PAST 10 YEARS, THE NUMBERS LOOK EVEN 
BETTER: One of these companies has beaten the S&P 500 
gains (which are a respectable 122%) by 35%. Another has 
outpaced the S&P 500 over the past 10 years by 192%...still 
another has beaten the stock market average by 433%.  

As I mentioned, when you look back at your investing career, this could turn out to be the single 
best investment you ever make.  

There are two more things I like about this investment strategy...  

1. THERE'S NO DANGER OF COOKING THE BOOKS. An acre of land is a real, tangible 
asset. You can see it. You can touch it. You can even stand on it. An acre is 43,560 square 

As reported in 
Fortune Magazine, 
April 27, 1998  

'Once a sleepy industrial 
conglomerate, this 
company is beginning to 
awaken the potential of its 
most valuable asset: 1.2 
million acres of Florida 
real estate.'  

It's no wonder The Los 
Angeles Times recently 
reported that this 
company is 'like a 
sleeping giant waking 
up.  
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feet, no matter where you go. There's no way to fudge it. There are no earnings to hide or 
expenses to fake. And you can put a real value on this land by using the two methods that 
have been used for hundreds of years to value real estate: 1) tax records and 2) sales of 
similar properties.  

2. THE LONG-TERM PROJECTIONS FOR REAL ESTATE ARE OUTSTANDING. Rent levels 
and housing prices have doubled in the past 20 years, between 1980 and 2000. The same 
thing happened during the prior 20 years, between 1960 and 1980. And the same thing 
happened between 1940 and 1960. 

We have every reason to believe the same thing will happen over the next two decades. Look at 
the facts...  

l By 2010, according to recent estimates by the U.S. Census Bureau, the U.S. population 
(currently 280 million) could increase 11%, to 311 million. By 2020, the population could be 
up 26%, to about 354 million. At the same time, according to Gary W. Eldred PhD (Stanford 
University), the United States' gross domestic product (all of the things we produce as a 
country) is poised to grow at an average rate of 3-5% per year.  

l Because of the increase in GDP and population size, rent levels and housing prices will 
more than double - just as they have since the early 1980s. Just as they did between 1960 
and the early 1980s. And just as they did between 1940 and 1960. 

I meet people all the time who say: 'I should have bought property years ago. I've missed out.' Well, 
regret never made anyone rich. As was the case in 1940, 1960, and 1980, now is a great time to 
invest in good real estate. And when you consider that you can buy it at 19th-century 
prices...well...to me, that's too good to pass up.  

But you don't need numbers or statistics to identify this truth.  

Look at where you live now. Is real estate more expensive than it was 15 years ago? Most likely. 25 
years ago? Sure. 200 years ago? Definitely. The story is the same virtually all over the world. If you 
want to build wealth, you simply cannot ignore this kind of track record.  

Why Invest Now?  

While this is not the kind of investment you should rush into, I recommend you consider it sooner 
rather than later.  

Why? Several reasons.  

First, many of these companies, which have been sitting on this land for more than a hundred 
years, are now moving quickly to develop and sell some of their holdings.  

One of the companies in California, for example, is building a huge industrial park (on as many as 
1,400 acres)...and a new residential community with 11,000 homes. It's no wonder The Los 
Angeles Times recently called this company 'a sleeping giant waking up.'  

Another one of these land companies in Florida recently hired an executive from Walt Disney - who 
used to run their land development division. This guy is now pursuing an aggressive development 
strategy for the next five years.  

My point is, you're going to see these companies make a lot of moves in the next few years. But the 
most important reason to buy now is simple: The price.  

I don't believe you'll ever again have the opportunity to buy top quality land so cheap. These 
investments, as I mentioned, have gone up 70%...89%...84%...just in the past two years. It's not 
going to take the world long to figure out what these companies are doing, and that this valuable 
land is a much better investment than the next telecommunications company...or dot-com start-up.  
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Prices are so utterly dirt-cheap that it's really impossible for them to stay this way for long.  

How To Profit From The Biggest Secret 
In The Real Estate Business - Beginning Today  

With this technique I've uncovered, you can get all the benefits of real estate without the usual risks 
and expenses. And you get to buy real estate that you KNOW has already increased significantly in 
value.  

If you are interested in capitalizing on this opportunity, I recommend you subscribe to my 
investment advisory service, called Extreme Value.  

When you do, I will send you my full investigative, 80-page research analysis, called THE 
WORLD'S MOST DESIRABLE LAND AT A 99% DISCOUNT.  

This research has taken me the better part of six months to complete. It cost more than $50,000, 
including salaries and travel expenses.  

This 80-page analysis will be your first issue of my Extreme Value investment advisory.  

IT INCLUDES: An 80-page explanation of the 7 companies I've mentioned here. This research 
details 1) where these companies own land (using aerial maps and photographs); 2) what this land 
is currently worth; 3) what else these companies are involved with, and 4) which of these 
businesses offer the most promising returns with the best cash dividends. Most importantly, I'll 
explain WHICH COMPANIES TO INVEST IN RIGHT NOW.  

Then, in the 11 months that follow, you'll receive 11 more issues of my service.  

To qualify for inclusion in my Extreme Value portfolio, a company's current assets must be worth at 
least 25% more than its current market price. There are other criteria as well, of course: solid 
earnings, sound management, and a track record of success.  

One company we've recommended, for example, a catalog 
company, has a 90-year operating history without a single 
annual loss. It's still managed by members of the founding 
family. It pays a solid dividend. And, although we bought it for 
less than 75% of its current net asset value, the firm has been 
more than doubling its cash earnings for the last four quarters in 
a row.  

There are tremendous values out there, if you know where to 
look and if you're willing to take the time to find them. These are 
safe investments that first and foremost offer you a wide margin 
of safety. Even if the company I mentioned above were to go 
out of business (and it's not, business is booming because of 
several new lines) we'd still stand to gain 25% on our money. 
The company's business plan is to grow by 10 times in the next 
eight years. Since we first recommended the company, it's 
increased in value 56%...and still has a long way to go.  

This technique enables investors to make bigger-than-bull-market gains, no matter what's 
happening with the rest of the market. I'm not talking about anything exotic or risky. No options. No 
shorting stocks. In fact, what makes this strategy so successful is that it eliminates risk almost 
entirely. This approach was discovered by two Nobel Prize winning economists, and was proven by 
a 27-year independent study at the University of Chicago, in which Extreme Value stocks 
outperformed other stocks by an average of 167% per year.  

I could go on. But, what I hope you realize is, by investing with safety first in mind, you'll begin to 

This approach was 
discovered by two 
Nobel Prize winning 
economists, and was 
proven by a 27-year 
independent study at 
the University of 
Chicago, in which 
Extreme Value stocks 
outperformed other 
stocks by an average of 
167% per year.  
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make better overall investment decisions. Your returns can increase, while you sleep better at 
night.  

How To Get Started Now...  

If you were to purchase research like this from other equity researchers, such as David Tice and 
Associates, or Ned Davis Research, you'd pay somewhere in the neighborhood of $15,000 to 
$25,000.  

And if you paid a real estate agent on a $100,000 piece of property, you'd be looking at a $6,000 
commission. With my research, you avoid Wall Street's usual high fees. And you avoid the fees 
normally associated with real estate: no agent fees, document-processing fees, title fees, inspection 
fees, insurance fees, etc.  

My research staff and I have done the legwork. We've visited the land. We've poured over tax 
records and recent sales. We've had a look at the aerial maps, and we've met with the people who 
run these companies.  

My subscription fee for one year is only $1,000, less than 1/10th of what Wall Street research firms 
typically charge.  

For This Price, You Will Receive:  

1. A one-year subscription to Extreme Value, my monthly advisory service. This is a service in 
which we seek out companies that are trading far below their current worth.  

2. A special super-sized first issue: The World's Most Desirable Land At A 99% Discount.  
3. Weekly e-mail updates on what is happening with these land companies, and the other 

companies we add to the Extreme Value portfolio. 

Here's a phenomenal deal:  
You can get this research beginning with as little as $300  

In order to introduce more people to the work we do at Extreme Value, we've set up a special 
opportunity to make it even easier for you to take advantage of what we believe is the single best 
long-term investment in the world today.  

Instead of paying $1,000 all at once, you can pay just $300 to get started.  

Here's how this deal works.  

To get started with Extreme Value, and to receive the 80-page analysis called The World's Most 
Desirable Land At A 99% Discount, the only thing you'll have to do is give us a valid credit card 
so we can set you up on a quarterly billing plan.  

You'll be charged only $300 now. Then, moving forward, we'll automatically bill your credit card 
$300 each quarter.  

PLEASE NOTE: By taking advantage of this quarterly billing option, you are under NO obligation. 
What I mean by that is, you can cancel your billing and your subscription at any time. You'll receive 
a refund based on the unused portion of your remaining subscription.  

And if you cancel within the first 90 days, you'll receive a complete refund, no questions asked. 
Keep the first three issues of Extreme Value, including the 80-page real estate analysis, my 
compliments.  
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That's how confident I am about the work we do.  

There Is One Catch, However. I hope you'll understand.  

This information must remain CONFIDENTIAL. These land holding companies are hard to find. 
They don't list the value of their property in public records. You've got to go look for them, and 
inspect the land, the tax records, and the recent sales, in person. Of course, because they are hard 
to find, they make better investments. There are fewer investors trying to bid up the share prices 
early in the game.  

So...in order to preserve the secrecy of this information we ask that you not share it with anyone 
except your immediate family, your investment advisor, your accountant, and your legal counsel. 
(See the confidentiality agreement below.)  

I believe this real estate opportunity is the best possible long-term investment you can make right 
now, with a very realistic chance to give you a 10-20 times return over the next decade.  

This is an investment you can buy and hold...and profit from for years to come.  

You can access an electronic version of your first issue, The World's Most Desirable Land At A 
99% Discount, as soon as you have submitted your payment. You will receive a printed, full-color, 
80-page copy of this research soon after, sent by UPS next-day-air.  

You can place your order by clicking on the 'Subscribe Now' button below.  

Good investing,  

Dan Ferris 
Extreme Value  

P.S. Don't miss out on the single best long-term investment in the world today, and the best real 
estate investment opportunity I've ever seen.  

Your very first issue of Extreme Value will include everything you need to know about this 
investment strategy. You'll have a full 90 days to inspect the first issue of Extreme Value, called 
The World's Most Desirable Land At A 99% Discount, as well as the next two issues. If you're 
not completely satisfied, let me know and you'll receive a full refund. ORDER TODAY. Click below.  

EXTREME VALUE CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT:  

1) You will not disclose the information provided in Extreme 
Newsletters or Weekly e-mails to any person (other than on a need-to-
know basis to your immediate family, investment broker(s), legal 
counsel(s), and accountant(s), provided they are bound by equivalent 
confidentiality and use obligations) without the express prior written 
consent of our authorized representative.  

2) You agree to use all reasonable efforts to safeguard this Information 
against unauthorized disclosure to and use by others. Such efforts will 
be no less than those you use to protect your own confidential and 
proprietary information.  

All legal matters relating to this agreement shall be governed by the 
laws of the State of Maryland. By completing your order, you have 
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accepted the above agreement and conditions.  
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Discover why one M.D. says 
 

'I HAVEN'T HAD A 
GLASS OF WATER IN 

20 YEARS...'  

And why you don't have to gulp it down 
by the gallon either.  

Sure, drinking tons of water is great if you want to 
raise your stroke risk, bring on kidney failure, and 

encourage early Alzheimer's.  

SURPRISED? But that's just one example of how MASS MEDIA 
MEDICINE is ruining our health. See inside! Next time anyone nags 
you to sweat, starve or give up your pleasures, turn the tables on 

them and ask:  

l IS YOUR CHOLESTEROL HIGH ENOUGH to avoid heart 
attacks and strokes?  

l ARE YOU GETTING ENOUGH SUN to prevent the world's most 
dreaded cancers?  

l ARE YOU EXERCISING SO HARD that it's hardening your 
arteries?  

l ARE YOU EATING ENOUGH SALT   to prevent high blood 
pressure?  

l ARE YOU EATING ENOUGH EGGS & BACON to ward off 
macular degeneration?  

l GOT ARTHRITIS? GUESS WHAT! This animal fat reverses the 
damage in 24 hours! 

URGENT HEALTH BULLETIN 

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, YOU CAN LIVE LONG and LOVE every 
minute of IT!  

Learn how right now from medicine's most acclaimed myth-buster, 
William Campbell Douglass II, MD. Plus, find out why more than 

100,000 doctors and health-savvy Individuals have joined his 'take 
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If you'd rather enjoy a beer than force down 8 glasses 
of water...  

If you can't start the day without caffeine...  

If you crave a good steak and can't stomach 10 
vegetables a day...  

GUESS WHAT? YOU'RE RIGHT 
and they're full of tofu...  

See below for the real health facts and don't let the 'experts' 
ruin one more day!  

My Dear Pestered Friend:  

Every day, the health police find some other pleasure to ruin...  

First they snatch away your beer and scotch...  

Then they badger you to drink water until you nearly burst...  

Next, they nag you to give up coffee, eggs, bacon and everything 
else that makes life worth living...  

And then they complain that YOU'RE GRUMPY?!!  

No, you're being way too patient! But we're going to get the last 
laugh on those jokers...  

Because all the 'facts' they're flinging at you are just 
MASS MEDIA MEDICINE!  

Mass Media Medicine is to REAL medicine as McDonald's is to REAL 
food... 

It was never intended to make you healthy...  

It's intended to make billions of dollars for giant corporations...  

And the only science behind it is marketing science!  

It's all about selling us 'health' goods & services 

back your life' crusade - by claiming your 5 FREE GIFTS now! 
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WHETHER OR NOT WE NEED THEM...  

Scaring us into buying drugs to prevent diseases (like 'high 
cholesterol') that don't exist...  

Bullying us into buying high-markup, high-carbohydrate, meatless 
mush...  

Hounding us to buy instruments of torture in the name of exercise...  

And when all this stuff finally does make you sick, they reply that you 
need even more ...  

But it's high time you quit this can't-win game and 
DISCOVER THE REAL FACTS...  

And you're going to love what 40 years of clinical studies really tell 
you to do! As you'll see on the pages ahead, from now on you have 
DOCTOR'S ORDERS to...  

l Chow down on juicy T-bones and 3-egg omelets prepared with 
real butter...  

l Trade in that water bottle for a case of ice-cold beer...  
l Drink all the coffee you want, laced with heavy cream if you 

like...  
l Take naps instead of running laps...  
l And tell the cholesterol cops they'll have to terrify someone 

else... 

Skeptical?  
Now you're talking my language...  

Never, ever do anything just because someone swears it's healthy! 
Make them prove it and guarantee it - like I'm going to do right now. 

Just let me send you 5 FREE BONUS GIFTS and you'll soon see and 
feel what I mean.  

You'll learn how to make your body immune to CANCER, JOINT PAIN, 
HEART ATTACKS and other DEADLY DISEASES...By eating REAL 
FOOD...  

  
I'm Dr. William Campbell Douglass, and I want to give you a 

FREE Daily Dose of the straight scoop about health, medicine, 
and politics.'  

 
Join me as I journey far and wide exposing junk medicine, flawed science, 
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Stuff that actually feels good and makes life fun 

again...  

Says who? Says you...or your money back! I guarantee you're going 
to love how real health makes you feel. And I'll prove it, by backing 
your subscription with my no-risk 'Ultimate Guarantee' of 100% 
satisfaction. More on that later, but first let's give your overworked 
BLADDER a break...  

GLUG!  Americans are 
drowning in a watery medical 
myth!  

Next time anyone pesters you to drink 8 glasses of water a day, turn 
the table on your tormentor with one simple question. WHY?  

Know what? NOBODY KNOWS WHY. In the words of a famous 
nutritionist at Penn State University, 'I can't tell you...and I've written 
a book on water.'  

Maybe your kidneys need it? No, according to a kidney expert at the 
National Institute of Health, the average adult gets all the water he or 
she needs from solid food alone. And, in fact, drinking too much 

 
Privacy Policy: We understand and respect how much you value your privacy. 
That is why we guarantee we will never sell your e-mail address. 

vegetarian propaganda, FDA misinformation, big-government waste and fraud, 
and the antics of medical miscreants everywhere. With my Daily Dose, you'll have 
the perfect companion to my newsletter - a continuous supply of urgent and 
timely health information like: 

l The latest medical research - without the PC spin  
l All the best natural cures - especially the ones the drug giants want to keep 

quiet  
l The truth about diet, nutrition and weight loss - without the sprouts and tofu 
l What your government has in store for you - and how your rights are at 

stake 

All it takes is a second of your time to get yourself 'in the loop' by signing up for 
this invaluable FREE health resource. And I promise, I won't allow anyone else 
access to your e-mail address for any reason - I simply have too much respect for 
the privacy of my readers to allow it. Just fill in the information below and I'll start 
sending you my Daily Dose immediately.  

   Enter your e-mail address:  

  Submit
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water stresses your kidneys and encourages renal failure!   

More water myths to flush away...  

l 'If you get thirsty, it means you're already dehydrated.' 
HOW COULD IT? If this were true, every animal on earth would 
have collapsed and died long ago. Have you ever seen a dog 
that drinks when he's not thirsty? Of course not, he hasn't read 
the articles telling him to drink until he bursts.  

l Drinking lots of water is good for your circulation. NOPE. 
In fact, drinking too much water can dilute the potassium levels 
in your blood, raising your stroke risk.  

l Coffee and tea dehydrate you. THEY DON'T! This tactic is 
designed to sell you bottled water at a 1,000 percent markup. 
But bottled water's okay by me, because the most  
dangerous myth of all is that... 

'Fluoridated water prevents tooth decay.' 
THIS IS A DEADLY, DISGRACEFUL LIE...  

First of all, the reverse is true. One of the last cities in Europe to 
permit fluoridation was Basel, Switzerland, and they just stopped. 
Why? Because after they started fluoridating, kids' cavity rates 
increased. By contrast, rates in the rest of fluoride-free Europe 
declined.So why, you may ask, did anyone fluoridate in the first 
place?  

FOLLOW THE MONEY. Fluoride is a byproduct of 
aluminum production ...  

And aluminum producers must dispose of it. But this was a very 
expensive proposition prior to fluoridation. Back then, the only 
approved uses for fluoride were as an INSECTICIDE or a RAT 
POISON.  

So what did they do? I don't exactly have a smoking gun (yet), but 
one of the first studies 'proving' the anti-cavity power offluoridated 
water was funded by the aluminum industry.  

Ingenious, huh? If you can't dispose of a toxin, just delude health 
authorities that it's healthy, and presto....  

Now we pay them to pour rat poison into our water 
supply...  

And what's the result? Fluoridated water doesn't prevent cavities, but 
it definitely can prevent a long, healthy life. I could show you 
evidence linking it to cancer, osteoporosis...  
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Plus, if you want to slash your Alzheimer's risk 
overnight...  

Starting tomorrow, drink no fluoridated water.  

Why? Because fluoride makes your body absorb extra aluminum. And 
where does the aluminum go? Your brain. And what metal shows up 
alarmingly in the brains of Alzheimer's victims? You guessed it.  

In your FREE BONUS GIFTS, I'll explain the cheapest and easiest way 
to filter out all this toxic junk, along with several even easier ways to 
cut your Alzheimer's risk.  

Then we'll put to rest all your needless fears about cancer...   

ARE YOU GETTING ENOUGH 
SUN  

to prevent the world's most dreaded 
cancers?  

That's just one example of how to beat cancer by 
ignoring the scare-mongers...  

Every day, our mass media 'experts' crank up the cancer  
hysteria even higher...  

NO SUNSHINE! NO BOOZE!  
NO MEAT! NO CAFFEINE!  
Awe, come on... 

If you believe these guys, everything gives you cancer! 

But in fact, each of these forbidden pleasures could actually save you 
from cancer. And the best way to banish cancer is to smile and ignore 
the scare stories. For example...  

HOW CAN ANYONE NOT LIKE SUNLIGHT? It feels good, 
makes you happy and it's FREE! 

Any 5-year-old knows that!  

So why is it that we listen to these skin cancer 'experts' from the 
dark side?  
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What are we,mushrooms? I used to reassure my sun-loving patients 
by showing them studies of lifeguards in Australia. They bake in the 
sun all day, yet they have the nation's lowest rate of melanoma. And 
if you're wondering who gets the most melanoma, it's all those 
sunlight-deprived office workers.   

But I've got even better news now. A recent study by the National 
Cancer Institute reveals...  

People in the sunniest places also get less prostate 
cancer...  

And women whose jobs require massive sun exposure are much less 
likely to die of breast cancer!  

So Mom was right. Turn off the TV, find your swimsuit, and while 
you're packing for the beach...  

Feel free to bring a six-pack...  

Because researchers recently found that your body likes beer as 
much as you do - especially your digestive tract. Moderate alcohol 
consumption (any kind) may cut the risk of pre-cancerous colon 
polyps by a whopping 80%.  

Then, if you really want the state-of-the-science in cancer-fighting 
nutrients, live a little and...  

HAVE A REAL CHEESEBURGER!  

No kidding. At a recent Cornell Nutrition Conference, the place was 
positively buzzing with praise for a fantastically potent anti-
carcinogen called conjugated linoleic acid - CLA for short. CLA turns 
out to be effective at dietary levels under 0.05%, which is practically 
off the charts compared to other cancer-fighting nutrients. Already, 
you can find CLA capsules at swankier health food stores...  

But why even bother? Because the world's richest sources of CLA are 
beef and lamb products, including cheese - and CLA was discovered 
by a researcher studying hamburger!  

See how mass media medicine is literally scaring us to death? The 
same could be said about some of today's most widely-hyped cancer 
tests. For example...  

Don't let them squeeze the life out of you during a 
mammogram...  
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Here's how it happens. The technician is trying to get good pictures, 
because she's afraid she'll be sued if she misses a tumor. So to get 
good pictures, she squeezes the heck out of  
the breast...  

But tell her to stop! Because all that squeezing can rupture internal 
tissue, including tumor tissue, which spreads the cancer. Any good 
doctor should know this! When I was in med school, we all had it 
drummed into our heads that breast lumps should be handled very 
gingerly during manual inspections.  

When mammograms first became all the rage, I published an article 
pointing this out and was promptly hooted down. But finally, a major 
medical journal is agreeing with me that  
breast compression 'could cause small tumors to burst open.' Don't 
let this happen...  

And don't let them needle you to death during a 
prostate biopsy...  

Because repeated experiments have shown that, after sticking a 
needle into cancer tissue, cancer cells can be found in the 
bloodstream. (Could this be the reason why men who take the PSA 
test are actually more likely to die of prostate cancer than those who 
don't?) 

Don't get me wrong, I'm all for early detection. But why mess around 
with mammograms or PSA tests, when there's a fantastically 
accurate new technique with none of the risks?  

Full details in your FREE BONUS GIFTS, where I'll also brief you on:  

l Why men should insist on protecting their manhood. This 
South American herb has a long history of increasing 
testosterone. Learn more about this herb and other natural 
remedies to boost your sex drive.  

l Why do women in Bulgaria and Japan have the world's 
lowest breast cancer rates?  The soil in both countries is 
incredibly rich in this mineral! You may not be getting enough, 
so it sure can't hurt to supplement as I suggest.  

Then we'll eliminate all the other major pains in your life, by 
exposing... 

  

MAINSTREAM junk medicine EXPOSED! 
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Arthritis Surgery needless! 
Simulated 'operation' works BETTER than the REAL 

procedure...  

TRUE STORY. Tim Perez had such painful arthritis, he had to use a 
cane... 

So he enrolled in a clinical study testing the effectiveness of 
arthroscopic surgery for arthritis. And within just a few weeks, Tim 
felt so good, he threw away his cane! Proving that surgery works for 
arthritis...?  

WRONG! Tim was in the placebo group...  

They pretended to do the surgery, but they didn't do anything to his 
knee. 

Weirdly but wonderfully, the same thing happened to other patients 
too. The real thing made no significant difference, but the phony 
surgery sometimes worked better.  

Now all this might be funny, except for the fact that 650,000 arthritis 
patients still undergo this pointless, painful and very expensive 
surgery every year. My advice...?  

Save your money and get the dummy surgery instead!  

Seriously, I would guess that Tim's positive mind-set helped his pain. 
And the phony surgery had the great virtue of not aggravating his 
arthritis. Good for you, Tim - whatever works!  

But after 100 years of arthritis research, I must ask my fellow 
doctors... 

Is NOTHING truly the best we can do?  

Of course not! And brilliant alternative doctors are working real 
wonders right now. In your FREE BONUS GIFTS, I'll show you how 
to...  

REPAIR YOUR OWN JOINTS using nothing more 
dangerous than sugar water  

This cutting-edge joint restoration technique has already worked for 
thousands of patients. And the latest research shows it works for 
90% of sufferers, providing up to 100% pain relief! It's called 
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prolotherapy, and unlike surgery, it's completely without  
risks.  

Basically, the therapist injects the joint with a formula of lidocaine 
(an anaesthetic) and common dextrose - a kind of sugar water.  

Absurdly simple, yes? But it triggers a HEALING CHAIN 
REACTION...  

Within just a week, special cells in your joints called fibroblasts start 
building new connective tissue. New blood vessels form. Pain 
subsides. And gradually, over the next two years, you essentially 
grow a new joint.  

So why haven't you heard of it?  

Wonderful question. The American Medical Association insists this 
therapy is still 'experimental'...but who are they trying to fool? 
Prolotherapy was pioneered by one of America's most respected 
physicians, George Hackett, MD. He published his findings in  
the AMA's very own Journal of the American Medical Association...  

AND THAT WAS 60 YEARS AGO!  

Do you think just maybe, after 60 years of great results, the AMA 
might go out on a limb and say it works?  

Are you starting to see what we're up against here? In fact, the only 
problem with prolatherapy is that it works too well! And if you cure a 
damaged joint, the medical establishment loses a chronic profit 
center!  

Not to worry. I'll give you all the details you need in your FREE 
BONUS GIFTS, including how to find a doctor near you who's skilled 
in this fabulous therapy. Plus I'll  
show you:  

l THE ANTI-PAIN PLANT THAT BEAT THE SUPER-DRUGS. In 
a recent double-blind study, Devil's Claw relieved arthritis as 
well as the 'super drug' diacerhein, and did better at long-term 
relief.  

l THE CUTTING-EDGE ENZYME shown to reduce inflammation 
as well as steroids! It's available now in a formula that has many 
of my formerly pain-ridden readers doing  
jumping jacks.  

Then I do hope you're hungry tonight, because we're going to 
celebrate your newfound health with... 
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Forget 'an apple a day'... 
 

Are you eating enough  

STEAK & EGGS  

to keep the doctor away?  

A friend of mine got kidnapped by a band of outlaws inGuatemala, 
who held him prisoner in a squalid cave. For nearly 4 months, they 
fed him a diet consisting solely of hard-boiled eggs...  

And when his captors finally released him, HE WAS 
HEALTHIER THAN BEFORE! 

His unwanted fat had melted away - he was lean, mean and bursting 
with energy. You'd think that miserable cave was a luxury spa! Of 
course, the kidnappers weren't humanitarians. They were cheap...  

But unknown to them, they had stumbled onto nature's 
perfect food...  

Yes, the much maligned egg! In the words of a registered dietician at 
the Institute of Culinary Education in New York: 

'[Eggs] are an inexpensive nutrition powerhouse containing 
high quality protein, 13 essential vitamins and minerals 
including folate, vitamin B-12, vitamin D, and nutritive 
compounds - all within a 70-calorie package'  

So why do mass media 'experts' still speak of eggs as if they were 
poison? You just read the reason...  

They're too darned inexpensive!  

Giant food firms want you to chow down instead on LOW-FAT POP 
TARTS - terrible for your health, but fantastically profitable.  

But please do not swallow that cracked advice about 'just one egg a 
day'... 

Enjoy all the omelets and soufflés you want! 
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MODERATION IS NOT REQUIRED...  

Ten eggs a day would make your arteries cleaner and sharpen your 
memory too. (NOTE: Be sure to include those yummy yellow yolks, 
because that's where all the goodness is!) And eggs are just the first 
in a long list of 'forbidden foods' that you can and should start 
enjoying again...  

Dig into a STEAK for longevity's sake...  

...or chow down on succulent lamb chops, tangy Virginia ham, Alaska 
king crab, duck confit, and all those other meaty, fatty treats you've 
been warned off of.  

Go for it! And soon your body will be surging with newfound health 
and energy...  

WHY? Because this is the HUMAN DIET that's been keeping us 
healthy since caveman days. It's what nature designed us to eat. For 
our first million years, human beings were  
hunters and gatherers.  

Every anthropologist knows this. Why don't more 
doctors? 

Now you've got one that does. In your FREE BONUS GIFTS, I'll show 
you how to...  

l Shed your spare tire in just 2 weeks...  
l As you slash your heart attackand stroke risk...  
l And cut your chances of getting certain cancers... 

Just by following this same, delicious 'eat everything' diet that's kept 
us at the top of the food chain for over a million years. You're going 
to be stunned at what's really healthy to  
eat. For example...  

Everyone says spinach is good for your eyes...  

And spinach does contain the nutrient lutein, which helps prevent 
macular degeneration. 

But you could eat more spinach than Popeye and go blind as a bat, 
unless you cook it in... 

BACON GREASE!  

Surprised? But it's basic biology. You see, the eye-saving nutrients in 
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spinach are fat-soluble. That means you can't absorb them without 
fat. The same goes for roughly half of all the nutrients your body 
needs. And bacon grease is among the healthiest of all fats to cook 
with...  

 
 read on 
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You Were Warned!  

  

Dear Reader,  

Hold on to your wallets.  Like it or not, your life - and the lives of over 72 
million Americans - is about to change dramatically.   

After 10 years of unprecedented growth, the bottom is about to fall out of 
the U.S. housing market.  The dominoes in this horrific game have already 
begun to fall...starting with Fannie Mae's self-destruction.   

A total of $2.5 trillion - or more - will be wiped away.  But - as awful as that 
sounds - that's not the worst of it.  Because of the enormous house of cards 
created by Fannie and the U.S. government over the past 10 years, the 
entire U.S. financial system is in jeopardy.   

Let me state that another way:  Fannie Mae's problems are just the start of a 
nightmare scenario - whether the U.S. government or mainstream media 
admit it or not - that could collapse not just the U.S. housing market but the 
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entire financial system as we know it.  We're talking about a collapse far 
greater than the 1929 Stock Market Crash  - or any of the top 10 financial 
catastrophes of our lifetime combined!  

This eye-popping turn of events is actually the spectacular collapse of a 
consumption bubble that was created nearly a decade ago.  
 
It may have taken years to build up 
such an enormous  - and dangerous -
 bubble...but it will only take a few 
weeks for the roof to cave in.  And 
then 10 years' worth of prosperity 
will disappear before you ever 
realize what hit you.  

The details behind this historic 
financial event - including what you 
can do to protect yourself...and the 
inside story behind the report the 
U.S. government never wanted you 
to see  - are the focus of a newly 
updated research report my staff and I have just released.  It's called The 
U.S. Housing Market Collapse of 2005: Nine Ways You Can Survive the 
Greatest Market Collapse of Your Lifetime.  

Because this pending disaster - which may come to a head in just a matter of 
days - is of such great urgency, I have arranged for you to receive this 
special report FREE of charge and without obligation.  I'll tell you how you 
can get your copy in just a moment, but first I need to tell you precisely how 
we got ourselves into this mess and why...  

As a matter of fact, as I'm about to show you, Fannie is just one of the 
dominoes that have already begun to fall in this nightmare scenario.  Which 
is why you need to prepare yourself today.  

In the next few moments, I'll tell you precisely why Fannie will cause this 
enormous financial catastrophe.  I'll tell you how we got here...how many 
Americans will be affected...and I'll tell you exactly what you need to know in 
order to avoid it.   

But...the truth is I'll go one step further than that.  In fact, I'll tell you how you 
can learn the shocking details -including the tale of the missing report that 
amounts to a "smoking gun"...and the forced resignation of the federal official 
who authored it - about the information the U.S. government doesn't want 
you to see.   

To date no other financial media outlet has dug deep enough - or been bold 
enough - to reveal the inside story behind this "smoking gun" is in the 
creation of this enormous financial catastrophe...and how - despite their futile 
efforts - they're ultimately powerless to stop it.      
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Regardless of weather or not anyone in Washington wants to admit it - the 
Unitied States housing market is an enormous bubble on the verge of 
collapse.  

And this particular bubble will - without question - be far worse than any in 
history.  Worse than the U.S. stock market bubble of the late 1960s.  Worse 
than the gold bubble of the late '70s.  Worse even than the tech bubble of the 
late 1990s or the enormous Japan bubble.  

That's because - unlike many of the other scenarios throughout history - this 
bubble stands to impact a far greater number of individuals than any other.  

 
Imagine your largest investment - your 
family's home -  losing 50% or more of 
its value overnight.  Sounds like a 
personal nightmare, right?  Now imagine 
that same scenario happening to 
everyone on your street...or everyone in 
your town.  In fact, imagine for a moment 
this event sucker-punching nearly every 
resident of every town in the United 
States.   

This scenario - as scary as it sounds - is 
far worse than a personal nightmare, 

although millions of those nightmares will soon become commonplace.  
Instead, this financial disaster - created entirely by Fannie Mae and the U.S. 
government - is about to become an enormous national tragedy.   

That's because this market collapse -  the total destruction of the U.S. 
housing market - will have a direct impact on more Americans than any 
other financial event in history.   Your friends...your neighbors...your family 
members...EVERYONE who fails to take the proper steps - which I'll outline 
for you for FREE in my newly updated report - will soon be blindsided by a 
number of market forces they most likely do not understand.   

And it all starts with the Fall of Fannie Mae.  
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You've seen the headlines:  

l "Fannie Mae's Books 'Cooked'" 
l "Fannie Mae Executives Step Down" 
l "Fannie Mae Eliminates Bonuses for Top Execs" 
l "Fannie Mae Profit May Drop for First Time Since 1985" 
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At first it may look like your typical corporate scandal. Just like Enron...or 
Tyco. But the truth is something far, far, worse.  

That's because Fannie Mae is a Government Sponsored Enterprise (GSE) - 
part private corporation, part government agency... and 100% Frankenstein 
scare. You can buy stock in one, like in any other corporation. But as a 
government entity, a GSE enjoys some special privileges...privileges that 
have tricked people into thinking Fannie is a safe investment.  

The myth fell apart, however, when the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise 
Oversight (OFHEO) - Fannies official regulator - uncovered some accounting 
irregularities in Fannie's books.  

Faster than you could say "Kenneth Lay," the Fannie's reputation was 
destroyed. The company had to restate over $9 billion in earnings.  In a 
desperate attempt to cut costs, Fannie is taking extreme measures. 
Executives have been fired or move...lavish bonuses have been cut...the 
dividend has been slashed.  

But here's the part of the story you might not have heard -- the reason 
Fannie needs to cut costs.  

The OFHEO put it gingerly, warning that Fannie is "significantly 
undercapitalized." It doesn't have the essential amount of capital needed to 
protect [it] against broad categories of business risk.  

In English, Fannie has too many liabilities and not enough assets. The 
company has been running a high-wire three-ring financial circus without a 
safety net. One small slip...  

Cost-cutting and window dressing public relations won't prevent the coming 
reckoning. And even if you don't shares in Fannie Mae, you're in trouble if 
the company collapses.     

  

The truth is, Fannie Mae and the other GSEs are key parts of America's 
secret credit machine.  

The explosion of mortgage debt they have created has become a drug to 
Corporate America. It looks like a risk-free return -- any savvy investor's best 
friend.  

But there's plenty of risk.  

On another level -- one far more important to individual investors like you and 
me -- this all-powerful "credit machine" has artificially boosted home values.  
WithoutFannie and Freddie's easy credit to thousands of new homebuyers 
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(not owners) -- loans that are now made to nearly everyone, regardless of 
risk or credit history -- home values would never have risen to the heights 
they've reached today...  

But because house prices only seem to go up, many Americans now treat 
the equity in their house like a bank account, taking cash out to pay for a new 
T.V. or a vacation. I even read a story about football fans in Philadelphia 
taking out a home-equity line of credit to pay for a trip to the Superbowl!  

It's bad enough that millions of Americans are ruining their financial future. 
What is perhaps most frightening is that GSEs like Fannie Mae have become 
the credit engine of America's fictitious economy.  

In 2004, Fannie alone issued more than $2.8 trillion worth of new debt. They 
create debt for others to buy.  

Insurance companies, pension funds, and hedge funds are just some of the 
institutions that depend on Fannie and Freddie bonds for income. There's no 
telling how many investors those insurance companies and pension funds 
represent. But there can be no doubt, with Fannie in danger of collapsing... 
the entire U.S. economy is on the brink.  

  

So why will Fannie Mae's fall put the U.S. financial system in jeopardy? My 
FREE report, The U.S. Housing Market Collapse of 2005 explains the 
surprising details behind Fannie Mae and other GSEs' 'license to print 
money' -- and what will happen as Fannie comes tumbling down.  

But here's the important point :  

Over $5 trillion in corporate assets now depends on the ability of 
American homeowners to pay the monthly mortgage...or on Fannie to 
keep its doors open. With both becoming very unlikely, the whole thing 
is about to go up in flames. 

The U.S. government has pinned the hopes of the nation's financial system 
on the American homeowner...at the worst possible time. When those 
homeowners are suddenly unable to 
make their mortgage payments -- 
something that is happening more and 
more each day -- the bottom will fall out 
of not just the housing market...but the 
entire U.S. financial system. Trillions of 
dollars will be lost as a result of this 
outrageous -- and now unstoppable -- 
situations...the details of which are 
spelled out in my newly updated FREE 
research report.  
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The end of Fannie Mae alone will rock the housing market...but Alan 
Greenspan will deliver the deathblow.  

  

It's frightening to think about just how devastating the collapse of the housing 
market will soon be for most Americans.   

But the fact of the matter is that rising interest rates could trigger an 
absolute disaster in this country.  And rise they will.  Home values will 
plunge.  Debtors will default in record numbers.  Countless American 
"dreams" will be washed away .  

What's worse, however, is that this threat is potentially far more dangerous 
than simply a reduction in the value of your home  

Make no mistake.  Once this crisis begins to build up steam, the entire 
financial community will be placed in harm's way, including the 
institutions currently charged with holding the retirement savings of millions 
of Americans.  The very survival of these companies - which are responsible 
for the retirement assets of millions of Americans - is intimately linked to the 
welfare of the homeowner...the scale of this crisis could easily bring down 
Wall Street.  

Because of the enormous "credit machine" -
 created by the U.S. government and now 
spinning hopelessly out of control - 52% of U.S. 
household assets are now exposed to an 
enormous risk that is about to become a 
hideous reality.  

The truth is this enormous threat was 
actually identified publicly on February 4, 
2003 , in a report written by a senior 
government official.  But the very next day, 
powerful special interests had forced the author 
of this report to resign...and the report suddenly 
"vanished" from the Internet site it had been 
displayed on.  

These details are just now coming to light -
 including who wanted this report to "disappear" and just how dangerous this 
entire situation really is.  You owe it to yourself to find out TODAY just 
how serious this danger is...and what you can do to protect yourself.  In 
just a moment I'll tell you precisely how you can get your hands on all of this 
information right now - including the story of the missing "smoking gun" and 
all the details as to why this collapse will be the largest in history - FREE of 
charge and with no obligation.  
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Many Americans, however, will never have access to the information my 
research team and I would like to provide you...and as such they will remain 
oblivious to this imminent danger.  One of the main reasons people will fail to 
act is that very few actually understand the problem.  Just like the Great 
Stock Market Collapse of 1929 - when a relatively small percentage of 
Americans were actually invested in the stock market - millions will be 
affected by this enormous tidal wave.  But this time, the impact will be far 
greater.   

When you stop to think about it, it's remarkable that more attention has not 
been paid to just how high housing prices have risen in a short period of 
time.  Fueled by the enormous "debt engine"  of Fannie Mae -  housing 
prices have jumped 51% since 1995.  That's a rate of 32 points above 
the overall rate of inflation!  

This dramatic - and unprecedented - rise in housing prices has added an 
average of nearly $50,000 in wealth for every one of the nation's 72 million 
homeowners.  But the truth is, that $50,000 figure is just an average 
number...   

The real exposure for most Americans over the age of 40 is most likely three 
or four times that amount.  That's up to $400,000 or more of YOUR money 
that stands to disappear in just a matter of weeks...unless you take action.  
Think about it this way: If you had a chance to stop thieves from breaking 
into your home and stealing up to $400,000 in cash, you'd do everything in 
your power to stop them, wouldn't you?  Well this situation is just as easy to 
prevent...  

But remember - this isn't just your $50,000.  Even if you're able to protect 
your own nest egg...imagine the impact on this country when nearly 
everyone loses a small fortune almost overnight. The result will be an 
enormous catastrophe that will set this nation back not just years, but 
decades.  

    

Alan Greenspan can call it whatever he wants...but I know a bubble when I 
see one.  In fact, long-time followers of my newsletter Strategic Investment 
know firsthand just how important global trends can be to personal wealth.  
My colleagues and I at Strategic Investment have been on the front end of 
nearly every profitable trend for almost 20 years.   

We called the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.  We called the Great Japan 
Crash of 1990.  And we kept investors out of the U.S. stock market for the 
1987 crash.  

But this latest development - the coming burst of the U.S. housing bubble -
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 stands to have a greater impact than all of those other enormous 
trends...combined.  
 
We're talking about each and every 
American homeowner being affected in a 
significant way.  We're also talking about 
over $1 trillion in consumer debt - and 
over $5 trillion in corporate assets - being 
at risk over the course of the next year.  
Clearly, this is the farthest-reaching - and 
most expensive - set of circumstances this 
country has ever seen.  

If you thought the Enron scandal of 2002 
was a big event...remember that was a 
scandal that - while certainly important -
 impacted just thousands of people.  The 
U.S. Housing Market Collapse of 2005 
will impact no fewer than 72 million 
people.   

If you thought the Global Crossing scandal of 2002 was big news...remember 
that millions of dollars were lost in that debacle.  The U.S. Housing Market 
Collapse of 2005 will see absolute losses of well over $1 trillion when 
all is said and done.  

And that's why I'm writing you today.  My research team and I have just 
finished updating a most important report - the product of countless hours of 
research and verification - that tells you everything you need to know about 
the coming collapse of the U.S. Housing Market.  

You'll learn precisely how this situation was created...and what you can do to 
protect yourself.  And - perhaps most importantly - you'll learn what 
happened to the author of the "missing report" that correctly identified this 
situation as an enormous danger.   

Could this situation have been avoided or prevented?  Who was it that 
wanted this report to "disappear?"  And just who demanded that its author 
resign the day after it was released?   

You'll learn all of this - including the simple, easy-to-follow steps you can take 
not only to protect yourself but also to profit - to the tune of 700% or more -
 as this entire scenario unfolds.  The report is titled The U.S. Housing 
Market Collapse of 2005: Nine Ways You Can Survive the Greatest 
Market Collapse of Your Lifetime and it explains - in plain English - how 
you can not only survive, but prosper from this historic event.   

It's important that you understand the implications of this entire scenario, 
which, again, is far more dangerous than just the collapse of home values -
 as soon as possible.  So I'd like for you to read this new report - today -
 absolutely FREE of charge.   
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As I mentioned earlier, the Great Housing Market Collapse of 2005 has 
already begun...although the mainstream financial press has done nothing to 
warn the masses of what's really about to happen.  Here's what will happen 
next:  

Falling Domino #1 -  Long-term interest rates will rise. The Fed 
doesn't control long-term interest rates, only short-term ones. And now 
the Fed has no choice but to keep raising rates.  And rising rates - no 
matter how small - ignite a number of fires, not the least of which 
should be a dramatic sell-off in the U.S. stock market.  

Falling Domino #2 - Hundreds of thousands of mortgage defaults 
will quickly paralyze the U.S. economy.  One by one, the rise in 
interest rates - and the subsequent drop in home values - will cause the 
first noticeable rise in mortgage defaults.  And once this trend gets 
started it will be difficult - if not impossible - to stop.  The first group at 
risk, obviously, are those Americans who financed their homes using 
an Adjustable Rate Mortgage.  In the past three years alone, the 
percentage of mortgages finances using ARMs has shot up by more 
than 58%...leaving millions of investors dangerously exposed if rates 
were to suddenly rise.  But those investors with fixed-rate mortgages 
are also at risk, as massive defaults on adjustable mortgages 
nationwide will send the economy into a dangerous tailspin.  As scary 
as it may sound, the truth is this is a trend that has already begun, as 
the national foreclosure rate has actually tripled over the past three 
decades.  The rising interest rates will simply become gasoline on the 
fire...  

Falling Domino #3 - Need a loan?  Forget it!  Millions of Americans 
will be unable to get credit.   By absorbing risk on both sides of the 
thousands of loan transactions they create each day, GSEs - like 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac - have created a house of cards.  Fannie 
is already in trouble-and the more than $1 trillion in debt the GSEs are 
responsible for is transforming from a paper asset to a dangerous 
liability.  Meanwhile, without a constant stream of new homebuyers, the 
GSE Credit Machine will run out of fuel - a fact that even Alan 
Greenspan has grudgingly acknowledged.  And as a result, credit in the 
United States - once incredibly easy for millions of investors to get - will 
suddenly become exceptionally rare...and available only to those who 
are already wealthy.  

Falling Domino #4 - Double the impact of a stock market collapse: 
Consumer spending is about to grind to a screeching halt.   Make 
no mistake about it: the U.S. consumer possesses a very strong will.  
But no matter how great the desire to press ahead, soon they'll have 
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their legs taken out from under them.  Don't think for a minute that the 
collapse of the housing market will only impact real estate spending.  
Studies have shown that when housing bubbles burst, they exercise 
twice the effect on consumer spending as comparable declines in stock 
prices.  Think of it this way: A 20 percent drop in housing prices would 
have the same effect as a 40% decline in the stock market.  

Falling Domino #5 - Can you trust your bank?  The U.S. banking 
system will soon be crippled by bad loans.   The eye-popping 
investment risks that have been taken during this housing bubble are 
not limited to Fannie Mae and the other GSEs.  The entire U.S. banking 
system is also heavily exposed...and as a result, many U.S. banks will 
suffer dearly.  As for individual investors, many will find out the hard 
way why a mortgage-backed bond is not as safe as a Treasury bond.  

Falling Domino #6 - Goodbye retirement, Hello 
McDonald's...Millions of Americans will see their net worth take a 
giant hit.   As rates continue to rise - and loans become tougher to 
secure - housing prices will plummet.  Over $2.5 trillion in 'paper 
money' - the so-called wealth that has been created since 2001 by the 
rise in housing prices - will disappear.  That average of $50,000 in 
wealth that has been "created" by the housing bubble for each U.S. 
investor?  It will all be gone in the blink of an eye.   

As I said before, the step-by-step details of what will happen during this 
historic event - as well the simple steps you can take to take advantage 
of nine extraordinary profit opportunities - are included in the research report 
I just finished updating earlier this week.  

And what's more, this dramatic research report reveals the story of how the 
man who uncovered the biggest threats to the U.S. financial system in more 
than a century was quietly asked to resign...and why his report - the result of 
over two years of research - suddenly went "missing."  

The information in this report is so vital to your immediate financial well-being 
that I have arranged to send you - immediately - a copy of this new report 
absolutely FREE.  I'll tell you how to get your copy in just a moment...but first 
I want to tell you a bit more about the opportunities -  yes, I said opportunities 
- this scenario will create for savvy investors 

 
  read on 
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You Were Warned!  

  

Dear Reader,  

Hold on to your wallets.  Like it or not, your life - and the lives of over 72 
million Americans - is about to change dramatically.   

After 10 years of unprecedented growth, the bottom is about to fall out of 
the U.S. housing market.  The dominoes in this horrific game have already 
begun to fall...starting with Fannie Mae's self-destruction.   

A total of $2.5 trillion - or more - will be wiped away.  But - as awful as that 
sounds - that's not the worst of it.  Because of the enormous house of cards 
created by Fannie and the U.S. government over the past 10 years, the 
entire U.S. financial system is in jeopardy.   

Let me state that another way:  Fannie Mae's problems are just the start of a 
nightmare scenario - whether the U.S. government or mainstream media 
admit it or not - that could collapse not just the U.S. housing market but the 
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entire financial system as we know it.  We're talking about a collapse far 
greater than the 1929 Stock Market Crash  - or any of the top 10 financial 
catastrophes of our lifetime combined!  

This eye-popping turn of events is actually the spectacular collapse of a 
consumption bubble that was created nearly a decade ago.  
 
It may have taken years to build up 
such an enormous  - and dangerous -
 bubble...but it will only take a few 
weeks for the roof to cave in.  And 
then 10 years' worth of prosperity 
will disappear before you ever 
realize what hit you.  

The details behind this historic 
financial event - including what you 
can do to protect yourself...and the 
inside story behind the report the 
U.S. government never wanted you 
to see  - are the focus of a newly 
updated research report my staff and I have just released.  It's called The 
U.S. Housing Market Collapse of 2005: Nine Ways You Can Survive the 
Greatest Market Collapse of Your Lifetime.  

Because this pending disaster - which may come to a head in just a matter of 
days - is of such great urgency, I have arranged for you to receive this 
special report FREE of charge and without obligation.  I'll tell you how you 
can get your copy in just a moment, but first I need to tell you precisely how 
we got ourselves into this mess and why...  

As a matter of fact, as I'm about to show you, Fannie is just one of the 
dominoes that have already begun to fall in this nightmare scenario.  Which 
is why you need to prepare yourself today.  

In the next few moments, I'll tell you precisely why Fannie will cause this 
enormous financial catastrophe.  I'll tell you how we got here...how many 
Americans will be affected...and I'll tell you exactly what you need to know in 
order to avoid it.   

But...the truth is I'll go one step further than that.  In fact, I'll tell you how you 
can learn the shocking details -including the tale of the missing report that 
amounts to a "smoking gun"...and the forced resignation of the federal official 
who authored it - about the information the U.S. government doesn't want 
you to see.   

To date no other financial media outlet has dug deep enough - or been bold 
enough - to reveal the inside story behind this "smoking gun" is in the 
creation of this enormous financial catastrophe...and how - despite their futile 
efforts - they're ultimately powerless to stop it.      
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Regardless of weather or not anyone in Washington wants to admit it - the 
Unitied States housing market is an enormous bubble on the verge of 
collapse.  

And this particular bubble will - without question - be far worse than any in 
history.  Worse than the U.S. stock market bubble of the late 1960s.  Worse 
than the gold bubble of the late '70s.  Worse even than the tech bubble of the 
late 1990s or the enormous Japan bubble.  

That's because - unlike many of the other scenarios throughout history - this 
bubble stands to impact a far greater number of individuals than any other.  

 
Imagine your largest investment - your 
family's home -  losing 50% or more of 
its value overnight.  Sounds like a 
personal nightmare, right?  Now imagine 
that same scenario happening to 
everyone on your street...or everyone in 
your town.  In fact, imagine for a moment 
this event sucker-punching nearly every 
resident of every town in the United 
States.   

This scenario - as scary as it sounds - is 
far worse than a personal nightmare, 

although millions of those nightmares will soon become commonplace.  
Instead, this financial disaster - created entirely by Fannie Mae and the U.S. 
government - is about to become an enormous national tragedy.   

That's because this market collapse -  the total destruction of the U.S. 
housing market - will have a direct impact on more Americans than any 
other financial event in history.   Your friends...your neighbors...your family 
members...EVERYONE who fails to take the proper steps - which I'll outline 
for you for FREE in my newly updated report - will soon be blindsided by a 
number of market forces they most likely do not understand.   

And it all starts with the Fall of Fannie Mae.  
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You've seen the headlines:  

l "Fannie Mae's Books 'Cooked'" 
l "Fannie Mae Executives Step Down" 
l "Fannie Mae Eliminates Bonuses for Top Execs" 
l "Fannie Mae Profit May Drop for First Time Since 1985" 
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At first it may look like your typical corporate scandal. Just like Enron...or 
Tyco. But the truth is something far, far, worse.  

That's because Fannie Mae is a Government Sponsored Enterprise (GSE) - 
part private corporation, part government agency... and 100% Frankenstein 
scare. You can buy stock in one, like in any other corporation. But as a 
government entity, a GSE enjoys some special privileges...privileges that 
have tricked people into thinking Fannie is a safe investment.  

The myth fell apart, however, when the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise 
Oversight (OFHEO) - Fannies official regulator - uncovered some accounting 
irregularities in Fannie's books.  

Faster than you could say "Kenneth Lay," the Fannie's reputation was 
destroyed. The company had to restate over $9 billion in earnings.  In a 
desperate attempt to cut costs, Fannie is taking extreme measures. 
Executives have been fired or move...lavish bonuses have been cut...the 
dividend has been slashed.  

But here's the part of the story you might not have heard -- the reason 
Fannie needs to cut costs.  

The OFHEO put it gingerly, warning that Fannie is "significantly 
undercapitalized." It doesn't have the essential amount of capital needed to 
protect [it] against broad categories of business risk.  

In English, Fannie has too many liabilities and not enough assets. The 
company has been running a high-wire three-ring financial circus without a 
safety net. One small slip...  

Cost-cutting and window dressing public relations won't prevent the coming 
reckoning. And even if you don't shares in Fannie Mae, you're in trouble if 
the company collapses.     

  

The truth is, Fannie Mae and the other GSEs are key parts of America's 
secret credit machine.  

The explosion of mortgage debt they have created has become a drug to 
Corporate America. It looks like a risk-free return -- any savvy investor's best 
friend.  

But there's plenty of risk.  

On another level -- one far more important to individual investors like you and 
me -- this all-powerful "credit machine" has artificially boosted home values.  
WithoutFannie and Freddie's easy credit to thousands of new homebuyers 
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(not owners) -- loans that are now made to nearly everyone, regardless of 
risk or credit history -- home values would never have risen to the heights 
they've reached today...  

But because house prices only seem to go up, many Americans now treat 
the equity in their house like a bank account, taking cash out to pay for a new 
T.V. or a vacation. I even read a story about football fans in Philadelphia 
taking out a home-equity line of credit to pay for a trip to the Superbowl!  

It's bad enough that millions of Americans are ruining their financial future. 
What is perhaps most frightening is that GSEs like Fannie Mae have become 
the credit engine of America's fictitious economy.  

In 2004, Fannie alone issued more than $2.8 trillion worth of new debt. They 
create debt for others to buy.  

Insurance companies, pension funds, and hedge funds are just some of the 
institutions that depend on Fannie and Freddie bonds for income. There's no 
telling how many investors those insurance companies and pension funds 
represent. But there can be no doubt, with Fannie in danger of collapsing... 
the entire U.S. economy is on the brink.  

  

So why will Fannie Mae's fall put the U.S. financial system in jeopardy? My 
FREE report, The U.S. Housing Market Collapse of 2005 explains the 
surprising details behind Fannie Mae and other GSEs' 'license to print 
money' -- and what will happen as Fannie comes tumbling down.  

But here's the important point :  

Over $5 trillion in corporate assets now depends on the ability of 
American homeowners to pay the monthly mortgage...or on Fannie to 
keep its doors open. With both becoming very unlikely, the whole thing 
is about to go up in flames. 

The U.S. government has pinned the hopes of the nation's financial system 
on the American homeowner...at the worst possible time. When those 
homeowners are suddenly unable to 
make their mortgage payments -- 
something that is happening more and 
more each day -- the bottom will fall out 
of not just the housing market...but the 
entire U.S. financial system. Trillions of 
dollars will be lost as a result of this 
outrageous -- and now unstoppable -- 
situations...the details of which are 
spelled out in my newly updated FREE 
research report.  
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The end of Fannie Mae alone will rock the housing market...but Alan 
Greenspan will deliver the deathblow.  

  

It's frightening to think about just how devastating the collapse of the housing 
market will soon be for most Americans.   

But the fact of the matter is that rising interest rates could trigger an 
absolute disaster in this country.  And rise they will.  Home values will 
plunge.  Debtors will default in record numbers.  Countless American 
"dreams" will be washed away .  

What's worse, however, is that this threat is potentially far more dangerous 
than simply a reduction in the value of your home  

Make no mistake.  Once this crisis begins to build up steam, the entire 
financial community will be placed in harm's way, including the 
institutions currently charged with holding the retirement savings of millions 
of Americans.  The very survival of these companies - which are responsible 
for the retirement assets of millions of Americans - is intimately linked to the 
welfare of the homeowner...the scale of this crisis could easily bring down 
Wall Street.  

Because of the enormous "credit machine" -
 created by the U.S. government and now 
spinning hopelessly out of control - 52% of U.S. 
household assets are now exposed to an 
enormous risk that is about to become a 
hideous reality.  

The truth is this enormous threat was 
actually identified publicly on February 4, 
2003 , in a report written by a senior 
government official.  But the very next day, 
powerful special interests had forced the author 
of this report to resign...and the report suddenly 
"vanished" from the Internet site it had been 
displayed on.  

These details are just now coming to light -
 including who wanted this report to "disappear" and just how dangerous this 
entire situation really is.  You owe it to yourself to find out TODAY just 
how serious this danger is...and what you can do to protect yourself.  In 
just a moment I'll tell you precisely how you can get your hands on all of this 
information right now - including the story of the missing "smoking gun" and 
all the details as to why this collapse will be the largest in history - FREE of 
charge and with no obligation.  
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Many Americans, however, will never have access to the information my 
research team and I would like to provide you...and as such they will remain 
oblivious to this imminent danger.  One of the main reasons people will fail to 
act is that very few actually understand the problem.  Just like the Great 
Stock Market Collapse of 1929 - when a relatively small percentage of 
Americans were actually invested in the stock market - millions will be 
affected by this enormous tidal wave.  But this time, the impact will be far 
greater.   

When you stop to think about it, it's remarkable that more attention has not 
been paid to just how high housing prices have risen in a short period of 
time.  Fueled by the enormous "debt engine"  of Fannie Mae -  housing 
prices have jumped 51% since 1995.  That's a rate of 32 points above 
the overall rate of inflation!  

This dramatic - and unprecedented - rise in housing prices has added an 
average of nearly $50,000 in wealth for every one of the nation's 72 million 
homeowners.  But the truth is, that $50,000 figure is just an average 
number...   

The real exposure for most Americans over the age of 40 is most likely three 
or four times that amount.  That's up to $400,000 or more of YOUR money 
that stands to disappear in just a matter of weeks...unless you take action.  
Think about it this way: If you had a chance to stop thieves from breaking 
into your home and stealing up to $400,000 in cash, you'd do everything in 
your power to stop them, wouldn't you?  Well this situation is just as easy to 
prevent...  

But remember - this isn't just your $50,000.  Even if you're able to protect 
your own nest egg...imagine the impact on this country when nearly 
everyone loses a small fortune almost overnight. The result will be an 
enormous catastrophe that will set this nation back not just years, but 
decades.  

    

Alan Greenspan can call it whatever he wants...but I know a bubble when I 
see one.  In fact, long-time followers of my newsletter Strategic Investment 
know firsthand just how important global trends can be to personal wealth.  
My colleagues and I at Strategic Investment have been on the front end of 
nearly every profitable trend for almost 20 years.   

We called the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.  We called the Great Japan 
Crash of 1990.  And we kept investors out of the U.S. stock market for the 
1987 crash.  

But this latest development - the coming burst of the U.S. housing bubble -
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 stands to have a greater impact than all of those other enormous 
trends...combined.  
 
We're talking about each and every 
American homeowner being affected in a 
significant way.  We're also talking about 
over $1 trillion in consumer debt - and 
over $5 trillion in corporate assets - being 
at risk over the course of the next year.  
Clearly, this is the farthest-reaching - and 
most expensive - set of circumstances this 
country has ever seen.  

If you thought the Enron scandal of 2002 
was a big event...remember that was a 
scandal that - while certainly important -
 impacted just thousands of people.  The 
U.S. Housing Market Collapse of 2005 
will impact no fewer than 72 million 
people.   

If you thought the Global Crossing scandal of 2002 was big news...remember 
that millions of dollars were lost in that debacle.  The U.S. Housing Market 
Collapse of 2005 will see absolute losses of well over $1 trillion when 
all is said and done.  

And that's why I'm writing you today.  My research team and I have just 
finished updating a most important report - the product of countless hours of 
research and verification - that tells you everything you need to know about 
the coming collapse of the U.S. Housing Market.  

You'll learn precisely how this situation was created...and what you can do to 
protect yourself.  And - perhaps most importantly - you'll learn what 
happened to the author of the "missing report" that correctly identified this 
situation as an enormous danger.   

Could this situation have been avoided or prevented?  Who was it that 
wanted this report to "disappear?"  And just who demanded that its author 
resign the day after it was released?   

You'll learn all of this - including the simple, easy-to-follow steps you can take 
not only to protect yourself but also to profit - to the tune of 700% or more -
 as this entire scenario unfolds.  The report is titled The U.S. Housing 
Market Collapse of 2005: Nine Ways You Can Survive the Greatest 
Market Collapse of Your Lifetime and it explains - in plain English - how 
you can not only survive, but prosper from this historic event.   

It's important that you understand the implications of this entire scenario, 
which, again, is far more dangerous than just the collapse of home values -
 as soon as possible.  So I'd like for you to read this new report - today -
 absolutely FREE of charge.   
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As I mentioned earlier, the Great Housing Market Collapse of 2005 has 
already begun...although the mainstream financial press has done nothing to 
warn the masses of what's really about to happen.  Here's what will happen 
next:  

Falling Domino #1 -  Long-term interest rates will rise. The Fed 
doesn't control long-term interest rates, only short-term ones. And now 
the Fed has no choice but to keep raising rates.  And rising rates - no 
matter how small - ignite a number of fires, not the least of which 
should be a dramatic sell-off in the U.S. stock market.  

Falling Domino #2 - Hundreds of thousands of mortgage defaults 
will quickly paralyze the U.S. economy.  One by one, the rise in 
interest rates - and the subsequent drop in home values - will cause the 
first noticeable rise in mortgage defaults.  And once this trend gets 
started it will be difficult - if not impossible - to stop.  The first group at 
risk, obviously, are those Americans who financed their homes using 
an Adjustable Rate Mortgage.  In the past three years alone, the 
percentage of mortgages finances using ARMs has shot up by more 
than 58%...leaving millions of investors dangerously exposed if rates 
were to suddenly rise.  But those investors with fixed-rate mortgages 
are also at risk, as massive defaults on adjustable mortgages 
nationwide will send the economy into a dangerous tailspin.  As scary 
as it may sound, the truth is this is a trend that has already begun, as 
the national foreclosure rate has actually tripled over the past three 
decades.  The rising interest rates will simply become gasoline on the 
fire...  

Falling Domino #3 - Need a loan?  Forget it!  Millions of Americans 
will be unable to get credit.   By absorbing risk on both sides of the 
thousands of loan transactions they create each day, GSEs - like 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac - have created a house of cards.  Fannie 
is already in trouble-and the more than $1 trillion in debt the GSEs are 
responsible for is transforming from a paper asset to a dangerous 
liability.  Meanwhile, without a constant stream of new homebuyers, the 
GSE Credit Machine will run out of fuel - a fact that even Alan 
Greenspan has grudgingly acknowledged.  And as a result, credit in the 
United States - once incredibly easy for millions of investors to get - will 
suddenly become exceptionally rare...and available only to those who 
are already wealthy.  

Falling Domino #4 - Double the impact of a stock market collapse: 
Consumer spending is about to grind to a screeching halt.   Make 
no mistake about it: the U.S. consumer possesses a very strong will.  
But no matter how great the desire to press ahead, soon they'll have 
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their legs taken out from under them.  Don't think for a minute that the 
collapse of the housing market will only impact real estate spending.  
Studies have shown that when housing bubbles burst, they exercise 
twice the effect on consumer spending as comparable declines in stock 
prices.  Think of it this way: A 20 percent drop in housing prices would 
have the same effect as a 40% decline in the stock market.  

Falling Domino #5 - Can you trust your bank?  The U.S. banking 
system will soon be crippled by bad loans.   The eye-popping 
investment risks that have been taken during this housing bubble are 
not limited to Fannie Mae and the other GSEs.  The entire U.S. banking 
system is also heavily exposed...and as a result, many U.S. banks will 
suffer dearly.  As for individual investors, many will find out the hard 
way why a mortgage-backed bond is not as safe as a Treasury bond.  

Falling Domino #6 - Goodbye retirement, Hello 
McDonald's...Millions of Americans will see their net worth take a 
giant hit.   As rates continue to rise - and loans become tougher to 
secure - housing prices will plummet.  Over $2.5 trillion in 'paper 
money' - the so-called wealth that has been created since 2001 by the 
rise in housing prices - will disappear.  That average of $50,000 in 
wealth that has been "created" by the housing bubble for each U.S. 
investor?  It will all be gone in the blink of an eye.   

As I said before, the step-by-step details of what will happen during this 
historic event - as well the simple steps you can take to take advantage 
of nine extraordinary profit opportunities - are included in the research report 
I just finished updating earlier this week.  

And what's more, this dramatic research report reveals the story of how the 
man who uncovered the biggest threats to the U.S. financial system in more 
than a century was quietly asked to resign...and why his report - the result of 
over two years of research - suddenly went "missing."  

The information in this report is so vital to your immediate financial well-being 
that I have arranged to send you - immediately - a copy of this new report 
absolutely FREE.  I'll tell you how to get your copy in just a moment...but first 
I want to tell you a bit more about the opportunities -  yes, I said opportunities 
- this scenario will create for savvy investors 

 
  read on 
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How I Cracked  
the Code of the Rich  

The 'hush-hush' wealth system of the super-rich 
opens the door for you to take tiny amounts of money 
and turn it into a moneymaking machine...almost 
'printing' money for you...day after day and year 
after year...  

If you're tired of living paycheck to paycheck and 
watching other people buy mansions, exotic sports 
cars and yachts, take a look at this amazing 
investment system.  

Learn how to double your money, triple your money 
and more -- very quickly. These little-known 
investments have turned $500 into $35,000, $39,000, 
$55,000, even $70,000 or more!  

Make Fast Profits of  
233%, 146%, 113%, 85%,  

74% and More...  

Dear Hardworking Friend,  

Have you ever felt like you work and work and never get 
anywhere?  

Have you ever felt like every penny you have is slowly 
squeezed from you?  

Has it ever seemed like there's a conspiracy out there to 
keep you from being successful and wealthy?   

Well, it should be no surprise -- it's true!  

Someone once said that you can steal more money with a suit 
and a briefcase than you can with a mask and gun. Banks, 
businesses, lawyers and the IRS are proving it today, and 
it's completely legal!  

The Cards Are Stacked Against You  
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The world of business today is 
set up to grind away at what you 
have and what you make. Like an 
army of ants carrying crumbs from 
a picnic table, your money gets 
eaten up in bills, fees, 
insurance, taxes and a million 
other big and small charges that 
carefully and completely separate 
you from your money.  

Take credit cards. The average 
American owes about $8,500 on 
credit cards. At 22% interest and 
making minimum payments, it will take over 24 years and 
$12,000 in interest to pay it off!  

Why do they set it up this way? So you'll never get out of 
debt! It's a very crafty form of modern day slavery!  

And that's not to mention all those mysterious 'fees' that 
seem to pump up your phone bill, utility bill and every 
other bill that comes. And late fees, service fees, sales 
taxes and a million other 'little' charges that eat up your 
money.  

It's a constant, steady grind that's designed to eat up 
your money and line other people's pockets with it. It's no 
wonder that the rich get richer, and everyone else treads 
water or sinks.  

Well, if you're sick of it, I'm going to tell you what you 
can do about it.  

Today I'm going to tell you a story about a man from a poor 
family who figured out the secret to getting rich starting 
with almost nothing. I'll explain how he did it and how I 
used that method to crack the 'code of the rich' -- the 
system of investing that creates the most money the 
fastest.  

And I'll show you how to use that system to create real 
wealth yourself. Starting with very little money.  

I call it the CXS Money Multiplier System.  

It's a 10-step system that automatically sifts through the 
thousands of stocks that trade on the exchanges and narrows 
them down to just a handful of candidates for top profits.  

From these I dig and dig and select only the best -- the 

'I'm having a ball with your 
CXS system. Last year I 
started with $300 
invested... currently my 
portfolio is around $1,600. 
I choose CXS because of your 
common sense straightforward 
approach to investing. Being 
an accountant, I understand 
financials, however, I don't 
have the time to research 
every stock I come across. 
You have done that for me.'  

- A.L., PSF Reader  
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cheapest stocks that are likely to shoot up the fastest.  

And the fast profits my CXS Money Multiplier System can 
generate are simply remarkable.Just listen to what one of 
my readers wrote me recently:  

'I subscribed to your service a short time ago and 
subsequently purchased OMM, CDE, CYD and SVM on your 
advice. Imagine my delight at realizing (potential) gains 
of 15.6%, 124%, 149% and 10% respectively.'   

- D.L., PSF Subscriber  

When you can make money that fast, you can build a small 
amount of money into real wealth. The rich know this, and 
they do it all the time. I'm going to show you how this 
works, and tell you the secrets behind my CXS Money 
Multiplier System in a minute.  

But first let me tell you how I figured out where the money 
really is...  

How I Cracked the 'Code of the Rich' -- 
The Secret Ways the Super-Rich Make 
Fast, Fast Money  

I've always loved numbers and math. Even as a kid I could 
do math in my head that other kids couldn't even do on 
paper. I'm probably one of the only kids who loved doing 
math homework. Fractions, algebra, geometry, trigonometry -
- I ate it up.  

By the time I got to college, I was studying stuff only the 
computer geeks and engineers were studying. Stuff like 
statistical analysis. Most people can't even stay awake in 
those classes, let alone understand what's going on in them 
and how to apply them to real life. But I loved it all.  

And this fascination with math was probably the reason I 
was also always fascinated by investing and the returns on 
money. It seemed like magic to me.  

No surprise, as soon as I was out of school I went into the 
investing field. I could have been an engineer or a 
computer geek -- but I was just fascinated by money. And 
investing. So I guess I was destined for this career.  

But there was something that really intrigued me from the 
start...  
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Early on in my career I heard a story about a legendary 
investor who came from a simple a background, and one bold 
move launched an investing career for him that was one of 
the most successful in history.  

I came back to this story over and over -- and similar ones 
-- determined to dig the secret of success from it. In 
fact, I went back to that story and studied it backwards 
and forwards time after time.  

I have extracted the secrets from it. And added a few 
others too. But before I tell you all that, let me tell you 
the story and see if you can figure out why I was so 
determined to mine the gold from it.  

One Bold Move Launches One of the Most 
Successful Investors in History  

The year was 1939.  

After several attempts at a comeback, the Dow Jones was 
still down 66% from its high in 1929. Most investors had 
given up the idea of making any money on the stock market.  

Investors were scared. And rightly so. People had lost 
everything in the big stock market crash. The stories of 
people jumping out windows on Wall Street were true.  

But not one investor. In a decision that was fated for 
investment history -- the investor 'hall of fame' -- this 
fellow borrowed $10,000 from his boss with one goal in 
mind: to buy 100 shares of EVERY single small-cap stock on 
the major exchanges selling for under $1.  

Now, this chap certainly wasn't among the rich and famous 
already. He came from a small town in Tennessee, and his 
father was a farmer. But in school he was fascinated with 
how money could grow, and he spent hours playing with 
compound interest tables. In fact, he never lost his 
fascination with the power of compound interest.  

His plan to buy all these small stocks was a risky plan. 
Without a doubt, some of the companies he bought were on 
the verge of bankruptcy. And he didn't care if the 
fundamentals were poor. He bought following a hunch that 
when the markets rally, the small-cap stocks would lead the 
way. And as history reveals, he was right.  

In Four Years, During Some of the 
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Toughest Market Conditions of the 20th 
Century, This Fellow Turned $10,000 
Into Over $40,000  

That investor's name was John Templeton, and that bold move 
launched his career. He became a very successful investor, 
launched his own mutual fund, and later his own mutual fund 
organization, which he eventually sold for over $400 
million.  

He went on to join the super-rich of the world, and now 
lives -- and still makes money -- from his mansion in the 
Bahamas.  

The Real Secret Is Hidden  
 
It's a great story about how 
someone can start a brilliant 
career -- and start building 
riches -- with one bold move. 
But I knew there was more to 
it than just buying a bunch of 
cheap stocks. And I was right.  

I studied that story over and 
over...how he had done 
it...what was it he knew and 
understood...and how was it 
that one group of stocks grew 
so fast. It was one of those 
things that sounds simple -- 
but there's more to it than 
meets the eye.  

The more research I did, the 
more I began to understand. 
And I discovered he wasn't the 
only one who operated on 
certain principles. His was 
just one of the more famous 
stories. So I did more 
research, found the other 
stories, picked them apart and 
began to understand how the 
really big money is made.  

Take Warren Buffett. Even though his family had money, he 
figured out very early how to make his own. When he was 
only 6 years old, he bought six-packs of Coca-Cola from the 

How to Crack the Secret 
Code of the Super-Rich  

James Boric was always been 
fascinated by the magic of 
numbers and investing. He 
studied John Templeton's story 
over and over, and discovered 
the secrets it contained. It's 
one of the OLDEST SECRETS OF 
WEALTH IN THE WORLD.  

What's even better is that in 
today's market you can use this 
secret with even greater power. 
It's all explained in a special 
report, The Code of the Rich . 
In this report you'll discover 
how James has combined the 
secrets of John Templeton's 
success with the speed and power 
of modern financial markets to 
create the MOST POWERFUL SYSTEM 
OF WEALTH ACCUMULATION EVER 
DEVISED.  

This report is worth $79, but 
for the next 15 days only you 
can get a FREE copy just for 
trying James' system of 
investing. Read on for details 
on how to get your FREE copy... 
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grocery store for 25 cents, and then resold each of the 
bottles for a nickel, making a 5 cent profit.  

At 11 years old, he purchased three shares of Cities 
Service Preferred stock. The stock dropped in price but he 
held on, and sold at over a 30% profit. But then he watched 
as it went up to over 5 times what he paid. He would rarely 
make that mistake again.  

By the time he finished high school, he'd already made 
$5,000 delivering newspapers. He didn't even want to go to 
college -- he thought it was a waste of time. But his 
father pushed him and he did. Then, when he  seriously got 
down to investing, he quickly became one of the most famous 
investors in the world.  

In six short years Buffett built up his capital from $9,800 
to $140,000. Over the next five years, he multiplied the 
money more than 5 times over. And he was still just getting 
going. Within 10 years he was worth almost $7 million. By 
the late '70s, Buffett's personal wealth was almost $140 
million. By 1989, Buffett was worth more than $3.8 billion 
dollars. And in the next 10 years he'd multiply that 10 
times over.  

Other famous people weren't rich when they started, either. 
John D. Rockefeller wasn't rich when he started. And 
neither was Sam Walton, Andrew Carnegie or Bill Gates. 
Plus, there are many other rags-to-riches stories you've 
never even heard about.  

So it is absolutely true that you don't have to have a lot 
of money to make a lot of money. But there aren't many ways 
to do it, unless you happen to start a very successful 
business. And most businesses fail in the first couple of 
years. You may have even found that out yourself.  

No, there's only one way I know of that's very easy and 
takes very little money. It's a secret very few have 
discovered.  

And the heart of this secret is knowing that there are only 
certain kinds of stocks that are likely to give you huge 
returns...  

Buying the Right Stock Can Give You 20 
Times the Profit Potential  
 
The first thing to understand 
is how much more money certain This Billionaire Also 
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stocks can make for you.  

Just look at the difference in 
how much you can make on an 
investment of $1,000. Let's say 
you have a choice of two 
different stocks -- one 'big-
cap' stock like IBM and one 
penny stock. With $1,000, you 
can either buy 10 shares of a 
$100 stock, or 200 shares of a 
$5 stock.  

Now, if each of the stocks goes 
up just $5 a share, look what 
happens...  

Since you could only buy 10 
shares of the $100 stock, your 
profit would be a measly $50.  

But since you could buy 200 
shares of the $5 stock, your 
profit would be a whopping 
$1,000. And you would have 
doubled your money.  

That's 20 times the profits 
from the $5 stock.  

Now, imagine if you employ this 
principle with every investment 
you make. Over a few short 
years, you're talking about a vast, vast difference in your 
results.  

Over 75 Years of Proof  

This edge has been proven historically. Going back to 1926, 
small-cap stocks (often known as penny stocks) have beaten 
bigger stocks year after year after year. In fact, a small 
$1,000 investment in a basket of small-cap stocks in 1926 
would have been worth over $3.9 million in 2000. That same 
$1,000 invested in a basket of large-cap stocks would have 
been worth $1.7 million! And if you take small-cap stocks 
that are good values, they beat the other stocks by an even 
wider margin.  

Now, when you combine those gains with the secret of 
compounding your returns -- reinvesting those gains year 

Started With Nothing...  

The most famous investor of 
them all -- Warren Buffett -- 
started with nothing also. His 
family did have some money, 
but he made his on his own. 
From selling six packs of soda 
for a nickel profit, to making 
a 30% profit off the first 
stock he bought at 11, to 
building his own investment 
capital selling newspapers. He 
started investing seriously 
while still in his teens and 
quickly amassed $140,000.   

Then he really got going. Over 
the years, using the secrets 
of buying low and compounding 
his returns, Buffett became 
one of the richest people in 
the world. If you had invested 
$100 in his company, Berkshire 
Hathaway, just over 35 years 
ago, you would have about 
$220,000 today.   

This is the power of buying 
low and compounding your 
investments. It's the secret 
code of the super-rich, and 
it's the only way the average 
person can take a modest 
amount of money and turn it 
into real money. Read on to 
learn how you can step into 
the world of the super-rich. 
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after year -- you get the secret of the super-rich...how to 
make money grow the fastest.  

Unfortunately, most investors concentrate on big, popular 
stocks. That's fine for the super-rich. If you've got 
millions of dollars to invest, you'll make great money from 
small returns.  

But it won't do a thing for the little guy who wants to 
join the party. You just can't make enough money to get 
ahead from these stocks...  

Big Stocks Are 'Slow Boats'  

Most investors like what I call the 'slow boats' -- 
supposedly 'safe' blue chip stocks like IBM.  

But -- because they're the favorites -- these big stocks 
are very pricey. Which means two things:  

(1) It takes a lot of money to invest in them...  

(2) They have to make huge moves for you to make any 
money...  

Take IBM for example. In the last five years IBM went from 
the low $60s to the low $80s. To have bought 100 shares 
you'd have had to invest over $6,000. And five years later 
you'd have a little over $8,000. Yeah, you'd have made 
money. But it would be a 'slow boat' trying to get rich 
like that.  

No, the secret to building wealth fast can be found only in 
stocks that move up very far very fast. These are the 
smallest stocks.  

Penny Stocks Can Be 'Rocket Rides'  

Let me show you how fast these wealth-building penny stocks 
can move...and I'm finding them time and time again. Here's 
an example of a stock my CXS Money Multiplier System 
identified as a screaming 'buy!'  

SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. is one of the only two 
satellite radio companies in the United States. In other 
words, they're just about the only game in town.  

Satellite radio has taken off faster than ANY other 
consumer radio audio product in the past 20 years. That 
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includes the launch of the CD player and the DVD player. 
Seventy-five percent of the U.S. population 12 and older 
listens to the radio on a daily basis. Ninety-five percent 
of the population listens to AM/FM radio at least weekly. 
And at least 112 million Americans don't live near cities 
like New York or Chicago. That means they have very limited 
access to music that fits their style.  

When I looked at the potential market, it penciled out to 
$4.7 billion. At the time, the market worth of Sirius and 
XM Radio (the other satellite radio company) combined was 
only $1.4 billion. That meant there was at least a 335% 
growth opportunity for early investors.  

The bottom line was simple. Satellite radio gives listeners 
the choice to listen to anything they want. And the market 
for satellite radio won't be contained to people living 
outside major cities. Rather, anyone who listens to free 
radio is a target subscriber.  

And that's 95% of the American population age 12 and over.  

It was an easy call. And SIRIUS paid off like a home run -- 
returning 233% profits in just two months and one day. A 
$1,000 investment turned into $3,330 in no time flat!  

  

Returns like that will make you very rich in a very, very 
short period of time. Shoot, if you tripled your money that 
quickly on every investment, you'd turn $500 into over $1 
million in just 14 months!  

These 'rocket ship' stocks are the ones that really propel 
you from the little leagues into the big leagues. If you 
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catch just a few of them over a few years, you'll make a 
fortune.  

And there's almost nowhere else in the world you can get 
price movement like this. Can you imagine IBM having a year 
like that? It would have to go from $80 to $360 in one 
year. Not very likely in one year -- or even one decade for 
that matter.  

No, it's only in small-cap stocks that you can get movement 
like this. (And my CXS Money Multiplier System identifies 
highfliers like these all the time.)  

These are also stocks that are most likely to duplicate the 
success of the most famous wealth-builders of all time -- 
stocks you could have bought for chump change at one time 
that made millionaires out of savvy investors...  

James Boric -- Penny Stock Expert   

It's James' goal to be the new John Templeton or Warren Buffett. And 
not only has he cracked the 'secret code of the rich,' but you also 
have an opportunity to ride his coattails as he compounds his 
success. James is a natural math whiz, and he's spent years figuring 
out how Templeton, Buffett and other super-rich investors have made 
their fortunes. He was determined to figure out how you could start 
with very little money and accumulate a fortune.   

The secret lies in the incredible power of penny stocks and their 
ability to skyrocket in value. James has refined this power into a 
system of finding, buying and selling these stocks. He calls it the 
CXS Money Multiplier System. It's perhaps the most powerful wealth 
accumulation system ever devised. And it is the only way you can turn 
a small amount of money into a large amount of money in a short 
period of time.   

Using this system, James has led his CXS Penny Stock Fortunes readers 
to extremely fast gains:  

l More than tripled his readers' money in just two months and one 
day with SIRIUS Satellite Radio...  

l 147% profits on China Yuchai in just over two months...  
l 113% on Coeur d'Alene Mines...  
l 85% in just less than six months with Pan American Silver...  
l 65% in just under two months with drugstore.com...  
l 70% in just three months and four days with Durban Roodepoort 

Deep Ltd...  
l 54% in just 23 days with CIENA Corporation...  
l 52% in less than five months with Microtek Medical Holdings...  
l 51% in just less than two months with Cray...  
l And 73% in less than five months with Select Comfort... 

This is the OLDEST SECRET OF WEALTH in the world -- updated for use 
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$500 Turned Into $70,000  

Take Wal-Mart -- the little store that Sam Walton started 
in Rogers, Ark. Wal-Mart first traded stock in 1970 and by 
1971 had their first 100% stock split. It's now an 
international store with over $100 billion dollars in sales 
a year.  

In all, adjusted for splits, the stock soared over 140 
times. If you had invested just $500 in Wal-Mart at the 
beginning, it would have turned into over $70,000!  

$500 Turns Into $50,000  

Or take Dell Computer Corporation -- the little computer 
company Michael Dell founded in 1984. By 1987 Dell was the 
first computer systems company to offer next-day, on-site 
product service. In 1988 the company went public, and 
shares became available for just $8.50 each.  

By 1990 Dell was serving European, Middle Eastern and 

with today's powerful electronic markets. You now have a speed and 
power that the richest of the rich investors of past years never 
had. When you combine the power of this electronic money machine with 
a system for picking the best stocks, and you take fast, consistent 
profits and reinvest them over and over again, you've got the 
greatest source of building wealth ever known -- the CXS Money 
Multiplier System.  
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African markets. By 1991 they offered their first notebook 
computer, and by 1992 Dell was listed in the Fortune 500 
'world's largest companies.'  

By 1997 Dell had shipped its 10-millionth computer system, 
and that $8.50 stock had reached $1,000 a share, adjusted 
for stock splits.  

All told, if you had invested just $500 in Dell in 1990, it 
would have grown to over $50,000 a couple of years ago...  

$500 Grows to $55,000  

And then there's Microsoft. Founded in 1975 by Paul Allen 
and Bill Gates, Microsoft is now one of the largest 
companies in the world. Along the way, it's estimated that 
Microsoft created over 10,000 millionaires just in 
employees who held stock -- not to mention outside 
investors.  

Microsoft is another case where a simple $500 investment -- 
without another penny ever added -- would have grown to 
over $55,000 by the year 2000.  
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And there are many, many more examples...  

Intel turned a $500 investment into $35,000...Cisco Systems 
turned $500 into $40,000...Merck turned $500 into 
$30,000...K-Tel International turned $500 into $3,185 in 
less than 60 days...Southwest Airlines turned a $500 
investment into over $10,900...and Keane Inc. turned a $500 
investment into $9,000 in a few months! These are the kinds 
of the big moneymaking stocks the CXS Money Multiplier 
System aims to identify for you.  

In fact, you can prove that the little stocks are the 
biggest moneymakers on almost any given day. In most 
newspapers you can find a list of the best-performing 
stocks on Wall Street. And it's not uncommon to find that 
seven, eight, nine or even all 10 of the best-performing 
companies on Wall Street on any given day trade for under 
$10. And most, I find, trade for around $5.  

In fact, just this year these stocks went up more than 10 
times:  

l Integrated BioPharma, up 1,773%...  
l NeoRx Corporation, up 1,153%...  
l Carrier Access Corporation, up 1,097%...  
l TriPath Technology, Inc., up 1,096%  
l And OXiGENE Inc., up 1,016%!  

Every one of these stocks was selling for less than $2 -- 
and every one of them would have turned $500 into $5,000 or 
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more. Integrated BioPharma alone would have turned $500 
into $8,865 -- this past year alone!  

In fact, if I told you the top 50 performing stocks for 
2003, you probably wouldn't know the names of more than one 
or two. (My readers would. They were lucky enough to have 
heard about XM Satellite Radio Holdings, one of the top 50 
-- and identified by my CXS Money Multiplier System.)  

But how often do you hear about those companies on your 
local news...or in The Wall Street Journal ...or from your 
'trusted' broker?  

NEVER!  

They don't want you to share in the wealth. But I can 
almost guarantee you they are investing in small-cap stocks 
themselves. They know where the real cash is made. And it's 
NOT in IBM, Procter & Gamble or even in Microsoft anymore.  

It's in stocks like this one...  

Over Double Your Money in Just Over Two 
Months...  
 
This amazing stock scored a 9 out 
of 10 on the CXS Money Multiplier 
System -- the highest score for any 
small-cap stock this year. Its 
sales and net income grew 97% and 
64% respectively last year. And 
over the past 12 months, it has 
risen no matter which way the 
market moved -- up or down.  

It's a company called China Yuchai 
-- a Bermuda holding company that 
owns over 75% of the third-largest 
diesel engine manufacturer in China -- Guangxi Yuchai 
Machinery Company Limited.  

OK, so there's nothing revolutionary or romantic about the 
diesel engine. But my system identified this as a huge 
moneymaker, and that was good enough for me.  

First of all, China is in the middle stages of changing 
from an agricultural nation to a fully modern one. That 
means it is spending billions of dollars building new 
roads, repairing old ones and manufacturing cars, buses and 
trucks -- as well as manufacturing the engines that run 

'I have just started 
trading some of your 
stocks on a web based 
account for myself and my 
grandson... We are up 
about 80.6% in one account 
and 63.5% in the other 
account. This looks like a 
winner as have many of 
your other recommendations 
that I have been 
watching.'  

- J.M. PSF Subscriber 
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those vehicles.  

Simply stated, China is growing faster than any other large 
country in the world. There is a tremendous demand for 
cars, trucks and engines among the rising upper and middle 
classes. In 2003 alone, sales for Chinese vehicles are 
projected to grow 20% -- which means a need for 20% more 
engines.  

China Yuchai had sold 76% more units in 2002 versus 2001. 
Plus, net income grew a healthy 64.4%. Meanwhile, its net 
sales grew 97%, from $215.5 million to $424.5 million. 
These are the kind of growth numbers you want to see in a 
company on the rise.  

To cap it off, the company has almost no debt, trades for 
less than 8 times earnings and over the past year, its 
stock price has risen in both up and down markets. That's 
the kind of investment you should have in your portfolio.  

No wonder my CXS System practically screamed that this was 
a winner. And look what happened:  

In just two months it roared up 146%! That's a phenomenal 
rate of return on your money.  

And this is exactly why it's so important that you act 
right now...  

Tomorrow's Blue Chip Stocks Are Selling 
for Pennies on the Dollar. Get in NOW 
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and Multiply Your Money Hundreds of 
Times Over -- Quickly and Predictably  
 
There couldn't be a better 
time than right now to 
start to make your fortune. 
In the last three years, 
prices on the major stock 
markets -- the New York 
Stock Exchange and the 
NASDAQ -- have been 
trashed.  

The NYSE was down by around 
30% at one point, and the 
NASDAQ was down almost 70%!  

Perfectly good stocks got 
caught in the sell-off and 
can now be bought for just 
pennies on the dollar. Over 
the next couple of years, 
these stocks are going to 
skyrocket back up.  

This is how the super-rich 
makes tons of money. They 
buy these stocks when 
they're selling for nothing 
-- and then sell when 
they've gone up 10 to 20 times in value!  

Now, what's a lot of money to you? A hundred grand a year? 
$500,000 net wealth? $1 million? $2 million?  

For the average Joe, there is about a snowball's chance in 
hell of making this kind of money. That's why I set out to 
crack the wealth secrets of the super-rich.  

With my system, it's absolutely possible to achieve these 
kinds of goals. No pipe dreams, no pie-in-the-sky, no wait-
and-hope. Just a practical way to start with as little as a 
couple of hundred dollars and build it into a fortune.  

The biggest and most predictable profits are made investing 
in the stocks selling for pennies on the dollar. It doesn't 
take much for a $2 stock to hit $4. A positive earnings 
announcement, a new product launch or a positive analyst 
recommendation can do it. And it happens all the time -- 
every day in fact.  

 

Sourpuss or Stock Market Genius?  

When Bill Bonner, author of the NY Times # 1 
Business Bestseller - Financial Reckoning Day , 
predicted the dot.com collapse, Money magazine 
called him a sourpuss, but Worth magazine says 
he's a genius. He said the 'New Era' was a fraud 
as early as the autumn of '99, when almost 
everyone thought it was for real. Six months 
later, the New Era was history.  

We'd like to offer you The Daily Reckoning, an 
irreverent mix of contrarian commentary and as 
one reader points out '...monetary sense in a 
world gone fiscally mad...'  Nothing else like it on 
the Internet... and it's free. You can begin your 
FREE subscription to The Daily Reckoning E-
Letter by entering your e-mail address below and 
clicking 'Subscribe'.  

You won't find more thought provoking 
writing anywhere on the Internet. 

 

 

We value your privacy. 

Subscribe
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Let me just show you the fast, fast profits my system has 
been finding...  

 read on 
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85% in Just Less Than 6 Months!  

Pan American Silver had just completed a deal that 
added nearly 6 million tons of potential silver and 
gold reserves when I recommended it. It was well 
positioned to profit as the price for gold and silver 
rose.  

Plus, Pan American had drastically cut costs over the 
last year, and it was benefiting from increased 
silver production thanks to the start-up of two new 
mines.  

The result? Over 85% profits in less than SIX months! 
When you can make profits like these over and over, 
you can really start to rack up huge gains. Small 
amounts of money grow fast. This is the secret that 
the rich and super-rich know: When you put your money 
in the right place it grows fast!  

Like this...  

65% in Just Under 2 Months...  
 
Drugstore.com is another 
dot-com survivor. It's a 
leading online drugstore 
and information site that 
sells beauty, wellness, 
personal care and pharmacy 

"Who needs full-service 
brokers? Mine was only 
making me 'broker' and I 
dumped him over a year ago 
[when I] got on to your 
newsletter...and have since 
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products. Drugstore.com has 
increased its sales year-
over-year and quarter-over-
quarter for each of the 
last two years.  

In 2000, drugstore.com 
raked in $110 million in sales -- up 217% from 1999. 
But its net loss for the year was an ugly $193 
million. The price got bashed down, but the company 
was doing better and better.  

It was a perfect setup for a fast profit.  

And that's exactly what happened. In less than two 
months, the price shot up by 65%. That's exactly the 
kind of profit you need to get rich in a short period 
of time.  

been joyously trading my own 
portfolio, which has been 
essentially green ever 
since..."  

- J.G. PSF Subscriber 

The 10 Secret CXS Ingredients to Stock Market 
Wealth  

There's only one way to take a small amount of money -- as 
little as $200 -- and turn it into a large sum of money. It's 
through the power of penny stocks, and James Boric has 
developed a system to tap the enormous profits these stocks 
generate again and again. It's called the CXS Money Multiplier 
System, and it's based on his years of research into these 
stocks. And he's refined this system into a 10-step formula 
that almost ensures reaping huge profits again and again:  

(1) The CXS Money Multiplier only scans for stocks trading on 
a major exchange -- either the NYSE, AMEX or the NASDAQ. 
(Companies that trade on major exchanges have a huge pool of 
potential investors, so it's easy to buy and sell our stocks.) 
We don't want to get caught holding some hard-to-sell stock 
when it's time to move on.  

(2) The CXS Money Multiplier only scans for stocks with plenty 
of trading volume. Every CXS stock pick will have an average 
daily volume of at least 100,000. Again, this insures us that 
the stock is being actively bought and sold, so you can get in 
and out safely and easily.  

(3) The CXS Money Multiplier automatically screens out little 
stocks that may be hard to sell. Here's one of the secrets to 
this system: You don't want stocks that are too small or too 
large. If they're too small, then anything could happen to the 
company. If they're too large, they don't have the potential 
for huge growth. So the CXS System tracks smaller-cap stocks 
that are still solid, established companies but with virtually 
unlimited growth potential. These are your Microsofts and GEs 
BEFORE they grow into blue chip giants. To ensure you achieve 
unlimited growth with limited risk, all CXS companies have a 
market cap of more than $100 million.  
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(4) The CXS Money Multiplier only selects stocks that have 
huge growth potential. Since the goal is to multiply your 
money quickly, finding an attractively valued stock with a low 
price is key. After all, it doesn't take all that much for a 
$2, $3 or $5 stock to double. A new product, multimillion-
dollar contract, medical reakthrough, new patent or even a 
solid news article is all it takes.  

(5) The CXS Money Multiplier scans for stocks with positive 
insider buying. No one knows a business better than the people 
who run it. When insiders are bullish on their own company's 
future, you better believe they're buying. This has been 
proven as one of the best-known indicators for a company's 
future growth.  

(6) The CXS Money Multiplier only selects stocks in proven 
businesses with solid sales. There's no reason to pay five or 
six times what a company makes in sales each year. That's like 
paying $5 for something that's only worth $1. So the CXS Money 
Multiplier System will only select companies with price-to-
sales ratios of 1.5 or less. (Most of them actually have a 
ratio of less than 1.) That means you are paying less per 
share than the company is worth.  

(7) The CXS Money Multiplier only selects stocks that are 
screaming bargains! The key here is knowing what the company 
would be worth if it had to close its doors and sell off 
everything. That dollar amount is known as a company's book 
value. And again -- just like you shouldn't pay five or six 
times more than a company can make in sales each year -- you 
don't want to pay five or six times a company's book value. 
The CXS System screens out the overpriced stocks from the true 
bargains and only selects stocks with a price-to-book ratio 
less than 1.5.  

(8) The CXS Money Multiplier only selects stocks well under 
market averages. How can you expect to grow your money safely 
and predictably if the company you are investing in doesn't 
make a dime in real profits? The CXS System only selects 
stocks with a P/E ratio of 25 or less. They are making money, 
and they are trading for a multiple less than the average 
company on the S&P 500. This is how you get growth and value 
all wrapped into one.  

(9) The CXS Money Multiplier only selects stocks that are 
growing like weeds. Too many of the "story" stocks that 
investors lose money on sound great, but if you look closely, 
they aren't doing anything. You can't expect to grow your 
money if you invest in a company that isn't growing itself. 
That's why the CXS System is set up to select companies that 
have increased sales in the most recent quarter versus the 
prior quarter.  

(10) The CXS Money Multiplier system only selects stocks that 
are making more and more money. When a company's net income 
rises -- there's a good chance its stock price will too. The 
CXS System scans for companies that have grown their net 
incomes from the most recent quarter. If you have rising sales 
and rising net income, you've got a sure winner.  
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70% in Just 3 Months and 4 Days...  

When my CXS Money Multiplier System identified Durban 
Roodepoort Deep Ltd., it was a strong, well-
established company with productive gold mines in 
both South Africa and Australia and was about as 
stable as you'd find in the industry. And I was 
taking advantage of two factors when it racked up 
some tidy profits for my readers.  

First of all, gold was making a strong run. Second, 
the South African currency was weak, and we took 
advantage of it. The currency had fallen 37% against 
the U.S. dollar -- but the profits of Durban Deep are 
paid in dollars.  

It paid my readers who got in with a 70% profit in 
just over three months. A thousand dollars turned 
into over $1,700. Turning profits at that rate would 
turn $1,000 into over $3,800 in one year!  

And this next one would do it even faster!  

54% in Just 23 Days!  

This one was a real daisy.  

CIENA Corporation makes multiplexing systems that add 
capacity to long-distance fiber-optics 
telecommunications lines. Its main customers are 
Sprint and Qwest. When I recommended CIENA to my 
readers, it was trading for just $3.11 -- even though 
it was a billion-dollar company!  

It was way, way down from its high, and the slightest 
bump in price was going to give us juicy profits. 
Sure enough, in less than a month it was up 54%. I 
said, "Sell!" -- and readers who took my advice made 
some fast, fast money.  

Making 54% in less than a month is a phenomenal rate 
of profit. At that rate, you'd turn $1,000 into a 

At each step of this process, stocks are given a numerical 
score. And it's only when they've scored 8 or more out of a 
possible 10 that James will pass the recommendation along to 
you. This powerful system has been picking winning 
recommendations over 80% of the time in 2003. That's a 
phenomenal track record and one that will assure you the best 
chances of success on your road to wealth. 
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million in just a couple of years!  

I hope you're starting to see what I'm saying. 
Profits like these will add up to big, big money for 
you very fast. In no time at all, you'll be investing 
right alongside the big boys.  

But these aren't even all of our recent winners. Here 
are just a few more the CXS Money Multiplier System 
identified:  

l We posted 52% in less than five months with 
Microtek Medical Holdings. At that rate you'd 
more than double your money every year. Starting 
with $1,000, you'd be a millionaire in 10 years!  

l 51% in just less than two months with Cray Inc. 
At that rate of profit, you could have turned a 
modest $1,000 investment into over $4,000 in less 
than one year...  

l 44% in two months and 20 days with E-LOAN Inc. A 
$1,000 investment turned into $1,440...   

l 31% in just one month and 16 days with Emerson 
Radio Corporation...   

l 26% in one month and 18 days with eUniverse...   
l 19% profit in just one month and 13 days with 
barnesandnoble.com...   

l 19% in just 15 days with XM Satellite Radio 
Holdings Inc...   

l And 73% in less than five months with Select 
Comfort...  

But you need a system like my CXS System to identify 
these stocks for you. Because they're not the popular 
stocks you hear about.  

These are little-known stocks that are only found by 
applying a very scientific system to the thousands of 
stocks out there to come up with the best candidates 
for fast growth.  

Once Everyone Knows About Them, the 
Money's Already Been Made  

The time to own Microsoft stock was in late 1986 -- 
when it was trading for only 33 cents...NOT NOW.  

But guess what? No one knew what Microsoft was back 
in 1986 or 1987. It wasn't making headlines in The 
Wall Street Journal then. It was just a small-cap 
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penny stock.  

Microsoft made early investors rich millions of times 
over. And there are hundreds of companies on the 
market today, trading for a few dollars or less, that 
will act just like Microsoft did in 1987. Some have 
world-changing applications that can make you rich 
thousands of times over. And some are highfliers from 
yesteryear that once traded for $130 a share and are 
now selling for less than 50 cents.  

Now, you might never find a Microsoft to invest in. 
You might, but you might not. Does it matter?  

Absolutely not.  

Because you absolutely can find plenty of 
fundamentally sound penny stocks that will double or 
triple in the coming months. Do this over and over 
and you'll still make a fortune.  

Finding these stocks -- or even ones that go up a 
fraction of these but do it very fast -- is the first 
thing you need to know to build a fortune.  

But the good news is you don't have to wait 30, 40, 
50 or even 70 years to get wealthy.  

You see, today we have the most liquid markets there 
have ever been in the world. With today's electronic 
markets you get a speed that's never been available 
before to investors. You can buy a stock and sell it 
a few hours later and buy another one. You could do 
this with three or four stocks in one day if you 
wanted to.  

When you combine the power of this electronic money 
machine with a system for picking the best stocks, 
and you take fast, consistent profits and reinvest 
them over and over again, you've got the greatest 
source of building wealth ever known.  

That's why I put all these secrets together and 
developed my own system for finding big winners and 
rapidly building wealth.  

The CXS Money Multiplier System  

And I'm going to keep saying this until I'm blue in 
the face -- this is the only way to make big money 
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fast. And it's the only way the little guy has a 
chance of getting the kinds of returns the fat cats 
get year in and year out.  

And the greatest beauty of it is that you can start 
with very little money. Before long, it turns into 
real money. And then you're in the rich man's game.  

So my system is based on finding very fast, very 
consistent profits. That way your money builds 
faster, and the magic power of compounding works 
faster and faster. And with fast profits you can 
accumulate real wealth at a startling pace!  

The real secret to all this is picking the stocks 
that have the greatest potential for skyrocketing. 
These are the smaller stocks, and my mission is to 
find these "rocket ride" small stocks before they 
become big news. Once again -- this is the only way 
to make big money fast. And it's the only way the 
little guy has a chance of getting the kinds of 
returns the fat cats get year in and year out.  

My CXS Money Multiplier System Is 
Sure to Make You Scads of Money  

The secret to my system is the 10-step process I call 
the CXS Money Multiplier System. It's a system that 
scans thousands of stocks and whittles them down, 
step by step, until we have only the best.  

For one thing, my system selects only stocks that are 
traded on major exchanges, so you don't get caught 
with some little, almost-impossible-to-sell company. 
And my system only selects stocks that have good 
trading volumes -- again, so you can get in and out 
easily.  

Each step of the way these stocks pass through a 
scientific screening system. And by the time the 
stocks have gone through my system, they're narrowed 
down to the stocks that have the highest growth 
potential in the shortest period of time.  

In fact, at each stage of my system the stocks are 
given a fractional number if they pass the step. At 
the end of the system, only stocks that have a score 
of 8 or higher out of a possible 10 make it to my 
recommendations.  
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These are the stocks that are the up-and-coming 
companies of tomorrow. Stocks that rise really fast. 
Usually, we only hold our stocks for three or four 
months -- we get in and get out, taking fast 
profits...  

If we find a Microsoft or a Dell in there, then 
that's great. We'll hang on for the whole ride. But 
the beauty of my system is that we don't sit around 
waiting for those. We know we'll make a ton of money 
if we keep making fast, consistent profits and 
reinvesting them.  

If you're interested in finding out how my system 
really works, you can send for my FREE report, The 
Code of the Rich . This report will tell you exactly 
how I've taken the oldest secret of wealth in the 
world and combined it with the modern secret of 
wealth...fast-growing penny stocks. You'll find out 
how my 10-step CXS System works, and how we use the 
miracle of compound interest to make our gains grow 
10 times faster than average investments. Together, 
they make the greatest source of building wealth ever 
known.  

Now is the time to take action. So far this year, I'm 
up over 29%. And in the last three months, I'm up 
60%. Plus, as of right now I'm up another 25% on my 
open positions...and those babies are still rising!  

This is money you can make quickly and easily.  

You see, I've figured out how to make money...safely. 
I know how to find winners -- I do it all the time. 
And I KNOW how to limit your risk in the penny stock 
market.  

The way I do it is with my CXS System -- which I 
invented. And it works. My biggest loser this year 
fell 28%. But my biggest winner rose 233%. There's 
almost a 10-fold difference between the two, and that 
should show you once and for all that I know what's 
going on.  

We can't promise you every recommendation will be a 
winner though. As in life, nothing is guaranteed.  

But the old cliché that penny stocks are extremely 
volatile is simply FALSE. If you follow my system, 
you'll find that you can make fast profits over and 
over again, while limiting your losses.  
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So, if you want to make money -- serious money -- 
you'll have to act now! I'm making these 
recommendations every month, and you don't want to 
miss out on the next one that could triple your 
money.  

So why not join us and see for yourself?  

You're Invited to Join Us at Penny 
Stock Fortunes for Less Than 14 
Cents a Day And Receive 5 FREE 
BONUSES  
 
When you join my inner 
circle of CXS Penny 
Stock Fortunes 
subscribers, you'll 
learn in issue after 
issue and e-mail after 
e-mail exactly what 
we're recommending, why 
we're recommending it -- 
and when to take what 
action to get wealthy. 
It can't get any simpler 
than that. You see, we 
do our homework -- so 
you can avoid the 
guesswork.  

In fact, we make sure 
you don't have to do any 
work at all.  

Once you've signed up, 
every month you'll 
receive your new Penny 
Stock Fortunes issue in 
the mail, highlighting 
your new CXS Money 
Multiplier pick.  

Feel free to read over 
the issue, analyzing the 
new recommendation, looking at the charts, graphs, 
etc...  

But since it's so crucial you act quickly on these 
new CXS recommendations, we'll also offer delivery of 

My Unheard-of Guarantee to 
You  

I'm going to stick my neck out 
and make a guarantee I have 
never seen anyone else make. If 
you don't double your money at 
least one time in six months 
using the CXS Money Multiplier 
System, you'll get a full 
refund.   

It's a bold guarantee, but one 
I'm quite comfortable making. 
However, you need to act 
immediately. This could be a 
critical time for you to make 
huge gains really fast. We may 
never see such a perfect time to 
invest for another 10 years.  

Sign up right now for Penny 
Stock Fortunes . If you don't 
double your money at least once 
in the course of six months, 
every penny you paid will be 
credited back to you with no 
questions asked. I'm willing to 
make this "double your money in 
six months or it's free" offer 
because I'm so confident that 
you'll quickly see just how much 
money you can make using this 
system. Even if you start with 
just $200. 
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your newsletter via e-mail. This is the easiest way 
to alert you to the newest investment picks.  

And, every week, we'll send you our weekly e-mail 
alert service. This makes sure that you're completely 
up to date on all our "rocket-ride" stock 
recommendations.  

Surprisingly Easy to Follow...  

The entire process simply requires you to read the 
newsletter once each month (either via electronic 
mail or regular mail) and invest in the latest CXS 
recommendation.  

It's as simple as that. Plus, in addition to our CXS 
monthly letter and e-mail alerts, you'll also have 
access to our CXS Web site: a library of stock 
information at your fingertips. You can read through 
past issues, check out recent e-mail alerts, view our 
up to date portfolio and browse your three FREE bonus 
reports.  

And you'll have access to our CXS telephone hotline. 
Each Friday (after the market closes), my staff and I 
prepare and record a week-in-review update. If you 
travel or are on the go, you can call this number 
once a week to get the skinny on all your CXS small-
cap investments.  

Come aboard now, in response to this one-time-only 
introductory opportunity, and we will give you the 
next 24 months of Penny Stock Fortunes -- that's two 
full years -- for the already low price of just $99. 
This works out to less than 14 cents a day... and a 
full 50% off the regular subscription rate!  

Plus, you'll receive The Daily Reckoning, one of the 
most widely read e-newsletters in the world. Written 
by financial publisher Bill Bonner and featuring a 
cast of world-savvy contrarian analysts, you'll get a 
complete view of the world markets every day. It's 
practical market commentary and powerful, profitable 
investment insight you can use in all of your 
investment decisions -- and we'll send it straight to 
your inbox at absolutely no cost.  

We'll Rush You These 5 FREE Bonuses 
-- Worth a Total of $615!  
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Just as soon as you join up we'll rush you these FREE 
bonuses:  

FREE BONUS REPORT #1: My Single Favorite CXS Penny 
Stock : This report profiles the #1 rated CXS company 
on the entire market. No other stock scored as high 
as this company. It's quite possibly one of the best 
investments you'll ever make, and your copy of this 
special report revealing the name of this stock will 
be sent to you as soon as we receive your order. This 
stock could easily rise 10 times or more and be a 
core building block in your portfolio. VALUE: $79  

FREE BONUS REPORT #2: American Blue Chip Stocks 
EXPOSED : Is your portfolio safe? After reading this 
report, odds are the answer is no. Find out how the 
most widely held stocks on Wall Street, like eBay, 
Microsoft and Cisco scored using my proprietary CXS 
Money Multiplier System. I guarantee you will be 
amazed by what you find. VALUE: $79  

FREE BONUS REPORT #3: The Secret Code of the Rich : 
What we've done is take the oldest secret of wealth 
in the world and combined it with the modern secret 
of wealth...fast-growing penny stocks. This report 
will tell you exactly how my CXS System works, and 
how we use the miracle of compound interest to make 
our gains grow 10 times faster than average 
investments. Together, they make the greatest source 
of building wealth ever known. VALUE: $79  

FREE BONUS REPORT #4: Overnight Riches: Four 
Scientifically Selected One-Day Wonders : This report 
will give you an instant portfolio of stocks that 
have the potential to double or triple your wealth in 
the next six months. These are all stocks that have 
scored 8 or higher out of 10 in the CXS Money 
Multiplier System. VALUE: $79  

FREE BONUS #5: OUR WEEKLY E-MAIL ALERT SERVICE: This 
is your guarantee that you won't miss a single 
recommendation. Your Alerts bring you the latest 
updates on current stock selections, up-to-the-minute 
recommendations of emerging stocks, the latest and 
best stocks that return enormous gains -- anything 
you need to know to quickly act on and make money 
immediately. My current Penny Stock Fortunes readers 
have already made 233% profits in just two months and 
one day with SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc...85% profits 
in less than six months with Pan American 
Silver...70% profits in just three months and four 
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days with Durban Roodepoort Deep Ltd...and 65% 
profits in just under two months with drugstore.com. 
VALUE: $299!  

If you prefer, join us for one year and receive 12 
issues and three bonuses for only $59. That comes out 
to just over 16 cents a day. I know you will agree 
that's an incredible offer -- especially when you 
consider that it's just a small fraction of what you 
could soon make back on your very first Money 
Multiplier trade.  

If You're Still in Doubt, Let Me 
Put Your Mind at Ease...  

I understand if you have doubts or you're skeptical. 
But just let me point out a few items that may be 
important to you:  

ITEM #1: It's good to be skeptical. In fact, I 
encourage it. Anyone who doesn't want to be separated 
from his money needs to be skeptical in this world. 
So here's what I suggest you do: Paper trade my 
system for a few weeks and see what happens. If you 
don't like what you see, you'll get a full refund and 

These Average People Are Making Big Profits With 
the CXS Money Multiplier  

"Thank you for all the recommendations and investment advice. 
I am a new CXS Penny Stock Fortunes subscriber... with your 
help, maybe this old boy can restore some lost luster to our 
portfolio! Thanks again."   - H.H.  

"Thank you so much for your Penny Stock Fortunes newsletter, 
e-mail alerts and...your talent. I have some good solid gains. 
Thanks again." - J.R.  

"I am really enjoying your Penny Stock Fortunes site, and am 
very happy that I signed up." - M.P.  

"As a subscriber for over a year, I've been impressed by the 
results of the system and have reaped many rewards. (DSCM, 
SIRI and BNBN were recent trades I capitalized on). Your 
system has helped steer me in the right direction and prepare 
the foundation for a profitable future." - T.K.   

"[I] bought CDE on your recommendation. Today, 9/4/03, [I] 
sold half my shares...To date, I'm up 133%. The other half is 
still riding. Great call. Don't know which crystal ball you 
are using, but if you need more polish I'll send you a can. 
Keep the calls coming. Thanks." - C.L. 
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not owe a penny more. Only invest your money when 
you're 100% satisfied that my system works.  

ITEM #2: You don't need a lot of money to get 
started. The great thing about penny stocks is that 
you can get started for as little as $200. They have 
huge potential, and just a few winners will start you 
on the path to serious investing. In a couple of 
years you could very well be among the ranks of 
"heavy hitter" investors.  

ITEM #3: It's easy. We'll tell you what to buy -- and 
even more importantly -- when to SELL. I'm a great 
believer in taking profits when you have them. We 
never "let them ride" like others. I want you to put 
your profits in the BANK, where they belong.  

ITEM #4: It's possible to make more money than you 
ever dreamed of. Deeply undervalued, safe, solid 
companies are numerous. A few have the potential to 
be the Microsofts and Dells of tomorrow. But even if 
you don't bag one of them, a diet of steady, large 
profits will take you where you want to go. 
Guaranteed.  

Penny Stock Fortunes specializes in finding stocks 
that generally trade between $1 and $10 that have 
extraordinary, untapped potential to soar into triple 
digits. We've done this time and again. And it's 
success like this that has given us our hard-earned 
reputation.  

As you can see, our scientific CXS Money Multiplier 
System is one of the most potent moneymaking 
strategies in America today. And since the 
profitability of these stocks is so high, you don't 
need a lot of money to make a lot of money. You start 
off with a small amount, it could even be as little 
as $200 per stock, and you can use this to build up 
stupendous gains.   

And what many investors do is this: Once they have a 
gain, they take out their initial investment. This 
way, the money you invest then becomes the profits 
you've earned -- so your risk is substantially 
lowered.   

Now, can I promise you yachts, mansions and vast 
fortunes?  

Of course not! And you'd know I was a liar if I did.  
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But what I can promise you is that this is the 
fastest, safest way I know to make a lot of money. 
It's the path that some of the richest people in the 
world have taken.   

Never mind real estate schemes, multilevel marketing 
and all that jazz. It may work for a few, but you'll 
seldom see the richest people in the world making 
their money with such schemes.  

No, stocks are the way many of the richest people in 
the world made their fortunes. And penny stocks are 
the fastest-moving, biggest potential stocks there 
are.   

Hands down.   

So what I can promise you -- absolutely realistically 
-- is this:  

If You Don't Double Your Money at 
Least One Time in Six Months Using 
the CXS Money Multiplier System, 
You'll Get a Full Refund    

This is a bold guarantee, and I'd like to see someone 
else make it. But it's one I'm quite comfortable 
making.  

So let's get down to brass tacks. Sign up right now 
for Penny Stock Fortunes and get your first issue. 
Read it over. Check out the CXS recommended stock. 
Track its performance. Heck, maybe even invest in 
it...  

Point is, check out my system and recommendations 
completely. Make sure they're everything you want.   

If you don't double your money at least once in the 
course of six months, every penny you paid will be 
credited back to you. All you have to do is say the 
word. I'm willing to make this "double your money in 
six months or it's free" offer because I'm so 
confident that you'll quickly see just how much money 
you can make using this system. Even if you start 
with just $200.  

This is a very unusual deal. But I'm offering you 
this special arrangement today because I don't want a 
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few dollars to come between you and the wonderful 
opportunity that the CXS Money Multiplier has to 
offer.  

If you want the CXS Money Multiplier working for you, 
I urge you to make your decision quickly. Given the 
wonderful success our CXS Money Multiplier has been 
enjoying, I suspect that interest in this opportunity 
will be enormous.  

Please don't risk losing your chance to get in on the 
action.  

Here's What You Need to Do 
Immediately...    

Right now, we are accepting new subscribers on a 
first-come, first-served basis. If you're ready to 
get started, fill out the online order form. Then, 
follow the service. If you decide within six months 
that the CXS Money Multiplier is not for you, we'll 
be happy to surrender your spot to someone else -- 
and give you a full refund.   

We're going out of our way to make the CXS service 
available to you at a super-attractive price...very 
conveniently...and virtually risk-free. I hope you'll 
see that and take us up on the offer.    

The one thing I can do is urge you to act quickly. 
Waiting one day longer could be the difference 
between being "in" on the next CXS play or missing 
out altogether.  

Make a modest, intelligent investment on your future 
wealth. Throw $1 a day in a cookie jar...follow my 
scientific stock-picking system...and before you know 
it you'll have more money than you ever dreamed of.  

Subscribe to Penny Stock Fortunes , powered by its 
red-hot CXS Money Multiplier System, today!  

Sincerely,  

  

James Boric  
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Editor, Penny Stock Fortunes  
Creator, CXS Money Multiplier System  

P.S. As soon as you subscribe to Penny Stock 
Fortunes, I'll immediately rush you a copy of my 
newest special report titled Overnight Riches: Four 
Scientifically Selected One-Day Wonders . This way 
you'll instantly have a powerful portfolio of high-
potential penny stocks just waiting for you to invest 
in. These are all stocks that have scored 8 or higher 
out of 10 in the CXS Money Multiplier System, and 
this report will be sent to you as soon as we receive 
your order. Please don't wait. Subscribe today, and 
become a better, more profitable CXS investor for 
life!  

Get up to 5 FREE Bonuses Worth 
$615!!  

 These FREE Bonuses Come With Your 
Guaranteed Trial Subscription to 

Penny Stock Fortunes !  

FREE BONUS REPORT #1: My Single Favorite CXS Penny 
Stock  

This report profiles the #1 rated CXS company on the 
entire market. No other stock scored as high as this 
company. It's quite possibly one of the best 
investments you'll ever make, and your copy of this 
special report revealing the name of this stock will 
be sent to you the day after we receive your order. 
This stock could easily rise 10 times or more and be 
a core building block in your portfolio. VALUE: $79  

FREE BONUS REPORT #2: American Blue Chip Stocks 
EXPOSED  

Is your portfolio safe? After reading this report, 
odds are the answer is no. Find out how the 30 of the 
most widely held stocks like eBay, Microsoft and 
Cisco scored using my proprietary CXS Money 
Multiplier System. I guarantee you will be amazed by 
what you find. VALUE: $79  

FREE BONUS REPORT #3: The Secret Code of the Rich  

This report will tell you exactly how my CXS system 
works, and how we use the oldest secret of wealth in 
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the world to make our gains grow 10 times faster than 
average investments. This is the greatest source of 
wealth building ever known. VALUE: $79  

FREE BONUS REPORT #4: Overnight Riches: Four 
Scientifically Selected One-Day Wonders  

This report will give you an instant portfolio of 
stocks that have the potential to double or triple 
your wealth in the next six month -- if not more. 
These are all stocks that have scored 8 or higher out 
of 10 in the CXS Money Multiplier System. VALUE: $79  

FREE BONUS #5: OUR WEEKLY E-MAIL ALERT SERVICE  

This is your guarantee that you won't miss a single 
recommendation. Your Alerts bring you the latest 
updates on current stock selections, up-to-the-minute 
recommendations of emerging stocks, the latest and 
best One-Day Wonders that return enormous gains in 72 
hours or less -- anything you need to know to quickly 
act on and make money immediately. My current Penny 
Stock Fortunes' readers have already seen 233% 
profits in just two months and one day with SIRIUS 
Satellite Radio Inc...85% profits in just less than 
six months with Pan American Silver...70% profits in 
just three months and four days with Durban 
Roodepoort Deep...and 65% profits in just under two 
months with drugstore.com. VALUE: $299!  

PLUS! When you subscribe to Penny Stock Fortunes, you 
will also receive 24-hour access to the Penny Stock 
Fortunes telephone hotline and the PSF Web site. 
There you can browse our recent recommendations at 
your convenience. Additionally, you'll receive The 
Daily Reckoning. Edited by Bill Bonner and featuring 
a cast of world-savvy contrarian analysts, you'll 
find this daily e-letter is full of practical market 
commentary and powerful and profitable investment 
insights. Irreverent, sharp and honest -- it is 
possibly the most stimulating e-mail newsletter 
you'll ever read. You'll be automatically enrolled in 
this complete offer when you subscribe to Penny Stock 
Fortunes.  
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Meet "Doctor Dollar" Himself: Kurt 
Richebächer  
There are few people I consider worth listening to when it 
comes to money, markets and macroeconomics. Of course, as 
a publisher, I read stacks of analysts and commentators every 
day. I have to in order to stay on top of the conventional 
wisdom in the investment world - so I'll know what to refute 
and disprove (in most cases)...  
 
But when Dr. Kurt 
Richebächer (pronounced 
ree-sha-bay-sher) talks, I 
listen. It's not just me, either. 
Everybody I know who's in 
the know listens to him - it's 
like an E.F. Hutton 
commercial whenever he 
speaks. And well it should be. 
The man is uncanny at 
predicting what's going to 
happen with the dollar, 
stocks, consumer spending 
and credit trends, the global economy, the housing market, 
taxes and more. Here are just a few brief examples of what I'm 
talking about:  

l 1996-97 - Dr. Richebächer repeatedly warned of an 
impending Asian currency crisis. Like clockwork, July 
1997 brought a cataclysmic across-the-board drop in the 
yen, the yuan, you name it. Those who listened to him - 
and made the right plays at the right time - were able to 
profit hugely 

l July 1998 - Dr. Richebächer's research exposed a 
serious debt problem for Brazil, and he predicted a 
plummeting real (Brazil's currency). As though on cue, 
the real crashed in early 1999. Holders of Brazilian 
stocks got burned. Those who paid attention to a real (no 
pun intended) economist didn't 

l January 2000 - At the height of the tech boom, Dr. 
Richebächer warned investors about Internet stocks. 
"Next Christmas," he envisioned, "very many of them will 
not be around." Sure enough, two months later, the tech 
bubble popped, and it was a sad yuletide indeed for 
many a dot-com startup. Times were merry, though, for 
those who listened and cashed out in time. 

In addition to these, Dr. Richebächer predicted in print the 
decline of the dollar in the 1970s (as well as the free fall that's 

"I enjoy your letter very 
much. I feel like I'm going to 
school on economics every 

time I read it...Your letter 
goes into such detail and 
depth about what is really 
happening in the United 

States. I am just adjusting 
my investments 

accordingly."  

-Glenn J., Tempe 
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happening now), the deficit consequences of supply-side 
Reaganomics in the 1980s, the U.S. recession of the early 
1990s, the credit bubble of the late '90s - he even called the 
current trend of stagflation in June 2004, before all the pundits 
jumped on the bandwagon.   

These kinds of predictions aren't "educated guesses," either. 
Even at 87 years old (he's still sharp as a tack, believe me), 
this Nostradamus of economics does all of his own research. 
He's not simply surfing the Internet every day, plucking little 
bites and snippets of other people's analysis to put his own 
spin on, as so many of today's analysts do...  

Like I said before, he pores through the actual numbers every 
month, sifting through them, making sense of them, holding 
them up to the scrutiny of his 60-plus years of education and 
experience, viewing them through the lens of hundreds of 
years of economic history, spotting trends and extrapolating 
laser-accurate predictions. No one else out there does it his 
way any more - and after he's gone, no one else will.  

He's truly the last of a dying breed. And every month, his 
wisdom is preserved for the ages in a publication called The 
Richebächer Letter. In just a minute, I want to show you how 
you can sign up for it yourself, risk free, plus get your three 
FREE special reports - starting with Lies, Damned Lies and 
Statistics: How the Fed Is Leading Us to Financial Ruin.     

But right now, I want to tell you why the impending economic 
woes of the United States will soon become the woes of the 
world. Keep reading...  

Last of the Classical Economists  
     Born in 1918 as the second of four children to a German foundry 
worker in the idyllic Lower Rhineland, young Kurt Richebächer was, by his 
own admission, "famous for my laziness" as a teenage student. Fearing 
for his son's prospects, the elder Richebächer enlisted the aid of the 
church to send his son to Britain to learn the English language, a 
marketable skill. There, after years spent devouring three newspapers a 
day to become fluent, the young Kurt discovered the first of his dual 
passions: the press.  

     After a brief stint in the prewar German army, the young Richebächer 
parlayed his skills in English and his largely British education into a ticket 
to college in Berlin. There, he discovered his second passion, economics. 
By 1943, he'd graduated with honors, and soon after World War II, he 
obtained a doctorate in economics. In 1947, Richebächer once again 
made a brilliant play with his own skills: He was hired as a journalist for a 
newspaper serving the business community. His career as a financial 
writer began.  

     From this small newspaper, his reputation grew as both a writer and an 
economic thinker, and soon he was wooed by a higher-profile German 
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For better or worse, America leads the 
world. And in this case - and for the 
foreseeable future - it's for the worse... 
"The main [economic] problems in the world are all in 
America...What has happened in America in the last few 
years is the most irresponsible policies that have ever 
happened in history." -Kurt Richebächer  

Earlier, I showed you how just about everything the Fed does 
(including its reporting) is a short-term "Band-Aid on a bullet 
wound" designed to bolster consumer confidence and 
spending to keep the so-called "recovery" rolling. But what 
might not be so clear is how the collapse of the American 
economy would lead the world's economy to ruin...  

For lack of a better analogy: When a dog dies, so do its ticks.  

In the last decade or more, the United States has transitioned 
from a major producer nation - with strong manufacturing, 
technology, hard goods and production sectors - to a 
lopsidedly consumer one. This is a "first" in American history. 
The result is a ballooning U.S. trade deficit of more than $600 
billion a year and climbing. Every dollar of this imbalance is a 
dollar in profits lost for American business. That's Economics 
101...  

But it alarms few of the mainstream analysts. Most chalk up 
this transition to the natural progression of globalization under 
a free market: Those nations that can produce things less 

paper to write critical commentary about the government and fiscal policy. 
After becoming the best-known economic commentator in Germany, 
Richebächer moved to London in 1957 to learn and write about British 
economic policy, credit theory and other fiscal concepts.  

     Then, in yet another hyper-profitable play on his own unique 
commodity, Kurt applied for an opening as chief economist at a German 
bank, a post his education and economic writing abroad made him 
uniquely qualified for. From here, he became chief economist of the 
German Banking Association and then accepted what would be his 
defining position: chief economist for the prestigious Dresdner Bank. 
Here, The Richebächer Letter was born - first as a publication of the 
bank, and then as its own entity, once it became too incendiary in the 
eyes of the German central bank.  

      When he left Dresdner Bank, in 1982, after 18 years there, he took 
only two things with him: his pension and The Richebächer Letter. His 
readers include some of the top financial minds in the world - including 
some within the Federal Reserve (though they're obviously not listening to 
him enough, as the sorry state of our economy attests). In perhaps the 
most sincere compliment ever paid to an economist, Ronald Reagan's 
former Fed chairman, Paul Volcker, said: "Sometimes I think that the job 
of central bankers is to prove Kurt Richebächer wrong."  
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expensively - whether by cheaper labor, greater access to raw 
materials, lax environmental regulations or some other reason 
- become the producers for the world (e.g. China, with whom 
we incur a $1-million-per-minute trade deficit), and those 
nations with the wherewithal become the consumers. They 
even credit the massive trade deficit as evidence of the U.S. 
economy's strength: Their view is that if we can afford to 
import all of this stuff, we must be doing OK, right?  

Wrong. When, soon, all the orgiastic buying stops in the 
world's only hegemonic consumer nation (the United States), 
these producer nations will face crashes in their 
manufacturing, productivity, capital investment and stock 
markets - that's how we're leading the world to financial ruin. 
And this "day the music died" for consumption is coming soon. 
Remember, right now American consumers are:  

l Almost bereft of savings  
l In credit debt up to their eyeballs   
l In a salary slump that's not even beating inflation  
l Mortgaged to a greater degree than ever before in 

history on houses that are grossly overvalued.  

As if this isn't bad enough, the dollar's value is plummeting 
further every quarter, causing what little buying power the U.S. 
consumer base has left to evaporate fast. That means both the 
consumer and producer nations will suffer.  

Quite the train wreck, huh? And the really scary part is this: 
Even if Greenspan and his flunkies wise up tomorrow and 
begin implementing a long-term plan to restore America to its 
former stature as a technological and manufacturing giant with 
a healthy balance between imports and exports, it simply 
would not be possible - the United States' recent largesse has 
bred such formidable overseas producers that we could never 
again compete in the global economy. We're now forever 
consumers...  

Yep, it's bad. Of course, Dr. Richebächer saw it coming, and 
he wrote about it all in The Richebächer Letter. In the past, 
sharp-minded readers of his wisdom have extrapolated from 
his analysis to see gains of 46%, 96%, 292% - even 425% in 
less than two months.      

There's a lot more he sees coming, too - things the 
mainstream "analysts" won't be talking about until most 
American investors have already lost everything. And if you 
don't have your money in the right places - or just as 
important, out of the wrong places - you could find yourself 
starting from scratch...  

Instead, you could be rolling with the punches and rolling in the 
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dough!  

That's why I'm offering you another pair of FREE special 
reports that can help you see - and understand - the warning 
signs of the coming global economic storm in time to protect 
yourself, and even profit aggressively during it. They are:  

FREE SPECIAL REPORT #2: Prognosis: Disaster - 
The Austrian Case Against the American Economy  

Many of the few remaining classical economists consider the 
time-proven "Austrian" school of economic thought to be the 
only truly sound fiscal theory in existence. Its principles are 
remarkably simple (you'll agree after you read this report), yet 
somehow, they elude today's credit-crazed mainstream 
analysts. Dr. Kurt Richebächer is one of the most well-versed 
practitioners of this school of thought...     

In the informative, Q&A interview in Prognosis: Disaster, 
you'll not only discover, straight from Dr. Richebächer himself, 
all the ways America's leading the world to fiscal ruin, but also 
eight specific recommendations that can help protect you 
- and even help you profit wildly - from the coming global 
recession.  

FREE SPECIAL REPORT #3: Doomsday for the 
Dollar: Why the Dollar Will Crash and How You Can 
Profit  

Everyone knows the dollar is in decline, but few truly know 
why. Many of the modern theories about the dollar's collapse 
are misguided - and point us toward monetary policies that will 
ultimately dig our beleaguered currency even further into a pit 
of inequity with other currencies worldwide. But there's one 
major reason for this decline, and it's one that hardly anyone in 
the mainstream's talking about, much less doing anything 
about...  

In Doomsday for the Dollar, you'll discover in detail what this 
"X factor" is, why it exists, how it's getting worse - plus the two 
radical things the United States could do to stop the bleeding, 
if only Alan Greenspan and company would wake up and smell 
the bacon. Plus, you'll gain valuable insights that could help 
you hedge against the Mayday death spiral our dollar will likely 
stay in for the foreseeable future.  

All you need to do to get all three FREE special reports - and 
all the real, unbiased information you'll need to profit during the 
coming global economic storm - is to sign up now, risk free, to 
The Richebächer Letter.  
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But don't just take my work for it - consider what some other 
experts have to say about the world's greatest living 
economist...  

The proof is in the "put"-ing: Dr. 
Richebächer's reputation as the 
"prophet of profits"  
"Something has happened to the integrity - and to the 
drive to know, to discuss - in the world...Today, serious 
economic analysis is almost absent. Everybody likes to be 
with the consensus, and that has diminished the 
discussion." -Kurt Richebächer  

Among true economic truth-seekers, whether they're in the 
Federal Reserve, in the posh offices of investment firms, in the 
trade journals or in his savvy readers' living rooms, Dr. 
Richebächer is considered a one-of-a-kind authority on the real 
state of the U.S. and global economies.  

And I ought to know - I'm not only a contemporary of his, but as 
his publisher, I'm the one who receives his "fan mail" and sees 
his clippings in the press. I'm also the one who, year after year, 
marvels at the 80% rate of renewal on subscriptions to The 
Richebächer Letter. Trust me, in the publishing business, this 
is an astoundingly high percentage of reader devotion...  

But I digress. I was talking about Dr. Richebächer's reputation 
among cutting-edge economic thinkers. Along those lines, I 
offer these quotes:  

"Sometimes I think that the job of central bankers is to 
prove Kurt Richebächer wrong." -Paul Volcker, former Fed 
chief under Ronald Reagan     

"In the great tradition of classical economics, Dr. 
Richebacher's thoughtful analysis stands head and 
shoulders over any other living economist on the planet." -
James Cook, president of Investment Rarities Inc.  

"Kurt Richebächer is an extraordinary thinker who can 
draw from years of experience with past cycles to clearly 
explain the intricacies of the global economic system." -
David Tice, portfolio manager of the Prudent Bear Fund  

I can tell you these kinds of compliments are rare in the dog-
eat-dog world of financial analysis. Clearly, Dr. Richebächer 
commands the esteem of his peers, myself not the least among 
them. Even those who disagree with him (like Volcker) hold him 
in high regard.  
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But some of his highest praise comes from his readers - savvy, 
hungry-for-the-truth folks just like you who want to know what's 
really going on and are looking for answers about what to do to 
protect their money and their financial future. Consider these 
unsolicited testimonials...  

Peter M., a reader from San Francisco, raves:  

"I've been a subscriber to your newsletter since 2000, 
and let me tell you that you are full of great 
ideas...You know how to protect against slowdowns 
and crises...I've subscribed to other newsletters and 
information services, but yours is the best, by far! 
You've inspired and attracted me to the economics 
field. Thanks."  

G.S. Bullard of Albany, NY comments:  

"This is a good service, with an interesting 
discussion of the Austrian view of capital 
investment, saving, profits, and stock prices. It is 
impressive how Dr. Richebacher is able to strum that 
tune month after month and make it seem fresh and 
urgent each time."  

While Elena C. from Texas weighs in with this:  

"I like Dr. Richebacher's work very much. I have 
definitely recommended it to friends...I trust his work 
and insights more than any other economist."  

Oakland, CA's Ken M. comments:  

"I look forward to each months issue. Dr. 
Richebacher's analysis seems well thought out and I 
have come to rely heavily on what he says."  

And Tempe's Glenn J. sums it all up with this:  

"I enjoy your letter very much. I feel like I'm going to 
school on economics every time I read it...Your letter 
goes into such detail and depth about what is really 
happening in the United States. I am just adjusting 
my investments accordingly."  

These comments tell the real story of The Richebächer 
Letter. Those who put forth the effort to read, absorb and 
understand both the facts and Dr. Richebächer's analysis end 
up informed, educated and often handsomely rewarded for it. 
Here's what I mean: Readers who took past Richebächer-
based recommendations have found themselves...  
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l Up 46% in 13 months on eurodollar puts 
l Zooming to a 96% gain in 9 weeks on U.S. dollar puts 
l Doubling their money in 10 weeks on U.S. dollar 

spreads  
l Sitting on 292% profits in under 3 months, again on 

U.S. dollar puts  
l Banking 425% - more than 4 times their money - in 8 

weeks on euro calls  

In fact, the single play we recommended in 2004 based on 
insights in The Richebächer Letter ended up as a gain for 
readers who followed it. And since we started alerting Dr. 
Richebächer's readers to these kinds of plays several years 
ago, we have averaged 136% gains . But remember: Dr. 
Richebächer is a true economist - he doesn't pick stocks or 
make specific investment recommendations...  

But we'll make these periodic picks for you when it's 
appropriate - in your FREE online supplement to The 
Richebächer Letter. It's just one of the five profitable benefits 
that come with your subscription.  

So let's get down to the brass tacks. Here's how you can join 
the inner circle of the world's greatest living economist right 
now...  

What would it be worth to have the 
greatest economist on Earth as your 
personal investment counselor? Put 
another way: How much would you 
pay for an insurance policy against 
investment failure?  

Before the 1990s, classically schooled, academic economists 
were the ones we turned to for analysis about the future of 
money. They advised governments on fiscal policy and used 
their vast educations and historical perspectives to expose 
weaknesses and to sound warnings about potentially 
disastrous trends...  

They were the ones who exposed global shifts in 
manufacturing, production, technology and demand for 
commodities...  

They highlighted market and industry sea changes and, more 
important, explained why they were happening...  

People listened to them (even in government) and were better 
off for it.  
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Enter the late '90s. Once the market started roaring, classical 
economists were replaced practically overnight with a new 
breed of fiscal icon: stock shills. True to their name, these 
casino gamblers of the marketplace made headlines 
earmarking specific securities to invest in. And since the entire 
market was booming, often as not, they were correct. 
Everybody was winning, and nobody asked why or at what 
cost.  

Unheeded, the few bona fide economists left warned of credit 
bubbles, equity borrowing, rampant consumer spending, 
diminishing savings, the false "profits" of speculation, 
recessions and the like. But it all went unheard over the clamor 
of day trading, the frenzy over lower interest rates and the 
euphoria of home-equity lines...  

Why the history lesson about classical economists? Because if 
we'd listened to them, we wouldn't be in the mess we're in. 
Now, they're nearly extinct - only one remains to dispel the 
government's lies and mine its mountains of data for the truth 
underneath...  

He's the man you've just met, Dr. Kurt Richebächer, author of 
The Richebächer Letter. And if you let him (it costs 
surprisingly little), he can show you the real world of 
economics - the good, the bad and the ugly. He can help 
protect you from the disastrous investment blunders that 99% 
of American investors will make in the coming fiscal ice age. 
He can even lead you to outrageous gains of 400% or more, 
over and over again...  

Think of it this way: What's at the root of almost every bad 
investment you or anyone else has ever made?  

Bad information. A skewed perspective put forth by those who 
stand to profit... an overly rosy projection of the facts... an 
incomplete disclosure of the inherent liabilities or some other 
kind of misinformation. In other words: LIES. They grease the 
axles of the investment universe, whether you want to admit it 
or not.  

But what if you had the "X-ray vision" to see through all this 
obfuscation to the hard facts underneath, unpleasant and 
shocking as they may be? Wouldn't you be able to make 
profitable plays no one else is seeing? Wouldn't you be able to 
avoid the costly fiscal missteps everyone else will make?  

Of course you would, but because you're not a classically 
trained economist with a lifetime of experience in ferreting out 
governmental economic "spin," you can't make these profitable 
moves - or protect your money as effectively as you'd like to.  
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However, once you sign up for The Richebächer Letter, read 
your FREE trio of special reports and sign up for your FREE 
online investment advisory based on Kurt Richebächer's 
analysis (remember, not a single losing pick in 2004!), you'll be 
acting on the wisdom of the one man who can even the odds 
for you - or even tilt them in your favor...  

So how much does the privilege of having the world's greatest 
economist as your own personal investment analyst cost? A 
fraction of what I'd have to pay you to even read the thousands 
of pages of data and figures the Fed releases every month...     

What's the price of this "insurance policy" against investment 
failure? Less than the annual insurance premium for the 
average motorcycle...  

How much is the fee for regular, specific recommendations for 
investment plays that average 136% gains and can yield as 
much as 425% in just weeks? Considering the one-of-a-kind 
nature of the information in The Richebächer Letter, you'd 
think it would cost $10,000 a year - and it would be a bargain 
at that price!  

However, neither Dr. Richebächer nor I want this service to be 
the exclusive province of the rich - we want anyone who's 
willing to see how far the Fed's rabbit hole of deception goes 
and who's capable of understanding the ways these facts can 
translate into profit to be able to subscribe to The 
Richebächer Letter ...  

That's why we've made it so affordable: Only $497 a year for 
our regular subscribers. However, since you'll be a NEW 
subscriber, we're offering it to you for even less. Keep 
reading...  

But only if you've truly got the stomach for the truth.  

The Richebächer Letter isn't for 
everyone. It's only for those who can 
handle the real economic truth - and 
understand how to play it for the few 
profit opportunities we'll soon have 
left to us  
"From a fundamental perspective, the [economy] in the 
United States during the last five, six, seven years is the 
most devastating in American history. Worse than in the 
'70s. Worse than in the '20s!" -Kurt Richebächer  
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Remember that famous movie quote from Jack Nicholson in A 
Few Good Men? It's from testimony in a criminal trial about the 
secret, too-disturbing-for-prime-time realities of the U.S. 
military presence in Cuba, and it goes like this: "You want the 
truth? You can't handle the truth!"  

 
Unfortunately, this about sums up 
most American investors. They 
simply could not cope with the 
brutal truth of how precarious their 
debt-ridden lives really are. They 
don't even want to know about it. 
They just want to keeping on 
buying failure-bound stocks and 
mutual funds, extracting the equity 
in their homes because they've 
been brainwashed into believing 

they'll always go up in value, and living beyond their means by 
borrowing against a tomorrow the flag-waving Fed tells them 
will be rosy...  

But this isn't how it really is, and these poor unfortunate 
lemmings are headed for a financial cliff. You don't have to be 
one of them if you choose not to be. The reality may not be 
easy for you to swallow - especially once you learn how 
worthless your dollars could become and just how close the 
United States is to forever losing its status as an economic 
superpower...  

However, opportunities to survive and even prosper during this 
free fall do exist if you know the truth and have the expertise 
to recognize what to do and the courage to act on that 
knowledge.  

The Richebächer Letter can give you these three things - it's 
the only single source I know of that can. And since you'll be a 
new addition to this unique fold, I want it to be as easy and 
affordable for you as possible. That's why I'm offering you a 
one-time-only, risk-free two-year subscription rate of just 
$347 per year! For this paltry price, you'll get:  

l All of Dr. Kurt Richebächer's pointed, unbiased analysis 
of the REAL U.S. and world economies every month in 
The Richebächer Lett er 

l Your 3 FREE special reports: Lies, Damned Lies and 
Statistics... Prognosis: Disaster...and Doomsday for 
the Dollar - plus all the specific recommendations for 
profit and wealth protection therein  

l Periodic online dispatches giving you precise investment 
recommendations based on Dr. Richebächer's one-of-a-

"I look forward to each 
months issue. Dr. 

Richebacher's analysis 
seems well thought 

out and I have come to 
rely heavily on what he 

says."  

-Ken M., Oakland, CA 
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kind wisdom and perspective, which have averaged a 
136% return , with some yielding such extreme gains as 
425% in just 8 weeks!  

l This RISK-FREE, money-back satisfaction guarantee: 
Simply cancel your subscription at any time within the 
first 90 days, and you'll be completely refunded - the 
FREE reports are yours to keep, along with the gains 
you've seen from any of the recommendations you've 
received. 

If two years is too long a commitment for your comfort level, 
I'm also offering new subscribers like you this second option: 
One full year of The Richebächer Letter, plus one FREE 
special report (Lies, Damned Lies and Statistics) and all the 
online supplements for only $397. And of course, this comes 
with the same great no-risk satisfaction guarantee as the more 
rewarding and economical two-year plan...  

But I'm not worried about you canceling once you've seen how 
informative and eye-opening The Richebächer Letter is - fully 
80% of the brilliant Doctor R.'s subscribers hold onto their 
subscriptions like gold! And well they should: He gives them 
analysis and perspective that's essential for not only a 
complete understanding of how our economy really works, but 
also for investment success in the rocky times ahead...  

As for the 20% or so that cancel, well, I guess they just 
couldn't handle the truth.     

The bottom line is this: The handwriting is on the wall, but it's 
in ink that seems to be invisible to Greenspan and company 
and the popular analysts. It may not be pleasant to think about, 
but for myriad reasons that go unmentioned by the 
mainstream, the maverick, unproven monetary and economic 
policies of the United States are leading not just the dollar, but 
the world, into financial ruin. Soon, the flow of money in the 
river of American consumer spending will dry up, either from 
waning confidence or simply from the exhaustion of all 
available credit.  

Your only weapon to protect your money against this coming 
apocalypse is the blunt truth, as only one man tells it: Dr. Kurt 
Richebächer. For you, the cost of learning this truth - and 
learning how to act on it - is small...  

But the cost of not doing it will soon be catastrophic, I promise 
you.  

Sign up now, RISK FREE. If you're the kind of investor I hope 
you are - an objective, hard-minded survivor and profiteer (the 
kind of investor the United States really needs right now) - 
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you'll never regret it.  

Sincerely yours,  

  

Addison Wiggin 
Publisher, The Richebächer Letter  

P.S. Remember: This one-time-only first-time-subscriber 
special offer won't last forever - and quantities of the three 
FREE special reports are limited. Respond now to make 
sure you get everything you need at the very best price ever 
offered on the one TRUE source of profitable investment and 
economic information available to anyone without a federal 
security clearance: The Richebächer Letter.  
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Dear Misled Reader,  

Believe it or not, we're in the midst of the biggest 
false recovery in U.S. history. If you simply cannot 
believe this, or if you believe "ignorance is bliss" 
to be a sound investment philosophy (millions of 
Americans seem to), stop reading this right now.  

If you're the type who always asks for the good 
news first - or if you just don't want to believe that 
we're all whistling over the requiem - simply read 
no further. I mean it: Don't read another word if you believe what the Fed is 
spoon-feeding you about the economic state of our union...  

Look away - or grab your copy of The Wall Street Journal - if you want to remain 
in denial about the fragility of our current "recovery"...  

Close this now if you're perfectly happy risking everything you've got on a 
smoke-and-mirrors economic forecast based on what amounts to a pack of lies... 

But if you're one of the few truly savvy investors who want to know just 
how far the rabbit hole goes, READ ON.  

Here's the story in a nutshell: America has turned over 200 years of domestic 
and global economic success on its head. Today, the bulk of American "profits" 

"The main [economic] 
problems in the world are 
all in America...What has 
happened in America in 
the last few years is the 

most irresponsible 
policies that have ever 
happened in history."  

-Kurt Richebächer  
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are based on things like financial transactions and stock market speculation. 
Most of this money is backed by nothing tangible, only an idea of value. 
Meanwhile, manufacturing and the production of hard goods - the engines fueling 
our economic might and the pillars ensuring our long-term solvency and stability - 
have fallen off a cliff.  

Of course, Washington and Wall Street say it's not a problem - somehow, they 
think America has been able to rewrite the laws of capitalism.  

Don't bank on it. The only thing propping up this soon-to-be-disastrous shift is a 
growing mountain of consumer debt.  

For example, at least two of Detroit's "Big Three" automakers generate more 
profit nowadays from their financing divisions (entities like GMAC and Ford Motor 
Credit) than from vehicle sales. They've shifted their emphasis from making 
products to making interest, becoming nothing more than banks that make cars 
at a loss for the huge tax write-offs and government tax-dollar subsidization...   

Bottom line, in a nutshell: Our nation's "recovery" is largely a matter of the short-
term transference of money from people's home equity, secured and unsecured 
loans and credit cards into consumer-level retail purchases - into the hands of 
financial institutions or the risky realm of speculative investment.  

And because the Fed has "cooked the books" (as I'll show you in detail in just a 
minute) to keep us confident, optimistic, and borrowing and spending ourselves 
into oblivion, we are now inches from utter collapse...  

A fiscal ice age is coming - and soon. The signs 
are there, but nobody's reading them  

Is anyone talking about this manufacturing-to-lending shift in the mainstream?  

No. And one of the reasons is that there are not enough true economists left to 
correctly interpret the signs - or to join their voices together in a chorus that can 
be heard above the blindly optimistic blathering of the mainstream 
"analysts" (read: stock shills) and that patron saint of loan officers, Alan 
Greenspan.  

The consequences of this impending, virtually unseen disaster are likely to be 
not just an extended depression (yes, I said the "D" word) for the U.S. economy - 
and complete financial ruin for all but a few in-the-know American investors - but 
a global economic slump of unprecedented proportions.  

This isn't Chicken Little, sky-is-falling hype. If you really want to know exactly 
what you're up against - the fearsome collapse that's waiting for you right around 
the corner - plus learn what you can actually DO to protect yourself from it, then, 
for God's sake, keep reading. And get ready to act. Because the house of cards 
is getting shaky, and there's a brisk wind gusting in from the East that feels like 
the beginning of an ice age...  

But first, a warning:  
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I'm not promising that what you're about to 
discover will be comforting or inspiring or even 
that the ways you can get rich will be obvious 
(they're there, though, if you look for them) - only 
that it will be THE TRUTH  

Before I prove to you that almost everything you've heard in the last five years 
about money, markets and the U.S. economy is at best misleading - and at 
worst, outright deceptive - you need to know who I am. Here's why:  

The only way you're going to believe the things I'm about to tell you - as well as 
discover how to protect yourself and even profit from them - is if you know that 
I'm an authority on these matters, and that I'd never put stock in (no pun 
intended) or stake my reputation on anything that doesn't pass muster. So here 
goes...  

My name's Addison Wiggin, and I've been monitoring, studying, writing about 
and making a living in the American and global economies for more than 12 
years. I co-authored The New York Times best-selling Financial Reckoning Day: 
Surviving the Soft Depression of the 21st Century , and I've got two other books 
coming out soon. Google my name, and you'll get over 11,000 hits...  

I'm also the publisher of the 500,000-circulation The Daily Reckoning e-letter - 
and the head of a financial publishing group that prints 6 monthly publications 
serving over 110,000 readers. I regularly travel around the world to lecture, 
advise and investigate new markets and investment opportunities, and I'm a 
frequent guest on several national radio and TV shows serving the financial 
world.  

In other words, I've been around and I get around. And nothing much surprises 
me when it comes to economic forecasts on both the bullish and bearish ends of 
the spectrum. However, there's one man out there who continually surprises me 
- both with the depth of his knowledge (he does all of his own research) and the 
accuracy of his predictions, disturbing as some of them may be.  

In a minute, you're going to meet him and discover the harsh fiscal truth that no 
one in the mainstream's talking about - plus the right ways to hedge against the 
coming disaster. But first, I want to let you in on a few things THIS old dog's 
learned from the man I consider the master of macroeconomics. Keep reading...  

The Fed is giving us the "mushroom treatment"  
You've heard of being treated like a mushroom, right?  

It means being kept in the dark and fed lots of bull... manure. That's how 
mushrooms are grown commercially. And that's also how the government grows 
our perceptions about matters of commerce - like the whopper about the so-
called "recovery" we're in. To hear the Fed and Alan Greenspan tell it, we're in 
the midst of a near-boom. Stock markets are up, housing starts are up, 
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consumer spending is up, GDP is up...  

With the exception of high gas prices, we're thriving, right?  

Uh, not so much. Right now, there are huge, fragile, completely illogical and, in 
many cases, unprecedented bubbles in the realms of unsecured credit, equity 
borrowing, stock speculation, spending and more - and these are just on the 
consumer level. There are similar irrational bubbles at the corporate and 
governmental levels of our economy...  

Soon, all of these bubbles will likely burst, one after another. For consumers:  

l There will be no more equity left to borrow and spend - especially if real 
estate prices plateau (and they will soon)  

l There will be no more credit left on credit cards, and finance charges will 
begin to pile up, killing purchasing power 

l Wage growth - which hasn't even kept pace with inflation - won't be able to 
fill the spending void 

l And good old-fashioned American savings - which is right now at its lowest 
point in decades - won't fill it, either.  

When consumer spending crashes, it'll take the bulk of corporate America down 
with it - and that's not to mention what'll happen at the wasteful, insolvent, 
revenue-dependent government level, especially with a war on. Can you say, 
"higher taxes"? How about, "higher interest rates"?  

That's what's waiting for us in a nutshell. Scary, huh?  

Here's the really scary part, though: Consumer spending (or rather, consumer 
borrowing and spending) remains high for one reason only: An irrational 
confidence in the economy. And what I didn't realize until relatively recently - 
when the last-of-his-kind master economist I'm about to introduce you to pointed 
it out to me - is that the basis for this confidence is a shamelessly fraudulent 
farce of trumped-up statistics...  

That basis: the government's own monthly projections of the U.S. economy.        

"There are three kinds of lies: Lies, damned lies 
and statistics."  - Mark Twain  

There is really only one source of raw data and information about the U.S. 
economy and the GDP: the government. Every month, reports issue like a river 
of paper from the Congressional Budget Office, the Bureau of Economic Analysis 
and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, just to name a few...  

But because these statistics are so overwhelming in scope, few bother to even 
review them, much less question them. A few folks out there wade through this 
massive pile and summarize the salient points of these reports, and then 
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everyone else (through the miracle of the Internet) analyzes, hypothesizes and 
proselytizes based on these summaries.  

Even seasoned analysts and hard-boiled financial journalists seem to blindly 
accept and report these figures, editorializing vehemently on what they mean (or 
what they think these figures mean) without questioning their fundamental 
validity in the least.  

The government knows this, too. That's why it releases so much data every 
month. It's like the big law firm hired by a deep-pocketed, criminally acquitted 
murderer handing over 100 crates of case files to the small, rookie attorney 
handling the civil suit pro bono for the victim's next of kin. Sure, all the evidence 
needed to convict the killer is in there - but it's buried in so much paper the 
defense couldn't possibly analyze all of it before the trial...  

It's the same way with the mountain of paper the government releases every 
month on our economy: The truth is in there - but only if you're willing to dig, 
analyze, double-check and cross-reference all the figures, and only if you have 
the expertise to decipher all the bureaucratic gobbledygook and obfuscation.  

But there's one man out there who painstakingly reviews this data line by line 
every month - diligently scrutinizing it for inconsistencies and discrepancies, 
applying both the rigor of his decades of training and experience in classic 
economic theory and the patience and discipline of his 87 years. He's the man I 
call the world's greatest living economist.  

And he sees right through the government's book-cooking financial charlatanism 
to the looming crisis that lies underneath. Keep reading...  

How do they deceive thee? Let me count the 
ways...  
Everyone knows you can lie with statistics - and nobody does it better than the 
federal government.  

But even though we might suspect that the feds are lying to us about the fiscal 
state of the union, proving it is another matter entirely. As I said before, it takes 
two things: years of education in economics that enable one to read between the 
lies - er, lines - and the time, energy and inclination to actually perform such 
analysis on the overwhelming reams of data the government releases about our 
economy...  

 
And in only one individual I've ever met (or even 
heard of) do these two critical factors coexist. He's 
the remarkable man I've been telling you about - an 
old-school German economist who's a skeptic 
through and through. A contrarian of the highest 
order who boldly claims in his thick Teutonic accent, 
"I like to dispute what others say - and today, you can 
do that every day, because you read so much 
nonsense!"  

"I like Dr. 
Richebacher's work 
very much. I have 

definitely 
recommended it to 
friends...I trust his 
work and insights 

more than any other 
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Of course, the "nonsense" he's referring to is the 
government's reporting about the GDP and the 
economy. It is their "creative accounting" that has 
drawn his eye - and his ire. And his astute, 

painstaking analysis identifies instances of such in the government's reporting 
every single month.  

For savvy, alert investors, this translates into opportunities for explosive profits. It 
also means advance warning on coming fiscal crises that could cost blindsided 
investors millions...  

A few cases in point:  

STATISTICAL DECEPTION #1: THE ANNUAL AMPLIFICATION  

Instead of reporting profits, GDP, productivity and other rates of growth quarter 
by quarter and quarter over quarter like corporations do, the government 
"annualizes" these numbers. That means that instead of announcing growth (or 
lack of growth) as a ratio of one fiscal quarter relative to the previous quarter - or 
relative to the same quarter from the previous year - the Fed reports an 
extrapolation of every quarter's growth as though it were to inevitably continue at 
that same rate for a whole calendar year.  

For instance: If in Q2 2005, total profits increase 2% over Q1, this figure gets 
multiplied by a factor of four (to represent the four quarters in a fiscal year), and 
reported as an 8% rate of growth. This would only be accurate if that same rate 
of growth remained constant over the next calendar year. But these rates never 
remain constant, so this kind of reporting is terribly misleading - it projects a far 
rosier picture than what actually exists, especially when compared with other 
nations.  

The United States is the ONLY country that reports its growth in this deceptive 
manner.  

STATISTICAL DECEPTION #2: THE PRODUCTIVITY 
PREVARICATION  

A recent Federal Reserve press release began by trumpeting our economy's 
"robust underlying growth in productivity." But there are many ways in which 
numbers can paint a picture of healthy growth - or obscure evidence of a lack of 
growth. And the popular misunderstanding of the nebulous concept of 
"productivity" is vital to the Fed's ability to misrepresent our economy to us.  

Here's one example: By using a trick of accounting called hedonic pricing, the 
U.S. government has for years been able to report stellar growth in the hard-to-
quantify "productivity" realm. It's a complex concept, but it goes a little like this: 
The value of any given thing is more a measure of its theoretical capabilities than 
its actual cost.  

Computers are a great example of this. Say a company bought a computer in 
1995 for $1,000. Then in 1998, it replaced it with a new computer with twice the 
memory for only $800. Based on the hedonic method, that computer with twice 

economist."  

-Elena C., Texas 
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the capabilities as the one the company paid $1,000 for is twice as valuable - so 
they calculate its value to the nation's bottom line at $2,000, instead of the $800 
actually paid for it.  

Neat trick, huh? With one button push on a calculator, the Fed has added $1,200 
to the GDP - even though no one paid it and no one received it.  

The net result: The GDP is skewed higher, but without any new creation of 
employment. That MUST mean the same number of people is producing more, 
right? Voila! An instant increase in productivity on the books.  

Supposedly, hedonic pricing of computers was abandoned by the government 
last year. But the Fed still use this ridiculously exaggerated method to calculate 
fictional productivity based on all sorts of business purchases. They say the 
effects of these changes are marginal...  

But since productivity growth numbers still seem artificially high in comparison to 
actual growth in American industry, I have to wonder - especially since 
businesses' capital investment in newer, faster machines and more modern 
factories (the things that should increase productivity) has stalled to a virtual halt. 

All told, the United States has invested in the mechanisms of real productivity 
growth at a dismal rate of just over 0.3% per year over the last eight years. Yet 
according to the latest Fed estimates (April 28), the U.S. GDP is rising nearly 
3.8% per year!  

In other words, the true numbers say productivity shouldn't be rising, but the 
government says it is. Something's rotten in Greenspanland...  

STATISTICAL DECEPTION #3: THE PROFIT PERJURY  

Profit is a simple thing to understand - it's the revenue that's left over for 
companies after all business-related expenses are paid. Theoretically, anyway. 
But the calculating of these profits by our federal government is by no means as 
simple a task as it would seem. The reason is that one of the most important 
sources of profit in the U.S. economy is net capital investment: investments 
made by businesses out of their own profits, without incurring any meaningful 
expenses.  

This is measured as pure profit and trumpeted by the Fed as growth - without 
regard to the eventual depreciation on those investments, which begins to accrue 
much later. In other words, the Fed knows that the "profit" of net capital 
investment by businesses does not come without eventual expense 
(depreciation), yet it record its as pure profit to help keep GDP estimates as high 
as possible.  

What happens when all the depreciation comes into the mix? We'll see - it'll be 
happening on a massive scale soon...  

STATISTICAL DECEPTION #4: THE LABOR LIE  

The Fed (along with most of the bit-in-mouth mainstream media) has been 
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trumpeting the relatively low unemployment numbers for some time now. 
However, the picture isn't as rosy as the numbers make it seem. Here's what I 
mean: Not too long ago, there were only two classifications of workers - 
employed and unemployed. A simple ratio of these two numbers yielded the 
"unemployment rate." But that's not the case today...  

Nowadays, there's a third classification called "discouraged worker" (it should be 
called "disinterested worker"). What this refers to is any unemployed worker who 
isn't seeking a job. And with today's aggressive welfare and entitlement 
programs footing the bills and creating millions of career recipients, that's a huge 
and ever-increasing number of people. That's right: Even though they aren't 
working, millions of "discouraged workers" aren't counted as unemployed.  

Beyond this, the Fed also uses a statistical model based on jobs it assumes 
aren't being counted. The theory is that hundreds of new businesses are started 
each day - businesses whose employees are too new to have been added to the 
official employment figures. To "fix" this, the Fed calculates a number of 
theoretical jobs it figures MUST have been created. What drives this figure? In 
large part, it's the estimated GDP, which, as I've just explained, is hugely skewed 
toward nonexistent growth.  

Consider: Of 274,000 jobs the government claimed were created in April 2005, a 
full 257,000 came from this formula for estimating theoretical jobs. In other 
words,94% of reported new jobs may not even exist.     

Further still is the quality of those jobs being created. There's been a dramatic 
switch in employment. Since 1997, nearly 3 million high-paying - not to mention 
highly productive - manufacturing jobs have disappeared. Meanwhile, they've 
been replaced with around 2 million low-paying (and low-productive) health 
service jobs.  

These are just a few of the most easy-to-explain ways the U.S. government's 
cooking the books to keep us spending and to keep other nations around the 
world producing goods for us to spend the last of our money on. There are 
dozens - maybe hundreds - of other "tricks of the trade" that my last-of-his-kind 
economist friend has exposed. Space doesn't permit me to go into them all here, 
but you need to know about them all the same...  

That's why I've put them together in a special report that explains them in depth. 
It's called Lies, Damned Lies and Statistics: How the Fed Is Leading Us to 
Financial Ruin. It's yours FREE when you respond below.  

This report will give you the perspective you need to take the government's 
numbers with a grain (or a handful) of salt - and to make sound investments that 
will yield solid profits when the house of cards Alan Greenspan and his cronies 
have built comes crashing down. And I'm not talking about investments that 
simply hold their value while the market tanks - I mean gains of up to 425% or 
more in the midst of a financial disaster...  

Don't scoff - my esteemed German colleague has played recessions and 
depressions all around the globe, to the tune of millions of dollars in profit. And 
those lucky few who've known him and heeded his wisdom could have done the 
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same. In a minute, I'm going to show you how YOU can be one of these 
fortunate souls.  

But right now, I want to show you some numbers that paint the REAL picture of 
the U.S. economy - currently the worst industrialized economy on Earth - 
courtesy of the greatest living economist on Earth...  

Your choice: the truth - or the consequences  
 
No matter what the Fed and the mainstream 
analysts say about the American economy's 
resilience, growth and recovery - and no matter 
what kind of "proof" their accountants cook up - 
the REAL numbers tell the story. And that story is 
that we're in trouble. Consider:  

l Between 2001 and mid-2003, the Fed 
touted a robust GDP growth of $823 billion 
as evidence of a recovery. However, that 
same period saw consumer credit debt 
zoom by $5.7 trillion. This obscene debt-to-
GDP ratio is the highest in history - it took a 
staggering $6.90 worth of consumer debt to 
create each dollar of real GDP growth. All 
that debt will eventually have to be paid 
back  

l The government's stated unemployment figures have been hovering 
around a respectable 5-5.2% for months now - but the actual rate of 
unemployment when you strip away the accounting hocus-pocus is more 
than 7% and climbing. That's "Carter County" there  

l In the 11 fiscal quarters following the Sept. 11 attacks (which marks the 
beginning of "wartime" for the United States), real wage and salary growth 
was up a dismal 3.9% - that's less than inflation over the same time period. 
This glacial rate of growth is under a quarter of the 18.2% average increase 
over the same time period for all other American postwar recoveries  

l Since March 2001, the U.S. economy has added only 62,000 new jobs - 
that's 0.5% of the 12.8 million people the United States added to its 
population over this same period. Most of the jobs that have been created 
over this time are government related. Private-sector employment plunged 
by more than 700,000 over this same four-year span. Just to keep pace 
with adult population growth, we should have added at least 8 million new 
jobs 

l In the last eight years, 20% of U.S. manufacturing jobs have disappeared. 
In just the last five years, orders for U.S. manufactured goods have 
plummeted by over $3 billion. For high-tech items, the picture's even worse: 
Yearly imports of advanced technology products, once a mainstay of U.S. 
economic might, are now more than 5 times what we export. These imports 
form nearly a third of our trade deficit 

"I've been a subscriber to 
your newsletter since 

2000, and let me tell you 
that you are full of great 
ideas...You know how to 

protect against 
slowdowns and 

crises...I've subscribed to 
other newsletters and 

information services, but 
yours is the best, by far! 

You've inspired and 
attracted me to the 

economics field. Thanks."  

-Peter M., San Francisco 
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l The U.S. trade deficit - the difference between what we buy from other 
nations and what we sell to them - looms at $600 billion a year and 
climbing. Every one of those dollars is a dollar lost in real profit to the GDP. 
Our trade imbalance with new manufacturing giant China alone tops $1 
million a minute 

l The national savings rate - the measure of the average amount of money 
Americans socked away in savings - dropped from 6.6% of income to 
around 1% between 1990 and 2001. It's still in that neighborhood today. 
Over the same period, personal debt soared by nearly 50%, to over $7 
trillion 

l As of last year, Americans were holding onto $37 trillion in debt - more than 
$123,000 for every man, woman and child in the United States. This 
amount of debt is more than three times the total number of dollars in 
existence anywhere - in home and business equity, checking and savings 
accounts, stock markets and even those held by foreign investors (66% of 
all dollars are held by foreign investors, by the way). If all of this debt 
comes due, there literally isn't enough money on Earth to pay it. 

Still think we're in good shape? Still believe the primrose-path forecasts the Fed 
is pumping out? I hope not. Because believe you me, your financial future 
depends on you discovering the truth - before you suffer the consequences. 
These examples are only a drop in the bucket. In the FREE special reports you'll 
learn how to get in just a minute, you'll discover way more than this - plus how to 
make profitable plays of your own in the coming crisis.  

Bottom line: If you're one of the rank-and-file American investors who continues 
to both live and invest like we're in the middle of a never-ending boom, when it's 
all said and done, you'll very likely end up holding the bag - a great, big, empty 
one.  

But you DO have a choice. There IS something you can do to remain not only 
informed about the real direction things are going, but also to actually profit from 
them . Granted, there aren't as many appealing investment options in economic 
hard times as during a boom, but those in the know - you're about to become 
one of them - have made 102%...292%...even as much as 425% (this last score 
happened in the span of just a few months).  

That "something" is to listen to my economist friend. I do, every single month. 
He's never once steered me wrong - and once or twice, he's saved my bacon. It's 
my pleasure to introduce him to you right now...  

 
 read on 
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Seven Hot Investments for the Coming Year 

Investments With 500% 
to 1,000% Profit 

Potential 
   

Dear Investor,  

The incredible population growth on this planet is creating the profit 
opportunity of a lifetime. There are simply not enough raw materials to supply 
the growing demand, and certain investments are going to make savvy 
investors rich in the next few years.  

Just look at this population explosion:  

In 1850, there were about a billion people on planet Earth. That was double 
the number that occupied the planet in 1500. That type of growth rate -- a 
doubling every 350 years -- was consistent with the rate of increase for 
humankind from the dawn of agriculture up to the Industrial Revolution.  

Yet by 1880, the world's population had increased to 1.5 billion people. In just 
30 years, the world had added half a billion people.  

By 1925, the world's population had reached 2 billion people. Fifty years 
later, it had doubled again to 4 billion. And in 2000, there were 6 billion 
people on spaceship Earth. By 2025, there could be 9 billion people. Over a 
span of six generations, the world's population will have risen ninefold.  

Scientists say that in order to support projected population increases, the 
world will have to quadruple its agricultural production and increase its 
energy output by a factor of eight. Meanwhile, 150 years after the Industrial 
Revolution began, man is beginning to drink dry the Earth's wellspring of 
natural resources.  

OUTSTANDING INVESTMENTS DELIVERS WHOPPING 
GAINS -- AGAIN AND AGAIN!  

  
Over and over, Outstanding Investments' readers have reaped huge gains with our hard 
asset investments, like: 

l 100% with Ashton Mining   
l 162% on Intrepid Minerals   
l 75% on American Water Works  
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Rising Demand...  

It's not only that we have more people in the world -- it's also what these 
people are doing. Currently the Western world, with just 20% of the world's 
population, uses 80% of the Earth's water, mineral and petroleum resources. 
And the rest of the world is just itching to catch up.  

Supply pressures are finally beginning to turn some real asset prices around. 
Gold is around $350 for the first time in years and looks ready to stay there. 
Oil continues to trade higher. Even often-forgotten materials like copper, 
silver, timber and grains have risen sharply in recent months.  

But the good news is that the stocks of companies that specialize in natural 
resources are still selling at dirt-cheap prices because investors have 
overlooked the important trends.  

Falling Supply...  
 
The heyday of finding new giant 
resource supplies is over. There 
hasn't been an elephant oil field 
(more than a billion barrels in 
reserves) discovered in almost 20 
years. Minerals are in the same 
boat. Companies have realized that 
there is a dwindling supply of 
resources out there. In 1997, the 
total spent on worldwide nonferrous 
metals exploration was $5.2 billion. 
Then mineral exploration budgets declined by 29% in 1998, 24% in 1999 and 
another 7% in 2000. The total expenditure for 2001 was only $2.2 billion, or 
42% of what it was just four years prior.  

Even food and water are feeling the pinch. Meeting the crop demands 
projected for 2025 could require an additional 192 cubic miles of water -- a 
volume nearly equivalent to 10 times the annual flow of the Nile. No one yet 
knows how to supply that much additional water in a way that protects 
supplies for future use.  

l 137% on KeyWest Energy  
l 1,955% on Corriente Resources   
l 151% on Wheaton River Minerals   
l 332% on Glamis Gold  
l 668% with Metallica Resources   
l 580% on Ace Development   
l 136% on RJ Reynolds  

There's no reason why you shouldn't be enjoying gains like these, too -- even as most 
investors spend the next few years waiting for the bull market in mainstream Wall Street 
stocks to get going again. Read on for the complete information on a special, limited-time 
membership offer for Outstanding Investments! 

"In only one month my 
portfolio created to follow 
your recommendations is up 
$3,000. And your analysis of 
the current oil predicament 
is the most comprehensive 
I've seen."  

-- Mike P., South Dakota 
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The peak for grain production has also been reached. World farmland 
planted in grain has declined since 1980, mostly due to environmental factors 
such as soil erosion, oversaturation and salinization of irrigated land, air 
pollution and water shortages. Thus world grain output has been holding flat 
at around 60 million tonnes and may begin to fall.  

In short, we're facing a crunch in just about every natural resource you can 
name. That will mean higher prices and higher profits for the companies that 
specialize in these resources. But investing in the right companies is crucial.  

 
300% RETURNS FROM "THE OSLO SECRET"  

The new bull market in commodities is here, and it's a bull market that has 
only just begun.   

In the past year, the CRB Index of commodity prices has risen approximately 
28%. Individual commodities have done even better. Soybeans are up 30%, 
wheat is up 36%, crude oil is up 64% and cocoa has skyrocketed a whopping 
62%.  

And here's a hot opportunity to profit from it...  

Hot Profits From a Cold Place  

This little-known stock comes from a thousand-year-old city in a little country 

MEET JOHN MYERS: YOUR "INSIDER CONNECTION" TO 
HUGE PROFITS IN THE NEW BULL MARKET  

  
John Myers was investing in the market when most kids were collecting 45s or baseball 
cards. His father was the famous C.V. Myers, one of the original gold bugs. As a result, 
John grew up around investing. And his father taught him the difficult lessons of investing 
-- the ones most investors never get the hang of -- before John even learned to drive.It 
was back in 1971 when John, at his father's urging, bought gold bullion at $32 an ounce. 
He cashed out when his father told everyone he knew to "sell" at $650. John used the 
tidy fortune he'd secured to buy a house. And he learned a powerful lesson about 
investing: It's even more important to know when to sell than when to buy.  
One of John's greatest assets as far as his subscribers are concerned is his experience. 
In a market where most fund managers tend to be under 30 and have never seen a bear 
market or a recession before, John -- who celebrates his 45th birthday this year -- brings 
to the table over 20 years of investing know-how, including a stint as a broker. His 
father's name has always opened doors in this industry. It still does, even though John's 
father has passed away. The rest of John's family is plugged in, too. (For instance, his 
brother, an attorney, helped broker the Amoco-Dome deal.) 
  
John is still close to many oil industry insiders and counts some of the most influential 
people in the industry as personal friends. He also talks directly to the geologists and the 
guys who work the oil rigs. In fact, John has built an international network of industry 
leaders -- specialists who have the invaluable knowledge needed to steer his readers 
straight to the biggest profits.  And that's what you get when you subscribe to 
Outstanding Investments -- true insider knowledge!  
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that ranks third in world oil exports (only Saudi Arabia and Russia export 
more oil).  

The Oslo, Norway-based energy and materials company is selling in the 
stock market at a deep discount to the combined value of its various 
businesses. The company is 44% owned by the Norwegian government, and 
specializes in three core sectors: Oil and Energy, Aluminum and Agriculture 
(it is the world's biggest fertilizer producer).  

Recently, the stock got hammered because of a disappointing profit report for 
its latest quarter combined with global stock market turbulence. But this has 
set up a superb opportunity to invest in a very strong global resource 
company.  

Value on Sale  

The stock trades at less than 12 times estimated 2002 earnings, less than 
four times trailing 12-month cash flow and about one times book value. It just 
screams opportunity.  

But a cheap valuation is not its only attraction. To sum up the bull story, this 
company is a bargain-priced oil and gas business that allows an investor to 
diversify into energy positions outside the trouble-plagued Middle East.  

In addition, its Aluminum division provides some direct leverage to an 
improving global economy. But even without a major economic rebound, an 
increase in production and cost savings should produce significant 
improvement in operating earnings from Aluminum next year and beyond.  

And, finally, the company's Agri division is the most profitable of its kind in 
the world. As an added attraction, the division offers investors a way to 
diversify into yet another natural resource business.  

With all the uncertainty surrounding the world oil markets and the global 
economy, savvy investors are searching for a play that will provide them with 
a margin of safety. If you can buy a company that is priced at a discount by 
the market and has a track record of growth, that's all the better.  
 
Corporate Honesty? How Quaint  

This company's stock price took it on the chin when management disclosed 
that third-quarter profits plunged 61% from a year earlier, a decline largely 
related to a surge in exploration costs after drilling for oil in Angola, Denmark 
and the Gulf of Mexico came up dry. Weak aluminum prices also weighed on 
profits.  

To its great credit, the company didn't try to hide its poor results. Quite the 
contrary. Plastered across the company's Internet home page after third-
quarter results were released was the word "unsatisfactory" in big letters -- a 
refreshing bit of candor, if nothing else.  

The secret to profits here, though, is that the company's exploration costs 
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truly are nonrecurring items. What's more, it books these major expenses all 
at once, instead of deducting them over time. By swallowing this bitter pill 
sooner rather than later, the company cleared the way for higher reported 
profits in coming quarters.  

But here's the best part:  

Although we like this name for its long-term growth potential as an operating 
company, it might be worth more to investors "dead" than "alive." In other 
words, based on a sum-of-the-parts analysis, the company is trading at well 
below its breakup value. Therefore, a partial or complete liquidation of its 
assets could prove extremely rewarding for investors.  

Don't Pass This One Up  
 
Our estimate has the shares trading 
at a 33% discount to net asset value 
(NAV). The discount is high 
absolutely and historically. So even 
if there is no spinoff in the near 
future, the discount provides a nice 
margin of safety.  

To sum up, this company has a P/E 
of just 11.23, a price-to-sales multiple of just 0.51, a price to book value of 
1.04 and a dividend yield of 2.8%. It's a great investment on its face, and if 
the global economy rebounds or oil supplies become unstable due to conflict 
in the Middle East, this stock could jump well above its old highs -- and give 
us as much as a 300% return.  

Get all the details on this company in our FREE special report, The Oslo 
Secret: Hot Profits From a Cold Place. Read on to find out how to get your 
FREE copy.  

"[I] made the cost of the 
subscription on my first 
buy, within a week or so.  
Your newsletter is a great 
deal!"  

-- Al D., Texas 

IT'S A PERFECT TIME TO GET RICH! 
  
Charles Martin Hall revolutionized the production of aluminum in a woodshed laboratory 
off his kitchen on Feb. 23, 1886. Soon after, Hall and a small group of investors founded 
Alcoa. By 1910, Hall's annual dividend income was $150,000, equal to about $2.7 million 
today. His stock was worth $5 million, equal to about $90 million today. Hall created a 
vast fortune for himself and his investors by producing aluminum, the most abundant 
metal in the earth's crust. 
  
That sounds like quite an accomplishment. But it's how fortunes are made in the real 
asset market, even today. Modern companies continue to develop new ways to increase 
yields, efficiently satisfying demand levels and realizing huge profits in the process. The 
key for investors is to find the companies that are succeeding in blending new 
technologies with old industries. Outstanding Investments has found several unique 
companies in some surprising industries. Whether mining for gold, supplying water or 
copper or even buying precious metals, these companies are among the best you can 
own today to take advantage of the profit potential associated with real assets. 
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A TALE OF TWO MARKETS: 
Commodities Will Surge... While Wall Street Stocks Will 
Continue to Lose...  
 
With Washington spending like a drunken sailor 
and the Fed pumping money like never before, 
the stage is set for a bull market in commodities 
of giant proportions.  

Harmony Gold is a hefty 200% higher than 
when we recommended the stock at $5.46 in 
November 2001. A 200% gain in little more 
than a year qualifies as a bull-market 
performance in anyone's book. And there's much more to go. I'm convinced 
that everything from aluminum to zinc will soar.  

Funny thing is, we've seen this all before. All the fundamentals are in place to 
repeat the great gold rush in commodities that occurred in the 1970s -- that 
is, a weakening dollar, growing demand for real assets and trillions of dollars 
looking for new opportunities outside the mainstream stock market.  

Let me introduce myself. My name is John Myers, and I'm the editor of 
Outstanding Investments.  

In the next few pages, I'd like to introduce you to the world of natural 
resources. I'll tell you what to buy, when to buy and, perhaps most 
importantly, when to sell. I'll even show you how my subscribers have been 
making money hand over fist for the last two years -- thanks to a market that 
Wall Street firms have ignored and most investors are needlessly afraid of 
(which is all the better for us).  

The bottom line is real assets are selling at very low prices. The year 2003 is 
going to be to commodity investors what 1982 was to Wall Street investors -- 
the beginning of a powerful bull market that could lead shrewd investors to 
incredible new wealth and a lifetime of financial security.  

That is, for investors smart enough to stay out of mainstream stocks...  

Big Board Still Vulnerable  

Microsoft began last year at $70 a share, but by late July, it was at $45. At its 
all-time high, MSFT was at $120. And the old standard-bearer for the Dow, 
IBM, was trading at $67 in late July, whereas its 52-week high was $126!  

The blue chips that stockbrokers and analysts called safe harbors after the 
tech bubble burst are now seeing hurricane winds.  

It all began in early 2000 when the technology bubble popped, setting off a 
relentless decline in tech stocks. Stockbrokers -- many not even born when 
Wall Street experienced its last severe bear market -- are fumbling for 
answers.  

"Lately it hasn't 
been the same old 
market"  

-- The Wall Street 
Journal, Oct. 25, 
1929 
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Of course, the big brokerage houses remain bullish. What else would you 
expect? Their profitability depends on investors trading stocks. But even at 
current post-bubble levels, the stock market is still very expensive, at least 
based on the average P/E ratio.  

At the height of the 1929 market, stocks were selling at a price-to-earnings 
ratio of 26. The long-term average P/E ratio for the market is about 14. At the 
bottom of previous severe bear markets, the P/E ratio dropped to 7 or 8. In 
fact, in the summer of 1982, with the Dow trading around 800 and about to 
embark on an 18-year record run, the P/E ratio stood at 8.  

But today, even after the devastation on Wall Street, the P/E ratio still stands 
at 30! That's right, stocks today, based on the average price-to-earnings 
multiple, are more expensive than they were at the 1929 peak.  

Fact is, investor patience is running out. The money rushing out of stocks has 
been flowing into money market funds. But with money market funds paying 
a paltry yield, some money has already begun to trickle into hard asset 
investments. Inside of two years, this dribble of money moving into hard 
assets is likely to become a stream, and then a roaring river that will drive 
prices of energy and base and precious metals to levels not seen since the 
sensational '70s.  

About $6 trillion in U.S. stock market wealth has been erased in a little more 
than two years. That translates into the destruction of 41% of the market's 
peak value of $14.7 trillion reached in March 2000.  

The Falling Greenback  
 
The government is now fighting a 
two-front war -- one against 
terrorism, the other against deflation. 
It is not our job to predict terrorism. 
But it is our job to make you money. 
So the deflationary war is one of our 
prime concerns.  

The fiscal and monetary might of the 
U.S. Treasury and the Federal 
Reserve, together with the ability of 
Congress to spend, make a powerful inflationary triad -- one that can shape 
events and overcome even the worst bear markets. But like everything else, 
there is always a price to pay. The price this time around will likely be a rising 
national debt, a weaker U.S. dollar and, ultimately, rising inflation.  

Now, why is the dollar so crucial? Well, commodity prices worldwide are 
measured in U.S. dollars. So if the greenback falls relative to other 
currencies, as it did in the 1970s, commodity prices in effect rise -- even if the 
actual prices paid stay the same. In recent months the dollar has been 
falling. This, more than anything else, is the reason commodity prices have 
been strong. My expectation is that this trend will not only continue, but 
accelerate.  

"My stock portfolio has 
increased 52% in 8 months as 
a result of the insight of 
Outstanding Investments. I 
plan to be a subscriber for 
years to come. Thanks."  

-- Fred H., Maryland 
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For seven consecutive years, the dollar has gained ground -- rising from a 
low of 92 to an extremely high 121. But at 121, the dollar is very overvalued 
and overbought.  

So, not surprisingly, the dollar has been weakening since the beginning of 
2002. Given the amount of new dollars being pumped into the economy and 
what could become an exodus of foreign money from Wall Street as U.S. 
assets lose their attractiveness, the dollar could quite easily fall below 100, 
perhaps all the way to 90.  

Since one of the strongest forces powering the U.S. economy and its equity 
markets has been foreign investment, an outflow of foreign capital would 
force domestic interest rates higher and cause an even further decline in the 
stock market.  

And if the Dow stays below 8,000 for too long, foreigners may begin to 
dump U.S. stocks en masse, which, in turn, could mean more dollar selling.  

A vicious cycle of foreign investors pulling the plug on Wall Street...and a 
growing desire by the world's central bankers to stop using the U.S. dollar as 
their reserve currency, would drive the price of gold higher. That's because 
the yellow metal is the safest investment for governments and individuals 
when markets are in turmoil.  

At the Mercy of the Government and the People  

Today we are three generations past the time when Americans could trade 
their dollars for gold. Yet until August 1971, foreign nations could still make 
the switch. And in the late 1960s they did so with abandon, forcing Richard 
Nixon to dismantle the last vestige of the gold standard.  

Shortly after that, OPEC launched a series of petroleum price hikes. Arab oil 
producers were no longer willing to trade their nonrenewable resource for a 
currency that was losing its value by the week. First the world's central 
banks, and then Americans themselves, lost confidence in the dollar. This 
created a wave of hard asset investing and a startling rise in commodities 
prices.  

Today, we are basically at the exact same juncture as in 1971. The only thing 
propping up our dollar is confidence. But faith can be fickle. Unfortunately for 
policymakers in Washington, markets are not only more vigilant, but also less 
forgiving.  

OK, enough about the forces in the marketplace. Let's get back to what we 
think are the best investments to own right now -- investments that could help 
you to multiply your money many times over.  

EARN TRIPLE-DIGIT PROFITS FROM NATURAL RESOURCE 
INVESTMENTS LIKE THESE... 
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700% PROFITS IN THE NEW AGE OF COPPER  

From the Copper Age about 8,000 years ago to the electronic age today, 
copper has been an essential industrial metal. And the booming growth of 
the Internet is making the red metal even more vital.  

Each year, America consumes more than 8 billion pounds of copper. In fact, 
an American baby born today will use an average of 1,500 pounds of copper 
in his or her lifetime. And demand for copper continues to grow, both in the 
developing world and in the industrialized economies.  

Copper can be easily shaped, molded and rolled into sheets or drawn into 
thin wire. It readily mixes with other metals to form alloys such as brass and 
bronze, and it is also rust-resistant. But first and foremost, copper is an 
excellent conductor of electricity and heat -- characteristics that make it 
invaluable in today's electronic age.  

And here in North America, a new kind of copper wiring used in new home 
construction will greatly increase demand for the red metal. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, Internet usage is at the heart of this new demand for the ancient 
metal.  

Its role as an industrial material with so many applications makes it easy to 
understand why copper prices are sensitive to the economic cycle. They 
move lower during the onset of a recession and begin to climb at the first 
signs of recovery . This is a short-term bullish signal for a cyclical commodity. 

In June 2000, we sent out a report warning investors about new tensions in the Middle 
East. We also told investors to prepare with stocks that are now up 20%, 63% and 
116%... even 200% and more. That's just a small sample of the massive opportunities 
we've spotted ahead of the trend. Take a look at these...  

l 75% on American Water Works  
l 96% on EOG Resources  
l 100% on Ashton Mining  
l 125% on coffee 
l 136% on RJ Reynolds  
l 137% on KeyWest Energy 
l 153% on gold 
l 304% on soybeans 
l 332% on Glamis Gold  
l 580% on Ace Development 
l 668% on Metallica Resources 
l 733% on Target Resources 
l 785% on Pan American 
l 1,566% on S&P put options  

How do we do it? With a firm grasp of the reality of the markets. By not believing that bull 
markets will go on forever, or that one sector will dominate the markets forever. By 
understanding what's going on in the markets, and what's going on in the world, it's 
possible to predict where big profits are likely to be made from investing in the hard 
assets that are critical to the continuation and growth of human beings on this planet. 
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Long-term, the outlook is even more bullish.  

It's in the Walls  

You see, copper is an essential component of the growing Internet. With the 
Net, faster is better -- and that means more copper usage.  

The speed of the consumer's connection is directly related to the system 
used, and telephone and cable companies are fighting it out to be the 
Internet provider of choice.  

Telephone companies are working to increase connectivity speeds by adding 
digital subscriber line technology, which increases the speed of data 
transmission utilizing the current infrastructure. Cable companies are using 
cable modem technology with coaxial cable to deliver high-speed Internet 
access.  

But no matter how fast data can be transmitted to one's house, the real 
bottleneck may be the telephone wiring inside. Which brings us to residential 
communications wiring and its exciting potential for copper.  

Today, the vast majority of people use conventional telephone wiring to 
access the Internet. Consisting typically of two pairs of wires, conventional 
wiring is adequate for voice, fax and some data communications. But 
structured wiring, using new cables, can result in faster transmission of 
increased amounts of information.  

Market-Driven Demand  

Two markets drive residential communications wiring: new-home 
construction and existing-home remodeling. This year approximately 1.6 
million new homes will be built. That's on top of the 1.7 million built last year.  

New construction means new demand for the structured wiring business, 
because when walls are open, homes are easy to wire properly. And 
structured wiring is already beginning to penetrate this market.  

Parks Associates of Dallas estimates that last year alone 12% of new homes 
were wired for the future. By 2004, Parks' mid-line forecast is for 42% of new 
homes to be wired properly.  

According to the Copper Development Association, we are entering a time in 
which each house will contain an additional 20 pounds of copper. If you use 
a "conservative number of one million houses properly wired in a near-future 
year," the association says, "that results in a minimum of 20 million annual 
pounds of incremental copper consumption."  

This is on top of the growing copper demand from emerging markets as more 
developing countries enter their own Industrial Revolutions. The rest of the 
world wants to catch up to the United States.  

Meanwhile, copper deposits are not being discovered at the rate they once 
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were. Analyst Paul van Eeden explains:  

"Worldwide copper consumption is about 33 billion pounds per year. To put 
that in perspective, the biggest copper mines in the world contain on the 
order of 20 to 30 billion pounds of copper, which means that our annual 
consumption depletes the equivalent of one major copper deposit a year. 
Large copper resources do exist, but many of them are in politically unstable 
parts of the world like the Democratic Republic of Congo, or are expensive to 
extract, usually due to low grade."  

A Red-Hot Opportunity  
 
Our favorite company has just about the 
most exciting copper prospects in the 
world. Its origins date back to 1919, 
when it was a small gold mine. Today, 
its British Columbia-based mine 
produces 282,300 ounces of gold and 
73 million pounds of copper per year. 
And that total could soon grow.  

The good news came when the 
company issued the results of its drilling 
program, which predicted that its new 
deposit could hold 5.7 million ounces of 
gold and 2.2 billion pounds of copper.  

A deposit of that size would make any new mine at least twice as big as the 
company's existing site, and management thinks the deposit is of a much 
richer grade of ore than what it currently mines. So the company began an 
aggressive on going $5.4 million drilling and exploration program this past 
summer.  

Busy Building Profits  

The company has also bought other mines and formed new alliances with 
mines containing huge reserves. Investors have taken notice, and the stock 
price is on the rise. But it's still a fraction of its historical high, and with the 
bull market in copper going strong, it's very likely to hit and even surpass the 
old high.  

Even just reaching the old high would produce a profit of 700%. And the 
returns could be much greater.  

See our special report, Two $2 Resource Stocks That Will Take Off in 
Uncertain Times, for details on this superb company. Read on to learn details 
on how to get your FREE copy.  

DEMAND UP, SUPPLY DOWN -- REAP 500% PROFITS FROM 
NATURAL GAS  

"...Congratulations to 
all the staff and 
contributors, and Mr. 
Myers personally for his 
exceptional performance! 
I am a member of both of 
his newsletters and enjoy 
his views about resources 
and global economics!"  

-- Nikolaos K., Greece 
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Fifty-four million American households use natural gas service. According to 
the Energy Information Administration, methane use in the United States will 
rise by almost 12% this winter. A colder winter will drive demand up as much 
as 18%.  And natural gas storage withdrawals are projected to be 20% 
greater this winter than last winter.  

Plus, almost all of the new power plants being built today will run on natural 
gas, which is cleaner than coal or oil. Gas plants account for some 95% of 
the generating capacity under development. By 2009, half of all U.S. power 
plants will burn natural gas, up from 15% today.  

Typically, between 1,000 and 1,400 billion cubic feet (Bcf) of natural gas is 
held in reserve. Right now, we have just over 800 Bcf. A cold winter will draw 
our stockpile down to 600 Bcf -- well below the nation's minimum operating 
level.  

Natural gas produces far less pollution than coal or even oil. That makes it 
both politically and environmentally popular as a source of energy. Already, it 
powers almost one-fourth of the nation's electricity supply. And the American 
Gas Association projects that natural gas usage in the United States could 
grow 45% by 2015.  

Here's the Secret to Successful Natural Resource Investing  

The main force behind higher gas prices is also the secret behind profiting 
from any natural resource investment. I'm talking about the cyclical nature of 
hard assets.  

Low prices lead to fewer producers. Where's the incentive to produce when 
there's no profit to be had?  

Fewer producers lead to lower supply and lower reserves. And eventually -- 
as has happened in California -- lower supply leads to higher prices.  

It's a very simple process. The key to profits is timing. You want to buy when 
there are few producers and prices are still low. Then, as prices rise, more 
producers step in to provide more natural gas.  

Natural gas is currently selling for around $5/MMBtu -- more than double its 
average price during the 1990s. For the near future, $10/MMBtu is a 
reasonable and sustainable target, given the factors outlined above.  

Share prices of the natural gas producers have plenty of room to rise in this 
boom cycle. And now is the perfect time to buy before the news media 
pounces on the story and drives share prices higher. We've uncovered a 
couple of companies that are comfortably perched in the catbird's seat. As an 
added bonus, they also operate in the oil industry.  

Profiting From a Mega-Merger  

Our favorite company is poised to benefit from not one but two bullish factors: 
the natural gas boom plus the company's just-completed mega-merger.  
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The company we are talking about began life as an underpublicized oil and 
gas giant founded in the early 1970s by the Canadian government. (In fact, 
at one point, only Canadian citizens were allowed to buy the stock.)  

Nurtured by a sympathetic government, this once-small company grew into a 
colossus. Now that it has merged with another small but powerful company, 
expectations are that the next quarter century of growth will be even stronger 
than the first.  

It is now the largest pure exploration and production company in North 
America, producing over 700,000 barrels of oil equivalent (boe) per day, a 
number that is expected to rise to 1.1 million boe per day by 2005. That 
would make it the seventh-largest Canadian company overall. Its gas storage 
capacity is also the largest in North America.  

Plus, It's Diversified...  

The combined company's greatest strength comes from its diversification. 
Not only does the company drill for gas, but its businesses also include 
pipelines, natural gas storage and gas processing.  

It's also working to cement its position in the United States. It already has 
natural gas storage facilities in California and Texas and is looking to either 
buy or lease another storage facility in the United States. And the company it 
merged with brought extensive mineral rights and other significant interests 
to the table, including a solid position on the East Coast, a large oil discovery 
in the North Sea and substantial operations in Mexico.  

This oil and gas company is already off to a red-hot start. In the third quarter 
of 2002 cash flow topped C$1 billion. Revenue for the first nine months of 
2002 was up a stellar 67% from the year before. Yet this company is still 
selling for less than 10 times earnings! Wall Street won't overlook this one for 
long. You shouldn't either.  

You can get my full trading recommendations on this deal in Two Oil & Gas 
Companies That Will Keep the Lights Burning... just one of the free reports 
included in my investors' library of moneymaking guides. (And as a bonus, 
you'll also get details about another great company, one of the world's most 
profitable oil operations, in this FREE report.)  Continue on to learn how you 
can receive your FREE copy of this valuable report.  

500% PROFIT OPPORTUNITY WITH RARE DRINKABLE WATER  

There is a real possibility of a permanent global shortage of clean drinking 
water. Of all the water in the world, 97% is seawater -- saltwater -- unfit for 
human consumption, agriculture, industrial use or anything else we need 
water for.  

Of the remaining 3% -- the world's entire fresh water supply -- only 1% is not 
frozen in polar ice caps and glaciers or hidden underground. One percent! 
And how much of that 1% is contaminated? Who knows? The point is, very 
little of the world's water is fit for human consumption.  
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The economic case for water is the simplest of all. We're living during the 
urbanization of the developing world. People are packing into cities as 
markets open up and trade expands. A higher standard of living is possible 
for more of the world's population than ever before.  

And so, global water usage is skyrocketing. Over the last 100 years, demand 
for water has grown sevenfold, compared to population growth of "only" 
threefold. In other words, water demand has doubled every 21 years.  

And the problem isn't merely the amount of water. It's the cleanliness of 
water. It doesn't take many nasty little microbes to cause serious trouble for 
us...some of them, like E. coli, for example, are killers.  

Don't Drink the Water...  

The American Society of Civil Engineers' most recent Report Card for 
America's Infrastructure gives letter grades for the nation's public 
infrastructures and environment. Drinking water systems and dams were 
rated a "D," and wastewater facilities received a "D+."  

The nation's infrastructure as a whole received a "D." As usual, things are in 
worse shape than most of us are willing to admit, and it will require more than 
$1.3 trillion to fix. The water supply is no better. It has been estimated that 
1,200 people die each year from drinking tap water in the United States. 
Dead from quenching their thirst at the kitchen sink. What a way to go. And 
that's just the United States!  

All over the world, everywhere you look, water is becoming increasingly 
contaminated. Worldwide, 500 million people cannot get clean drinking 
water. And by 2025, that number could be as high as 3.2 billion. In 
developing countries, 80% of all diseases are caused by contaminated water. 

$500 Billion Worth of Waste  

The most recent assessment of the United States' wastewater treatment 
market -- estimated at $87 billion all by itself -- shows vast investment 
potential. The nation's water and wastewater-treatment infrastructure is 
composed almost entirely of failing, antiquated systems. These systems are 
responsible for bringing people water, something they can't live without, and 
the systems are falling apart.  In fact, most major water utilities are using pre-
WWI technology.  

So what's happened is that a decrease in federal funding of U.S. water 
systems has combined with new laws that allow privatization of the 
management of water utilities to offer strong new investment opportunities. 
Right now, over 1,000 municipalities across the United States are involved in 
the privatizing of water and wastewater services.  

A thousand might sound like a large number, but it's nothing. In the United 
States alone, there are over 55,000 municipal water systems serving an 
average of 4,500 customers each. This is one of the few really explosive 
growth areas in the mature U.S. economy.  
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Government regulation (mostly as a result of the Clean Water Act and Safe 
Drinking Water Act) is providing strong incentives to the water treatment 
industry. Municipalities and industries are being forced to clean up drinking 
water and wastewater like never before.  

About 25,000 gallons of municipal wastewater are treated for each of the 250 
million people living in America. This trend will provide clear growth avenues 
for companies that supply water and wastewater treatment services and 
equipment.  

Our favorite company to profit from this trend has a solid core of income, yet 
still has plenty of room to skyrocket. Its utility subsidiaries provide a full range 
of water services to over 2 million people in 31 states from coast to coast. 
And when we say a full range of services, we mean a full range.  

Make 5 Times Your Money With This Gem of a Company  

Everything from water treatment and distribution to street and drainage 
system repair. On top of that, it has software systems to provide utility billing 
and collection services to property owners. Overall, it has a solid revenue 
stream and a perfect model for growth because many other municipalities, 
and even a few large private entities, don't have the skills and experience 
necessary to run their water and wastewater facilities. The company we are 
talking about can provide the needed know-how and technology.  

And the best thing about this mid-cap stock is that it offers the returns of a 
growth stock with the stability of a value stock. You can find out all the details 
in our FREE report, The Only 5 Stocks You'll Need in the Next 5 Years. We'll 
tell you how you can get this FREE report -- plus all your bonus reports -- 
immediately. Read on for all the details...  

MAKE 5 TO 10 TIMES YOUR MONEY IN THE HOTTEST SECTOR 
IN THE WORLD  

The biggest investment bonanza over the next two years will be in natural 
resources and real assets. Investors who understand the potential will collect 
fantastic profits -- if they know what markets are poised to blast off.  

668% Profits in Less Than a Year!  

We started tracking Metallica Resources, a tiny gold and copper miner, in February 
2001. Just a few days later, one of its projects showed outstanding results, and the stock 
jumped 188% in two days.Knowing the company had some upside left in it, we held on 
and enjoyed the ride. We finally recommended selling it in January 2002 for a 668% 
return. In about 11 months, our members had the opportunity to turn a $10,000 
investment in  
Metallica into $76,800.  

We also recommended selling Intrepid Minerals for a 162% profit, Wheaton River 
Minerals for a 151% profit, and Glamis Gold for a 332% profit.  You can enjoy 
similar profits. Read on for details... 
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Unfortunately, most investors are afraid to take the plunge. The promise of 
technology still rekindles investors' hopes like a lost love. Wall Street's 
propaganda machine has told them that hard assets like oil and gold are 
dead. Even in the wake of the tech stock collapse, they yearn for the good 
old days when companies like AOL would make them rich. But they are just 
dreaming.  

Paper investments are likely to be down and out for at least six more years. 
Hard assets, on the other hand, are poised for a windfall like that seen in the 
1970s. Now, two decades later, the same telltale signs are flashing like jet 
lights on a darkened runway.  

The Bull Begins  

The bull market in commodities is off and running. And Outstanding 
Investments has been cashing in. Just in the past year, we raked in:  

l 136% profits on RJ Reynolds   
l 75% profits with American Water Works   
l 57% profits on Waste Management  
l 151% profits with Wheaton River Minerals    
l 332% profits with Glamis Gold    
l 668% profits with Metallica Resources.  

But we don't just make money in bull markets. Even when commodities were 
in the dumpster, Outstanding Investments was seeing profits like:  

l 241% on sugar    
l 447% on the French franc and  
l 733% on Target Resources  

But what you need to know now is how to choose the investments that are 
going to return profits like these. Let me give you a few pointers.  

Educated investors tend to make the most money. They understand risk and 
pick investments with care, then pursue them with patience.  

Bernard Baruch, one of the great investors of the 20th century, always 
sought out such situations. He never bought into something without having 
examined every aspect, every crosscurrent and every tributary. Once he 
zeroed in on a situation and put his money in place, he was like a pit bull with 
a bone -- never changing position unless the situation had changed. Then he 
got out right then and there.  

The big question now is, what stocks should you buy?  

 
 read on 
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For just the next few weeks, four world-class Options Strategists will let you into... 
 

THE BULL MARKET 
THAT NEVER ENDS 

 

They'll give up the secrets behind 
a 70%+ win rate - and reveal how to 
score big in months to mere minutes! 

 
 
 

Dear Investment Reader, 
 

Right now, a "dream team" of options experts is sitting on 3 explosive picks that could earn 
18% to 300% or more in the months ahead. And I am prepared to share them with you as a 
free gift. 
 
I will do this simply to get your attention. Something is going on that could flat-out change the 
way you look at investments and risk... 
 
It comes from a select group of investors -- only 1% -- who know (really know) how to make 
money trading options. 
 
They do it consistently, and often spectacularly. They do it in bull times, and also when the 
market is tepid or tanking. 
 
Mostly, they do it quietly. Unlike rookies and dabblers who lose money on options, these 
privileged few work outside the "radar" of most brokers. They rack up steady gains and 
occasional three- and four-digit profit explosions. 
 

Just how good are these options traders? A man in Tampa, FL used one of their systems 
to turn $21,846 into $423,202 in just over six months. 
 
Sound hard to believe? I was skeptical, too. Later, I'll show you his broker's account 
statement, and introduce you to the simple secret behind his success. 
 
In fact, I'll send you a Free Guide that outlines their proven technique for supercharging 
your stock profits 200%-600%. Known only to a small fraternity of investors, one aspect 
of this technique achieved a 75%-plus winning percentage over a 3-year period. 

These experts live quietly (and comfortably) in their own personal, permanent bull market. 
Investors like you are on the outside. But that's about to change. 
 
I am also preparing to send you an important free white paper that will welcome you to "the 
club" with three explosive long-term option plays you can make right now... 
 

1. An option on gold that could triple your money in less than two years, if gold's 
per-ounce price moves to $500 as we expect. You can own it for 10% of the cost of the 
underlying stock. 
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2. A covered call play that could make you more than 18% in six months. It's on a 

fast-growing company that has brought Microsoft and SONY to their knees. 
 

3. A double move that could include turning $400 at risk into more than $2,000. 
Combine a startling put on a currently liked utility fund with an equally stunning call on a 
currently disliked semiconductor stock. 

Subscribers to elite trading services pay $1,250 per year for plays like these. Our "Thrilling 
Three" will cost you nothing. 
 
Why? It's a dramatic way to make a telling point. This gift will give you a taste of what it's like 
to be guided by our team of experts. 
 
In fact, you'll be tipped off to many other longer-term plays, and also to remarkable short-term 
opportunities. Recently, for example, one of our experts correctly called: 
 

l An uncharacteristic 8% one-day move in the Biotech Holder's Trust stock... 
 

l A five-day move from $62 to $80 in Research in Motion (a 29+% gain)... 
 

l A 5% move in PetsMart shares in 24 hours... 
 

l A one-week 20% gain in PalmOne... 

Anyone who invested $10,000 in each of these plays could have made over $6,300 in about a 
week. Anyone who played the recommended options could have made five times that amount 
or more. 
 

Gigantic gains mean gigantic risks. Or do they? 
 
Well guess what, you are about to discover blockbuster strategies that are actually much less 
risky than ordinary stock purchasing. Which is why I stand behind them. 
 
My name is Steve McDonald. I am Director of VIP Trading Services for the Mt. Vernon Options 
Club, which was recently established by The Oxford Club, arguably the world's largest and most 
successful wealth-building organization. 
 
Earlier in my career, I was a broker. For too many years, I saw 
people try to make money on options and lose. 
 
They were anxious to jump in because options gains are 
potentially HUGE. And achieving those gains requires less money 
than ordinary stock purchases. 
 
But there's a "catch." You simply can't win on options if you don't 
fully understand how they work. Nor can you win if you don't 
know the secrets of which to buy and when to sell. 
 
So I watched most people lose, while a handful of living legends used options to build their 
fortunes - steadily and substantially. 
 

I heard the Wall Street whispers about their almost routine triple- and quadruple-digit 
gains. And I examined reports that showed them chalking up 12% returns as a regular 
source of income in bad times as well as good. 

Ask yourself our 
favorite question about 
options investing... 
 
"Would you rather have 
$25,000 at risk in the 
market... or have $625 at 
risk for almost the exact 
same return?" 
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Then, I met two of these world-class options experts. Turns out they're not the "riverboat 
gamblers" that many people think. 
 

Options are safe - IF you play them correctly. 
  
Yes, they're after big payoffs. But they found ways to hit 
those jackpots by risking less money, not more money. 
Consider two recent picks from our experts... 
 

1. Research in Motion zoomed from $56.27 to over $90 in 
two and a half months. A $60 call option three months 
out costing $6 increased in value to over $30 - a 500% 
gain. 
 
How much would you have risked to make $20,000? 
Ordinary stock purchase = more than $33,000 risked. 
Options play = only about $4,000 risked. 
 

2. Amazon jumped from $37.95 to over $43 in just one 
month. Our expert alerted investors to a $37.50 option 
three months out that cost $2.50 and increased to 
$5.50 - a 120% gain. 
 
How much would you have risked to make $20,000? 
Ordinary stock purchase = more than $150,000 
risked. 
Options play = less than $7,000 risked. 

The key is not only to get the right picks, it's knowing 
exactly how to play them. 
 

And that's why we formed an 
Options "Dream Team." 

 
I believe it's high time for active investors like you (and me) 
to apply these surprisingly safe, winning strategies. 
 
Although the most successful options traders tend to be 
loners, we have persuaded our "Dream Team" of four options 
All Stars to get involved and help you become a winner. 
 
All four of these experts have disciples who follow their moves. Each is an outstanding 
investment writer who provides insights and makes recommendations in plain English. Each has 
agreed to disclose his or her secrets to help you accelerate your profits. 
 

Warning: If you "play" at options you will lose. 
 
Before I introduce you to these traders and their secrets, I ask for your patience in considering 
a sobering truth: If you don't do your homework, and if you don't get expert help, you will lose 
at options investing. 
 

Experts wait for the right price to get in. They know the effect that time has on value. 
They're not afraid to get out when the value is still going up. And they know that traders 
will often try to take advantage of you. 

Sign Up Today for Your 
FREE twice-weekly 

Smart Options Report. 

The Smart Options Report 
will... take the fear out of 
options.. look at examinations 
of various options strategies 
and recommendations on who 
should use them and what to 
expect in terms of 
performance... educate about 
options, futures, commodities 
trading... show you what 
portion of your portfolio should 
be allocated to options. 
 
You can begin your FREE 
subscription to The Smart 
Options Report by entering 
your e-mail address below and 
clicking "Subscribe". 
 

Email Address: 

 

 

The Smart Options Report will never sell, 
rent or otherwise abuse your email 
address. It will be used solely for the 
purpose of sending you The Smart 
Options Report and Updates about The 
Smart Options Report. Should you wish 
to unsubscribe at any time, instructions 
are included with each email for 
immediate removal from The Smart 
Options Report subscriber file. 

Subscribe
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So it's important that you follow our experts' strategies very carefully until they become second 
nature to you. It is also important that you heed their specific advice on what and how to buy - 
and on when to sell. 
 
That's why I'm about to tell you how to receive picks from a proven computerized system, PLUS 
guidance on how to make the very most of those picks. 
 
Here are a couple of examples to give you a sense of the stakes involved...  
 

l Millennium Pharmaceuticals. This company popped from the $10.64 "buy" signal price to 
$14 in just under five weeks - a nice 32% gain. Had you taken advantage of the options 
offered and bought a $10 call option three months out costing $2, it would have more 
than doubled to over $4 - a 100% gain. 
 

l SanDisk Corporation went from a "buy" signal price of $22.30 all the way up to $31 in a 
month and a half, for a lucrative 39% gain. But had you bought the option - oh my! Your 
$22.50 option trading three months out for around $2 would have rocketed to over $8.50 
- a stunning 325% gain. 

Winning big is what will separate you from the overwhelming majority of options players. 
 

They're unlikely to find these picks, and even if 
they did, they would not know how best to play 
them. 
 
With help from our "Dream Team," you'll know 
when to buy options at the right time and when to 
sell them to less-informed players who are after 
quick, easy scores. 
 
Now here's the surprising news: Although the 
strategies may seem complicated, they're not. And 
although options have a reputation for being risky, 
they're not. 
 

Until August 29th, 2005, you have 
been awarded a risk-free Charter 

Subscription with special gifts 
and considerations. 

 
Clear strategies, advice, and recommendations 
come your way in our brand new Accelerated 
Profits Report. Rather appropriately, I have 
arranged for your Charter Subscription to be risk-
free. 
 

In other words, I'll actually guarantee your satisfaction. More about that in a minute. First, let 
me divulge... 
 

l who these experts are and why we chose them. 
 

l how their strategies generate a steady flow - and often a triple- and quadruple-digit E-X-
P-L-O-S-I-O-N - of income. 
 

l why this opportunity will likely be made available to a limited number of subscribers. 

"THE NUMBERS GEEK" 
Dean Albrecht 
 
I've seen many investment systems, but 
Dean's is special. He had served several 
years as president of one of Fortune's 
fastest growing firms. 
 
The company provided financial research 
to giant brokerage houses and trading 
firms. Then this self-declared "numbers 
geek" quit to build his system. For more 
than 12 years, Dean and his team 
developed, tweaked, and perfected a 
thinking computer that digests millions 
of facts and figures about the past 
movement of any given stock – and 
then predicts where the stock is going to 
move based on this information. 
 
Today, his objective, no-human-emotion 
approach hits a stock's sell target with 
deadly accuracy. You'll benefit regularly 
from Dean Albrecht's uncanny 
predictions. 
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(Please don't share this information with others.) 
 

l when timing is best for big profits on options. 
 

l what special perks you receive when joining this privileged group. 

You are invited to profit from the clear strategies 
and coveted buy/sell recommendations of our Options 

"Dream Team" - Dean Albrecht, Karim Rahemtulla, 
Lynn Carpenter, and Lee Lowell. 

 
No one can be an expert in every aspect of options. That's why we assembled a team of brilliant 
options players, each taking a different, successful slant toward generating profits. 
 
You'll hear from one or more of these partners in profits every month. For example, Dean 
Albrecht will share picks from his stock predictor model that is similar to the one weather 
forecasters use to predict the strength and direction of hurricanes. 
 
"Nowhere is this type of analysis better suited than to the financial markets," he emphasizes. 
"After all, every stock... every index fund... every ETF has a definable and measurable history of 
data. By marrying this information with our specific financial market algorithms, we're able to 
predict with amazing accuracy not only which way a stock is going to move, but by how much - 
and how soon." 
 
This leads to gigantic scores. As I mentioned earlier, one trader used this system to turn 
$21,846 into $423,202 in just over six months. Here's proof... 
 

 
 
I'm certainly not promising that you will profit that much. But... the new Accelerated Profits 
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Report will indeed provide research-based information that could help you achieve exceptional 
profits in options, ETFs, futures, and more. 
 

You'll get the surest, most profitable options strategies 
along with on-target predictions and picks. 

 
One of the most important steps you can take for a secure financial future is to master the 
remarkably safe strategy for LEAPs (Long-term Equity AnticiPation Securities). You'll discover 
how it has led subscribers to gains like these on their invested capital: 
 

l 106% on Tyco in less than 6 months 
 

l 66% on Home Depot in just 6 weeks 
 

l 64% on American Airlines in just 3 weeks 
 

l 46% on Qwest Communications in just 17 days 
 

l 41% on AOL/Time Warner in just 2 days. 

Those who followed our experts and bought LEAPs options instead of stocks earned such gains 
using only about 2.5% of their money. That left 97.5% for other investments. 
 
You'll learn how to earn and lock in numbers like those, and then let your investments really 
soar... 
 

Personally, I started to make real money in 
options after I was introduced to LEAPs. 

 
Experts wink at each other about LEAPs because few investors have heard of them, fewer still 
have used them - and even fewer have used them correctly. 
 
The Wall Street Journal publishes only high-volume LEAPs quotes, and Barron's dedicates only 
one small column a week to them. 
 
As a Charter Subscriber, you'll discover how to control a large number of shares for a long time 
- and earn much bigger profits - for a fraction of the cost of owning the underlying investment. 
 
I'm certainly glad I learned about LEAPs. You will be, too. 
  

How you could make $2,500 
with a total risk of $50... 

 
That's right. With savvy moves, you can make a lot 
of money while risking a pittance. For example, our 
options experts saw an opportunity brewing with 
Chesapeake Energy. At the time, CHK was trading 
below $10 per share. Those "in the know" bought 
January 2006 call options for $1.75 and the fun 
began. 
 
In a few months, CHK rose to $12.14. Our $12.50 
LEAP option was now worth $2.50 for a gain of 
40% in just four months. 
 

"MR. CONSERVATIVE" 
Karim Rahemtulla 
 
Karim just hates risk. But he also loves 
to win BIG. That's why he became The 
Oxford Club's "Expert of Experts" when it 
comes to options. He finds ways to score 
big wins while risking as little money as 
possible. 
 
In my view, he is the world's most 
brilliant pure options strategist. He's the 
mastermind behind The Oxford Club's 
Smart Options E-Report, The Income 
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Traders were offered some startling advice: "Hold 
onto that option and now 'hedge your bet' by 
selling the $15 option for $1.70." Since the original 
cost of the $12.50 option was $1.75, the sale of 
the $15 option reduced the total risk to $0.05 per 
contract ($1.75 - $1.70 = $.05). For those who 
heeded this bull spread advice, their risk in the 
market for 10 contracts (1,000 shares) was now 
only $50. 
 
Here's what these surprisingly simple moves 
really mean... 
 

1. Our bull spread strategy took more than 
98% of the initial investment off the table. 
 

2. Since the strike price on the option we first recommended is $12.50, if the Chesapeake 
stock "LEAPs" to $15 or above, our subscribers stand to gain a net of $2.45 per share 
($2.50 - $.05 = $2.45). 
 

3. In the worst case scenario, if the Chesapeake stock price falls, the investor's maximum 
risk at expiration is only $50, not the $12,140 that a stock purchase would have risked. 

So the potential gain is $2,500 at a total risk of $50. (Or $25,000 at a total risk of $500.) 
 

Why doesn't everybody do this? 
 
Fact is, most people have never been introduced to such advanced techniques. Plus, even if you 
know them, you can't profit unless the underlying stocks move in the directions you're betting. 
 
That's where our Accelerated Profits Report comes in. You'll get the background, the guidance, 
and the precise recommendations to act upon. 
 
You'll also be guided through a covered call strategy that has achieved a win rate of more 
than 70% for nearly 5 years. 
 
In fact, as I mentioned earlier, one aspect of this strategy has maintained a 75% plus winning 
percentage for a three-year period - and we'll send you a free booklet that explains it. 
 

Discover "Covered Calls," where one of our experts 
invests at least 70% of his own money. 

 
At any given time, Karim Rahemtulla trades 70% or more of his own portfolio using this 
strategy. Like me, he looks for "boring" ways to get rich. 
 
In the Accelerated Profits Report, he and our other experts will help you make the moves that 
have earned a steady 12% to 24% in profits. year after year. 
 

Everyone should invest this way... 
 
The secret is simpler than you'd think. You make two simultaneous transactions: 
 

1. Buy a stock. 
 

2. Sell the call option attached to that stock. The money you receive from the sale goes back 
into your trading account - discounting the price you paid for the stock. 

Trader - A Covered Call Strategy, and 
The LEAPS Option Trader, Karim is also a 
regular contributor to The Oxford Club 
Communiqué. His highly successful 
trading systems use covered calls and 
LEAPS to boost returns on blue chip 
stocks. 
 
Educated in England, Canada, and the 
U.S., and fluent in several languages, 
Karim travels the world to find 
companies with fundamentals for 
explosive and sustained growth. 
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Let me give you an example. In April of 2004, we were alerted to a tremendous amount of 
insider buying of Midway Entertainment shares by billionaire Viacom CEO Sumner Redstone. He 
was buying hundreds of thousands of shares. 
 
So, we recommended buying Midway shares for $8.25 (a whopping discount from the $9s that 
Redstone had paid) in April. 
 
Then we recommended selling the November $7.50 calls, thereby netting $2.30 for the options 
and bringing the cost down to $5.95 - more than 35% below the current price (a strong margin 
of safety). 
 
If Midway were to close above $7.50 in November, 
we would have a net investment return of 26% in 
six months. 
 
By June, just two months later, the stock had 
moved to the $9s again, and we were able to close 
the recommendation out early for a low-risk 19% 
gain from our net investment in just two 
months. 
 
As a Charter Subscriber to the Accelerated Profits 
Report, you'll get a booklet that explains this 
strategy further. You'll also get specific picks and 
guidance to help you enter your own personal bull 
market. 
 

These Reports name stocks that 
are ripe for big, short-term gains 

 
Our experts regularly point the way to gains on 
invested capital like Emcor Group, 50.52%... 
Northrop Grumman, 49.64%... Canadian National 
Railways, 61.19%... and China Automotive, 
117.50% in just 11 days! 
 
In fact, as a Charter Subscriber, you'll learn a fast stock analysis "trick" that enabled one of our 
experts to predict a surge that transformed invested capital into a 20% gain in 45 minutes. 
 
For seven days, Priceline.com had been dropping 10 to 20 cents a day. This technique revealed 
that an upsurge was imminent. 
 

Then, when the stock shot up $1.50 in 45 minutes, 
our expert pounced for the payoff. 
 

Let the Perfect Profit "Dream 
Team" - Albrecht, Rahemtulla, 

Carpenter, and Lowell - welcome 
you to this quiet, steady, never-

ending bull market. 
 
Once a month, in our Accelerated Profits Report, 
you will receive the best advice and at least two 
up-to-the-minute recommendations from one or 
more of these celebrated traders. 

"THE QUEEN OF DIAMONDS" 
Lynn Carpenter 
 
Lynn first came to our attention as the 
editor of the Fleet Street Letter from 
1999-2004 when she averaged a 15% 
gain per year – even while the S&P was 
losing 40%. During this time, almost as 
an afterthought, she began to use her 
careful, scientific approach to find 
"diamonds in the rough," taking 
advantage of quick, leveraged profit 
opportunities. 
 
I particularly appreciate Lynn's system 
because it reduces all unnecessary risk 
in any trade recommendation by 
examining the underlying company as 
well as if you actually owned the stock. 
Then her charting technique identifies 
exactly when to "pull the trigger." 
 
She'll share her ideas with you, as well 
as her prized recommendations. 

"THE PIT BULL" 
Lee Lowell 
 
We selected Lee partly because he is a 
true "insider." He has been trading 
options for 14 years, starting out as a 
marketmaker in the pit of the New York 
Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX). 
 
After leaving the frenzy of the floor, he 
started up his own business where he 
trades commodity options, electronic 
futures options, stock options, and index 
options. He'll put you in command of 
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The reason that 1% of options traders are 
consistently successful is that they depend on 99% 
of traders making the wrong moves. It will be 
much harder to make so many huge scores if too 
many people master these secrets and disciplines. 
 
That's why we're only offering this opportunity to 
relatively few investment readers, and ask that you 
keep this invitation to yourself. 
 

Our four hand-picked experts 
give you everything you need to start profiting from options... 

 
For starters, you will be mailed and also e-mailed an 8-page report each month with vital advice 
and urgent plays. Subscribe now and you'll be sure not to miss revelations like these: 
 

1. How much of your portfolio should you invest in each option? 
 

2. An easy way to get past the fear of options trading. 
 

3. One crucial indicator for finding the best option bargains. 
 

4. How to avoid jumping in too early. 
 

5. How to avoid waiting too long to pull the trigger. 
 

6. How long can you safely wait before acting on one of our recommendations? 
 

7. The best ways to profit from supply-shocked oil. 
 

8. Moves you should make in the great gold bull market. 
 

9. How to avoid options investment pitfalls and get returns that are extraordinary. 
 

10. How to enjoy regular, good returns at the lowest possible risk. 
 

11. Are market makers out to get you? 
 

12. Why market volatility (like we're experiencing now) is a dream come true for options 
experts - and how to take full advantage of it. 

The need for all this information and much more is why we assembled this team of experts in 
the first place. The Accelerated Profits Report equips you with proven strategies... clear 
guidance... and specific picks to make money in bearish as well as bullish market conditions. 
 
I'd like to make it clear that while we provide investment recommendations to subscribers, we 
are not licensed by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to provide individual 
investment advice, and therefore, cannot address your personal circumstances. (We can 
recommend brokers who can address your personal concerns, though.) 
 
But you will be equipped with investment secrets and insights that will help you take control of 
your portfolio, with your own broker or financial advisor to ensure success. 
 

Timing could not be better for you 
to score big with options. 

these opportunities, pinpointing what 
makes them tick." 
 
Lee is perhaps the world's foremost 
expert on "put" selling. He'll show you 
"how to buy stocks at your price," 
making money when they go down as 
well as when they go up. And he'll make 
it even easier for you by offering his 
coveted personal picks. 
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Today's markets are volatile. Stocks, bonds, and commodities are in a whipsaw mode - swinging 
upward one day, downward the next. 
 
Those "in the know" absolutely love this climate. When they buy options, high volatility means 
they can make money faster. 
 
When they sell, there are more profits to be had from options sales. Which reduces risks and 
costs. 
 
Right now, our four options experts are noticing the potential for even greater returns. While 
others struggle, they are enjoying a flourishing bull market. Why not join them? 
 

How would your portfolio look today if you were 
enjoying your own bull market while NASDAQ 

was crashing in 2001 and 2002? 
 
With shrewd strategies and the right picks, you can make money when the Dow is down as well 
as up. You can risk less to win higher profits. Imagine where you'd be if you had earned steady 
and serious profits over the past few years. 
 
Now is the ideal time to get aboard. Charter Subscribers to the Accelerated Profits Report are 
entitled to... 
 

Three very valuable FREE gifts, 
a substantial savings, and a risk-free guarantee. 

 
Free Gift #1 (a $45.00 value): I'll see that you receive a complimentary copy of The Income 
Trader - A Covered Call Strategy: The Low-Risk Way to Supercharge Your Cash-Account Returns 
by 200-600%. 
 
This booklet explains in plain English how you can use preferred-share stocks, foreign CDs, and 
covered call plays to earn six-to-eight-times higher returns on cash investments than what 
banks are currently paying. 
 
It's also an easy reference on how to buy stocks at a significant discount. 
 
Free Gift #2 (a $9.95 value): The Ultimate Options Primer. Don't let the title fool you. Even 
seasoned players will find this quick-lookup booklet helpful when carrying out the strategies and 
moves of our experts. 
 
Free Gift #3 (a $45.00 value with unlimited profit potential): Best of all, I'll rush you a 
copy of Three Explosive Option Plays You Can Make TODAY. Step-by-step, you'll be guided 
through our experts' current "Thrilling Three" favorite long-term blockbusters... 
 

1. The bold gold LEAP. Our experts see a way to triple your money, risking pennies on the 
dollar. 
 

2. The covered techno-call. Microsoft bought into this company. We will, too. This is a 
conservative investment that could earn you 18% within a year and a half. 
 

3. The contrarian put/call combo. What goes up must go down (and vice versa). This 
utility company is ready for a dip. When it does, we predict your profits at about 56% with 
a chance at turning $1,000 at risk into more than $5,000. 
 
At the same time, semiconductors are due to rise again. When they do, this stock should 
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follow quickly. We think it will jump at least halfway toward its option target, which would 
net us a cool 260% return on our investment. 

Less than 28 cents per day for Charter Subscribers. 
 
As a Charter Subscriber to the Accelerated Profits Report, your cost will be only $99 for 12 
monthly issues - each packed with strategies and insights, including at least two expert moves. 
 
Personally, I cannot imagine a better way to pursue financial independence or to invest $8.25 
per month. 
 

Risk-free 6-month guarantee. 
 
Now if all this just sounds too good to be true, I can understand your skepticism. It brings to 
mind the old Russian proverb that President Reagan famously quoted: "Trust but verify." 
 
So I've arranged for you to receive and use these reports and recommendations risk-free for a 
full 6 months. Afterward, if you decide the Accelerated Profits Report isn't for you, just let us 
know by phone or letter, and we'll refund every cent. 
 
It's that simple: 
 

l Three valuable free gifts. 
 

l Many specific plays with eye-popping profit potential at pennies-on-the-dollar risk. 
 

l Less than 28 cents a day. 
 

l Use the service for 6 months, and if not satisfied, get all your money back. 

This is the best arrangement I am empowered to offer. And it is only temporary. 
 
Our Options "Dream Team" is ready to welcome you to their remarkable, private, never-ending 
Bull Market. 
 
All you need to do is click below to access the Charter Subscription Savings Certificate. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Steve McDonald 
Director of Trading Services 
Mt. Vernon Options Club  
 
P.S. Although Dean, Karim, Lynn, and Lee are pleased to widen the circle of traders "in the 
know," they would prefer that circulation of this monthly Accelerated Profits Report be limited. 
The Charter Subscription Certificate will expire Monday, August 29, 2005, so I encourage you 
to take advantage of these reports and gifts without delay. 
 
P.P.S. There's no better time to get started than right now, while the market is so volatile. With 
stocks moving every which way, conditions are absolutely prime for accelerating our profits. 
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SUMMARY OF CHARTER SUBSCRIPTION PRIVILEGES 
Accelerated Profits Report 

 
YOUR BENEFITS 
You can create your personal and perpetual bull market through 
valuable guidance in... 
 

l Dean Albrecht's research-based strategy that predicts the 
precise movements of stocks with uncanny accuracy.  

l Karim Rahemtulla's fundamentals-based strategies for 
explosive LEAPs option plays and covered call moves with a 
better than 70% win rate.  

l Lynn Carpenter's volume-based approach that takes 
advantage of quick, leveraged profit opportunities.  

l Lee Lowell's insider perspective to profitable options 
trading, particularly in commodities and electronic futures. 

Plus, you will receive two or three up-to-the-minute picks in each 
issue, with full instructions on what to buy and when to sell. 
 
YOUR FREE GIFTS 
 
Income Trader – A Covered Call Strategy (a $45 value) 
This white paper will show you how to generate a steady income at very low risk. You'll learn 
to... supercharge your cash-account returns by 200-600%... protect yourself from market 
meltdowns... make "the professional's advantage" your own... buy stocks at a discount... earn 
money even if the stock falls 20%... and more. 
 
The Ultimate Options Primer (a $9.99 value) 
This quick reference gives you the basics and explains why most options "players" lose money, 
while a select few win consistently and overwhelmingly. 
 
Three Explosive Option Plays You Can Make TODAY (a $45 value) 
Here's everything you need to make 3 expert moves right now... 
1. The bold gold LEAP. (It's expected to triple your money.) 2. The covered techno-call. 
(Microsoft needs this company, and so do we.) 3. The contrarian put/call combo. (Everyone 
seems to love one sector but not the other. When the "pendulum" reverses, we'll be there to 
collect... twice.) 
 

 
CHARTER SUBSCRIBER SAVINGS 
Charter Subscribers are temporarily entitled to a one-year subscription package (valued at 
nearly $200) for only $99. And one strategy and one pick should pay for this subscription many 
times over. 
 
GUARANTEE 
Within six (6) months, if you haven't had the opportunity to see steady and significant gains, 
you may cancel by phone or letter – and receive a full and unquestioned refund. 

TRADING OPTIONS 
"CAN MAKE YOU 
SERIOUS MONEY"... 
 
"I absolutely blew the 
ROOF off of my business 
and my own personal 
trading account in 2004. I 
will say this - because of 
trading options with 
(Dean Albrecht's) system, 
I just bought a new 
waterfront home on the 
open water of Tampa 
Bay!!! Real stuff!!!" 
~Tim E., Tampa, FL  

GRATEFUL FOR A SYSTEM THAT WORKS... 
 
"Please forward my gratitude to Mr. Rahemtulla for his expert advice. Not only has my 
account weathered these uncertain times, but my portfolio is up in excess of 25%! I am 
thankful I have finally found a system that works." ~Ron B., New York, NY 
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TELL YOUR FRIENDS  
YOU MADE A 667% PROFIT ON YOUR 

INVESTMENTS  
Investing in these little-known stocks will have you seeing gains in less then three months!  

You won't just be telling your friends - you'll be bragging...  

Just look at these gains...  

l 206% in 7 weeks!  

l 116% in 5 weeks!  

l 194% in 3 weeks!  

Find out about the stocks that could make you an incredible investor...  

   

Dear Friend,  

You are among a large group of individuals to receive this personal invitation.  

...an invitation to join a small circle of elite individuals who at this moment are finding out about both the 
EXTREME THRILL of fast-paced stock trading...  

...and the DEEP SATISFACTION of accumulating STAGGERING WEALTH.  

And, in the following pages, you will find a personal invitation to TRIPLE YOUR CHANCES of making 
70%... 118%... 120% or more... every week! 

But let me caution you: Although this invitation will be read by many, ONLY A FEW WILL BE READY to 
claim the STAGGERING RICHES that are WITHIN REACH at this moment. 

Make no mistake: Great wealth could be yours for the taking... RIGHT NOW! But ONLY if you are truly ready 
to accept it. 

Are you ready, dear reader, ARE YOU READY ?  

This invitation is only for the right kind of investor - the kind that...  

Can picture themselves sitting on a beach in Aruba, while making 667% gains on their investments.  

Can You IMAGINE Yourself Wealthy?  

l 159% in 1 week!  

l 127% in 2 days!  

l 27% in less than 24 hours!  

l 159% in 1 week!  

l 127% in 2 days!  

l 27% in less than 24 hours!  

l 159% in 1 week!  

l 127% in 2 days!  

l 27% in less than 24 hours!  

l 159% in 1 week!  

l 127% in 2 days!  

l 27% in less than 24 hours!  

l 159% in 1 week!  

l 127% in 2 days!  

l 27% in less than 24 hours!  

l 159% in 1 week!  

l 127% in 2 days!  

l 27% in less than 24 hours!  
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I'm talking about REAL WEALTH...  

...the kind of money that sticks around for generations...  

...the kind of money that pays for your lifestyle BEFORE you roll out of bed in the morning...  

...the kind of money that allows you to pursue your life's dreams... to travel the world on a whim...  

Are you getting the picture? I just want you to see what it would be like to get rich off successful investing 
strategies. Strategies you can get your hands on if you act quickly!  

Here are more examples of my great picks that made phenomenal gains:  

l Harris & Harris (TINY) was trading for $8.40 in December 2003. They jumped to $18.17 in January 2004 
for 116% in about 41 days!  

l Freddie MAC (FREPL) was trading for $1.70 in January 2003. Then just 3 days later it hit $3.70. 117% in 
3 days!  

l Galton Biometrics (GALB.PK) was trading at $1.25 on November 12, 2004. Less than 12 days later, on 
November 22, 2004, it soared to $3.00. That is 140% in less than 2 weeks!  

If you had invested just $1,000 in GALB.PK you would have made a total profit of $1,400. That is incredible!  

In fact, since our inception in 2001 we have been able to produce just over 3,000% gains for our readers!  

Even better over the past four years, my team and I were able to beat the Dow by 3,176%! In addition, we 
stayed ahead of the NASDAQ by 1,157%!  

And there is plenty more where that came from!  

Allow me to explain:  

My name is Christian DeHaemer, and I'm the founder of Red Zone VIP, an exclusive Investment Advisory 
Service with a very privileged and unique mission.  

You see, while most investment services create their own spin on strategies that they think will beat Wall Street's 
measly annual returns...  

Red Zone VIP has a different focus.  

Our objective is simply this: We want our members rich, wealthy, basically rolling in it.  

I am going to let you in a on a secret system that only our exclusive group of subscribers will have access to. You 
will be able to see extensive gains off your investments.  

You see: I am in pursuit of big profits...I decided to crank things up a notch by using a 'weighted' average instead 
of a simple moving average.  

A weighted average puts more emphasis on recent data...and less emphasis on old data. And this proved to be 
much more effective. Even this slight adjustment boosted my stock-picking accuracy.  
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But that wasn't good enough ...  

I tried different variations and experimented using different types of weighted averages. All had yielded good 
returns. But still not what I had in mind...  

Then it hit me like a sack of bricks! Instead of using just one moving average, I COMBINED three different 
moving averages into ONE system!  

OH MAN DID I STRIKE GOLD!  

What I came up with is a powerful prediction tool called the Tri-Directional Indicator! The Tri-Directional 
Indicator tracks THREE weighted, moving averages: 20-day, 35-day, and 50-day.  

Listen to this: I've discovered that these moving averages interact with each other in a predictable way to generate 
extremely accurate buy and sell signals.  

And the results are nothing short of astonishing!  

The system searches 10,600 stocks  - every day - to isolate potential winners.  

It then takes the stocks through a series of screens to filter out risk and determine which  

stocks offer the highest upside opportunities.  

Finally, it determines whether or not it's time to buy.  

And get this: Since November 2001, the Tri-Directional Indicator has triggered THOUSANDS of buy signals.  

But of those thousands of buy signals ONLY 186 stocks have made it through my series of rigorous screens so 
far.  

And in 2001, out of 38 opportunities, our winners beat the losers by a total gain of 1,223%!  

It's awesome! Let me show you the Tri-Directional Indicator system in action...  

This Could Be YOU Making 69% GAINS in Just 8 Weeks...  

In May 2002, I recommended a stock called Intertrust Technologies.  

Intertrust is a company with a number of patents that protect digital media like CD's and DVD's from piracy. 
Actually, I couldn't care less about all that.  

What I care about is what the data tells me. And when I saw this chart (and applied the rules), I immediately sent 
out a fax and email telling our members to buy.  
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As you can see by the chart, the stock price took off from our entry price of $1.65 on May 24 to our exit price of 
$2.79 on July 19.  

Not bad. Especially while the market was dropping like a stone in a pond. And, obviously, our subscribers are 
delighted with such fast profits...  

Here was what some of them had to say about other recent plays...  

'This is my second trade with Red Zone and once again I have scored a home run. I decided to sell today at $1.25 
for a 78.5% profit. This single investment brought in $5,500 in 5 trading days.' - J.F  

'I just sold my QQQ puts you recommended two days ago. 66% return in two days. Send me more advice, you're 
the only ones making me money!'- M.O  

'Thanks, made $12,000.00 on the Galton Biometrics recommendation. That stock was a little scary near the end 
of the trade though.'- K 

I've got a huge file full of testimonials just like these delighted (product) readers. Bottom line: Folks are getting 
rich following my (product system)...  

...and I hope you decide to join them today. If you act quickly you too can have these gains!  

You see, while most investment services focus either on short-term trading gains or on long-term wealth-
building, Red Zone VIP does both! Red Zone VIP's mission is to provide you with both the thrill of short-term 
trading gains and the satisfaction of accumulating long-term wealth. 

And we are achieving both of these goals at this moment! When you sign up for Red Zone VIP, you'll not only 
receive Red Zone VIP alerts but also Extreme Volatility Speculator (EVS) and Red Zone Profits updates. This 
package alone is worth $4085 if you signed up for each separately. 

By adding these two services, we are able to provide you with a wide array of investment opportunities. 

This Exclusive Offer Is Not for Everybody!  
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But remember: This service isn't for everybody. After all we are recommending many companies you have never 
heard of. You must have the willpower to get into stocks before the average Joe Schmoe investor. You must be 
comfortable using little-known stocks to your advantage.  

And you must not mind making money in foreign companies. After all, the goal of Red Zone VIP is to bring the 
ground-floor opportunities of global investing to your email.  

You see, when your profits start rolling in - like 140% on GALB.PK - you may find yourself feeling a bit guilty. 
You'll feel you have an unfair advantage. You'll tell your friends at the office, or at the grocery store, about some 
Australian stock that turned into a triple-digit winner - a real barnburner - and they won't know what you're 
talking about.  

Time-Sensitive Opportunity 

You are invited to join us...  

If you feel this service is for you... and if you can answer 'yes' to a few simple questions.  

Remember, we want you to be comfortable with the service and we want to be sure that every new member who 
joins Red Zone VIP is qualified to benefit from it.  

Since there are limited spaces available, I want just the right type of investors.  

You must show the discipline of a shrewd and successful trader by getting in when we say and getting out when 
we say. Everything will be clear in the alerts you receive. No guesswork is required on your part. Buy when we 
say buy - and for heaven's sake, sell when we say sell. 

Again, this is a very specialized financial service - one that seeks to get out ahead of the Wall Street herd.  

So What's It Worth to You Finding Out About These Incredible 
Opportunities - and Profiting from Them? 

Understand that this research is powerful and these exclusive companies can't be found in the Wall Street Journal 
or Barrons, or any other traditional media source.  

Every month I pay $2,759 to keep the Tri-Directional Indicator running. Time, resources, and research to make it 
work do not come cheap.  

That's one reason we are a bit picky about how many people we accept into the service. We want to provide a 
benefit to a very limited number of very serious investors for whom the price we charge is of minimal concern.  

A service that can routinely double your money in just a few weeks... even days. A $5,000 investment in Encore 
Technologies, for example, would have ballooned to over $7,290. How much would you have paid for that 'tip' 
alone? Logic would tell you that anything less than $9,250 would be a bargain. 

But a membership to Red Zone VIPdoesn't cost $9,250. It's not $5,000 either, although, in my opinion it's worth 
every penny of those amounts combined.  

To become a member today - and to begin receiving your 'arrive anytime' trader alerts and weekly updates by fax 
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or email (your choice) - you need only pay $2,995.  

That's a great value, considering that, had you invested just $5,000 in the recommendations I've mentioned in this 
letter your profits could have exceeded $100,000. That's enough to pay for your subscription 100 times over.  

But I don't want to force this arithmetic on you. Either you get it or you don't. There is already so much demand 
for Red Zone VIP - and so few subscriber spots available - that this offer will fill our limit very quickly.  

So, we don't want you to join us unless you understand and are serious about this very exclusive opportunity.  

Time is Running Out!  
Reserve Your Risk-Free Trial NOW! 

I urge you to reserve your risk-free trial now.  

Please don't subscribe if you don't think you can benefit from Red Zone VIP. We simply don't have the space to 
accommodate 'browsers.' If you decide that Red Zone VIP is not for you, we'll be happy to surrender your spot to 
someone else - and give you a refund for any months remaining on your subscription.  

But...  

Please hurry! I'd hate to see you miss out on what could be a once-in-a-lifetime wealth-building opportunity.  

Remember there are only a limited number of subscriber slots left and I can't guarantee you a space unless I hear 
from you immediately. If I don't hear from you within the next 36 hours I will be forced to give up your spot. 
Don't make me do that. Subscribe now.  

Sincerely,  

 
Christian DeHaemer  
Editor, Red Zone VIP 

P.S. This is a limited opportunity. First come, first served. No exceptions! So please, act quickly!  

P.P.S. 100% Money-Back Guarantee! IF at any time during the first 30 days - for any reason - you are unhappy 
with your (product) membership...just say the word! I'll send you a check to cover every penny of your 
membership expense. NO QUESTIONS ASKED! And, after the first 30 days, if you're not happy, I'll REFUND 
EVERY PENNY of the unused portion of your membership...again - no questions asked!  
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The ultimate secret of Professional Investors -  

How to take control of moneymaking 
opportunities days, weeks -- and even 

months -- before they happen... 

...and lock in year round gains of 35%, 
50%...even 120%. 

Dear Friend,  

If you knew there was a book retailer's stock that gains an average of 50% every August and 48% 
every December...  

If you knew about a takeover play that's jumped 58% every January for the last four years...  

Or a small health technology company that's gained 35% every February for the last six years...  

Or a shoe retailer that's shot up 12% every May for 8 of the last 9 years...  

Or a sportswear maker that's gone up 20% for four years - and just jumped 120%!  

Or, a clothing chain for oversized teens that's 
soared 32% for the last five years...  

...you'd buy these stocks, wouldn't you? Well, that's the ultimate secret of professionals. They use  

 Cycle research to make money year-round  

... they look for stocks and stock market patterns, like the Seasonal Stocks I've listed here. These are 
stocks that have a proven, cyclical track record.  

In other words, they look for stocks you can bank on for year round profits.   

Once a professional knows which stocks will move and when, all they have to do to make money is 
invest ahead of that move!  

These "bankable" stocks are the ultimate secret of professional investors. And, Cycle Research - like 
Seasonal Stocks - is their key to finding these hidden gems.  

Effortless moneymaking opportunities for you! 

The beauty of using a recurring pattern that's been tested and proven over time, is it will be there for 
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you like clockwork.  

For example, one of the most celebrated of seasonal patterns in the stock market is the January 
Effect.  

The stock market has gained value in more than two-thirds of the Januaries since 1926. In other 
words, for almost 80 years you could "take it to the bank" that stocks make money in most Januaries.  

What's more, this pattern is not confined to US markets. Markets around the world exhibit the January 
effect.  

In fact, numerous academic studies have confirmed that many stocks, like small caps, achieve 50% of 
their growth for the entire year in the first month alone.  

Academic Studies Prove Cycle Research Works 

In 1942, Frederick Wachtel wrote the first academic study documenting the January effect on stocks.  

Years later, Rozeff and Kinney reintroduced the January effect to modern finance, and Keim reported 
that virtually all of the return advantage that small-company stocks hold over large-company stocks is 
earned in the first four trading days of January.  

One example of the January effect on a stock is MIM Corp.  

This company supplies drugs to HMO members and others along with a variety of clinical 
management expertise. And, every year for the last 4 years it has had a 58% average gain. That 
means that if you had put $10,000 in this stock you would have $15,800 in short order.  

But that's only the beginning! There are a host of other seasonal patterns that have been studied by 
professionals and academics:  

One study recognized a total of...  

181 Seasonal Patterns 

A few of the most profitable patterns professionals follow include:  

The 6-month cycle. The first half of the year tends to bring better returns than the second half. 
 
Dogs of the Dow. Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) stocks whose price was beaten down in 
the previous year have a tendency to outperform the rest of the DJIA in the following year. 
 

A study published this year by the Federal Reserve Board of Atlanta produced 
compelling evidence that seasonal patterns turned up in the stock exchanges of nine 
different countries.

Studies by Lakonishok and Levi in 1982 and Smirlock and Starks in 1986 also 
concluded that certain seasonal and cycle patterns did impact stocks. 
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28 day trading cycle. Many market researchers have demonstrated the force of this cycle. It 
appears to be tied to the cycles of the moon and can signal a reversal of trend. 
 
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). Markets in both the northern and southern hemispheres 
predictably succumb to the winter blues.  

Of course, to take control of any of these patterns and make money with them, you have to find stocks 
that are actually powered by them and will reward your investment.  

Without that, the January Effect and all the others will come and go and you'll have nothing to show for 
it. 
 

Imagine though... 

...what it would be like to have a roadmap to an entire year of hot stocks.  

Not just those stocks driven by the January effect - but every compelling opportunity inspired by all of 
the 181 repeating patterns due to show up this year.  

Also imagine knowing, every morning when you wake up, which stocks you'd want to own that day. All 
spelled out in an easy to understand, step-by-step format designed for fast reading.  

In other words, imagine having, at your fingertips, a year's selection of investment ideas that have a 
demonstrated history of going up like clockwork at a precise time of the year. It would be like  

Shooting fish in a barrel.  

"While investment trends come and go, the yearly financial and psychological 
milestones stay pretty much the same.   The trick is to get some idea of the market 
effects of these dates, and take advantage of them." 
                 -- From Stockwarrants.com

"Certain individual stocks follow predictable patterns, as stocks prices in specific 
sectors of the economy do." 
                -- article from Path to Investing

In the markets, many major patterns recur.  One is the 116-month long period from 
the last business cycle in the "old" era of inflation to the climax of the great 
financial bubble.  There have been six since 1720 . 
                --From the PrudentBear

... "it's interesting to look back at the past year and see so many market patterns 
repeating themselves. It's such a reassuring feeling when the market does what 
you think it might do. 
               --From The Stocktraders Almanac
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 For example, suppose you knew...  

The history of Starbucks (SBUX)...what months to buy and when to sell... 
 
When certain Casino stocks come to life...  
 
Which stocks routinely rise from "back to school" upsurges in their business... 
 
When a specialty pharmacy's stock is likely to take off... 
 
When Utility stocks are likely to climb...  

In other words, imagine yourself getting up every morning and finding moneymaking opportunities like 
these waiting for you.  

A Blueprint for Profits 

Hi, my name is Christian DeHaemer and researching stock market cycles is one of the ways I've made 
my readers  great profits year after year.  

Let me give you just a few examples...  

 At one point, I managed a run of 15 winners out of 16 picks with the likes of Kana Software and 
Internet Capital Group.During the heyday of the Internet bubble, at one point, my readers saw gains of 
176% on Art Technology Group, 91% on Versata, and 206% with Navisite.   

Not to mention the 206% and 118% gains with Kana and Internet Capital.  

And, because Cycle Research played a big part in helping me discover some of these profitable 
opportunities, I decided to create all-in-one-place calendar so that you would have all the seasonal 
patterns for 2005 at your fingertips.  

Make-money-all-year-long 

When I read your e-mails, one thing I've seen over and over, is that some of you travel, have a busy 
work schedule or have other reasons that you don't want to be tied down to a reading a regular 
newsletter.  

You wanted something that you could just flip open in the morning, know exactly what to invest in and 
when, and have the rest of the day free.  

Cycle research is the key to that. And, the best way I could think of doing this, is with The Year Of 
Profits Calendar.  

It has all the seasonal and cyclical stocks I will be keeping an eye on this year. And all the ones that 
warrant you investment time and dollars.  

The bottom line is that I think you'll find that I've created the  

Easiest way to make money all year long 
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I say easy because all you have to do is take a look at what investment ideas we recommend that day. 
Then you just contact your broker and tell them what to do.  

That's it!  

We've done all the tedious research to find and validate these patterns so that you don't have to.  

What's more, you'll find a brief statement of the "reason why" you can expect to make money on each 
investment idea right there beside it. 

A neat 50% increase in approximately one month. Which means that if you had put $10,000 into this 
stock, by the time your sold you would have had $15,000!  

That's why you'll want to buy shares every mid-March and sell in late April!  

Another example... 

The four companies detailed in your Year of Profits Calendar have a history of returning huge gains for 
investors. But to make those gains, you'll want to sell shares in August. 

This company's stock price rises an average of 22% every year as people begin repairing and getting 
their cars ready for warmer climate.  

Buying this company means a gain of 22%.  

See how easy the Calendar works?  

You'll also find that every recommendation is...  

About quick profits 

That's because the stocks we've included in the Year of Profits Calendar are the very opposite of "Buy 
& Hold".  

Rather, they are typically "In & Out" opportunities. You'll buy and then sell them in days or weeks at 
the most.  

In other words, we've designed the Year of Profits Calendar for fast results. This means...  

You can start small and build as you go 

For instance in March 2005, your Year of Profits Calendar tells you it's time to buy 
online jobsite, Monster.com. (MNST: NASDAQ) Seasonal interest in online job 
searches in mid-March 2003 helped force MNST shares from a low of US$20 to more 
than US$30 in late April. 

In July 2005 your Year of Profits Calendar tells you to buy gambling and casino stocks 
as summer vacations kick in.  But of course you can't buy just any gaming stocks.

Another recommendation you'll find in your Year of Profits in Calendar is to buy shares 
of a certain automotive company on January 21, 2005.
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You don't need to have a huge bankroll to use this Calendar. You can start with a modest amount of 
money and then roll over your winnings as you watch them build.  

One example: H&R Block (HRB).  

This is a great example of a stock that is hit with a predictable surge of buying every year.  

What happens is thousands of people have their taxes done by H & R Block every year. And, a 
percentage of these satisfied customers get the idea that it would be great to own a piece of this 
obviously successful company.  

And so they buy the stock. And that -  

Drives up the price every February & March... 

Recently, everyone who took advantage of my tip on this stock saw gains of 44%. That means if you 
put $5,000 into this stock when I recommended it, you'd have ended up with $7200.00.  

What's more, H & R Block was an "In & Out" trade. We didn't hold it for the long term. And, that's part 
of the magic of the Calendar.  

That's also the kind of Seasonal Stocks you'll find when you open your copy of the Year of Profits 
Calendar. In all, you'll find a minimum of 2 recommendations every week that you can invest in.  

Perhaps the best news of all, though, is that you  

Don't have to be an experienced investor to make money with the Calendar 

All you have to do is read why you can expect a particular stock to perform well within a brief period of 
time. Then, just contact your broker and tell them what you want to do.  

It's that simple.  

You're going to open your Calendar every day anyway. All you have to do, then, is look at your 
Calendar when you open it -- and see what investment idea we're recommending that day.  

This is as close to a "no sweat" investment program as you can get.  

Then, once you've told your broker what you want, the only other thing you have to do is flip to the 
sell-by date which is marked on the calendar.  

Once that day comes, all you do is call your broker and tell him it's time to sell. And you're ready to 
rake in the profits. One, two, three - couldn't be easier. Makes investing a breeze.  

The Year of Profits Calendar itself... 

...comes to you in an attractive, deluxe 6 x 9, 3-Ring, Black Leather Binder. You can comfortably take 
it with you anywhere. It is slim enough so that you can fit it in a briefcase, pocket or purse.  

Your Binder holds 32 vivid, user-friendly pages printed in 4 colors. Initially, it will cover the period from 
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January thru June. Then the July through December 6 month period.  

In addition, with your calendar, you get secured access to The Year of Profits website where we'll 
update you when we think an "act-on date" of one or more Seasonal Stocks needs to be adjusted.  

Plus, on the secure access area of The Year of Profits website, we'll also provide you with other 
investment ideas and recommendations that are poised to take off.  

This way you'll always have the most up-to-date information on your Year of Profits Calendar 
recommendations along with brand new, emerging opportunities.  

The Year of Profits Calendar is a great way to...  

Take Away Uncertainty in the Market 

The Year Of Profits Calendar reduces investment uncertainty.  You'll know in advance exactly what 
stocks to buy in 2005.   

One of the cyclical patterns I uncovered during my research is that years ending in 5 have been up 
years for The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) for the last 120 years.  

There's never been an exception. Never.   

But now consider that the average gain for the DJIA has been around 30%. Some years have been 
lower. Some higher. But every 5th year of every decade in the last 120 years has been a winner.  

The probability, therefore, is extremely high that 2005 year will be an up year for the DJIA.  

 And, if the DJIA runs true to form and increases by just half its historic average of 30%, it would likely 
pull the rest of the market up with it.  

What that means is that if you have stocks that have historically risen at predictable times of the year, 
a rising DJIA should act as a kind of insurance policy. In other words, it's a case of: "a rising tide lifts 
all boats". Which is why...  

You'll want to act now... 

2005 is just around the corner.  So getting a copy of the Year of Profits Calendar is one of the smartest 
moves you can make.  

 You'll have at your finger tips 12 months worth of "take it to the bank" money-making opportunities.  

 You'll also have the same level of information as Wall Street Pros.  More importantly, you'll have the 
same chance to make the same kind of money as some of the most storied professionals do every 
year.  

You'll know their secrets and how to apply them.  You'll be one of the lucky few investors who've 
gained an edge over everyone else.  You won't be left out in the cold wondering what stocks to buy in 
2005.  
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You'll Succeed While Others Fail 

Studies of investor failure have shown that the number one reason non-professionals don't make 
money in the stock market is that they don't have timely access to good investment intelligence.  

That won't be you. Your Year of Profits Calendar will give you the same advantage as professional 
investors. And, with that you should be able to mimic their results!  

But, you must hurry, because... 

 ...for obvious reasons we can only make one production run of these unique Calendars. When we are 
sold out, we're going to be sold out forever.  

There's not enough time for a second production run before the end of the year.   

Therefore, we can only hope we have enough for everyone who wants one. But, of course, there's no 
way to know when we will sell our last one. Or, for that matter how many excited buyers we will have 
to turn away.  

The bottom line is: I don't want to be the one who has to say to you, "sorry, you'll have to wait till next 
year".  

Therefore, if you want to be one of the few who can take control of your investments starting in 
January 1, 2005, you must order your Year of Profits Calendar now and be part of what should be a 
great investment year!  

      For the Year of Profits Calendar with all its monthly moneymaking recommendations as well as the 
regular website updates, you'd expect to pay at least as much as you would for most of the popular 
stock market newsletters. Most of those, of course, sell for $295.00 and up.        

And, in future years, we may have to charge you that.        

But, because this is a new way for us to offer you our best investment ideas, we'd like to offer you an 
introductory price...  

Just .27 cents buys you 365 days of profitable opportunities  

The introductory price for the Year of Profits Calendar and the e-mail updates is just 27¢ a day, or $99 
(with free shipping) for the entire year.        

Imagine locking in gains of 35%, 50%...even 120% year round for just 27¢ a day. That's less than it 
costs, in most places, to park your car at a parking meter for a half-an-hour!        

I think that's a pretty good deal. I hope you agree.        

And, if you do, please hurry because, as I say, 2005, like all it's counterparts over the last 120 years, 
promises to be a strong year for the stock market and you won't want to miss out. You especially won't 
want to miss out on the January effect in a year that should take off right out of the box.        

That's also why I expect our supply of calendars will  sell fast - because, with that Calendar, you'll 
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have a way to take advantage of...  

a year that should be an up year;  
 
a month (January) that's also likely to be an up month;  
 
and finally a group of stocks that are recommended in the Calendar that also all have a history of 
regularly rewarding investors.  

In other words, given all the different, high probability cycles coming together in 2005, when you say 
"Yes" to your copy of the Calendar, you are saying Yes to Easy Street Investing!        

One last thought...        

Take the change from your pocket. Lay out a quarter and two pennies...        

27¢.        

What can you buy with 27¢? Not much, right?        

Wrong! The Year of Profits Calendar will cost you just .27 cents a day. You probably spend more on a 
cup of coffee every day!        

Yet, that's all it'll take for you to lock in gains of 35%, 50% - or even 120% during what should be the 
strongest year for stock market moneymaking in this decade.        

Kind of a no-brainer, don't you think...        

Great! To make sure I can say "Yes" to your order for one of these Calendars, just click here...  

 

 
Christian DeHaemer 
Editor, Year of Profits Calendar 
 
 

P.S.  Time is running out.  The first investment idea recommended in the Year of Profits 
Calendar is on January 21, 2005.  To take advantage of this moneymaking opportunity, 
you'll want to make sure you know exactly what to buy.  Order your Year of Profits 
Calendar now.  
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Surging Oil Prices... 
Tech Stocks in Turmoil... 

Interest Rate Hikes...  

In This Crazy, Scary, Unpredictable World, 
You Can Still....  

  

Dear Friend,  

I won't sugarcoat it. The world has gone mad. All hell is breaking loose. Every day brings more bad news...  

This is a scary time to be an investor.  

Many portfolios have been hit hard by rising energy prices, tanking tech stocks, and the ever-present terrorist 
threat. It's easy to understand why some people are gun-shy about putting their hard-earned money into this 
market.  

The last time oil prices shot through the roof, stock prices flatlined. The Dow plummeted 14% in the first week 
of trading after September 11. And we're still nursing those "dot-bomb" battle scars.  

But the bad news is far from over.  

OIL PRICES SOAR OVER $40 A BARREL. Higher energy prices raise production costs and 
reduce corporate profits, driving stock prices down. The day oil passed $44, the Dow fell 27.73 points, 
the NASDAQ lost 13.21 points and the S&P shed 5.31 points.  

But one company turned rising oil prices into a stunning 74% gain for investors in just a few 
weeks.  

TECH STOCKS TUMBLE. Confidence in the economy remains weak. Factory orders are flat. All 
signs point to the possibility of another Tech Wreck.  

But some tech stocks are returning phenomenal gains of 107%, 144%, or even 256%.  
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We're living in a very different world.  

If you're waiting for things to "get back to normal" before you get back into the market, you'll be waiting a very 
long time.  

If you're still relying on investment strategies that don't take into account the realities of today's world, you're 
putting your entire financial future at risk.  

It's time to stop worrying and start making money by turning today's bad news into your personal profit 
machine.  

There's only one way to survive this insanity.  

In this letter, I'm going to show you a sure-fire way to make money in this crazy, unpredictable market.  

I'm going to describe an investment strategy that is guaranteed to beat the market.  

I'm going to reveal specific stocks that could deliver sizzling triple-digit returns by the end of the year.  

You see, behind all the bad news, there are hidden opportunities to profit.  

While some companies make headlines by failing to meet earnings estimates, others are quietly racking up 
record profits. While big-name tech stocks ride the NASDAQ roller coaster, some smaller firms are charting 
solid growth quarter after quarter.  

As Americans brace for the possibility of another terrorist attack, several publicly traded companies are making 
a mint - and helping reduce our risk - by providing powerful, innovative solutions to boost our homeland 
security.  

That's the power behind Dynamic Market Investing, a breakthrough strategy developed by the world's premier 

Wall Street analysts think oil could easily top $50 a barrel, which could send prices at the pump soaring 
well above $3 a gallon.  

If oil prices keep rising as the temperature falls, you can expect to see home heating bills skyrocket this 
winter.  

Many producers have been absorbing the bulk of high energy costs to stay competitive. But as higher-cost 
inventories make their way onto store shelves, consumers could start to see inflation surge to 5%, 6%, 7% 
or higher.  

Some economists think the Fed is increasing interest rates too quickly - which could slam the breaks on 
the economic recovery.  

Rising interest rates could take the steam out of real-estate prices and threaten to send tens of thousands 
of debt-ridden Americans into bankruptcy.  

If the terrorists do strike on US soil, a nervous market will almost certainly react as it did after September 
11, with one-day losses of 500 points or more.  
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investment think tank, Taipan. By constantly adjusting to the changes in the market, you can significantly 
minimize your risk and realize strong, consistent returns in less time.  

If that sounds complicated, think of it this way:  

No matter how high oil prices rise...  

No matter how low the NASDAQ goes...  

No matter how long it takes to win the War on Terror...  

You can still make money.  

The subscribers who write us every day are profiting 
hand over fist by cherry-picking undervalued stocks that 
are practically guaranteed to grow fast.  

Last year, while the "safe" money languished in CD's 
yielding 1.6%, our think-tank experts delivered average 
gains of 88%... on top of an average gain of 83% in 
2002.  

Think you can do better in gold or real estate?  

In 2003 - one of the best years ever for real estate and metals - our Dynamic Market Investing strategy 
outperformed both market sectors by more than a third.  

Punch those numbers into your computer and you'll see why I believe Dynamic Market Investing is the best 
way to get rich fast.  

In this environment, you have to look beyond the big names and market leaders. You have to dig deep. You 
have to look for small but strong businesses with real earnings, breakthrough products, defined markets, and 
experienced leadership.  

You have to find the few companies that are poised for rapid growth and driven by the undeniable trends 
shaping our world today.  

Here's a perfect example...  

Big Brother, maybe... 
Big profits for sure.  

Remember "1984"?  

Doesn't seem like that long ago...  

In case you've forgotten your English Lit., "1984" was George Orwell's rather bleak vision of the future in 
which a totalitarian government uses cameras to spy on its own people.  

Turns out, George was off by a couple of decades. Of 
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course, even Orwell couldn't have foreseen the horrors 
of September 11.  

Like it or not, our world has changed. Terrorism has 
infiltrated every aspect of our lives. In a world where 
someone's shoes or an abandoned backpack could be a 
weapon of mass destruction, people don't mind seeing a 
few cameras in public places.  

Anything to avoid another attack.  

So why not slap a camera on every building? The 
problem with most security cameras is their limited 
range of view. Think of all the movies you've seen 
where the bad guys sneak in while the overhead camera 
pans away to see other side of the room.  

But one company has found a way to deliver 
uninterrupted 360-degree video surveillance with no 
blind spots.  

The system uses the same technology that lets you take 
a "virtual tour" of houses for sale on the Web. It's pretty 
cool stuff.  

In fact, Homeland Security chief Tom Ridge was so 
impressed with this see-everything technology that he 
called the company "an important player" in the effort 
to make America more secure.  

The next day, the stock soared 51%.  

Then the US Secret Service used the system to protect 
world leaders at the G8 Summit in Sea Island, Georgia. 
It worked so well that the event's Deputy Executive 
Director called the cameras "an absolutely essential tool" that he is "confident... will be used at every summit 
and high-security event in the future."  

Naturally, the stock shot up again.  

Keep in mind, we're talking about just one week in June. I know of subscribers who have turned a mortgage 
payment into a down payment on their own airplane just by buying and selling this one stock on my 
recommendation.  

And what do I get? Complaints.  

"Thanks a LOT, Christoph. Why didn't you tell me to buy more?!"  

Fortunately, I think this one still has a ways to go. Why?  

With big money chasing security-related 
stocks, select readers bagged a hat trick last 
spring, playing this stock 3 times in 3 weeks 
for gains of 144%, 107% and 256%! 

"...bought 2,000 shares this morning... $7,350 
gains in one day. Should have bought 10,000. 
Thank you." -H.B.  

"I bought this morning at $7.59... it's at $11.40 
and the market still has an hour to go. Thanks." -
R.G.A.  

"I placed an order to buy at $7.50 over the 
weekend after reading your alert. I got in at that 
price at 9:33 this morning. I am thrilled with the 
gains during the day with the stock closing at 
$11.65! Thank you!" -E.E.  

"Bought per your recommendations, in at $8.89 
and holding strong after market close at $11.65. 
Thanks! Up 31% so far." -W.V.  

"I appreciate the 73% ($8,900) profit!" -M.F.  

"Wow! That is the quickest home run I ever 
experienced. In at $9.92, trailing stop got me out 
at $26.02. Simply amazing! Only wish I had 
bought more." -W.D.  

"I followed your instructions and on the first day 
I made 40%. Now they are going down but I am 
still holding. You are great!" -A.G.  

Hundreds of security cameras were used to safeguard the candidates and delegates at the Democratic 
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Security pros want proven systems with a track record of performance. That's what this company delivers. And 
that means more opportunities to profit.  

You can learn all about this company in the FREE report, 10 Hidden Opportunities to Profit in a World Gone 
Mad.  

You'll also get the names of other companies that are finding innovative ways to help win the war on terrorism 
- and making their investors rich.  

This "hidden" opportunity is staring you right in the face.  

Ever heard of biometrics?  

No, it has nothing to do with the Six Million Dollar man. That's bionics.  

Biometrics is the science of facial recognition, and it makes six million dollars look like chump change. 
Biometric systems can instantly identify people by comparing their facial features to images - like a driver's 
license photo - stored in a database.  

With identity theft on the rise, banks and credit card companies are eager to find a reliable way to positively 
identify cardholders and prevent fraud. But the big market for facial recognition is homeland security.  

One leading player in this exciting field was selected in February to be the sole source provider for US 
passports. The firm inked another multimillion-dollar deal in May with the Defense Department to support 
production of Common Access Cards, which are now required for remote access DoD information systems.  

With a former DoD exec now heading its federal sales effort, we're betting this company has a solid foot in the 
door to provide facial recognition systems for watch lists at airports and border crossings, surveillance, access 
control and other big-dollar programs.  

As I write, the stock's well off its peak and selling at less than half our price target. Get in now, and you could 
easily double your money.  

100% profits too tame for you?  

Shoot for a 1,000% gain this year.  

Did you know that the US Army now has weapons that can fire 6,000 rounds per minute?  

I was impressed... until I found out that a certain Australian company has developed a new ballistic technology 
that can fire 1 million rounds a minute. That's faster. 167 times faster. Good thing the Aussies are on our side.  

This new firing technology has no moving parts, so it doesn't need a human operator to feed the ammunition 

and Republican conventions.

Olympic officials used this type of system to enhance security at the summer games in Athens.

The system could be used to protect voters at the polls in November.
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or change out a magazine. Imagine sending unmanned aircraft into a combat zone armed with the capability of 
firing over 16,000 rounds per second!  

It rendered Don Rumsfeld's $11 billion Crusader artillery system obsolete - before it could even be deployed!  

This next-generation technology will revolutionize military vehicle defense, air combat, and anti-cruise-missile 
systems. It's already being modified to defend US Navy ships from air and ground threats. And that's just the 
military market.  

There are applications in oil and gas exploration and probably half a dozen other industries, too. And at under 
$5 a share, the stock has a lot of growing room.  

I wouldn't be surprised if it spikes 1,000% before Christmas.  

Want in? Of course you do. So request your FREE copy of 10 Hidden Opportunities to Profit in a World 
Gone Mad. You'll get the names of ten stocks I believe have the potential for triple-digit returns in the next few 
months.  

Here's another stock that's on the move.  

If you've watched any coverage of the war in Iraq, you've seen our soldiers using all sorts of portable electronic 
equipment for communications, computing and who knows what else.  

By day, laptops, cell phones and other mobile devices are used to manage military operations. By night, they 
connect soldiers with their families back home. My neighbor regularly emails digital photos to his sister on the 
ground in Tikrit.  

Today's "mobile military" runs on a wide variety of high-tech, portable electronics. So when my laptop battery 
died (again) somewhere over the great state of Kansas, I had to wonder - how does the Army keep all those 
gizmos charged and ready?  

Turns out I'm living in the Stone Age. A company in Scottsdale, Arizona, has perfected power adapters and 
docking products that completely eliminate the need for recharging hardware or even plugging into a power 
source.  

Just one of their all-in-one adapters can connect to any power source and simultaneously juice up your 
notebook and your mobile phone, handheld, or digital camera.  

After I get mine, I'm betting the military won't be far behind. The company's already posted year-over-year 
sales growth increases of 66% and it collaborates directly with all the major device manufacturers to ensure 
compatibility - and access to customers.  

The same technology can be used by firefighters to help contain massive blazes by dispersing flame 
retardant chemicals in a carefully controlled pattern around the fire's perimeter.

Farmers can use it to accurately and rapidly distribute fertilizer, seeds, herbicides or pesticides in 
precisely calculated amounts.

Instead of bullets, the technology can fire industrial fasteners from a multi-barreled unit, speeding 
production by eliminating the need to switch out equipment for each fastener size.
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With more than 800 million mobile devices in use worldwide, I expect this stock to be a major power play. The 
company only has to claim a fraction of this multibillion-dollar market before it hits the radar screen. Then it 
could easily chart triple-digit gains.  

And that's just one of the security-related stocks you'll read about in your FREE report, 10 Hidden 
Opportunities to Profit in a World Gone Mad...  

A stock-picker's paradise  

Everyone knows homeland security is the next big money maker for stocks. But there will be winners and 
losers as companies large and small vie for billions of dollars in government contracts.  

This isn't a "buy and hold" opportunity. The big profits will be made by moving in and out quickly. You have 
to spot the stock early enough to get in before the madding crowds, watch it like a hawk, and be ready to exit 
the minute before it's played out.  

Homeland Security: The Next Big Money Maker 
Three Ways Investors Can Profit - and Make the Terrorists Pay  

1. Picture triple-digit returns. Facial features are just as unique as fingerprints. But until now law 
enforcement didn't have an easy way to electronically compare a suspect's photo with digitally 
stored mug shots, DMV photos or government ID's. 

Now an $8 company traded on the NASDAQ is marketing the industry's first enterprise-level, 
large-scale facial recognition platform for homeland security. If their system rolls out to major 
urban centers, sports arenas, airports, train stations and border crossings, this stock is certain to 
take off - fast and far.  

2. Huge profits are in the cards. Laser "smart cards" that store information using optical memory 
technology are rapidly becoming standard issue. The US Border Patrol now gives smart cards to all 
foreigners entering the US. By law, every Canadian resident now carries one. Laser cards could 
also be mandated in health care, security access, cargo manifests - everywhere. 

As demand surges here and abroad, a Silicon Valley laser card pioneer (now trading around $10) is 
poised to scoop up the lion's share of this explosive market. Remember, these are huge government 
contracts - just one big win could double the share price overnight.  

3. A shot for your portfolio. Bioterrorism is the worst-case scenario for homeland security. Without 
standardized treatments, a deadly toxin could cause widespread devastation. To prevent a 
catastrophe, the US Senate's $5.6 billion Project BioShield is speeding research into vaccines and 
cures. 

A tiny San Diego biotech is one of the only companies working to develop a vaccine for the Ebola 
virus - widely feared to be the next bioterror agent. Phase I trials based on "naked DNA" 
technology are already underway, and the firm is seeking new R&D funding to focus on anthrax. It 
won't take a major outbreak for this company to start racking up huge gains for investors.  

The names of all three of these companies are revealed in a new FREE REPORT,  
10 Hidden Opportunities to Profit in a World Gone Mad. Request your copy today!
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Our Dynamic Market Investing strategy can help you do just that. This revolutionary system sifts through the 
9,500+ stocks sold on the NASDAQ, NYSE, AMEX and over the counter to uncover companies on the brink 
of a significant price breakout.  

As any investor knows, you have to get in early if you want to make serious money.  

That's especially true for homeland security stocks. Many of these companies are still relatively small, with 
floats of just a few million shares. If demand for a particular stock suddenly exceeds supply, simple economics 
tells you the price is going to rise.  

Given the billions of dollars being spent to defend against terrorism, the mere mention of a company by a 
Homeland Security official can send the share price skyrocketing in a single day.  

The window of opportunity can be a matter of hours - or even minutes.  

Take Taser International, for instance.  

How do you get rich on a $299 stock? 
Buy it at $4.  

TASR was last year's big "story stock" - the microcap that vaulted an incredible 6,410% in just twelve months.  

If you missed it, here's the storyline:  

Taser makes a handheld "stun gun" that uses compressed nitrogen to shoot a pair of electrified probes up to 21 
feet with dead-on accuracy. The probes deliver a massive, high-energy jolt that disrupts the central nervous 
system and causes temporary paralysis.  

ZAP! The bad guy drops like a sack of potatoes. (The effect wears off in a few seconds - plenty of time to slap 
on the cuffs.)  

These compact, non-lethal devices are safer than handguns - especially in a crowd - and a natural choice for 
law enforcement aboard aircraft, on public transportation, in public areas and in schools. We did a little 
research and learned that Taser had the best technology, so we expected a nice return.  

We recommended TASR in January 2003. It was selling for just a little over $4.  

In April, TASR caught fire. Volume spiked overnight, causing a major imbalance in the supply/demand 
equation. The price started to rise rapidly, and it didn't stop.  

We recommended cashing out at $64 and saw 1,500% profits.  

Taipan members who stayed in longer made even more. When all was said and done, in April 2004, TASR 
was selling at a split-adjusted price of $299.  

That's a 60-fold gain.  
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If you had invested $50,000 in TASR on our recommendation and held it through April 2004, you'd be 
sitting on a cool $3,225,000.  

Now that's what I call stunning.  

The 6,400% question.  

Will the next TASR be another homeland security stock?  

Possibly. More than half of the companies profiled in 10 Hidden Opportunities to Profit in a World Gone 
Mad are homeland security stocks. We're convinced the war on terrorism will generate phenomenal profit 
opportunities for investors, particularly in small stocks.  

The US government has demonstrated a readiness to invest big money in any company that can deliver 
effective, scalable solutions for homeland defense. In addition, state and local governments are revitalizing 
their security programs, replacing technology and updating the systems that control every aspect of their law 
enforcement efforts.  

Homeland security will produce the next big wave of blue-chip companies. This is the growth industry of the 
21st century. Automobiles in the 1940's... plastics in the 1960's... software in the 1980's... They'll all pale in 
comparison to the ultimate size of this market.  

It's breathtaking.  

Get in now, and you could make the kind of money most investors only dream about.  

Meanwhile, there's money to be made in every sector of this rebounding economy. Energy, healthcare, 
telecom, manufacturing, international trade - all have produced double-digit winners in the just last few 
months.  

l 15% in one month on a specialty chemical manufacturer.  
l 78% in two months on a video game producer.  
l 29% in one day on an international bank.  
l 10% overnight on a computer services company.  

The opportunities are out there. You just have to know where to look.  

Fortunately, you don't have to look very far.  
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To find the next 6,400% stock, I look no further than my overly air-conditioned conference room. Every 
month, I gather an exclusive team of analysts in that room and sit them down in a bunch of truly uncomfortable 
chairs for the better part of a day.  

None of them is allowed to leave until each gives up the name of one microcap stock that meets every one of 
the following non-negotiable criteria:  

l Currently trading under $20.  
l Potential to increase over 1,000%...  
l ...in the next 12 months. (Preferably sooner.)  

These are smart people. They've been neck-deep in the markets for a long time. Each of them has a unique 
approach to picking stocks - and together they have an exceptional record of profits. Best of all, they work for 
me.  

In a moment, I'll tell you how you can put them to work for you, too. First, let's take a look at some of their 
recent picks...  

Feeding America's Thirst for Oil  

No one ever went broke underestimating America's love for the automobile. Despite gas prices topping $2.50 a 
gallon in some parts of the country, we're still filling up our SUV's and heading for the open road.  

Meanwhile, Iraqi pipelines continue to burn. OPEC's playing politics. President Bush has made it clear he 
won't tap the US Strategic Petroleum Reserve. And producers in Russia, Nigeria and Venezuela have problems 
enough at home.  

It's becoming imperative that we find new sources of oil 
and gas - preferably far away from anything resembling 
a war zone.  

Given the recent brouhaha over drilling for oil in the 
Artic National Wildlife Refuge, I think it's fair to say 
we'll be leaving the little birdies alone. Instead, 
domestic producers are shifting their sights to warmer 
climes.  

Right now, as college students romp in the white sands 
of Corpus Christi, more than 100 million barrels of oil 
are quietly biding their time beneath the Gulf of Mexico. It's the most important reserve of fossil fuel outside 
the Persian Gulf, capable of filling up more than 1.8 million barrels a day.  

Erin Beale, a member of my brain trust, tells me exploration in the area has accelerated dramatically, spurred in 
part by a promise from the Interior Department to suspend royalty collections on successful wells drilled in the 
Gulf.  

One company has a leg up on the rest after recently winning the high bids on 55 separate federal lease blocks - 
over half the total auctioned. Erin has scrutinized the balance sheet and reports that the firm has improved its 
debt-to-capitalization ratio and realized a triple-digit increase in net income on rapidly growing revenues.  

At under $10 a share, this little-known player costs a lot less than filling up a Lincoln Navigator.  

"Throwing darts 
at the market"  

The world burns through about 80 million barrels 
of oil a day, so oil exploration has become an 
almost effortless way to make big profits fast.  

One recent Taipan pick has been on a roll. It's hit 
a series of 52-week highs and is now up 74% 
since we recommended it. We still think it has 
room to grow - we're holding.  
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But it won't be cheap for long. Get your FREE copy of 10 Hidden Opportunities to Profit in a World Gone 
Mad to learn the name of this emerging player... so you can add it to your portfolio now.  

Two ways to win.  

Brad Colburn, another member of our editorial team, laughs out loud when people whine about gas prices.  

First of all, he doesn't drive.  

More importantly, he recommended a Gulf oil exploration stock 
a few months back that gushed an incredible 535% gain.  

Brad uses something he calls the Forward Earnings Forecaster 
to calculate the fair price of a stock based on growth estimates 
and earnings projections. This system produces a price target that 
can be 75%, 120%, even 180% higher than current prices.  

The Forward Earnings Forecaster has uncovered a new 
opportunity in Gulf Coast oil exploration that Brad predicts will 
deliver a 247% gain by the end of the year. I'll tell you more 
about this company in your FREE report, 10 Hidden 
Opportunities to Profit in a World Gone Mad.  

You could win two ways: a tidy profit and, hopefully, lower prices at the tank.  

Somebody is going to get very, very rich.  

I hope I've convinced you by now that there is big money to be made in this market.  

Despite the doom-and-gloom you hear every day on the news and in the papers, Taipan members are turning 
hundreds of dollars into thousands each and every month.  

Every time my editorial team meets in that freezing conference room, they have no trouble coming up with 
stocks they believe will increase tenfold this year. As I write...  

l Oil is selling for $48.50 a barrel  
l The Dow and the NASDAQ have been treading water for months.  
l Patrol officers armed with submachine guns surround the Capitol.  
l Violence in Iraq is killing more American soldiers every day.  
l Polls say Bush will definitely be reelected - unless Kerry wins.  

Uncertainty reigns. It's anyone's game.  

And that means only one thing: Somebody is going to get very, very rich.  

Will it be you?  

Grow your profits in our investment incubator.  
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Earlier in this letter, I mentioned our Dynamic Market Investing strategy and how it can be used to increase 
investor profits, reduce risk and deliver rapid, consistent returns.  

I know it sounds high-fallutin', but the idea behind Dynamic Market Investing is remarkably simple: the stock 
market is dynamic, not static. It's in constant motion. At any single point in time, the value and price movement 
of a particular stock will be determined by the interaction of an almost limitless number of variables.  

The brainiacs on my research team have figured out how to isolate the most important variables to spot the 
stocks that are ready to explode with profit. The interesting thing is - each of them has a different solution.  

Take Adam Lass and Bryan Bottarelli - about the oddest pair of analysts you'll ever meet. Bryan cut his teeth 
on the trading floor of the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE). Adam spent the last 20 years with his 
head in books on value analysis and the "herd mentality."  

Together, they designed one of the most innovative, successful technical trading systems in the industry today. 
Their proprietary WaveStrength forecasting system enables investors to make consistent profits of 20% or 
more every two weeks - whether the markets go up or down.  

It adds up. Their average gains for 2003 were an incredible 218.29%.  

Best of all, it's incredibly easy and the risk is minimal.  

The WaveStrength system uses tools available to every options investor - simple puts and calls - to build a 
well-oiled, remote-controlled moneymaking machine. Options have the unique double benefit of maximizing 
profits while automatically guarding against downside risk.  

When the system works the way it's supposed to, you simply cannot lose money.  

Every month, Adam and Bryan give Taipan members a specific play based on their analysis of the market's 
movements. Many readers simply send this recommendation directly to their brokers - a quick copy-and-paste - 
and say, "Do this."  

It doesn't get much easier than that!  

Good news for investors  

Of course, some stocks move entirely on their own - independent of the market's undulations and regardless of 
fundamentals.  

These so-called "story stocks" can be your ticket to a truly wild ride.  

Whether you buy on the upswing or short the stock before the fall, you can make a pile of money in no time 
playing the news.  

You can probably name a dozen companies you've seen jolt up or down after just a brief mention on CNBC or 
Wall Street Week. Rumors of a takeover, a management shift, FDA action or an earnings surprise can rocket a 
stock straight into the stratosphere - or sink it like a ton of cement.  

You can win either way, but once again, speed is the key to maximizing your profits.  

Even in today's "instantaneous" world of email and 24-hour satellite news, information still spreads like a 
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virus. First a few people get the facts, then a few hundred, a few thousand. By the time the general public hears 
the "news," isn't new at all.  

And the big money has already been made.  

My friend Ian Cooper can tell you all about this phenomenon. As a reporter, he made headlines by getting the 
facts first. Now he uses his "nose for news" to spot story stocks before the story breaks - so you can get in 
before the price moves.  

His instincts are uncanny.  

Consider the home furnishings market. Sofas. Tables. Chairs. Not the first place you'd look for a heart-stopping 
thrill ride.  

But think about the millions of people who have refinanced their mortgages and used that money to add on 
rooms and make other home improvements. Where do you think they'll be taking their hard-earned cash next? 
That's right. The furniture store.  

Ian's been watching insider buying activity... and higher-ups in the furniture industry are definitely banking on 
a big surge in sales. He recently recommended two undervalued retail operations that could easily double in 
price as "refi" gives way to "redo."  

You'll learn all about them in 10 Hidden Opportunities to Profit in a World Gone Mad.  

A world of profits awaits you  

Profits from homeland security stocks will be huge, but consumer spending still drives two thirds of our 
economy. Consumers have continued to spend throughout the recent recession, and if things keep improving, 
they'll simply open their wallets wider.  

Today, a big chunk of that cash goes directly overseas.  

Siu-Yee Ng, our international expert, has watched the Chinese economy swell 
- and helped to swell the portfolios of Taipan members by spotting high-
growth global stocks in their infancy.  

One of her picks - a Chinese toy manufacturer - delivered an impressive 65% 
gain, with more profits likely this holiday season. Retail sales are zooming in 
China at a blazing growth rate of 13.2%. Rising incomes and a penchant for 
consumer goods promise serious profits.  

Siu-Yee expects a lot of yuan to end up in the pockets of a well-established Hong-Kong jewelry maker that's 
expanding onto the mainland for the first time. With affordable products designed to appeal to the teenage 
Chinese spender, this $4 stock could be a diamond in the rough.  

You'll get the full details in your free report, 10 Hidden Opportunities to Profit in a World Gone Mad.  

Like I said, the Taipan editorial team is smart. These people know their stuff. The fact is, élite investors 
happily pay $15,000 a year for advice from these top-notch stock pickers. There's a waiting list to get in on 
their daily email/fax advisory services.  
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But there's another way you can use their research to consistently outperform the market and 
increase your profits by 600% or more.  

All you have to do is sign up for a one-year subscription to Taipan. It'll set you back a grand total of just $59 - 
less than you'd pay for a nice dinner out. And for that minor investment you'll receive a comprehensive five-
part investment service that will show you how to make money in stocks quickly, easily and consistently.  

The complete, five-part Taipan service includes these exclusive resources:  

Profit Builder #1: Taipan Newsletter 
12 times a year you'll receive 12 pages filled with investment news, analysis and specific 
moneymaking strategies from our crack research team. Study it at your leisure, enter your orders 
and you can sit back and watch the profits roll in.  

Profit Builder #2: 247profits e-Dispatch daily email update 
Every afternoon, check your email for my views on the news, the economy, and the direction we 
think the markets will take tomorrow. You'll also get new stock recommendations from the Taipan 
team each week - at no extra charge.  

Profit Builder #3: Special Reports 
When a profit opportunity merits more in-depth analysis, Taipan members receive access to full-
length Special Reports. Recent topics have included Homeland Security Winners, the 
Nanotechnology Boom, and Bush's Secret Portfolio of Black Budget Stocks. Each report includes 
a handful of picks and a whole lot of insight that will guide your investing for months.  

Profit Builder #4: Taipan Online Archives 
Want to learn more about a hot stock? Enter the ticker symbol in Taipan's online search engine 
and you can instantly scan nine years worth of issues for information and analysis. Find out where 
a stock has been and you can predict where it's headed.  

Profit Builder #5: Annual Forecast Issue 
Look forward to big profits with Taipan's annual summary of the sectors, stocks and trends 
shaping investment opportunities in the months ahead. Get ready for big moves in microcaps, tech 
stocks, global issues, metals and more with eerily accurate predictions from our proven stock 
pickers.  

Of course, you'll also receive the FREE report I've been telling you about, 10 Hidden Opportunities to Profit 
in a World Gone Mad.  

This exclusive report uncovers ten stocks poised for rapid growth - no matter what happens to the market as a 
whole. With bets on coming developments in homeland security, military technology and consumer spending, 
these opportunities won't be hidden for long.  

Remember, you get the FREE report and all five profit-boosting Taipan advisories for just $59 a year. That's 
all of our stock picks, 240 email updates, 144 pages of expert monthly analysis and three to five exclusive 
inside reports on investment opportunities that are guaranteed to perform.  

That's right, I said guaranteed.  

Of course, we don't guarantee profits, no one can. Losses can and do occur.  
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Still, I'm so confident you'll make money as a Taipan member that I offer every new subscriber an almost 
unheard-of profit promise:  

If our recommendations don't outperform the market by 100% this year, you'll get back 
every penny you paid.  

The lawyers hate it when I say that. But I know it means something to you and to every investor who relies on 
the information they get from Taipan.  

This is your money we're talking about. Your nest egg. Your family's future.  

I know it's been tough the last few years. I know you're eager to regain lost ground. I know you're serious about 
growing your capital into the kind of substantial wealth that will give you real financial freedom.  

Taipan can help you do that. My team and I can help you do that. Just say the word.  

Click on the "Subscribe Now" button below to get your FREE copy of 10 Hidden Opportunities to Profit in 
a World Gone Mad and join Taipan today.  

Sincerely,  

  

J. Christoph Amberger 
Executive Publisher, Taipan  

 
P.S. The next time someone tells you, "You can't make money in this market!" - tell them you're part of a select 
group that invested solely in stocks last year and enjoyed overall average gains of 87.94%. That oughta shut 
'em up.  

P.P.S. Hurry! I've asked our web guys to expedite online enrollment to make sure you receive our next email 
recommendation - I just met with one of my researchers and got the full scoop. It's big. BIG. Click on the 
"Subscribe Now" button!  
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Dear Daily Reckoning Reader,  

"He's gotta be crazy."  

Peering out the window behind my desk with an empty gaze, I tried to collect my 
thoughts.  

"Why would he simultaneously recommend short AND long plays on 
soybeans?"  

"Why did he recommend shorting natural gas right after going long?"  

"He knows I think he's nuts. He's probably glad I think that."  

You know something about those "crazy" picks?  

They were huge winners - each one of 'em:  

l 65% when he recommended shorting soybeans 
l 46% when he recommended going long on the beans 
l 72% by recommending shorting natural gas 
l 93% from recommending a long play on natural gas...  

He's not so crazy after all...  

He's the best damn trader in the world.  

And his last 16 closed picks have all been winners.  
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On top of the ones I just mentioned, he's grabbed 139%, 270%, 135%, 119%, 
178%...and an "embarrassing" 23%, which I'll tell you about in one moment.  

Even though he seems off the wall sometimes, this guy makes profiting from the 
rabid commodity bull market look way too easy.  

But his most recent request is so far into the stratosphere, I was almost 
embarrassed to even entertain the thought...  

  

You see...  

Normally, when someone hits 16 winning picks in a row, they raise the price 
of the service. But he wants to slash the price!  

That obviously doesn't make any sense - he's got a perfect record, with an 
average gain of 90.7% on each of his closed positions.  
 
Putting his commodity options plays into action - and taking some fat gains from 
them - couldn't be easier.  

Simply decide for yourself what you want to do with the alert, read 50 or so words 
to your broker - or even forward him your e-mail alert...and voila!  

With one four-minute phone call a week, you could take gains of up to 270%. 

Reaping massive, ungodly commodity gains isn't just for the billionaire pros 
anymore...  

You could even ask a 5-year-old child to place these trades for you - while you sit 
back and watch your account fatten exponentially.  

And you can take DIRECT gains right from the actual commodities themselves.  

I'm talking straight plays on sugar, coffee, natural gas, crude oil, orange juice and 
soybeans - among others.  

You know - the stuff that heats our homes, fills our bellies and keeps our kids 
healthy.  

There's never been a better time than right now to jump into the simple, money-
belching world of commodity options.  

It's well known that commodities are on an absolute tear as the dollar plummets 
and stocks take it on the chin.  

But even if commodities suffered an extended bear market, you'd still prosper with 
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our expert...it's just as easy for him to grab serious gains when prices do down!  

No futures, no stocks, no derivatives, no margin and no hassles. Simply limited 
risk, simply unlimited gains.  

Can't beat that - but back to the story:  

After he hit 5-for-5 winning picks, I told people in the office that I had to wait for 10 
winning picks in a row before getting excited about his perfect record.  

When he went 10 for 10, I was barely able to contain my enthusiasm -- then I said 
I'd wait for 15 picks.  

Then, when he went 15 for 15...  

You get the picture.  

Now he's 16 for 16, and I'm forced by the facts to accept the unbelievable 
record of this master.  

The most amazing part is that he lays everything out so clearly and simply.  

He tells you when to buy.  

He tells you when to sell...  

And if you were with from the day he started, every time he told you to sell, you'd 
pick up the phone with the beaming smile of profit-taking...  

I'll introduce you to this unseen master in a moment, but first, let me lay out his 
track record for you. (He prefers to let his record speak for him, anyway...)  

  

Please take a look at the clear, play-by-play account of each one of our friend's 
trades.  

I'll detail some of the highlights here.  

First, I'd like to tell you about his dismal 
failure.  

He's so ashamed of this 
recommendation that he asked me 
never to mention it - or the asset it was 
based on - in his presence ever again.  

I could feel him blushing in 
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Connecticut, on the other side of a sea of a trillion e-mail electrons.  

It was, by leaps and bounds, the worst play he's ever recommended.  

This dastardly, unspeakable "blemish" on his spotless record took a "loss-like" 
gain of a mere 23%.  

(He dubbed the play "loss-like" himself - even after I told him that some "gurus" 
DIE for 23% gains...which look good compared to their many stopped-out losses 
of 35% or more!)  

Here's why he's so upset about the "piddly" 23%:  

His average gain is 90.7%.  

  

I'd say "average gain including losers," but THERE ARE NO LOSERS!  

It's downright amazing to bat 1,000, slamming all of your picks into positive, grand-
slam territory.  

It's another thing entirely to have your average gain nearly in the triple 
digits!  

It's about time I told you who I am - then I'll tell you about my friend.  

I'm Addison Wiggin, co-author of The New York Times best seller Financial 
Reckoning Day. I've written for one of the largest financial e-letters in the world, 
The Daily Reckoning, for the past six years.  

I started in the financial publishing business over 11 years ago - and what my 
soon-to-be-named trader friend has pulled off is, by far, the most amazing thing 
I've seen in my career.  

Enough about me - my (not-so) maniacal friend's name is Kevin Kerr.  

If his name sounds familiar, it's because he's frequently quoted on financial news 
programs on stations like CNN and CNBC, and in newspapers like Investor's 
Business Daily.  
   
CBS MarketWatch alone has quoted him over 500 times.  
   
In fact, I can't recall the last day that passed without an e-mail from 
Kevin...sending me a quote of his from a major print media source, a link to listen 
to him live on the radio or a reminder that he'd be on cable TV discussing the 
resource markets on Sunday.  
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There's a good reason the media contacts him when they need an expert opinion 
on anything related to commodities and resources...  
   
He's been a commodities professional for over 15 years.  
   
From the trading pits in Chicago and New York to commodity derivatives markets 
in London - he's seen it all. And years of watching fortunes being made have 
taught him valuable rules for investing.  
   
It's also taught him to recognize opportunity. And the opportunity he sees right 
now is absolutely phenomenal.  

You see, a new boom is under way. It's in commodities, natural resources and 
foreign currencies. And Kevin's not the only one who thinks so...  

l The Wall Street Journal reports that institutional investors have been pouring 
money into commodities this year.  Ospraie Management and Catequil Asset 
Management recently allocated over $1 billion to the commodity markets  

l Paul Tudor Jones (one of the 25 richest guys on Wall Street) and George 
Soros (the 54th richest man in the world, according to Forbes) are allocating 
sizable portions of their assets to commodities after having ignored them for 
years.  

l And according to CNN, even ultra-conservative 'buy-and-hold' investor 
Warren Buffett has moved a significant portion of his portfolio out of 
traditional stocks and into foreign currencies. 

Why are these smart investors making this move?  
 
Because trading commodities, natural 
resources, and foreign currencies offer 
opportunities for wealth building 
unavailable in the stock market.   

In fact, over the past two years, 
commodities have done more than eight 
times better than traditional stocks.   

And guess what?  This is just the beginning!     

You see, after 20 years of going nowhere, commodity prices are taking off.  The 
CRB Index - which represents a broad basket of commodity prices - is at its 
highest point in 20 years.   

And since the beginning of 2003, according to The Wall Street Journal:   

l Copper prices are up 78.5%   
l Natural gas is up 10.2%  
l Cotton is up 12.9%  
l Soybeans are up 61%  
l Platinum is up 38.4%  
l Silver is up 39.5%  
l Oil is up 12.9%. 
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Governments around the world (including the United States) are printing money 
like crazy to jump start the economy and stave off deflation.  The United States 
alone pumped an extra $500 million into the economy in the past three years.  

The result?   

More dollars are chasing commodities, and the DEMAND for raw materials like oil, 
copper, steel, silver and natural gas is soaring.  

At the same time, there has been limited production of raw materials over the last 
20 years.  The Wall Street Journal reported:  

"A lack of new plants, pipelines, and ships to deliver raw materials to keep 
the world economy running is helping to keep commodity prices high..."  

Bottom line:  We have SKYROCKETING DEMAND combined with a very 
LIMITED SUPPLY - and prices are going through the roof!   

Will this continue?  You better believe it!   

In fact, Rand Financial Services Vice President Stanley Bedows told The Wall 
Street Journal that "When you get price spikes in a market like this, the sky's 
the limit."  

According to BusinessWeek, Karlis Kirsis, managing partner of World Steel 
Dynamics Inc., says, "The days of cheap raw materials are gone."  

And Jim Rogers, best-selling author of Investment Biker and Adventure Capitalist, 
predicts a multiyear bull market in commodities.  

Make no mistake:  The profit opportunity is enormous - and it will continue for 
the next year, if not longer.  People who get in now can expect staggering returns 
in the next 12 months.  

What's the best way to profit from commodities?   

Let me show you a simple system that could allow you to turn $5,000 into over 
$2.5 million in the next three years...  

  

Buying commodities is no different from buying stocks.  A simple call to a broker 
gets the job done.   

All you need is a proven system and the discipline to follow that system.  
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Then, all you have to do is sit back and watch the trades run...  

Bottom line:  It's easy, even for beginners.  And I've taken my 15-plus years of 
commodity experience and boiled it down to a simple system a 12-year-old could 
follow!  

His investment advisory service is called Resource Trader Alert (RTA).  
 
He focuses on commodities, natural 
resources and foreign currencies.   

RTA subscribers make money by following 
Kevin's recommendations like oil, soybeans, 
gold, silver, Canadian dollars, sugar and even 
coffee!  

RTA uses a proprietary set of technical 
indicators and charts to track the daily price 
movements of commodities, natural resources 
and foreign currencies.  

The RTA system is like a moneymaking 
machine.   

Despite having 16 winners in his last 16 
closed positions, Kevin doesn't expect to get 
every pick right.  

But by cutting losses quickly and letting the gains soar, RTA subscribers can 
generate staggering total returns.   

For example:  

In 2004, Kevin helped RTA nail 16 out of 16. You read that right - 100% of the 
picks were winners. And not small winners, either. The average gain per play was 
90.7%.  

Just to put that into perspective, if you had put $5,000 into each of Kevin's RTA 
recommendations, you could now have $152,560.  

If you had put $1,000 into each pick, you could now have over $30,512!  

And if you had put $10,000 into each recommendation, you could now have 
$305,120. That's thanks to stunning gains like:  

l 213% on coffee 
l 93% on natural gas 
l 135% on cotton 
l 178% on heating oil 
l 139% on Inco 
l 65% on soybean oil 
l 119%on crude oil. 
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Plus many others! But it's really no surprise. RTA has consistently offered its 
subscribers a chance for big profits for years. In fact, if you had put $5,000 into 
every RTA pick in 2003 - you could have ended the year with almost $100,000.  

Some of that year's winners included:  

l 285% on silver 
l 122% on soybeans 
l 173% on Canadian dollars 
l 260% on T-notes. 

Now, please understand:  Despite going 16 for 16 in the last 16 trades, RTA 
doesn't expect to get every recommended trade right.  

But the important thing to remember about RTA is this: No individual play 
matters.  The only thing that matters is the system.   
   
If Kevin gets a recommended trade wrong, he immediately cuts losses, and we 
move on.  
   
And the winning picks far outweigh the losers.  
   
Remember Babe Ruth? The guy struck out from time to time. But his winning hits 
more than made up for his losing tries.  

Same with Barry Bonds.  And all the great hitters.  These guys are not afraid to get 
one wrong now and then.   

Why?  Because strikeouts are an important part of their system!  

It's the same with RTA.  And that's why RTA can be the perfect trading system for 
beginners. If you follow the system, there's no need to worry about any single 
trade. We'll most likely miss a few here and there.   

But the winners can more than make up for the losers.   
 
Especially when RTA hits 16 in a row...  

For example:  In 2003, we nailed 24 winning 
picks out of 34 tries.   

That's a fantastic 71% accuracy rate.   

Even so, we still got 10 recommendations 
wrong.   

But the losers didn't matter!   

If you had put $5,000 into each RTA 
recommendation in 2003, you could now have 
over $100,000.  And that includes losing 
picks!  
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That means that RTA readers didn't have to worry about each individual trade. 
They simply follow our proven system...and haul their gains to the bank!  

Bottom line:  Follow the RTA system, and your wealth can grow.   

Period.  

Now, I want to give you a glimpse of RTA in action.  But first, let me tell you about 
a powerful - almost miraculous - wealth-building feature that RTA utilizes.  

  

RTA does not trade stocks.  Nor do we buy commodity futures contracts.  
 
Instead, we recommend options. Here's why:  

While trading commodities is extremely lucrative, 
buying commodity futures contracts can be very 
risky.   

In fact, you could loose more than your 
original investment.   

Options are different.   

Options offer the same staggering profit potential 
of futures WITHOUT the dangerous risk.   

With options, your risk is strictly limited to the 
small amount you invest.   

Period.  

You probably know what options are.  They are the right to buy or sell a particular 
stock or commodity at a certain price for a limited amount of time.   

A "call" option gives you the right to buy the underlying investment...and a "put" 
option gives you the right to sell.  

1. Leverage: You can purchase an option for a fraction of the cost of buying 
the underlying commodity or stock. This means you can start trading with a 
smaller investment, as low as $500.  

2. Unlimited Gains :Your profit potential can be unlimited!  You can make big 
money in options, even as a beginner!  

3. Limited Risk : Your risk is strictly limited to the small amount you invest.  
4. Profit in Good Markets or Bad : With options, it doesn't matter whether 

prices are going up or going down. You can make money regardless of 
interest rate fluctuations, political considerations or economic concerns.  
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5. Easy: Trading options is easy! All you need do is call your broker and relay 
the simple trading instructions we provide. 

Now let me show you how everything comes together to generate impressive 
gains for our RTA readers.  And please, as you review the following example, 
keep in mind how very simple this all is...  

  

270% IN 30 DAYS!  

This is a perfect example of how RTA readers could see gains from a simple 
fluctuation in commodity prices. Did you ever think you'd make money trading 
coffee?  

To most people, that sounds like something for an expert. But it's not - it's very 
simple...take a look:  

Coffee prices had been under pressure for quite some time, mostly due to huge 
crops in the 2002-2003 growing season. In fact, coffee was one of the few 
commodities NOT joining in the bull market.  

But with stockpiles being whittled down and global output expected to barely meet 
consumption, Kevin knew it was time for coffee to wake up. The fact was, years of 
low prices caused coffee farmers to neglect their trees. Many couldn't afford the 
fertilizer and manpower necessary for peak production.  

Yields were suffering as a result - and Kevin knew the market was overdue for the 
kind of runaway breakout this market is known for.  

Time was of the essence, so on Nov. 8, 2004, Kevin sent RTA readers simple 
instructions:  

"Action to take: Consider placing an order to buy May $1.05 coffee calls 
(symbol KCK5C10500), looking for a major upside breakout to $1.30 per 
pound by option expiration in early April. These calls are currently going for 
2.6 cents (260 points), or $975 each. If filled at 2.6 cents, your maximum risk 
is $975 plus transaction costs. Your net profit potential is unlimited." 

Now all that may sound complicated. But allRTA readers had to do was call their 
broker and relay the message.  

That's it! It's as easy as buying a stock or mutual fund! In fact, readers had a 
chance to buy in cheaper than Kevin's recommended price - as low as $911.25 
each!  

How did things turn out?  
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Just eight days later, coffee prices rocketed. And Kevin's call recommendations 
 took off in value.  

He sent readers these instructions:  

"Action to take: Consider selling half of your May $1.05 coffee calls (symbol 
KCK5C10500) for 6.23 cents, or $2,336.25, which you bought for 2.43 cents 
(243 points), or $911.25 each. That's a profit of 156%!" 

RTA readers who followed these instructions had a chance to see 156% gains in 
little more than a week!  

Pretty good. But it gets even better! As you may have noticed, Kevin kept half the 
coffee position. And I'm glad he did.  

By Dec. 8, just one month after the initial recommendation, coffee prices had 
dropped even further... but technical analysis showed they had probably topped 
out. It was time to cash in. Kevin sent readers the following instructions:  

"Action to take: Sell the balance of your May 2005 $1.05 coffee calls 
(KCK5C10500) at market. Remember, if you followed our suggestion back on 
Nov. 16, you should have gotten out of half of your position. If you didn't, sell 
all of the remaining balance now." 

This half of the play pulled in 270% - in a month - giving us a total average gain of 
213%.  

Think about that - if you had invested $5,000, you could now have $15,650. And 
that's in just one month!  

Now, let me ask you: Did that seem complicated? All RTA readers had to do was 
relay the trading instructions to a broker.  

They didn't have to analyze or evaluate. All they did was follow the RTA 
instructions...and haul their money to the bank!  

The system is easy, and it works. And I can promise you this:  

The feeling of grabbing 213% gains in just a few weeks is exhilarating. 
There's nothing like it!  

But listen: Don't take my word for it. Find out for yourself...right now!  

I truly believe that anyone can make money using Kevin's RTA system.   

In fact, RTA readers - many with no experience in commodities or natural 
resources - are already making money like crazy.  

So here's the situation: I've arranged a special risk-free trial.  
 
If you would like to experience the thrill of trading a proven system, this is your 
chance.  
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During your risk-free trial, you'll receive regular trading alerts via e-mail or fax.  

All you need do is pass the trading instructions on to a broker. Or, if you're more 
comfortable, you can "paper trade"...and evaluate the results without risking a 
penny.  

Imagine turning on the evening news and finding out you made big bucks as the 
price of oil moved up. Imagine the thrill as you find out that the falling U.S. dollar 
just tripled your money!  

Imagine how you'll feel when the price of corn becomes your personal profit 
machine!  

I think you'll discover that turning a few hundred dollars into a million 
dollars or more is very possible.  

Remember, all 16 of my last RTA picks have been winners - and readers who put 
$5,000 into each recommendation could have over $152,560 now.  

People just like you have become wealthy using a system like RTA.  
 
And you can do it, too.  

There is one catch, however.  

You see, while ANYONE can 
do this... most people won't.  

Let me explain...  

The key to making money in the 
commodity markets really comes 
down to one simple and 
overriding rule. I call it the 
Trader's Code.  

And the Trader's Code is simply 
this: Follow the system!  

You see, the RTA system works, 
if you follow it.  

And the system is so simple that a 5-year-old could use it.  

In fact, all you need to do is check your e-mail (or fax machine, if you prefer) daily 
and pass our specific trading instructions on to your broker.  

Simple, right?  

But a funny thing happens when people start to make money.  

After they make some big gains, they let their egos get in the way. They begin to 
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invent their own rules...follow their "hunches"...and, ultimately, stray from the 
system.  

Big mistake.  

You see, the key to long-term success in trading is sticking with the system.  

And if you believe you have what it takes to follow Kevin's proven RTA system, I 
urge you to subscribe now.  

In a moment, I'm going to tell you how you can reserve your risk-free space in 
RTA's trading inner circle.  

But first, let me give you a glimpse of Kevin's RTA system in action.  

  

Resource Trader Alert monitors the daily price movement of commodities, 
natural resources and foreign currencies.  

We don't analyze stocks, P/E ratios or balance sheets.  

We simply evaluate price movements... and take advantage of up and down 
fluctuations.  

For example, if we believe oil is priced too high, we recommend put options. Put 
options go up in value when the underlying commodity goes down.  

If we believe wheat is priced is too low, we recommend call options. Call options 
go up in value when the underlying commodity goes up.  

And if you think buying options is tough... think again.  

It's just like buying a stock.  

All you need to do is telephone your broker and give him the detailed instructions 
we provide.  

Done -- in four minutes!  

People who follow our advice have made out like bandits.  

In fact, since May 2003, our readers have had at least one chance to see double-
digit profits every month.  

And in 2004 to the present, we generated gains at a blazing pace with an 
incredible string of 16 straight winners.  
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Our RTA readers have already been able to realize gains of 
93%...178%...65%...213%...119%...and more!  

As I said before, RTA is like a profit machine.  

Despite the 16 for 16, Kevin might not get every pick right, but by cutting losses 
quickly and letting our gains soar, we've generated staggering total returns.  

Now, you may be wondering: Can this hot streak continue? What if the market 
turns?  

That is the beauty of RTA! We can generate money regardless of market 
conditions.  

Up market. Down market. It doesn't matter! The RTA system works under any 
market conditions.  

So you can see how simple it is, let me give you another glimpse of RTA in 
action.  Please read on...  

[To order online, click the "Subscribe Now" button on the next page. Or if you have any 
questions about the service you'd like to discuss with our trading specialists, call toll free at 
1-866-821-4517.]  

 
 read on 
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A Special Report From Former U.S. Congressman Robert E. Bauman (J.D.)   

The Derivatives Time Bomb...  

There's a Fuse Box  
Buried Deep Within the U.S. Economy... 

and It's About to Blow...  

When it does, the lights on the dimming U.S. economy will go black...  

Major banks once thought 'too big to fail' will be shaken to the ground. Corporate 
bankruptcies will soar. Bonds will crash. The Dow will dive towards 4,000. And the dollar 
will continue its slide into the dustbin of monetary history...  

But just as these 'mainstream' investments crash, a small clutch of little-known 
investments will rise. If you retreat to these investments NOW you'll watch your wealth 
soar as everyone around you comes undone in the final unravelling of the U.S. 
economy...  

Inside this Special Report: 

Dear Reader,  

Deep in the shadows of the real economy...lies an underground economy...where the world's 
largest financial players conduct secret transactions worth trillions of dollars...  

These transactions are made far away from the headlines of the evening news. You'll seldom 
read about them in the Wall Street Journal...and you'll rarely hear about them on CNN - yet 
they affect every investment you make: Your stocks, your bonds, your mutual funds - even 
your real estate.  

Financially they act like a giant underground fuse box...whose financial currents (though 

l THE PHANTOM ECONOMY - 19 
times the size of the real physical 
economy of the U.S. - that's about to 
blow...Buffet calls it: 'a mega-
catastrophe waiting to happen'...  
 

l THE BANK'S NUCLEAR SECRET - 
Hidden financial time bombs lying in 
America's big banks could go off at any 
moment - and cause total economic 
chaos...with fall-out, so great, it will 
make the S&L crisis of the late eighties 
seem tame.  
 

l FALL-OUT SHELTERS - Three of the 
safest places for your wealth right 
now...where you will not only stay out of 
harm's way - but you can still rack up 
gains of 1,894%...896%...120% and more 
(just as a small group of well-informed 
investors did in the bear market of 2002)  

l THE NEW MEGA-TRENDS - How to privately 
cash in on major new economic mega-trends that 
until now have largely been 'off-limits' to you - 
including 'forbidden funds' that have already been 
up 169%...68%...51%...and more since March 
2000. These funds could soar 2-5 times that 
amount in the coming crash...  
 

l CRISIS INVESTING -The little-known crisis 
investment technique that helped some investors 
make 18 times their money last year on a single 
recommendation... and could produce 2 or 3 times 
those gains in 2004.  
 

l EXPLOSIVE PROFITS! - 3 countries set to 
make economic quantum leaps as America 
crashes. One of the world's top 10 fund managers 
calls it 'a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity'. We 
tell you two of the easiest ways to cash in  
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invisible) are channelled through to the real world of day-to-day investments. In the same 
way unseen electrical currents power our physical world - so too do these unseen financial 
currents secretly power our economy.  

Occasionally though, something happens. A country blows up...or a bank...or an investment 
fund...which reveals the catastrophic power these financial currents carry. We witnessed 
their affects when world stock markets collapsed in 1987...when Asian markets plummeted 
in 1997...and when the LTCM hedge fund collapsed in 1998. But even these devastating 
events will pale in comparison to what lies ahead.  
 
A series of events are about to unfold that will 
short-circuit the system and cause this giant 
underground fuse box to blow. When it does, 
we may witness the largest financial upheaval 
since 1929...and the lights on our dimming 
economy will indeed go black.  

Get ready, dear reader, for the final unravelling 
of the American economy...and position 
yourself to reap explosive profits by investing 
in a small clutch of little-known investments 
that will soar when almost everything else 
comes crashing down...  

And this is not just a promise. A small group of 
private investors have already reaped gains of 
up to 896% and 1,894% by cashing in on these 
little-known investment techniques.  

I'll tell you about these investments in a 
moment - and why I expect similar 
opportunities in 2004 - but first let me tell you 
about the single most disturbing development 
that has occurred in the global financial system 
in the last generation. It's a development that 
could have dire financial consequences...and for 
which most investors are woefully unprepared...  

The Phantom Economy - 19 times the 
size of the U.S. economy - that's about 

to blow...  

In the past decade a giant and potentially lethal 
economic bubble has been quietly forming in 
the Over-The-Counter Derivatives market. If 
you don't know what that is, you're not alone. 
Most investors are completely unaware of what 
goes on behind closed doors at banks, major 
brokerage houses and leading corporations.  

But know this: Derivatives have been at the 

PROFITING FROM CRISIS:  

Learn How One Group of Investors Reaped 
Gains of 1894% and 896% as the Market 
Melted and the Dollar Fell  

(And Discover How You Can Take Advantage of 
Similar Opportunities in 2004)  

effects could dwarf by orders of magnitude those 
of the S&L Crisis of the late '80s...  

But armed with the right information and a unique 
insight to today's markets - there is no reason to 
panic. Instead you can realize a decade's worth of 
profits in a year, sometimes months.  

For example, when the dollar crashed in 2002, 
one group of investors was able to turn the crisis 
into explosive profits by correctly anticipating the 
negative effects the war and other economic 
disasters would have on the dollar. We saw 
staggering 1,894% and 896% gains by employing 
a little-known technique that allowed us to 'rent' 
large amounts of hard currencies - yet with only 
risking a small amount of our money. We also 
realized 120% on a unique European investment 
known as a 'multi-currency sandwich'...and we 
reaped a further 25% on a conservative CD 
investment.  

And that was just on the dollar crisis. Since 
March 2000 we've also seen double and triple-
digit gains on every single gold stock we've 
picked. That's a perfect track record on 11 
recommendations. Plus, we've enjoyed an almost 
unbroken streak by taking advantage of a 
revolutionary new way to invest in a group of 
special funds. These unique funds have repeatedly 
outperformed traditional mutual funds year after 

In this report you'll learn about 
the single greatest threat the US 
economy and financial markets 
have faced in more than a 
generation. It's a ticking 
financial time bomb whose  
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core of almost every major economic disaster 
since 1987. They were responsible for Black 
Monday. They were behind the Asian crisis, the 
LTCM hedge fund disaster, the fall of Barings 
Bank, the bankruptcy of Orange County, and 
the collapse of Enron and Argentina.  

And they'll soon be responsible for what could 
turn out to be the greatest economic disaster 
yet. For the popularity of these notorious 
financial instruments has erupted at an alarming 
rate. Their explosive growth has given birth to 
an underground economy - so powerful and so 
complex - that no one really understands it. Not 
Warren Buffet - not even Alan Greenspan. Yet 
one thing is clear to all: This 'Phantom 
Economy' carries threats that have the power to 
blow up the U.S. financial system.  

At the very simplest - a derivative is merely a 
bet. And it can be a bet on absolutely anything: 
interest rates, exchange rates, stocks, 
commodities - even the weather. For instance, 
you could bet on the number of tornadoes that 
will hit Kansas in 2005. Find a counter-party 
who's willing to wager against you - and you'll 
have created a derivative. And to make the bet 
you often only have to put down a fraction of 
the amount. For example, if you wanted to bet a 
million dollars on tornadoes in Kansas you may 
only need to put down $10,000 - just one one-
hundredth of the value.  

This is where derivatives can become very 
dangerous. Derivatives are mostly used to 
hedge against risk. But they are also used to 
make highly leveraged and highly dangerous 
bets.  

For instance, a single bet made by one rogue 
trader in 1995 brought down the proud 223-year 
old Barings Investment Bank. This age-old 
institution helped finance the rise of the Great 
British Empire in the 19th Century. And an 
unmonitored 27-year old hotshot derivatives 
trader brought it down with one wild bet.  

Even worse - the derivatives trading of a single 
hedge fund in 1998 almost caused the collapse 
of the entire global financial system. This hedge 
fund - Long-Term Capital Management - was 

year. The best of them has been up 749% since 
March 2000! Yet until recently, they were only a 
tool for well informed, wealthy investors.  

All this at a time when the Dow, the NASDAQ 
and the S&P 500 have shed 15%...62%...and 
33%, respectively...  

Yet even these profits will pale in comparison to 
the profits we expect to see when the U.S. 
economy finally unravels.  

My name is Robert E. Bauman. I am on the 
Executive Committee of an elite group of 
international investors called the Sovereign 
Society. We are one of the world's most private - 
yet powerful - financial alliances. We operate far 
away from the corruption, greed, and conflict of 
interest that is epidemic on Wall Street. Through 
an unrivalled team of 45 international advisors, 
banking insiders, economists, forecasters, 
analysts, asset protection specialists, and currency 
and precious metal experts we are able to steer a 
maverick group of American and foreign 
investors through economic storms safely and 
surely - even help them come out of it richer than 
before. We invite you to become one of those 
investors today...and start reaping the same kind 
of mega-profits we've been enjoying since March 
2000 when the great unravelling of the American 
economy began.  

For decades our advisors have accurately 
predicted major economic trends and disasters. In 
the early seventies, our chairman, Mr. John A. 
Pugsley wrote a book called Common Sense 
Economics, which accurately predicted the 
inflationary explosion in America...and helped 
investors get rich off gold. In the mid-eighties, 
another of our advisors, James Dale Davidson, 
warned of the coming collapse of global stock 
markets. Investors who adhered to James's advice 
saved their assets from the devastating losses that 
ensued after Black Monday. In the nineties James 
also forecast the world's transformation from an 
industrial economy to an information 
economy...and was dubbed 'one of the greatest 
geopolitical forecasters of all time'.  

And since 1999 we've been recommending that 
our members retreat from mainstream 
investments to a small clutch of alternative 
investments that have been soaring since March 
2000.  

In this report, I'll tell you more about these 
investments. Plus, I'll tell you about the single 
most disturbing development that we've been 
monitoring in the global financial system...a 
development that could have dire financial 
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not even known by the mainstream investor 
public at the time, yet its private derivatives 
bets would've collapsed world markets if the 
Fed had not organized an emergency bailout.  

The Next Four Rogue Traders 
And how they could devastate your financial future.  

Despite repeated efforts by concerned parties to tame the rank bubble growing in the 
derivatives market, Greenspan refuses to let them be regulated. He claims that they are good 
for the economy...that they provide for an efficient, flexible and safer financial system...  

But is he telling you the truth?  

In an address to the Council on Foreign Relations on November 19, 2002 about derivatives 
he admitted that there was a 'remote possibility' that they could cause a chain reaction that 
would culminate in a financial implosion.  

Even more worrisome: in a speech he gave to bankers in May 2000 he admitted that: 'The 
rapid growth and increasing importance of derivative instruments...has been a particular 
concern.'  

Yet even still he has allowed the bubble to grow unchecked.  

In 1986 the global derivatives market was just over $1 trillion. Today that figure has reached 
a staggering $207 trillion according to the latest figures from the Bank of International 
Settlements. What's more disturbing, is that almost one third of these derivatives are 
concentrated in the hands of just 3 American banks: JP Morgan Chase, Bank of America, 
and Citigroup. These banks account for a mind-bending $63 trillion of the global derivatives 
market.  

consequences...but which could also, once again, 
lead to profits of up to 1,894% - for those who are 
prepared...  

The Biggest and Most Dangerous 
Myth About Derivatives  

Like most professional betting games - 
derivatives have a zero-sum outcome. There 
will always be a winner and a loser. The betters 
put up their money. And the people who run the 
casino, bank or brokerage house, figure out 
ways to pass on the risk. One of the biggest 
myths about derivatives is that theyreduce risk. 
They do not. They simplytransfer risk to 
someone else who is willing to bear it. The risks 
being taken in the derivatives market are 
growing greater and greater each day.  

The alchemy of derivatives rests on complicated 
mathematical models that predict how markets 
and derivatives will behave under certain 
conditions. The models use past market 
performance to predict the future. But they can't 
account for the unaccountable. Every once in a 
while an asteroid strikes or a country blows 

What's more, all these derivatives deals are 
done behind closed doors by a few powerful 
men...men who are dangerously balancing your 
future on a complicated portfolio of derivatives 
bets, the form of which nobody knows about. 
These men have been allowed to freely create 
monumental derivatives portfolios without 
investors and bank depositors being even 
remotely aware of the mounting tidal wave of 
risk. Their moves have gone completely 
unchecked - and they have no responsibility 
whatsoever to report or describe any of their 
moves to their shareholders.  

One bad move...one unexpected crisis...could 
blow these banks' delicately balanced 
derivatives portfolios off their axis and spin 
world markets into an unprecedented collapse.  
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The #1 System-Wide Financial Risk No One Wants to Talk About  

How much of your financial future are you willing to leave in the hands of these few all-
powerful derivatives players? If their past performances are anything to go by - you can be 
assured that your best interests will not be a priority. They've already duped you with 
derivatives - by using them to help Enron and other energy and telecommunication pirates 
cook their books. What do they have in store for you next?  

  

The Coming Implosion of the  
Largest Casino Economy Ever Created 

 
A chain of events is about to unfold that could set off these financial time bombs one by one. 
If you don't act now your retirement may go up in smoke...  

America's big banks are carrying hidden risks that no one has warned you about. And they're 
all tied up in these banks' derivatives portfolios...  

The problem few investors understand is that with most derivative bets you have to supply 
an amount of cash collateral to the counter-party to cover your bet. This amount depends on 
the institution's credit rating. If the institution starts to get into financial difficulties its credit 
rating will drop, which means it'll have to supply yet more cash collateral to its counter-

up...which throws these delicately balanced 
derivatives portfolios off their axis. Trades take 
place in electronic neverland and can be entered 
from anywhere in the world. And computers are 
enabling the creation of purer and purer 
financial plutonium. And as with nuclear 
mishaps, there are no small accidents. Get ready 
for 'The Chernobyl of the Financial World'... 

And because the numbers have gotten so 
big...and the risks so high...banks recoil 
whenever the topic of derivatives is raised...  

But soon they may have to talk...  
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party. This could cause a liquidity crisis, which may lead to a further downgrade - which 
could set off a downward spiral. And if one major bank falls they'll all start to topple like 
dominoes.  

The frightening thing is: this nightmare scenario has already begun.  

And in a moment, I'll show you what the world's wealthiest investors are doing right now to 
shelter themselves from this coming crash...and how they're already using this technique to 
access 'forbidden' investments and opportunities that are already up 334%... 169%... 68%... 
237%... 178%... And which promise to soar much higher when the economic house of cards 
starts to fall.  

The Fall of the House of Morgan  

America's banks right now are like a bunch of climbers on a mountain all tied by a rope. JP 
Morgan Chase is at the top of the rope. If it falls, the others will start to topple down the 
mountain with it - along with the American economy. The end result could be 
unprecedented...  

Since Chase Manhattan bid $33 billion for JP Morgan in September 2000, the bank has been 
on a downward spiral. Its basic premise has not worked. The bank claimed it would provide 
huge new growth. Thousands of Chase's corporate customers were to be pushed into 
Morgan's arms and pay big fees for takeover deals and securities issues. But instead of 
striking new profits, the bank has tapped into a seemingly endless well of red ink. Its private 
equity portfolio has shrunk...it's lost billions of dollars in high profile bad loans to Enron, K-
Mart, Global Crossing, Tyco, Argentina...it's laid off over 10,000 workers...and closed 
hundreds of branches...  

What's more, JP Morgan Chase has now become the largest gambler in economic history. Its 
derivatives portfolio now sits at a staggering $36.3 trillion - that's an amount equal to one 
and a half times the size of the entire global economy. And according to the Comptroller 
of the Currency, the bank has more dollars at risk in derivatives than it has in capital. It 
carries a shocking $8.45 in risk per dollar of capital. That's more, by orders of magnitude, 
than any other major bank in the world. And it's enough to c ompletely wipe out the bank's 

risk-based capital. Just a 12% loss on its 
derivative books would be enough to wipe it 
out. What's more, that risk keeps rising.  

And now the thing Wall Street fears most has 
begun.  

Standard & Poor has started to lower the 
giant behemoth's credit rating. Its long-term 
rating was downgraded from AA- to A+. If 
the bank receives further downgrades it will 
not only hurt its ability to compete in all its 
businesses...but it could set in motion the 
very death spiral that so many on Wall Street 

fear.  

A Brief History of Derivatives  

(The Most Dangerous and Controversial 
Financial Instruments Ever Created)  

The giant bubble forming in the global 
derivatives market (led by America's big banks) 
bears frightening resemblance to the S&L crisis. 
In the 1980's a lack of regulation and oversight, 
allowed America's banks to trade dishonestly, 
hide losses and embezzle client and government 
funds. The same scenario is unfolding right now 
amongst the world's global derivatives traders. 
America's big banks, big corporations and mutual 
funds have turned into giant casinos...using 
unregulated over-the-counter and massively 
leveraged derivative bets as a new source of 
income...and as a way to disguise losses and dupe 
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Wall Street's Greatest Fear  

Morgan Chase's earnings continue to be 
under enormous pressure, and considering the 
current state of the American economy, its 
future does not look bright. America is 
drowning under a sea of unpayable debt 
loads...unemployment is 
skyrocketing...bankruptcies are 
soaring...mortgage repayment delinquencies 
are reaching all-time highs...and the national 
debt continues to soar. It all spells bad news 
for JP Morgan Chase and America's big 
banks.  

We believe JP Morgan's risk profile is greatly 
understated. And its consistent refusal to talk 
to anyone but its large investors about its 
derivatives portfolio is disturbing, to say the 
least.  

If this giant behemoth comes crashing down, 
it will bring the entire economy with it. When 
LTCM failed, the government had to organize 
an emergency bailout - forcing a consortium 
of big banks and investment houses to fork 
over $3.5 billion dollars to save the economy. 
That was just one hedge fund with only a 
trillion dollars of derivatives on its books. JP 
Morgan Chase is a powerful multinational 
institution with $36.8 trillion on its books. If 
it were to fall, a chain of interlocking 
commitments would break down and major 
institutions would start to topple. Widespread 
panic selling would ensue. And there would 
be a run on the banks...and a run on stocks. 
But most would find their money trapped in a 
crashing market and a financial system 
splitting at the seams.  

Few know it, but if the Dow drops 10% in 
any one trading day, circuit breakers will kick 
in...and markets will close down...just as they 
did after September 11. But the problem with 
circuit breakers is: They may halt the panic 
selling but they don't come with an 'on' 
switch to bring the buyers back. The system 
will overload and the fuse box will blow. 
And no amount of Fed fiddling will bring it 
back. No pot will be big enough this time.  

And it won't be just your stocks and your 

investors. The difference though to the S&L 
crisis, is that when the derivatives bubble finally 
blows, the fall-out will be 100 times worse. The 
S&L crisis cost American taxpayers hundreds of 
billions of dollars and depressed the real estate 
market for years. But no pot will be big enough 
to bail out America this time.  

1973 The Chicago Board Options Exchange 
opens...and trading in large-scale derivatives 
begins.  

1983 President Reagan signs the 1982 Futures 
Trading Act for derivatives. This was a major 
feature in the disastrous Reagan-era deregulation 
of the U.S. economy.  

1986 The notational value of derivatives balloons 
to $618 billion...  

1987 The failure of the stock markets and the 
derivatives markets to operate in sync causes the 
collapse of global stock markets (according to the 
Presidential Task Force on Market 
Mechanisms)...and the terrific force of 
derivatives is felt for the first time.  

1988 The notational value of derivatives hits the 
$1 trillion mark.  

1994 Global derivatives market exceeds $10 
trillion ...and the first series of major derivatives 
failures begins. (Metallgesellschaft loses $1.5 
billion on oil futures, Procter & Gamble loses 
$157 million by trading derivatives, Orange 
County, California, publicly acknowledges a $1.5 
billion loss due to its derivatives plays, 
bankrupting the county).  

1995 Barings Bank goes bust because one rogue 
trader, Nick Leeson, loses $1.4 billion with 
derivatives bets on the Nikkei index that were 
shattered by the Kobe earthquake.  

1995 Wisconsin's $6.7 billion State Investment 
Board posts a $95 Million loss from unauthorized 
use of derivatives.  

1996 Global derivatives market exceeds $10 
trillion.  

1997 Under-regulated, derivative-based credit 
swap contracts cause the collapse of the Asian 
markets.  

1998 The derivatives trading of a single hedge 
fund, Long Term Capital Management, almost 
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bank that will crash. The whole economy will 
tumble with it. Everything you own will be at 
risk. Your house. Your bonds. Your 
retirement. Maybe even your job.  

The day of reckoning will have finally 
arrived. America's party will be over. And the 
hangover from the unprecedented binge will 
be long. Very long.  

But even if this nightmare scenario unfolds, 
there's still no reason you have to get caught 
in it.  

How to Access 'Forbidden' Financial 
Opportunities Set to Soar  

When the Derivatives Bubble Blows  

In a moment I'm going to tell you about an 
extraordinary financial device that can not 
only offer you safety from the macro-risks 
plaguing America and the global economy at 
the moment - but can also help you access 

'forbidden' financial opportunities set to soar when the derivatives bubble blows...including 
opportunities that have already made for our members staggering gins of 1894%... 896%... 
237%...178%...and more. And which could produce 2 or 3 times those gains in 2004. It's an 
opportunity that until recently was largely the province of the world's wealthiest investors. 
But now, thanks to an elite global asset protection and investment organization, these 
opportunities will be yours...  

My name is Robert Bauman. And I am on the Executive Committee  of this organization. 
We call ourselves The Sovereign Society. We are a unique organization - unlike any you'll 
have ever encountered before. Through a global team of influential and renowned advisors, 
thinkers, forecasters, and banking insiders, we are able to offer a small group of discerning 
investors advice and opportunities not regularly available to the average American investor. 
These are opportunities you won't find in Barron's or Business Week - even though they can 
provide your assets a degree of protection and profit potential far beyond those available on 

Wall Street today. Let me show you what I mean...  

The Fallout Shelters the Government  

Would Prefer You Knew Nothing About  

History has taught us that in times of economic uncertainty a number of financial havens 
soar. They are those economies that have proven to be politically stable over the long-
term...enjoy hard currencies backed by gold...boast strong financial industries with faultless 
track records...and bear little systemic risk...  

Three of those havens are Switzerland, Austria, and the ancient Kingdom of Denmark. The 
currencies, companies, and investments in these places are flying high at the moment - as the 
world's money floods into them in search of safety and profits.  

causes the collapse of global stock markets. Fed 
organizes a $3.5 billion bailout.  

2000 Global derivatives positions leap to over 
$95 trillion - even as the stock market crashes 
and the global economy goes into recession.  

2001 Enron (without the public knowing it) had 
secretly transformed itself from an energy trader 
into an unregulated derivatives player, causing its 
eventual collapse.  

2003 Fannie Mae loses $1.9 billion on its 
derivatives portfolio, causing its stock to 
plummet.  

2003 Warren Buffet warns investors that the 
bubble in the derivatives market is a 'mega-
catastrophe waiting to happen.' His comments 
send ripples through global markets.  

2004 Global derivatives market exceeds the $207 
trillion mark (an amount 5 times the size of the 
entire global economy).  
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Each country has been awarded a AAA credit rating from Standard & Poor's...and each has 
been ranked repeatedly as one of the top 10 trading and economic countries in the world by 
IMD in their International World Competitiveness Report. What's more, Standard & Poor's 
has concluded that they hold no apparent systemic risks, as the savings positions of the 
private sector, both households and corporations, is strong. Compare that to American 
households and corporations which are drowning in a sea of debt.  

Plus, these havens are also benefiting from the continuing transition of the Central and 
Eastern European economies into modern free-market economies.  

That's why we've arranged for a number of financial products to be set up for you in these 
havens...so you can take easy and instant advantage of the booming opportunities that lie in 
these and surrounding havens. It's an opportunity few American investors will ever know. 
And it's only been made possible thanks to the Sovereign Society's vast array of global 
contacts.  

A Whole New World of Booming  
Financial Opportunities For You  

The first major benefit you'll receive from the Sovereign Society is the opportunity to open 
up a private offshore bank account in Austria and/or Denmark.  

Opening a bank account in a leading offshore haven usually requires introductions and 
references...but as a member of the Sovereign Society we will make the introduction for you.  

In fact, these accounts are already waiting for you at two of Europe's oldest and strongest 
financial institutions. They are financial institutions that don't deal in dangerous 
instruments like derivatives, commercial loans, or similar risky operations. They observe the 
strictest standards in private banking...and ensure both the security and confidentiality of 
your affairs.  

 
You'll be able to monitor and access your 
account online. But you'll also be able to do a 
lot more...  

An offshore account at a leading private 
European bank isn't like any ordinary High 
Street bank account. For instance, through 
your offshore account you'll be able to:  

l Access a whole new world of global 
investment opportunities ...including each 
one of the lucrative investment opportunities 
I'll tell you about in this letter...such as the 
special types of funds that have already netted 
gains of 334%... 169%... 68% for our 
members. (This is an extraordinary benefit 
most Americans will sadly never know).    

l Trade stocks, bonds, mutual funds, CDs, 
precious metals and currencies on markets 
everywhere... (including CDs that pay up to 

Are You Banking at One of These 
Casinos?  

Derivatives were designed to help banks, 
corporations, and countries hedge against risk. 
But banks found they could make a killing by 
concocting more exotic derivatives that 
effectively bet on the future direction of interest 
rates, foreign exchange, commodities, and stock 
indexes. And since banks aren't making money 
from traditional lending any more, derivatives are 
a fantastic new way to net huge gains. And why 
not take some big risks when the Fed will 
'supposedly' back you - and the transactions can 
stay off the books - far away from the prying 
eyes of investors and analysts. As we see it, 
America's banks have turned into giant casinos. 
And now this Giant Casino Economy has begun 
to splinter. Are you banking with one of them?  

25 U.S. Banks With Largest  
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25% after currency gains... and emerging 
market stocks and funds traded on exchanges 
that have soared 49%... 41%... and 27% in the 
past year alone).  

l  
l Gain unrivalled asset protection in countries 

that have been the traditional havens of 
choice by the world's wealthiest families in 
times of war, scandal, and economic 
upheaval.  

l  
l Diversify your assets out of American 

dollars and convert them into currencies set to 
soar against the dollar in the volatile times 
ahead - like the rock-solid Swiss franc, the 
euro and many more commodity 
currencies...for which we've already seen 
staggering gains of 1,894% and 896% by 
using select, little-known currency investment 
techniques (which I'll tell you more about in a 
moment).  

l  
l Gain coveted access to some of the world's 

most trusted and established financial 
analysts and money managers. These are not 
young brash Wall Street brokers peddling 
stocks that benefit them rather than you. They 
are experienced analysts who have managed 
the fortunes of institutional investors and the 
world's wealthiest families for decades, riding 
them safely through economic disaster after 
economic disaster - from the inflationary 
seventies to Black Monday and beyond - 
almost doubling their money safely and 
surely every five years using sophisticated 
investment systems that have stood the test 
of time. These are the kinds of analysts you'll 
want managing your money in the volatile 
times ahead.  

You'll get more details about your accounts 
(and the banks at which they're held) in the 
detailed membership guide you will receive 
when you join. This is a truly unique and 
powerful benefit that is simply not available 

to the average American investor. You'll also get privileged access to many more powerful 
financial devices of the super-rich when you join the Sovereign Society, including special 
types of Swiss accounts that are considered by many to be 'the ultimate no-risk 
investment'...plus unique types of trusts and foundations that can shield your investments 
not only from market crashes but also from lawsuits and taxes.  

And this is just the beginning of the extraordinary benefits you'll receive as a member of the 

Derivatives Holdings  

 
Bank failures occur every year in America. There 
were over 1,000 bank failures in the years 1986-
1990 during the S&L debacle, which cost 
American taxpayers hundreds of billions of 
dollars and depressed the real estate market for 
years. And now, considering the self-serving, 
corrupt, and dangerous practices Wall Street's 
banks have begun to engage in - where would 
you prefer to bank? In America or in age-old 
financial havens that've shown little systemic risk 
and which haven't experienced a bank failure in 
their 200-year old financial history?  

The Sovereign Society's preferred European 
banking partners are centuries old banks which 
don't deal in dangerous instruments like 
derivatives, commercial loans, or similar risky 
operations. They will offer you the strictest 
standards in private banking...and ensure both the 
security and confidentiality of your affairs. Join 
the Sovereign Society today...and your money 
will be safe tomorrow. To learn more about what 
we can do for you just read on. 

RANK BANK NAME 
DERIVATIVES 
(In $Us Billions) 

1  Jpmorgan Chase Bank  36,805.8 
2  Bank Of America  14,869.2 
3  Citigroup  11,167.9 
4  Wachovia Corporation  2,326.45 
5  HSBC  1,353.7 
6  Bank One  1,232.1 
7  Bank Of New York  561.7 
8  Wells Fargo Bank  557.2 
9  Fleet National Bank   443.7 
10  State Street  369.8 
11  National City  252.9 
12  National C. B of Ind.   133.4 
13  Keybank  91.9  
14   Mellon   88.3 
15  Standard Federal   78.5  
16  Suntrust Bank   77.3 
17  LaSalle Bank  70.2 
18  PNC Bank   48.2 
19  U S Bank  43.7 
20  Deutsche Bank   46.5 
21  Merrill Lynch Bank  35.4 
22  Capital One Bank   28.2 
23  Northern Trust Co.   26.5 
24  Irwin Union Bank   20.0 
25  Union Bank of CA.   19.6  
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Sovereign Society. Many lucrative investment opportunities await you once you have your 
offshore account...opportunities that until recently have only been enjoyed by the wealthiest 
of American families. Now you can profit from them too...  

I'll tell you about some of these extraordinary opportunities right now. Plus, you'll learn 
about many more of them in private monthly bulletins, weekly e-letters and special reports 
we'll send you when you join. To continue reading this report please click on the 'read on' 
link below... 

  read on 
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Make 15 Times Your Money on the  
Cheapest Stocks in the World  

 
Markets left for dead by Wall Street are making a 'secret comeback' 

across the globe. Buy now before the herd gets wind of their strength...  

We've uncovered a booming Asian industry whose sales are well  
on their way to blowing the iPod's out the water.  

Get in now and watch your $5,000 investment soar to $40,450 in 12 months.  

  

  

Dear Reader, 

It's no secret that the US markets are struggling this year. The Dow has shed 590 points since January, while the 
NASDAQ has slumped 11%. Suddenly the so-called safest markets in the world aren't looking too profitable.  

South Korea is one of many countries that have been forgotten by Wall Street. It wasn't always so. Back in the late 
1990's Wall Street firms were jumping all over themselves to get in on the biggest 'Asian Tiger.'  

Well South Korea is back. It's growing like a weed in springtime, and its stocks might just be - dollar to growth - 
the cheapest in the world.  

Check out this chart.  
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The BOOMING MP3 Industry in South Korea Could Go Up 15-Fold 

What you may not know is that South Korea has the most advanced market for cell phones and MP3 players in the 
world. This country has historically been the first adopter in digital technology and is about three years ahead of the 
US.  

Just look at Apple, a company that went up 309% this year on the back of its iPod - a portable device that plays 
music files.  

We've found the company that makes these products better, faster and cheaper. Apple's iPods have cornered the US 
market. But Apple, always a first-to-market innovator, has a way of losing market share to competitors.  

This South Korean company's iRiver product (Powerful MP3 player that fits on a key chain) has 50% of the Korean 
market - it also sells at a $50 discount to the iPod.  

Furthermore, the financials are stellar. It currently trades at a price-to-earnings ratio of 6.9, which is great in 
any country. Last year revenues rose 426%. Net income rose 523%. 

This company is the leader in the fastest-growing branch of MP3 players, namely flash-based players, and it's 
eagerly providing video viewing - a feature that Apple shies away from. Look for this company to steal some 
market share from Apple starting this summer. 

Here's another great South Korean company that Wall Street hasn't heard of - yet! 

This Satellite radio company has a price-to-earnings ratio of six and is growing 163% a year. 

This company produces the actual satellite radio that receives the Sirius Satellite signal - Sirius is growing 
subscribers at a 771% annual clip. Japan and South Korea have similar companies with similar numbers.  

Up 515% 

This South Korean company is increasing its revenue at 163% a year. The share price is up 515% since August of 
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2003. It dominates the market. If you or someone you know listens to Satellite radio - this company made the 
box.  

But the run is just beginning. Even discounting the growth rate this company is 47% undervalued today. The trend 
of Satellite radio should continue - with Howard Stern, NASCAR, Major League Baseball and the NFL - all signed 
up for the next season. In addition, all major car companies are offering Satellite radio in their cars this year. 

But you don't want to buy Sirius itself - it trades at 205 times its earnings. You want to buy the box maker which 
will grow just as fast for only 6.9 times its earnings. It's a no-brainer! 

And South Korea's not the only booming market to catch my eye... 

The Secret Bull Market Down Under 

I won't say that the US stock markets are done - but last year the NASDAQ was up a measly 6%. Over the last two 
years the Australian Ordinary Shares were up 47%. 

Since 1990 Australia has beaten all top-tier industrial nations. It has averaged 3.3% GDP growth since 1990 - 
beating the US, the UK, Canada, Germany and Japan. It ranks in the top seven in the world of IT professionals, 
finance and engineers.  

And yet it's inexpensive. Prime office space is 25% less than Silicon Valley, New York, London, or Tokyo. We live 
in a global economy and start-ups are seeking out countries with solid laws, intelligent, well-educated, English-
speaking work force, a nice quality of life, and most important, low start-up costs.  

With these advantages, it is no wonder a stealth Australian bull market has emerged. The bountiful land down 
under has produced a bumper crop of severely undervalued, high tech companies - companies that can make you an 
easy 1,060 percent gain - if you get in on the ground floor. 

Just look at this chart - Australia hits an all-time high! 

 

Experts from down under are raving about Australia's Bull Market. 

'These are very good times. It's the best it has been for many years,' ING Australia's Chief Executive, Paul 
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Bedbrook.  

' The Australian economy has been on a winning streak since the early 1990s. It has enjoyed 13 years of 
uninterrupted growth. The winning streak is set to continue over the next two years, says the OECD . It expects 
GDP to increase by 3.8% in 2005 and by 3.6% in 2006.' -The Economist  

'Following eight percent growth in exports in 2004 we are on track for a record export performance in 2004-05,' - 
Australian Trade Minister, Mark Vaile  

But no one, I mean, no one, in New York is talking about these incredible opportunities... but they will soon as I'll 
show you in a minute. Those of you who have the guts to get in early will not only have the opportunity to profit, 
but make incredible gains!  

These companies are so undervalued I'm sure this ground-floor 
opportunity won't last much longer.  

* This $0.49 company is partnered with Dow Chemical and invented a 
sex gel that kills HIV on contact.  

* This $0.58 company created a micron-sized capsule containing 
radioactive material - it shrinks inoperable liver cancer from 80-
100% without causing damage to surrounding tissue.  

* This $0.11 company created a synthetic nerve cell membrane on a 
chip, which can find disease markers with a voltage change. It will 
vastly improve the way doctors diagnose disease - and it will do it 
faster and cheaper. This tool is so powerful it can determine the 
presence of a sugar cube in Sydney Harbor.  

* This $0.23 company is building a combination solar/wind tower 
that will be twice as high as the world's tallest skyscraper. This 
tower will produce 200 megawatts, the same amount as an average 
nuclear power plant, with enough power to light a city the size of 
Baltimore. It will also keep 830,000 tons of greenhouse gases out of 
the atmosphere annually.  

Where you want your money for the next five years 

Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Christian DeHaemer. I am the founder and publisher of a group of 
products known as the Red Zone of Profits. I have been an investment professional and writer for the better part of 
a decade. 

I have had the good fortune of finding investment segments early and riding them to success. For example, in Red 
Zone VIP, I had winners like 140% and 112% on Galton Biometrics, 116% on Harris & Harris, 77% on 
Nanophase, 69% on Bluefly and the list goes on and on. 

I make such incredible gains because I go where the investment action will be before the rest of the world even 
catches on. And I hire smart, tough, professional researchers to help me out. One is Alex Chinn.  

9 winners in a row  

Alex recently closed 9 positions - all winners. This guy is on fire. Just 

Australian Prime Minister, 
John Howard, gives away 

billions for technology 

More than five years ago, two years 
before September 11 restricted the 
number of scientists coming to the 
US, John Howard, the Australian 
Prime Minister, gave $10 billion in 
government funding for independent 
initiatives and research and 
technology centers.  

But major Wall Street firms - like 
Morgan Stanley and Smith Barney 
don't even know about it. These 
companies are flying under their 
radar screen. But that's going to 
change - and soon. The first of these 
companies recently got a NASDAQ 
listing. The PR campaign is about to 
start. 
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look at a sampling of his portfolio:  

*Encore Software (enco.bombay), first half 28.57% in seven weeks.  

*Encore Software, second half 42.86%, in seven weeks.  

*Symmetricom (SYMM:NASDAQ), 10.44% in two days.  

*ADAM (ADAM:NASDAQ), 17.26% in five days and 21.58% in 13 
days.  

*Singulus (SNG.frankfurt), first half 15.92% in five weeks.  

*Competitive Technologies (CTT:AMEX), first time 47.54 % in four 
days.  

*Advantest (ATE:NASDAQ), 10.94% in six weeks.  

*Synaptics (SYNA:NASDAQ), 33.78% in two weeks.  

*Anik Theraputics (ANIK:NASDAQ), 47.90% in one month.  

That's an amazing record.  

   

It isn't a surprise to me that Red Zone's newest prodigy is producing 
winner after winner like a young John Templeton. Alex is a Mensa 
Member, a graduate of Johns Hopkins University, twice a finalist for 
Junior Jeopardy and had the gumption to put his SAT score on his 
resume. Now he can add his recent nine winners in a row to his resume.  

Alex has a knack for uncovering under-valued companies the world 
over. And readers who followed his recommendations are pulling in the 
gains with amazing success:  

'Bought SYNA at 27.20, sold at 36.21. 33% profit in two weeks!'-BS 

'I got in @ 26.88 on 01-07-05 and exited today @ 36.89 for a 37% gain 
in two weeks time.' -FM  

'In 1000 1/12/05 @ $27.55, out 1/21/05 @ $36.19.' -TH  

'We bought at $28.78 on 1/10/05, sold today at 9:16 a.m. PT for 
$37.35, for 29.78% gains. Yes!!' -SH  

'CTT - In Friday with 400 @ $7.51, out Monday @ $9.26.' -S.B.  

  

Once, is luck, twice is coincidence... 9 winners in a row is money in the bank.  

 
I would like to send you today,  

as part of your membership,  
these free reports:  

l FREE REPORT: 
BARNBURNER STOCKS: 
The Secret Aussie Tech Market 
detailing our top four tech stocks 
from down under. With this white 
paper in hand, you'll ensure your 
opportunity to start locking in 
massive profits 
IMMEDIATELY!  

l FREE REPORT:  
Secrets of Emerging Market 
Investor: We've put together this 
comprehensive report that gives 
you our Barnburner strategy, 
markets outperforming the US, 
and how to maximize your 
currency exchange.  

l FREE Research Team: We do 
all the legwork for you. From 
monitoring stock activity on a 
daily basis to finding the little 
unknown stocks set to be next 
season's big winners. We provide 
specific buy and sell information 
- so that you just sit back and 
rake in big gains.  

l FREE Emerging Market 
Alerts:  
When Alex uncovers an 
opportunity to make big profits, 
you'll be the first to know. A fax 
or email (your choice) will be 
immediately sent to your inbox, 
fax machine or cell phone - 
giving you the detailed trade 
including specific buy and sell 
orders. Just follow the advice and 
bank your profits. Simple and 
easy! 
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This kind of performance isn't dumb luck. Alex has applied rigorous due diligence followed by historic back testing 
to develop a powerful system for picking winners - time and time again. 

This system is so easy that if you can count to three you can start making money. Let's count: 

Winning Secret #1: Get something for nothing 

Buy stocks in countries where the currency is undervalued. You do this because if the currency is undervalued it's 
likely to rise against the dollar. This means that even if your stock turns out to be a loser and falls in price, it will go 
up in dollar terms. You get something for nothing.  

Winning Stock Secret #2: Go to growth 

Buy stocks in countries that are experiencing higher than average GDP growth. GDP stands for gross domestic 
product. It is a fancy way of measuring what the country produces as a whole.  

If the country makes and sells more stuff, it's making money, its people are prosperous, and its companies are doing 
well. Oftentimes the stock isn't priced in and you can get in early and profit when the stock is moving higher and 
reflects the situation on the ground. Alex calls these stocks the easy riders. Rock solid stocks that take advantage of 
a strong currency and growth. Over the past few years you could have taken advantage of these easy riders such as 
ADAM Inc. +17.26, Rostelecom +22.18%, and Competitive Technologies +47.54%. 

Winning Stock Secret #3: Buy the BARNBURNERS 

These are the stocks that are likely to go higher - much higher. No, I'm not talking about high risk, high reward. I'm 
talking about low risk, high reward.  

Companies like ENCORE - Up 892% in six months! 

 

Alex has recommended this stock three times and logged gains each time. This company has the world's most 
powerful handheld computer. It costs less than a PC but runs Windows or Linux.  

As you can tell by the chart Encore is selling like hotcakes in low-income places like India and China. It is already 
up 892% in the past year - but it's just getting started. It has a market value of under $10 million! That's absurd.  
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Wait until Wall Street finds out about this one. It could still go up another 1,000% - heck, it could go up 5,000 % 
without blinking an eye. It's a BARNBURNER, Baby!  

Winning Secret #4: Get in early 

It sounds simple, and it is. And yet millions of people don't do it. Here's how it works. 

NTES goes from $0.85 to $71.52 in 18 months! A 8,429.41% gain. 

 

Back on February 6, 2002 a little-known Chinese Internet company called NetEase.com (NTES) was trading for 
$0.85.  

In April, 2002 the company announced that it had 'significant improvement in Q1 earnings.' It went on to have 
strong Q2, announced in August, and Q3 earnings, which it announced on October 30, 2002.  

As you can see by the chart, the stock was starting to move...  

But not very much - there was enough information to let the serious investor discover the company (three quarters 
of blockbuster earnings) - but not enough for the Wall Street fat cats to get out of their comfort zones and start 
digging into Chinese Internet companies. 

The Wall Street hype machine hadn't caught on - yet.  

Then things started to happen. The Main Street media like Time Magazine wrote about NetEase on Dec. 11, 2002. 
And the stock moved again - pushing $10. At this point you'd have been up more than 1,000 percent. A fantastic 
gain. 

But still the Wall Street analysts didn't start covering it until June 18, 2003 when USB Piper Jaffray came in with a 
woeful 'market perform.' At this point the stock reached $33 - a 3,700% gain! 

The hype-driven profit ramp 

In 2004, the Wall Street analysts started jumping in like lemmings - Lehman Brothers in February '04, ThinkEquity 
in February '04, Pacific Growth Equities in February '04, Goldman Sachs in March '04, Roth Capital in December 
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'04 - and on and on... 

If you'd bought the stock at the first 'upgrade' (Piper Jaffray's market perform) on June 18, 2003 and held to the top 
on $68 in October 2004, you would have made a nice return of 106%. 

But if you'd gotten in early, when the company was reporting quarter after quarter of solid earnings... and sold at 
the first analysts 'upgrade' - you would have made 3,700% and still left with a 4,729% percent gain on the table! 

That's the power of getting in early. Now you can put that secret to use with four more potential Barnburners - in 
the high-tech, ground-floor opportunity down under. 

Get in early on Four Secret Aussie Tech Stocks 

Barnburner Stock #1: This Gel Stopped HIV in Monkeys  

This company with a $0.49 stock just produced the world's first microbicide gel that prevents the contraction of 
HIV.  

We all have heard the horror stories. Five years ago, the UN stated that AIDS/HIV has killed more people than any 
other disease in history. George Bush made helping out AIDS victims in Africa a point in last year's State of the 
Union address.  

In less-developed countries, whole generations are missing. In Africa HIV has driven the average life expectancy in 
Zimbabwe down to 34 years of age and stolen 17 years from the average South African. In Asia it is estimated that 
one in four soldiers of the Thai Army has AIDS/HIV. This gel can dramatically reduce those horrific numbers. 

How it works  

The gel goes by the name of Vivigel and is a dendrimer-based pharmaceutical. I'm not a doctor, so I'll give you the 
short version. Dendrimers are molecules that were discovered in the late 70's, when researchers at Dow Chemical 
first synthesized them. Dendrimers are polyvalent and, due to their odd structure (imagine an octopus with dozens 
of legs), are able to bind more efficiently and kill target molecules in cells.  

Gel makes sex more pleasurable and kills HIV  

This gel is discreet (a woman can apply it beforehand) and provides lubrication, meaning it doesn't interfere with 
intercourse. In some cases, it's been reported that the lubrication actually helped.  

This tiny Australian company just created a gel that could save hundreds of millions of lives all over the world. The 
product has worked flawlessly during testing in monkeys - completely stopping the transmission of Simian HIV. 
It's the first dendrimer-based drug to reach FDA clinical trials in humans.  

The cost of AIDS?  

How much would a product like that be worth? In South Africa alone, Old Mutual Healthcare has estimated that 
additional healthcare costs as a result of HIV/AIDS could reach $3.8 billion per year by 2009.  

Health Canada predicted the cost of AIDS as $38 billion before 2011 in that country. Globally the costs of this 
modern plague is in the hundreds of billions of dollars - perhaps even trillions. The total US market for HIV/AIDS 
drugs was $5.76 billion in sales in 2005.  
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Could Save GI's from Mustard gas 

But that's not all. The US Army has poured $3 million into this company because their dendrimer-based product 
can also be used to protect soldiers from bio-warfare.  

Despite what some people might think of a $0.87 stock - this company is in excellent financial shape. In 2004 total 
assets rose 72% and liabilities decreased by around 40%. Cash at year-end nearly doubled, up 98%. It has a market 
cap of only $77.6 million. Glaxo Smith Kline, has three top HIV/AIDS drugs with total sales of $1,031,598,000.00. 
It has a market value of $137 billion.  

Obviously, my tiny Australian biotech isn't going to become a multi-billion dollar company overnight. Nor, is it 
likely to have a market value of $15 billion like Gilead Sciences - another company with Viread - a 
$285,551,000.00 HIV/AIDS drug.  

But you can bet that it won't remain a micro-cap for long... 

BARNBURNER - up 330% Already 

This stock is up 330% over the past three years, but the run is just getting started. They have applied for a 
NASDAQ listing. Believe me - you want to own it before Wall Street hears about it.  

When the US-based biotech investors start buying this stock it will likely hit the low teens... if the HIV gel hits the 
market, we could be talking about a multi-billion dollar company with a huge upside.  

Let me put it another way. This sex gel/HIV-preventive company would have to rise by 1,198% to get a market 
value that is just 1/15 th of Gilead Sciences. That's absurd! You want to own this stock - and soon. 

I'll give you all the information you need to cash in on this company's technological breakthroughs-without 
changing currency or opening a foreign account in the FREE report - ' BARNBURNER STOCKS, The Secret 
Aussie Tech Market.' 

Barnburner Stock #2: Obliterates Cancer Tumors  

This $0.58 company has the first nanotech time-release product ready for human testing - and you've never heard of 
it. The company's lead product is targeted at the substantial brachytherapy market, expected to exceed $1 billion 
this year.  

This nanotech product will be launched as a simple intratumoral implantable medical device for the selective 
regression of otherwise inoperable tumors.  

If that sounds like mumbo jumbo to you - let me rephrase it. You have a small capsule the size of a grain of rice. 
You inject it into a tumor that you can't get at with traditional surgery.  

The capsule is made of a revolutionary, nanotech-created, silicone material that breaks down at a set rate, letting 
radioactivity kill the tumor slowly over time.  

Because it works from the inside out, it doesn't damage surrounding tissue or otherwise make the patient sick. This 
is the opposite of being zapped in large doses by traditional chemotherapy, which goes through the skin, the 
stomach, the intestines, the liver and everything else before hitting the tumor.  

Partnered with US Big Pharma  
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This company's already got a licensing agreement in the Asian market. Confidence in the capabilities of this 
technology is so high that a manufacturing agreement has been struck with a top-tier US pharmaceutical 
company.  

Phase II trials for this liver cancer treatment application recently tested positively. When the impending FDA 
approval comes, Wall Street will jump all over this tiny gem, that was recently listed on the NASDAQ.  

It has a market value of just $39 million. Buy now before Wall Street 'discovers' this stock. This stock could easily 
be a $250 million company - a fast gain of 541%. It's a Barnburner, a true ground floor opportunity. 

I'll give you all the information you need to cash in on this company's technological breakthroughs, without 
changing currency or opening a foreign account in the FREE report - ' BARNBURNER STOCKS, The Secret 
Aussie Tech Market.' 

Barnburner Stock #3: Miniature Biosensor  

This $0.11 company can determine a disease in a cell, like the FBI can find a criminal from a fingerprint. They 
have created a synthetic nerve cell membrane on a chip, which can find disease markers with a voltage change.  

It will vastly improve the way doctors diagnose disease - and it will do it faster and cheaper. This tool is so 
powerful it can determine the presence of a sugar cube in Sydney Harbor.It can measure the concentration of 
biologically active things, like bacteria, DNA, proteins and drugs. 

Better, faster, cheaper 

As a medical diagnostic device, this artificial membrane system promises to be better, faster, and cheaper than 
anything currently available.  

Five minute lab results 

It's so simple to use that 'we've even had our secretaries using them.' How much faster? No more than five minutes 
at the point of care, compared to the four to 24 hours (if you're lucky) it takes to get results from a pathology lab 
today.  

How it works - mimics a nerve cell 

Much of medicine's ability to diagnose disease conditions depends on the recognition of particular biomolecules. 
Diagnostic tests typically use antibodies that recognize particular disease molecules, or sometimes, hormone 
receptors will interact with particular hormones overproduced in a disease condition.  

This company's innovation was to combine the recognition properties of biomolecules with the current transducing 
properties of a membrane, to create a new type of device that mimics a nerve cell membrane. The company holds 
60 patents granted worldwide, including 16 in the US.  

Point-of-Care Analyzers 

The company has come up with six specific Analyzers that are fast tracked, and prioritized due to commercial 
appeal. The Analyzers come complete with an Ethernet connection so the results can be immediately sent to your 
doctor as well as your insurance company.  

The new system will be small, portable, and will feature more tests that can be run concurrently on a sample. This 
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company will compete in all point-of-care markets, including hospitals, physician offices, the operating theater, 
intensive care, and mobile medicine.  

Imagine biosensors that continuously monitor the air, drinking water, and the food chain for toxins, bacteria, 
harmful viruses, and bioweapons.  

BioThreat 

The company has completed a $3.2 million-dollar project designed to detect bioterror agents in nasal mucus, a 
study that was funded by the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). DARPA is interested in 
thwarting such potential biowarfare agents as anthrax, plague, Q fever and tularemia.  

Big partners, Pregnant possibilities 

Genencor, a major biotechnology firm, and Dow Corning, in a joint venture called Silicon Biotechnology, have 
licensed this company's technology to create their own biosensors for pregnancy tests. The sensor has been proven 
able to detect human chorionic gonadotropin, a pregnancy marker.  

Dow Corning and Genencor have put their money where their mouth is and bought 3.8 million shares. A 
buyout is always a bullish possibility.  

Solid Fundamentals  

A new report from NanoMarkets LC predicts that sensors designed and built using nanotechnology will generate 
global revenues of $2.7 billion in 2008 and reach $17.2 billion in 2012.  

This amazing biosensor company has a market value of just $13.6 million! That's ridiculous given the potential 
growth rate in the sensor market.  

But it gets better...the company's cash position is $14.3 million. That means that the market values this 
company less than the cash it has on hand.That's absurd! The patents alone are worth 20 times that. 

Someday soon Wall Street will 'discover' this tiny Australian tech company and there will be a massive re-rating of 
this stock. Those who get in early could easily make a thousand percent return on their investment. This should be a 
$250 million-dollar company today, but I'm not greedy - my price target is $100 million or an 809% return from 
current values.  

I will tell you all about this company in your FREE Report: ' BARNBURNER STOCKS, The Secret Aussie 
Tech Market.'  

Barnburner Stock #4: Solar tower twice the size of the Empire State Building  

This little-known Aussie tech stock is dedicated to bringing cheap, environmentally friendly power to Australians, 
and its latest project is the Big Kahuna of green power.  

This company is building the Solar Tower, a massive combination solar/wind power generator that will stand twice 
as tall as the world's tallest skyscraper.  

This company has bought a colossal sheep farm in New South Wales and will begin construction later this year. It 
will fill the space with solar panels, which will in turn provide the energy to superheat air. This superheated steam 
will shoot up the massive tower, turning turbines and producing cheap, efficient, Mama Earth-friendly power.  
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Oil Hits $56 per barrel 

Given the recent price of oil at $52 a barrel, and the kickoff to the Kyoto Protocol, which limits fossil-fuel 
emissions, as well as the climbing price of oil, this type of power generator will undoubtedly find a home in 
countries around the world.  

There are already contracts in place in China, which has a surging demand for energy. This future Barnburner is 
using a proven technology, solar towers, which were the rage in Europe in the 80's until the then-low cost of oil 
drove the towers out of the market.  

Expect to see solar towers popping up in Europe and Asia over the next few years. The bonus is that this company 
trades for under $0.25 a share. It has a market value of only $11.35 million! 

Keep on reading and I'll tell you how to get your FREE copy of 'Future Barnburners: Australia's Stealth Bull 
Market.'  

These companies are amazing, but they are just the tip of the iceberg. Alex Chinn has produced a record of nine 
winners in a row. He has made 47.54% on CTT in four days, 48% on ANIK in four weeks, and 43% on ENCO in a 
month and a half. And he is finding more winners on a daily basis.  

Australia isn't the only country with massive ground floor, Barnburner opportunities. South Korea has the world's 
most advanced digital market.  

Or how about this Barnburner... 

The $1.60 stock that will privatize space flight  

Six self-made billionaires are convinced that private space flight is the business of tomorrow. Richard Branson's 
Virgin Galactic has a huge waiting list of people willing to pay $190,000.00 for a ride to the edge of the 
atmosphere. PayPal founder Elon Musk's SpaceX has several contracts to deliver satellites into space for the US 
government.  

Jeff Bezos, founder of Amazon.com, has set up Blue Origin, a spaceflight company. John Carmack, founder of I.D. 
Software, has created Armadillo Aerospace. SpaceShip One, built by Burt Rutan, won the Ansari X prize by twice 
launching into low- Earth orbit and returning. Paul Allen funded the whole project. Rutan heads Scaled 
Composites, which is currently designing space vehicles in both space plane and rocket form. 

One pure play on private space flight  

But there is only one publicly-traded company that will profit from all of these efforts - regardless of whether they 
are successful or not... This company provided critical systems for Space Ship I.  

They built the hybrid motor ignition system, electronic controls, fuel casting, main control valve, injectors and 
fill/dump/vent systems. The company is also looking to produce micro-satellites and improved satellite 
communications systems. 

Over the past 21 months, revenues have more than doubled and earnings turned the positive in 2004. This company 
trades at just $1.60.  

The truth is I can go on and on about fantastic investment opportunities popping up everyday.  
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Several opportunities a week 

Alex Chinn finds several of these stocks a week. He digs in with a traditional top- down approach. He does his 
homework; he looks at currency trends, market indices and the next wave of technological advancements. He finds 
the countries and industries that are poised for massive BARNBURNER profits.  

He's proven his capabilities by producing a 58% winning record in 2005. Winners like 33.78%, 28.57%, 42.86%, 
47.54%, and 47.90%.  

I'd like you to join us and start making these kinds of gains for yourself.  

The HIV preventative sex gel stock alone could go up a possible 1,198%! Talk about profits! If the stock turns into 
a BARNBURNER, and I think it will, you could DOUBLE YOUR MONEY every few weeks! In fact, the sky is 
the limit for this company. There is really no telling where this stock could end up.  

I'm not promising another 809% like with Encore - but you never know!  

Please remember, in the last few months, Alex Chinn's system has nailed a 58% winning percentage!  

And the Four Secret Australian Stocks give you an IMMEDIATE opportunity to grab the kind of profits Emerging 
Market Investor members have been realizing day after day...  

CLAIM YOUR SHARE OF MASSIVE GAINS!  

Emerging Market Investor readers are on their way to massive wealth... some are already there! And while the Alex 
Chinn system has been a winner right from the start - it's just now starting to hit full stride.  

You see, as I write this, Alex is in South Korea, actively scouring the country for the absolute best investment 
opportunities. Right now he's busy touring companies, talking to CEO's, CFO's and government big shots. His list 
of South Korean appointments has over 22 names.  

Over the next few weeks, he'll be reporting exclusively to his Emerging Market Investor subscribers, detailing all 
the juicy information he gathered on his journey... and the very best places to put your money NOW.  

You'll want to read his South Korean BARNBURNER report when he gets back. These reports are like a license to 
print money.  

As I said before, Alex recently nailed 9 winners in a row! Everyday Encore seems to go up another 10%.  

I think you'll agree: This is the perfect time for you to get in on the ground floor!  

This service isn't for everybody  

But remember: This service isn't for everybody. After all, we are recommending many companies you have never 
heard of. You must have the will power to get into stocks before the average Joe Schmo investor. You must be 
comfortable using little-known stocks to your advantage.  

And you must not mind making money in foreign companies. After all, the goal of Emerging Market Investor is to 
bring the ground-floor opportunities of global investment to your email.  

You see, when your profits start rolling in - like the 47.54% winner Alex called on CTT in four days - you may find 
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yourself feeling a bit guilty. You'll feel you have an unfair advantage. You'll tell your friends at the office, or at the 
grocery store, about some Australian stock that turned into a triple-digit winner - a real Barnburner - and they won't 
know what you're talking about.  

A time-sensitive opportunity  

You are invited to join us... if you feel this service is for you... and if you can answer 'yes' to a few simple 
questions.  

Remember, we want you to be comfortable with the service and we want to be sure that every new member who 
joins Emerging Market Investor is qualified to benefit from it.  

Again, this is a very specialized financial service - one that seeks to get out ahead of the Wall Street herd and 
exploit Barnburner companies for full profit.  

What's finding out about these incredible opportunities - and having the  
opportunity to profit from them - worth to you?  

Understand that this research is powerful, these exclusive companies can't be found in the Wall Street Journal or 
Barrons or any other traditional media source. Alex puts his rump in airplane seats and travels around the globe.  

Every month I pay $2,759 to keep his computer systems running. Time, resources and research to make it work do 
not come cheap.  

A service that could routinely double your money in just a few weeks... even days. A $5,000 investment in Encore 
Technologies, at the right time, would have ballooned to over $14,250. How much would you have been willing to 
pay for that recommendation alone? Logic would tell you that anything less than $9,250 would be a bargain.  

But a membership to Emerging Market Investor doesn't cost $9,250. It's not $5,000 either, although, in my opinion 
it's worth every penny of those amounts combined.  

To become a member today - all new members will pay only $1250. 

That's a great value, considering that, had you invested just $5,000 in the recommendations I've mentioned in this 
letter your gains could have exceeded $100,000. That's enough to pay for your subscription 100 times over.  

But I don't want to force this arithmetic on you. Either you get it or you don't. There is already so much demand for 
Emerging Market Investor - - that this offer will max out very quickly.  

So, we don't want you to join us unless you understand and are serious about this very substantial opportunity.  

Be on top of every trade  

Let me show you how Emerging Market Investor works. The instant an opportunity arises, we'll alert you by email. 
This is the only way we can deliver this type of service. Because once we discover a potential Barnburner it is 
absolutely critical you act quickly.  

As I've shown you how these companies get 'discovered' - and when they do, they move quickly.  

The same situation occurs when it's time to sell. When the stock has run its course - we want you to bank maximum 
profits. Don't get greedy. We don't have to sell at the very top and squeeze every last dollar out of a play. 
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Remember, we'll be watching the stock closely. And when we see evidence of the stock topping out, we want you 
out. And we'll tell you exactly when to sell and at what price.  

Now again, this service isn't for everyone. You must enjoy the thrilling, fast-paced excitement of jumping on a 
'marked stock' and riding it for serious profits...  

You must show the discipline of a shrewd and successful trader by getting in when we say and getting out when we 
say. Everything will be clear in the alerts you receive. No guesswork is required on your part. Buy when we say 
buy... buy! And for heaven's sake, sell when we say sell.  

That said, I have a feeling that Alex Chinn's Emerging Market Investor is for you. The fact that you're even reading 
this right now tells me that you understand how to get in on the ground floor and make massive gains in the fast-
moving world of stock profits.  

So here's what I propose...  

Decide today if you want in on Emerging Market Investor. We are accepting new subscribers on a first-come, first-
serve basis.  

Please don't subscribe if you don't think you can benefit from Emerging Market Investor. Then follow the service 
for a few months. If you decide at that time that Emerging Market Investor is not for you, we'll be happy to 
surrender your spot to someone else - and give you a refund for any remaining months on your subscription.  

But I don't think that will happen. What will happen, I believe - is that once you get a first-hand look at this very 
private and very profitable trading system, once you see the recommendations first hand - you will be delighted 
with the results and you will congratulate yourself over and over again for making the smart decision when the 
opportunity presented itself.  

There is no better time to profit. Sometime soon all of the opportunities listed above will be over. The big-time 
Wall Street money will get involved and these stocks will rocket to overpriced valuations. The money will have 
been made. Those who got in early will have made it.  

Make a modest, intelligent investment on your future. Join Emerging Market Investor today.  

Sincerely,  

 
Christian DeHaemer  

Founder of the Red Zone Network 

  

  

P.S. Alex just found this $3 stock that imports the Smart Car to the US. It got $37 million in orders the first 
weekend! This company currently trades for $3 a share. They have a business importing Mercedes-built Smart 
Cars to the US of A. If you've been to Europe you know the Smart Car is a futuristic-looking, urban car that gets 70 
miles to the gallon. Kids and ex-hippies alike love the thing. But you couldn't buy the Smart Car in the US until 
now...  
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Recently, this $3 company set up a tiny, drab booth at the National Automotive Dealers Association show to 
promote the Smart Car and, over the course of the show, received $37 million in orders!  

The company converts the European Smart Car to fit US legal specifications. The total number of orders received is 
climbing dramatically. And this company is working furiously to convert cars quickly enough to meet the 
unexpected demand. 

Over 9,000 customers have signed up on the waiting list. The company envisions being able to deliver around 250 
cars per week. The company auctioned their first converted Smart Cars on eBay... and the top bids reached over 
$30,000.00.  

P.P.S. Almost forgot to tell you about this $1 Italian company that will build President Bush's next 
helicopter. An Italian aerospace giant has solidified its reputation as one of the premier producers of 
anything that hovers or flies - and it trades for less than $1 per share. This is Italy's largest technology 
company. It has projects and products in every field of aerospace, as well as several that are ground based.  

The company recently made headlines when it was awarded a $1 billion contract from the Italian Space Agency 
to build four satellites, which would be used for both civil and defense goals.  

$1 company to build Marine I  

Even more recently the company was chosen to build Marine I - President Bush's personal helicopter. The thing is, 
Marine I is really a fleet of 23 - a value of over $2 billion. In addition this $1 company is also in the running for the 
400-plus no-combat helicopter orders due this year from the Air Force, Navy, Coast Guard and Department of 
Homeland Security.  

Alex is already up 7% in this stock - Government contracts usually come out in April. Volume is picking up. If and 
when, it gets these new orders, this stock will fly.  

April 29, 2005 
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THE BEST REAL ESTATE DEAL 
IN A DECADE 
Wednesday, June 4, 2003 

 
By Porter Stansberry 

 
I saw my good friend the day after he'd gotten back from Argentina. Back from 
carrying around hundreds of thousands of dollars in a briefcase. Back from landing 
what he called the deal of the decade... 
 
It's a long way down there and my buddy looked tired from the trip. But, despite his 
stiff back and the stress of travel, my friend's eyes were bright and his smile was 
infectious. He was making money. And he couldn't believe the deal he'd just closed. 
 
My friend bought two gorgeous apartments - as investment properties - in Buenos 
Aires. Apartments are probably the wrong word. These are more like super-luxury 
condos. They have four bedrooms and three baths. They're located on the top floor 
of a turn-of-the-century building designed by the most famous architect in the city's 
history. They have 19-ft cathedral ceilings and the kind of hand-made trim you can't 
buy anymore. From the huge windows of these apartments, you can look down at 
the French Embassy and over to the Four Seasons Hotel. 
 
These are the kind of apartments you walk past on the streets of London, New York 
and Paris and dream about being wealthy enough to live in. Located in any other 
city of similar size, these units would cost at least $500,000 each, and probably 
more like $2 million in New York or Paris.  
 
But my friend only paid $200,000 for one... and just $160,000 for the other.  
 
His story was fascinating to me because I've been to Buenos Aires and I believe it's 
the most beautiful city in the world. Or as I tell people, it's like Paris without French 
people - a combination that's hard to beat. And his story was exciting - he had to 
have cash on hand to buy the apartments. Imagine walking around with that kind of 
money in your briefcase!  
 
Whether or not you believe Argentina is a good place to invest for the long term 
hardly matters. My friend can rent these apartments for hard currency and make 
back his entire investment in just a few years. Meanwhile, if Argentina gets its act 
together, or if the US dollar keeps falling, my friend stands to make several times 
his investment in capital gains, while he's pocketing rent ($30,000 - $60,000 per 
year) the whole time. In fact, prices for units like these have already started moving. 
Today, just six weeks after closing, prices for similar apartments are up more than 
30%. But prices have a long way to go... 
 
Today, according to global real estate firm Cushman and Wakefield, property prices 
in Argentina are lower than property prices in Ecuador. Yes, Argentina has been 
mired in a recession since 1999, but it's no Ecuador.  
 
So, considering this and after hearing my friend's story, I began searching for an 
easier, possibly better way to play a rebound in Argentina. 
 
I found it.  
 
You can take advantage of this investment without taking out a second mortgage. 
Without using a real estate agent. Without even leaving your home, much less 
flying to Argentina... 
 
The investment I'm going to tell you about gives you an easy way to invest in 
Argentina's real estate sector -- without all the hassles and risks this kind of 
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investment normally brings. And, as you'll see, the best part is you'll be investing 
alongside the world's foremost real estate developers. 
 
You stand to make between 200%-400% - not including rent-driven dividends - over 
the next two years. I've put the whole deal together for us.  
 
If you want to learn more, feel free to join me next week for a private meeting (via 
conference call) with the largest real estate investors in Argentina. It's a risk-free 
opportunity for you to learn how big money gets made in international real estate. 
 
Here's what's going on... 
 

WHY IT'S A GREAT TIME TO BUY ARGENTINA  
 
You may have heard about Argentina's 2002 currency collapse. That's probably the 
best thing that happened to the country's economy. And it's created considerable 
opportunities for the investor. Here's the reason. 
 
Last year's currency crash changed Argentina from one of the most expensive 
markets in the world into one of the cheapest -- jump-starting its economy in the 
process. Just about everything in Argentina is cheap right now, including real 
estate. My friend who bought the two apartments said, 'I got an incredible steak 
dinner for $5.50.' 
 
And, because everything is cheaper now, investors are flocking to Argentina. As Dr. 
Steve Sjuggerud says, 'Money flows to where it's treated best.' From the chart 
below, you'll see that money is indeed flowing into Argentina. In fact, Argentina is 
the second-best performing world market of 2003 to date:  
 
BRAZIL +39% 
ARGENTINA +38% 
ISRAEL +25% 
LATIN AMERICA +24% 
CZECH REPUBLIC +22%  
 
Leif Simon, editor of Global Real Estate Investor, agrees that prices are now rising 
in Argentina. Based on his experience in this market, Leif believes Argentina will 
continue rising from here, seeing as much as 100% appreciation in the next three 
years. 
 
And he's not the only one who noticed... 
 
Last November, Millennium Partners, a consortium of the world's best investors 
(including Sam Zell, Michael Steinhardt and Edgar Bronfman) bought a $150 million 
stake in an Argentinean holding company, called Financieros del Sur. This holding 
company is a financial vehicle for some of Argentina's wealthiest families. Two very 
experienced Argentine executives run it and use it to hold stakes in Argentina's 
biggest real estate firms. 
 
This is the 'insider club' of Latin American finance and big boys of Latin American 
real estate. Where this money goes matters... and the $150 million investment 
ended up restructuring the largest Argentine real estate concern.  
 
This company is the crown jewel of Latin American real estate. Its incredible 
portfolio is made up of over 50 different developments in Buenos Aires. This is the 
premiere property company in Argentina, dwarfing all the others in terms of size 
and quality. For example, it owns all six of the major shopping malls in Buenos 
Aires, and just about all of the top quality office and residential towers in the city, 
too. 
 
The company is so well established and well financed that its shares trade on the 
New York Stock Exchange. Of course, no brokers here follow it. And you wouldn't 
want to establish a very large position in a company like this without first having a 
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serious discussion with its CEO and people who are very knowledgeable about the 
situation on the ground in Buenos Aires.  
 
That's why I've organized just such a meeting - I'll tell you more about it in a 
moment. 
 
First, though, I want to explain the main reason why I'm interested in this particular 
real estate firm... 
 
Back in Argentina's 1990 currency crisis, this company hit hard times, like it 
experienced last year. Back in 1990 the company's top two executives recruited 
George Soros to help them restructure their debts and acquire new properties. 
Soros, by the way, sold his stake in this company in 1998, near the top of the 
market.  
 
This time around, the company is using Millennium Partners to restructure and 
acquire additional assets. When Millennium sells, we'll know it's time to get out.  
 
Investing alongside the world's best real estate developers makes speculation like 
this relatively safe and easy to manage. Plus, most of the risk here is already past. 
Debt was restructured (thanks to Millennium Partners). Cash flow is now positive. 
And the chairman of this company has a proven track record of buying the best 
properties in Argentina on the cheap and selling them for a big profit. At his 
direction the company made a quick $6 million profit this year buying a hotel and 
flipping it in only eight months.  
 
This company, now trading for under $10, gives us the best, safest and easiest way 
to make spectacular profits on Argentina's rebound. We're investing alongside the 
world's best. The balance sheet is sound, the company is cash-flow positive and 
the price we're paying, according to Cushman Wakefield, is still less than current 
net asset value. Meanwhile, those NAV estimates are 50% lower than three years 
ago, meaning that we're buying for less than bargain basement prices. Like I 
mentioned earlier, we're buying top-quality city property for Ecuadorian prices. 
 
YOUR 'FRONT-ROW' SEAT TO THE BEST SPECULATIVE 

INVESTMENTS 
If this is the kind of investment opportunity you're interested in, I have a perfect way 
for you to speculate for tremendous profits with us, using a very small portion of 
your portfolio. 
 
This coming Wednesday - starting at 2 PM ET - I'll be discussing this Argentinean 
real estate deal with a group of about 100 other experienced investors. You're 
welcome to join us. As our guests we'll be hosting the two senior executives of the 
company, men who have landed investments from the likes of Bronfman and Soros 
and who control most of the privately held land in Argentina. They will go over their 
current strategy and discuss how they've rebuilt their company with the world's top 
real estate investors. 
 
To help us understand the broader Buenos Aires real estate market, I've also 
arranged for Paul Reynolds to join us as our outside expert. Paul is the head of the 
top residential real estate firm in Argentina. (If you're interested in making a direct 
investment, like my friend did with those apartments, you can make arrangements 
to see individual properties through Paul.) 
 
Finally, we're also going to have Dr. Steve Sjuggerud's judgment and experience 
on this one too. Steve has traveled extensively in Argentina. He's seen many of this 
company's properties in person.  
 
All of our guests on the conference call will be available to take your questions. 
 
This is the kind of 'front-row seat' service you get as a member of my Diligence 
investment group. There's no other research service like it, as far as I know. Only 
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as a member of Diligence do you get to meet and talk directly with industry's most 
important players. In this way, our service is unlike any you've ever seen. It's not a 
newsletter, or a special report, or an e-mail alert service. Instead, Diligence is the 
kind of research - comprehensive and independent - that you need to make sound 
long-term investments.  
 
For the majority of analysts, 'research' means looking up a company's stock symbol 
on a computer. Looking at a company's website. Maybe they'll also review the 
financial documents, or skim over some on-line news articles. Our version of 
research is a much different story. 
 
Over the past six weeks I've held lengthy discussions with this company's financial 
managers. I wanted to understand the status of the company's balance sheets... 
debts... share structure... and future strategy. 
 
I also enlisted the advice and expertise of Paul Reynolds, the Buenos Aires real 
estate market expert I mentioned to you earlier, and Steve Sjuggerud, for their 
advice and expertise on Argentina's prospects. 
 
Meanwhile, I've personally been following the events in Argentina for close to seven 
years. My first experience as a financial journalist came from editing Latin American 
Index, a financial newsletter covering the seven major economies in Latin America. 
I'm proud to say my track record stood out. Latin American Index's recommended 
portfolio ended 1997 up 54% -- in a year that Latin American markets were 
destroyed by a bear market.  
 
Taking into account the experience of Steve, Leif, my friend who recently bought 
the Argentine apartments, and me, we have spent a lot of time on the ground in 
Buenos Aires. That's why we knew about these opportunities and how we've been 
able to position ourselves so quickly to make a profit on the situation. No matter 
how much time you spend on the Internet, nothing compares to talking to the 
people in a company directly, learning from outside experts who aren't associated 
with the company at all, and visiting companies and locations in person. 
 
I'm not saying this to boast, but I do the kind of research brokers and financial 
advisors SHOULD be doing... but don't, for whatever reason. Sure, it costs a lot 
more to do this kind of research. But I believe it would be foolish to invest in 
companies like these without this advantage. 
 
So if you can't listen in on the Wednesday call for some reason -- but you'd still like 
to learn about the company I've just told you about - don't worry.  
 
I've already prepared a summary report and we'll post a transcript of the call on our 
website. You'll be able to get our executive summary and read our research on this 
company from anywhere in the world, any time of day, when it's convenient for you. 
 
I'd like to point something else out... 
 
While Diligence focuses mostly on technology and biotechnology investments, our 
service isn't about technology per se. Instead, it's about discovering the best 
investment opportunities for risk-tolerant investors... opportunities where 
fundamental research can give you a substantial edge.  
 
The companies in the Diligence portfolio are highly speculative. You should invest 
in them only with a very small percentage of your overall portfolio -- no more than 
1% to 4%.  
 
It only takes a small stake to have a huge payday on these types of opportunities... 
and there is such an opportunity today in Buenos Aires. 
 
I'm sure you can appreciate that this opportunity is not for everyone. Nor can we 
afford to simply give away research like this - it's extremely expensive to produce. 
The conference call alone will cost us thousands of dollars. Only members of 
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Diligence can be allowed to access our research and participate in the upcoming 
call.  
 
So, if you're interested, here's what I recommend you do. First, join Diligence now. 
You'll receive access to our Diligence-only website where you can browse all of our 
back issues. You'll find our current summary report on the Argentine real estate 
firm. And you'll receive instructions for how to join us on the upcoming Diligence 
conference call. 
 
Then, on Wednesday, dial into the free conference call (there's an 800 number) 
and listen to our group hash out all of the details. You won't have to fly to Argentina. 
You won't have to try to get a private meeting with some of the world's richest and 
best investors. All you have to do is dial in and listen. You can ask any question 
you'd like, of course, because you're a member of Diligence. 
 
If you're not 100% satisfied that this opportunity is one of the best investment ideas 
you've ever found or if you're not completely convinced that Diligence is everything 
I've said it is, we offer a 30-day, money back guarantee. You don't have to risk 
anything to give our group a try. 
 
After organizing this group and conducting these conference calls for the past three 
years, I can honestly say that this is probably the best call I've ever put together. If 
you've ever considered stepping-up your level of research or if you've ever wanted 
to be 'at the table' with the world's best investors, I hope you'll join us for this very 
special opportunity. Click the button below to learn more details. 
 
Good investing, 

 
Porter Stansberry 
Founder, Diligence 
 
P.S. Diligence normally costs $5,000 for one year. But I want to personally 
encourage you to join right now. If you sign up within the next 24 hours, I'll take a 
full $2,000 off your enrollment fee. You can get a year's worth of Diligence 
conference calls for only $3,000. And you'll get access to all of our past 
recommendations for free. 
 
For this very limited-time offer, you can also 'pay as you go' in monthly installments 
-- which would be $325 per month. That's more than a $90 savings on the usual 
installment price of $417. 
 
So right now, you'll save $2,000 by paying for the whole year up-front... but our 
'pay-as-you-go' option is a great way to see if Diligence and the companies we 
research are right for you. 
 
Either way, this is a no-risk, money-back offer. Listen to our call with this 
Argentinean real estate company this Wednesday, and if you're not satisfied, you'll 
get a full refund. For complete details, click the 'Subscribe Now' button below.
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Are You Planning The 
Greatest Wedding Ever?



Are You Planning The Greatest Wedding Ever? 
Here’s the biggest regret most new brides have… 
 

10 Reasons You’ll Regret 
Not Filming Your Wedding: 
 
1.You WILL NOT have a cinematic documentation of your day’s events that captures the sights, 
sounds and emotions of your day. 
 
2.Your memories WILL NOT be preserved for generations to come. 
 
3. Your wedding day movie WILL NOT be a living reminder of the love and commitment the two 
of you share. 
 
4. You CANNOT share your stylized DVD movie with your friends and family. 
 
5. Your husband WILL NOT remember how beautiful you were on your wedding day. 
 
6. Your kids and grand children CANNOT witness family history. 
 
7. You CANNOT remember how it felt to be in love. 
 
8. You WILL NOT see moments you had missed – like the way your bridesmaids looked as they 
went down the aisle during the processional. 
 
9. You WILL NOT have video moments of relatives and friends who have moved away or who 
are no longer living. 
 
10. You WILL NOT have a video guest book of everyone who was at your wedding; including 
those who forgot to sign your guest book. 

  
Dear Friend,  
 
My name is Geoff Roberts, I have been a bridal professional for 
over five years.  
 
Over that time I have attended over 100 weddings and have met 
thousands of couples who were in process of planning their wedding 
day. 
 
Want to know what their biggest regret is? 
 
One of the most surprising findings of my survey is the second 
thoughts, even regrets, among brides who decided not to utilize 
this service. 
 
In fact according to a 2003 national survey of brides, (94%) of 
these brides say they consider Videography a Top 10 service to have 
on their wedding day. 
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In hindsight, (60%) say they wished they had had their weddings 
videotaped. 
 
As brides look back at their wedding, the survey showed that 
(79%)of brides agree that future brides should at least consider 
using a professional to videotape their wedding day. 
Those feelings are even more pronounced among the brides who 
utilized the services of professional videographers, (95%) of whom 
think future brides should consider using a professional 
videographer. 
 
The survey results reveal professional videography has become very 
important to today's brides. Its value is comparable to wedding 
photography, and even more valuable in some respects, according to 
brides surveyed. 
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Australian Opportunity 
Letter



HERE IS THE SPECIAL FREE REPORT YOU REQUESTED 
 

“If You’re An Honest, Enthusiastic Person, Confused 
With Silly or Unrealistic Business Opportunity Offers 
and Promises of ‘Instant Riches’… Keep Reading… 

This Might Be Your Best Chance To Work For 
Yourself, Full or Part Time, From The Comfort Of Your 

Home, In A Business That Makes Earning An 
Outstanding Income An Absolute Breeze!” 

 
What Makes This Business So Unique and Credible? Five Distinct Qualities: 

 
1. You Will Be Among The First To Join This Flourishing Industry (In The U.S. It’s 

Worth $1.5 Billion+ and Growing Everyday!) It’s Exploding Here In Australia, 
Too! 

 
2. Theres virtually NO competition, nobody Sells These Products, To This 

Market, At This Price (And Yet You Still Have an Absolute Minimum Profit 
Over $2000 Per Sale) 

 
3. You’ll Be Leveraging The Expertise and Credibility Of a Bestselling Author, 

And The Leading Expert In This Area In The Country 
 

4. Your Are Solving A MAJOR Problem Faced By The Affluent ‘Baby Boomers’ 
and ‘Gen Xers’ (And Trust Me, They Want THIS Problem Solved, Right Now!) 

 
5. We’ve Done All The Work For You - Sales, Marketing, Procedures, Ongoing 

Training and Support, It’s All Here. We Show You a “System” To Get Hot, 
Qualified, Eager To Buy Leads On A Daily Basis. Yes, That’s Right. You Don’t 

Even Have To Find Your Own Prospective Clients…. 
 

 
 

FROM: Selwyn Holland 
Re: Rare Business Opportunity  
4:23pm  
 
Dear Friend, 
 

How would it feel to make lots of money, working from the comfort of your home, selling high margin 
products to the affluent Baby Boomers (who desperately want what you’ve got), at a price that virtually nobody 
else is selling (yet you still make over $2,000.00 profit per sale!) 

 
If you’re interested in what I have to say, keep reading.  

  
My name is Selwyn Holland. I am marketing director of Asset Protection Specialists… and… I have 

something very important to talk to you about today.  
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This letter is about a business that could make you wealthy. It’s new, so new in fact, NOBODY in 
Australia has seen this before… yet…  

 
It’s Been Sitting Under ALL Our Noses For YEARS! 

 
Forget franchising. Don’t waste your time at another MLM meeting. Get your mind off mail order… the 

internet… or any other silly “Business for sale” screaming out to you, where all you are doing is “buying a job” 
and exchanging “hours for dollars”  
 

This is what you’re looking for. A real, workable, honest to goodness business  
 
In the U.S. it’s a $1.5 BILLION industry and getting bigger and bigger every day. Australia is following 

suit.  
 

Stories related to this industry and business are in the media virtually everyday. And these stories are 
always HOT! (Just have a look at some of the press cuttings included in this pack) 

 
It’s an emotional subject for every Australian citizen, especially the affluent Baby Boomers and up n’ 

coming ‘Gen Xers’, who can’t get enough of our products (and who can easily afford to buy them as well!) 
 
 And with just a bit of application and dedication on your part, you could possibly easily make 
$100,000.00 PLUS per year in this business, working part time if you want to, from the comfort of your home, as 
your own boss.    
 

Act quickly and YOU can be one of the first in this country to get in on the ‘ground floor’ for only a 
fraction of what it would cost for most businesses.  
 

So whatever you do, do NOT set THIS letter aside. Yes, I’ve made some wild claims so far, but stay with 
me, just for a few minutes and…  

 
I’ll PROVE To You Every Word Is True! 

 
But first, let me ask you an important question: 

 
What do you really want out of life? 
 
Is it lots of money… to live a life of complete personal freedom… to work where you want and when 

you want… to have time to do the things you LOVE… to read, travel, paint, play music… contribute your time 
(and money) to charities that warm your heart… deepen your personal relationships… pick your kids up from 
school everyday… or enjoy the beach during summer without worrying about your boss.    
 
 Imagine if your morning drive to the office was a quick stroll to your home office overlooking your 
garden. You amble in at 10 am or 10:30 am (the time doesn’t matter as you have total control over your work 
hours).  
 
 You check your fax machine and there’s a list of hot qualified prospective clients all waiting to speak to 
YOU, expecting your phone call. A smile shines across your face… because… you know that each name on this 
list is potentially worth at least $2,000.00 in profit to you.  
 
 You check that day’s mail and your favourite charity sends you a confirmation slip, thanking you for the 
$11,231 donation you made. It warms your heart to know that YOUR donation is going to make a difference to 
the lives of people less fortunate than you.  
 
 The phone rings. It’s your accountant telling you about last month’s figures for your home based 
business. She is enthusiastic for your success. But also secretly envious… because… you don’t ever seem to 
work (at least not very hard) and you’re making over $100,000.00 per year (while she slaves in her office day in 
day out for less).  
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 You check your email and your travel agent has confirmed two overseas trips for you and your life 
partner. Where are you going? To the sun-drenched Greek Islands to watch the sunset in Santorini, one of your 
favourite places on Earth.  
 
 Or maybe it’s Hawaii to sit on a hammock by the ocean, sipping on your favourite cocktail, having 
siestas every afternoon. 
 
 Or would you prefer to go to Fiji?   
 
 The choice is yours.  
 
 You begin to daydream as you think back to your old life, where you were frustrated with your career, 
working for a boss whose only purpose seemed to be to make YOUR life a misery. You think about your old 
workmates who are still there, hating their job (and silently jealous of you because of your new fantastic life).  
 
 As you wake up, you look at your clock. It’s 3 pm. Time to pick up your children from school. You hop 
into your new car (perhaps a flashy new Mercedes, or maybe even a BMW) and drive to pick them up. As you 
pull up, you see their beaming faces smiling at you. 
  

This life doesn’t have to be a dream. This can be YOUR life.  
 
 How? 
 
 By becoming an Asset Protection Consultant! If there is a ‘perfect’ white collar business, surely this must 
be it! 
 
Here’s how it all works: 
 
 As an Asset Protection Consultant, you are authorized by our firm, Asset Protection Specialists (APS) to 
provide our tools to YOUR clients. In this way you take on a position of great importance and status in your 
client’s lives and in your community.  
 
 You will be educating your clients about the risks, needs and options for legal asset protection.  
 
 You will NOT be providing advice. You won’t be licensed for that. That’s what our team of solicitors, 
accountants and financial advisors are for.  
 
 Your role is to simply educate your client and build a sustainable long-term relationship with them.  
 
 There are three simple steps involved: 
 

1. You help the client select their preferred asset protection options from a menu (don’t worry, we’ll 
fully orientate you about these options, so you know what you’re talking about) 

2. You assist them to fill in the simple forms 
3. You send off the forms to our solicitor 

 
What could be easier? 

 
 You don’t need any special education (other than the orientation we provide) to be an Asset Protection 
Consultant. It doesn’t matter what your educational background is. You don’t need strong financial skills, and 
you can begin to earn a very good income almost immediately!  
 
 All in all, this is a VERY simple business, not dissimilar to, say, being a mortgage broker. Instead of 
helping your clients choose a mortgage however, you’ll be helping them select asset protection packages.  
 
 And instead of having thousands of competitors…  
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You’ll Have Virtually NO COMPETITION! 
 

You may be thinking, “But Selwyn, aren’t there other companies that sell these asset protection 
structures?” 

 
Well, yes… and… no. Yes, there very few companies that specialize in asset protection. The problem 

with these companies is they usually offer structures… with essentially the same level of protection as ours… for 
up to 10 times the price!  
 

Only the rich and wealthy can afford this so called, “Financial Protection”. 
 

That’s why there’s also NO competition, at this time in the marketplace. Nobody is offering packages, in 
the way that we do, to the market we do, for the price we do.  
 

In fact, no one even comes close.  
 

This is why your clients will choose you, over anybody else! As soon as they look around at all their 
other options, they’ll quickly realize how potent and affordable our asset protection packages are.  
  

Where do you buy your asset protection structures from? 
 
 Well, naturally from our solicitors! The fee we suggest you charge your clients for creation of a basic (yet 
extremely effective) asset protection package is $3,495.  
 
 Your cost on these structures is a modest $1450. Your gross profit is over $2,000 on this service! And 
that’s NOT factoring in a client purchasing multiple packages!  
 
 Do the numbers on that baby! 
 

And, you only buy these structures once your client has paid you! So you’re never, ever tight on 
cashflow!  

 
What a deal!  

 
How We ‘Stumbled’ On This Boom Industry 

 
At this stage, it’s appropriate to introduce to you the brains behind this brilliant new business. If you’re 

even slightly interested in wealth generation, real estate, asset protection and tax minimization, I’m sure you’ve 
heard of this man.  
 
 He’s the best selling author of two books, Offshore Investing? Child’s Play, and Bullet Proof Asset 
Protection.  
 
 He’s a licensed tax agent (TA 65546/008) and an authorized financial advisor (AFSL 227 254) with over 
25 years experience, as well as a P.N.A., A.C.A.A., F.T.I.A A.F.A.A and J.P. He is registered with BOTH the 
taxation office and A.S.I.C. (this means everything he teaches and says has to be the truth or he’ll lose his 
licenses).  
 
 His qualifications and credibility are unsurpassed.  
 
 Every year he speaks to tens of thousands of people on successful real estate and offshore investing, tax 
planning, tax minimization, superannuation… and… of course, asset protection (he has hundreds of testimonials 
as evidence that everything he teaches works. Take a glance at the booklet titled “Why You Should Believe 
What We Say”.  
 
 But above all else, he’s a successful multi-millionaire businessman and investor. So he walks his talk.   
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 His name? Ed Burton.  
 

As the leading asset protection expert in Australia, Ed’s helped his clients reduce their tax and protect 
their assets for over two decades.  
 

But it wasn’t until he entered the public speaking arena, did he realise just how badly Australians want 
and NEED this information, about asset protection.  
 

You see, after virtually every speech, Ed is deluged with questions about real estate, offshore investing 
and superannuation.  
 

But the area that gets far and away the MOST interest, is asset protection. Asset protection really stirs 
emotions in people. They demand to know all they can about it.  
 

It’s a very heated subject.  
 

So, at seminars… after seminars… in between seminars… during breaks in seminars… in private 
consultations… in phone coaching sessions… in Inner Circle meetings… by email… by fax… by courier pigeon 
(just kidding)… anytime or anywhere imaginable, Ed is grilled with questions about… yep, you guessed it… 
 

Asset Protection! 
 

Being a smart guy, it only took Ed 2 YEARS of bombardment from clients (and friends) to realise that 
this could be the next booming industry in Australia!  
 
 It only took Ed 2 YEARS to realize that he could do something important and unique: build a national 
network of consultants making the kind of “bullet proof” asset protection (only previously available to the rich 
and famous), to all small business owners, professionals and families.  
 
 He did his research and here’s what he discovered: California is the most litigious state in the world (no 
surprise there) But did you know N.S.W. is the SECOND most litigious state in the world and Queensland the 
Fifth! Scary stuff eh! And you can bet that all the other Australian states are closely following! 
 
 And these trends are on the rise! You have a market eager and ready to buy what you’re selling. 
 
 Let me ask you something: if you were to open a hamburger place, what is the ONE essential ingredient 
you’d need to have to guarantee your success? 
 
 Is it great location… is it good tasting burgers… low prices… catchy advertising? 
 
 While all these are important, none of these is essential. No, the MOST important thing you need to have 
a successful burger place is a starving crowd!  
 
 Right? 
 
 And this applies to ANY business. See, NOTHING is more critical in business than having a ‘starving 
crowd’ to be your customers. It doesn’t matter what business you’re going into. A starving crowd is your most 
valuable asset!  
 
 Why? Because they already WANT what you have to sell. You don’t have to convince them, persuade 
them or do much of anything else because they already WANT what you have.  
 
 Now, consider what I’ve talked about so far, about asset protection. Think about the stats and the trends 
and everything else.  
 
 Do you think this is a business with a ‘starving crowd’? Do you think people with assets, business owners 
and high net worth individuals don’t wet their pants when they hear of some of the cases before the courts.  
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 You bet they do… and… they DON’T want it to happen to them!  
 
 What does this mean for you? It means you won’t have to fight, scamper or beg to make sales. They will 
happen quickly, easily and without much effort… because…  
 

People WANT To Buy What You Have To Sell! 
 
 Most people misunderstand what asset protection means… yet… this is exactly where the opportunity 
lies. You see, most people have liability insurance for their business, rental properties or professions. Or 
homeowners insurance for their primary residence.  
 
 But this is NOT asset protection. Not by a wide margin! This is merely a step in the right direction. So 
when they find out just how under protected they really are, they panic. They become irrational. They want their 
problem fixed!  
 
 And that’s where you enter, as the “knight in shining amour” to alleviate their fears and concerns!  
 

So, How Much Can You Earn As An Asset  
Protection Consultant? 

 
By law, we cannot give you specific income projections. This is what is known as ‘high transaction 

business’, meaning that each client represents very significant dollars – on average $2,000 to as much as $4,500 
to your per client!  
 
 It’s clear that it doesn’t take many clients to produce a VERY good income. As an Asset Protection 
Consultant you can earn a full time income from part-time hours.  
 
 You can also add tax saving to your packages, to help people drastically cut their personal tax and 
business tax, and keep more of their money for their own use. You know everybody hates paying taxes!  
  

(To help you more easily ‘sell’ these packages to your clients, our company Asset Protection Specialists 
has aligned itself with the specialist tax accounting firm Superior Tax Solutions. The founder of the firm, Adrian 
Hill, is legendary for developing aggressive, yet perfectly legal strategies that produce very sizeable tax savings.  
 

Each of your clients will receive a complimentary one-hour tax strategy with Adrian personally, over the 
telephone (valued at $220.00). This way, after the one hour tax strategy, your client will be so impressed with the 
information Adrian has to share, they’ll be compelled to pay him for their ongoing tax compliance and 
accounting work. 
 
 In addition, if you advise your client to contact our firm to set up a Self Managed Superannuation Fund, 
then APS will rebate you an additional $500 if they decide to ‘go ahead’.  
 
            Also, if you introduce us to someone who we select as an Asset Protection Consultant, you get $2,000.00 
 
 So, as you can see the profits really start to add up for you.  
 
 This sure beats working for a living, wouldn’t you agree? 
 
 How would it feel to make over $100,000.00 per year, working only part time, from the comfort and 
convenience of your home?  
 
 What would you do with all your free time?  
 
 Nothing is more important, more precious, more treasured than how you spend your time. I mean, what 
else do you really have except for time? You have to decide how to spend it. You could spend it doing things 
you hate, living a frustrated life, despising those around you and missing your kids growing up.  
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 You could miss out on doing the things that you truly love, like playing golf, fishing, painting, traveling, 
playing music, coaching your kid’s soccer team or whatever.  
 
 Or you can start enjoying your life. You DO have the choice.  
 

19 Reasons Why You Should Be In The  
Asset Protection Business 

 
Here’s what makes THIS business so unique: 
 

1. The timing is right – never has there been a better time in history to become an asset protection consultant. 
Lawsuits are rife (especially frivolous lawsuits)… and… they are on the rise. For most people, adequate asset 
protection costs them $20,000+. You’ll be offering the same level of protection for just a few thousand dollars! 
So, nobody can compete with you! (I’ll explain shortly how you’ll be able to provide your clients with protection 
at such a low cost).  
 
2. This is a BOOMING industry in the U.S. and is exploding right here in Australia – As you already know, 
NSW and Queensland are two of the most litigious states in world (just behind California). More and more cases 
are filed everyday! It’s not a matter of IF things will explode, here in Australia, it’s a matter of when. We’re 
right on the verge, right now. Your timing couldn’t be better.  
 
3. Huge profits – Remember, you’re making over $2,000.00 per sale. And this doesn’t factor in multiple 
purchases per client or any ‘backend’ profit streams from referring superannuation packages or new consultants 
to us. You don’t have to make many sales to earn a tremendous income!  
 
4. No need for warehousing – our products are asset protection structures. You don’t have fill your home office 
with inventory that’s just going to collect dust. You order these custom made for your clients after you get paid 
for them.  
 
5. No special computer skills 
 
6. No accreditation or special licenses required – Because you’re not advising clients on specific structures, 
you don’t need to be licensed. Our experts do that for you.  
 
7. No need for employees… no need for employees… no need for employees – I know I’ve said it three times, 
but I believe having employees is tough! If you’ve ever owned a business you know that having employees can 
be a REAL drag! Not in this business. Everything is either automated, or outsourced.  
 
8. No need for corporate head offices or expensive leases – You can work from the comfort of your home, and 
your ‘drive to work’ can be a quick stroll to your home office.  
 
9. No expensive equipment needed- just a mobile phone, Internet connection and maybe a laptop 
 
10. No need for rigid work hours – work when you want. You have complete freedom 
 
11. No need to find products – we give these to you. 
 
12. No need to get your own leads – We’ll even supply you with leads if you want! This way, you can focus 
your time and effort working with qualified prospects, people who WANT to speak to you. Or you can use our 
proprietary marketing systems to generate leads yourself. 
 
13. No territories – Unlike franchising, you can work wherever you wish. There are no restrictions! You can 
work anywhere in Australia that you wish, and sell to anybody that you want.  
 
14. You get in on the GROUND FLOOR – I can’t stress how important this point is. You literally have NO 
competition. The entire country is open to you. Imagine getting in on the ground floor of a booming industry. 
Well, you are.  
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15. We’ll even close sales for you – Ed will be personally conducting tele-conference sessions, specifically for 
our consultant’s clients. So, if you have clients that are on the fence, or would like additional clarification to 
some of their questions, Ed will answer them live on the phone. Plus, he’ll even close your deals for you during 
the teleconference!  
 
16. No hard selling – our ‘passive selling system’ means you don’t have to hard sell anybody, at anytime. In 
fact, in most cases, all you’ll need to do is have a brief discussion with a prospect, give them the complimentary 
DVD and the book, “Bullet Proof Asset Protection”, and the prospect will come back having sold themselves!  
 
17. All ongoing support is provided to you - if you have any questions, queries or concerns, simply pick up the 
phone and speak to any of our team of licensed experts. Solicitors, accountants and financial advisors are ALL at 
your service. You are NOT alone.  
 
18. Our system will supply you with prospective clients – if you just want to focus your time and effort on 
working with clients, you can even get a daily list of hot, qualified leads for you to contact! I can’t stress how 
valuable this is. Imagine the time and effort you’ll save.  
 
19. We’ve done virtually everything for you – lead generation ads, teleconferences, ongoing training, sales 
material, intense orientation days, manuals, tapes… you name it, we’re giving it to you. We have left NO stone 
unturned.  
 

What does all this mean for you? 
 

If you start a business from scratch, you start WITHOUT customer testimonials and credibility…you 
must INVEST HEAVILY in getting product. Building a reputation can take forever and cost you a fortune. You 
start with huge disadvantages.  
 

Now you can shortcut all of that, and have an instant business, solidly based on the most respected ‘brand 
name’ in asset protection in Australia.  
 

Think about that: we’ve designed this entire business in such a way that you can make money 
immediately.  

More About Our Passive Selling System and How It  
Helps You Sell As Many Asset Protection Packages As  

You Want. Here’s Why You’ll Never Have To Worry  
About Getting Clients….. 

 
 Our entire company is all about integrity, about credibility. And we insist that this shines through in all 
interactions with our consultants… and… their clients.  
 
 This includes the ‘sales process’. Far too many corporations (even global conglomerates) preach 
customer service… but… when it comes to sales, ‘pressure sell’ and brow beat their customers into submission.  
 
 We’re different.  
 

We believe that you’d rather be seen as a welcome guest, as opposed to ‘unwelcome pest’. We believe 
that you’d prefer to educate and take an advisory role, rather than sell.  
 

So, we’ve prepared for you, a kit of powerful tools and strategies to…  
 

Help You Get More Leads and More Sales! 
 
 It’s a passive selling system that automatically brings hot qualified prospects to you… who… are in 
many cases, pre-qualified and in purchase mode! (This is opposed to cold calling endless lists of prospect lists, 
being consistently rejected, to find that one precious hot prospect to speak to in greater length! Cold 
calling is a fool’s game. You won’t EVER need to do it. Not in our business).  
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Here’s how our passive selling system works: 

 
 First up, we’re going to furnish you with no less than 11 ways to get new leads and clients. Specifically: 
 

• Referral systems to stimulate as much ‘word of mouth’ advertising as you want (All the scripts and 
letters are already made – you only have to add your business details) 

 
• A Pre-written joint venture approach letters and ‘pitch angle’ to target financial planners, accountants, 

mortgage lenders, real estate agents, etc. 
 

• Proven and tested space ads to run in financial and professional magazines (just place the ads in these 
magazines whenever you want to, to whoever you want to). 

 
• Proven and tested space ads for local press (Just fill in your contact details and they are ready). 

 
• Advertorials in targeted markets to run professional journals e.g. medical association magazines 

 
• Content for running mini seminars and keynote presentations to niche groups such as doctor’s 

conventions (All the seminar and Power Points are already made – this is truly a “pre made seminar”). 
 

• Joint venture with your own qualified list of clients – the exact letter is already done – you only have to 
consider who you’d like to JV with and because no one has this product – JV’s should be a breeze! 

 
• Advertisements in local real estate catalogues – when people buy real estate they worry about getting 

sued. You’ll be standing there at the EXACT right time! 
 

• External telemarketing firm furnishes you with leads, leads and even more leads. You don’t have to 
lift a finger! (Won’t this be easy? All you have to do is tell them the days you want to work and how 
many people you want to contact, and they’ll take care of it all! ) 

 
• Lead generation letters targeted to mailing lists of prospects e.g. doctors and engineers (Every 

professional, like doctors, want asset protection but don’t know where to turn to – you’ll be their “knight 
in shining amour” there at the ready to help them when they desperately want it) 

 
• Letterbox drop flyers for your area and high net worth individuals (Simply fill in your details in the 

prewritten ad. Get a distribution company to drop it and wait for the phone calls!) 
 

• Yellow pages advertisement in “solicitors section” (this is EXACTLY where people look for asset 
protection - but don’t worry, your ad won’t be swamped by the masses. It will stand out head and 
shoulders above the rest). 

 
• Integration into APS advertising and direct marketing, to get MORE passive leads coming your way 

(Because of Ed Burton’s  prominence as the No.1 asset protection expert in Australia, people naturally 
seek his business out. Because you’re associated with APS, you’ll be able to leverage and make full use 
of Ed Burton’s credibility. What does this really mean for you? It means immediate brand name 
recognition. It means quicker sales. It means less work. And it means more profit for YOU!) 

 
 You get the rights to reprint and use all the of our proven sales and marketing materials. The value on this 
alone easily exceeds $100,000! (And because these ads are written by one of Australia’s leading advertising 
writers in Australia – they work!) 
 
 But you get all that included in your distributorship.  
 
 Think about what this means for you. It means you don’t have to worry about writing ANY of the 
marketing… ANY of the lead generation letters… ANY of the ads.  
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 Not one word. It means you don’t have to sweat over a PC or notepad, fighting writer’s block, stressing 
about what to say in your ads! 
 
            Plus you don’t have to wait years learning this highly specialized skill! 
 
 And let’s not forget the cost if you run an ad that doesn’t work! 
 
 My friend, unless you know how to test ads scientifically, you could spend thousands (to tens of 
thousands) of dollars, and literally months of your time, trying to create a system that works.  
 
 I’ve seen this happen many times.  
 

That’s why we contracted one of the top advertising copywriters in the country to write all our ads and 
lead generation letters for you. This way every ad in your arsenal is strong.  

 
This guy is brilliant… and… if you read any of the main stream financial publications, you’ve probably 

already seen his work.   
 

And of course remember, you ALWAYS have the choice of having leads sent to you by our specialised 
telemarketing firm.  
 

With this service… 
 

You Can Have Leads With New, Good Prospective  
Clients Arranged For YOU! 

 
We’ve developed a proprietary strategic alliance with one of the best appointment setting lead generating 

companies in the country. This firm has spent a great deal of money establishing a huge, nationwide database of 
people with above-average to high net worth.  

 
Using this database close to the area where you live (or wherever you choose), they can furnish you with 

was many appointments leads with qualified prospective clients as you wish.  
 
 What could be easier? What more could you ask for? Imagine waking up each morning and having 
your fax machine (or email inbox) loaded with qualified leads for you to talk to!  
 

Sounds like the perfect set up, doesn’t it? 
 
 Whenever you want more leads, simply run one of the classified ads, display ads… or… half or full page 
ads, and you’ll have hot, qualified leads coming to YOU, wanting to speak to YOU! No fuss, no hassle and very 
little work.  
 
 So, that’s the first step to our passive selling system. But it doesn’t end there.  
 

Now that you have prospects eagerly waiting to receive more information, how do you make 
lots of sales? 
 

Say hello to the first tools in your ‘sales arsenal’ kit:  
 
1. DVD titled “The Litigation Explosion – How To Stop Some Scumbag From Taking Your Hard 

Earned Assets”  
2. The book, “Bullet Proof Asset Protection” (Written by Australia’s No1 Asset protection expert, Ed 

Burton” 
3. Press articles showing the frivolous and serious lawsuits going on here and in the USA 

 
What is the purpose of the DVD and book? 
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Well, after briefly speaking to a prospective client, you: 
 

• Help them fill out the “Risk Analysis Report” showing them how perilous their situation is (and how easy 
their assets can be taken from them) 

• Fill in the “Value of Assets at Risk” survey showing them exactly how much they stand to lose 
• And then give them the DVD and book for them to review at home.  

 
All of this is specifically designed to get ‘leverage’ on your prospect, so they feel emotionally disturbed 

and ‘hot under the collar’. 
 
In other words, these tools sell for you! They do much of the work for you… so… by the time the 

prospect is willing to speak to you they’re ready to buy! This means… 
 

Little To NO Selling On Your Part (And  
Certainly No Hard Selling!) 

 
Isn’t that a great idea? 

 
You see, the book, DVD and other analysis forms are so well designed that often the prospect will phone 

YOU, already having sold him or herself on asset protection!  
 
This makes your job infinitely easier because you’ll only work with hot, hot prospects! 
  
No hard selling whatsoever on your part. It’s about establishing rapport and building credibility and 

friendship. It’s about helping the client protect their assets – and you being the “knight in shining amour,” 
helping him protect what they’ve worked so hard for in their lives. You are a FRIEND, solving a serious 
problem (that no one else can solve). 

 
YOU ARE NOT VIEWED AS A SALESMAN!  
 
You are viewed as a prestigious Asset Protection Consultant 
 

 OK, so that’s part 1 of our passive selling system.  
 

But, let’s say you’ve used any of our 11 ways to get leads (or better yet, had them supplied by our 
specialist telemarketing firm!) you’ve given your prospect the book and DVD and other risk analysis tools, 
you’ve met with them… but… they’re still NOT ready to take action.  

 
What do you do? 
 
Well, as I’ve said to you many times in this letter, we want you to succeed. If you succeed, we succeed, 

right? 
 
So, to help you ‘convert’ that ‘prospect’ to the status of ‘client’, we’re ALSO going to hold fortnightly 

teleconferences, to sell you and our asset protection packages.  
 
In fact, Ed Burton will be conducting these himself! 
 
During these teleconferences Ed will be answering any of your prospect’s questions, providing additional 

information and closing them right then and there on the phone! 
 
To be clear, the purpose of these teleconferences is for Ed to further explain asset protection to YOUR 

prospects… and…  
 

To Help Close The Sale For You! 
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 If you’ve ever heard Ed speak you’ll know he can be VERY, VERY persuasive. In fact, he’s brilliant and 
extremely knowledgeable about asset protection.  
 
 Take my word; your clients will be impressed!  
 
Now let’s take a breather for a moment: 
 

I’ve covered a lot of ground in a short space of time. Consider what all this means for you. Consider the 
implications for your life, when you become an Asset Protection Consultant: 
 

How would it feel to work in your shorts and sandals (even your underwear, if you’re talking on the 
phone!) speaking to clients, handling enquiries and making sales! What could be easier?  

 
You take time off for lunch when you want. You can sleep in late if you choose. Have a siesta. Watch a 

daytime movie if you choose, too!  
 

No heavy lifting. No late nights (if you don’t want). No sweltering hot weather to contend with. No office 
politics.  
 

You will be the envy of your neighbours. They’ll wonder how you and your family can afford such 
beautiful possessions and regular exotic holidays, even though you never seem to work. They’ll wonder why you 
always look so refreshed, energized and bursting with energy.  
 
 Your former co-workers will want to know your secret, too. They’ll be curious. They’ll be jealous. Who 
knows, some may even be upset with you. Why? Because they’re still stuck in a job they hate, while YOU are 
doing something you love, enjoying a life of reward and deeper fulfillment.  
 
  Now, let’s move on.  
 

Here’s What Comes With Your Business 
 
 As you will soon see, we’ve bundled a great deal of ‘value’ into your business, everything we can think 
of to assure your success. Have a look: 
 

1. One full day orientation with Ed Burton 
 

In this full day orientation, Ed will take you through the entire business, explain to you the ins and outs of 
various asset protection structures, how the ‘menu’ system works (where you help clients select their structure) 
and how to get leads and clients. 
 

Without exaggeration, you will learn everything that you need to know to be successful, as an asset 
protection consultant. 
 

And because we know that you probably don’t have a photographic memory, you’ll also get a full DVD 
recording of the event for you to listen to when you go home. So if you need a refresher on a specific component 
of the orientation, simply pop in the DVD and watch it at home. If you can’t make it to Sydney during the live 
training, we will then send you an unedited copy of the day’s seminar for you to watch in the comfort of your 
own home. Then, when you ARE ready, you can come to a training day. 
 

But don’t worry too much about that… because… four weeks after this full day orientation you get… 
 

2. A half day orientation with Ed Burton 
 

This way, after you’ve worked through all the materials, had a chance to digest how the business works and 
so forth, you can return and ask Ed any question you want and he’ll answer it for you.  
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At this half day orientation Ed will fill in any holes or gaps that may be left in your mind about how to be a 
successful consultant. This will be recorded and unedited so you will be able to watch this on DVD in the 
comfort of your own home. Once again, whenever it’s convenient for you to come to the live event, you’re 
welcome.  
 

3. In house and exclusive use of our solicitors to do all the legal work to prepare the APS structures 
 

This is very important to mention… because… I don’t want you to be concerned about anything related to 
the legal component of preparing the structures. That’s what our legal people are for. And you get access to our 
legal people anytime you need them.  
 

They are there to help you, provide assistance when you need them, and answer your questions on anything 
related to the legal side of the structures.  
 

They are there for YOU!  
 

4. The Asset Protection Specialists Consultant Training Manual 
 

This manual is packed with over 100 pages of practical information essential for you to proceed 
successfully in this business. It contains everything you need to know to technically help APS clients select the 
structures best suited to their needs, ranging from order forms (and explanations of how to fill them out)… to tax 
office registration forms (and how to fill them in as well).  
 

Think of it as your operations manual.  
 

5. Free copies of Ed’s Book and the APS Sales Presentation Package 
 

As you know, we’ve designed a passive selling system for you, so prospects actually want to speak to 
you about asset protection. To help this happen, you’re going to send prospective clients a copy of Ed’s book, 
“Bullet Proof Asset Protection” and APS sales presentation package comprising of newspaper articles of horror 
stories (to get your prospect hot under the collar), a DVD of Ed being interviewed on the litigation explosion, a 
DVD titled “How to Make Yourself Bullet Proof” as well as a “killer” free report (sales letter) titled “How to 
Stop Some Scumbag and Their Sue Happy Solicitors From Taking Your Hard Earned Assets”.  

 
These are ALL designed to make the client petrified about how easy it is to lose his lifetime of savings 

and investments, and why he must protect his assets NOW!! 
  

To get you started immediately, you’re going to receive 10 copies of Ed’s book and 10 copies of the APS 
presentation package. This way you can hand them out to prospective clients.  

 
6. The Asset Protection Specialists Consultant Sales and Marketing Manual 

 
In this handbook, you’ll have everything you’ll ever need to get more leads, convert more clients and 

make as much money as you could possibly ever need. This manual is jam packed with powerful sales and 
marketing information specifically created for you, as an Asset Protection Consultant. Some of the strategies I’ve 
already mentioned, as you’ll soon see. But there are also many powerful strategies you’ll find in this manual that 
I have NOT mentioned. Have a look: 
 

• Space ads – ¼ page ads, ½ pages and full pages for you to use in publications to get leads, leads and 
more leads, all ‘pitched’ to a market that is desperate to protect what they have worked so hard for (and 
who can afford to do something about it, too) 

 
• A 3 step sequence sales letter that positions you as a credible expert on asset protection. We have 

provided you with three letters as a sequence… because… with the increasing “noise” in the 
marketplace, people too often today are sidetracked with their daily activities. So a prospective client, 
who is interested in what you’re offering, may not respond because he or she simply became busy with 
life. So, after sending out your first letter (and if the prospective client doesn’t respond) you send a 
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second letter, reminding them of you. If the prospective client doesn’t respond to your second notice, you 
send them a third and final letter. This gives you a greater chance of winning that client (as opposed to 
just sending one letter) 

 
• A telephone script for following up on prospective clients who have asked for more information. No need 

to ‘wing it’. Just follow the script and watch how your prospect magically begins to open up to you.  
 

• A “Risk Analysis Survey” to diagnose the prospect and determine just how much at risk they are (the real 
purpose of this survey, essentially, is to ramp up the emotional intensity of your client’s pain… right 
now… so they take action with you!) 

 
• An “Assets At Risk” survey, similar to the last survey, but this puts a dollar amount on the potential loss 

to your prospective client. Seeing actual dollar figures of what the client could lose, in black and white, is 
VERY persuasive.  

 
• A fully documented presentation, and sales script for presentations with prospective clients… everything 

you need to say to make that sale! If you don’t like scripts per se, think of this as a useful guide for you to 
follow, while still allowing your natural flair to shine through.  

 
• An appointment setting script to secure appointments with prospective clients. This script is potent! Wait 

until you see it.  
 

• A lead generation letter to send out to prospective clients requesting an appointment.  
 

• A Pre-written joint venture letter for you to send to mortgage brokers and financial planners etc., 
 

• A yellow pages ad to place under solicitors section 
 

• A business card template. This is no ordinary business card. Just like EVERYTHING else in the sales 
and marketing kit, the cards have been designed to get interest! Case in point: what do you normally do 
when somebody gives you a business card? You put it in your wallet where it sits for 3 months before 
being tossed in the trash, right? Well, not OUR cards! Ours make the phone ring with hot, qualified 
prospects.  

 
• A confidential list of contacts of vendors, printers, mortgage brokers, insurance brokers, tax accountants, 

and our solicitors. Essentially this is a one stop shop for anything you need to help you. (We’ve made it 
real easy for you).  

 
• 4 different advertisements to get prospective clients to come to mini-seminars, where you educate on 

asset protection, position yourself as a credible expert and ultimately sell them asset protection structures! 
(running mini-seminars is perhaps THE most powerful way to get sales possible).  

 
• An elevator pitch! What’s an elevator pitch? Imagine you’re standing next to somebody in an elevator, 

and you’re asked, “What do you do for a living?” What you say in response is vital to whether or not this 
potential client becomes interested in you. And you’ve only got a few seconds to get that interest. That’s 
why we’re giving you a sizzling elevator pitch… that… when your prospect hears it, whips his head, 
focuses on you and literally begs you to tell him more! You see, it’s all about hitting emotional hot 
buttons, which is what you’ll do when you say our elevator pitch. Now imagine you are at a party or 
dinner or in any group of people where you’re asked “What you do for a living”?  You go into the 
elevator pitch and “bingo,” you have another white hot lead! Isn’t that easy? 

 
• An ongoing new stream of marketing ideas and strategies as the market evolves, and as the business 

evolves. We at APS are dedicated to making your business a success. So as we develop new marketing 
strategies, or when new asset protection laws are passed, we will constantly update you.  
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• Power point presentations for you to use in presentations with clients… or… in mini-seminars to niche 
groups. This way it’s all “scripted” for you. Just follow the script and you have 100% confidence that 
your presentation will be right on target!  

 
• Handouts to go with these power point presentations. These handouts become your silent salesperson 

when your prospective clients takes them home 
 

• If you don’t have a laptop, we’ll give you flip charts to use in one-on-one presentations  
 

• Fortnightly teleconferences conducted by Ed personally. These teleconferences have one purpose: to 
help you close the sale! Nothing more. With the national prestige Ed has your clients will naturally be 
impressed. They can jump on the phone and ask Ed DIRECTLY during the teleconference. When all the 
questions are answered Ed makes a pitch for you and our products.  

 
Well, there you have it. This is everything you get in the distributorship. By the time you complete your 

two orientations days and reviewed all the manuals, you’ll be ready to start making money! 
 

This is a simple business, to be sure. Yes, the legal aspects of the asset protection structures are 
complicated… but… YOU don’t have to worry about that. All you need to do is understand how they fit into 
the picture and how to help your clients select the best structure for their situation.  
 

And that will be EASY for you. In next to no time you’ll be able to speak about asset protection to 
anybody at anytime. Just wait.  
 

Let’s move on.  
 

Who Are Your Customers and How  
Big Is This Opportunity? 

  
This opportunity is huge… and… let me tell you why.  

 
 You see, most solicitors and barristers in asset protection sell ‘high end’ Off Shore Trusts to their rich 
and wealthy clientele. These exotic trusts can cost in excess of $20,000.  
 
 This price is out of range for virtually everybody else who also WANTS asset protection. I’m talking 
about business owners, real estate investors, white collar professionals (such as doctors) and families, even 
mums and dads.  
 
 It’s a fact that lawyers do NOT file cases if their victim is adequately protected. You see, before a lawyer 
decides to file a suit, he or she will look into your personal affairs, your assets and how you have protected those 
assets.  
 
 They do a cost benefit analysis to determine whether it’s worth their while to sue you. If you’ve protected 
yourself adequately, they don’t proceed because it will cost them too much money. (If the cupboard is empty and 
you “appear” to own nothing, what’s the point of suing you?).  
 
 If you haven’t protected your assets or business, God help you, because it will soon be open season on 
anything you own! (And they don’t care if you’ve worked ALL your life to acquire what you have).  
 
 You see, it’s got nothing to do with the law, and whether you broke it or not. It’s all got to do with 
MONEY! And how much the greedy lawyer can suck out of you.  
 
 Here’s where most people that own anything valuable get it totally wrong. 
According to the statistics: 
 

• There are over 1,000,000 business owners in Australia and 74% own their 
businesses in their own name or partnership with their spouse (translation: 
any day now they could lose everything, and so they NEED to be protected!) 
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• There are OVER 500,000 real estate investors and 91% own property in their 

own name (translation: any day now they could lose everything as well! 
They’re a ripe market waiting to be harvested by YOU) 

 
• There are over 100,000 medical professionals in Australia, and virtually 100% 

are severely under protected (I feel sorry for these people the most because 
they are doing their best to contribute to society. In return, they get 
slapped with a subpoena to appear in court!) 

 
Just innocent things like your child kicking a ball onto the road that causes an accident. Or you coaching the 

local footy team, and a child gets injured, can cause you to end up in a lawsuit that may ruin you.    
 

If you think I’m exaggerating about this, I’m not. Just look at the sheet and newspaper cuttings from 
recent incidents in Australia and remember 90% of claims are settled “out of court”. 
 

Why do you think there are so many… virtually daily… wild compensation claims in the media? It’s 
because the victims did not adequately protect themselves to start with! If they were, the greedy lawyer wouldn’t 
have filed the case to start with (remember, ‘cost benefit analysis’).  
 
 How do you think your prospective clients (investors, business owners, white collar professionals, mums 
and dads, etc) react when you share these statistics with them? How do they feel when you tell them even scarier 
statistics as: 
 

• 61% of lawsuits come from customers 
• 31% of employees end up suing their employer (Source U.S. Equal Opportunity 

Commission) 
 
The top 3 Tax Informants are:  
 

1. Ex Spouses/Significant others 
2. Ex business partners 
3. Current and former employees 

 
And when you see the effects of a lawsuit: 
 

• 73% of marriages end in divorce within 4 years after a major lawsuit is 
finally settled (Source: American Academy Matrimonial Lawyers) 

 
• One out of three parties sued had to have some type of health related surgery 

within 3 years after a lawsuit (Source: Journal of American Medical 
Association) 

 
• Four out of five sued develop high blood pressure (Nephrology Magazine) 

 
• 87% of those who lose a major lawsuit have to lower their standard of living. 

 
How would YOU react to these statistics if you owned real estate and had a thriving business? Put 

yourself in your prospective clients shoes. You’d be panicking, right? Well, that’s how your PROSPECTS will 
react, too. They want their problem fixed!  
 
 This opportunity is huge!  
 

With over 1,000,000 business owners, 500,000 real estate investors and who knows how many white 
collar professionals, do you think you’ll EVER exhaust your market?  
 
 No chance. It’s massive… and… constantly growing too.  
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 And remember, you’re making over $2,000 per sale. This is a minimum, and not factoring in multiple 
packages  (think of when a client purchases 2 or 3 packages!). It’s also not factoring backend profits from 
superannuation packages, or the referral fee for introducing a new consultant to APS.   
 
 So you’ve got some money to make, that’s for sure.  

 
Over $7,083.00 Worth Of Free Bonuses 

 
It’s clear as an Asset Protection Consultant the potential is there for you to make a tremendous income 

(even working part time hours). You’ll have greater freedom to focus on the things you love, to travel or pursue 
a hobby with greater vigour.  

 
Anything that you want.  
 
The ONLY thing you won’t have from this business is financial freedom.  
 
What is financial freedom? Well, it’s about choice. It’s about being able to quit work forever… and… 
 

Have Enough PASSIVE INCOME To Support You and  
Your Family In The Fashion That You Choose For The  

Rest Of Your Life! 
 
Financial freedom comes from making your money work for YOU (and not vice versa). This means 

owning assets such as real estate, or paper assets such as shares.  
 
That’s why we’re going to give you 1 FREE TICKET to Ed Burton’s “The Millionaire’s Secrets Super 

Course”, valued at $2,180.  
 
At this breakthrough event you’re going to discover how to build long term and sustaining wealth! 

You’ve never attended an event like this. It’s totally new and completely UNIQUE. Why? Because you walk 
away with everything you need to build wealth and hold onto that wealth all the way into retirement. It’s actually 
5 seminars in 1!  

 
1. How to build a portfolio of positively geared appreciating real estate assets 
2. How to protect what assets you have NOW… and the massive amounts you’ll have in the future 
3. How to legally reduce the amount of tax you pay… without losing money 
4. How to get your capital to earn you HUGE returns 
5. How to take control of your superannuation 

 
In addition, you’ll also discover: 

 
• Why you should never EVER choose the cheapest investment house on the market (so many folks 

put themselves in real bother here – and it doesn’t need to happen… Ed will reveal why you must 
follow this simple rule if you want to truly get wealthy in property) 

 
• Who you CAN trust when it comes to property investment advice (there’s only one type of person whose 

advice is pure gold – if you want to make big profits, don’t ask anyone else) 
 

• How to put you all your assets behind an equivalent of the “the great wall of China” so that no 
greedy lawyers can get their grubby hands on them – even if they’re the top gun lawyer in their 
firm (they’ll be dumbfounded) 

 
• How to see to it that you never have to set foot in a court ever (there won’t be a solicitor in town who’ll 

want to take you on) 
 

• The trouble free steps for paying less tax from the start… everything laid out as easy as ABC 
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• The best time of the year to visit your accountant if you want major reductions in tax (it’s not when you 
think) 

 
• Precisely WHERE to scout for golden investments (Ed will reveal exact websites to visit, books to 

devour, people to contact and more) – and I’m talking investments which could return you up to 
35% EVERY YEAR (Think it’s impossible? It’s not. And he’ll prove it).  

 
• Why off-shore investments are your “ticket to freedom” (even if you’ve never considered them before or 

have always thought they were a bit “dodgy”) 
 

• What the investment institutions desperately want to keep a secret so they can keep charging you 
exorbitant fees 

 
• The 2 simple reasons why your superannuation looks set to vanish into thin air (that’s if you remain 

unaware of what Ed will reveal to you) 
 
And much more…   

 
With the content from Ed’s event you’ll be able to translate the income you earn as a consultant into 

ongoing passive income from real estate and paper assets. This way, you can choose to retire when you want. 
You REALLY can take as many days off as you want and it doesn’t matter.  
 
 In addition to a free ticket to Ed’s event, you ALSO get more FREE bonuses! Check em’ out: 
  

FREE BONUS #2 - “SPECIAL REPORT: The Time Delay Bombshell of Negative Gearing, How to Avoid it AND 
Reduce Your Tax at the Same Time” 

 
  When Ed was in his accounting practice clients eagerly paid him $3,000.00 for this one tax reduction and 
asset protection strategy alone. Until now, he always had his clients sign a confidentiality agreement before he 
explained this strategy to them. This is the strategy the “rich” get their super expensive accountants and tax 
barristers to develop. Once you see the power of this strategy you will be amazed at the thousands of dollars it 
could save you every year. Valued at $3,000.00—YOURS FREE. 

FREE BONUS #3 - “SPECIAL MANUAL: The Ultimate Property Investment … Offshore Investing …  
Tax Reduction And Asset Protection Manual” 

  This 201-page manual is THE definitive comprehensive guide to all the secrets revealed in the seminar. It 
is ONLY available to seminar attendees who register within 10 days of receiving this letter. This manual will 
save you thousands of $$$ in increased income, reduced taxes and in the prevention of litigation and lawsuits. A 
priceless addition to your personal library of wealth building information.  Valued at $900                                     

 FREE BONUS #4 - “My Full List Of DOUBLE Tax Deductions”  

  Yep that’s right - a list of tax deductions you can claim twice! I’m not kidding. How about that? With this 
simple list, you’ll be able to seriously reduce your taxable income. There’s material in this list that MOST 
accountants haven’t even heard of… and probably don’t even know. But you WILL when you have this list   - 
and be able to get more deductions than you’ve ever imagined. It took Ed only 5 years to work out the loophole 
to do this. But it’s yours free.                                                                  Valued at $45 - YOURS FREE 

                                                                                             
 FREE BONUS #5 - “The Tax-Free Perks You Never Knew You Could Have”  

 
You won’t need THIS bonus specifically (as you’ll be in your own business, as an Asset Protection 

Consultant), but somebody close to you may still be in a job they are obligation to (and whom you can ‘gift this 
report to). In this report, you’ll receive a full and comprehensive list of special “perks” you can get from any 
employer TAX FREE. Legitimate tax deductions to your employer - AND TAX-FREE TO EMPLOYEES IF 
THEY KNOW ABOUT THEM!  
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FREE BONUS #6 - “433 Juicy Tax Deductions Most People Never Use”  
 

This one’s a killer. A full and comprehensive list of 433 juicy tax deductions.  You’ll discover how to 
keep staggering amounts of money from the tax man. In fact, when you go through this list it will act as a 
“memory jogger” for claims you may have overlooked as legal tax deductions—and chances are you’ll be able 
to get a good proportion of them back too. This list alone could save you thousands in tax EVERY year. Valued 
at $235—YOURS FREE           
 

FREE BONUS #7 - “Discover The Best Investments Going - Exclusive 8 Day FREE Trial” 

This is your exclusive opportunity to take a “Sneak Peak” at the Premier International Offshore 
Investment Research Company. This firm searches the globe for the best investments and is completely 
independent in their recommendations. It will save you countless hours trying to track down the best offshore 
investments. Allows you to weed out all the scams and makes recommendations on the best investments they 
have found. An invaluable research tool for you to start investing offshore immediately after the seminar.  Under 
an exclusive agreement for attendees-only of this seminar, you get an 8 day FREE “Sneak Peak” at this awesome 
site. Valued at $48 - YOURS FREE  

 FREE BONUS #8 - “One Year’s Subscription To ‘Offshore Investing Secrets Uncovered’ Newsletter” 

This monthly newsletter gives you all the latest tricks, traps and special investments in the offshore 
World, written by Premier leading offshore stockbroker and Ed’s co-author of his best selling book “Offshore 
Investing? Child’s Play” - Endre Dobozy.  In this newsletter you’ll get every little pearl and nugget of wisdom 
that he gleans… virtually as he gets them. It’s like sitting next him in his Vanuatu stockbroker’s office… in 
meetings and on the phone as new strategies come to him! Normally $120 - BUT YOURS FREE 

 FREE BONUS #9 - “SPECIAL REPORT: How To Protect Your Loved Ones From Financial Ruin - The 
Shocking Truth You Must Discover About Wills”  

 
90% of people have the WRONG will for their loved ones. Isn’t that frightening? This report outlines 

why your present will could financially ruin your loved ones when you die … PLUS … how to change it to 
save massive amounts of tax and protect those you love from forfeiting their rightful inheritance. Valued at 
$225 - YOURS ABSOLUTELY FREE. 

 
FREE BONUS #10 - “Ed’s Complete ‘Power Point’ Slide Presentation”  

This is the one all the other presenters would LOVE to get their hands on. Ed’s complete “power 
point” presentation that he uses at his seminar. Thing is though, the true power lies in what Ed tells you ‘in 
between’ the points. And that’s what makes this an ideal refresher. Once you’ve experienced The “Millionaire’s 
Secrets” Super Course, you can look through this presentation and have it all come flooding back to you (it’s the 
gift that keeps on giving!). Sometimes you may not have the time to go through the entire content again… and 
only want the ‘gist’ of a topic. In this case, whip out the Power Points and glance through them. You’ll get a 
wonderfully detailed perspective on the content… without spending hours of your time. YOURS FREE. 

 
FREE BONUS #11 - “SPECIAL REPORT: How To Conduct A ‘Reverse Tax Audit’ On The Tax Office”  

After you realize all the tax deductions you have missed out on during my event, Ed will show you how 
to go to the Tax Department and get the money back you have overpaid -- COMPLETELY 100% LEGAL. 
This is an almost revolutionary concept for most people. After all, the Tax Office is the one that normally does 
the audits and takes the money. But now, you’ll be turning the tables! You’ll be auditing THEM and you’ll be 
getting YOUR money back! Valued at $120 - YOURS FREE. 

Now, if you have a calculator handy, that brings your total free gifts to … 

$7,083.00! 
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 How’s that for an astounding offer? Yes, all these bonuses are YOURS, when you become an Asset 
Protection Consultant.  
 
 We’ve left no stone unturned, literally. We’ve given you everything we can think of, to not only be a 
successful consultant (and makes lots and lots of money), but to put that money to good use, and build a passive 
income stream that supports you and your family well into retirement. 
 
 This is the LAST business you’ll ever need to look at. It’s all here for you. You’ve got it all.   
 
 What more can we do?  
 

The Downsides Of Being An Asset  
Protection Consultant 

 
As with everything in life, there are downsides. And this business is no exception. I think it’s fair I tell 

you what those downsides are, before you make any decision.  
 
First: You will need to invest some money. Not a lot… but… enough to reflect the earnings and lifestyle 

potential this business offers (and certainly less than most anything else you may be looking at).  
 

Second: You will need to be open minded. For some people, this is IMPOSSIBLE. Their minds are like a 
steel trap, and once it’s closed… that’s it. There’s no opening it after that.  
 
 Third: You will need discipline. Because you’re going to be your OWN boss, you’ll have complete 
control of what you do and how you lead your life. This means you’ll need to be disciplined in your professional 
practices. Believe me, it’s easy to do very little when you’re working from home! 
 
 Are you still reading? Are you still with me? Are you comfortable with these downsides?  

 
Good.  

 
Okay, all that’s left to talk about before I wrap this admittedly long letter up is about what you need to do 

to qualify for participation… and… your investment.  
 
But before I talk about any of this, I first want you to consider a new life… a life where you can head 

down to The Hourglass (the leading luxury watch retailer in the country) and choose the most beautiful watch 
there.  
 

Imagine being able to buy that snazzy new Mercedes, BMW or Porsche you ogle every time one passes 
you on the road. Which colour would you choose? 
 

Imagine being able to spontaneously head to the airport with your life partner (and kids too, if you 
choose) glance up to the international flight departure schedule and deciding RIGHT then and there where to go! 
Paris, Lisbon, California, Los Angeles, The Bahamas! 
 

Do you think that’s a life you could used to? 
 

What about charity work? Is THAT what stirs your emotions? Picture all the happy smiling faces because 
of your donations. Think of all the lives you can impact by having ‘financial success’.  
 

This Distributorship Is Being Offered To Only a  
Very Limited Number Of Individuals 

 
Given the incredible potential to earn an outstanding income as an Asset Protection Consultant, and given 

the fact that Ed has built his reputation over 25 years of solid work, we are going to be very selective as to who 
we allow to participate with us.  
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Frankly, this is THE one area that is Ed is most concerned about. That’s why every prospective 
consultant will need to go through a detailed screening process before being accepted as a consultant.  

 
The screening process is done via a series of telephone interviews conducted by myself, my staff, and Ed 

Burton. These interviews will help us get a better insight into you, your ambitions and whether or not we feel 
you’ll be successful. It’s also a great opportunity for you to get to know us better, and the way we work.  

 
The way we see it, it’s important that everybody is happy. Right? 
 
OK. Let’s talk numbers 

 
If you were to open a conventional business, say a restaurant or pizza shop, you would spend over 

$100,000 (for a small one) in shop fitting, equipment, signage, licenses and permits, ads to find new employees 
etc., etc., etc., (Just look at the businesses clipped from a recent business and franchises for sale section of a 
Saturday paper).  

 
Then you’ll need to take on a commercial lease… and… have cash sitting in your bank account for at 

least 3 months cashflow (but ideally 6 months), as you build the business.  
 
And of course, once you’re all setup and you open your doors, you have to set about actually making 

some money. You have to get new customers. You have to build a customer database. You’ll have to spend even 
more money on advertising, letterbox drops and anything else that’s required to build brand loyalty, and a 
reputation. And you have to know how to do all of this marketing (or spend years learning how!) 

 
All told you’re looking at a bare minimum of $100,000 PLUS. And this is only a conventional business.  
 
If you’re considering buying into a franchise, expect to pay $300,000 and more… plus… be willing to 

part with 5-7% of your gross profits (not your true income), FOR LIFE!   
 

How much can you expect to make in the conventional sort of  business? Well, if you can survive in the 
first place (over 80% of new businesses go bust within 2 years), you’ll have to make at least $50,000 just to 
cover the interest on these pumped up costs.  

 
Geez, think about this: if you’re grossing $300,000 per year in a franchise, at a mere 5% franchise 

royalty, over 20 years you’re going to pay back $300,000 in fees! This is money you could use to pay off your 
home and secure your retirement!  
 

Is this what you really want? Do you really want to pay out that much in ongoing fees? 
 
I doubt it.  
 
We’ve eliminated all that, and made start up cost VERY reasonable and affordable.  
 

Becoming An Asset Protection Consultant Is A  
Far Better Option – The Numbers Speak For Themselves  

 
For less, much less than you could possibly set up a conventional business or franchise for, we can 

instantly set you up as Asset Protection Consultant.  
 

You won’t have to pay for commercial leases, shop fitting, special equipment or stock.  
 
 You won’t have to worry about getting prospective clients.  
 
 And your investment will not be $300,000. It won’t be $100,000. In fact, it won’t even be anywhere near 
$50,000!  
 
 How would you like to pay less than half that amount? Sounds good? 
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Your investment to become an Asset Protection Consultant is just $22,000.00, plus $480 per month for 

ongoing support and immediate access to our team of experts and fortnightly teleconferences. I think any way 
you evaluate this -- whether by costs of conventional businesses in other fields, or the "brand value" of the Ed 
Burton name, you arrive at the conclusion that $22,000.00 is a bargain.  
 

Certainly better than any bargain that you’ll find in the “Business For Sale” section of any newspaper. 
  
Plus, you get the advantages of working from home, having high margin products ($2000 profit per 

sale!), all sales and marketing materials already created for you, and you can leverage the credibility of Ed 
himself. 

 
Think about what this means for you. At an average of $2,000 profit per sale, you only need to make 11 

sales and you’ve recouped your setup! In how many other businesses can you reclaim your initial investment so 
easily? 

 
None that I know of, that’s for sure. How many pizzas, burgers or coffees do you need to sell before you 

get your money back? Thousands and thousands and thousands!  
 
 But it doesn’t end there.  
 

Because I know that you may not have $22,000 just sitting in your bank account waiting for an 
opportunity like this, I want to make your decision a little easier. That’s why you can choose an alternative 
option, our easy payment plan.  
 
 With our easy payment plan you only need to pay $2,000 per month, for the next 14 months (total 
$28,000), and of course the modest $480 in addition to this for the ongoing training and exclusive use of our 
legal team. This way, if you’re sincerely interested in participating (and if you pass the qualification criteria), it 
can now be possible for you.  
 
 I don’t think I can be any fairer than that, could I? I am really trying my best to make this work. 
 
 Of course, I’d prefer if you paid ‘in full’ from the beginning (as it helps with MY cashflow), but if you 
choose the easy payment option, you may well be able to finance your entire start up investment out of profits 
from the sale of the asset protection packages! 
 
 Wouldn’t that be handy?  
 

Selwyn, Why Have You Priced This So Affordably?  
Is There A Catch? 

 
I hear you. I really do. No. There’s no catch.  
 
Ed and I had long discussions, many meetings and even more heated debates about the price. Frankly, I 

wanted to price it WAY higher, to more accurately reflect the astounding potential you have with this business (I 
mean just look around at other businesses! In almost ALL cases you pay MUCH more for FAR less).  

 
But Ed wouldn’t have any of that.  
 
He insisted on making it attractive for you, VERY attractive. Frankly, he wanted to make the offer so 

strong, so compelling, so damn irresistible that nobody in their right mind would turn us down.  
 
 In every business interaction that Ed partakes in, he ALWAYS gives tremendous value. It’s part of his 
belief structure to give MORE than he receives.  
 
 And besides, Ed’s a wealthy man. He doesn’t NEED to make more money. He doesn’t NEED to squeeze 
every dime out of you (or any other consultant for that matter).  
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And Don’t Forget The Additional Benefits This  

Business Has Over Any Other 
 
You have ongoing support - this deserves special mention… because… in conventional business you’re 

pretty much left on your own. This is, in part, why so many businesses fail in the first 2 years. As an Asset 
Protection Consultant on the other hand you have all the ongoing support that you need. You’ll have access to 
lawyers, financial planners, accountants, mortgage brokers, etc.. And of course Ed himself through the 
fortnightly teleconferences. Surely, you’ve got to agree this is worth the modest $480 per month we’re asking to 
provide this to you. That’s just over $100 per week… or… approximately $16 per day.  
 

Consider the alternative: you’re left alone. You’re by yourself, forced to solve problems on your own. 
Nobody to fall back on. Nobody to seek advice from. Your chances of survival are slim… VERY slim. 
 

You don’t have to worry about getting prospective clients – Our client generation methods are proven 
and work. You merely “pick your target market”, get out the pre made advertising and put your business details 
on the bottom – it couldn’t be easier! No other business that I know of, not even the big franchise companies, 
provide you with all the advertising you’ll ever need. 
 

No need for employees - As you know, it’s very hard to get employees who care as much about your 
business as you do. Most of them don’t care a whit about you or your success. They turn up late, try to leave 
early and are rude to customers far too often. And if you’re lucky enough to find a good employee, what do they 
do just as you get on top of things? Quit! So you have to find somebody else to replace them, and the cycle plays 
itself out again and again. 
 

You have all the sales and marketing material prewritten for you 
 

You don’t have to sign commercial leases and can work from home. (Ed has not even seen a client 
face to face in 3 years – he’d kill me if he found out I told you, but he “goes to his office” (at his farm) in a 
tracksuit and slippers! His daughter sometimes turns up in her pajamas!). 
 

You have instant credibility - this is what sets this business apart from most other home based 
businesses. You can leverage Ed’s good name and credibility. Otherwise, you have to build your own credibility 
from scratch.  
 

You’re making $2000 profit per sale - how many pizzas, stationary cards or burgers would you have to 
sell to make this? Plus you don’t pay our solicitors until you have the client’s credit payment. 
 

You’re selling to the affluent baby boomer who desperately WANT what you have to sell (and can 
afford to pay for it, too). Many of these “know that they don’t know” how to protect their hard earned 
assets and are desperately looking for what you have. 
 

Virtually nobody sells these products  – competition isn’t a problem in THIS business. 
 

You will be liberated - The ability to sell a quality product in huge demand can liberate you from a 
number of evils, such as overhead, geographic restrictions, sales forces, layers of distribution, capital locked into 
infrastructure, etc., etc. 
 

You can run this business anywhere in Australia - You can be freed from store, office or factory and 
do your most meaningful and profitable work anywhere you like (at home, a vacation home on a lake, a beach). 
 

You will eat any of the very limited competition alive – You posses an entire process, a product and a 
marketing system that is not available (to my knowledge) anywhere in Australia. 
 

You’re offering a product hugely in demand and growing every year - And as public awareness 
increases about the stupid cases going through the courts, as the baby boomers accumulate even more assets and 
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want to protect what they have for retirement, as more solicitors take on even more litigation cases to fund their 
lifestyle, the demand will be forever increasing. 
 

You can make more money than a surgeon - Simply put, greater effort creates greater income. With a 
profit margin of at least $2,000 per sale, it doesn’t take Einstein to work out how you could earn a huge SIX 
figure income (though, of course, we do not guarantee any minimum income). 
 

Your business is totally unique - There is NO ONE in Australia offering this type of product, using our 
proprietary mass means of marketing to get clients. No one has an “asset protection package” as good and as 
suitable for, the average “mum and dad”. And certainly not at the price you can offer it for. Ours is a truly 
untapped market with a truly unique product 
 

You will have lots of fun – Unlike far too many professions, you’ll actually enjoy doing this! You are 
genuinely helping people secure their assets now, and in the future. You will be respected, and instead of being a 
“salesman” you will be looked upon as a trusted advisor, a friend, a person in demand and respected. I don’t 
want to sound snobbish but the people who want our product are high achievers, doers, who have assets and need 
your help desperately. They are out there looking for this type of help, but until now, have not been able to find 
it.  
 

Missing out on all of this could be a huge mistake! Do you realize this? Has the light turned on in 
your head yet? I hope so. I really hope so… because… you ARE on a winner with this business.  

 Is My Income Guaranteed?  
 

I should mention, of course, that we cannot and do not guarantee you any specific or certain income, 
nor should you consider any of the examples used in this letter as projections of your income.  
 

Individual results vary. I say this clearly because I don’t wish to mislead you.  
 

Because we cannot guarantee that you will not follow our systems and strategies, but might rather watch 
the T.V. all day, or stay in bed or think you should be spoon fed by us, we do not guarantee your success.  

 
Nor do we issue refunds.  
 
Yes, I know, this is HARD - BUT we don’t want to invest our time and effort on people who do not take 

responsibility for their own actions. In short we don’t want to spend time on whingers and moaners who only half 
do this, lose interest, only to then try the next “hot” thing. 

   
See, the people that will become your clients are “doers.” They take responsibility for their actions. That’s 

why they are either successful now… or… are going to be.  
 
And we, quite frankly, don’t want to become associated with “non successful people”. 
 
We have far more applicants than we can handle and want to work with. We have no intentions of 

over saturating the market (if indeed that’s possible). So if you don’t want to take responsibility for your own 
success… or… if the investment will cripple you financially, PLEASE DON’T APPLY!  

 
This is a really important point, so I’ll repeat. If you don’t feel you make this business work, or if the 

investment is going to cripple you, don’t apply.  
 
Fair enough? 
 
However if you are finally and absolutely fed up with your present position in life, or if can see this as a 

golden opportunity that is COMPLETELY UNTAPPED IN AUSTRALIA, then this is for YOU!   
 

Before Applying, Check To See If You Meet  
This Selection Criteria 
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        Just to give you an idea of what we are looking for in our Asset Protection Consultants, you must: 
 

1) Be very, very serious about starting a new business (either full or part time), that has the potential to give 
you an income way above ordinary Australians (don’t laugh at this because many, many people are 
uncomfortable about earning lots of money).  

 
2) You must be willing to develop a solid plan for your future (with our help and all our sales tools) for 

success in ALL areas of your life. 
 

3) You must be beyond the “magic bean” mentality – not expecting us to do it for you, rather, that we HELP 
you do it. 

 
4) You must be willing to take responsibility for your mistakes, learn from them and move on. 

 
5) You must be honest. 

 
IS THIS CRITERIA TOO STRICT FOR YOU? If not, you may just be the person who is  

perfectly suited to be a successful Asset Protection Consultant.  
 

Frankly, some people do not follow through on their intentions. Since you are self-employed in your own 
independent business, your income will depend on your initiative, time and effort invested, quality of your 
relationships with your clients and other factors over which we have no control.  

 
You can certainly see, however, at a profit of $2,000 to $4,500 per client served, it takes only a small 

number of clients each year to create a very substantial income.  
 

WHAT TO DO NEXT: 
 

Carefully review the other materials sent with this report. Then immediately call our toll-free 
number at 1 800 77 63 64 for a brief telephone interview. Ask for me personally, and I will gladly answer any 
questions you may have, and discuss your business and your goals, to determine whether you are the kind of 
person we are looking for. If you are still skeptical, give us a call anyway! Who knows, you might like what you 
find out, and if not, all you have lost is a little time checking this out further, since the CALL IS FREE! What have 
you got to lose by making the call? We won’t “sell” you, we will just answer every tough question you can 
imagine!!! 

 
You are now at the point of making a critical decision. You can keep on doing what you are doing, 

and being frustrated with your life the way it is now, or you can step out of your comfort zone and try 
something that is completely new! The choice, as always, is all yours. All I can tell you is that….. 

 
“Once you see how incredibly easy this all is, and when you know each and 

every day that your newfound product and “marketing machine” is constantly feeding 
you a constant flow of new business, you’ll be both shocked and amazed. And then 
you’ll start having FUN! You don’t have to wait till you’re so sick of your present 
income, you just give and accept things “as they are’. YOU can do something about 
it NOW, and start feeling the excitement of making a truly remarkable income in the 
most painless way around! 
 

I look forward to talking to you soon! 
 

In order to properly conduct the orientation and provide start-up support, we can accept only a very 
limited number of new consultants every month. Some months this is not a problem at all, other months there 
may be a waiting list. 

 
The best thing to do is to act on this now, while it is fresh in your mind - before you get "covered up" in 

the day-to-day workload of your life again. 
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There is NO OBLIGATION and never any "sales pressure" when you call. We are just as interested as 
you are in determining if this is "right" for you. That's our goal. However, I would like to incentivize your 
prompt action (vs. procrastination). Since you've read this far it only stands to reason what has been said in 
this report interests you, so why not "wring it out" to completion now rather than later? 
 

With that in mind, I've set aside a copy of Ed Burton's book BULLETPROOF ASSET PROTECTION in your 
name, to be sent to you free, after your telephone interview. 
 
Warmly, 
 
 
 
Selwyn Holland 
Marketing Manager 
ASSET PROTECTION SPECIALISTS 
(free call) 1 800 77 63 64 
P.S. If you haven’t already done so, open the special envelope labeled “Last Minute Bonus”. You’ll find a 
wonderful little surprise in there for you, a surprise valued at $3,530. But it’s only strictly available for THE 
NEXT 10 DAYS. After that, you’ll miss out (and trust you don’t want to miss out, that’s for sure!)  
 
P.P.S  As I’ve said many times, you are not alone. We know being in business can be lonely. You rarely have 
somebody to turn to for advice, assistance and help. So just know, when you join US, you will NOT be alone! 
Included in your monthly contribution of $480.00 (tax deductible), is a ”help line team” of expert solicitors, 
accountants, insurance agents, lenders and marketing systems that will be constantly refined and developed.  
 
If you know Ed Burton, you know he is a marketing genius. He’s always coming up with new (and sometimes 
‘crazy’) ideas to help you be more successful. You’ll get the benefit of ALL his expertise.  
 
P.P.P.S If you placed in a year, a total of 50 asset protection packages (i.e. only one a week, that’s not a tall 
order)… plus… a referral on Self Managed Superannuation Fund to us, you would gross $125,000 that year with 
minimal expenses. Add to that the  “finder’s fees” of $2,000.00 you earn from anybody who also become an 
asset protection consultant.  
 
Using local appointments with qualified prospects, along with referrals from satisfied clients, a few local 
accountants and financial planners, the income potential is virtually unlimited. 
 
And keep in mind, all these figures I’ve shared with you are conservative, very conservative. We’ve suggested 
the SIMPLEST asset protection packages available i.e. one package per client. Some clients, especially 
professionals and property investors, buy MULTIPLE packages.  
 
Isn’t THAT nice? Consider how that would affect your income level.  
 
Your profit margins are OVER 100 percent… you have no stock… no plant and equipment and no debtors 
(clients pay you in full BEFORE you order the structures). 
 
Also, experience also shows that many clients refer their friends to you. So you NEVER need to “cold call” 
anybody.  
 
My friend… 
 

It Doesn’t Get Any Better! 
 
This is money for jam! 
 
P.P.P.P.S Think about something else: Why is it that you are still reading this report? Do you remember the ad 
and recorded message YOU responded to? Who called who? And why do dozens of others call every day, too? 
Do you think you can match similar techniques to get all the customers you can handle to respond to you?  
Wouldn’t you like people CALLING YOU? See, the marketing techniques we use to get clients to respond to 
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this business opportunity are almost identical to how you will get customers. The specifics are different, but the 
systems are basically the same. If this works on you, do you think it will on your prospects? Think about this 
very hard. It IS the answer you have been seeking! 
 
 
Asset Protection Specialists 
573 Bourke St., 
Surry Hills N.S.W. 2010 
Phone: (free call) 1800 77 63 64 
Fax (02) 4237 5801 
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Finally! The Ultimate Real Estate Experience Comes Straight Into Your Home, Via 

This Exclusive NEW, “On Location”, Down In The Trenches Home Study Course 

Revealed For The First Time Ever! 

“Famous Australian Wealth Coach and Best 
Selling Author Reveals Amazing Secret of How 
To Safely Make a Fortune In Real Estate and 
Build a Strong, Stable and Consistent Passive 
Income That Puts Money In YOUR Pockets, 

Every Day of The Year… Whether the Market is 
Going Up OR Down -  

100% GUARANTEED!”

Imagine Standing Over The Shoulder Of a Highly Successful Real  
Estate Investor While He Hits The Streets, Searches For Properties, 
Analyses Deals, Conducts Property Inspections, Speaks To Real  
Estate Agents, Property Managers, Tax Specialists, Financiers, Asset 
Protection Experts and Solicitors…  

See and Hear EVERY Detail, Watch Every Move He Makes As He Reveals 
How You Can Build A Strong, Long Term Passive Income From Real 
Estate In Any Economic Climate!  

Watch every move. See how he builds a secure long term income from property  
using a very smart… yet highly simple turnkey system. Use his secrets to duplicate his 

success in YOUR life and finances, regardless of how much experience in real  
estate you’ve had. Whether you only wish to own one investment property… or build 

an entire empire, this program will show you how to achieve it all! 

From the desk of Hans Jakobi 
Best selling author of How To Be Rich & Happy On Your Income.  

Dear Friend, 

Would you like to learn my amazing real estate secret that allows you to purchase property that puts 

cash in YOUR pocket, from the very first day – guaranteed?

Just say ‘maybe’ and in the next few days I am going to send you a brilliant NEW home study program 
that will reveal exactly how to do it. It’s my no punches program called… 

The Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth!

Listen to the program for 1 FULL YEAR. And if you don’t feel it’s worth 5 times your investment, simply 
return the course within 1 FULL YEAR, for a full and unconditional refund, less shipping. No questions 
asked. You must believe my program will make you $$$, or I’ll buy it back from you! 

(How the heck can you go wrong?) 

It doesn't matter if you’ve NEVER invested in real estate before...  

(Please go to the next page…) 
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It doesn't matter if you feel you can’t qualify for a loan… 

It doesn't matter if you can't tell the difference between a townhouse and a unit… 

Or if you couldn't convince your own mother to loan you a dollar to buy a loaf of bread...  

...This brand new real estate training program is THE most thorough course on real estate investing 

available anywhere! It has the power to turn YOU into a property investing dynamo in no time flat, 

whether you've been an investor for decades... or just days.

It’s unlike anything that has ever been created in Australia before. There is nothing like it anywhere. It’s 
the most cutting edge, practical and PROVEN ‘down-in-the-trenches’ program you’ll ever see.  

With this new home study course, you’ll be able to go out into the ‘field’ with me, Hans Jakobi, and watch 
me search for real estate, analyse deals, conduct property inspections, interview real estate agents, tax specialists, 
asset protection experts and financiers... and... actually purchase real estate LIVE!

 And boy is it big! The entire package weighs a whopping 11.1 kg. You’ll get an incredible workout just 
from picking it up! Video tapes, books, audios, special reports and personal coaching… ALL YOURS! 

You’ll discover every little trick, every little tactic and every little strategy you’ll ever need to know to 
build your very own safe and secure real estate empire, quicker and easier than I did! A system that reveals the 
greatest real estate secret known to man!  

This is NOT about ‘wraps’! 

This is NOT about mezzanine financing! 

This is NOT about buying off the plan and paying for them with a deposit bond! 

This is NOT about me selling YOU real estate! I strongly advise you run the other way if a wealth educator 
tries to sell you a deal! 

This is NOT about some American ‘guru’ coming to Australia and telling YOU how to invest. Call me 
crazy, but how can experts from overseas show you how to make money here in Australia… if… they don’t own 
any property here?! I am Australian. I invest in Australia. I made my wealth in Australia and have been doing so 
successfully for over 28 years! I am an expert on THIS market! You’ll get my insider’s perspective on what it 
takes to build wealth in Australia. 

This is NOT about negative gearing! (I think negative gearing is the absolute worst real estate investment 
you can make. I’ll explain why shortly!) 

Simply Push the "PLAY" Button  

on Your Video Recorder and...

…YOU WILL LEARN how to locate an area where property prices are set to skyrocket! 

...YOU WILL LEARN the secret question to ask real estate agents that gets you the hottest deals… 
before anybody else! 

…YOU WILL LEARN how to protect your assets and minimise your tax using the same strategies 
normally only reserved for the rich and wealthy! 

...YOU WILL LEARN how to get tenants into your property… without reducing the rent! 

...YOU WILL LEARN a truly no-brainer (yet usually overlooked way) the rich legally pay less tax… 
and how you can too, even if you’re not wealthy right now! 

…YOU WILL LEARN how to shrewdly manage your own “Golden Super Fund” so you have more than 
enough money to enjoy your life in retirement! 

...YOU WILL LEARN how an investor received a $90,000 “cash bonus” from the tax office… and how 
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you can too if you know this insider secret! 

...YOU WILL LEARN the 2 things you must get completed before you purchase a property! 

...YOU WILL LEARN how to place a deposit on a house… even if you don’t have any savings! 

...YOU WILL LEARN how to purchase hot real estate… at bargain basement prices! 

...YOU WILL LEARN the #1 biggest mistake most investors make before signing the contract… and 
why you MUST avoid it! 

Never again will you be intimidated when you speak to the so-called "pros" who often commit the 
hundreds of mistakes that I'm going to teach you to avoid.  

YOU will be the one with the authority.  

YOU will be the one in the know.  

YOU will be the person whom OTHER people turn to when they need to know a practical, and proven 
method, for making a fortune in real estate that continually keeps CASH flowing to your door… whether the 
market is going up OR down! 

Better Than Attending A Seminar! 

. . . and the best part is that you’ll have this information at your fingertips to refer to as often as you’d like. 

Have you ever been to a seminar and found that your note taking didn’t quite keep up with the speaker?  

Have you ever found that a few months down the track, all you could remember was that it was a good 
seminar, but the specifics escaped you? 

 Yes it’s happened to me too! It’s a real shame when that happens, particularly when the seminar was 
packed with important information you really wanted to know and apply. 

 Because I’ve experienced these same frustrations with seminars too, I provide my students with a more 
lasting way of learning, retaining and applying the information I teach. You can refer back to my information 
as often as you like, until you’ve got every little detail, and it won’t cost you an extra cent.

 This letter is all about an amazing system where you’ll discover how to own real estate where…  

Your Rental Income Is GREATER Than Your Repayments…  

Leaving YOU With a Tidy Profit Each Week… Plus It Has  

Incredible Potential of Increasing In Value In The Future!

 Yes, I’m talking about owning POSITIVE CASHFLOW property that puts money into YOUR pocket, 
instead of taking it out. When I tell people that I, and my students, exclusively purchase positive cashflow 
properties, there is a strong degree of initial skepticism. They feel deals like this don’t exist… or… if they do, 
they are impossible to find. Especially when real estate prices are skyrocketing.  

This is probably how YOU feel. Am I right?  So, before I enter into the finer details of the program, let 
me prove to you, the positive cashflow system I teach is VERY real... VERY legitimate and a VERY safe and 
profitable way to build long-term wealth! These deals are EASY to find… once you know how to find them 
(please refer to the separate green sheet showing a SMALL selection of properties I’ve owned over the years 
for proof). 

After seeing the evidence, most people believe that these deals ARE indeed easy to find. That their 
previous concerns were unwarranted. Yet, there is usually one more concern that is lingering in their mind. 
Here’s what I’m normally asked: “Sure, these properties may produce a nice, regular stream of income… but 
what about the property increasing in value in the future?” If this is what you’re thinking, consider this: 
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“In the 2 ½ years since doing your Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth Course I’ve 

accumulated 9 properties on the Gold Coast and in Adelaide with a total value of 
$1,720,000. The capital growth over that period has been about $465,000. Even though I 
continue to work by choice I am generating an investment income equal to the annual 

income of $80,000 I earn in my job.” Mike Creed 

“I am a Melbourne Police Officer who purchased your Super Secrets® to Wealth property 
investment course at the Investment Expo in Melbourne in 2002. Well since that time I have 

purchased 6 units (3 in Cairns, 2 in Brisbane, and 1 in Launceston)… all purchases totally 
financed by the bank… so thanks to your course, I have gone from having no investment 

properties to having 6 in a space of 4 months.”        Graham Scott

“Three years ago I was a courier driver earning only $400 per week; since then things have certainly 

changed for the better. Let me tell you that I have been able to purchase 5 properties in those 3 years 
all positive cashflow… the total capital growth on those properties is around $350,000. The No. 1 

lesson I’ve learnt from your home study course is that cash flow is king.” Brett Dwyer 

 The properties that I purchase… and that you’ll learn how to purchase, have extraordinary potential to 
increase in value. This is because you only purchase in the ‘boom suburbs’ of tomorrow! While I love to have 
my passive income coming to me every day… I also LOVE it when my properties appreciate in value! This 
helps me build up equity... which... I can use to purchase more property without… using my own cash reserves!

 This is just a very small sample of the testimonials my office is flooded with on a daily basis. Normal 
everyday people, just like you, working towards a life of complete and total financial freedom. 

And your name can be added to these files… if… you qualify for consideration in this program. You see, 
there are certain kinds of people that I do NOT want to purchase this course. Below is a list of criteria you need 
to meet to determine whether Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth is right for you: 

1. You want to build a safe, secure long term passive income from real estate 
2. You don’t like the risk associated with ‘get rich quick real estate schemes’ 
3. You are concerned about market fluctuations 
4. You want your rental income to exceed your repayments so you’re ‘drip-fed’ a reliable rental return in 

any economic climate 
5. You are interested in a legal, ethical, proven strategy for building wealth 
6. You understand the importance of information and are willing to pay the price for quality info 
7. You want to learn from somebody who has already achieved success… is already wealthy and will 

shortcut your learning curve 

 If you don’t meet any of the above criteria…    

Stop Reading Now!

 If you’re looking for a method that teaches you how to retire a millionaire in 1 year or less, this course 

isn’t for you. This is NOT a get rich quick formula! I like to think of Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth as a 
get rich SLOW formula… a formula that spells out in precise detail how you can build a strong, stable real estate 
portfolio that you can rely on in ANY economic climate.  

Here’s The Scoop 

 Listen closely: In 1997, I created the original version of Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth. It was 
simply titled, Super Secrets® to Wealth. In the original program, I gave numerous examples of properties I 
purchased in Sydney for an average price of $85,000. I was getting extremely good deals because I was 
purchasing from motivated sellers. But since it was recorded years ago, customers would call my office saying 
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the examples were outdated, and that I should bring it more in line with the times.  

My response was always the same: “Forget the examples. Get your mind OFF the prices… and ONTO 
the principles. It’s the principles you need to understand. Values will always change… but principles are 

timeless! If you get hung up on the prices of the properties in the course, you’ll miss the entire point”.

Hardly anyone listened… and the calls kept coming in. So, I decided to expand the original course. Not 
create a new course mind you. Just greatly improve and expand the original to include THREE MORE 
COMPLETE VOLUMES.  —  That’s 4 volumes in total! 

Why This Program Is THE Most Comprehensive Course 
Ever Created On How To Make a Fortune In Real Estate  

You’re going to be amazed at the in-depth and comprehensive content of Super Secrets® To Real Estate 
Wealth. 11.1kg of cutting edge real estate strategies ripe for the picking, by YOU! Below I’ve broken up the 4 
volumes and what you’ll be shown in each.  

Volume 1 

In this volume, you receive the entire original audio program, Super Secrets® to Wealth home study 
course. Here’s what you’ll discover: 

My proven step-by-step master plan to build a million dollar property portfolio! 

How to use my exclusive RTP formula… a powerful tool that shows you exactly which properties you 
should consider… and which you must avoid! 

2 essential principles you need in order to ensure my real estate system will propel you to 

becoming a millionaire! 

How using a simple piece of paper can increase your chances of getting a hot property… at a huge 
discount! 

How to avoid the ‘big mistake’ most investors make… that costs them thousands of $$$ per year 

(Don’t be caught in this deadly trap!)

Blow-by-blow ‘case studies’ for you to learn and profit from! 

How to locate good reliable tenants who pay their rent on time… and… treat your property as 

their palace! 

How to get your first home with no money down! 

This original program has been responsible for helping scores of people achieve financial freedom. It 
will do the same for you… if… you follow the simple strategies in it. While it is a brilliant program, it is NOT 
as comprehensive as I wanted it to be.  

Which is why you also get three more volumes on video tape (not just audio!) And I’ve now expanded 
the original workbook from 52 pages to 74 pages to include my comprehensive answers to the questions I am 
asked most often. 

Volume 2 

Video Tape 1 – Welcome To Super Secrets On Location!

You’ll discover: 

How I purchased a property 30 minutes from the Gold Coast… sight unseen! (The property has 
since increased in value by more than 66%. Discover the unique characteristics this property had, and 
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WHY I purchased it!) 

How to make sure you’re not overpaying for real estate! (You’ll discover my simple secret for 
purchasing positive cashflow real estate every time!) 

Video Tape 2 – The Voice Of Experience - Barry Black’s Story

This is the story of my good friend, Barry Black. Diagnosed with Parkinson’s Disease, he was told that he 
would lose the use of his hands, and could not continue as a computer programmer. He had to find alternative 
sources of income.  

He decided to learn about property investing, and went out and did a property investing course in Canada. 
Within 3 days he purchased his first property. Second week he purchased his second property… and… for the 
next 40 months, purchased one townhouse EVERY MONTH!  

And then Barry’s lawyer, forged the Power of Attorney documentation and embezzled $10 million. This 
took his net worth from $4 million… to… negative $6 million! With a wife and family to provide for, Barry was 
bankrupt. He lost the boat, the sports car, the waterfront home… and… the jukebox.  

Crippled with Parkinson’s Disease and the grim realisation that he could no longer borrow money, he was 
faced with the challenge of rebuilding his empire. And rebuild his empire he did! Using strategies he learnt from 
me…and his previous knowledge, he has built his passive income to the point where Barry no longer has to 
worry about money! 

I share his truly inspiring story so you understand what he did to get back on top… and that ANYBODY 
can become wealthy in real estate. Including YOU!  

Video Tape 3 – Getting Started - Doing Your Research

You’ll discover: 

How to use the internet to quickly and easily locate and identify hot property deals… and a FREE 

website you can use that will help you ‘zero-in’ on the potential boom suburbs of tomorrow! 

How to easily navigate this free website so you find profitable deals before anybody else! 

How to find sizzling real estate investments… without doing any of the leg work! 

One essential quality you must identify in a property before you purchase… especially if you’re investing 

interstate! 

How to avoid the one huge mistake when purchasing a unit! 

A highly unusual thing you must immediately do after finding a potential hot deal (most investors screw 

this up!) 

An all-important, highly critical question you need to ask a real estate agent… before you do 

anything else! 

Discover the virtually unknown secret for persuading real estate agents to instantly tell you the truth 

about a property! 

How to use the power of ‘justification’ to quickly ‘nail’ the seller on a lower and lower price! 

Why you must call more than one real estate agent when you’re researching a suburb! (Failing to do this 

may result in you overpaying through the nose!) 

How to beat the agents at their own game… a surefire, guaranteed way to know if the real estate 

agent is lying to you! 

A simple secret to saving hours of your time and energy searching for investment opportunities! 

The single most important characteristic every area you invest in must have… if you want property 

prices to soar in the future! 

Why you make your money when you buy property… not when you sell! 
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A real life, step-by-step financial and investment analysis of a 3-block of units in Tasmania! 

The amazing secret to negotiating the best possible selling price… without ever meeting or  

 negotiating with the vendor yourself! 

Why you must discover the motivations of the seller… and how to use this information as  leverage 

to increase your profits! 

Video Tape 4 – Pounding The Streets - Doing Your Fieldwork

You’ll discover:  

The amazing secret to persuading real estate agents to phone you about their hottest listings… 

before anybody else! 

The essential information you must obtain from agents when you hit the streets! 

How to avoid the one huge mistake that most ‘budding’ investors make when purchasing a 

property! 

What every investor must know about the quickest way to sell a commercial property… and how to do it 
without agent’s fees! 

The critical questions you must have answered when analysing a property deal! 

How to understand the profitable world of commercial property investment! 

The no-lose way to buy a house for FREE! 

The jealously guarded secret to conducting complete and thorough property inspections! 

An unusual item you must look for in every bathroom! 

Video Tape 5 - Property Management Secrets Revealed

You’ll discover: 

What every investor forgets to do before interviewing a tenant or property manager! 

The amazing secret to hiring a top property manager! 

How to virtually guarantee your tenants pay their rent on time… without having to resort to legal 

action! 

How to quickly and easily determine if a prospective tenant can really afford to pay your rent! 

Why almost everyone is wrong about how to manage a property… and the simple secrets to doing it 

properly! 

How to avoid the biggest mistake when screening a new tenant!  

Video Tape 6 - Show Me The Money!

You’ll discover: 

The secrets every young person with a low income must know about, to easily qualify for their first 

loan! 

3 criteria banks look for when processing a loan application! 

Why having a great income doesn’t mean you’ll qualify for a loan… and how to guarantee you will! 

A simple negotiating secret you can use against real estate agents… that most investors don’t know about! 

How a self-employed person… with little financial history… can easily persuade the banks to throw 

money their way! 

The secret danger about bankruptcy most investors aren’t aware of!

The little-known dangerous misconception about mortgage insurance… and why it doesn’t protect 

you!
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Why paying your credit cards and having a stable credit history can result in you being declined for a 
loan… and the insider secrets to preventing this from happening to you! 

What every investor must do... before searching for property! 

The jealously guarded secret the banks don’t want you to know... about how to instantly negotiate a 
discount on the standard variable home loan rates! 

The truth about interest rates and why the lowest isn’t necessarily the best for you! 

The dangers of ‘cross-collateralisation’ and how it can rapidly grind your real estate investment plans 
to a halt! 

Why you must not shop around for a loan… and how to find the best deals with virtually NO 

work!

How to qualify for a loan… even if you don’t have any money for a deposit!

Volume 3  

Video Tape 7 – Consulting The Legal Eagles

You’ll discover: 

The virtually unknown legal loopholes and traps of buying and selling property! 

2 ancient Latin words that have the potential to lead you to bankruptcy! (Do you know these two 

words?) 

The truth about exchanging contracts… and why you must never do it in a real estate agent’s 

office! 

A simple secret for avoiding the most dangerous pitfalls when buying a property! 

The one thing you must do with a law firm… before you START searching for properties! 

How to protect yourself legally (and hold onto that hot deal) when a real estate agent is pressuring 
you to sign immediately! 

A secret hidden clause in contracts that can result in you purchasing a termite infested property! 

Why you must never use the same solicitor as the vendor! 

A hidden trap many buyers find themselves in after purchasing a property… and even after 

having the contracts checked by a solicitor! (This is a doozy!) 

How to legally eject a tenant… before taking possession of a new property! 

Something essential you must do before you purchase a unit! 

What to do if building or pest inspectors you rely on slap a ‘no-responsibility’ disclaimer on you! 

What you must do before auction… to ensure you don’t sign a contract with dangerous hidden 

clauses! 

What you must do by 5 pm the next day to avert a disaster… after purchasing a property!  

How to guarantee the seller isn’t hiding anything! 

A simple way to ensure your property hasn’t been damaged before settlement!

Whoa! That’s quite a list of benefits, isn’t it? Believe it or not, this is only a small sample of what you’ll 
be shown in Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth! Are you starting to see why this is the most 
comprehensive program on how to make a fortune in real estate ever created? 

Not yet… well, let’s continue: 

Video Tape 8 - Your Panel Of Experts, Including The Exterminator

How to instantly determine whether a real estate agent is unethical! 
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What the reserve price at auction really means… and how to use it to your profitable 

advantage! 

How the laws of contract differ from state to state… and how you can avoid the critical mistakes 

most investors make when they invest interstate! 

The absolute best way to instantly negotiate a lower price from the seller! 

What to never believe in any loan application… even when the banks have said the money is yours! 

How to determine the moisture levels in a home… instantly! 

How to position yourself so real estate agents send YOU their best deals first! 

The A-B-C formula for establishing yourself as an expert investor in the eyes of real estate 

agents… even if you’ve never purchased property before! 

The truth about signing contracts with real estate agents… and how to prevent a financial disaster! 

How to select a property savvy accountant! 

A simple technique for quickly and easily finding termites in your home! 

A $30,000 technological breakthrough most pest control companies have never heard of… that 

locates termites in an instant!  

How ants can destroy a paved driveway… and what you can do about it!

Video Tape 9 - Behind The Scenes - Super Secrets® on T.V!

You’ll discover: 

Why I never worry about having a vacant property! 

The critical differences between positive cash flow investing and negative gearing!

How I purchase properties sight unseen… and still make a killing every time!

The truth about how smart investors enter into deals! 

How I pick the hidden suburbs poised to boom in the near future!

The correct way to manage your properties so you never have tenant problems!

Why most real estate ‘gurus’ are dead wrong about how to invest in apartments and units… 

and how I cash in big each time! 

A fail-safe way to increase your rent… without losing tenants! 

 Now, are you finally starting to believe this is the most, brilliant and detailed program on how to build 
your very own real estate empire?  

 What’s your answer? No! Well, keep reading. You’ll soon become a true believer!

Video Tape 10 – Uncover Extra Tax Deductions With A Quantity Surveyor’s Report

You’ll discover: 

How to make profitable use of quantity surveyors! 

When you absolutely must use a quantity surveyor!

Why you could be losing thousands of $$$ in legal tax deductions on your property… and how you 
can avoid it! 

Why you must NEVER just take an accountant’s advice about building construction and the 

legal tax deductions associated with it! 

A little known way to claim greater tax deductions… and increase your rent simultaneously! 

A critical thing you MUST do before you renovate… if you want to put thousands of $$$ in 

YOUR pocket! 
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Revealed: The 2 different methods of depreciation and how they affect the amount of tax you pay! 

What is “pooling” and why it’s vital to your wealth! 

The quantity surveyors report fully explained! 

Video Tape 11 – How To Beat The Tax Man

You’ll discover: 

A little ‘travel deduction’ secret the ATO doesn’t want you to know about! 

How a different way of thinking maximizes your tax benefits! 

The closely guarded secret of the rich… and how they cut their tax to its bare bones! 

How to legally tax deduct your breakfast!

How you can claim an expense as a deduction… even if YOU didn’t pay for it! 

How to get ‘tax credits’ from the ATO! 

An amazing way to claim luxury accommodation and first class travel! 

The biggest tax mistake most beginner property investors make! 

How the ‘primary purpose’ is the secret behind all legal tax deductions! 

What you must NOT do if you get audited! (Virtually everybody makes this mistake and they end up 

in serious trouble. Don’t let it be you!) 

How to tax deduct paintings, dog food, movie tickets and even wide screen television sets! 

The secret to paying 3% tax! 

How tax can make you wealthy! 

Volume 4 

Video Tape 12 - Protecting Your Property Empire From Predators

You’ll discover: 

Whether to own property in your own name, or in a trust or company! 

The benefits of owning property in a ‘trust’! 

When public liability does NOT cover you… and what you can do about it! 

How an unauthorized intruder entering your property has the potential to lead you into 

bankruptcy! 

An unusual ‘insider’ secret for preventing predators from suing you in court! 

The secret to safely passing assets to your children… without future spouses stealing control! 

Why you should never skimp on your insurance premiums! 

The amazing secret to making yourself virtually ‘litigation proof’! 

How to invest globally and be protected at all times! 

How to make profitable use of a ‘hybrid trust’!  

How to legally pay less tax with a ‘discretionary trust’! 

A danger you must know that makes a trust ineffective! 

How to pass property onto your children… without paying capital gains tax or stamp duty! 

Why you must never use a company to purchase property… especially if your investment is 

negatively geared! 

How to claim your children as a legal tax deduction! 

Which is the best for YOUR situation - a trust, an individual or company? 

How to use equity to safely expand your real estate holdings!  
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How “salary sacrificing” can help you claim a full tax deduction on your home! 

Video Tape 13 - Self Managed Super Funds: Save Tax and Live Well

You’ll discover: 

How to quickly and easily set up your own super fund! 

What is an “allocated pension” and how it drastically cuts your tax! 

The dangerous pitfall of every super fund… and how to avoid it! 

How to instantly double your allowable legal super fund contribution! 

How to slash capital gains tax to its bare bones when you sell a property… even if you’ve made a 
HUGE profit! 

How you can spread your wealth and reduce tax with the “5% rule!” 

Which expenses you can legally deduct from your super fund! 

An amazing way to flip the Tax Office’s rules and legislations in YOUR favour! 

A critical danger of managing your own super fund that could land you in jail! 

Video Tape 14 - Estate Planning, Wills and Testamentary Trusts

You’ll discover: 

How the whole estate planning process works…and why it’s vital to understand it! 

What happens to your estate if you’re ‘incapacitated’! 

A highly unusual, yet critical thing you must do on your children’s 18th birthday! 

Why an “Enduring Power of Attorney” and “Guardianship Appointment” is MORE important 

than a will! (Most people haven’t heard of these terms… yet without them they are leaving 

themselves, their assets and their family in a very dangerous position!) 

Exposed: The real dangers of the ‘Australian Legal Will Kit’ and how it can affect the well-being of 
those you love!  

The dangers of creating a will that you must know about! 

A critical time when you cannot change your will! 

The amazing secret of how unethical directors of public companies… who squander 

shareholder funds… evade the law and continue to live a life of luxury! 

3 types of wills you need to know about… and how each affects you! 

The absolute best time to purchase luxury goods… and when not to if you don’t want to be in 

legal trouble! 

Video Tape 15 – Property Investing Pitfalls and Traps for Unwary Players

You’ll discover:  

An unusual thing you must do when you purchase a property (forget this and it could cost you 
thousands!) 

Why you must never purchase a property adjoining a reserve! 

The real reason why you must speak to multiple agents when researching a property! 

The first thing you must do when signing a contract of sale! 

How you can easily lose your deposit and be sued by the vendor… if… you make this critical 
‘beginner’s’ mistake! 

Why you mustn’t take advice from well meaning friends or relatives! 

A surefire way to approach banks so you get the best deal every time! 
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Why securing your tenants into a safe, long term lease costs YOU money!  

The real reason not to purchase apartments in complexes with swimming pools and gymnasiums (and 

it has nothing to do asset appreciation!) 

Why you must read the ‘minutes’ of body corporate meetings! 

How to hire a top notch property manager! 

The biggest mistake most novice investors make… and how you can avoid it! 

An insider super real estate secret most experts won’t tell you! 

What you must do if you can’t make your repayments! 

How you can sabotage your investment portfolio! 

How to maximize your tax deductions! 

A dangerous trap virtually every investor falls into… and that you must avoid! 

How leaking taps can wipe away a chunk of your real estate profits! 

 Phew, that’s quite a list of benefits, isn’t it? Have you EVER seen a course so incredibly detailed as 
this? No way! And that’s because a program like this has NEVER been created, ever before! 

 Never before, have ordinary average Australians been given such a real shot at learning precisely how
to build a real estate empire that can weather any economic climate… and continually put money in their 
pockets.  

 You’ll learn how to get cash in YOUR pockets from the very first day on your real estate investments. 
I’m talking about money you can bank. You don’t have to wait for property prices to go up. You don’t have 
to build up massive amounts of equity. You make money immediately! 

 Imagine each day being ‘drip-fed’ a nice, secure rental income that you can put directly into your bank 
account… spend on your life partner… on your children… travel… or even reinvest in more properties! In 
addition to this, you’ll ALSO build up considerable amounts of equity in your investments as they also 
INCREASE in value! 

 This is equity you can borrow against to rapidly build your real estate portfolio. I’m different from most 
investors because I don’t want to have to tie up my OWN money to pay off the loan. I want my tenants to pay 
it off! Plus, I want cash left over each week to spend how I want. 

 This is why I don’t believe in the lunacy called ‘negative gearing’. With negative gearing, the 
repayments on your loan exceed the rental return of your property. Simply: When you negatively gear… 

You Lose Money! 

This, to me, is total stupidity! Why negatively gear property when you can enjoy positive cash flows 
and PUT CASH IN YOUR POCKETS IMMEDIATELY? 

What’s that I hear you saying? To claim the loss as a tax deduction. Of course you get to claim it as a 
tax deduction – you’re losing money!!!  

Think about this logically for a moment: You cannot become wealthy by making losses! It’s an 
impossibility. Why make a loss when you can make a profit?  

If you’ve bought into the scandal of negative gearing, don’t worry, it’s NOT YOUR FAULT. You’ve 
become a victim of the property marketeers’ dirty little tricks. Don’t blame yourself for buying into their 
misinformation campaigns. You didn’t know any better.  

But now you DO! If after reading this letter you continue to negatively gear… then… I think you’re 
absolutely crazy.  

Yes, when you purchase positive cashflow real estate, you may have to pay some tax (if any) on these 
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profits (if you do, it won’t be much… not when you discover the amazing tax strategies in the course that cuts 
your taxes to its bare bones). But even if you do pay tax, who cares?? This is money that’s coming to you 

automatically… day-in-day-out, year after year, whether the market is going up OR down!

Imagine what it feels like to get your money NOW! To get your cash NOW! You should be happy to 
pay whatever taxes you need to pay because it’s money in YOUR pockets! The wealthiest people in the world 
avoid losses at all costs… and so should you!  

Beware of real estate gurus touting negative gearing investments… or anything to do with ‘mezzanine 
financing,’ buying off the plan and securing payment with a deposit bond… or… worst of all, THEM trying 
to sell YOU real estate! These guys are not educating you, they are selling you! 

 Play with fire and you could get burnt.  

 Remember, I’m speaking from experience. I didn’t read this stuff out of a book (like many of the 
‘gurus’ out there). I’ve weathered multiple economic cycles… and I’m still here. I’ve been through the 18%+ 
interest rates, and I didn’t go broke.  

The step-by-step system you’ll be shown in Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth will give you a 
long term, stable and secure income that will continue to put money IN your pockets… no matter what the 
economic climate.  

Two More Reasons Why Super Secrets® to Real Estate Wealth Is 
Different From Every Other Property Education Program Available

Two of the most significant differences between Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth, and ALL 
other real estate educational courses, are the in-depth and probing interviews with insider experts… and… 
that much of this program is shot, “On Location”. I’ll talk about each in turn.  

Since I choose NOT to be a licensed professional advisor, I cannot give personal consultations. 
During my 28-year investing career however, I’ve developed a rather extensive list of contacts and experts 
within the industry.  I call this my “Million Dollar Rolodex”.  

I turn to these people when I need questions answered… to keep me out of legal trouble, and 
generally… to make me more money! Experts in: 

Conveyancing 

Finance 

Tax Minimisation 

Accounting 

Mortgage Broking 

Asset Protection 

To ensure you receive all the possible information you need to become a successful positive cashflow 
real estate investor, I locked each of these experts in their offices… literally tied them down… and asked 
them question after question after question about legal loopholes YOU can take advantage of.  

And I didn’t let them go until I was satisfied with the content of their responses. If they weren’t clear 
on a point: I made them clarify it. If they raised an important issue critical to your success: I made them 
explain it again. If they failed to raise an important topic: I raised it myself!  

While these conversations were cordial and relaxed, they did get ‘down and detailed’. I asked them 

every question I could possibly think of that YOU would want to ask… and many questions you wouldn’t 
even know to ask! 

The specifics is where Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth really shines through.  
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Most seminar speakers who teach from the ‘platform’ always seem to leave out some detail. And it’s 
often this detail that can get YOU into some serious legal and financial trouble! 

Not me. I show you EVERYTHING! Believe me when I tell you these interviews are 
THOROUGH! You have never seen anything like them before. In addition to these ‘insider’ interviews, I’ve 
added yet another component. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first time in Australia… perhaps 

the world... where …    

A Multi-Millionaire Investor Has Taken a Camera, Hit The Streets and Shown You 

Precisely How He Purchases Safe and Secure Positive Cashflow Properties So Easily! 

I wanted to do something different, something that would truly bring positive cashflow real estate 
investing to life for you. You see, while I believe you CAN learn a lot from seminars… there’s a big, big 

difference between hearing about something, and actually being there, witnessing money being made live 
and unscripted, and seeing how I shrewdly purchase positive cashflow real estate when I see fit (while most 
other people have no idea HOW to).  

It’s the difference between hearing about something and actually experiencing it for yourself. 

You’ll have a “down in the trenches”, “behind the scenes” “front row seat” of EVERYTHING I 

have done to build a multi-million dollar real estate empire… and continue to do so every day!  Not from 
a seminar platform, but…  

Right Before Your Very Eyes! 

You can’t learn to ride a bicycle in a seminar or from a book. To really get it, you have to get on the 
bike. That’s why, for the first time ever, I did what many people have begged me to do – I took a camera out 
intp the field with me and recorded everything I do to purchase POSITIVE CASHFLOW property.  

I took the camera into private, ‘closed-door’ meetings with my insider circle of industry specialists – 
property managers, financiers, solicitors, asset protection specialists and tax experts, where they reveal every 
secret you’ll ever need to know about building that safe and secure passive real estate income. Meetings 
which would cost you many thousands of dollars in consultation fees with these experts, plus travel and 
accommodation expenses if you tried to do it yourself. 

You’ll see me cut real deals with real people. You’ll see my students out in the street prospecting and 
analyzing deals. On the internet searching for opportunities. On location down in Tasmania and Queensland 
conducting property inspections. No theory here. Everything I show you is…  

Proven To Build A Long-Term, Stable, Passive  

Income From Real Estate! 

I do it right before your eyes. You don’t miss a thing. But please don’t purchase these tapes expecting 
a Hollywood style production. This a true “guerilla” filming, on the front lines of the real investing world. No 
special lighting, no stage setting. No special takes to cut out the stuff others wouldn’t want you to see.  

You get it all!   

This means you’re going to hear background noise, muffled voices and even planes passing overhead. 
I make no apologies for this. I’ve done it purposely so you get the entire uncut, raw, to the point, no filler, 
warts and all, soup-to-nuts system that’s made me (and many of my students who have learned this system) a 
millionaire many times over! The income I make from my positive cashflow investments I can rely on, 
whether the market is going up OR down.   
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Masters Course on How to Achieve Complete  
Financial Freedom Through Real Estate 

 Most people think the original course contains a lot of information, and it does! But wait until you hear 
the ‘new and improved’, Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth! There’s so much information in here that it’s 
like a Masters course in million dollar, positive cashflow real estate investing!  

You'll find no boring stories.  No wasted time.  Just the same meaty, how-to information that people 
have come to expect from my ‘info products!’ And just like my other products, the emphasis is on a system 
you can apply right away....RIGHT NOW.   

I’m talking about CASH IN YOUR POCKETS! I’m talking about CASH IN THE BANK. This is 
money you can use to reinvest in more properties… spend on your children… your life partner, or on a 
holiday with your entire family.  

With Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth, my commitment was to deliver a complete, soup-to-nuts, 
practical and proven step-by-step, money making real estate system reduced to easy, simple formulas that 
anyone can follow… including YOU! -- AND I SUCCEEDED!

Many of the programs on the market are bloated with meaningless stories (often boring), or lots of 
bad jokes.  Others are so repetitious that you could listen to only half the program and not miss a thing! It's 
just a bunch of rambling.  

Not Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth! 

I honestly believe that it contains more practical, put-it-to-immediate-use information than any other 
real estate investing course on the market today.  You're going to be amazed at my incredibly simple… but 
amazingly powerful real estate system. Wave after wave of practical ‘how-to’ techniques… 

...  to build your real estate empire  

...  to increase your cash flow

...  to maximise real estate profits in minimum time

...  to start generating floods of $$$ to your door 

… to save you money 

… to protect your assets 

... to give you the kind of return on investment that you know you should be earning

Everything you’ll EVER need to know about how to purchase positive cash flow real estate… that 
puts money into YOUR pockets right NOW… is in this comprehensive course.  And I mean everything! 

This Course Puts You Right  
Smack In The Middle Of The Action.  

Let’s Look At What You Get 

In the 4 volumes of the new Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth home study course you get: 

Volume 1- The original 6 tape audio cassette album. Play these 1 hour tapes at home or in your car, 
making it an EASY way to learn my techniques. I’ve sold hundreds of copies of this program and it 
brilliantly details many strategies for building wealth through real estate.  

The expanded 74 page workbook accompanying the original program. This workbook will help you 
understand and ‘internalise’ my strategies at a far greater level.  

Volume 2 – Six video tapes of me, Hans Jakobi, out in the streets searching for deals… and in the 
offices of my inner circle of experts and advisors picking their brains. You’ll see me searching for hot 
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deals and probing the minds of inner circle advisors about everything you need to know to make a 
fortune in positive cashflow real estate! 

Volume 3 -  The interviews continue! Five more tapes of me questioning my advisors, asking them 
everything vital to your success! 

Volume 4 - And finally, another 4 video tapes me putting the ‘finishing touches’ on your positive 
cashflow real estate education. By the end of these tapes you will know more than 99.9% of real 
estate investors in the marketplace.  

A second 124-page workbook that accompanies the videos, and succinctly summarises the key 
concepts of the entire program, into simple, easy-to-follow steps. Think of it as your easy reference 
guide to positive cashflow real estate investing.   

In total, 6 audio tapes, 2 workbooks and 15 video tapes, weighing a whopping 11.1kg… all YOURS, as 
part of the Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth program.  

But wait… this isn’t ALL you’ll receive. No. This is only the tip of the iceberg! 

Your FREE Bonuses Valued at $2,542 

When you purchase Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth, you’ll also receive these FREE bonuses: 

FREE BONUS #1 - Two Certificates For Paying NO Application Fees On An Investment Loan 

 or Refinancing (VALUED AT $1000)

 Application fees on investment loans often cost as much as $500. This is a fair ‘whack’, considering 
the bank is also going to profit from your interest repayments over the term of your loan. With these two 
certificates however, when you refinance or apply for an investment loan, you won’t have to pay ANY 
application fees! That’s right. I’ve brokered a special deal that’ll allow you to save $1000 in application fees. 
This is a very real saving to you. Think of it as cash back in your pocket! 

FREE BONUS #2 - 30-Minute Personalised Financial Health Check, PLUS 10% Off Any 

Company or Trust Purchase, PLUS 10% Off The Purchase Of A Self Managed Super Fund 

(VALUED AT $453)

 In this amazing ‘Financial Health Check’ you’ll discover how to take control of your financial future 
with your OWN super! You’ll learn loads of ways to manage your wealth and spread your risk. Don’t rely 
on  fund managers to invest your money. Many waste away your wealth! Plus, with this bonus, you’ll 
receive substantial savings on the setup of a company, trust and the setup of a self managed super fund.  

FREE BONUS #3 - General Pest Control Treatment With Every Termite Inspection 

(VALUED AT $180)

On tape 8 you’ll meet the man I credit as the leading pest control expert in Australia. I call him “The 
Exterminator” and his name is George Pennisi. George uses some of the most amazing technology to do his 
termite inspections. In fact, there’s one piece of equipment that is so cutting edge, only one other pest 
control company uses it! And it costs $30,000. 

When you need a termite inspection done, call George and he’ll throw in a FREE general pest 
treatment, valued at up to $180. This is a great money saver for you. This is money that now stays in YOUR 
pocket.

There’s only one thing you need to be mindful of: George works on the Gold Coast and the 
surrounding radius extending no more than an hour outside of the Gold Coast. If you purchase property 
outside this region, you’ll need to use another pest control company.  

But you don’t need to worry about that. In Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth you’ll learn how to 
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purchase positive cashflow property anywhere in Australia. When you purchase near the Gold Coast (which 
can be a very profitable area), make sure you call George! Apart from being brilliant at his job… George 
uses the most cutting edge technology in his industry.  

FREE BONUS #4 - The Home Loan Buster Software Package  (VALUED AT $180)

This incredible software shows you how to knock thousands off your home loan… without making 
any more payments! Here’s what two people have to say about it: 

“I wish to advise of the success I had in using your program. The bank underpaid $49,038.38 on my 

invalid mother's account..”        J.R. Brisbane, QLD. 

“We discovered $43,586.94 NOT credited to our account. Thank you for making me aware of your 

programs.”          GA. West Gosford. NSW. 

 Over 300,000 copies of this program have been sold. This brilliant software has been featured on A
Current Affair, Money, Today Tonight, 4 Corners, The 7:30 Report and Fair Go. It’s literally taken the home 
loan market by storm… and the banks are up in arms about it. Why? Because it saves you thousands of 
dollars on your repayments! You get it as a FREE bonus with the Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth
home study course.  

FREE BONUS 5#  - Tax Battles: How Your Tax Can Make You Wealthy (VALUED AT $99)

 Leading accountant  Dale Gatherum-Goss reveals how you can eliminate much of the ‘fat’ in your tax 
bill by locating and claiming legal tax deductions you may have never previously considered. This is a 
wonderful book tailored to the specific needs of a positive cashflow investor. Many of the taxation answers 
you’ve been searching for… and could never find, are addressed in this book! 

FREE BONUS #6 - Trust Magic (VALUED AT $99)

 In this amazing book, Dale reveals many of the simple, insider secrets to utilising discretionary, unit 
and hybrid trusts to dramatically eliminate your tax and protect your assets. This book is written in easy-to-
follow English that anybody can understand. You’ll find the strategies in this book indispensable in building 
your long term wealth.  

FREE BONUS #7 -Gift Voucher Towards Getting A Quantity Survey Report… plus...  

 The 6 Critical Things You Must Know Before You Hire a Quantity Surveyor (VALUED AT $89)

 One of the easiest ways to dramatically reduce your tax burden, when owning investment property, is 
through the use of a talented Quantity Surveyor. The most talented guy I know in this field is, Bradley Beer. 
He’s a Director of BMT Associates. You’ll meet Brad on Tape 10.  

 I’ve arranged for Brad to provide you with a $60 discount on any properties you get surveyed with his 
company. This is a great deal as he guarantees to find more deductions than his fee! In other words, he won’t 
charge you a fee… if… he feels the cost for his expertise won’t be more than paid for in additional 
deductions! 
 Yes, he guarantees you’ll have money IN your pocket, when you use his company! And to make it 
even easier for you, Brad’s graciously agreed to give you a $60 discount on your next tax depreciation 
schedule!

 Brad has also prepared a brief and concise special report titled, The 6 Things You Must Know Before 
You Hire a Quantity Surveyor. Listen: I recommend you call Brad. I use him myself, he’s the best in the 
country. However, you may choose to go somewhere else. I think you’d be foolish… but that’s your choice. 
To ensure you don’t get taken advantage of, or ‘swindled’ in any way, this report will detail for you the 
critical information to know, when hiring a Quantity Surveyor. In short, this report will help you find a 
company that acts in YOUR best interests, and not their own.  
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FREE BONUS #8 - Barry Black’s Landlording By Checklist (VALUED AT $55)

For years, Barry did all his own property management. At his peak, he owned 142 townhouses. This is a 
lot of work for one person to manage. So to ensure that each property was kept in tip-top shape, Barry created 
a series of checklists. These checklists covered everything from…  

How to screen applicants on the phone! 

How to show the property! 

How to conduct an outgoing inspection! 

The secrets to writing a kick butt rental advertisement!

We’ve assembled all these checklists into what’s called the Landlording By Checklist book. This book 
shows you how to save thousands of dollars by doing your own property management. Barry personally used 
this guide to manage his very own multi-million $$$ real estate empire! If you choose not to do your own 
property management (and I don’t) it will show you everything your property manager should be doing for 
you. Normally priced at $55, but yours FREE!   

FREE BONUS #9 - The Audio Program, 12 Secrets To Wealth… plus… The Mini-Book, 

Mastering Your Income (VALUED AT $49.00)

Here is where I reveal the simple secrets to making your dreams come true. After listening to this 
program you will feel more confident and better equipped to become the financially free person you seek to 
be. In the bonus mini-book, Mastering Your Income, you’ll discover what counts most is NOT how much 
money you make… but HOW you manage it.  

FREE BONUS #10 - My 144 Page Book, Due Diligence Made Simple (VALUED AT $39.50)

One of the most common traits of wealthy investors is the amount of research they conduct, before
making an investment. If you don’t do your research, I can guarantee you will lose money in the future. In 
this simple little book I reveal everything you need to know about how to avoid being taken by the sharks! 

FREE BONUS #11 - My 203 Page Best Selling Book, How To Be Rich & Happy On Your Income 

 (VALUED AT $24.95)

This is the book that helped make me famous. Here’s a sample of what you’ll discover: 

How to cut your daily spending by 50%! 

The 7 essential and critical money skills the wealthy use! 

A simple, step-by-step action plan for your future! 

How to ask for a bank loan the right way!

This is the book that captured the imagination of over 140,000 readers worldwide, inspiring them to take 
control of their finances.  

FREE BONUS #12 - The Complete Insider Secrets To Beating The Banks And Owning Your 

 Home Years Sooner! Without Making Extra Payments! (VALUED AT $24.95)

In this amazing book you’ll discover: 

Why traditional home and investment loans take so long to pay off! 

How you can use your existing financial resources to save tens of thousands of dollars in interest 

payments on your home and investment loans! 

How to use the bank’s money - at absolutely no cost to you - to reduce the amount of interest 

charged on your home loan! 
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How to use the best type of loan on the market and how to structure it so that you save the maximum 

amount of tax and interest possible! 

FREE BONUS #13 - Financial Freedom… Starting Now! (VALUED AT $29.95)

 This 270 page Action Guide is an easy-to-read companion workbook to my original bestseller, How 
To Be Rich & Happy On Your Income. With the exercises in this companion book, you will cross the bridge 
from theory… to… implementation. You will discover how to apply many of my powerful wealth building 
strategies. 

FREE BONUS #14 -  The video, You Can Be Rich And Happy Now! (VALUED AT $69)

In this program you’ll discover how rich people really think and speak… why some people are richer 
than others… the 10 keys to wealth… and the importance of doing what you love.  

Included with the video is the book, 101 Health, Wealth and Wisdom Tips. This is your quick 
reference guide to better health, money and lifestyle choices. Imagine a problem in your life, then open this 
little book. You will discover little gems of wisdom and clarity where the page opens! 

A brilliant little book for solving many of your ‘day-to-day’ problems, quickly and easily! 

FREE BONUS #15 - The special report, Guide To Wills and Estate Laws, Plus A 10% 

Discount On The Preparation Of Your Will and Estate Plan (VALUED AT $150)

This free report will lead you, step-by-step, through the legal maze and will uncover the essential 
information you must know in order to keep your assets safe and secure. In addition, when you’re ready to 
have an ‘ironclad’ will drawn up, you’ll receive a 10% discount to boot!  

   ————————————————————————— 

Well, there you have it. That’s quite a list of FREE bonuses, isn’t it? In total they’re valued at over 
$2,542, but you receive all these items… at absolutely no cost... when you invest in the Super Secrets® To 
Real Estate Wealth home study course.  

These are some of my best educational products for achieving complete financial freedom. With 
these products you’ll be able to design the life of your dreams. What an incredible offer! And what an 
incredible deal! We’ll need to use a truck just to deliver the entire course to your door! 

Let’s Stop and Think About This For a Moment:

Take any hundred people at the start of their working careers, and follow them for 40 years until 
they reach retirement, you’ll find that only 1% will be truly wealthy, and only another 4% will be financially 
secure.  
 5% will continue working, not because they want to, but because they have to; 36% will be dead; and 
a whopping 54% will be broke… having to live on Government welfare, relatives, friends or even charitable 
contributions. Perhaps even more striking is the fact that only 5% of the population educate themselves past 
their school education… and only 5% become financially independent! 

That’s pretty shocking, wouldn’t you agree? 

Imagine if you were shown precisely how to own DOZENS of positive cashflow properties that just 
keep putting CASH in your pocket, keep bringing in money day after day, month after month, year after 
year. You could:

Stop working! Take as much time as you wish to travel, study or pursue your life’s dream. Be 
financially free to NEVER worry about your mortgage or bills ever again. 
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Spend more time with your life’s mate… doing the things you LOVE to do like playing golf, fishing, 
travelling, writing, reading, watching your kids or grandkids play sports. Cheering at every one of their 
games.

Donate money to worthy causes that you believe in, even start your very own foundation. Wouldn’t 
that be a wonderful legacy! 

 What a life that would be! 

 OK, by this stage you’re probably wondering about price, so let’s talk about it. When I’m doing private 
one-on-one coaching, my rate is $750 per hour.  

 In this entire program, I’ve invested over 543 solid hours recording the tapes, creating and updating the 
workbooks, proofing, editing, on graphic design, travelling, working on websites and conducting interviews . . 
. to ensure you get EVERYTHING you need on how to become financially free through positive cashflow real 
estate.  

 Translated into real world dollars, I’ve invested $407,250 of my own time, and sweat, to create this 
program! Believe me, you have NEVER seen anything like it, anywhere.  

 With all this tireless effort, most of my customers expect the course to cost at least $10,000. Others feel 
that perhaps this is a little too high… and feel $8,000 is more appropriate.  

 But I’m not even going to offer it to you at this price. The full retail price of Super Secrets® To Real 

Estate Wealth is only $4,995 – a painless drop in the ocean compared to the incredible wealth building 
information you’ll be given.  

 You’re going to be given the keys to the treasure chest. You’ll be walking into Aladdin’s Cave and be 
shown precisely how to build a strong, safe, long term passive income from real estate that keeps putting cash 
INTO your pockets… no matter what the economy is doing.

STOP THE PRESS! HOLD THE PHONES!

  I’m going to offer you something else, even better! If you order right away and help me recoup some of 
my initial setup and duplication costs on this course, I’m going to reduce the price even more! For a VERY 

limited time, you can invest in Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth for only $3,667!

That’s more than a whopping $1,300 discount!!

 I’ve spent $58,655 on film crews, editing the tapes, creating masters, on graphic designers, marketing 
consultants, publicists, web marketing experts… you name it! This is a big production, to say the least! And 
that’s not including my own time or that of my staff! If you can help me redeem some of this initial 

investment, I’m willing to reward you for your help with a substantial saving. 

 But wait! You don’t even have to pay all this in one go. You can split it up over 4 payments! First 
payment is $997, and three subsequent payments, over three months, of $890 (total amount $3,667!!)

 This way you can easily fit the investment into your budget, have time to research deals… and even 
purchase your first positive cashflow property using the simple system from this course… before you’ve even 
paid for it all!   

 How’s that for a great deal? There’s only one condition though: all I ask is that you pay the instalments 
using your credit card. No cheques or money orders for instalment purchases.  

 And remember: Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth may be fully tax deductible for you. Depending 
on your tax bracket, your cost can be substantially less. Speak to your accountant about it.  
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 You know, in many way these tapes are actually better than having me teach you my entire system in 
person. Why? Because you can play the tapes over and over again… 

At No Additional Cost! 

 This means if you don’t understand something that I, or my advisors have said, you can play the tape 
back again and again. If you want to pause the program to sit back and reflect… just do so, it won’t be a 
problem! Play them back to your heart’s content. And instead of paying an additional $3,667 each time you 
play them, it’s ABSOLUTELY FREE!  

A Further Discount 

 But perhaps you’re holding out for an even BETTER deal. Perhaps you want to save even MORE 
money. If so, you’re going to love this. Purchase Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth with one payment… 
and I’ll give you a further discount! That’s right. Pay all in one go and I’ll slash the price yet again by taking 
off an additional $370! This means you’ll be able to get my incredible home study course for only $3,297.

 I don’t have to tell you what a bargain rate this is… especially for such life changing information. 
Think about it.  Purchase just one positive cash flow property and you’ll make your investment back in no 
time flat! Get serious with my system, and the course will pay itself back over and over again… 

For The Rest Of Your Life!

 Whether you choose to pay it all in advance… or by instalments, your daily investment for the next 12 
months is approximately $10 a day! That’s not much considering you’ll discover precisely how to achieve 
complete financial freedom through real estate. Considering you’ll be shown how to build a strong, stable 
passive income that continues to put money in your pockets, every day. And considering you’re going to 
receive $2,542 in FREE bonuses.  

 $10 a day is what many people spend on cigarettes… every day of their lives. $10 barely even buys 
you a meal in most cafes!  

 But perhaps you still have some lingering doubt. Perhaps you’re still scared to pick up the phone to 
order. Maybe you’re concerned the content of this course isn’t as great as I’m describing. In that case, why 
don’t I also, take all the risk away for you? Here’s…  

Your Iron Clad, $16,485.00, “Take-It-To-The-Bank”, No 
Weasel Out, No Fine Print, 5 Times Your Money Back,  
Better Than Risk Free Guarantee So You Say “Maybe” 

Use the insider information you get with these tapes and manuals for 1 FULL YEAR… use my step-

by-step system… submit offers to vendors… use the cutting edge techniques I present to you… make use of 
the practical insights my team of experts share… use and apply everything you get for 1 FULL YEAR!  

If you don’t feel the information you get on these tapes, in the manual and the books is worth at least 
5 times ($16,485) in additional income and profits of what you paid, I want you to ask for, and get your 
money back, even after 1 FULL YEAR! If for any reason you’re not entirely satisfied with your purchase, 
just return the materials, and I’ll give you back your money.  

Frankly, if you don’t believe in every bone of your body this program can help you build a 

safe, secure long term passive income… I don’t want to keep your money!

And it gets better. To prove I’m sincere in my efforts to do everything in my power to help you 

make a fortune in positive cashflow real estate… if you return the course… 
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You Can Still Keep How To Be Rich & Happy On Your Income;

Financial Freedom… Starting Now; The video, You Can Be Rich and Happy Now;  

The Audio Program, 12 Secrets To Wealth and Due Diligence Made Simple!

Yep, theses are all YOURS to keep! That’s three books, an audio program and a video, all yours. 
Think of it as an apology for wasting your time. They’re valued at  over $210, but yours free as a gift from 
me! No cost. No strings. No obligations.  

I insist all the risk is on MY shoulders. Not yours. Think about it: what’s your worst case scenario? In 
1 year you’ll return the course, I’ll refund your money promptly, and in full… and you’ll be left with some of 
the most cutting edge wealth building secrets known to man (and usually only reserved for the very rich)… 
plus… your head will be spinning with moneymaking real estate ideas! That’s a pretty great worst case     
scenario! You can’t ask me to make it any easier for you. 

Last Minute Bonus Valued at $500 

Show me that you can make decisions, act before the date stamped in red on the order coupon… 

and... be within the first 51 people to order and you’ll ALSO get a  Special Coaching Session with me 
personally, valued at $500… 

Absolutely FREE! 

Listen up: I know how hard it is to get started. I’ve been in your shoes. When I was starting out, I 
would have loved to have somebody like me to bounce ideas off, review my deals and give me their opinion. 
With this Special Coaching Voucher, you can have me look at your deal, assess the numbers and advise you 
on whether or not it’s a potential winner! I’ve put a value of $500 on this bonus, but personally I think it’s 
priceless!  

Let me be clear about something however. I am NOT an investment advisor. This means when you 
ask for my opinion, I can only give you my impression of the deal. You cannot construe it as financial advice 
of any sort. I don’t want any legal hassles. All I can tell you is whether I would purchase the property, or 
not… and offer you important insights that you need to know (and that I’m legally allowed to share).  

Nevertheless, you’ll find this Coaching Session invaluable. To get it, you MUST be within the first 
51 people to respond… plus… you MUST order by the date stamped in red on the order coupon. I’m very 
selective with my time. The most wonderful thing about my extensive real estate portfolio is how I spend my 
time, day by day. 

I have complete freedom to do whatever I wish. I play the game by my rules… and I want it to stay 
that way. That’s why I am strictly limiting these Special Coaching Vouchers to the first 51 people who 
respond by the date stamped in red. The idea of being stuck on the end of the phone all day evaluating some 
one else’s real estate deals does NOT sound like freedom to me.  

And so, as soon as we hit 51 sales, I’m pulling this bonus away immediately! Delay just one moment 
and you could miss out! Consider what will happen in your life if you DO delay. Fast forward one year from 
now. Where will you be? Most likely in the same place you are, right now. Frustrated. Depressed. Confused. 
Short of money and stressed with yourself, and life in general.  

 Nothing will improve until you take action. Without action, your life will remain exactly the same. In 
this letter I’ve done everything in my power to present you with the most detailed and comprehensive way to 
build wealth through real estate. I’ve offered you over $2,500 worth of FREE bonuses. I’ve extended a full 1 
year, unconditional guarantee… and… I’ve even allowed you to keep some of the bonuses, with my 
compliments, should you return the course.  

Now, let’s take a look at everything you get for so little: 

(Please go to the next page…) 
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If you sincerely want to build your very own real estate empire… right now… pick up the phone and 

order Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth on 1 800 555 905 now.

Here’s what you’ll discover: 

Why you could be losing thousands of $$$ in legal tax deductions on your property… and how 

you can avoid it! 

How to manage your properties so you avoid legal disputes with your tenants! 

Why shopping around for a loan can result in a declined application… and how to find the best 

deals with virtually NO work! 

An amazing secret you can use to ensure the seller isn’t hiding anything! 

The most critical questions to ask real estate agents when analysing property! 

How to buy a house for FREE!

Real estate has given me every material possession I could ever want. A beautiful home and country 
retreat, exotic holidays, expensive clothes and jewellery.  

But more importantly, it’s given me the choice to spend time with my beautiful wife Colette, and our 
three lovely children, Carina, Michael and Stephanie. This is the REAL gift of financial freedom. Choice to 
spend time with those you love. That’s the gift you will receive when you purchase my program and use the 
strategies I reveal in it.  

(Please go to the next page…) 

Super Secrets to Real Estate Wealth Volume 1-4 $4,995 Included 

FREE BONUS #1 - Two certificates for paying NO application fees on an investment loan or refinanc-
ing 

$1,000 FREE 

FREE BONUS #2 - 30-Minute Personalised Health Check, PLUS 10% Off Any Company Purchase, 
PLUS 10% Off The Purchase Of A Self Managed Super Fund 

$453 FREE 

FREE BONUS #3 - Pest Control Service With Every Termite Inspection  $180 FREE 

FREE BONUS #4 - The Home Loan Buster Software Package  $180 FREE 

FREE BONUS 5#  - Tax Battles: How Your Tax Can Make You Wealthy $99 FREE 

FREE BONUS #6 - Trust Magic $99 FREE 

FREE BONUS #7 -Gift Voucher Towards Getting A Quantity Surveyor Report… plus...  The 6 Criti-
cal Things You Must Know Before You Hire a Quantity Surveyor 

$89 FREE 

FREE BONUS #8 - Barry Black’s Landlording By Checklist $55 FREE 

FREE BONUS #9 - The Audio Program, 12 Secrets to Wealth… plus… The Mini-Book, Mastering
Your Income

$49 FREE 

FREE BONUS #10 - My 144 Page Book, Due Diligence Made Simple $39.50 FREE 

FREE BONUS #11 - My 203 Page Best Selling Book, How To Be Rich & Happy On Your Income $24.95 FREE 

FREE BONUS #12 - The Complete Insider Secrets To Beating The Banks And Owning Your Home 
Years Sooner! Without Making Extra Payments! 

$24.95 FREE 

FREE BONUS #13 - Financial Freedom… Starting Now! $29.95 FREE 

FREE BONUS #14 -  The video, You Can Be Rich and Happy Now! $69 FREE 

FREE BONUS #15 - The special report, Guide To Wills and Estate Laws, Plus A 10% Discount On 
The Preparation Of Your Will and Estate Plan 

$150 FREE 

FREE BONUS #16 - Private Coaching Session With Hans Jakobi $500 FREE 

Total Price $7,537 $3,297 

Your Price N/A $3,297 

Total Saving N/A $4,240 
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To place your order, simply call our toll-free number, 1 800 555 905, provide us with your credit 

card details (we accept all major credit cards) and as soon as your payment is approved, we’ll ship out your 
Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth course.  

 Alternatively, just fax the “Fast Action” coupon  to (02) 63 555 855.

Or go to my website at www.RealEstateSecrets.com.au and place your order.  

 I look forward to hearing about your profitable successes!  

 I wish you the best of real estate wealth, 

Hans  Jakobi  -  Your Wealth Coach®

P.S. WARNING – These days every second person seems to be an expert on property investing. Some 

seminar presenters and authors teaching you how to become a millionaire “by next Wednesday” have not been 
in the game long enough to know how to deal with different market conditions.  

Some are in their  twenties and have only ever experienced a boom market for a few short years of their in-
vesting career. They still have a lot to learn themselves, but  . . . they’re out there teaching you to invest! Good 
luck!

It’s probably worth considering whether you might end up learning some of those lessons with them, at your 

expense, when the markets change and they scramble to learn how to keep their investment portfolio afloat. 
I’ve got more than 28 years of “in the trenches”, “hands on” experience in both residential and commercial 
real estate. 

Because of the range of properties I’ve owned in various states over the years, I know the pitfalls and benefits 
of owning certain types of properties. All have their good points and all can have challenges if you don’t know 
how to manage them well. I’ve personally experienced booms and busts, high and low interest rates, high and 
low vacancy levels and I know how to deal with them and come out on top. 

Do these young gurus who’ve only been in the game during boom times know what to do when the markets 
turn around? I don’t think so.  

P.P.S. This is the most comprehensive and detailed program ever created on how to make an absolute fortune 
in positive cashflow real estate… designed for the Australian market, for everyday Australians… by an Aus-
tralian who has achieved wealth and success doing precisely what he teaches you!  

P.P.P.S. Remember, if within 1 year you don’t feel the tools and strategies contained within Super Secrets® To 
Real Estate Wealth  are worth at least 5 times ($16,485) in additional income and profits of what you paid, I 
want you to ask for, and get your money back, even after 1 FULL YEAR! I don’t want to keep your money if 
you’re not entirely happy and satisfied with this program! 

Place your order right now. The phone number to call is 1800 555 905.   

On the internet, just go to www.RealEstateSecrets.com.au 
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Better Than Risk Free Money Back  

Guarantee… So You Say “Maybe” 
 Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth  is unlike anything you’ve ever seen before. It’s an amazingly simple, yet highly 
powerful roadmap for building your very own positive cashflow real estate empire. When you order, here’s what you receive: 

Volume 1

The original Super Secrets® To Wealth comprising of 6 x 1 hr audio tapes; 74 page workbook 

Volume 2

Video #1: Welcome to Super Secrets On Location; Video #2: The Voice of Experience – Barry Black’s Story; Video #3:

Getting Started – Doing Your Research; Video #4: Pounding the Streets - Doing Your Fieldwork; Video #5: Property 
Management Secrets Revealed; Video #6: Show Me The Money! 

Volume 3

Video #7: Consulting the Legal Eagles; Video #8: Your Panel of Experts Including The Exterminator!; Video #9: Behind 
the Scenes – Super Secrets® on TV; Video #10: Uncover Extra Tax Deductions With A Quantity Survey Report; Video #11: How 
to Beat the Tax Man! 

Volume 4 

 Video #12: Protecting Your Property Empire From Predators; Video #13: Self Managed Super Funds – Save Tax & Live 
Well; Video #14: Estate Planning, Wills and Testamentary Trusts; Video #15: Property Investing Pitfalls and Traps for Unwary 
Players; 124 page workbook 

PLUS, you get the following FREE bonuses:

Two Certificates For Paying NO Application Fees On An Investment Loan or When Refinancing… valued at 
$1,000 2) 30-Minute Personalised Financial Health Check, PLUS 10% Off Any Company Purchase, PLUS 10% Off The 

Purchase Of A Self Managed Super Fund… valued at $453 3) General Pest Treatment With Every Termite Inspection…

valued at $180 4) The Home Loan Buster Software Package… valued at $180 5) Tax Battles: How Your Tax Can Make 

You Wealthy… valued at $99 6) Trust Magic… valued at $99 7) Gift Voucher Towards Getting A Quantity Survey 

Report… plus...  The 6 Critical Things You Must Know Before You Hire a Quantity Surveyor… valued at $89 8) Barry 

Black’s Landlording By Checklist book… valued at $55 9) The Audio Program, 12 Secrets To Wealth… plus… The Mini-

Book, Mastering Your Income… valued at $49 10) My 144 Page Book, Due Diligence Made Simple… $39.50 11) My 203 

Page Best Selling Book, How To Be Rich & Happy On Your Income… $24.95 12) The Complete Insider Secrets To 

Beating The Banks And Owning Your Home Years Sooner! Without Making Extra Payments… $24.95 13) Financial

Freedom… Starting Now… valued at $29.95 14) The video, You Can Be Rich And Happy Now… valued at $69 15) The

special report, Guide To Wills and Estate Laws, Plus A 10% Discount On The Preparation Of Your Will and Estate 

Plan… valued at $100

IN ADDITION: Be within the first 51 people to order and receive a FREE Coaching Voucher with me personally, valued 

@ $500.  

Remember, These FREE Bonuses Are Yours At NO Cost To You!

This Is A Better Than Risk-Free Offer. If You Don’t Believe My System Is Worth At Least 

5 Times, That’s $16,485 In Additional Income and Profits Of What You Paid, I Want You 

To Ask For, And Get Your Money Back, Within 1 FULL YEAR… PLUS… you get to 

keep 5 of the Bonuses (Valued at $212.40). It’s My Gift To You. All I Ask In Return Is 

That You Actually Implement My Teachings. 

Even if you decide to return the course, you still keep the 3 books, audio program and video tape, as my way of saying thank 
you for taking your valuable time to order and study my system. So no matter what you decide, you’re guaranteed to win simply 
by making the decision right now to pick up the phone (send a fax or drop the coupon in a mail box) and place your order. 

So go ahead. Don’t put this off for another second. Place your order now using the fast action coupon enclosed  
or ring 1 800 555 905 and build a strong, stable and consistent income with positive cashflow real estate! 
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My Personal And 

Unconditional Money 

Back Guarantee 

I am dedicated to helping you build your very own 
positive cashflow real estate empire. I truly believe my 
program will work for you, but only if you want it to. To 
make a commitment to your success, you at least have to 
implement Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth.

You have nothing to lose. If you try and don’t succeed, then it’s my fault because I guarantee 

that my system must work for you! It’s all laid out in the guarantee certificate, and as you read through it, 
you’ll see how I guarantee that it will in fact work for you.  

 Now I realise that as powerful Super Secrets® To Real Estate Wealth  may be, unfortunately some 
of you receiving this information will not go to the next step to expand your profits. I know from a 
business point of view that I should accept this as being the norm, but personally… 

It Really Bothers Me! 

 And do you know why? Because somehow the thought of you not benefiting from my system 
because of something I’ve failed to explain properly means that I could be compromising your future. In 
fact, my staff and I have been researching why you might say “no” to a system that is guaranteed to 

work for you as soon as you implement it. We’ve found the only reason that might keep your from 
trying this system is because you are sceptical. Perhaps you’ve been ‘taken in’ by promises by other 
people who didn’t come through for you.  

 However you have my written guarantee. Please understand it is impossible for me to issue 

such a guarantee if I could not honour it… as a member in good standing in the local, national and 
international business community.  

I stand behind my guarantee 100% 

Hans Jakobi—Your Wealth Coach®

Wealth Dynamics International Pty Ltd 
PO Box 167, Portland, NSW 2847 Australia 

Telephone: 02 63 555 800  Fax: 02 63 555 855 
www.RealEstateSecrets.com.au
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BARELY LEGAL SLOT MACHINES… 
Probably Japan’s most closely guarded secret until now… 

 
It's hard to believe. The story I am about to tell you is true. 
If you believe me you will be well rewarded. If you don't believe 
me, I will make it worth your while to change your mind. 
 
My name is Joseph Russell. I am not a professional ad writer. But 
what I am about to share with you is so extraordinary and so 
unbelievable; I decided to write you myself. So bear with me a 
little.  
 
This all started on my last trip to Japan, during a visit to one 
of our largest suppliers. While watching a 40-foot cargo 
container being loaded, I saw something that made me very 
curious. I noticed what appeared to be Las Vegas style slot 
machines, over 400 of them!  
 

Illegal Gambling? 
Curiosity got the best of me, so I asked Vince, the owner of the 
company, why they were loading slot machines. Vince explained 
that traditional gambling games like Black Jack, Poker, Craps, 
and Roulette, are illegal in Japan. The only legal gambling 
allowed is playing slot machines. As you might imagine, slot 
machines became so popular in Japan, they exploded into over 
30,000 casinos! Compare that to the US, where there are fewer 
than 5000 casinos! It has become a huge part of the Japanese 
culture.  
 
Government Law States Machines Must Be Replaced Every Two-Years! 
Although these are commercial machines designed for 10-20 years 
of service, Japanese government law states the machines must be 
replaced every two years. This is done to boost the economy, and 
keep the casino owners honest. 
 

$3,887 Retail Price Tag 
Vince told me these machines were being distributed on a limited 
basis to select companies worldwide. The machines were then sold 
for home amusement. I asked Vince, what the machines cost. Vince 
told me when they were new, these machines sold for over $3,800, 
but we could offer them to our customers for a fraction of that 
price.  
 

Three Curious Buttons 
I noticed there were three curious buttons on the front, one 
below each reel. Unlike slot machines in Las Vegas, where you 
just press the spin button and rely on luck, each of the three 
buttons allows you to control when each reel stops. Since you 
control each reel, it becomes a game of skill, rather than a game 
of chance. This style of machine was inspired by the Japanese, 
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who felt traditional slot machines were unfair, because there is 
no skill involved. 
 

Las Vegas Action at Home 
When I put a coin in the machine I could not believe what 
happened next, nor will you. The three reels began to spin and I 
heard the familiar bells and whistles of a slot machine. Pressing 
the stop buttons was like me against the computer! After a few 
spins I was lucky enough to line up 3 sevens, and the machine 
went nuts! The machine erupted into a full five to eight minute 
show of pure casino excitement! The coins were spilling out into 
the tray just like in Vegas!  

 
Commercial Size Machines 

You will be amazed by the mammoth size of these machines. They 
are full size commercial slot machines with flashing lights, and 
stereo quality sound. Each machine stands almost three feet tall 
and weighs about 90 pounds. 
 

Lowest Cost Entertainment Item 
Today a pinball machine costs almost $4000. A decent pool table 
goes for $3,500. This past weekend I saw an air hockey table in a 
sporting goods store that was close $900. Even one of those new 
flat screen TV’s is over $700. You will pay far less than any of 
these examples. The skill stop slot machine is by far the lowest 
priced entertainment item in your home, game room, or office.  
 

You are the Casino Manager 
Imagine your guests surprise when they pop in and see your new 
slot machine! It is sure to be the big hit of your next party or 
family gathering. Even at the office, these machines increase 
productivity! You can entertain employees, hold contests, run 
promotions, impress customers, guests, or friends, and write off 
the purchase as a business expense. You will be the casino 
manager as you show off your new slot machine! 
 

Years of Challenging Play 
You will absolutely go crazy over these machines! They are fun 
for all ages. Just when you think you have mastered the machine, 
you can adjust the odds for up to six different skill levels! You 
will enjoy many years of trouble free service and entertainment. 
 

Plug and Play 
Each machine is given a rigorous 33-point inspection by a 
qualified technician. They are thoroughly cleaned, and all 
electronic components are carefully checked to insure they 
operate correctly. They plug into any standard household 
electrical outlet. Setup is simple, you just plug and play. Each 
machine includes a one year limited warranty, to further insure 
your investment is well protected. 
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An Honest Admission Regarding Service 
The skill stop slot machine is a solid-state computer with its 
electronics condensed on integrated circuits, all hermetically 
sealed, and pre-tested for a lifetime of service. The machine is 
also self-diagnostic. Let’s say something goes wrong with the 
machine. You just check the error code displayed on the front 
panel, and refer to the instruction manual. Simply follow the 
instructions to reset the machine, refill the hopper, or clear a 
coin jam, etc. Even your TV or stereo isn't that easy to repair. 
 

Is it Legal? 
It is our opinion the skill stop slot machine is legal for home 
entertainment use in all 48 states, except California. We cannot 
sell or ship this machine to California. Due to strict gaming 
laws, these machines are set up to accept authentic international 
gaming tokens. I will include 100 of these genuine gaming tokens 
with every machine, a $50 value free! Be sure to read my special 
bonus offers below for extra gaming tokens and other items valued 
at over $340 free! 
 

No Shipping Worries 
Shipping an item of this size could cause concern, but there is 
no need to worry. Our shipping method has been tested and 
approved the International Transit Safety Association (I.S.T.A.) 
and by FedEx, our shipping carrier. Each machine is fully insured 
against damage and guaranteed to arrive in perfect condition. 
However, in the event something does go wrong, just contact our 
customer service department and we'll take care of the rest. 
 
  

Vince and I Strike a Deal 
Vince and I made special arrangements to deliver one of the 
containers directly to our warehouse here in the USA. Every 
machine is registered with a unique serial identification number 
and given a gold seal of quality approval.  
   

Cheaper than Starbucks 
We are offering the skill stop slot machine to our customers for 
just 3 easy payments of only $99.95, plus shipping & handling. 
That’s just over $3 dollars a day. Heck, that’s less than that 
double mocha latte you get at Starbucks every morning. 
 
So what you should do right now is order a skill stop slot 
machine. Have your credit card ready and call our toll free order 
line at 800-246-6208 or mail the enclosed order card. Operators 
are standing by. 
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30 Day in Home Trial 
I want you to personally experience the excitement of owning your 
own slot machine. I am offering them to you on a full 30-day in 
home trial with an unconditional 100% money back guarantee. You 
can experience the thrill of owning a skill stop slot machine 
yourself for a full 30 days. Then decide if you wish to keep it. 
If you are unsatisfied for any reason, simply return it for a 
prompt and courteous refund, no questions asked (less shipping & 
handling). To order, pick up the phone and call 800-246-6208. 
 
Thank you, 

 
Joseph Russell for US Freight 
To order call: 800-246-6208 
 
PS: If you are one of the first 50 people to order, I’m gonna 
give you four free gifts worth $340.95! Here they are: 

 
Free Bonus #1: First, I will include an additional 100 

tokens free, for a total of 200, a $100 value free!  
 

Free Bonus #2: Second, I will include a never before 
released secret slot service manual. This manual includes 
detailed instructions and pictures covering setup, game play, 
adjusting the odds, trouble-shooting, and more. A $39.95 value 
free! 
 

Free Bonus #3: Third, I will include a coupon good for one 
year of live technical support by phone. A $150 value free! 
 
     Free Bonus #4: Fourth, I will include a factory door key for 
your machine. This is a high security, casino quality, laser-cut 
key, a $50 value free! 
 
PPS: But you got to hurry- I only have 447 machines in our 
warehouse. And at this low price (92% off retail), they’ll surely 
be gone in one week. Once the shipping container is empty, no 
more will be sold. Look, if you do nothing, 30 days from today 
you will be a month older and nothing more, or you could be the 
proud owner of a new slot machine. Order one today by calling 
800-246-6208 or mail the enclosed order card today to US Freight 
1332 S. Grove Ave, Ontario, California 91761. You’re protected by 
our full 30-day in home trial with a money back guarantee so 
there is no risk on your part. You have nothing to lose. And 
remember, the $340.95 in free bonus gifts is limited to the first 
50 customers only, so pick up the phone and call right now. 
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Bodybuilding



"Do You Make These Mistakes When 
Trying To Build Muscle Mass?"  

 

 

(63 days out from contest)  

"Finally, This Natural Bodybuilder, Personal 
Trainer, And Everyday "Average" Guy Reveals 
His Simple, Proven Secrets For Gaining Muscle 
Quickly And Naturally... Showing You, Step By 
Step, How To Pack On 15, Even 20 Pounds Of 
Lean, Rock-Hard Muscle -- In Just 9 Weeks!" 

 
 
 

(Actual amateur contest photos 
63 days later. I'm left in both.) 
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"I Went From Overweight... To Contest Shape 
In Only 63 Days Using The Same Simple But 

Powerful Techniques You'll Learn Below" 

"And I guarantee you'll get the same incredible results, whether you want 
to compete or simply look better, feel better, and turn more heads! 
 
On the following page, you'll discover the same powerful training and 
nutrition secrets I used to pack on 18 pounds of new muscle mass and 
reduce my body fat to a lean 5%... without using any dangerous steroids 
or expensive supplements. 
 
If you're willing to invest just 3 total hours a week to this simple, step-by-
step muscle-building system, I'll show you how to dramatically gain more 
muscle and confidence, lose more unwanted body fat, and get a lean, 
muscular body you can feel good about and be proud of -- guaranteed!" 
  

 
Dear Friend, 

Do you want to gain muscle mass a lot faster? 

Would you like to lose some of that stubborn body fat, so you look better, feel better about 
yourself, and get noticed more often? 

If you answered "Yes" to either or both, please take the next few minutes to read this 
entire article. Because if you're serious about gaining muscle and losing fat in the fastest 
and safest way possible, then this will be one of the most important letters you read. 

 
 
"Shawn, I just started week 3 of your program. After two 
weeks, I have went from 220lbs to 226lbs and from 
16.8% body fat to 15%. I feel better and look better. I 
don't fully know how your program works, but it does". 
 
(2 Weeks Later) 
 
"I am still following your training and nutrition program, I 
am up another 4 lbs (230 lbs from 220 lbs), and my 
waist is down 2 inches (35" to 33") within 5 weeks." 

Ryan Tinker 
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Here's why... 

Just like I was doing a few years ago, I can HONESTLY say that almost everyone I see in 
the gym today is DEAD WRONG in how they train to build muscle and lose fat. 

In fact, this will completely shock you, but the way you're training right now...  

May Be Cheating You Out Of 90% Of 
The Muscle Growth You Could Be Getting! 

Not only that, you could be wasting hours of your time and energy each week in the gym 
because of improper lifting techniques robbing you of the gains you should be making. 
When the truth is, you can easily double your muscle gains in half the time you're 
spending now... 

Just by making a few simple, proven changes to your current routine. 

It's true. I was able to gain 18 pounds of powerful muscle and drop my body fat to single 
digit levels in a short time... once I learned a few simple secrets. And by using my step-by-
step instructions, you can apply these same little-known techniques to your current program 
and "twist" it so you reach your full genetic potential for achieving maximum muscle and 
definition! 

So if you're frustrated with spinning your wheels in the gym, not satisfied with the muscle 
gains you're currently making, keep reading because here's a few of those same powerful 
tips you'll discover below: 

l Learn how 3 simple changes in your daily routine will dramatically help you 
pack on more dense muscle and melt more stubborn body fat in just 9 weeks. Lose 
your love handles and achieve the tightly-defined, rock-hard body you want -- just in 
time for the beach this summer. Start turning heads when you're around others. 
 

l Discover a simple but amazing tip I learned that instantly increases the weight 
on all your lifts -- the very first day! When you lift more weight, you gain more 
muscle. Instantly crush your previous lifts and spark new growth. Believe it or not, 
this little-known technique involves warming up (Honestly, almost nobody knows 
about this!) 
 

l Find out which basic exercise is proven to literally add 1 to 3 inches of muscle 
size to your arms in as little as 6 weeks. Boost your confidence and self-esteem by 
having a bigger, more powerful pair of arms that fill out the sleeves on your t-shirts! If 
you're not doing this, your bi's and tri's are not growing like they could be. 
 

l Discover how using this simple tip, before and after your workout, adds up to 
25 lbs. of rock-hard muscle to your body in just 12 weeks. If you're frustrated with 
being scrawny, this quick and easy technique helps you pack on more muscle. 
Never be embarrassed taking your shirt off! (it's so simple, it will totally surprise you) 
 

l Discover the proven rep and set range guaranteed to skyrocket your muscle 
and strength gains. And it's NOT the ineffective, 3-sets-of-10 you may be doing now. 
In fact, this one small change in your bodybuilding routine helps you gain more 
muscle in less time than ANY other change you make! (Most people do this 
completely wrong) 
 

l Learn exactly how often to train. Slash your total time in the gym to less than 3 
hours a week, and still gain more muscle and shed more fat (It's not quantity of time 
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that matters, it's quality). If you have a busy schedule, spend less time in the gym 
and more time with friends and family...showing off your new lean, muscular 
physique! 
 

l Find out 10 specific exercises you absolutely MUST DO in your routine to get 
the most muscle gains possible. Build a powerful chest and widen your shoulders 
with these proven-effective exercises. If you're not doing these, you're losing a ton of 
potential muscle growth. Train with deadly-effectiveness and avoid the time-wasters! 
 

l Discover 7 sure-fire ways to totally eliminate overtraining and plateaus forever. 
Learn how to blast right through a sticking point quickly. This technique lights a fire 
under your butt and develops unstoppable motivation, endurance, and energy in the 
gym so you never hit a training plateau again! 
 

l Learn the 3 key areas of a workout routine that natural lifters with average 
genetics MUST focus on to achieve the most muscle and definition in the least 
amount of time. Feel better about yourself, gain more confidence and respect, and 
be admired more. Increase your sex appeal and get noticed by the person of your 
dreams!  

And that's just the tip of the iceberg of the proven... but often overlooked and unused 
muscle-building strategies you'll find on this page. 

Now, I know you're probably skeptical. Honestly, I don't blame you because I would be 
too. I've been in the fitness field for a while and I've seen a lot of the same hype you've 
probably seen. Believe me, there's a ton of training programs making outrageous claims. 

That's why I'm going to share with you the incredible transformation results from some of 
my clients who are packing on 15, even 20 pounds of rock-hard muscle using my unique 
"no-nonsense" system. Ordinary people, like you and me, achieving extraordinary results... 

 

 
"Changed his weight training forever" 

 
Shawn, I'm in the 6th week of your program and my body 
is completely transforming. My waist is smaller and 
tighter and my body weight is up. I have made 
considerable gains in every area of my body. I am alot 
stronger already and also alot more muscular! I can't wait 
for my next workouts now, whereas before I dreaded 
them!  
 
Update "Your program has changed the way I see 
weight training forever. Everyone has noticed a drastic 
change in me. In January I could only squat 135lbs 8 
times. Last week I squated 300lbs. 8 times! I just 
benched pressed 300lbs on tuesday. Its been a goal of 
mine for a long time and I finally got it thanks to you and 
your training methods! I'm 5'11" and 190 lbs all muscle 
right now.  
 
When people from work see me out at the mall or a bar 
in more revealing clothes they all say 'Oh my God, I 
didn't know you were built like this'. It's very flattering, I 
definitely have a physique that stands out in a crowd and 
all this with no steroids! It is amazing what hard work, 
devotion and especially "knowledge" can do." 
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Mike M., Canada 
 
 

"Amazed At The Results" 
 
I have been using your 12 week fitness program for 6 
weeks now. I am amazed at the results. I am 45 years 
old & tired of watching people my age that simply can't 
enjoy life due to "letting themselves go".  
 
I've gone from about 115 lb flat bench to a 185 lb flat 
bench & have no doubt that I will get 200 this next week. 
I am hyped & expect to continue on as a new way of 
living. I now have new muscles showing that my wife 
loves when I flex for her! Your program has changed my 
life & proof that an old man can get shredded too!! 

Matt Bolding 
 
 

"Gained Muscle While Waist Shrank" 
 
"You probably get alot of these, but I'm sure it must still 
feel good to hear it. Your 'Huge and Shredded' program 
rocks! I've gotten more results with it than I have in my 
previous routines.  
 
I just wanna say that my waist actually shrank by 2 
inches, but my weight still remains at 180! Everything 
went up. I've gained lean muscle and shed fat, just 
like you guaranteed.  
 
Just want to give you props for your info and thank you 
for helping me work towards my goals. I am so excited 
and motivated that I actually got my girlfriend and cousin 
into it and they're getting great results as well!" 

Jean-Marc 
 
 

"5 Pounds Of Muscle In 2 Weeks" 
 
"Shawn, so far, I've been very impressed with your 
routine. It's easy to follow and I'm getting better results 
than I did when I was working out for hours in the gym. 
After two weeks of working out I've already gained 5 lbs 
of muscle. That doesn't include whatever fat I've lost. 
Even though I was skeptical at first, I'm totally sold now 
 
Update:Shawn, just wanted to let you know that your 
program is still working. I've been following it word for 
word since I downloaded it in early February. I weighed 
barely 190 lbs then. Just two months later I'm almost 200 
and I'm lifting weight I didn't think I'd ever be able to lift." 

Jim Inciardi  
 
 

"Increased Bench By 30 Pounds - In One Day!" 
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So if you're tired of hearing the same marketing hype that's wasting your time, effort, and 
money, keep reading because I'll prove why you can trust me to help you gain more 
muscle mass and lose more unwanted body fat... in a lot less time! 

 

 
(A pic of me in "training mode") 

 
Shawn, your program works awesome. In only one week 
of workouts, I went from bench pressing 260 lbs. to 290 
lbs. I had been stuck at 260 lbs. for over 2 months and 
now doing 310. Your techniques have allowed me to 
jump 30 lb's. My only problem now is I have to buy more 
weights.  
 
Also, upon receiving your program I did have a few 
questions. I e-mailed you not expecting to ever hear 
back. To my surprise, the next day you e-mailed back 
with the answers. Thanks for the great service." 

Jim Steckley, Kimball SD  
 
 

 
"Shawn, I want to thank you for all of your knowledge 
and encouragement in the past month. I can already see 
alot of muscle gains, even within the last month. My 
chest is building up, back is developing, biceps are 
growing, legs especially are developing. I feel like I'm just 
getting started, so this is really exciting for me." 

Kerry Spicer  
 
 

 
"I've now begun week six of your "12 Simple Steps" 
program, and I feel great! I've already gotten several 
positive responses from others regarding my physique, 
and I am seeing the difference myself! By the way, my 
bench press has increased by 45lbs! Your program is 
definitely working for me. 

Kevin Marugaki  
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Who I Am And Why You Can Believe Me 

Hi. My name is Shawn LeBrun. I'm not a professional ad writer. But what I have to share 
with you is so powerful, I decided to write you myself. So please bear with me a little. 

I've been a certified personal trainer and online fitness expert for 5 years now. I've written 
for some of the biggest bodybuilding and fitness sites in the world, including 
Bodybuilding.com and Hardcore Muscle. Online, I've had the opportunity to help over 
11,435 people worldwide achieve their goals of building muscle and losing fat. 

And I put this web page up to make sure you don't waste years in the gym like I did. What I 
want to do for you is cut through the B.S. and give you the real truth about what it takes 
to develop a leaner, tighter physique. 

After all, my job as a personal trainer is to help you "laser focus" your time and effort on 
what really works to pack on powerful muscle and eliminate stubborn body fat... while 
steering you away from what fails to work. 

That way, you don't waste hours of your valuable time and energy in the gym for little -- or 
even worse -- no results. 

Not only that, I'm also a lifetime natural bodybuilder that's trained for and competed in 
N.A.B.F. drug-free bodybuilding contests. So over the years, I've learned from practical 
"hands on" experience what it takes for real people like you and me to accelerate lean 
muscle growth and speed up fat loss... 

Without Drugs, Without Supplements And 
Without Spending Endless Hours In The Gym 

But most importantly, I'm a normal person and regular lifter with average genetics. Which 
means that I'm probably a lot like you... someone who has to work smarter and harder to 
build muscle mass. 

I wasn't blessed with "muscle-friendly" genes. I'm not a super-star athlete or genetically-
gifted "pro" bodybuilder that gains muscle and loses fat easily. I can admit it. I'm a regular, 
everyday normal person. 

Here's my story: 

Just a few short years ago I was 240 pounds, quite overweight, and not real muscular. 
When I looked in the mirror, I didn't like what I saw. In fact, that's my picture at the very top. 

And just like you may be doing now, I struggled for a long time to gain muscle and lose fat. 
Yes, I was one of the "blind following the blind". I fell for a lot of hype and spent hundreds of 
dollars on the "latest-and-greatest" supplements. I also tried all kinds of different routines 
because the so-called "experts" suckered me into believing that's what I had to do. 

But it was one disappointment after another because my "try everything" approach didn't 
work. I was wasting a ton of money, murdering myself for hours in the gym... with little to no 
muscle gains to show for it. 

But at the peak of my frustration a few years ago, when I ran out of patience and money, I 
decided it was time to get smart. And it was then that I learned an important point that 
changed my training, my body, and my LIFE forever... 
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If you keep doing the same things, you're going to get the same exact results. When 
you learn better, you can do better ... when you DO better, you GET better results. 

What this means to you is, anything that someone else has achieved, you can learn and 
achieve as well -- and that includes building a lean, rock-hard physique that makes you feel 
proud, confident and, well, just plain good about yourself! 

63 Days That Changed 
My Physique... And My Life 

Because I was completely fed up with my lack of results, I became determined to "crack 
the code". I set out to learn why some people were gaining muscle mass easily, while 
others like myself were trying everything possible... but barely getting results. 

So I began studying the "best-of-the-best" natural bodybuilders, weight lifters, and athletes I 
could find. I searched for people who already had the muscle mass I wanted. I could find 
out how they were doing it and just do what they were doing. 

And since I wanted nothing to do with steroids, I studied those I knew were 100% natural. 

I began noticing those with the leanest and most muscular physiques were using a lot of 
the same strategies in their weight training, cardio, and nutrition. More importantly, I began 
"copying" their techniques in my own training. 

I literally became a "fitness guinea pig" -- putting each and every tip I learned into practice. 
Soon, I had a handle on what worked and what didn't. 

And the results blew my mind because I started noticing dramatic improvements in muscle 
gains and fat loss in the first two weeks. More importantly, I was spending a fraction of the 
time I was used to training in the gym. This was important because I had a hectic, busy 
schedule with little time to work out. 

As I went along, I wrote down every technique I learned and every principle I used. And 
based on these little-known techniques, I was able to develop a fool-proof, step-by-step 
system for gaining muscle and shedding unwanted fat... quickly and effectively. 

In fact, in just a little over 60 days using my new training approach, I went from an 
overweight 240 pounds... 

To stepping onto a bodybuilding stage for the first time in my life -- at 5% body fat and 
ripped with new, lean muscle mass! 

9 Weeks Before, I Was Overweight 
And Completely Out Of Shape 

In fact, I placed in the top 5 using the same powerful training tips I'm going to share with 
you. Those are my actual amateur contest photos above, right below the picture of me 
starting out 63 days before. I included the photos because I really want to show you what's 
possible when you set your mind to something. 

Now, you may not want to compete in bodybuilding. And that's fine. I just want to open your 
eyes to the almost unlimited potential available once you learn these simple, proven 
secrets. 

So if you want to gain muscle and lose fat in less time, you can use this same "results-
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oriented" method as a shortcut. Because after just 9 weeks of using this powerful, step-by-
step formula... 

l I gained 18 pounds of lean muscle and my body fat went from 20% to 5% 
So I looked better and felt more attractive. I was more self-confident around others 
and felt better about myself.  
 

l I cut my time in the gym from a tiring 6 hours a week to less than 3 total hours 
a week. I focused on the things that produced results and dropped the rest, or about 
3 hours worth. I had more time to do the other things I wanted, like be with my 
family, focus on my business, or hang out with friends. 
 

l I saw "six-pack-abs" for the first time since high school! Sure, my abs were 
there the whole time, but were hiding under a layer of fat! Now I was having a blast 
showing my ripped abs to jealous friends. Not to mention, my girlfriend found it sexy. 
 
 

l My muscle measurements went up, even though my body fat went down. 
That's because I was losing fat while gaining lean muscle. Because of this, I actually 
appeared bigger and more muscular, even as I lost fat. For once, I had biceps, 
calves, and shoulders that people noticed! 
 

l My strength on all lifts skyrocketed. My bench press went from 265 to 325, 
alternate dumbbell curls from 60 pounds to 80 pounds, and squats from 365 to 450 
pounds, all in 9 weeks. This strength increase is what caused my muscle to 
increase. 

But it didn't stop there. 

You see, because no one helped me when I first started lifting... I promised myself I'd do 
whatever I could to make it easier for others to gain muscle and lose fat. 

So I got certified as a personal trainer, eager to share my "insider" knowledge with 
others. I worked my way up to head trainer in a top health club and used the same proven 
techniques I had learned and used on myself to also completely transform my personal 
training clients. 

That's why this training system is truly unlike anything you've seen before. I'm not aware of 
anyone else using AND teaching these unique strategies to others. So in other words... I 
practice what I preach! 

I've flat-out proven these muscle-building secrets will work for anyone who seriously applies 
them. They have to... or... I don't get hired by clients! If I wasn't good at producing results, I 
wouldn't still be in business! (going on 5 years now) 

And like I mentioned earlier, since I've been offering this same powerful training system 
online, well over 11,000 people in 68 countries have used it with absolutely astonishing 
results! So it's been proven to work, time and time again. 

In fact, Wes Martin, one of my online students... 

Used The Information On This Page 
To Gain 24 Pounds Of Pure Muscle Mass! 
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"Using your program I was able to transform my body in just 12 weeks. The 
program is not only designed for adults, but it is successful for teens too! At 
the age of 17, I gained 24 pounds of muscle thanks to your program" Wes 
Martin 

 
And I'm going to show you how these same exact tips can help you gain more muscle and 
shed more fat in less time. 

But first, I want to let a few more of my clients tell you, in their own words, how much these 
techniques have helped them. 

 

 
 

"Gained 5 lbs. of muscle, lost a ton of fat" 
 
"Just wanted to let you know that I'm very happy with 
your program. When I started, I was weighing about 196 
lbs. I was at around 16 percent body fat.  
 
Now I'm 5 lbs. heavier and at 5 percent body fat. What's 
really improved for me in such a short time is the amount 
of weight I can lift. To give you an example of my gains in 
the following:  
 
Squats Before: 225 lbs. Now: 405 lbs.  
Shoulder Presses Before: 205 lbs. Now: 365 lbs.  
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Bench Presses Before: 225 lbs. Now: 315 lbs.  
 
Before I was spending 5 and 6 days a week at the gym 
working out 2 to 4 hrs. a day. I was spending way too 
much time and over training with no results. From A 
Believer Now" 

Ron Sanchez 
 
 

"Gained almost full inch on biceps" 
 
"I have been following your schedule and have increased 
my chest by an inch, dropped my waist by 1.5 inches and 
gained 3/4 inch on my biceps." 

Bruce P. Whipple 
 
 

"Gained 9 lbs. of muscle, increased strength" 
 
"I've been on the program for 2 and a half weeks and my 
strengths gains are better than I can ever remember. 
This is truly a great program. I was 154 when I started 
and I am now 163 pounds and still as lean in fact 
maybe a little leaner than when I started. Every exercise 
has gone up at least 15 pounds for the same amount of 
reps! Today was the first time I incline benched since I 
started the program and I still did 15 pounds more for 5 
and a half reps than I could before for 5 reps" 

Seth Grace 
 
 

"Increased muscularity and lost 3 pant sizes" 
 
"I had trained for years with mixed results and forked out 
hundreds of dollars for supplements. After following your 
straightforward techniques and sensible nutrition and 
supplementation guidelines, I have lost 3 pant sizes 
and dramatically increased my muscularity, even while 
eating more and spending less time in the gym" 

Don Davis  
 
 

"Has gained 35 lbs. after surgery" 
 
"Shawn, on a personal note, about two years ago my 
appendix ruptured inside of me and I was given a 40% 
chance of living through surgery. During my weeks of 
recovery I was put on a liquid diet and as a result I lost 
about 20 pounds. When I was fully recovered I weighed 
in at a dismal 105 pounds. In the two years after that I 
tried everything I knew to gain back the weight, but as I 
headed off to college I had only gained 5 pounds back. 
Since reading your information, I have gained 35 
pounds (I now weigh 145) and I am well on my way to 
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And here's the most important thing: If regular people like my clients and I can achieve 
amazing results like these ... 

There's No Reason You Can't As Well! 

I want you thinking "Yeah, I can do this too!" 

And the truth is, you can. Because I'm going to take you by the hand and show you, 
step-by-step, exactly what works to build muscle and lose fat. Then you can stop 
doing what doesn't! 

In fact, you actually have an UNFAIR advantage over those not reading this page! That's 
because I've already spent years trying every single bodybuilding routine and workout 
program to learn what really works... so that you don't have to! 

You can just skip the same mistakes I made in the past, along with the aggravation and 
frustration that comes with wasting your time and energy with trial and error. That way, 
you speed up your results and get twice the amount of progress in half the amount of time 
spent in the gym. 

And in just a moment, I'm going to show you how to use those "little-known" training secrets 
to completely transform your body into a rock-hard, muscular physique that demands 
attention, makes you feel better about yourself, and gets you noticed! 

But first, do me a favor. 

my goal of 170!" 

Brandon Douglas  
 
 

 
"Shawn, I'm winding down on my second week of your 
“Get Huge and Shredded” method. So far every thing I 
have read makes sense because I do see tremendous 
improvements in the amount of weight I'm able to lift. I do 
find that I am looking forward to every work out now. It is 
apparent that you did your research and those of us that 
benefit owes you a dept of gratitude." 

Dan Bedingfield  
 
 

 
"Hey Shawn, I purchased your system a few weeks 
ago,and I love it! In my first few weeks my size gains 
were amazing... I just took my latest measurements and 
my arms, and chest haven't increased in over 2 weeks... 
my body fat is going down, my weight is up a little and I 
am lifting more than I ever would have imagined I could." 

Steve Pelton  
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Take a few minutes and imagine how you'd feel... It's 9 weeks from today and you no 
longer have an "average" physique. You now have more lean muscle than you've ever had 
before. 

You can hit the beach with a body you're more proud of and more confident with! Walking 
the sand with your shirt off, having members of the opposite sex admire your muscular 
build and six-pack abs. 

Or 60 days from right now, you no longer have those mushy soft "trouble spots" of 
unwanted fat covering your abs. So you're no longer embarrassed taking your shirt off. 

Because now your waistline is thinner, you're leaner and more tightly-defined. Feeling 
better and eliminating lower back pain. Looking better so you feel more attractive, sexier, 
and more outgoing. 

Imagine Having A Body That Turns 
Heads And Stands Out In A Crowd! 

Maybe it would ignite the passion in your current relationship, making it more special and 
more romantic. Would increasing your self-esteem and being more confident help you find 
the love of your life? Or the job of your dreams? 

And what if, in only 60 days, you possessed more jaw-dropping power than you've ever 
had, skyrocketing past your jealous friends and gym buddies in muscle size and strength. 

Imagine the respect and admiration they'd give you as you start kicking ass in the gym, 
crushing their best lifts! No more getting teased for being the "skinny guy" or the "weak 
one" in the gym. They'll be in awe of you, dying to know your secrets of "how you did it"! 

Now, is all of this impossible? Is it a gimmick or some miracle supplement? 

Of course not. 

It's From Learning How 
To Train And Eat Correctly! 

After all, you already know that weight training is how you build muscle. But what you may 
not know is, you don't need to train for hours a day, seven days a week like they lead you to 
believe in the magazines! The truth is, too much exercise is counter-productive! 

If you work out too often, you don't give your muscles enough time to recuperate and grow 
from the workout. Weight lifting is only needed to stimulate growth. After training, your body 
needs rest and the right amount of the right types of food to build up that muscle. 

And more importantly, you can gain muscle mass and lose body fat at the same time. I'm 
positive of it because my clients and I were able to prove it with our results. 

But you have to approach it the right way. 

The Simple, Proven 
Science Of Gaining Muscle 

I've learned, beyond a shadow of doubt, that there's a "science" for gaining muscle. 
Building muscle is the result of doing things in a certain way. It's called "cause and effect". 
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Like I mentioned, proper weight training, rest, and protein intake builds the muscle 
mass. Then your precise calorie intake and cardio burns the fat. Building muscle and losing 
fat are both different processes, so they can be focused on and achieved at the same time. 

The trick, of course... is finding the right combination, knowing exactly how to set up your 
weight training, cardio, and nutrition. If you make even the smallest mistakes, you will NOT 
be able to build muscle while shedding fat. 

And the thing is, if the correct "laws" are learned and followed by anyone, that person will 
gain muscle. They have to. And it doesn't matter if you have less-than-average genetics or 
if you've had trouble gaining muscle and losing fat before. Even if you've already tried 
everything else and failed, "I want to show you why it's not your fault. 

Do You Make Any Of These Costly  
Mistakes When Trying To Build Muscle? 

Let me clear up some myths for you. 

First, I can tell you from personal experience you're not going to learn the truth about 
building muscle from some late-night infomercial selling the latest workout gadget. Nor will 
you learn it from some slick, air-brushed "before-and-after" supplement ad. 

You know, it amazes me how many people I see throw away hundreds of dollars on 
supplements each month. But they neglect to learn how to train correctly. Building muscle 
comes from training, not supplements. 

In fact, I rarely take supplements. Maybe protein or creatine, on occasion. Instead, I focus 
more on my training. 

Why is that? Because that's how muscle mass gets built! I've learned, through my past 
mistakes, that you CANNOT make gains without the proper training method. 

Supplements Are Just That... 
They Supplement Your Training 

They don't take the place of it. 

But the thing is, I know damn well the supplement companies and magazine ads don't 
want you to know that. The unique diet and training secrets I'm about to reveal to you are 
closely-guarded because supplement companies can make more money by selling 
supplements than by showing you how to train. 

But that's not all. You definitely will NOT get the muscle mass you want by copying some 
"pro" guy's workout routine if he got big by taking thousand of dollars worth of steroids. 
Look, you and I both know they don't get that big from just training and taking supplements. 

The routines you see in the muscle mags are written by bodybuilders with steroid-built 
physiques. And since they use drugs, they DO NOT train like us. The steroids let them train 
for hours a day and still see results. You and I cannot do that or we'd overtrain. 

Believe me, I fell for all of these in the past and burned a ton of time and money. 

As you can see, you need trusted advice from someone who has been where you are. 
Someone who understands your frustration with not making gains and knows what it 
honestly takes for us natural guys to pack on muscle. 
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And if you're not as lean or as muscular as you really want to be, you need to make a 
change. 

Did you know the definition of insanity is 'doing what you've always done and then 
expecting different results'. Look, if you keep training the same way you're training now, 
you'll keep getting the same exact results. 

Honestly, that's the main reason why most people you see in the gym, despite year after 
year of hard training, end up keeping the same old body. They don't get leaner or more 
muscular because they never learn the basic, proven secrets to building muscle and losing 
fat. They stay stuck in a rut with the same ineffective program that hasn't been working. 

Don't let this happen to you. 

Clearly, the fastest way to gain muscle and lose fat is to copy a method that's already been 
proven to work. You need a guide you can use, over and over, to maximize your muscle 
gains. That way, there's no guess-work at all. 

And right now, I'm going to show you how you can get ALL of my muscle-building tips and 
techniques... for a tiny fraction of the price my personal training clients have to pay! 

I've taken the same tested and proven secrets I used to gain 18 pounds of lean muscle and 
get down to 5% body fat in just 63 days... and packed them into a killer, step-by-step 139 
page ebook. It's literally a roadmap... a blueprint... a muscle-building formula you can use 
as a shortcut. 

That way, YOU can quickly and easily grasp the essential training and nutrition strategies to 
duplicating my results... and learn in one day what took me a lifetime to discover! 

In fact, you'll experience 3 to 5 years of "gym results" in just a few short months... 

Here's My Simple, Proven Method 
For Gaining Muscle And Losing Fat!" 

 

 

Introducing the "Simple Steps to Get Huge and Shredded" workout and nutrition 
program! 

"Simple Steps" is a 12-week, step-by-step course designed to be the fastest, safest, and 
easiest way to get the maximum amount of muscle growth you're physiologically capable 
of. 
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I cut through the B.S. and give you "real world" tips and cutting-edge strategies 
guaranteed to "shortcut" your way to results. You won't find this information in any muscle 
mag or book. No hype, no B.S., no gimmicks - just the FACTS you need to pack on muscle 
and shed fat. 

In fact, these explosive techniques, if followed to a "T", can literally force your muscles into 
almost unlimited muscle growth. And the best part is, this "insider tell all" guide is detailed 
yet very easy to understand. 

"Simple Steps To Get Huge And Shredded" is broken down into 3 key areas: weight 
training, cardio, and nutrition.  

And it's packed with "do this, then do that" directions that show you exactly what to do, 
how to do it and WHEN to do it (timing is EXTREMELY important, yet others don't even 
cover this topic). You just plug into my proven system so you'll know exactly what to do to 
meet your goals. 

You don't have to think about anything, just follow the simple plan and don't waste time with 
unimportant stuff. That way, you have more free time outside the gym and also get better 
results from the time you spend in the gym. 

It Gives You A Clear, Practical Roadmap 
For Building Muscle And Losing Fat! 

I'm talking about an actual routine you follow, step by step. Exercises, reps, sets, and 
everything else you need to know. There's no guesswork! 

Not only that, you'll learn exactly how and what to eat, week after week, month after month, 
so you're completely in control of your energy levels and muscle-building potential! 
Discover how to set up your nutrition to increase your metabolism and burn fat around the 
clock! Lists of food and sample meal plans to follow. 

Believe me, there are NO crazy starvation diets you need to follow and NO costly foods or 
expensive supplements you have to buy. The information in the program shows you how to 
train correctly and choose healthy meals based upon nutritious, inexpensive food choices. 

You know, I poured my heart into this program for one reason only... 

To give you a muscle-building and fat-loss instruction manual containing the most 
effective "straight-from-the-trenches" tips and techniques any lifter has ever had at his 
disposal... from someone qualified to give you advice. 

It's true, this is the exact same information I would have killed for when I started lifting. 
Learning even one or two of these secrets would have short-cut my own success by... oh... 
2 years at least. Probably more. And it sure would have saved me a lot of time and 
frustration. 

Now, even though it's impossible to list all of the advantages you gain by using the 
effective strategies in this program, I do want to mention some of the main benefits you'll 
enjoy: 

Here's Just A Small Sample 
Of What These Secrets Will Do For You: 

l Discover, once and for all, the "secrets" to gaining powerful muscle mass as 
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quick as possible. Feel more confident, have more pride, and just look damn 
good! Increase your self-esteem so you can approach people easier. 
 

l Learn how to lose more stubborn, unwanted body fat in less time! Feel sexier, have 
a body you're proud to show off, and feel better about yourself. Be more confident 
around members of the opposite sex. 
 

l Eliminate stress and tension caused by work! It's no secret that working out 
can reduce and relieve neck and back tension caused by stress after a busy 
work day. Learn the most effective way to work out and get rid of stress! 
 

l Shrink your waistline and eliminate lower back pain! When you have a "gut", your 
lower back has to work harder to support you. But when you lose weight, your lower 
back no longer has to work as hard. So you completely eliminate lower back 
problems and can now start enjoying activities you couldn't do before! 
 

l Increase your strength dramatically. Your bench press, squat, and all lifts will 
go up the first day you try this one simple tip! What that means for you is, you 
can be stronger, faster, and more competitive at sports. Become the respected 
top athlete for your school and sport! 
 

l Learn, once and for all, which is best for building muscle mass: machines or free 
weights. One may be easier, but one is more effective! 
 

l Discover whether creatine or protein is the real muscle builder. Even though 
you may read the muscle mags, it's not what you think!  
 

l Find out how to increase the effectiveness of your cardio so you burn MORE calories 
in LESS time. This simple yet important tip will help you burn off more body fat as a 
result, which means you get the best results from cardio in minimum time spent. 
 

l Learn why doing ab exercises like crunches and sit ups will NOT help you get 
tighter, leaner abs and are giving you zero results for your stomach (you'll be 
surprised to learn the truth here). 
 

l Find out a simple technique you can use with your nutrition so you rev up your 
metabolism and burn fat all day long -- even without aerobics! That means you can 
literally burn fat around the clock, even while you sleep. 
 

l Discover what to do right before a cardio session that will literally prevent 
muscle loss from happening. What that means to you is, you no longer have to 
lose valuable muscle mass by doing cardio. 
 

l Find out the amount of time you MUST keep your workouts under so you don't 
overtrain and lose muscle. The truth is -- your testosterone levels decrease after this 
amount of time and you actually lose muscle mass if you keep training. 
 

l Learn the single-most important thing you can do to gain weight...quality, fat-
free muscle weight you don't get by downing nasty weight-gain shakes! Gain 
more rock-solid muscle mass in less time by doing this one simple thing. 
 

l Learn how a 30-minute window of opportunity, before and after your workout, can 
add up to 25 lbs. of muscle to your frame in only 12 weeks. This one simple idea 
gives you a ton more muscle. 
 

l Find out exactly how many days to work out each week. One or two days more 
or less will ruin your best muscle gains! If you're working out too many, you'll 
cut off a few days, saving you time and getting you better results. 
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l Learn how to set up your workout routine to be the best use of your time and energy. 

Gone are the days of working out for hours! Cut the amount of time you spend 
working out from 6 hours a week to less than 3, getting even better results! That 
way, you have more time to spend with family, friends, or other loved ones! 
 

l Learn the best supplements on the market for packing on muscle and melting 
off fat. Save money and headaches by only using proven supplements like 
creatine, protein, and a few more I discuss. 
 

l Learn how you MUST take your supplements to get the best results from them. Gain 
more muscle mass by learning the best times to take your supplements, what to take 
them with, and how much of them to take (most people are dead wrong about this).  
 

l Learn how to completely eliminate training plateaus and how to get out of one 
quickly. Overtraining means no muscle gains so learn how to avoid the pitfalls 
of overtraining. 
 

l Learn how a simple little "tweak" in your stance can increase the weight on your 
bicep curls, tricep pushdowns, and other standing lifts almost instantly! (this is 
something that 99.9% of people do wrong)  
 

l The embarrassingly minor change you can make to each exercise which 
doubles or triples each movement's effectiveness. If you're not using this 
leverage secret, you're not gaining the strength and muscle you could! 

With Step-By-Step Detailed Instruction, 
You'll Also Learn The Following Powerful Tips: 

l If you're a beginner, I'll take you by the hand and walk you through everything 
you need to start building muscle and losing fat. If you're advanced, get back 
to muscle-building basics, cutting out stuff you don't need to be doing. Either 
way, start getting the continuous, uninterrupted, massive growth you want! 
 

l If you're an athlete, learn how to get bigger, stronger, and better for your sport. Learn 
which exercises are best at building strength and speed so you gain a competitive 
edge for your sport.  
 

l Learn how to naturally increase your testosterone levels. Program your body 
to skyrocket testosterone at the right time, every time you work out. This helps 
you create powerful new muscle, sends your sex drive through the roof, 
improves performance, and makes you look and feel younger again. 
 

l Find out which proven exercise will add 1 to 3 inches of muscle to your arms in as 
little as 6 weeks. Boost your self-esteem by having a bigger, more powerful pair of 
arms that fill out the sleeves on your t-shirts! 
 

l How to "shock" your muscles into growing faster than they want to! (So you'll 
blast right through training plateaus for good!) 
 

l How to fit these simple (yet gain-dense) muscle-building tactics easily into your 
current routine! (So you don't spend an extra minute in the gym) 
 

l Learn why the time you allow yourself between sets can have tremendous 
impact on your size! (Almost no one knows this, but the amount of time you 
rest for will determine your muscle and strength gains.) 
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l Discover why doing supersets and pyramid training is literally destroying your 
muscle gains! Learn the one and only way to set up your weight training if you want 
to keep gaining muscle mass. 
 

l Find out what you MUST DO immediately after a workout to speed up the 
muscle-building process! Skip it and your gains are dead in the water... do it (it 
takes 30 seconds) and you'll gain a lot more muscle. 
 

l Learn what mass-building foods to eat, how much of them to eat, and when to eat 
them! Make gaining muscle almost fool-proof by taking all the guesswork out!  
 

l Learn THE MOST critical times to take protein. You're wasting a ton of money 
and sacrificing your muscle gains if you're not using protein at these precise, 
crucial times of the day! 
 

l Find out one easy thing you can do during your cardio session that will actually 
switch it from catabolic (breaks down muscle) activity to anabolic (you gain muscle). 
 

l Discover the absolute best protein, carb, and fat sources and how much to eat 
of each. Get the right amounts of each and your time in the gym will pay off 
even more. 
 

l Learn an easy, step-by-step formula you can use to find your exact calorie needs to 
gain muscle and lose fat! If you're wrong with your calories, gaining muscle will be 
impossible and you'll also risk gaining fat. And this formula is based on your specific 
body type. This way you can eat the right amounts for building muscle and losing fat. 
 

l Discover the amount of time you MUST rest between sets. Less rest than this 
will have a negative, long-lasting impact on your muscle gains. 
 

l Learn the two worst mistakes you can make in the gym. Learn how you MUST set 
up your weight lifting and cardio routine to maximize muscle growth and speed up fat 
loss. Do them in the wrong order and you'll lose muscle, making your time spent in 
the gym wasted! 
 

l Find out the specific number of sets and reps to do in the gym to get the most 
muscle and strength gains in the shortest amount of time. Again, this ONE 
small change in your bodybuilding routine will add more muscle mass and 
increase your strength more than any other change you make (and this is 
where most people fail). 
 

l Learn the basics of proper nutrition and how to set up your daily eating for a "get-
ripped" diet. Speed up your metabolism and burn fat even while you're sleeping! 
 

l Find out what you MUST do right before bed so you don't lose muscle tissue 
while you're sleeping. And I'll give you a hint, it takes all of 30 seconds to do! 
 

l To get you seeing results ASAP, you'll get the same step-by-step bodybuilding 
routine and muscle-building program I used to get huge and shredded for my first-
ever natural bodybuilding show. It includes the proven exercises I did and the 
effective number of sets and reps I used. What that means to you is, you can copy 
my training secrets for your own needs. Save a ton of time and energy by 
focusing on what's already proven to work! 

And that's just the very beginning of the powerful training and nutrition facts you'll find in 
this guide! Believe me, this is much more than an e-book. It's a complete, step-by-step 
system. 
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Not only am I confident this bodybuilding routine and training program gives you all the 
"insider secrets" needed to gain more rock-hard muscle, explode your strength, and lose 
more fat in 60 days time... 

I Guarantee It And Have 
The Results To Prove It! 

That's because it works. And here's why this system works: First, I've tested and proven it 
by trial and error for many years. Second, I've taught this system to thousands of regular 
people and it has worked for those who have seriously applied these ideas. 

Below are a few more of the hundreds of testimonials I've received from people having 
great success from following this same advice. 

In fact, 90% of my clients are regular people like high school and college students, doctors, 
business owners, accountants, lawyers, and financial planners. They're both men and 
women who want to rapidly improve their strength, performance, or appearance... but are 
extremely busy people with little time to work out. Yet, they're amazed they can get such 
fantastic results in such a short time by following this system. 

 

 
I'm only about a month into the program and I'm about to 
hit my max bench of 185 pds which took me almost 3 yrs 
to get to when I first started lifting back in 1998. You have 
totally got me pumped for every work out.  
 
I'm 6'2, 26 yrs old, and I have already gained 12 
pounds and I'm at 197! My goal was to weigh 200 but I 
might be moving that up to 210! ha! Thanks so much for 
this info! 

Matt D. 
 
 

"Calls it the best program on the market" 
 
"First of all, let me tell that your program is the best 
program on the market. I went from 8% bodyfat, down 
to 6% in just 12 weeks. My bench went from 295 to 
about 310, and my squat went from 335 to about 365. My 
gains may not seem like much, but I weigh 162 pounds 
so I feel that they were pretty significant." 

Zak Walls 
 
 

"Will jettison to the next level" 
 
"For the past two or three months, I have plateaued and I 
didn't really know why. As I read your material, I can 
already tell that I will jettison to the next level. You 
answer all the questions that I have had particularly 
about nutrition and cardio. Thank you so much for your 
expertise and knowledge." 
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And these are from ordinary people, just like you and me. 

You can get the same results, or even better, by following the step-by-step instructions I've 

Bryan Crute 
 
 

"Way more than I expected" 
 
"First I wanted to thank you for the excellent book that 
you took the time to put together. I've been working out 
(off and on) since high school and when I read your book 
it all started to make sense about the gains, nutrition, 
etc.. Up until now I didn't really take the time to 
understand the 'hows' and 'whys' of it and your book 
really answered a lot of questions and finally made sense 
of a lot of things I doing right and wrong. Way more than I 
expected." 

Dave Rodriguez  
 
 

"Gained over 2 inches on biceps" 
 
"Shawn, weights are going up, and mass is showing ;-) 
well, a lot of people are telling me so. When I first began 
to workout a year and a half ago, my arms were 13 
inches. I'm now doing my 6th week of your program and 
my arms are 15.5 inches! Which is a more than 
reasonable progress." 

Patrick Boucher 
 
 

 
"I'd like to thank you so much for the information you've 
given me. i've made more progress in the past 3 months 
of fun than i have in the past 4 years of torture. i can't 
believe it!! i've lost 30 lbs, and 10% body fat. it's 
amazing!" 

Cheri  
 
 

 
"Shawn: Thanks for offering a truly unique program at a 
reasonable price. I started the program 8 days ago. So 
far, everything in your program is true, my time in the 
gym has been cut down, I know I'm getting a better 
workout as the muscle group that work is completely 
exhausted and sore for about 4 days after the workout. 
To top it all off, my two heavy sets on the bench press 
went up 20 pounds this week. Once again, thanks for an 
awesome program." 

Jamie D, Charlotte, NC  
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laid out for you in this program. Solve your problem of not being able to gain muscle or lose 
fat. Better yet, do it without wasting your time and money with trial and error, hyped-up 
bodybuilding supplements, or unproven routines. 

Just copy the exact same system my clients and I used to gain muscle and lose fat. Think 
of it - no more struggling to gain another pound of muscle... no more endless months 
without results... no more guessing at ALL! 

Imagine what a month... or six months, or a whole year... of sustained, dramatic muscle 
growth will do for you? 

Are You Wondering How And  
Why I Can Show You All Of This? 

Let me explain. 

Building muscle and losing fat is like following a recipe. Add too much of one thing (sets, 
reps) or not enough of another (rest, protein) the end result is NOT going to be what you 
want. 

So avoid this by following the same training recipe I created and perfected after 5 years of 
trial and error... a proven formula for building more muscle and losing more fat. 

Because all people shed fat and pack on muscle the same way. We have to. Just like you 
and I get a tan the same way (light or sun), we have to lose fat and gain muscle the same 
way! 

Sure, other factors come into play, like genetics, workout frequency, or intensity. But for the 
most part, the same bodybuilding routine that worked for me and many others to build 
muscle and burn fat will also work for you! 

If you can follow my steps, you can gain more muscle and lose more fat. After all, when you 
use the "Simple Steps" training program, you're skipping the learning curve and instead, 
doing exactly what it takes to build muscle and shed fat. 

And This Program Works 
With ANY Equipment 

As long as you have access to heavier weights over time, the proven principles in "Simple 
Steps" will help you pack on muscle. You can be at the biggest gym in town or at home with 
a Bowflex, Total Gym, or dumbbells and barbells -- it doesn't matter. You can use these 
techniques anywhere! 

And it doesn't matter if you're a typical "hard gainer" or if you're an experienced lifter that's 
hit a plateau. Or if you're just starting out and have never lifted a weight before in your life. 

None of that matters. 

The ONLY thing that matters... is your desire to take action. To start doing something. And 
once you start using this program, your motivation becomes stronger. Workouts become 
shorter, more intense, and more effective. 

You no longer dread going to the gym. Actually, you'll enjoy your work outs because you'll 
be seeing your new physique take shape in the mirror, right before your eyes. And 
within the first couple of weeks (which is important, because I know it's not very motivating 
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to continue when you don't see results). 

So whether you want legs the size of tree trunks or biceps that bust out of the sleeves of 
your shirt ... the secrets in "Simple Steps" will set yourself apart from the rest of the guys in 
the gym. You know, the ones who look exactly the same -- year after year. 

Warning! Do NOT Use Any Bodybuilding Routine Or  
Training Program Unless It Covers The Following 5 Things: 

I know there's a lot of confusion about what it really takes to gain muscle and shed fat. So I 
want to give you 5 things you absolutely, positively must have in any muscle-building or fat-
loss routine you decide to use: 

1: You MUST get a program that's been proven to work! 

The quickest way to get results is to copy what's already been proven to work. And I've 
used this exact same method to gain 18 pounds of muscle and get down to 5% body fat. 
More importantly, I get emails, each and every day, from happy clients who are astonished 
with the results they're getting from this program. So you can be sure it will work for you as 
well. 

2: You MUST get a program from a trainer that's qualified to give you advice! 

Before trying any program, make sure it's designed by a real fitness professional that's 
producing real results for others. Please don't fall for imitators or knock-offs that aren't even 
in the fitness industry! I'm certified with a national organization and have been in the 
personal training business for 5 years now. 

3: To save time and frustration, you should exchange money for valuable information 
that gets you results -- quicker. 

You know, I've learned over the years that it pays, many times over, to find out what others 
already know. This saves you a ton of time because you can skip the learning curve that 
comes with figuring it out yourself. 

"Thrown-together" programs that cost nothing are probably worth nothing because if you 
invest in something, you're more likely to use it and see it through to the end! So by 
using this program, you actually save more money and time in the long run by learning from 
a professional trainer like myself. 

4: You MUST be able to get your questions answered quickly and in-depth. 

The last thing you want to do is get a program that leaves you in the dark. Since I'm a 
trainer with a real online business, I check my email just about every hour. So I make sure 
you get all your fitness questions answered. I'm online and accessible so you're never 
without help. 

5: Most importantly, you must be able to trust the person you're learning from. 

I've built my reputation on honesty and integrity. In fact, it means everything to me. I left my 
position as a police officer years ago because I felt I could help more people better their 
lives with fitness than with police work. 

And like I mentioned earlier, I've been a certified trainer and online fitness consultant for 5 
years now. So I'm a real person who can be reached online... not a faceless supplement 
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company looking to sell you a "magic pill". 

You know, I wrote "Simple Steps to Get Huge and Shredded" to make sure you had all the 
tools needed to change your body and your life. I want to give you at least 10 times your 
money's worth! 

But Please, Don't Take My Word For It. Here's What 
Other Regular People, Just Like You, Are Saying... 

 
 
"I've been lifting for over 35 years. Each year I lost more 
and more interest. I have two shelves of fitness and 
bodybuilding books and each one is more confusing than 
the other. Your info cut through all of the BS. It was 
simple and to the point." 

Mike Sands 
 
 

"Excited to have a real method to run with" 
 
"I can't tell you the value of what I've learned from your 
program, there's no telling how much time and 
disappointment you have saved me. I've been lifting for a 
little over 6 months now and the last few have been 
disappointing, and your program has explained why. It is 
very exciting to have a real method to run with." 

Chris Priddy 
 
 

"Said his life has changed!" 
 
"Shawn, you have helped me so much and changed my 
life. Your program is awesome. I have been working out 
for years and always start out with great results the first 
week or two and from there just keep spinning my wheels 
getting nowhere and working harder and harder!  
 
As soon as my eyes laid on your techniques in 'Simple 
Steps' in regards to sets, reps, and rest between sets, I lit 
up like a light bulb! You have been very patient with me 
and answered EVERY question (tons & tons) that I have 
asked. Thank you so much for sharing your knowledge 
with me!" 

Anthony Inosencio  
 
 

"Already seeing shoulders and chest get bigger" 
 
"I have been using your program a short time, and I am 
already starting to see my chest and shoulders especially 
getting bigger. Your methods are really just common 
sense, back to basics, but they work. All the trendy 
programs out there may sound interesting, but they did 
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Here's Exactly What You Get When  

not work for me. Thanks for putting out a program that 
actually works!" 

Todd Victorson  
 
 

"Saw results after first 2 weeks" 
 
"In just 2 weeks after I started this program I started 
seeing the results I wanted. I've been on it for about 4 
months and still getting results. This is the best program 
you'll ever find. The best thing about it is your results are 
going to keep going up." 

Benjamin Lawson  
 
 

"Already seeing diffence in muscle size and tone" 
 
"Just a quick note to say I am only 4 weeks into the 
training program and already seeing a difference in 
muscle size and tone. My lifts have increased really 
quickly, in fact I keep having to double check my last lift I 
wrote in my journal because I am beating it and more. I 
am feeling really motivated to complete the 12 weeks 
and take stock of what I have achieved.  
 
Update: I'd been training for 3 months before I started 
your program. I just reviewed my weights I had been 
lifting from week 1 to week 11 this week and I can't 
believe how much they have jumped, bench press, 
squats, curls, triceps push downs and best of all is dips 
using a 15kg weight around my waist on a belt which I 
haven't been able to do for about 10 years!" 

Richard Buchanan 
 
 
 

 
"Things are going great with my training. My lifts jumped 
when I started your program, and I have continued to 
make great gains ever since. I credit your work for 
pushing my bench up from 225x4 in April to 305x6 at the 
end of June. Suffice to say, I believe in your program and 
am 100% satisfied. I don't get excited about many things, 
especially when it comes to "expert workout programs" 
but this one really, really works awesome. Thank you for 
writing it." 

Matt Durette  
 
 

Click here for even more testimonials like these 
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You Invest In This Powerful Program 

In closing, everything you need to quickly and safely gain the most muscle possible from 
your workouts is revealed here. And in complete, step-by-step detail. Here's exactly what 
you'll find in this explosive 12-Week bodybuilding routine and training program: 

 

l Chapter 1: How To Set Bodybuilding Goals.  
l Chapter 2: Weight Training "Musts": Reps, Sets, Rest, and More  
l Chapter 3: Fat-Burning and Cardio Tips  
l Chapter 4: Nutrition: Eating to Burn Fat and Build Muscle 24/7  
l Chapter 5: How to Instantly Increase Your Strength  
l Chapter 6: How to Have a Killer Workout Every Single Time  
l Chapter 7: The Best Muscle Building and Fat Loss Supplements  
l Chapter 8: Never Hit a Training Plateau Ever Again!  
l Chapter 9: The Best Chest, Back, and Ab Workouts  
l Chapter 10: How To Blast the Legs and Shoulders  
l Chapter 11: Bigger Biceps, Triceps, and Forearms  
l Chapter 12: Putting it All Together 

 
Chapter 2 alone is worth the price of this course, many times over! In fact, I'm willing 
to say it will shock you because within 10 minutes of reading it, you're going to realize why 
you're not gaining muscle like you could be! 

"Simple Steps to Get Huge and Shredded" is a 139 page ebook, which is a PDF file that's 
downloaded from my site and runs on your computer. Read it right on your computer 
screen or print out your own hard-copy and put in a 3 ring binder. Take it to the gym with 
you and cut your "learning time" down even faster! 

"Simple Steps" is NOT available in book stores and does not come in a printed 
version. To keep it affordable, it's only sold as an e-book, right here through this site. 

l Have instant access, there's no waiting for snail mail!  
l Make as many copies as you need, although I ask you not to give it away to others. 

That's theft and is against the law.  
l View with any computer (PC or Mac) and web browser!  
l NO shipping and handling costs! 

So What's The Bottom Line? 
How Much Does This Program Cost? 

Well, let me ask: How much is your monthly gym membership? $40 more or less? That's 
$480 a year that's absolutely wasted unless you use the correct principles for building 
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muscle. What price can you put on cutting out hours of needless sets, reps, and 
exercises? 

If you hired me in-person to teach you these proven techniques, it would take hours to 
cover them all. At my current rate of $100.00 per hour, you'd pay $500 to have me standing 
next to you, giving you the same exact body-changing advice you can get right now! 

But since I can offer this training system to you as a downloadable ebook, I have no printing 
or shipping costs. This means you can get the very same training system for even less - 
AND you can get started IMMEDIATELY! 

So I'm not going to charge you the $500 it would normally cost. And I'm not going to charge 
you $297... or even the original $97 price I intended. 

I'm offering a very limited HALF-PRICE DISCOUNT. If you order today, your 
investment in this muscle-building ebook is now only $97.00 $47.00 

I decided to offer my program for just a fraction of what you'll gain in RESULTS from using 
it! 

For Less Than The Cost Of One Hour 
Of My Training Time... You Can Have  

Me As Your Personal Coach For 12 Weeks! 

It's like having an expert instructor right at your side, helping you "get" these techniques in 
the fastest and easiest way possible. But at a deep, deep discount from what you'd 
normally pay me (or any other good trainer). 

Believe me, this bodybuilding routine is worth so much more. I've worked very hard and 
spent a lot of money to learn what I've learned. In fact, I've spent well over $500 on all the 
books, courses, and programs I bought over the years. Not to mention, the thousands of 
dollars I spent on useless supplements. 

And unlike a can of protein, which lasts a couple of weeks, this training information lasts 
you a LIFETIME. And supplements will NOT give you anywhere near the muscle gains this 
program will. So if you want faster results, set aside the money you'd normally spend on a 
week's worth of supplements and get this complete guide first. 

But here's the best part: You don't have to waste the 5 years or shell out the thousands 
of dollars figuring this stuff out like I did. 

And I know the hardest part of beginning any new program is starting. So that's why I'm 
going to offer up even more reasons for you to try this program right now. 

Order Right Now And Receive The Following  
8 FREE Bonus Gifts Worth AT LEAST $398.97! 

Since I know it's 100% to your benefit to say YES now, I want to sweeten the pot and give 
you the following special bonus gifts for acting right now. 

Free Bonus Gift #1: Free Personal Training ($99.95 value) 
 
Get this bodybuilding routine and muscle-building ebook now and you'll also get a FREE 
month of online personal training, for which I normally charge $99.95 That itself is worth 
more than what I'm asking for this ebook! 
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To ensure your success with this program, order today and I'll also give you my 
PERSONAL email address. Contact me directly, anytime you have a question or concern 
with the program and I'll send you an in-depth, knowledgeable answer within 24 hours! 
This will help you use the program to its fullest potential because you'll never be left without 
help! 

Those who purchased this personalized email training separately have told me it's worth 
well more than the $100 I charge. And if you order right now, it's included with this ebook! 
However, once I reach the limit of email training I can do, this ebook will double back to its 
regular $97.00 price and I'll have to discontinue the free personal training. 

Free Bonus Gift #2: 2 Valuable Ebooks ($39.94 value)  

  

The first ebook, "Bodybuilding Recipes", gives you dozens of great muscle-gaining and 
fat-loss recipes. Includes high-protein and low-fat recipes you can use to make your 
nutrition planning a lot easier. It includes recipes for homemade meal replacements and 
protein bars, saving you money. 

 

  

The second ebook, "All Star Personal Trainers' Secrets" is a special compilation of all-
time favorite articles from some of the top fitness writers and personal trainers. It was SIX 
months in the making but finally with the help of all 13 Newsletter writers, we decided on 
what was the VERY BEST articles published throughout the years that people would enjoy 
reading. 

Free Bonus Gift #3: Supplement Prizes ($100 potential)  
 
Your name is entered into a weekly drawing for $100.00 worth of FREE nutritional 
supplements of your choice! Not only that, I'll also give you the link to a "unique" page on 
my site where you can:  

l Get discount supplements 40-50% off retail prices, saving you money!  
l Discover the supplements I recommend to my training clients 
l Find out which supplements work and which are useless, saving you time and 

money 
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l Learn the best way to take your supplements  
l The supplement brands I most recommend  

Free Bonus Gift #4: Six-Pack Abs Report ($19.95 value)  

  

You'll also get a free copy of my top-selling ab report, "The 3 Keys to Killer Abs". If you 
really want to get "six-pack abs", this killer report shows you the 3 things you MUST do to 
get awesome abs! 

Free Bonus Gift #5: My Personal Workouts ($19.95 value)  
 
You'll also get the step-by-step workout routine I used to train for my natural bodybuilding 
contest. It includes my exact training routine, the exercises I did, and the number of sets 
and reps I used. Even if you don't care to compete and just want to get in killer shape, you 
can save a ton of time by following my routine! 

Free Bonus Gift #6: Video Demos ($19.95 value) 
 
Invest in this program now and you also get 2 bonuses that show you, in real video AND 
picture format, how to perform over 340 different exercises. If you're unsure how to 
perform any exercise at all, these instructional pictures and videos are a must. Get the best 
results possible and stay safe while lifting with correct form. 

Free Bonus Gift #7: Free Newsletter ($99.95 value)  
 
You'll get a free year-long subscription to my cutting-edge fitness and bodybuilding 
"Change Your Body" newsletter! Stay up-to-date with the latest fitness, bodybuilding, and 
supplement tips you can use in your routine to gain muscle mass and lose fat. And if you 
act now, the $99.97 subscription is yours free! 

Free Bonus Gift #8: Nutrition Database ($49.95 value)  
 
Try this program now and you'll get access to a tool I use every single day of the year! At 
the click of a button, your nutritional approach becomes precision-accurate with this 
database that lists the protein, carb, fat, sugar, and sodium content for more than 16,000 
foods and 100 of the most popular restaurants 
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My 3-Month "No-Questions-Asked" 
100% Money-Back Guarantee: 

If you're still hesitant about making the very best investment you can in a leaner and more 
muscular you, I completely understand. You may not know me and you may have some 
doubts whether this program can live up to my claims. 

So please, let me take all the risk. Test this information at my expense! 

That's because I'm confident the information in this program will astonish you. But you 
really have no way of knowing that yet, until you have it in front of you and can see it 
yourself. So I want to eliminate all worry for you... 

Order this program now and apply a few of my proven techniques. Take a full 3 months to 
give it a "test run". 

If you're not completely thrilled with your results... for any reason at all... just let me know 
within 90 days and I'll rush you a complete 100% refund, quickly and easily. No questions 
asked. No hassle. No delay. That's more than a guarantee, that's a personal promise. 

And since you trusted me enough to give my program a try, I want you to keep the $398.97 
worth of bonus gifts -- free of charge, even if you decide to take advantage of the 90-day 
money-back guarantee. So, my guarantee is actually better than risk free!  

I guess what I'm saying is, don't decide now if this program is for you. 

Just get it and try it out. 

If it doesn't do everything I say and more... if you don't gain more muscle and strength, lose 
more body fat, increase your self-confidence... if it isn't life-changing and you're not 
absolutely happy with it, I insist you ask for your money back! 

So you really have nothing to lose (except fat) and everything to gain (especially muscle 
mass) by trying "Simple Steps". 

Knowledge Is Only Power  
When You Take Action And Use It.  

As you already know ... until you take action, you can NOT change your current situation. 
Sometimes, you just gotta dive in the pool, even if it's cold. And if not now... when? 

So please, don't procrastinate and let "paralysis by analysis" set in. If you're tired of not 
having the muscle mass, the confidence, or the lean, hard body you want... you need to 
take action to change that right now. Your only limits are the ones you set on yourself. 

And since I've already made all of the mistakes... you have a huge advantage. You don't 
have to waste your time and energy on trial and error. Save the aggravation and use my 
personal experience as your guide to getting the body you want. 

 
"I've tried many other programs and online fitness 'gurus' but I've since 
deleted and cancelled all of those so called 'experts' as I'm having great 
success with your program. 
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Robert Winterbottom 

Here's what to do now: 

 
1.  Click here to order my ebook online with our secure server. Using your credit card or 
checking account is the fastest way to get "Simple Steps to Get Huge and Shredded" 
You will be downloading the ebook and all 8 bonuses in just minutes. 

2. If you have a Paypal account, you can click here to pay with Paypal 

3.  Click here to print out a mail order form to mail your order. Please make check or money 
order for $47.00 out to Shawn Lebrun. 

Here's to your success in health and life! 

 
Shawn LeBrun 
Certified Personal Trainer 
N.A.B.F. Natural Bodybuilder 

 
P.S. You may be wondering why I'm revealing all my powerful training secrets to you. 

The answer is simple. I'm sick and tired of watching nice, regular people like yourself be 
misled by the truckloads of bogus information that's in so many muscle mags, infomercials, 
and supplement ads. The truth is, I can no longer just sit by and watch while you keep 
getting ripped off by all those "experts" out there. 

So you can take comfort knowing this bodybuilding routine and training program works 
because it's written by a real trainer that's producing real results for others, day in and day 
out. Let me help you stack on serious muscle mass by showing you the informative 
shortcut to take with your own training! 

P.P.S. Many people that have already invested in this program have told me I'm charging 
way too little for the eye-opening information it contains. So I recently decided to raise the 
price from $37.00 to $47.00. 

And because I offer a month of free online help, these price increases are to ensure my 
limited time is spent helping those who are motivated to get the most out of this program. 
But once I reach the limit of email training I can do, this program will double back to its 
regular $97.00 price and I'll have to discontinue the free personal training bonus. 

After all, I don't want my program to be the cheapest -- just the best. 

So, honestly, if you're not serious, this program is NOT for you. Not everyone can handle 
the commitment. But if you are serious in changing your body AND your life, act now and 
grab this ebook before the price goes up! 

P.P.P.S. Please be sure to check out the testimonials above. They're from everyday regular 
people, like you and me, achieving amazing results by using this system. 

And remember, there's absolutely zero risk for trying this program because your results 
are literally guaranteed. If it's not for you, you can get your money back quickly and easily. 
So don't you owe it to yourself to at least try it? 
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However, the offer to get the program at this currently discounted price, with all 8 free 
bonus gifts worth $398.97 is limited. I can only guarantee you get them if you order right 
away. 

So why work your butt off for little or no results in the gym, when you can gain the muscle 
you want AND save the time and aggravation by using this program. So don't delay, get 
this information now while it's fresh on your mind. Click here to order and get started 
today! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Shawn LeBrun Fitness Publishing 
18 Whitney Ave 

Portland, ME 04102 
 

All information on this site is protected by 
Copyright(c) Shawn LeBrun Fitness 2002-2004, All Rights Reserved 

 
                    Order Now               Contact                Affiliate Program Site MapHome Page 
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proof and learn hundreds more of his astonishing healing secrets... 

FEATURED ON PBS TV! 

Dr. Mark Stengler is being hailed by fellow 
physicians as "a genius" and "the nation's 
leading natural doctor." PBS featured him twice 
in TV documentaries... Yale University recently 
sought his expertise for important research... and 
his thousands of grateful patients include 
Hollywood stars, sports legends and CEOs of 
Fortune 500 firms. Now, for the first time, he's 
revealing his lifesaving secrets in a blockbuster 
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volume that stunned health experts are calling "the 
miracle book"... 

"Seeing is believing," say astonished experts, as clinical studies and case 
histories prove: 

ARTHRITIS is cured! In just 2 weeks, symptoms vanish forever. 
Page 336  
World's deadliest CANCER defeated! Enzyme works 3 times 
better than chemo. Page 139  
CLOGGED ARTERIES open immediately! Heart pumps 
stronger, energy surges, blood pressure plummets. Page 254  

Read on and meet Dr. Mark Stengler, N.D.... Find out why Hollywood stars 
and Fortune 500 CEOs are rushing to his famed clinic... and feel his 
breakthroughs transform your own health, FREE. 

Killer Plagues Cured 

SECRET ROOT FROM NEVADA DESERT ZAPS "INCURABLE" GERMS IN HOURS 

Doctor's discovery even kills the flu virus of 1918, "the mother of 
all modern plagues"  
Could be our best hope against SARS, West Nile virus and even 
deadlier future threats  

In a matter of months, the vicious flu epidemic of 1918 killed 22 million 
people worldwide, and more Americans than all the wars of the 20th century 
combined. 

Scientists agree it's the mother of all modern plagues. Because it's a virus, 
antibiotics are powerless against it. And because it's airborne, flu spreads 
much faster than anthrax, smallpox or bubonic plague. Researchers predict a 
flu strain this potent could return as early as this year...  

We already know that the flu strains of recent years have been getting 
deadlier. Despite vaccines, flu now kills four times more Americans than it did 
in the 1970s. Drug companies are racing to find medicines that might stem 
the onslaught, yet ironically... 

AN ALL-NATURAL CURE HAS ALREADY BEEN TESTED AND PROVEN... 

And it's shown to reverse even severe cases of flu in a matter of hours. 

In fact, as famed natural physician Dr. Mark Stengler reveals in his new book, 
The Natural Physician's Healing Therapies, this cure was used 
successfully all the way back in 1918. Historical records show that Native 
Americans in Nevada staged miraculous recoveries from this "incurable" 
plague. 
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BUT IT WASN'T THEIR GENES THAT SAVED THEM...  

It was the astonishing herbal tea they were drinking! Following ancient tribal 
tradition, local Indians brewed this super-tea from a remarkably hardy root 
that flourishes even in the parched Nevada desert. One doctor recorded this 
fact at the time -- but for decades, this lifesaving secret lay forgotten by all 
but a few. 

But now, Dr. Mark Stengler has astonished even his fellow physicians by 
repeating this miracle today. Using an extract from this same root, he's 
helping patients with severe flu make dramatic turnarounds in mere hours. 
And he'll happily share this healing secret with you and your loved ones... 
FREE! 

JUST RSVP TODAY FOR YOUR FREE PREVIEW COPY OF HIS BLOCKBUSTER 
BOOK. 

On pages 312 and 313, Dr. Mark Stengler will describe this all-but-forgotten 
herb... tell you what form to insist on... and how to use it to wipe out all 
manner of formerly untreatable viruses. You'll learn how this extract is 
proving to be astonishingly effective against everything from the common 
cold to "incurable" herpes infections... even the Epstein-Barr virus that's been 
linked to chronic fatigue syndrome and breast cancer. 

And this is just one of the hundreds of life-affirming natural breakthroughs 
that Dr. Mark Stengler will share in your FREE PREVIEW book. All of them, 
proven in scientific studies and in his own medical practice. 

Would you believe SUGAR can fight off infections? 
A fascinating type of sugar called FOS (short for 
fructooligosaccharides) doesn't add a single calorie to 
your diet... yet actually prevents germs and parasites 
from attaching to your digestive tract! Japanese 
researchers are so impressed, they're adding it to 
over 500 food products, but you'll find it naturally in 
the fruits and vegetables listed on page 4.  
Don't let anyone kid you -- CRANBERRY JUICE 
cannot cure bladder or urinary tract infections. The 
most popular kinds can actually make them worse! But Dr. Mark 
Stengler has discovered a much stronger germ-fighting berry that 
even cures stubborn kidney infections. Learn how the secret of 
bearberry had Karen feeling better in just 48 hours. Page 448  

New! Breakthroughs from the famed natural doctor 
recognized by PBS TV & YALE UNIVERSITY 

You may already know Dr. Mark Stengler from his dozens of TV 
appearances on The Early Show and other programs, his weekly radio 
broadcasts, and his monthly magazine columns. In recent years, his natural 
healing discoveries have proven so spectacular that...  

PBS Television spotlighted his genius in two breakthrough health 
documentaries...  
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Yale University sought his expertise for a cutting-edge study of 
alternative medicine...  
Many CEOs of Fortune 500 companies have traveled thousands 
of miles to be treated at Dr. Mark Stengler's famed clinic in La 
Jolla, California...  
Film stars, famed athletes, and other wealthy and famous 
persons who could consult with any doctor in the world, have also 
chosen Dr. Mark Stengler as their physician...  

But now YOU don't have to spend thousands of dollars to fly out to his clinic. 
Because now, Dr. Mark Stengler has distilled the greatest healing 
breakthroughs and lifesaving therapies in all of natural medicine into his 
comprehensive new "Bible of Natural Healing," The Natural Physician's 
Healing Therapies. The findings in this volume are of such historic 
importance, the publisher has arranged for readers of this special report to 
preview it for 30 days ABSOLUTELY FREE. Those who request this FREE 
PREVIEW within the next 10 days will also receive 2 VALUABLE FREE 
GIFTS in consideration of their interest. 

Proven! Doctor's amazing "bee" formula instantly  
MAKES ANTIBIOTICS WORK 100 TIMES BETTER 

Even drug companies now admit that yesterday's "miracle antibiotics" are 
losing their effectiveness with alarming speed. Many disease bacteria are 
now immune to penicillin, and other germs are gaining resistance faster than 
we can develop new drugs. As a result, thousands of Americans are dying 
from drug-resistant pneumonia... new super-strains of tuberculosis... even 
simple staph infections. 

YET A SHOCKINGLY SIMPLE ANSWER TO THIS DEADLY CRISIS ALREADY 
EXISTS...  

As Dr. Mark Stengler reveals in The Natural Physician's Healing 
Therapies, it's a totally natural substance called propolis.  

Bees gather it from certain trees and smear it on the walls of their hives... 
Because it protects the beehive from bacteria, viruses and fungi. And now, 
researchers are finding it may protect us just as effectively. Not only does it 
knock out unfriendly microbes...  

STUDIES CONFIRM IT ALSO HELPS WOUNDS HEAL 80% FASTER... 

Plus, the latest lab tests show that adding this "bee glue" to antibiotics can 
make them up to 100 times more effective! More good news: Propolis 
contains more than 150 disease-fighting elements and could save your loved 
ones tomorrow. See full details about this lifesaving treatment on pages 380-
384 of your FREE PREVIEW book! 

Halt brutal colds in 5 TINY MINUTES 
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Next time you feel a sore throat, fever, or any other 
symptom of infectious disease -- try the astonishing remedy detailed on 
page 9. Dr. Mark Stengler uses it himself, and recommends it to his celebrity 
patients who simply can't afford to be off the movie set for even a day. 
Patients feel the healing effects in as little as 5 minutes. Half an hour later, 
the disease is just a memory...  

Fever breaks and strength returns 30 MINUTES LATER! 

HOT FLASHES vanish in a flash.  
Safe menopause breakthrough even beats estrogen 

"I have hot flashes every hour of the day!" Kristy lamented to Dr. Mark 
Stengler. Yet within just two weeks, she was feeling much better, and soon 
after, her hot flashes ceased for good. What was her secret? 

Not a hormone! In a landmark study, Dr. Mark Stengler's all-natural plant 
extract actually worked better than estrogen at relieving menopausal 
miseries. In other research, it not only cooled hot flashes, but also relieved 
mood swings, anxiety and irritability. Plus, it lifted depression even better 
than a leading drug. 

Yet unlike estrogen, it appears to prevent cancer cells from proliferating! See 
full details on pages 66-70. 

Years of Crippling Arthritis reversed in just two days 

Showcased on Larry King Live, treatment makes dangerous 
steroids obsolete  
Pain recedes and inflamed joints visibly shrink with stunning 
speed  

Joseph couldn't walk a step without limping when Dr. Mark Stengler first 
saw him. 

For years, his osteoarthritis had been steadily getting worse. Now his 
painkillers were giving him ulcers, the agony was unbearable, and he 
envisioned a knee replacement in the near future. 

But Dr. Mark Stengler did not give him steroids or even an aspirin tablet! 
Instead, he told Joe about a natural compound so harmless, even pregnant 
women can take it safely. 

JUST TWO DAYS LATER, JOSEPH CALLED THE DOCTOR IN AMAZEMENT...  

His pain had already faded dramatically! Day by day, things just kept getting 
better, and soon Joe was walking around again like his old self. Best of all...  

JOSEPH'S SUCCESS HAS NOW BEEN REPEATED BY THOUSANDS OF PATIENTS... 
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And some start getting better in only one day. It also appears to work just as 
well for joint pain caused by lupus, scleroderma, fibromyalgia, and other 
"incurable" conditions. 

YET THESE MIRACLES ARE ACCOMPLISHED WITH ONE OF  
THE COMMONEST SUBSTANCES ON EARTH... 

An organic compound of plain old SULFUR. As Dr. Mark Stengler explains in 
your FREE PREVIEW volume of The Natural Physician's Healing 
Therapies, sulfur is a key natural building block in virtually every living thing. 
If you don't get enough of this "missing link," your cartilage ages prematurely. 

But if you restore it with the natural formula he tells you about on page 336, 
your entire body responds with breakneck speed. The results are so startling, 
they've even been showcased (and argued about!) on Larry King Live. Not 
only do your joints improve... 

YOUR NAILS GET HARDER, YOUR HAIR GETS SHINIER... 

I'm not making this up. It's been proven in two different studies by certified 
cosmetologists. 

PLEASE NOTE: Other natural healers are now using forms of organic sulfur 
too, but you probably won't get results like those detailed here... unless you 
follow Dr. Mark Stengler's carefully tested and proven program. So do order 
your FREE PREVIEW volume today. Make sure you're using the special 
sulfur-rich formula, and dosages that he details on page 338. Then take them 
at the exact times of day he specifies. 

AND START LIVING PAIN-FREE FOR LIFE AS YOU ALSO LEARN...  

What cured Veronica's RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS in just two 
weeks! Veronica was just 10 years old, yet arthritis had already 
frozen her little fingers to the point where she couldn't even use a 
pencil. Dr. Mark Stengler prescribed an incredibly mild natural 
extract called apis -- obtainable at any health food store. In just 14 
days her entire arthritic problem was totally gone. And four years 
later she continues to be 100% arthritis-free. Do any of your loved 
ones live with rheumatoid disease? This could be their salvation. 
Page 33  
What supplement sellers don't want you to know about 
glucosamine. You may be taking three times too much! For best 
results, try the regimen he details on page 237.  

Next, say good-bye to painful ulcers, as Dr. Mark Stengler shows you...  

ULCERS GONE FOR GOOD  
after two years of drugs and supplements fail 

Ray's stomach ulcers defied drugs and 
many natural remedies. But a natural 
breakthrough called DGL cleared up his 
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problem almost immediately. Following Dr. 
Mark Stengler's directions, Ray took two of these pleasant-tasting tablets 
before every meal. By his very next visit, Ray reported the pain had 
disappeared. Soon after, the ulcers completely healed and he hasn't had a 
single recurrence. 

How it works. Antacids prompt your stomach to secrete less acid, which 
makes things worse. But Dr. Mark Stengler's natural solution strengthens 
your stomach's natural lining, while healing existing ulcers. Studies show it's 
at least as effective as a leading ulcer drug, and much healthier! See the 
exciting details on page 307. 

FORWARD-THINKING DOCTORS LAVISH PRAISE  
ON BREAKTHROUGH BOOK 

Some of today's most respected doctors are applauding the publication of a 
revolutionary new book by the legendary Dr. Mark Stengler, entitled The 
Natural Physician's Healing Therapies. Asked to comment on this new 
"Bible of Natural Healing," famed expert James F. Balch, M.D., states: 

"I CAN'T THINK OF A MORE SKILLED GUIDE TO NATURAL HEALING  
THAN DR. STENGLER... 

"Chosen to be a key contributor to the recent Yale University study on 
alternative medicine, [Dr. Mark Stengler] is unquestionably one of the world's 
leading authorities in the field. Now, you can benefit from his expertise with 
his groundbreaking book. 

"Here are all the healing remedies -- food and nutritional supplements, herbal 
therapies, homeopathic preparations -- he uses to help his patients lead 
healthier, happier lives. If you follow Dr. Stengler's recommendations, I 
guarantee you are doing more than fixing or repairing the parts of your body 
that don't work. You're actually ensuring that you get the longest life and best 
use from the only body you'll ever have." -- James F. Balch, M.D. 

Click here for your own copy of this volume, and use it for 30 days 
ABSOLUTELY FREE. You will also receive 2 FREE GIFT BOOKS. 

ULTIMATE HEALING FOOD  
even reverses radiation poisoning! 

Any good doctor will tell you that food is a far better source of nutrients 
than any supplement. That's because nutrients must interact with each other. 
You need dozens of vitamins, minerals, amino acids, essential fatty acids, 
and phytonutrients, all in the right ratio to each other. 

But what if you could have the best of both worlds? What if there were a food 
so jam-packed with all the right nutrients, you could take it as a pill? 

Dr. Mark Stengler has discovered this food exists! It's been praised in over 
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100 published scientific references, and he'll tell you all about it on page 425 
of your FREE PREVIEW book. As you'll see, it...  

Possesses amazing anticancer effects... stabilizes blood sugar, 
making it a blessing for diabetics... stimulates your immune cells... 
shuts down loads of different viruses...  
Actually repairs genetic damage from toxins or radiation. And 
incredibly, it even helps overcome radiation sickness! This was 
shown in dramatic fashion after the Chernobyl nuclear accident. 
Studies show that people given this food made dramatic 
recoveries.  

Take it in capsules, tablets, or powder form. See details on pages 425-429! 

VERIFIED CASE HISTORY 

When loved ones receive chemotherapy...  
Jerry's secret could save their lives! 

Weeks of chemotherapy had Jerry on the ropes. The nausea was bad 
enough, but Jerry also knew that chemotherapy batters your immune system. 
And this can destroy your ability to keep cancer from coming back. 

But Dr. Mark Stengler gave Jerry a natural weapon that may have saved his 
life. To complement Jerry's chemotherapy, he prescribed a potent herb 
widely used by his colleagues in Japan. Called Astragalus membranaceus, it 
activates your own natural killer cells -- fearless warriors that seek and 
destroy new cancer cells. As soon as Jerry started taking it... 

HIS CANCER DOCTORS WERE STUNNED BY HOW WELL  
HE TOLERATED THE CHEMOTHERAPY... 

And now he's cancer-free! Jerry's secret has been working so well for other 
patients, that some forward-thinking hospitals on our own continent have 
finally started using it. But most doctors still haven't heard of it, so please 
show your doctor the details on page 44 of your FREE PREVIEW book. 

Click here to claim your FREE PREVIEW & 2 FREE GIFTS. 

Heart Disease SPEED CURE...  
outperforms all drugs known to science! 

Phenomenal results are felt the moment patients take it: 

Boosts blood flow to arteries instantly...  
Suddenly strengthens heart pumping...  

Makes plaque buildup screech to a halt...  
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The ultimate antiaging herb for the heart!  

Every cardiologist in America would be recommending this lifesaving heart 
tonic -- and every American over 50 would be taking it. If only they knew 
about it! So please, tell all your loved ones about Dr. Mark Stengler's 
breakthrough therapy using an all-but-ignored herb called hawthorn. 
Mainstream medicine barely knows it exists, but studies now confirm it's the 
superstar of heart treatments. When used according to Dr. Mark Stengler's 
directions, this new herbal therapy can relieve or reverse: 

Angina...  
Arrhythmia...  

High blood pressure...  

Even congestive heart failure.  

All without the dangers of bypass surgery, angioplasty or prescription drugs! 
And...  

IT'S THE WORLD'S ONLY KNOWN REMEDY FOR  
THE REAL CAUSE OF HEART ATTACKS...  

Because it instantly boosts blood flow to the coronary arteries. These small 
vessels literally feed your heart muscle -- and heart attacks happen when 
they're blocked. Other drugs and remedies can relieve some causes of this 
blockage, but only this herb solves the #1 problem immediately. 

This also means that it's a must for loved ones recovering from heart attacks. 
None of the drugs they may have been given can do what hawthorn does. 

AND THE HEALING CAN HAPPEN WITH BLAZING SPEED... 

As Dr. Mark Stengler says, "Most people begin feeling much better, almost 
from the first instant they take it." Oxygen floods to the heart, giving an 
energy boost that doesn't quit. And since there are no adverse side effects, 
Dr. Mark Stengler observes...  

IT'S THE ONE HEART SUPPLEMENT EVERYONE OVER 50 SHOULD CONSIDER... 

As safe as aspirin, yet much more effective -- preventing blockages before 
they can give you a heart attack." 

See for yourself. Check out the proof starting on page 254 of The Natural 
Physician's Healing Therapies. Try the dosages he advises on page 255. 

Doctor's discovery of Vitamin "T" beats cholesterol-
cutting drugs and even clears plaque-choked arteries! 

When cholesterol clogs your carotid artery, you're in a world of trouble. 
This is the vessel that carries blood to your brain. Many surgeons flatly refuse 
to operate on this condition, because the surgery itself kills one out of every 
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10 patients.  

But your FREE PREVIEW book will tell you about a natural cholesterol cure 
so effective, it's even been shown to reverse this deadly hardening of the 
carotid artery. Vitamin "T" (tocotrienols) is a very special subvariety of vitamin 
E, found in whole foods like rice. And when taken as a supplement, as Dr. 
Mark Stengler suggests...  

NOT ONLY DOES IT CUT LDL ("BAD") CHOLESTEROL DRAMATICALLY...  
IT ALSO MAKES GOOD (HDL) CHOLESTEROL SOAR 

Because it has zero toxic side effects, many researchers now agree with Dr. 
Mark Stengler that vitamin "T" is a much better cholesterol-cutting therapy 
than statin drugs. 

Better still, in a four-year clinical study of patients with clogged carotid 
arteries, 94% of those who took vitamin "T" stabilized or got better! By 
contrast, none of the patients taking the placebo improved, and many got 
worse. Check out the details and recommended dosage on pages 468-473. 

And now that your heart's pumping better than ever, it's time to breathe a big 
sigh of relief about...  

Who Needs Prozac? 

Dr. Mark Stengler's natural breakthroughs reverse 10 years of depression 
in 5 days... and stop panic attacks in their tracks. 

Depression darkened Sandy's life for 10 long years. She hated the very 
thought of drugs, but nothing natural seemed to help. She'd tried psychiatric 
counseling, St. John's wort, B vitamins, hypnosis, acupuncture...  

But she hadn't tried the little-known natural compound suggested by Dr. Mark 
Stengler. And as soon as she did, good things happened with uncanny 
speed. While antidepressant drugs can require a full month to kick in...  

SANDY'S WHOLE LIFE TURNED AROUND IN JUST 5 DAYS! 

WHAT ON EARTH DID SHE TAKE? Scientists have named it S-
adenosylmethionine, but for brevity's sake, I'll call it Compound S. It's found in 
every single cell of your body -- it's vital to the production of many key brain 
chemicals -- and here's the kicker... 

DR. MARK STENGLER HAS FOUND THAT SEVERELY DEPRESSED PEOPLE  
ALMOST ALWAYS HAVE LOW LEVELS OF COMPOUND S! 

Yet as soon as patients start supplementing, wonderful things start to 
happen. Not only does their depression lift, but often also...  

FATIGUE FALLS AWAY, JOINT PAIN VANISHES,  
MORNING STIFFNESS DISAPPEARS... 

Double-blind clinical studies now confirm these fantastic results. Compound S 
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seems to work at a much deeper level than any antidepressant drug, yet it 
has...  

FEWER SIDE EFFECTS THAN A PLACEBO! 

Maybe you don't need it, but are any of your loved ones depressed? What 
could it hurt to show them the details starting on page 396 of your FREE 
PREVIEW book? 

Even if they're already taking antidepressants, see Dr. Mark Stengler's 
advice on page 401. Adding Compound S to their program could help them 
feel even better, and allow them to lower their drug dosages. 

Click here for your FREE PREVIEW copy of The Natural Physician's 
Healing Therapies today! 

Injured Sports Stars speed-healed in 2 minutes 

It's no secret that Dr. Mark Stengler's celebrity 
patients include quite a number of world-class 
athletes. But he's given many of them a secret 
that may have helped their careers quite a bit. 

No, it's not an illegal drug or hormone. It's 
something much healthier, with no side effects...  

A real-life elixir that relieves even serious physical 
trauma in as little as 2 minutes! Even patients who 
have known Dr. Mark Stengler for years and are 
well-acquainted with the power of his treatments 
can barely believe their eyes. In the words of one 
mother who applied this cure to her injured young son...  

"I can't believe it! Within a minute or two I could actually see the bruise 
decreasing in size. Is that possible?" 

Oh yes, it is! Dr. Mark Stengler has seen this happen many times. Let him 
show you how it works, where to get it and how much to take on pages 35-36 
of your FREE PREVIEW book! 

VERIFIED CASE HISTORY 

Doctor's Brain Pill restores steel-trap memory --  
3,000 peer-reviewed studies confirm it! 

Melanie thought she was losing her mind. She couldn't remember the 
names of close acquaintances... phone numbers defeated her... she even 
forgot her purse and car keys as she left Dr. Mark Stengler's office. 

When he dashed out to the parking lot to return them to her, she sobbed, 
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"This is always happening to me!" But very soon after, she was calling his 
office in excitement to report her memory was coming back. 

Transformations like Melanie's are routine among Dr. Mark Stengler's 
patients, and soon your own loved ones can be feeling the same astounding 
effects. Because all that Melanie did was take the special natural extract of 
soy described in his breakthrough book, The Natural Physician's Healing 
Therapies. 

As I write this, over 3,000 peer-reviewed research papers confirm the 
effectiveness of this secret. And one of the world's leading memory experts 
flatly states: 

"It is the single best nutrient (really the single best means of any kind) 
for safely conserving and restoring crucial higher functions of the 
brain... What remains is to spread the message to the people who can 
benefit."  
-- Dr. Paris Kidd 

So shouldn't you at least see the details? Let Dr. Mark Stengler show you 
which kind to get, how to use it, and how much to take. Full details on pages 
361-364.  

Click here today to claim your FREE PREVIEW & 2 FREE GIFTS. 

SHED 20 YEARS OF AGING in as little as 2 months! 

Bob was only 51, but he already felt like an old man. 

He thought he was burned out and 
several physicians could do nothing but 
agree. They told him that nothing was 
physically wrong... 

But Dr. Mark Stengler discovered the 
secret cause of Bob's "male menopause." 
It turned out that Bob was dangerously 
low on a little-understood hormone -- one 
that's even more basic to male health 

than testosterone. In just 2 months, Dr. Mark Stengler's natural supplement 
therapy had him feeling 20 years younger... surging with energy, brimming 
with confidence, sex drive fully restored! 

Studies now confirm this could be the greatest antiaging breakthrough ever 
for men. It could help millions of men over 50 who wrongly believe they're 
"just getting old." 

Plus, as you'll see on page 123, this same supplement therapy is proving to 
be a panacea! Studies show it may be effective against allergies, cancer, 
heart disease, chronic fatigue syndrome, dementia, diabetes, impotence, 
inflammatory bowel disease, lupus and... are you ready for this? 

It even relieves menopausal suffering! 
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NOW AT THIS POINT, YOU COULD SHAKE YOUR HEAD IN DISBELIEF... 

I realize it may be hard to accept that Dr. Mark Stengler's therapies can heal 
so many hundreds of "incurable" conditions, so speedily, so completely, and 
with such total safety. But then...  

How else can you explain all the documented and verified case 
histories...  
And the results of so many hundreds of double-blind clinical 
studies...  
And the enthusiastic acknowledgement he's received on PBS 
TV, from Yale University, and from so many other respected health 
authorities.  

Still skeptical? Fair enough. I expect friends of Bottom Line to be tough-
minded! And that's why I've arranged to rush you your very own copy of Dr. 
Mark Stengler's new blockbuster, The Natural Physician's Healing 
Therapies, to preview for 30 days, ABSOLUTELY FREE. So you can see the 
convincing proof of these breakthroughs and experience their effects in your 
own life, right now.  

You've got nothing to lose... not even your time! As you've seen, these 
astonishing remedies can go to work in hours or even minutes. And they've 
been clinically proven to reverse everything from minor discomforts to the 
world's most feared diseases...  

Erases pain from injections, breast biopsies or any kind of 
blood test. Just a few of these under your tongue. Every clinic in 
America should have a supply. Page 305  
55-year-old Mary was already suffering from osteoporosis, 
despite taking 21 different supplements every day! That was 
before Dr. Mark Stengler switched her to his natural discovery 
proven to halt and reverse bone loss. Density boosted by a 
whopping 5.8% in just one year! Pages 273-278  
Cure hay fever forever? YES! This pollen derivative relieves 
acute symptoms in six days, then banishes the allergic reaction for 
good. Let Dr. Mark Stengler document how. Page 59  
Jolene's PMS made her weepy and moody, caused agonizing 
cramps, and it was getting more unbearable every month. Dr. Mark 
Stengler had her take a teeny-tiny dose of this powerful extract, 
comparable to a raindrop in a large tub of water. That's all it took to 
change her life. Pages 385-386  
Days after his Mexico trip, Ned still couldn't stop the diarrhea 
and chills. He called Dr. Mark Stengler and soon they were merely 
a memory. The solution's at your corner grocery. Page 207  
Halts cataract development in 97% of patients. Just combine 
vitamin E with this common herb. Proven in clinical study! Page 64  
Who needs ephedra? Here's the one appetite suppressant with 
zero bad side effects. A fruit extract that also keeps carbohydrates 
from converting into fat. Page 159  
Chronic migraine headaches were making Cynthia's life a living 
hell, but this astonishingly mild treatment stopped them forever. 
Page 388  
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Ovarian cysts, breast cysts, infertility, even acne all respond to 
woman's "berry" best friend. "If I were limited to one herb for 
women's health," says Dr. Mark Stengler, "this would be it!" Page 
475  
Hemorrhoids were hammering Jim so severely, he couldn't 
even sit down without wincing. This one herb was all he needed to 
shrink them and end the pain. Page 79  
A 30-minute wonder called amino acid therapy could 
revolutionize medicine in the years ahead. Proven effective for 
everything from high cholesterol to chronic pain, patients are 
seeing results in as little as half an hour! Pages 22-25  
Varicose veins are actually caused by lazy vein valves that fail to 
keep blood from pooling in the vessel. Dr. Mark Stengler's nifty nut 
discovery gets them working again, without surgery. Page 258  
Holly's asthma was better just one day after trying Dr. Mark 
Stengler's fabulous flavonoid discovery. A nutrient found in many 
of the world's most healthful foods. Pages 390-392  
Darrel's cramps and gas pains were so intense, he had to 
unbuckle his belt and pants after every meal! Two different 
gastroenterologists and all their drugs couldn't help -- but Dr. Mark 
Stengler cleared it all up with an herb so common, it's used as a 
drink mixer! Page 203  

Intrigued? There's never been a better time to find out for yourself why so 
many patients, doctors and health authorities are applauding Dr. Mark 
Stengler. Let me send you his ultimate book of natural healing to preview 
FREE... 

Click here to claim your FREE PREVIEW and 2 FREE GIFTS. 

Meet the man acclaimed by doctors as our  
"Nation's Leading Natural Healer" 

Known to millions worldwide as The Natural Physician", Dr. Mark Stengler 
received the coveted degree of Naturopathic Doctor (N.D.) after years of 
study at The National College of Naturopathic Medicine in Portland, Oregon. 
Today he is acclaimed for combining the best of alternative and conventional 
medicine at his legendary clinic in La Jolla, California. And his cutting-edge 
expertise in nutrition, herbal therapy, vitamin therapy, homeopathy, and 
integrated medicine is considered second to none in the world. 

Small wonder that both alternative and mainstream doctors are unsparing in 
their praise for Dr. Mark Stengler, and for his new book, The Natural 
Physician's Healing Therapies. 

He's the one that other practitioners turn to! "Mark Stengler is 
the nation's leading natural doctor. He is the 'one' other 
practitioners turn to for insight on difficult cases. His books should 
be on the shelf of every doctor and person serious about healing 
with natural therapies."  
-- Steve Nenninger, N.D.  
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Leader of the new wave! "Mark Stengler is a leader of the new 
wave of true healers -- a highly trained physician who integrates 
the best of natural medicine with scientific research and real-life 
clinical experience." -- Michael T. Murray, N.D.  
Understands nature's most powerful remedies! "Mark Stengler 
represents what I hope will be the new generation of doctors -- 
with a thorough understanding of nature's most powerful 
remedies... I highly recommend Mark's advice." -- James A. Duke, 
Ph.D.  
What a vast storehouse of highly effective remedies! "Few of 
us realize what a vast storehouse of highly effective healing 
remedies are now within our reach. With Dr. Stengler's new book, 
you'll discover exactly how to use these remedies to map your 
own route to better health." -- Ronald Lawrence, M.D.  
To be applauded! "Mark Stengler is to be applauded not only for 
his healing work, but for his persistent exploration of the real 
frontiers of natural medicine... a truly dedicated healer who 
harmonizes the best of the art and science of healing." -- James F. 
Balch, M.D.  

Discover all his most lifesaving secrets FREE! Click here today to claim your 
FREE PREVIEW & 2 FREE GIFTS 

Can America's leading natural doctor heal your loved 
ones? Thousands of grateful patients say,  

"Yes, he can!" 

SAVED ME FROM PROSTATE CANCER! 

"When I was diagnosed with prostate cancer, my oncologist told me I had 
less than three years to live. It's been almost seven years since that death 
sentence and I'm still going strong!" -- Edward M. 

CONTROLLED MY SON'S ADHD!  

"Two years ago I took my 10-year-old son to Dr. Stengler for treatment of 
ADHD. The results have been dramatic. Finding Dr. Stengler was an answer 
to my prayer." -- Patrice R. 

MIGRAINES CEASED!  

"For years I suffered from excruciating migraine headaches. After Dr. 
Stengler's natural treatment, I ceased having this problem. Many thanks to 
'The Natural Physician'!" -- Susan H. 

HE SAVED MY LIFE!  

"When I first came to Dr. Stengler a year ago, I thought I was dying... and he 
saved my life!" -- DeDee L. 

EYESIGHT RECOVERED... FREE FROM INSULIN SHOTS!  
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"Diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes, I suffered significant loss of eyesight. Since 
following his protocol [in The Natural Physician's Healing Therapies], I 
have recovered and am free from insulin shots. Dr. Stengler and his book... 
are nothing short of lifesaving!" -- Shawn M. 

MY DOCTOR WANTS THIS WRITTEN UP IN A MEDICAL JOURNAL! 

"I was diagnosed with failing kidneys. I then consulted with Dr. Mark and... 
my kidney doctor could not believe the dramatic improvement. She even 
wants to have it written up in a medical journal." -- Ernest E. 

Click here and prove it to your own loved ones... FREE! 

You've seen the mind-boggling case histories, 
heard these cures praised by fellow doctors... but 
why take anyone's word about them, when you can 
feel the proof in your own life... FREE! 

SEND NO MONEY. Just click here, and soon you'll 
be holding your own FREE PREVIEW copy of The 
Natural Physician's Healing Therapies. Then 
simply...  

Look up your own health concerns in the 
convenient QUICK CURE FINDER...  
Flip to the safe, natural healing breakthroughs Dr. Mark 
Stengler recommends...  
Follow his easy, step-by-step instructions and dosages, and as 
you've seen...  

MANY START FEELING THE RESULTS IN DAYS, HOURS  
OR AS LITTLE AS 2 MINUTES! 

So please, let us send you everything you need to start making these great 
things happen: 

1. SEND NO MONEY! Just click here now and... 

2. GET 2 FREE GIFTS! We're publishing 2 brand-new treasuries of the 
greatest new natural preventives and cures uncovered in the past year. We 
could charge a bundle for these 2 new books, but they're both yours FREE, 
just for ordering! Plus...  

3. YOUR FREE PREVIEW copy of The Natural Physician's Healing 
Therapies by Dr. Mark Stengler! The ultimate compendium of proven 
breakthroughs from the natural healer that doctors and patients trust most. 
Use its life-giving secrets for 30 days, FREE...  

4. AND BOTTOM LINE GUARANTEES you'll feel a huge difference in your 
own health in your first 30 days alone... or return the book after 30 days, owe 
nothing and...  
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You received this free E-letter because you have requested it. You are on the mailing list 
as mrvincentjames@yahoo.com.  
Or... a friend forwarded it to you. You can easily subscribe at this link...  
http://www.bottomlinesecrets.com/e2/e2_signup.html 

You can easily unsubscribe at this link...  
http://www.bottomlinesecrets.com/e2/e2_unsub.html 

To change your E-mail address, click here...  
http://www.bottomlinesecrets.com/cust_service/email_prefs_combo.html 

Help your friends live more healthfully -- forward this E-letter to them. Bonus: It gives you 
more to talk about -- more constructive talk. 

This is a free E-mail service of BottomLineSecrets.com and Boardroom Inc. 

Need to contact us? Click here:  
http://www.bottomlinesecrets.com/cust_service/contact.html  

Boardroom Inc.  
281 Tresser Boulevard  
Stamford, CT 06901-3246  
ATTN: Web Team 

Privacy Policy:  
http://www.bottomlinesecrets.com/simple.html?article_id=16004 

Required Disclaimer: The information provided herein should not be construed as a health-care diagnosis, 

KEEP THE 2 FREE GIFTS FOREVER... 

... No matter what, no purchase required! You have nothing to lose but your 
misery -- and you've seen what a blessing just one of these breakthroughs 
could be to a suffering loved one. So don't pass up this FREE HOME 
PREVIEW opportunity. Click here to start using The Natural Physician's 
Healing Therapies now! 

Sincerely,  

  
Martin Edelston, Chairman  
Bottom Line Books 

The information published here is not intended as a substitute for personal medical advice. Before making 
any decision regarding your health, please consult a physician or other qualified health-care practitioner. 
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Rolls Royce Ad





Cellulite Reduction



Embarrassed By
Ugly Cellulite?
Get Your FREE Copy of the 2005 Cellulite

Reduction Report By Calling Toll-Free Today!

You work out hard. You have a great diet. Yet you’re still
plagued by unsightly cellulite. Here’s how to get rid of it for
good. Our FREE report reveals the latest and most effective
non-invasive techniques to help you feel confident and look
flawless from any angle. New cellulite products are coming to
the market every month- our FREE report reveals which ones
really work... and which ones are simply ineffective. This report
is ABSOLUTELY FREE and there is absolutely no obligation.
To get your very own copy of the 2005 Cellulite Reduction
Report sent to your home via First Class Mail, simply call our
Toll-Free recorded message and leave your mailing informa-
tion. We will send you our Brand-New report the very same day
you call. Again- the call is FREE. The report is FREE.

Recorded Hotline: 1-800-525-0726
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Clayton Makepeace



 
 

Dear Direct Response Pro, 

You think about it all the time ... don’t you? 

You can almost taste the sweet rewards that more successful sales promotions would 
bring you! 

Heaven knows you’re not asking for much – just ...  

 Bigger Winners – A few tenths-of-a-percent lift – a mere 10, 20 or 30 
more orders per thousand mailed ... 

 More Often – Two or three breakthroughs like that a year – or better yet, 
five or six or more ... 

... and the sky’s the limit for you! 

» If you’re a copywriter, new clients would cheerfully shower you with fat 
fees and truly obscene royalties ... pursue you, instead of the other way 
around ... and give you everything you need to make life great for yourself 
and your loved ones. 

» If you’re a marketing exec, you could write your own ticket – to the big 
promotion, the huge raise, the choice corner office, and all the perks 
superstardom brings.  

» And if you’re a business owner, you’d get the unrivaled satisfaction of 
doubling, tripling, even quadrupling your sales revenues and profits ... seeing 
your product or service enrich far more people’s lives ... and ultimately, of 
cashing out for a king’s ransom. 

I say you deserve all of the above – and more. And now, for the first time ever, I have 
a way to help you get bigger winners, more often, in just minutes each month! 
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Get THE TOTAL PACKAGE 
— Clayton Makepeace’s Proven Secrets 

For Bigger Winners, More Often — 
FREE! 

  

These response-boosting secrets have made my clients  
more than $1 BILLION RICHER ...  

They’ve made me millions in royalties ...  
And now, they can help YOU grow richer, too! 

My name is Clayton Makepeace – and for more than three decades, I’ve shared your 
obsession with producing bigger winners more often.  

Along the way, I’ve learned a few things that can help you consistently create more 
successful direct response promotions: 

 In many of my 33 years in this business, my marketing brainstorms and 
sales copy have generated well over $100 million in sales for my clients – all 
told, well over $1 billion so far ... 

 My sales copy has generated as many as TWO MILLION NEW CUSTOMERS 
for a single product in just 36 months ... and doubled, tripled – and on four 
specific occasions, quadrupled – the number of paying customers on my 
clients’ house files in as little as a year or two ...  

 I’ve increased my clients’ sales revenues by up to 1,000 percent in a single 
month, and multiplied monthly sales revenues by up to 4,400 percent in one 
short year ... 

 My direct response copy has pulled in as much as $3.6 million in sales over a 
weekend ... $5 million in a few weeks ... and $16 MILLION in a single month. 

And over the years, the response-boosting secrets  
I want to share with you have been very, VERY good to me: 

 They pushed my annual income past the $100,000-per-year milepost in 
1982 – nearly a quarter-century ago ...  

 They catapulted me well past the $1-million-per-year benchmark in 1996 – 
nearly a decade ago ... 

 And since then, they’ve earned me as much as $650,000 in a single month. 
That’s more than $20,000 per day!  

Now, I understand if you’re somewhat skeptical.  

But please – don’t take it from me (after all – I am a copywriter!).  
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Instead, listen to ...  

» TOM PHILLIPS of Phillips Publishing International, who calls me “our ‘go-to’ 
man” and says my promotions for just one of his products mailed more than 
90 million pieces ...  

» ... Or to DR. MARTIN D. WEISS of Weiss Research, who says I’m “a great 
copywriter, world-class marketing consultant ... and one of the best strategic 
thinkers I have ever known” ...  

» ... Or to Boardroom’s BRIAN KURTZ, who uses the phrase “Elite, A+ 
copywriter” to describe me ...  

» ... Or to KIM GITHLER of The Money Show, who calls my techniques 
“Powerful” ...  

» ... Or to BRIEN LUNDIN of the New Orleans Investment Conference who 
says my approach is “A sure-fire key to success ...” 

» ... Or to BOB BLY, best-selling author of The Copywriter’s Handbook, who 
says, “Clayton’s copy is so effective, his clients pay him more money than any 
other copywriter I know of ...” 

Get THE TOTAL PACKAGE 
— Clayton Makepeace’s Proven Secrets 

For Bigger Winners, More Often — 
FREE! 

  
 

The biggest kick ever  

Don’t get me wrong. The money’s great. So is 
the kick I get from “riding the rocket” – sitting 
astride a hot new control. 

But over the past few years, I’ve also become 
addicted to the thrill of helping business owners, 
marketing execs and young copywriters multiply 
their income. 

 I loved helping Security Rare Coin jump 
from 35 to 350 employees – and from $3.5 
million to well over $120 million in sales – in 
a little over a year ... 

 It was a thrill to help Blanchard & Company 
quadruple its sales in three years to over 
$115 million, and then to help the owner cash 
out for tens of millions of dollars ... 

“MASTER CLOSER IN PRINT!” 

“I will pay Clayton Makepeace the 
highest compliment anyone can say 
about a copywriter. He is a Master 
Closer in Print. 

“And you needn’t take my word for 
this. Just get ahold of one of his 
masterful sales pieces and see for 
yourself. 

“Notice how he immediately grabs 
the attention of his prospects with a 
riveting headline they cannot ignore. 

“Observe how he quickly seduces 
them into reading further. 

“See how well he has researched 
and understands his prospects’ 
deepest yearnings, greatest fears, 
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 Helping Phillips Publishing attract two 
million new, paying subscribers in three years 
was one of the most exciting things I’ve ever 
been a part of ... 

 And it was a blast helping Weiss Research 
quadruple the size of its customer file and 
making Safe Money Report the largest 
publication of its kind – all in just 36 months. 

And although I have never before publicly 
offered my services as a “copy coach,” “marketing 
maharishi,” or a guru of any kind, I have agreed to 
privately mentor seven young copywriters in the 
last few years – and each one of them hit the 
jackpot, too:  

» Three of these young guns now earn at 
least six figures per year ...  

» Three rake in more than $1 million 
annually ...  

» And one got so rich, he bought his boss’s 
company – and then got even richer! 

That’s why I want to share my response-
boosting secrets with you – in my new E-
newsletter, THE TOTAL PACKAGE – FREE OF 
CHARGE! 

It’s easy: Twice each month from now on, we’ll 
“meet” in your e-mail box for a quick session 
designed to help you create bigger winners, more 
often. Specifically, to dramatically ramp up the 
selling power of the promos you’re working on right 
now! 

THE TOTAL PACKAGE is nothing like you’ve ever 
seen before. Once you’re a member of this unique 
service, I open my files for you – and give you the 
tips, tricks and tactics that have produced some of 
the biggest break-away winners in direct-response 
history.  

 I show you what I’m trying now ... what I’m 
discovering now ... and the exciting ideas I’m 
working on for future promotions ... 

 I dissect today’s most powerful new print 
and web-based ads and direct mail controls – 
and reveal the secret reasons why they’re 
blowing away the competition ... 

common assumptions, even the 
very vernacular they speak, so he 
seems like one of them, a kindred 
spirit, and not a slick salesman 
reaching for their wallet. 

“Then watch how he thoroughly 
raises and answers every objection 
his prospects are likely to voice, until 
there is nothing left to do but buy.  

“And then stand back and see how 
this master deftly closes the sale with 
a flourish, building a powerful sense 
of urgency and presenting a risk-free 
offer virtually impossible to resist. 

“Notice these things and then 
realize this: Most super salespeople in 
other fields can perform their selling 
mastery on only one prospect at a 
time.  

“But Clayton, with his written words, 
can work his closing magic 
simultaneously on ten thousand 
people a day, or a million. That’s why 
he is in such demand and always will 
be until the day he lays down his 
pen.” 

— GARY BENCIVENGA 
Million-Dollar Copywriter 

Editor, Bencivenga Bullets 
  

“AWESOME!” 

“Clayton’s awesome. Most have 
forgotten the days when Clayton’s 
copy powered Blanchard & Co from a 
pipsqueak to a giant among the gold 
dealers. Clayton’s copy sold hundreds 
of millions of dollars worth of gold at 
huge mark-ups. 

“More recently, I’ve seen him take 
on a financial newsletter with 
circulation of about 25,000 and 
single-handedly build it to 115,000 in 
a couple of years. And then maintain 
circ at that level even when the 
market went against the newsletter.  

“His copy was so good, sometimes I 
would just shake my head in wonder: 
It seemed unreal that anybody could 
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 I critique the limp-wristed, half-hearted, 
brain-dead birdcage liners that should’ve 
gotten everyone involved shot at sunrise – 
and make sure you never get caught in the 
middle of that kind of disaster – ever ...  

 I personally introduce you to today’s hottest 
and most gifted copywriters – and reveal the 
reasons why they’re rising to the top ...  

Get THE TOTAL PACKAGE 
— Clayton Makepeace’s Proven Secrets 

For Bigger Winners, More Often — 
FREE! 

  

And of course, I reveal the copywriting 
secrets that give me more big winners more 
often – including ...  

 HEADLINE HERESY: When leading with a 
tangible benefit fails. Adding one extra 
element to headline and deck copy produced 
the biggest winners I’ve ever had!  

 Why 99 percent of your copy winds up in a 
landfill – or worse, in Fluffy’s litter box: The 
Number One secret to breaking through your 
prospect’s “Mental Maginot Line” and getting 
your sales copy READ! 

 The three types of emotions that drive your 
prospects to action: Plus eight quick, easy 
ways to identify the sale-making (and sale-
breaking) emotions your prospects already 
have – and how to employ each one to boost 
readership and response.  

 Get the “Format” question right every time! 
The trick question that often pushes writers 
into the wrong format. And two steps to 
getting the format question right. 

 Quick start basics: Three muscle-bound 
outlines for every kind of copy you’ll ever 
write ... PLUS 23 steps to a first draft that’ll 
knock your client’s socks off ... 

 Headline Tinker-Toys: Components of a 
great headline and how to use each one, 
PLUS the two sales every great headline 

write so well.” 

— DAN ROSENTHAL 
Entrepreneur, Publisher, 
Million-Dollar Copywriter 

  

“BEST IN THE BUSINESS” 

“Words such as ‘good’ or ‘great’ 
don't come close to describing 
Clayton Makepeace. 

“Clayton, a 33-year direct-response 
veteran, has written multi-million-
dollar controls for Boardroom, 
Phillips, Rodale, Weiss Research, and 
many other top direct marketing 
firms. 

“Bob Bly says, "Clayton makes more 
money than anybody I know in 
copywriting. And he's one of the 
fastest writers around.” 

— WILL NEWMAN 
Copywriting Coach 

American Writers and Artists Institute 
  

“THE REAL DEAL” 

"There are tons of promoters 
teaching 'how to make a million 
dollars in marketing and copywriting' 
online whose only successes are 
selling programs on how to make a 
million dollars in marketing and 
copywriting; they have never sold 
anything else.  

“Clayton, on the other hand, is the 
real deal, having proven himself the 
master at selling dozens of products 
and services through his powerful 
copy and marketing strategies, from 
investment newsletters to vitamins.  

“Let me tell you the truth: Clayton’s 
copy is so effective, his clients pay 
him more money than any other 
copywriter I know of (well over a 
million dollars a year). He is, without 
a doubt, one of the top three 
copywriters (maybe THE top 
copywriter) in the world." 
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MUST make. 

 How to start the conversation with a BANG: 
The four objectives all great opening copy has 
in common: How to accomplish each one.  

 Nitty-gritty, nuts-and-bolts copywriting 101: 
21 easy ways to make your body copy sing 
like Maria Callas on Opening Night.  

 Secrets for closing the sale in a way that 
compels the prospect to order – NOW: How to 
make your price feel like the bargain of the 
century ... write guarantee copy that leaves 
prospects salivating ... and create closes that 
make ordering now a true no-brainer. 

 Order form savvy: How to make ordering 
easier than falling off a log – and turn your 
order form into a sales generator. 

 And MUCH MORE! 

Get THE TOTAL PACKAGE 
— Clayton Makepeace’s Proven Secrets 

For Bigger Winners, More Often — 
FREE! 

  

Plus, I’ll give you valuable tips for growing 
your copywriting business faster than you 
ever thought possible – including ...  

 How to more than DOUBLE your chances of 
creating a blockbuster control long before you 
even begin writing ...  

 How to kill writer’s block and “blank-page 
panic” forever – PLUS, my single worst 
productivity killer – and the mental trick that 
kicks its butt every time ...  

 How to beat the Monday Morning Blues, 
explode out of the starting gate ... hit your 
stride faster ... and build momentum and 
creative energy with each passing hour of the 
day and day of the week ...  

 Speedwriting secrets: How to write more powerful drafts in record time ...  

 Seven deadly habits the world’s worst copywriters share – and how to avoid 

— BOB BLY  
Best-Selling Author,  

The Copywriter's Handbook 
  

TOUGH TO BEAT! 

“If a client asked me to write a 
package and said that I would be 
going up against Clayton Makepeace, 
I’d e-mail them saying I’m on a canoe 
expedition in the upper Amazon.” 

— JIM RUTZ 
Million-Dollar Copywriter 

  

90 MILLION PIECES MAILED! 

“Clayton Makepeace not only 
created one of the most successful 
promotional packages for Phillips 
Publishing, he helped us launch an 
entire health company!  

“His promotional launch package for 
Health & Healing mailed 90 million 
pieces over three years and 
generated hundreds of thousands of 
new subscribers. He was also our ‘go-
to’ man when we needed to hit the 
ground running with several other 
launches in the health as well as the 
investment companies.” 

— TOM PHILLIPS 
President and Chairman 

Phillips International Inc.  
  

“TOPS!” 

“The best-in-the-business 
copywriter — with income of well into 
seven figures per year – is Clayton 
Makepeace. What makes him tops? 
Quite simply, he has sold more 
product than any other copywriter 
alive today.” 

– The Golden Thread 
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each one ...  

 The time of day when you’ll most likely do your best work ... when you’re 
likely to be at your worst ... and why ... 

 Why you’re probably “writing” your best copy when you’re goofing off ... and 
even when you’re fast asleep ...  

 The secret of handling copy cuts and client comments in ways that actually 
strengthen your copy – and never weaken it ...  

 Sales-killing copywriting mistakes almost everyone unknowingly makes — 
how many are hurting your letters?  

 Secrets of doing research that’ll pack your copy with factual “gems” 
guaranteed to boost response ... 

 Little-known ways to structure your copy for greater impact than you ever 
dreamed ... 

 How to keep a well-intentioned but woefully misguided “graphic artiste” from 
murdering your response and royalties ...  

 How to effortlessly attract more new clients than you can possibly handle ...  

 The one little wrinkle that makes copywriters rich – and their clients even 
richer ...  

 Sage advice on managing all that extra money you’ll soon be making ...  

 And MUCH MORE! 

Get THE TOTAL PACKAGE 
— Clayton Makepeace’s Proven Secrets 

For Bigger Winners, More Often — 
FREE! 

  

And, if you’re a business owner or marketing pro who depends on copywriters 
for your success, I show you ...  

 How even a marketing newbie can instantly spot strong (or weak) copy in 
twelve easy steps ...  

 What information your writers really need from you to create smash hits in 
record time ...  

 The invisible barriers to more successful promotions that we writers never 
tell our clients about ...  

 How to keep a writer working harder for you than anyone else ...  
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 When to it’s best to insist on changes, and when you’ll be better off giving a 
copywriter his or her head ...  

 How to get a writer to cheerfully fix a draft that’s all wrong .... 

 And MUCH MORE! 

A dozen great ideas every two weeks,  
each one hand-picked by me  

to give you bigger winners, more often 

Whether you are a business owner, a marketing pro or a copywriter, there’s no limit to 
how far you can go. 

But there is a limit to how much time you have to get there. 

My mission is a simple one: To help you get there quicker.  

That’s why I created THE TOTAL PACKAGE, and why I’m urging you to sign up now. 

It takes only a few seconds.  

It costs you NOTHING.  

There are absolutely no strings attached. 

I’ll give you the best I have — scores, then hundreds, and eventually thousands of 
proven secrets and tips you can use and profit from immediately. 

What’s more, I’ll emphasize specific, how-to, nuts-and-bolts advice ready to keyboard 
into your current copy — not vague theories. And I’ll back everything up with real-world 
examples, not hype and hot air. 

And of course, you must agree that THE TOTAL PACKAGE is by far the most practical, 
useful, effective and lucrative service of its kind, or you can opt out at any time. 

So please: Won’t you let me do my part to help you to bigger winners more often? Just 
click here to begin receiving your regular issues of THE TOTAL PACKAGE – FREE!  

Welcome aboard! 

 
Clayton Makepeace 
Publisher & Editor 

P.S. ARE YOU A COPYWRITER? Consider what the young guns I’ve helped so far are 
saying ...  

“CLAYTON’S TECHNIQUES EARNED ME  
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MILLIONS OF DOLLARS!” 

“Clayton Makepeace is more than just a great copywriter. He’s the originator of 
response-boosting techniques that are used by many of the top pros. 

“I had the great fortune of apprenticing with Clayton early in my career, and the 
lessons he taught me have earned me millions of dollars.” 

— PARRIS A. LAMPROPOULOS 
Million-Dollar Copywriter 

“CLAYTON COULD SELL ICE TO AN ESKIMO!” 

“I consider Clayton Makepeace one of the modern masters of direct marketing.  

“Every time I talk to him, it’s like gold — I learn so much that’s helped me become a 
top copywriter. He’s so good he could sell ice to an Eskimo!” 

— KENT KOMAE 
Million-Dollar Copywriter 

“A TRUE MARKETING GENIUS!” 

“When I read my copy and say ‘this sounds like something Clayton would write’ — I 
know I have a winner! 

“Clayton Makepeace is my copy hero. I’ve seen his copy triple and even quadruple 
response. I had the privilege of being his copy cub and he encouraged me to give 
freelancing a shot. So when I sit by my pool or treat my family to luxurious vacations and 
great gifts, I honestly say in my heart, ‘Thanks Clayton!’” 

— CARLINE ANGLADE-COLE 
Million-Dollar Copywriter 

“A REAL MARKETING GURU!”  

“I’ve worked closely with Clayton Makepeace on dozens of copywriting projects over a 
decade. He is, quite simply, the hardest-working, most creative, certainly most 
productive copywriter I have ever met.  

“What I enjoy the most about Clayton is that he is a natural writer, who somehow 
takes a child-like joy in writing clearly and with panache. After more than 30 years in this 
business, Clayton will still call you up and read portions of his latest promotion, excited as 
all get-out with the persuasive power of ordinary words.  

“No, there are very few real gurus in this business ... people who really know what 
they’re doing ... but Clayton is one of them, someone to whom any marketing 
professional worth his or her salt should listen.” 

— ROBERT HUTCHINSON 
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Million-Dollar Copywriter 

“TENS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF PROFITS!” 

“Clayton’s direct mail packages have generated tens of millions of dollars in sales and 
profits for a variety of clients. 

“I’ve had the privilege of working with Clayton on a dozen or so projects over the last 
three years and I’ve been repeatedly astonished by his unique ability to generate big 
ideas virtually on-demand.  

“And when you combine that with the clear, compelling, and persuasive sales copy he 
writes, you’ve got a recipe that generates successful sales letter after successful sales 
letter. 

“If you sell or market products of any kind, you owe it to yourself and your business to 
listen to what Clayton has to say. You’ll be wiser — and wealthier — for the experience.” 

— BRAD PETERSEN 
Six-Figure Copywriter 

  
To sign up for your FREE SUBSCRIPTION to  

THE TOTAL PACKAGE – NOW! 

P.S. ATTENTION, BUSINESS OWNER OR MARKETING PRO! Consider what your 
competitors are saying ...  

“WHEN CLAYTON TALKS, YOU SHOULD LISTEN!” 

“Clayton Makepeace is more than just a great copywriter. He is a world-class 
marketing consultant ... a gifted business advisor ... and one of the best strategic 
thinkers I have ever known. 

“In 1998, Clayton came to me with an idea for a new newsletter, then wrote several 
direct mail packages that quickly sold 40,000 subscriptions. 

“Next, Clayton came to my office, turned things upside down and created a kick-butt 
marketing machine that enabled us to keep strong packages in the mail for all of our 
newsletter products. 

“Then, he created promotions that quadrupled the active subscriber base to Safe 
Money Report over a three-year period — and made Safe Money Report the largest $99 
newsletter in the industry, with 105,000 paid subscribers. 

“Finally, Clayton helped us brainstorm new products for sale to our subscribers and 
contributed multi-step campaigns that generated as much as $5 million in sales in as little 
as six weeks. 
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“Most recently, Clayton spent 17 days in my offices creating a system for pumping e-
campaigns out the door, then wrote a web-based sales campaign for Safe Money Report 
that generated a 13 times greater response than previous efforts. 

“My advice: When Clayton Makepeace talks, I listen. I’d advise you to do the same.” 

— MARTIN D. WEISS, PH.D. 
Chairman, The Weiss Group 

Publisher, Safe Money Report 

“POWERFUL” 

“Clayton is famous for the selling power of his copy. But his marketing ideas have 
proven to be every bit as powerful for many of his clients.  

“At several junctures in the growth of “The Money Show,” Clayton provided key 
strategies and copy that helped us take our enterprise to the next level.  

“His ideas for adding sponsors – and his strategies for attracting the big names – have 
resulted in a BIG improvement in our revenues and bottom line, and have helped make 
“The Money Show” the world’s #1 forum for active investors.” 

– KIM GITHLER  
President, “The Money Show”  

“A SURE-FIRE KEY TO SUCCESS!” 

“If there was ever such a thing as a born marketer, Clayton Makepeace is it. He is, 
without a doubt, the most talented direct marketer I have ever met — and I have worked 
with many of the best. I can say without exaggeration that I have never failed to see him 
triple the revenues of any company he has ever worked for. 

“Anyone who has found a way to benefit from Mr. Makepeace’s efforts, or tap his 
knowledge, has discovered a sure-fire key to success.” 

— BRIEN LUNDIN 
Editor and Publisher, Gold Newsletter 

President, New Orleans  
Investment Conference 

“ELITE, A+ COPYWRITER!” 

“Clayton Makepeace is one of the world’s elite copywriters ... there are only a few in 
the select group that Boardroom classifies as the ‘A+ writers’ ... and Clayton has been in 
that group for a very long time.  

“He has the distinction of writing the first magalog that became a control for us which 
was one of our biggest breakthroughs ... and it was the first in a long line of 
breakthroughs and blockbuster controls that has helped Boardroom be the leader in the 
markets we cover.” 
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— BRIAN KURTZ 
Executive Vice President,  

Boardroom Inc. 

 
To sign up for your FREE SUBSCRIPTION  

to THE TOTAL PACKAGE – NOW!  

 

 

 

 
Lock In Your FREE Subscription To 

THE TOTAL PACKAGE! 
Billion-Dollar Copy, Design and Marketing Secrets  

for Direct Response Professionals 

YES, CLAYTON! I want bigger winners, more often! Please sign 
me up for a FREE, no-strings-attached subscription to semi-

monthly issues of The TOTAL Package E-newsletter, packed with 
income-exploding secrets!  

First Name: 
  

My E-mail: 
  

 

 
    Submit » 

The Profit Center™, its GoProfitCenter.Com™ website and The Total Package™ e-newsletter are committed to 
safeguarding your privacy. For that reason, we refuse to make our member, customer and subscriber lists 
available to any third party, nor shall we permit anyone else to do so. We also refuse to disclose any 
information of any kind about members, customers or subscribers unless required by law. To fulfill our mission 
to provide you with the finest marketing materials available we may, from time to time, send you news of 
products and services designed to enrich your marketing experience. 
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No Other Letter I Have Ever Sent You 
Has As Much Potential To 

Dramatically Change Your Life 
For The Better As This One…..  

…..If You Are Involved In Or 
Very Seriously Interested In Direct Marketing 

Or 
The Business Of Publishing And Marketing 

Information Products 

         

Who else wants to be an info/direct marketing millionaire? 

Dear Friend, 

I will be direct and to the point, with no warm-up. 

In my career, for myself and my clients, I’ve sold well over half-a-Billion Dollars 
worth of information products!  (If you added in the money made by many more 
"students" of mine who have followed my examples and instruction, it’s over several 
billion dollars.) 

I have made a personal fortune -- and made millions of dollars for many clients -- in 
the business of conceptualizing, creating, publishing and marketing "info products", from 
$10 books to $15,000.00 "courses", sold via every means imaginable.  If you can name a 
scenario involving marketing information, I’ve dealt with it.  My track record in this 
specialized niche is virtually unmatched. 

******For the first time, and for one time only, I put on an intense 3-day-and-nights 
seminar where I taught absolutely everything I know about turning info-products 
into fortunes.  Over 250 attended, coming from as far away as Japan and Australia.  
Each paid at least $3,475.00 to attend.  This seminar will never repeat.  If you 
missed it, you missed a rarest-of rare opportunity to have somebody who has really 
made a fortune and guided many others in doing the same, in the fascinating field of 
"information products"******************* 

As you would guess, the reason for this letter, now, is that we did record the entire 
34-hour (!!!) seminar, then carefully edit and condense those recordings into two 
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"Highlights Packages", one audio, one video, and have made it possible for you to 
"attend" at home. 

In this letter, I’m going to tell you all about this unprecedented program, exactly what I revealed, and 
do everything I can to help you make a wise decision, whether or not you should make the rather 
substantial investment of time and money required to "attend", via the tapes.  This requires a long letter.  I 
know you’re busy, maybe not blessed with patience.  But I am serious when I say that no other letter I have 
ever sent you has as much potential to dramatically change your life for the better as this one.  So I hope 
you’ll take the time to read it thoroughly.  And I must urge you to do so immediately – it includes a very 
limited HALF-PRICE offer you may not want to miss. 

The Mythical Alchemist Lives… 
Maybe you read fables as a kid about medieval alchemists, who claimed the power to 
turn everything from cloth to dirt into gold, to take nominally valuable raw material and -
- presto! -- turn it into enormously valuable gold. 

The ability to repeatedly and consistently turn paper and ink or blank tapes or similar 
conveyances of information into "gold" is modern alchemy.  The ability to take one to 
several pages of sales copy in an ad or sales letter selling information and turn it into 
hundreds of thousands of dollars is modern alchemy.  Wealth from thin air.  I seriously 
question whether there is any other "alchemist" alive on this planet who has demonstrated 
possessing this power as many times in as many different situations as I have.  That’s 
why even already very accomplished, very successful, very rich info-marketers still seek 
out my assistance with their projects.  And pay gigantic, arguably obscene sums of 
money for my input. 

Should you require evidence of my status as a true, living, breathing alchemist, I have 
enclosed a little package of it for your review.  Click here to find a sampling of info-
marketer clients, by name, descriptions of their businesses, and details of my 
contributions to their wealth.  And, you’ll find some comments from such clients.  If you 
want even more evidence, transcripts of interviews with clients and their comments – 
pages and pages and pages of ‘em, relevant to this letter, can be found at speakers and 
marketers spill the beans. 

If you take time to review this information, I believe you will find an overwhelming 
preponderance of proof, compelling reasons for you to obtain what I know about this for 
your use, for the rest of your life. 

DON’T ENVY ME, MY LIFESTYLE.  JOIN ME. 

If I don’t make at least a $1,000.00 a day from my information products, almost all of it 
arriving through my FAX machine, my Websites, the mail, I’m very, very grumpy.  And 
I do make that – and more – nearly every day, whether I do any work or not.  Last year, 
my wife, Carla and I took a 7 day Alaska cruise, several other vacations, I took over 70 
days off to "fool" around with our racehorses, Carla visited our daughter and new 
grandson in Washington, D.C. almost every other week for a few months – and the 
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money kept streaming in.  The point is – this type of business offers not only the income, 
but the freedom to live as you please. 

On top of all that, the information business I built and sold to Michael Kimble is a big 
money machine of its own.  (As is his other info business.) 

And I have dozens and dozens of clients who’ve "modeled" me, and created millionaire 
lifestyles of their own as "info-marketers."   WHY NOT YOU? 

Imagine..... joining me and many of my clients, "students", and Platinum Members in an 
ideal "business lifestyle".......owning info-products that once birthed, for as little as a few 
hundred dollars of investment and a week of work, deliver income year after year after 
year......orders arriving via your FAX machine, the Internet, mail, a phone service, orders 
being shipped for you, and huge profits flowing into your bank account every day 
whether you even drop by your office or not, or on a cruise, a beach, in a mountain 
cabin......having other info-entrepreneurs engaged in joint ventures with you, doing all the 
"heavy lifting", selling your info-products to their customers, and sending you big 
checks...... 

And note, I’m talking about YOUR OWN PROPRIETARY PRODUCTS that you create, 
own and control – and I promise, even if you can’t write a grocery list or are "all thumbs" 
at the computer, you CAN quickly develop very valuable info-products of your own. 

With my life’s blueprint – and my client’s examples – to follow, you CAN develop your 
own "perfect business".…. Few or NO employees, NO office overhead, most "work" 
done FOR you by outside vendors, sales done AUTOMATICALLY, little or no personal 
contact with customers, multiple streams of income from your products – from your own 
advertising, mailings, Internet marketing AND from distribution by many others..… 
every time the FAX beeps, money for you!  The day’s mail, money for you! 

Why wouldn’t you want to live such a profitable business lifestyle to the greatest extent 
possible? 

So, let me tell you about this "home study package" based on my once-in-a-lifetime, tell-
it-ALL seminar you missed, entirely, exclusively and totally devoted to the a-to-z’s of 
making money with direct marketing and in the information business: 

YOU GET ME – REVEALING EVERYTHING I DO 

I taught virtually the entire seminar.  From 8:30AM right through to 9:30PM the first 
two days, 8:30AM – 3:30PM the 3rd, as close to non-stop as humanly possible.  There 
were NO guest speakers, only a few quick "panel discussions." 

By the way, the longest presentation about info-marketing I’ve ever given at anybody 
else’s seminar or conference has been two hours. Imagine what I can do with over 30 
"classroom" hours! 
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I WANT YOU TO HAVE THIS 
BEFORE I STOP WORKING 

*I’m less than 500 days away from real "semi-retirement", as I write this letter – 
cutting way, way back on speaking, teaching, consulting.  Divesting my businesses. 

I poured my heart and soul into this specialized seminar, which was offered only to 
my Inner Circle Members, because the information business has enabled me to create 
such independence and security, I really wanted my Members intrigued with this kind of 
business to have exactly the same opportunity.  Originally, it was my intent to make the 
seminar itself AND the highlights-on-tape available only to my own Members, each as 
only a one-time offer.  But Michael Kimble has convinced me to "open the doors" via the 
tapes to any of his customers who have a strong, serious interest in this particular type of 
business – his words: "it would be a crime to keep it from them and retire with it locked 
away in your closet ….. it’s almost like taking some powerful secret people could use to 
improve their lives with you into the grave." 

So I thought it over, and I have decided I want you to have this, too, before I retire. 

I am holding nothing back.  Nothing.  Every iota of experience, successful AND 
unsuccessful, and knowledge I have acquired in 25+ years of "info-alchemy" will be laid 
bare before you.  

To prepare, I’ve started the arduous (yet stimulating) task of going back through archival 
files dating back to 1975; literally a room full, floor to ceiling, wall to wall, of ads, sales 
letters, products, client files, my own project files; investing months of hard work, 
organizing everything I want to give you, making sure I leave nothing out, no stone 
unturned.  A sampling of the information I gave out at this seminar -- and kept in the 
edited pages -- is listed on the newsprint piece enclosed, but it does not even come close 
to doing justice to everything revealed. 

AN OPPORTUNITY THAT WILL NOT REPEAT 

No, I will NEVER present this seminar again.  People who were there got my entire "bag 
of tricks", and no one else ever will.  The next best thing is this Highlights Package – and 
it, too, is going to be released ONLY ON A LIMITED BASIS.  I have authorized 
Michael to sell only 500 of them, period.  Why the limit?  Well, I just prefer the idea that 
we are sharing secrets.…. at least information known to and used by a select few, and I’m 
able to afford and indulge all my eccentricities.  You’ll even find a Non-Disclosure 
Clause on the Registration Form.  You must agree to it, to obtain this package. 

If you procrastinate, you may very well have your order refused – and find everything 
"sold out." Order Now! 

We Will Dissect The Frog 
And Leave No Body Part Whole 
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We looked at every single aspect of making money with info-products in minute detail.  From market 
selection to media and list choices to product development to the back-end business and multiple income 
streams.  To every question you can imagine bringing to the table. (With one exception: database 
management, technical computer stuff.) 

Think about "product development" just for example.  Heck, anybody can slap together 
product.  But there are dozens and dozens of "little" nuances and tricks I’ve learned -- or 
invented -- that impact on everything from price and margin to refunds to up-selling.  
You need a complete strategy for putting out a product that will be "hot", eagerly 
accepted, have staying power, provide maximum profits.  There are several very smart 
questions that ought to be asked and answered before putting together any info-product, 
that rarely are.  With what I can tell (and show) you about "product" alone will be worth 
your investment to acquire these tapes.  You might double the profits from a product 
you were going to do anyway…..you might save a lot of cost or agony.....OR you might 
get a whole new product idea that’ll turn into hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

Or "direct mail" -- is there anybody around who has created as many successful sales 
letters for as many different info-products, year in, year out, for 25 years?  I doubt it.  
And I will show you and hammer home just THREE "SECRETS" you must incorporate 
every time you go down this path, that provide iron-clad insurance against failure.  
While others admit to "batting averages" of one success out of dozens of attempts, I hit 
base hits virtually every time at bat, and giant home runs about 25% of the time. (That’s 
why, as a hired-gun copywriter, 80% of all clients who’ve used me once have come back 
and hired me repeatedly.  BUT these three secrets do NOT require masterful copywriting 
to pay off for you.)  

I’m also going to tell you what I’ve learned by carefully studying a number of 
legendary info-product marketers, some you’ll know, some you may not have heard of 
(but should have!).......like Dean F. DuVall, Jim Straw, George Haylings, Alan Shawn 
Feinstein, Joe Karbo, Harvey Brody. 

I’m even going to unveil brand new ideas for info-product marketing, that you’ll be the 
first to hear about and consider. 

Every square inch of the "frog" will be put under the microscope and examined from every direction, I 
promise you that.  And the "best of all" is in this, my "Complete, A-Z Information Publishing & 
Advanced Direct Marketing Business System." 

Here, let me check off some of the most important "secrets" definitely included in this 
"Info-Publishing/Direct Marketing Business System": 

1.      The exact, detailed criteria I and my clients use to ferret out and target ultra-
responsive, rabid markets..…which I’ve never presented in entirety before.   

2.      Insights into "niches" and "subcultures", so you can be a more adept "hunter" of 
prime target markets – fully supported with actual examples "hidden" from the casual 
observer.  
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3.      Examples of "guerrilla warrior approaches" to launching or testing new info-
businesses with cheapskate budgets – for example:  how I launched my first info-
products, in tiny target markets, with "free" lists.  KNOWING  WHAT  I  HAVE  
LEARNED  OVER  20  YEARS,  AT  CONSIDERABLE  EXPENSE,  ABOUT  
CHOOSING  A  MARKET, SLICING  ‘N  DICING  THAT  MARKET,  
DISCOVERING  ITS  MOST  BURNING, PASSIONATE  DESIRES  AND  
MATCHING  INFO-PRODUCT  OFFERS  TO  THOSE DESIRES  IS  TRULY  A  
MILLION  DOLLARS  WORTH  OF  KNOWLEDGE. 

4.      Analytical examination of dozens and dozens of different successful info-
products..… classics, contemporary, brand new..…what makes them sell so 
well?…..what "ingredients" to build into your info-product to support the strongest 
possible sales pitch, to assure customer satisfaction, to provide greatest possible 
profitability.   

5.      Most commonly made, costliest info-product development mistakes to avoid.   

6.      How to make product development easier, faster, cheaper.   

7.      What you need to know about both sides of "Licensing."  HOW TO CREATE 
OR FIND AND SECURE "RIGHTS" TO THE INFO-PRODUCTS(S) THAT WILL 
MAKE YOU RICH. 

8.      Insider, pro strategies for finding, obtaining, testing and using mailing lists.   

9.      How to buy media like an experienced pro – and not be taken advantage of.  

10.  Media choices offering low-cost/high-yield: Broadcast FAX, postcards, oversize 
postcards, package inserts, ride-alongs.   

11.  How to exploit many different "distribution opportunities" for your info-products 
requiring NO AD OR MARKETING DOLLARS OF YOUR OWN, and tapping into 
others’ carefully guarded customers.   

12.  An exhaustive, in-depth look at Joint Ventures, arguably the highest-profit way to 
multiply your wealth based on a "solid" info-product.  EXACTLY  HOW  TO  PUT  
TOGETHER  A  MULTI-FACETED  MARKETING  MACHINE  THAT  WILL  
SERVE  YOU  WELL DAY  IN,  DAY  OUT,  POTENTIALLY  FOR  YEARS  AND  
YEARS  TO  COME. 

13.    Hundreds of "little tricks" that pay off big – like the phone number "gimmick" 
that boosts response to almost any ad or broadcast-FAX by 30% to 40%.  Like: what to 
add to an order form to boost net profits by 25% or more.   

14.    How to take a once effective but dying ad and give it new life, with one simple 
change.   
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15.    Hundreds of "little nuances" shown to you in ads, letters, FAXes, etc. both for 
selling to new customers and to established customers….. A  LIFETIME  OF  MY  
MOST EFFECTIVE  WORK,  INCLUDING  EXAMPLES  THAT  I  HAVE  NEVER  
BEFORE SHOWN  IN  SEMINARS  OR  PUBLISHED  ELSEWHERE. 

In toto, you get a truly COMPLETE "PICTURE" of an info-business, from the very 
first ad to acquire the very first customer all the way to a mature business with 2/3rds to 
3/4ths of its income derived from the "back end", with continuity and renewable income, 
periodic BIG paydays, a complex matrix of profit centers and income streams…..a 
business engineered for near 100% auto-pilot operation, for the ideal lifestyle…..a 
business generating both current, high income and long-term equity, value and wealth.  I 
believe you will be INSPIRED by this "picture"…..you will PROFIT from this 
comprehensive inside-look, more detailed understanding…..you will be fully equipped to 
launch OR to "super-charge" your own info-business. 

Examples, Examples, Examples And More Examples… 

Unique, unusual envelope designs that get opened.….Order Forms designed with 
"rocket science" thoroughness and precision to maximize response.  From my archives:  
THE very first ads I ever wrote and ran, for my first info-products, and for my first 
clients.….one of my earliest sales letters for info-products and the amazing "secret" it 
contains…..  Examine some of my longest-running, most profitable ads, including "An 
Open Letter From A Once-Flat-Broke Nebraska Housewife"…..Joe Polish’s lead 
generation ads.…. 

Powerful, high-performing sales letters, including the current Nightingale-Conant 
"control" for my MAGNETIC MARKETING SYSTEM.  Examples from clients and 
attendees at this seminar…..those selling to business niches, hobbyists, "unusual", offbeat 
markets..…my "Why Would A Wealthy Man…?" letter that made millions for a client.  
Little "lift notes" and "Post-it Notes" that give big boosts to response.  Join me in 
dissecting and analyzing "million dollar sales letters"…..letters I’ve been paid $25,000.00 
to $100,000.00 to write, letters that have literally created million dollar successes from 
scratch. 

You even get examples of "raw copy" as I delivered to clients, before it was 
ultimately turned into successful direct-mail campaigns, so you see the "evolutionary 
process" from the very beginning – for example, one renewal campaign that converted 
2/3rds of a client’s customers from "low price" to "high price." 

Original lead-generation ads that launched million dollar info-businesses – actual ads 
from over a dozen different individuals shown and discussed.  Examples of "winner" and 
"loser" ads for the same product, why one worked, the other didn’t. 

From 43 or 44 hours of classroom time and hundreds and hundreds of examples 
shown and discussed, I’ve hand-picked THE most useful and valuable minutes, THE 
most valuable models, cut out all the "chaff", and built a HIGHLIGHTS PROGRAM that 
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compresses, condenses and efficiently presents my entire, systemized, step-by-step 
approach to developing a hugely profitable "info empire."  And in addition to my 
"lifetime of know-how", you’ll hear me quiz people like Ken McCarthy, the only person I 
trust re.  Making money via the Internet..…Joe Sabah, who has sold an unbelievable 
number of books "in his bathrobe" via talk radio..…Jeff Paul, the "$4,000.00 A Day" 
man…..and a handful of other information giants. 

To Be Fair, This Particular Package 
Definitely Is NOT For Everybody 

It is IDEAL FOR YOU if you are already in the info-products business in one way 
or another, or you’re a very serious student of direct marketing.  

If that’s the case, I can promise, I can guarantee the certainty of "plus-ing" your 
profits.....of strategies and opportunities you’ll take immediate action on.  If you are 
already spending money producing, advertising and marketing info-products, it’s an 
absolute "lock" you’ll increase your profits far, far, far in excess of your investment.  
Unless, of course, you think you know it all or are simply mule-stubborn about the way 
you do things.  But given that you are eager for ways to make more money (without 
doing more work), let me say this:  in the past 10 years, I have not consulted with a single 
person or company in this field and failed to provide that client with income-boosting 
strategies.  Not one. 

If you are "green" but very, very serious about getting into this field, then this is a 
golden opportunity to get the benefit of my 25+ years of experience in condensed 
form, an unbeatable "shortcut" value.  

After all, I have launched many people in the info-business from ground zero, 
almost all of whom have on-going, lucrative businesses; many of whom are making 
in excess of a million dollars a year, net.  But you do need to already be at least a very 
serious student, if not a practitioner; the complete novice will be overwhelmed here, and 
would be better served taking "baby steps"…..beginning with the study of my 
ULTIMATE INFORMATION ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL.  (Available in the Kimble 
& Kennedy Catalog or at www.kimble-kennedy.com.) 

So, if you are a real babe-in-the-woods, I would not advise getting this Package.  Or if 
you are flat broke, I wouldn’t advise it; although the info-biz offers enormous financial 
leverage, it still does require money to make money.  Don’t spend your last few shekels 
coming to this, hoping for a miracle.  This is a REAL BUSINESS SYSTEM for a real 
business person. 

One way or another, if you are really ready to develop a COMPLETE, hugely 
profitable information business 100% your own, then you are the correct "match" with 
THIS Package. 
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Here’s Exactly What’s Included: 
(Be careful just lifting the box.) 

18 AUDIO TAPES professionally recorded and edited by Steve Tyra, in my opinion, 
THE best editor of spoken word audio in the business.  Over 27 hours of the 3 days are 
here, including my presentations, lively question-answer sessions, panel discussions 
where quizzed guest experts and successful clients, and much more.  That’s an incredible 
27 hours!!! 

A WRITTEN TRANSCRIPT of the audio Tapes, to make note-taking, highlighting, 
and subsequent reference as easy as possible for you. 

MY INTEGRATED MONEYMAKING SYSTEMS CHARTS AND DIAGRAMS.  
Before this Seminar, I kept these to myself.  Even my private clients paying $6,800.00 a 
day, some paying me $100,000.00 and more a year NEVER saw these diagrams and 
charts.  These "pull everything together" so you have complete understanding of very 
sophisticated marketing models. 

A GIANT "SAMPLE BOOK" OF ADS, SALES LETTERS, CATALOG 
PAGES and other marketing tools and examples discussed during the Seminar – 
including some of my earliest successful ads, even my very first ads..…including 
successful examples I’ve never shown off at a seminar or in a course.  I promise, you can 
"live off of" this collection of "winners" by itself!  I’ve even included examples of "raw 
copy" as I deliver it to my copywriting clients in the first draft, so you can see my 
thinking process, and how a winning promotion evolves.  You cannot get many of these 
samples in any other resource. 

Turn Off Regis’ "Who Want To Be A Millionaire?" And 
Watch Something That CAN Really Make YOU A Millionaire. 

The investment to attend the Seminar was $3,475.00.  This Package will be 
Internet/Catalog-priced in the future at just $1,995.00 (A huge 40% Discount!).  Right 
now, your investment required for this Home Study Package is less than half that price: 
just $995.00*. 

If you like, you can get the "Deluxe" Package which also includes 12 Video Tapes for 
just an additional $375.00 (will be $750.00 later).  So for a total investment of only 
$1,370, you can literally recreate the seminar in your living room.  Turn off "Who Want 
To Be A Millionaire?" and invest 39 hours** in a Training Program PROVEN to make 
hundreds of people millions of dollars!  These 12 Videos came from a two-camera pro 
shoot, you see audience participants, panelists, me, the overheads on the screen, the 
works.  It truly is the next best thing to being there. 

If you like, you can mark the "2 Installment" option (or "3 Installments" if you go 
with the "Deluxe" Package) on the Form, and split the payment for your convenience. 
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*To get the HALF-PRICE SPECIAL, you MUST place your order no later than the date in red on the 
Acceptance/Order Form. 

**Video highlights condensed to approx. 12 hours – audio highlights approx. 27 hours. 

***Shipping and Handling on the Basic package is $19 and $25 on the Deluxe. 

Yep, I Know, This Ain’t Cheap 
Given the investment I have in this accumulated know-how, given its value in use, 

and given that this is the only time in my entire life that I’m going to discuss it all, I’d be 
an idiot to attach a K-Mart price tag.  Sorry, but it’s Neiman-Marcus time.  

Only you can know if you are serious enough about a real approach to making big 
money in the information business to justify this. 

I can’t guess.  Only you can know. 

How can you judge the "reasonableness" of this price tag?  If you are in the business of 
selling information, then you’ll have to plug your ears and sleep through it all not to walk 
away with strategies you can quickly turn into large sums of cash.  So, for the sake of 
conversation, let’s say it’s a "mortal lock" you’ll put an extra $25,000.00 in the bank 
within 90 days of going through this Highlights Package. (I’d think more like 
$250,000.00, but let’s say $25,000.00.)  Here’s the question: how big of a return on a 90-
day CD would it take to get you in line at the bank?  Or, do it this way: if your bank 
was selling a CD worth $25,000.00 at maturity 90 days from now, what would you 
cheerfully pay for it today?  Would you pay $20,000.00?  $15,000.00?  Surely 
$10,000.00? 

So how much are you willing to pay to get this?  If you mentally bid less than $5,000.00, 
you’re silly. 

Of course, if you’re not already up and running with an information business, so you 
can instantly cash in on what you’ll hear, then you might look at it like getting a 
"franchise" – or maybe, more like spending a couple days with Ray Kroc’s ghost, the 
current CEO of McDonalds and ten of the most successful restaurant owners in the 
world, if you were going to open up a burger joint.  And what would you pay for that? 

People paid $3,475.00 to attend the seminar.  You’re getting the "Highlights 
Package" for less than a third of that investment – and no travel, no hotel.  Frankly, were 
the position reversed, I’d grab this. 

*************** 
THIS IS FACT:  there are at least 100 people who quite literally owe their million dollar 
or multi-million dollar yearly incomes as info-marketers to me.  Either personally or 
through my materials, I opened the door for them the very first time.  Or they found me 
after years of struggle and "flopping about".  They built their products, ads, mailings, 
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entire businesses on my methods and models.  (As I was writing this, I talked with one 
who, in 2000, sold nearly 500 of his own information-product, at an average profit of 
$200.00 – that’s $100,000.00 – almost entirely via direct-mail, FAX and e-mail in his 
spare time, while going to school full-time!  Within 2 years, he’ll be doing over a million 
a year.) 
*************** 

Some comments from people who were at this seminar, and who’ve used 
these exact same strategies "piece-meal" as I’ve taught them at other 
times appear on the last two pages of this letter.  Read them.  Chew on 
‘em.  Why shouldn’t YOU join this unique group of information-
entrepreneurs reaping such huge rewards? 

Do You Need A Guarantee? 

I would hope not.  Given the mountain of evidence laid out here, and elsewhere if you 
wish to go look for it, you ought to decide "yea" or "nay" without need of guarantees.  
However, you do get a 45-day "free peak"; go ahead and get everything into your hands 
and you can quickly determine that it IS everything I’ve promised and much more – but 
then if you aren’t bowled over (I’ll be shocked), you can return it all for a 100% refund.  
You’re perfectly safe! 

********************Do NOT Wait Or Delay******************** 

Your immediate response is needed.  Please complete the Acceptance/Order 
Form as quickly as you can. Or if you prefer to order by FAX: (630) 604-0090 (to order 
by fax, simply fill out the Acceptance/Order Form, print it and fax it in).  Or, order by 
phone: 1-800-578-0532, 9am-5pm C.S.T. Monday through Friday.  The BIG HALF-
PRICE DISCOUNT is until the date in red on the Acceptance/Order Form.  After that 
date, you may have to pay the Internet/catalog price. 

A Final Thought.... 

To paraphrase that Cuban baseball player John Belushi used to imitate on Saturday 
Night Live, info-marketing been veddy, veddy good to me.  I cannot imagine how else 
somebody with my background could have created financial independence from scratch, 
so early in life, had as  

much fun, and even had as much positive impact on the lives and fortunes of others.  I’d 
sincerely like you to have a similar experience; to be able to use my bank of knowledge 
about this unusual specialty to dramatically accelerate your achievement of whatever 
goals you have.  That cannot occur if you miss out on this.  It is up to you. 

 
Best, 
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Dan Kennedy 

Paper-’n-Ink Alchemist 

PS:  To get the Special HALF-PRICE DISCOUNT, your order must be received no later 
that the date in red on the Acceptance/Order Form.  After that date, if the maximum 
limit of 500 Info-Publishing/Direct Marketing Business Systems have not been sold, you 
can get it on our Website at double the price it’s being offered today. 

PPS:  Should you have any questions, call Heather at Instant Profits Marketing at:  
(630) 848-1444. 

WHAT THEY SAID ON THE SPOT, 
ABOUT THE SEMINAR YOU MISSED.…. 

"Best idea from the seminar - WOW!  This will put at least $10,000.00 
in my pocket in the next 30 days.  (Sorry Dan, no royalties!)  I’ll 
definitely be at the next seminar." 

            - Rick Zimmerman, Fresno, CA 

"I am stunned.  Amazed.  EXCITED.  Three jam packed days of the best 
useable information I’ve ever gotten in one place.  My ‘to do’ lists 
have ‘to do’ lists, yet I’m not the least bit overwhelmed.  I’m walking 
away with a clear plan to turn my employee-heavy, management-burdened 
business into a profit-making machine…you’ve set me free!" 

            - Elizabeth Moreland, Orange City, FL 

"Dan is truly passionate about helping people to do what he does, 
sharing his knowledge and expertise tirelessly.  We are fired up…we got 
answers." 

            - Pamela Bower, Dodge City, KS 

"I used one of Dan’s ideas to turn work I’d done for a client into an 
information product that immediately doubled my income.  Now, after 
this seminar, I’m going to have to double my projections for next 
year.  I’m not easily impressed, but today I am astounded." 

            - Shelley Stuart, London, Ontario, Canada 
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"There’s a lot of opportunity in the information-products business, but 
finding the path to success can be like wandering into the forest in 
‘The Blair Witch Project.’  Dan’s seminar saved me from a lot of 
frustration, wasting a lot of money – and most important – wasting a 
lot of time.  In my market, I could never have afforded to waste the 
time it would have taken me to learn everything that was covered in 
just three days." 

            - George Columbo, Winter Springs, FL 

"I got more than my money’s worth during the first three hours…the 
first four pages of the Manual alone showed me how to make my niche 
product into five other niche markets – that alone will easily make 
me an additional million dollars in the next 8 months…" 

            - Ernesto J. Fernander, Lutz, FL 

"I’ve been a Marketing Director for nearly ten years.  I know quite a 
bit.  My promotions pulled results - bosses and clients loved me.  I 
was NOT aware of how much I didn’t know.  That bell rang for me around 
8:07 AM Thursday and it has kept on ringing!…I cannot recommend this 
Program strongly enough.  Do whatever you have to do to hear this man, 
and be prepared to have your old, staid ideas flushed from your 
brain…I’ve just spent an hour, long-distance, hotel rates and all, to 
tell my husband about my plans.  After listening carefully, asking a 
few questions, just hearing the tip of the tip of the iceberg of 
information I’ve gotten in the last 24 hours, he got it!  He’s even got 
another 4 or 5 distinctive niche-specialized products in mind for us to 
do together.  He referred to Dan as the Charles Manson of Direct-
Response.  Well, let me tell you, if loving Dan is wrong, I don’t want 
to be right.  I’ve been through seminars, courses, conferences, etc. 
umpteen times and have NEVER been as excited as I am right now – 2:00 
AM.  Between the raw Kennedy knowledge, tried and proven techniques, 4 
pounds of examples, checklists, guest panelists, this seminar is worth 
every penny, every back ache, every under-eye bag and dark circle…in 
fact, if Dan required my first born child in exchange for the 
information he has given, I’d pay to have a reversal of my tubal 
ligation…I think the most profound result of these three days with Dan 
is the realization that this entire business of information marketing 
isn’t something just for other people – it’s for me, too. 

            - Bridget Campbell, Coeur D’Alene, ID 

WHAT KIND OF RESULTS WERE ATTENDEES 
OF THIS SEMINAR ALREADY 

PREVIOUSLY GETTING FROM DAN’S METHODS? 

"I adapted a letter from MAGNETIC MARKETING for my upholstery/drapery 
business, mailed it to my past customers and brought in $42.00 for 
every $1.00 I spent mailing it.  Brought in $27,494.00 in 21 days.  
That was all over and above our normal sales for the month! 

            - Rick Zimmerman, Fresno, CA 
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"I’ve been buying and using Dan Kennedy’s products since 1987.  Using 
Dan’s techniques, I’ve increased sales 12-times.  1,200 %!!! 

            - Steven Swanson, Largo, FL 

"Last December I read in an earlier newsletter of Dan’s about the 
importance of creating urgency in your offer.  I added a "P.S. to my 
own letter with a reason for urgency.  I mailed to 167 banks (my 
prospects) and got 16 responses (10%) resulting in 6 orders totaling 
over $16,000.00 all from a $200.00 investment.  Just making this 
addition to my sales letter doubled the results. 

            - James A. Johnson, Minneapolis, MN 

"For 10 years as a consultant, I’ve been developing programs for 
clients one at a time.  I’ve got a whole wall of individual binders 
with customized training programs and I own them all.  After listening 
to Dan for 40 minutes I smacked myself in the head and said, "How 
stupid am I?"  I took just one of those binders off my shelf, re-
packaged it, sent out a direct-mail piece about it to just 2,500 from a 
niche market of 12,000 and instantly made over $30,000.00.  I’ve been 
sitting on a goldmine with a pick axe and shovel but Dan’s given me the 
heavy-duty mining equipment." 

            - Shelley Stuart, London, Ontario, Canada 

"I attended Dan’s 1998 SuperConference.  It cost me twice as much as 
any other attendee because I had to travel 26 hours, jump on 5 planes, 
squished like a sardine.  Also my Australian dollar was worth half the 
U.S. dollar.  Although overcome by jet lag and struggling to stay 
awake, I learned about two strategies that directly enabled me to 
increase the sales of my mail-order business by 86%, and increase my 
profits by 300%, which in turn enables me to sell the business I had 
started with zero for $420,000.00.  Now I have started another mail-
order company that is already worth more than a million dollars." 
(Note: Mal not only attended this info Marketing Seminar in July but is 
returning again for the October SuperConference.) 

            - Mal Emery, Scarborough, Perth, Australia 

 

Click Here To Order Dan's Complete  
A-Z Information Publishing & Advanced Direct  

Marketing Business System." 
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Print - Close Window

From: "SlimBody News" <respondt@inevitablerigidly.net>

Subject: New Diet-Pill Zaps Fat & Cellulite Cells Forever

To: mrvincentjames@yahoo.com

Date: Thu, 15 Sep 2005 20:25:06 -0500

 

 
This advertisement is being sent by a 3rd Party, where you have consented to receive updates, offers, or promotions. 
To opt-out or unsubscribe, please follow instructions as provided by the sender at the bottom of this email.

Baffled, Top Scientists Say...

"New High-Speed Diet Pill Causes Fat and Cellulite 
Cells to "Pop" Like Bubble Wrap, Burns 937 Extra 
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Calories a Day, and Boosts Your Metabolism By 
a Startling 500% ... All Without Diet or Exercise!" 
 

(Dateline: Denver CO:) Leading 
research scientists from the 
University of Tennessee recently 
stumbled upon a proprietary 
fatloss nutrient that caused study 
subjects to lose 11 lbs of fat and 
cellulite even though they didn't 
cut back on calories. 
 
  These startling results baffled 
scientists so a second study was 
performed showing that subjects 
who received this powerful 
wight loss nutrient lost a 
whopping 10.9% if their total 
body weight -- that's double 
the amount compared to the 
control subjects who didn't get 
this nutrient! And, what startled 
researchers the most was... 

This ALL-Natural Discovery 
Penetrates Old Fat and 
Cellulite Cells Causing 
Them to "pop" Like Bubble 
Wrap and Self Destruct ... 
Never to Return Again! 
 
This process, called 
"apoptosis" by scientists, is 
vitally important for those 
wishing to quickly lose pounds 
and stop rebound weight-gain 
after reaching their ideal weight. 
After all, if the fat and cellulite 
cells are still there, waiting to 
store the calories you eat, the 
weight can't come back! This is 
why scientists now say it is 
possible to live in the body of 
your dreams no matter how 
many times you've failed in the  
past! But there's more ... 
 

Click Here For the rest 
of the Story ...

You are receiving this email because you registered at a LapRunner partner site and consented 
to receive emails containing special offers from their partners. If you prefer not to receive future 

email messages from LapRunner and wish to delete your name from the list, follow the  
"Click here to unsubscribe" link below. Requests may take up to 72 hours to process. 

Please refer all questions, opinions or additional feedback to: 
 

Mail Gravity, Inc. 
545 Eighth Avenue 

Suite 401 
New York, NY 10018. 

 
Thank you for your interest.
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New High-Speed Diet Pill Causes Fat and 
Cellulite Cells to "Pop" Like Bubble Wrap, 

Burns 937 Extra Calories a Day, and Boosts  
Your Metabolism By up to 500%...   

All Without Diet or Exercise! 

  

(Dateline: Denver CO - September 14, 2005 ) If you've ever felt guilty, ashamed, or 
embarrassed for failing to lose weight with strict diet and exercise plans, you should stop 
immediately. It's not your fault. After all, in today's busy day and age, we can't be expected to 
have the time, energy, and willpower needed to lose weight and keep it off for good. That's why 
95% of all dieters fail to keep the weight off. But there is hope.  

Leading research scientists, from the University of Tennessee, recently stumbled upon a 
proprietary fat loss nutrient that caused study subjects to lose 11 lbs of fat and cellulite even 
though they didn't cut back on calories. In another study, these same researchers discovered 
that subjects who received this powerful weight loss ingredient lost a whopping 10.9% of their 
total body weight--that's double the amount compared to the subjects who didn't get this 
nutrient! And, what startled researchers the most was... 

This All-Natural Discovery Penetrates 
Old Fat and Cellulite Cells Causing Them to  

"Pop" Like Bubble Wrap... Never to Return Again!  

"I was dieting for 40 years without success. But with Slim Seduction I lost 11 lbs of fat and 
cellulite in the first 7 days! These fast results inspired me to keep going, and after just a few 

short weeks, I lost a total of 30 lbs of unattractive fat, over 27 inches, and now I get more 
compliments than I ever have in my life! I did all of this at age 64 when most "experts" say 
it's almost impossible to change your body. Just imagine how much weight you can lose at 

your age! Finally there is real hope for women who have failed to lose weight in the past-it's 
Slim Seduction!"  

 
-Marie Seibel, age 64, West Virginia  

Click the Play button to the Right to Listen to Marie!
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This process, called "apoptosis" by scientists, is vitally important for those wishing to 
quickly lose pounds and stop rebound weight gain after reaching their ideal weight. After all, if 
the fat and cellulite cells are still there waiting to store the calories you eat, the weight will 
almost instantly come back when you enjoy your favorite forbidden foods. But, with the cells 
destroyed, the weight can't come back! This is why scientists now say it is possible to live in the 
body of your dreams no matter how many times you've failed in the past! But there's more. 

Researchers at Global Nutrition Sciences (GNS Inc), a leading nutritional research firm, 
took this high-speed "fat-popping" nutrient and combined it with 9 others to create, what many 
users are saying, is the fastest and most effective diet pill ever created. Enter Slim Seduction™. 
Now you can quickly "pop" away fat and cellulite cells for good while GNS researchers estimate 
you can...  

Burn an Extra 937 Calories a Day! That's 
Almost Half The Amount Most Women Eat  
Over 24 Hours... Without Diet or Exercise! 

While no supplement should be considered a "miracle-
pill" (a quality eating and activity program should always be 
included with any weight loss program), Slim Seduction is 
earning a reputation as being the "next best thing." Over 57 
scientific studies--p ublished in prestigious journals like The 
Journal of The American Medical Association and The 
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition--indicate that key 
ingredients found in Slim Seduction are safe and effective. 
In addition to Slim Seduction's proprietary "fat popping" 
nutrient its formula includes: 

l Guggulsterones to support the thyroid hormones 
T3 and T4, which have been shown to significantly 
boost the metabolism causing weight loss!  

l Researchers at the University of Fribourg in Switzerland found that specialized 
compounds in green tea, called ECGC, work together to stimulate the rate of calorie 
burning by up to 500% without extra effort!  

l This specific type of Chromium has been shown to zap excess hunger and cravings by 
supporting proper blood-sugar levels! (U.S. Government studies say 9 out of 10 Am 
ericans are deficient in this essential mineral). Researchers at the University of Texas 
Health Sciences Center in San Antonio found that people supplementing with this 
chromium lost up to 17 pounds in just 90 days!  

l Niacin has been shown to accelerate the burning of carbs (so you don't have to stop 
eating your favorites).  

l Advantra Z™ causes "lipolysis," or the breakdown of stubborn body fat. Experts at 
Greenwich Hospital in Greenwich, Connecticut found that the active ingredient in 
Advantra Z, when combined with guarana (also in Slim Seduction), resulted in an 
average fat loss of almost 3% of total body weight without changes to diet or exercise.  

l Dandelion extract, also known as Taraxacum officinalis, helps the body digest fat by 
supporting the flow of bile from the gall bladder. It also helps to clear your body of pesky 
"water weight," which can make you look bloated and ruin your diet.  

l Guarana works as a natural appetite suppressor and recent scientific studies have 
shown that its active ingredients help transport away stubborn fat and burn it for all day 
energy. Guarana works by stimulating the adrenal glands to release the hormones 
epinephrine, norepinephrine, and dopamine.  

l Yerba mate, from South America, helps release trapped fat and cellulite so they can be 
burned as body heat--a process called thermogenesis!  
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What's more, a recent study, conducted by Dr. Torben Andersen at Charlottenlund Medical 
Centre in Denmark, showed that 44 overweight women, using just two of Slim Seduction's key 
ingredients ( guarana and yerba mate ), lost an average of 11 lbs in 45 days. The control 
group who didn't get to use these ingredients lost an average of one pound. That's a 10-lb 
difference in weight loss by using the correct amount of these two ingredients! Plus, gastric 
(stomach) emptying was delayed by 20 minutes keeping the subjects feeling fuller, longer. 
Now... 

Imagine How Much Weight YOU Will Lose 
With All 10 Slim Seductions Ingredients  

Combined Into One Pill! 

Obviously Slim Seduction is so effortless and scientifically advanced it's like nothing you've 
ever tried. Just take a serving twice a day on an empty stomach, once in the morning and 
another at noon. It's that easy to "pop" away and destroy unattractive fat and cellulite cells that 
have kept so many of us from feeling slim, attractive, and confident for years! In today's day 
and age being overweight is NOT your fault. Slim Seduction is the solution that works!  

Warning: Do Not Lose Weight Too Quickly 

The 10 ingredients found in Slim Seduction are combined in such precise amounts that 
scientists call them "synergistic." This means they work extra-fast when combined together. 
This is why you should NOT skip meals while using this product. In fact, you should eat more 
often! With that in mind, if you begin to lose weight too quickly while using Slim Seduction, 
reduce your dosage and eat more calorie-rich foods throughout the day. Doctors agree it is not 
healthy to lose weight too rapidly.  

What Women Like You Are Saying...  

"I just wanted to call and let you know I've already lost 7 lbs in the first 10 days using [Slim 
Seduction]. I do feel a whole lot better than I have in the past knowing I'm losing the 
weight. I have more energy now. I want to thank you for [Slim Seduction]. It is a really 
great product."- Sue, Office Manager, Alabama 

 Click On the Play button to listen to this testimonial! 

"I am a physically disabled grandmother from Missouri. Needless to say I get little exercise 
above normal. I wanted to let you know that I have already lost 5 lbs in only 1 week on Slim 
Seduction. It has really helped with the craving for sweets and I am able to say no to big 
helpings. Thank you very much."- Sandra, Jameson, Montanta 

 Click On the Play button to listen to this testimonial! 

"I gave up on diet products designed for men, they always made me emotional and hungry 
and I was fed up with poor results. But after seeing Slim Seduction I knew it was different. 
It looks so eloquent, appealing and classy. And, most importantly, I started experiencing 
weight loss after the first 24 hours. Right after I take Slim Seduction, I get a warm, fat-
burning feeling. Thank you from the bottom of my heart!" - Barb Cozine, Registered 
Nurse, IA 

 Click On the Play button to listen to this testimonial! 

"I wanted you to know that I've lost 6 lbs on the new Slim Seduction [in one week] and I 
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really think it is a wonderful product. I feel better with it and I am not really hungry. I 
mean I have more energy and it's just a really great product. In fact, I want to get my son on 
it and my walking partner. I think it's a wonderful product and it really works. Thank you 
very much for developing it."- Madelyn Creekmore, California 

 Click On the Play button to listen to this testimonial! 

"I have been taking Slim Seduction in the first week and lost 4 lbs! I have noticed a 
difference in my stomach area, it's really starting to thin out. I have a lot more energy and it 
has really increased my sex drive!"- Kelly Haines, Pennsylvania 

 Click On the Play button to listen to this testimonial! 

"I've started using your Slim Seduction and I do have more energy and I did lose 5 lbs the 
first week. I hope to lose much more and I enjoy your product very much. Thank you very 
much."- Edna, Pascagoula, Mississippi 

 Click On the Play button to listen to this testimonial! 

"Hi, this is Terry from Michigan. I just wanted to let you know that using Slim Seduction in 
the first week, I've lost 3 pounds. And what I really like about this product is I've had no 
negative side effects, no jitteriness. no edginess that I've experienced with other diet pills. I 
also have increased energy, my workouts are a little bit better and I can do them a little bit 
longer. I don't have that constant hungry feeling that I've had with other diet pills. This 
product has really worked really well for me and I really like it."- Terry, Michigan 

 Click On the Play button to listen to this testimonial! 

"Hi, this is Peggy Dillon. I live in Maui, Hawaii and I'm in the activity business here in 
Maui. Since taking Slim Seduction, I've noticed an increase in energy and I'm much 
happier. There has been a big improvement in my state of being, not only in the fluidity in 
my body but just an overall state of well being. Which has been a big surprise to me because 
I was already pretty happy. I really love being on the product. It makes me feel wonderful. I 
am so glad I found it. Thank you very much. It's a wonderful thing. I feel very lucky."- 
Peggy, Hawaii 

 Click On the Play button to listen to this testimonial! 

"Hi Josh, this is Susan and I live in Wasco, California. I'm a part of your [Slim Body 
Challenge] and I think this product is really great. I didn't get to start it when I first 
received it. I went on vacation. When I got back, I started it and I've noticed that I've lost 
inches and I've lost approximately about 5 pounds since taking this on the first 4 days. I 
really love this product. I have more energy than I ever did before, and believe me, I've 
taken every type of diet product that you could imagine. So thank you for giving me this 
product and making it available to me where I can lose the weight and get back the figure 
that I didn't think I can ever get back, ever."- Susan, California 

 Click On the Play button to listen to this testimonial! 

"Hi, this is Debra Robertson from Texas. I work at a University in an administrative 
capacity and I was just calling to let you know that for the first time, I haven't had cravings 
all the time for sugar, for sweets, for chocolate especially, and I did have higher energy 
levels. So I want to thank you."- Debra, Texas 

 Click On the Play button to listen to this testimonial! 
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You WILL Lose At Least 5 Pounds 
In The First 7 Days or It's FREE! 

As you just heard for yourself, Slim Seduction works in speeds of record time! Not only that, 
it is backed by a legally binding SIX-WEEK 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! It works 
like this: Use this rapid fat loss product as directed, and if you don't lose a minimum of 5 
pounds during the first 7 days, take up to 6-weeks to return the unused portion for a full refund 
of your entire purchase price... with no questions asked. You don't risk a penny! What's more, 
it's like you get... 

Two Bottles For the Price of One! 

If you test-drive Slim Seduction today, backed by a 6-week 100% money back guarantee, 
you will receive a Super-Sized, 120-capsule bottle instead of the regular 60-capsule bottle. This 
is double the amount for half the price. One Super-Sized bottle of Slim Seduction is currently 
on sale for $39.95. Two bottles are $69.75 (save $10 more). Order three Super-Sized bottles 
for $97.95 (you save $20.00 more) and get a FREE fat-reducing MyoTape Tracker valued at 
$39.95! 

A MyoTape is a special, high-quality tape measure that 
allows you to track all the inches you will be losing while 
using your Slim Seduction. Just wrap the MyoTape around 
your arms, belly, hips, thighs, and calves, and watch as the 
inches quickly vanish from all your trouble areas! It's the 
best tracking tool you can use to monitor your speedy 
results with Slim Seduction--much better than a scale, 
which doesn't always show your true progress. 

Plus, all orders come with the best selling ebook Slim 
Body Secrets (valued at $39.95.) Shipping and handling is 
just $3.95 no matter how much you order. 

How To Test-Drive Slim Seduction 
Today 

You can only purchase this trademarked product direct from GNS Inc. It is not found in any 
store or on any other website. This makes ordering simple. Have your credit card ready and call 
GNS, toll-free, 1-800-595-4670 from 8 to 5 MST. Or, for fastest service, simply CLICK the "6-
Week Slim Seduction Trial Offer" button below. You can also order via PayPal. These 
summer sale prices can only be guaranteed for the next 24 hours. GNS is a proud member of 
the Better Business Bureau. Thank you.  

 

Or Call 1 (800) 595-4670  
Monday - Friday 8-5 MST  

If you're still undecided and want answers to the most  

"Click Here: 6-Week 
Slim Seduction Trial Offer" 
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frequently asked questions about Slim Seduction Click Here.  
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there are no "typical" results. Their photos and testimonials represent an extraordinary example of what can be 
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diagnose, prevent, treat, or cure any disease. As individuals differ, so will their results. Slim Seduction should 
be used in conjunction with a quality eating and activity program.  
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Here’s your chance to get a charter subscription to Brian Keith
Voiles’ NEW newsletter, “Advertising Magic: Critiques, Resources &
Techniques to Help Your Ads & Letters Make Money”.

It’s the only newsletter that shows you how to take mediocre ads
and sales letters and turn them into kick-butt winners.

PLUS you’ll learn more inside secrets that will help you produce
exceptional results with your ads and sales letters…

                                 results like these:

“Since my letter was working profitably already, I felt that if I got an added 5% to 8% increase in
response after integrating your ideas I’d be satisfied.  So, using your ideas, I created a new letter.  After 4
weeks my sales did not go up the 5% to 8% I hoped for.  Brian, my sales doubled!  And I blame it all on
you.  Your ideas are so simple, so easy to use, they’re just plain amazing!  I’ve never seen such persuasion
power.”

-- Burt Dubin, Burt Dubin Speaking Success System, Kingman, AZ
Tel (520) 753-7531  Fax (520) 753-7554

“Brian took my rough draft display ad, and in less than 30 minutes he made that ad sing!  How do I
know?  Because the response from the market is blowing me away!  My sales staff can barely keep up
with the leads. My clerical staff hardly passes them on before we get more. Mr. Caples, make room for
Brian Keith Voiles!”

-- Michael Jans, Michael Jans Marketing, Vancouver, WA
Tel. (206) 694-5730  Fax (206) 694-8088

“After reading your Advertising Magic I wrote a full page ad.  Although I thought I was a good
copywriter, I learned more after reading Brian’s book than I had in the past 7 years!  But the proof is in the
results… this ad has pulled 2 to 4 times its cost every time I’ve used it.  It’s by far the best ad I’ve ever
written and I give the credit for it’s success to Brian’s course, and his brilliance!”

Robert Blackman, Diversified Enterprises, Norman, OK
Tel. (405) 360-9487   Fax (405) 360-9489

Dear Friend,

Would you like to get results like the above
Advertising Magic owners have gotten?

Wouldn’t you like to double your sales or
response?  Advertising Magic was you first step

in doing that.  In fact, you’ve probably already
started “digesting” my course, “Advertising
Magic”.  It’s full of practical advice on creating
your own hot ads and sales letters that work.

In fact, in the 2 ½ years I’ve been selling it, I
haven’t had a single customer want their money

Brian Keith Voiles, Author
Advertising Magic
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back.  All of my customers seem to love it... I
certainly hope you do, too.

However, if there’s been one missing element
from Advertising Magic, it’s been this:

An ongoing, month to month “coaching”
session with me on what makes a good ad
better, and what makes a good sales letter
great!...

And the best way to teach you all this, is to bring
you inside my office as I critique ads and sales
letters of all types and kinds.

That’s why I’ve decided to start the
“Advertising Magic Newsletter: Critiques,
Resources & Techniques to Help Your Ads &
Letters Make Money”.

With this newsletter you’re going to get an
insider’s view of what happens when I do critiques
of ads and sales letters.  And, as usual, it’s backed
by a no-hassle, 100% money back guarantee:

You Get My 10 Times, 365-Day Guarantee
Of Higher Profits And Complete Satisfaction.

The typical guarantee you get with most
newsletters is very weak.  At best, they allow
you a refund only on your unused issues.

My guarantee covers every issue in your
subscription. Listen to every issue, all the way
down to the last word of the last issue.  If at
any time you aren’t completely convinced that
my newsletter is worth at least 10 times your
investment, I want you to ask for your money
back.

As you can see, I feel strongly about the
value you should get from my newsletter.  And
probably 90% of my Ad Magic customers
have asked me to come-out with some type of
“critique” newsletter.

But rather than just taping a critique and

passing the tape along to you, I’ve decided to
make it a high quality newsletter.

Here’s how it will work:

I’m going to take a sales letter or ad each
month, and mark it off into sections with a pen.
Then I’ll send you a printed copy of it along with
my thorough critique on cassette.

As you listen to the cassette I’ll walk you
through each section in the ad or letter; and I’ll
dissect it word by word, line by line, and page by
page.

If the person submitting the ad or letter tells
me that it is not getting a good response, I’ll go
over in detail the probable reasons why it’s
failing... and I’ll tell you what could be done to
make it better.

If the ad or letter we’re reviewing is already a
money-maker, I walk you through it finding out
why it’s hot, and how it could be improved for
even more response.

You get it?

It’s really quite straight forward; and I
currently don’t know of any newsletter that is
doing this same type of thing in the great detail
that I go into when I do a critique.

Anyway... dozens of my customers have been
practically begging me to produce this
newsletter.  I know it will be of great value to
you.

But I want to give more than just “great”
value to you.

I want to give you a “killer” newsletter that
you look forward to getting each month – a
newsletter that you just can’t wait to study and
absorb...

That’s why I’ve decided to offer you more
than a “listen-in” on a critique each month... take
a look at some of the other topics that are being
scheduled into upcoming newsletters:

• Each month there’ll be a Question &
Answer part on the tape.  This is where
you’ll get to ask me any questions you have

I'll write you a refund check for the
entire amount on the spot, no questions
asked.  And that's a promise!
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about direct mail, advertising, marketing, a
product idea you have... or anything!

 Chances are, if you have a question about a
topic, my other subscribers will have that
same sort of question -- it’ll be of benefit to
all!

• You’ll learn how to track the response to your
ads and sales letters... you’ll learn the simple
“ma `n pa” way of doing it (which works
perfectly well) along with the “high-tech”
way.

• You’ll learn how to put together a spreadsheet
(on computer or on paper... your choice!) that
helps you decide whether a direct marketing
project, sales letter, or ad is gong to be
profitable for you or not

• Where to find trustworthy, reliable resources
for using the Internet to test ads, headlines,
sales letters, etc.

• Learn proven ways to get advertising space
for pennies on the dollar.  (A close friend of
mine regularly gets a $7,000 full-page ad in a
national trade publication for a paltry
$1,200!)

• You’ll hear interviews with other advertising
and marketing experts, and what their latest
research has uncovered regarding responsive
advertising and sales letters... PLUS you’ll be
informed in advance when these experts will
be interviewed so you can submit your
questions for answer!

• Learn how to uncover and advertise to niche
markets profitably!

• How to get mail-order merchant status, even
if you’ve been turned down before!

• You’ll get the “before” and “after” of each ad
or letter (when available) for your permanent
learning experience!

• You’ll learn how the information uncovered
during a critique can be applied to your
business and how to easily adapt it.

• You’ll learn which lists work for which
offers... which magazines work for what
products.

• You’ll learn down and dirty ways to test
your offer and headline before you spend
money on costly mailings and ads.

• You’ll learn what role design has in
response generating ads and letters... and
more... much, much more.

You can count on all this and more packed into
all 11 issues (no December issue) of
“Advertising Magic: Critiques on Tape &
Real Life Results Newsletter”.

I want you to know that I will be putting my
“all” into this so that you, my customer, my
subscriber, will learn so much each and every
month it will almost blow your mind!

This newsletter is for your benefit.  It’s not for
me... it’s for you.

Of course I’ll make money on this -- but my
point is that the time, research, and effort I put
into this isn’t going to be for me to “bellow on”
and on about my personal life and my trials.

It’s Purpose Is Solely For Your Profit-
Boosting Benefit!

And there’s another thing I promise you, your
questions will get answered.

And if the question you ask won’t apply to
most of the other subscribers, then I’ll still
answer it -- except I’ll call you personally to
answer it.

Now, let me shift gears a minute here and say
that I think it’s probably obvious that I can’t do
this alone...

I need your help.

If you’re doing any mailings or running any
ads, I want you to be a part of this.

I’ll critique your ad or sales letter (or both) at
no charge (a $225 value), and then we’ll share
how it can be improved with everyone else.
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I also need you to call-in and fax over any
questions you have about your advertising,
mailings, postcard, etc... or most any other
questions related to advertising and marketing.

And if you have a resource I need to know
about and can share with the other subscribers,
please don’t be selfish -- SHARE!

• For example, let’s say you found the perfect
merchant account services for direct mail...
call and share that information!

• Or maybe you know where to get 60 minute
cassettes duplicated for 25¢ each (a steal of a
deal) call me and let’s help everyone out!

• Know of a dirt-cheap printer who does a
quality job?  Share it with me and I’ll let
everyone else know.

I think you get the idea.  Basically, please share
anything of value that has to do with running a
business that does mailings, advertises, and wants
to make and save money.

A charter subscription to “Advertising Magic
Newsletter: Critiques, Resources, &
Techniques to Help Your Ads & Letters Make
Money” will give you a unique set of tools to
make sure your ads and sales letters get powerful
results.  Plus, it’s an exceptional value!

Most newsletters of this caliber will charge you
anywhere from $195 on up.  (I know of one
newsletter that charges $595 that doesn’t deliver a
10th of what you’ll get from your subscription to
the Advertising Magic newsletter!)

When I begin doing joint ventures to get more
subscribers, the newsletter cost will be $167 -- and
well worth it!  But if you are one of the first 100 to
subscribe...

You Get the Discounted
“Charter” Subscription Rate of

Only $137 – a full $30 OFF!
Or, you can save even more by subscribing for

two years at just $264 (an additional $10
savings).

I think you’ll agree, you’ll make this much
money and more just from the information you
learn each month!

I’m totally confident that this subscription
will be “the one” you look forward to each
month, more than any other.

You’ll devour the inside information I share
with you as I go over ads and letters from people
who are like you... and all the different products
and services being sold.

Every little nook and cranny will be explored
and uncovered in each and every ad or sales
letter as it goes through my ruthless critique.

Here’s How to Get at Least $137 Worth
of Powerful Bonuses - Absolutely FREE!

The premiere issue of “Advertising Magic
Newsletter” will be published in May, 1997.

But if you subscribe within 10 days of the red
stamped date on the enclosed “Request Form”,
I’ll send you three “killer” bonuses that will
more than pay for the price of your subscription
– plus, they’ll help kick your direct marketing
profits into high gear right now.

KILLER BONUS #1

“How To Find Mailing Lists That Can
Make You Rich” is a double audio tape set that
is absolutely “killer”!  On these two information
packed tapes, you'll hear direct Marketing Expert
and Registered List Broker Karen Anderson.

Karen will tell you what you can do not only
to protect yourself from bad list-brokers but, also
how to get the most “bang for your buck" with
mailing lists.  You’ll learn:

• How to cash-in using the "SRDS (Standard
Rate and Data Service) List Source" the
same way the pro's do!

• Where to find a "SRDS List Source" to
use FREE!

• Learn what each category in the SRDS really
means.
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• What specific questions to ask about each list
so you don't get burned!

• How to save money by talking the language
the brokers use.

• Learn the differences between list brokers,
managers, owners and companies.

• Learn the right questions to ask to ensure your
success!

• Learn exactly what a "Data Card" is and how
to read one.

• How to ask for certain types of data cards and
know if they are useful for your particular
offer.

• The right formula you should use to
guarantee getting your list order approved
by the list owner.

• Learn the trade secrets some list brokers use
to their advantage and how to not have them
used against you.

You must listen to these tapes before you talk
to any broker or commit yourself to purchase any
list.

Doing so can save you thousands of dollars!
And, when you’ve got your copy right and you
select the proper mailing list, the sky's the limit
on how much money you can make!

These tapes are a $57 value ... yours FREE only if
you subscribe within 10 days from the red stamped
date.  (Sorry, no exceptions!)

KILLER BONUS #2

Powerful headlines are absolutely crucial to
maximizing your profits.

Since you only have a few seconds to seize
your reader’s attention and convince them to keep
reading your ad or sales letter, you’d better be able
to stop them in their tracks.

Hopefully you’ve learned a lot about headlines
from me in Advertising Magic.

Now you can learn from the other great
copywriting masters in “The Master Headline
Secrets”.

This special report is chuck-full of great
advice on creating and using headlines… advice
from great copywriters like:

• Ted Nicholas

• Bob Serling

• Bob Bly

• Brad Petersen

• Harv Eker

• Dan Kennedy, and

• Me!

All of these great marketers and copy-writers
have joined with me to create an exclusive report
that’s available only through this offer.  Easily an
$87 value if sold separately … yours FREE with
your subscription.

Altogether, that’s over $144 worth in Bonus
Items that will teach you crucial marketing and
advertising techniques and strategies… yours
FREE.

These bonuses more than pay for the cost of
your subscription to Advertising Magic!

But remember, you must order within
the next 10 days of the red stamped
date on the enclosed “No-Risk Request
Form” to get these “Killer” bonuses
and the Charter Subscription Rate.

And remember, even if you ask for a refund
on your subscription ... even if it’s the very last
day before your subscription runs out, these
bonuses are yours to keep.  And get this...

Even These Bonuses Are Guaranteed!

If You Aren't Utterly Convinced These
Bonuses Will Bring You Tons Of Additional

Profit, I'll Give You Your Entire Year's
Subscription To The Newsletter For Free!

“Advertising Magic Newsletter: Critiques,
Resources & Techniques to Help Your Ads &
Letters Make Money” could change your entire
life...
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It Will Help You To Take Control Of How
Profitable Your Business Can Be!

The next move is up to you.

I’ve shown you that the “Advertising Magic
Newsletter” is as risk-free as an offer can come.

You and I both know that if you’ve read this far
in the letter, you’re seriously interested in
improving your business and personal income.

All that’s left to do now is take action.

If you’re serious about wanting to learn how to
take control of your business and shoot your
profits through the roof with advertising that
works, you owe it to yourself to take advantage of
this risk-free offer.

It’s easy to do.  Right now, while it’s fresh on
your mind, pick up the phone and call 1-800-821-
2895 and order your subscription using your Visa,
MasterCard, or American Express.

Or fill out the enclosed “No-Risk Subscription
Request Form” and mail it in now.  You can also
fax your subscription in, 24 hours a day, by calling
1-801-567-1180.

Don’t wait.  Your subscription is no more than
a drop in the bucket compared to how much
money it will make you... I guarantee it, 10 times
over or your money back.

Listen… one simple idea that you hear, or one
valuable resource could easily make you back or
save you 10 times your money!

Every month you’ll go on a “learning frenzy” as
I reveal the latest proven direct marketing and
advertising techniques for your business.

Heck, just being able to get answers from me
and other top experts in marketing and advertising
could bring you in more than 10 times what you
paid for a subscription!

Surely the Q&A section of each issue is going
to be worth it’s weight in gold.

Don’t you think you owe it to yourself to call
right now and lock in your subscription to
“Advertising Magic Newsletter: Critiques,

Resources & Techniques to Help Your Ads &
Letters Make Money”?

That way you can get your business on the
fast track to more sales and more profits as
quickly as possible.

Don’t be left out, call me directly to get your
subscription going:

1 (800) 821-2895
Or complete the enclosed “No-Risk Subscription
Request Form” and mail it to me:

Att: Subscriptions - Dept. 11
Brian Keith Publishing
8869 South 60 East
Sandy, UT 84070-2133

Warmly Yours For Advertising Success,

Brian Keith Voiles

P.S. By acting now, you can make your
advertising and marketing efforts a lot
more profitable right away.  Even though
the premiere issue of “Advertising Magic
Newsletter” won’t be published until May,
the three “Killer” bonuses are ready to go
right now, and the Charter Subscription rate
expires in 10 days from the enclosed red
stamped date.

As soon as your subscription is received,
I’ll rush your bonuses to you.  That way
you can start enjoying a jump in your
income right away!

Don’t wait though.  These bonuses are only
being offered during this charter
subscription offer within ten days of the
enclosed red stamped date.  After that,
they’ll no longer be available for free…
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“I’m Flat-Out Sick & Tired of Fluff-Filled Seminars That Leave You
Scratching Your Head and Wondering, ‘Where’s the Beef?!?’

The 1997 Advertising Magic Boot Camp Gives You Hot, NEW Information
That Answers Your Specific Questions and Gives You a Very Detailed

‘Success Action Plan’ to Take Home & Use So You Can
Start Making Money Right Away!”

PLUS You Get $2,932.95 In FREE Bonuses!

“You’ll walk out of the Advertising Magic Seminar with a new vision for your
business, plus a concrete “Success Action Plan” for putting what you’ve just
learned to work for you.”

“In fact, in the next 12 months if you don’t make at least TEN TIMES what you
paid to register for the seminar, I’ll promptly give you your money back with

absolutely no hassles and we’ll part as friends.”

Dear Friend,

     I can’t believe it!

    It’s been almost three years since my course, “Advertising Magic” came to market.  Thousands of
people have now used it to create successful ads and sales letters that are making them money time and
time again.  Take a look at what some of them say:

Michael Jans, CAE, Vancouver, WA (206) 694-5730
“Brian took my rough draft display ad, and in less than 30 minutes he made that ad sing!  How
do I know?  Because the response from the market is blowing me away!  My staff can barely keep
up with the leads!”

Joe Polish, Piranha Marketing, Tempe, AZ  (602) 858-0008
“Someone would have to be completely brain dead to not make their investment back many times
over if they implement anything from your course.  I’ve made no less than an extra $40,000 this
year from using the techniques in your course.”

Harold Gregg Jr., Experts Choice, Austin, TX  (512) 892-0336
“Immediately after a personal consultation with Brian, I saw my own sales more than double.
What sets Brian apart is his understanding of the qualities of ‘truth’ and ‘empathy’ and their role
in the selling process.  He has an innate and deep understanding of these qualities and of their
importance not only in writing but for success in life.”

Here’s how to take what you’ve learned in Advertising Magic to the next money-making level...

“You’ll Be Absolutely Blown Away With
All The New Killer Information I’ve

Learned Since I Created
‘Advertising Magic’ 3 Years Ago!”

(More about those HOT bonuses later)
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Tom Evans, FFI, Tampa, FL  (800) 321-2352
“After spending nearly $3000 on three direct marketing programs, I purchased Ad Magic.  I
could have saved all that money by buying Ad Magic in the first place. Your course is the best
value I ever got for my marketing educational dollar.”

Michael Singer, Joseph Financial Group, Birmingham, MI  (248) 594-1020
“Ad Magic is simply, without a doubt the best book on direct response advertising I’ve ever read.
Period.  I’m very familiar with Ogilvy, Kennedy, Abraham, etc.  but none of them has put all of
this information together in one place as you have… as I was reading it I thought, ‘this is what I
have been looking for!’.”

Maurizio Verrelli, Quebec, Canada (514) 626-8613
“You really care about the success of your students.  You pour your heart and passion into your
work and it shows.  The old saying ‘you get what you pay for’ doesn’t hold true when it comes to
you.  You give 100 times more than the little you charge.”

That’s just a small sampling of the people who have written me to tell me how they’ve benefited
from the course and are making money using the strategies I teach in Advertising Magic.

And, as proud as I am about Advertising Magic, I’ve learned so much more in the last three years!
And I’m making more money than ever with these new techniques and discoveries… secrets that I
want to show you.

That’s why I’m writing you today… to announce:

“THE 1997 ADVERTISING MAGIC BOOT CAMP”
Will Be Held in Sandy, Utah at the Courtyard Marriott on

Friday, November 14th and Saturday November 15th.

Starting at 8:30 a.m. sharp on Friday, you’ll begin learning the new nuggets of gold that I have
discovered in the last 3 years.

You see, I’ve bent over backwards to make sure this “Boot Camp” is the most
potent, money-making seminar you’ve ever heard.  In fact, I surveyed over 250 of
my customers to find out what your biggest problems are when it comes to
creating killer sales copy.  The “1997 Advertising Magic Boot Camp” will solve
all those problems and answer your questions!

What’s more, you absolutely must make money (lots of it) from what you learn at the seminar or I
don’t want a penny of the puny tuition.  In fact, I’m so confident that you’ll be absolutely head over
heels with the seminar that I’m making this outrageous guarantee:

Your Double-Protection, No-Fluff, 10x-Your-Money,
OUTRAGEOUS, 100% Guarantee!

Attend my seminar.  If, once the seminar is over, you don’t feel you’ve gotten much
more than your money’s worth, simply ask for your money back… I’ll cut you a
check for every penny of the tuition, right on the spot.  What’s more, if you take
action on what you learn at the seminar and it doesn’t make you at least TEN TIMES
what you paid to attend within one year, simply contact me for a complete, no-
hassle refund of your tuition.
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I’m going out of my way to make this nearly “psycho” guarantee.  But I’m willing to take that risk
because I know I always deliver on my promises, and I trust you to not take advantage of me.  You are
“on your honor” so to speak.

Take a look at a small smidgen of what you’ll learn at the “1997 Advertising Magic Boot Camp:

� The 4 keys to using response-boosting, emotion-provoking stories in your sales copy
and how to avoid falling flat on your face using them!  (My newest sales letter uses a story
that elicits the pain my prospects feel, and strikes a powerful emotional chord… this story
has improved my response by slightly over 29%.)

� Learn how I use the Internet to research a target market to find out their wants, needs,
desires, and passions!  (Do your research correctly and your copy is 10 times more likely to
work!)

� How to come-up with absolute mind-blowing, attention grabbing headlines that knock the
socks off your prospects and practically force them to read the rest of your message!

� How to create killer full-page ads... step by step!

� Secrets of properly using graphics to attract readers to your sales copy.  I call it “Graphic
Seduction” – you’ll call it a revelation from heaven!  (Knowing how to appropriately use
graphics is tricky.  If you do it wrong, your letter or ad will likely be flat-out boring!)

� Complete instructions on how to develop and create a “Drip System” of sequential
mailings and contacts – learn steps “A to Z”!

� How to create killer sales letters... step by step!

� How to target any kind of market you want to, and test to see if they really do want what
you’ve got... before you spend a fortune!

� The simple technique I use to “get my butt in gear” when I’m having a hard time getting
started writing copy!… sometimes it’s hard to get started – but my sure-fire technique will
get you rolling in no time!

� How to create killer brochures... step by step!

� How to use a simple tracking system to detect specifically who is responding to your ads
and letters – and how to use that information to find out how to make more money!

� How to create killer fliers... step by step!

� The 6 risk-free steps to testing and then rolling-out your promotion to a gigantic list of
prospects.  (This technique has already earned me over $86,000 in the last three months and
will earn me another $106,000 in the next 3 months, I predict.  I’ll show you how to do it,
too!)

� How to create killer classified ads... step by step!

� How to write irresistible headlines that virtually grab your prospects’ eyeballs and glue
them to your message!

� How to create killer small display ads for lead generation... step by step!

� How to purchase full-page ads at one-fifth of the price the sales rep tells you.  (This
awesome technique is so effective it makes me giddy every time I talk about it.  In fact, if
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you’re going to be running full-page ads, learning this is easily worth your entire tuition!)

� How to create killer postcards... step by step!

� The four keys to finding the perfect list for your target market so you don’t dump thousands
of dollars into the everlasting “mailing list black-hole”!

� Learn exactly what “testing” really is and how many so-called “gurus” have lead you astray
on the subject!

� How to create a killer voice mail message that will capture your prospects contact
information... step by step!  (you’ll be surprised at what really makes a voice message
kick-butt!)

� The two little-known secrets that show you whether a list could work for your offer before
you even think about renting it!

� How to create tear sheet mailings... step by step!  (You know, the ads that look like
magazine articles and are mailed with a yellow post-it note?  This is one of the most deadly
effective mediums of marketing being used today… do it wrong and you shoot your
integrity right out the door – do it right and cash-in big while keeping full integrity!)

� How to easily overcome your self-defeating talk, “I don’t have time to concentrate and get
my copy written”. Come-on now, that’s a LAME EXCUSE ...and you know it!

� Insider tricks of the trade for selecting an honest (and good) list broker!  (Make a mistake
here and you’re likely to lose money hand over fist!)

� How to create a killer opening paragraph that forces your prospect to read your letter!

� My never-heard-before secrets about how to pump passion (not hype!) into your sales copy!
� How to layout your ads and sales letters!… what fonts to use?… what margins are best?…

when should you indent?… when do you use underlining, bolding, italics?… how big
should your headline be?… and much, much more!

� Learn details on how to personalize your letters, your offers, and your guarantees.

� How to effectively use grabbers to literally grab your prospects attention and get them
immediately interested in your offer!

� How to use postcards as lead generation devices and testing devices!

� How to use an “in-house list” to drive customers to make repeat purchases!  (This works
almost like a charm for retailers, wholesalers who want to motivate their retailers, and mail
order businesses!)

Whew!!!  It gets me super-excited just writing about it all!  Any one of the above little-understood
methods and techniques could mean the difference between your greatest success and your worst
failure.

As you can see, this boot camp isn’t going to be some shallow skim-over-the-topics deal like a lot
of seminars you may have attended.  There’s no way I’d throw my reputation out the window like that!

I’m going to go in-depth, detail by detail, into how to use and apply all of these techniques…
whether you have a retail business, a service business, or a mail-order business, you’re going to get the
nitty-gritty so you can do just what I do, and more.

You’re going to go home with a plan – a plan created specifically for your business.  I call it the:
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“Success Action Plan.”
A “Success Action Plan” will allow you to start implementing what you learn at the boot camp

the minute you step back into the office on Monday morning.  Here’s how your “Success Action Plan”
will work:

As we cover each topic you’ll want to pay special attention and consider how it will apply to your
business.  You’ll be asked during the boot camp to stop and write down how you can use this topic in
your business.  Then you’ll be asked to set long-term, short-term, and mid-ranged goals to be able to
apply the topic to your business.

You’ll then break each goal into “Action Steps” and set deadlines for those “Action Steps”.  Next
you’ll prioritize these “Action Steps” so that when you step back into your office on Monday, you’ll
know exactly what to do first in order to use what you’ve learned at the boot camp.

It’s really a very simple thing to implement – and by doing it I think you’ll find you’ll get more
from the “1997 Advertising Magic Boot Camp” than you got from any previous seminar you’ve ever
attended.

You’ve absolutely got to get to this boot camp.  By the way, you may be wondering why I’m
calling this a “boot camp” rather than just a “seminar”.

You see, a BOOT CAMP is a place where you get trained and worked.  A seminar is where you sit
with your little notepad and just listen to some fancy guru-speaker show-off and sell their stuff.  At the
“1997 Advertising Magic Boot Camp” you’re going to be trained, schooled, and taught ’̀til you’re
blue in the face.

At most seminars the “guru” sneaks away during the breaks and meals to have time by his or her
self, and is virtually inaccessible.  At THIS boot camp, I flat-out WANT you to corner me and ask me
(or my guest experts) questions.  In fact…

I WANT you to grab me, drag me out to breakfast, lunch, or dinner
with you and pepper me with question after question!  I’ll strain my
brain in every conceivable way to answer any conceivable questions you
have.  Grab me at the breaks… grab me whenever and wherever you
can – I’ll be available!

But don’t just talk to me.  Pick the brains of my 3-man team of marketing and copywriting
experts, they’ll also be at your disposal.  And also realize that some of the best opportunities for you at
this boot camp will come from networking with all the other attendees.

My experience has been that some of the most valuable contacts I’ve ever made came from
networking with other attendees… these contacts are priceless.  In fact, I can honestly say that some of
my best friends in the world and most-trusted business associates are people I’ve met at seminars.

Now let’s take a look at more of what you’ll learn:

� How to “do the arithmetic” so you know whether your project is even a possible candidate
for a winner.  (We’re going to give you free software that we’ve developed with sweat and
tears so you don’t waste any of your money or time on a dead-end project that has no
potential)

� Learn no-hassle ways to test different headlines and offers!

� How to practically guarantee that your letter gets delivered, opened, and read nearly 100%
of the time.  (Most marketers are virtually flushing their hard-earned money down the toilet
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because they don’t know these simple techniques.)

� How to make sure your headline and opening are hitting the right emotional target before
you mail a single piece of mail, or spend money on an ad.

� How and when to use classified ads as an appropriate lead generator and testing tool.

� How to discover precisely what your target market thinks, and how they talk.  (And
how to use this information to your nearly “unfair” advantage!  I truly believe there is a
direct relationship between how well you understand and empathize with your market and
how much money you make.)

� How to create intriguing and benefit-laden bullets that consistently draw your prospects
into your copy!

� How to come-up with new approaches to mail to your “over-mailed” mailing list and why
“over-mailing” is one of the best things you could do for your future profits… and for your
customers!

� Learn the best way to get honest feedback on your copy before you mail it out or run that
ad… (this is so simple I can’t believe it’s so overlooked!)

� How to get testimonials for a new product!

� Discover which day of the week (there’s only one) is the best day for your mail to get
delivered to your prospects so you get maximum response.  (I’ve tested this method over
and over again.  Hardly anyone knows it.  You’ll find out all about this golden secret at the
boot camp.)

� What’s the best way to mail your sales letter… 9x12 envelope?… #10 envelope?… use
teaser copy or not?… first class stamp, first class metered, or bulk rate indicia?… colored
envelope or plain white?… return address or not?…. I’ll answer all your questions finally
answered in simple English!

� The quickest and easiest way to write the first draft of your sales letter or ad!  (I talk to
dozens of people who own my course each and every week who have no idea I teach this in
the book –  learn more about it at the seminar!)

� The inside secrets revealed on how to really get the most from the SRDS!  (Learn these
secrets and a whole new world will open-up to you!)

� What kind of postcards work best?… two-panels with a reply card?… over-sized
postcards?… two-color?… is a label okay?… 4-color glossy?… is first class better than
bulk rate?… Learn the answers to all this and more!

� The fine line between making people feel their pain and being too pushy… if you can
make them feel their pain, you’ll get more sales – but push those hot buttons too hard and
you’ll lose the deal and ensure your prospects never buy anything from you ever again!

� The misunderstood secrets of TEASER COPY and why software companies can get away
with it… (and why you should avoid it like the plague unless you’re mailing to a certain
group.)

� The 7 psychological weapons that make people unconsciously respond favorably to your
sales message.

One WARNING though: you have to absolutely promise me that
you’ll use these “weapons” ethically and not to exploit other people or
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manipulate them in any harmful way.  They are so powerful that if you
don’t feel you can use these secrets for the benefit of others, I’m going
to ask you to please leave the room during this session.

� How to get published all over the Internet in various online magazines.  This is a super
way to generate a continual, fresh flow of leads and get yourself recognized as an expert in
your chosen field.

� How to qualify prospects so that they become quality leads instead of time-wasting free-bee
seekers!

� Should you use an 800 number or make your prospects call long-distance?… learn the two
schools of thought and when you should follow which school!

� How to come up with killer offers and inducements that will motivate your prospects to
order what you’re selling!

� What are the best questions to ask yourself to get started writing (knowing this will
overcome any hesitancies you may have about writing your own copy!)

� The truth about how to write to consumers as opposed to “business to business” copy.

� How to use 800 numbers, voice-mail, and free-recorded messages so you have a virtual
“office staff” on hand 24 hours a day!  (Knowing these secrets will help you run your
business if you don’t have much time on your hands…. PLUS they’re cheap and incredibly
effective.)

Now I want to tell you about all the killer, extra bonuses you’re going to get just for attending the
boot camp.  I'm really “piling it on” for you because I want you to get 10 times your money’s worth
out of this seminar.  So here’s what you’ll get FREE for coming to the Boot Camp:

FREE BONUS #1: “THE 1997 ADVERTISING MAGIC BOOT CAMP AUDIO TAPES”
That’s right… every tiny bit of information revealed at this boot camp will be audio-taped. You

get a copy of the audios once they are prepared, packaged, and duplicated. Selling price on these
audios will be around $757.  Yours FREE… as my gift to you!

FREE BONUS #2: “THE KILLER SALES LETTER SAMPLE DISKS”
These disks are chock-full of sales letters that have raked in the cash time and time again.  You’ll

be able to model these letters more easily since they’re on disk.  In fact, go ahead!… copy phrases
from some of the hottest letters I’ve ever written and paste them and adapt them in your own letters –
no problem!

Imagine what a killer asset this will be to you when you sit down to write copy and you’re looking
for starter ideas and more!  The letters on this disk are worth no less than $187,500 in copywriting
fees, let alone the fact that they’re all proven money-makers.  This is easily a $1,500+ value… yours
FREE!
FREE BONUS #3: “THE RUN YOUR NUMBERS SPREADSHEETS”

Jason Peery, my partner, has one of the most clear-thinking marketing minds I’ve ever seen.  He’s
incredible.  Jason has taken his valuable time to piece together several of the key spreadsheets he’s
used to help me make over $75,000 in the last three months selling my Advertising Magic course.

Running your numbers with this spreadsheet could easily save you from throwing literally
thousands of dollars down the drain trying to “make” your project work when it really never had a
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chance in the first place.  These spreadsheets are simple to use, and will certainly save you hundreds
and thousands of dollars.  Easily worth $100… yours FREE!

FREE BONUS #4: “BIG FAT BEEFY BOOK FULL OF NOTHING BUT WINNING
                                ADS & SALES LETTERS… BRIAN KEITH’S SAMPLE
BOOK”

When it comes to getting started writing a letter, nothing helps me more than to pull out a bunch
of winning ads and letters and use them for ideas.  My “Big Fat Beefy Book Full Of Nothing But
Winning Ads And Sales Letters” will help you get started.  I use it almost daily myself… you’ll love it.
In the past it’s sold for $237… it’s yours FREE.  This is the book I’ve used to close dozens of
copywriting deals.  Prospects are so blown away by the sheer amount of copy that I’ve written, they
can’t resist hiring me!

FREE BONUS #5: “INFLUENCE: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSUASION”
This book has taught me more about how to create money-making sales letters and ads than any

book I’ve ever read.  Understand, it doesn’t talk about how to write a letter at all… but what it does
teach is the psychology of persuasion.  At the boot camp Jason will be teaching you how to apply what
you’ll learn from this book.  But I thought it would be great to send you home with your own personal
copy.  (A $13.95 value, yours FREE as my gift.)

FREE BONUS #6: “KILLER PHRASES & WORDS THAT ARE GUARANTEED
                                TO SELL”

This report will share with you some of the hottest ways to help you say what you want to say.
You’ll learn what words and phrases work to help you get your prospects to take the action that you
want them to take!  (A $37 value, yours FREE!)

FREE BONUS #7: “HOW TO IDENTIFY AND DEAL WITH YOUR PROSPECTS’
                               OBJECTIONS IN YOUR SALES LETTERS AND ADS”

On this audio tape you’ll hear Michael Kimble use his 15+ years of selling experience to help you
discover how to uncover the hidden objections your prospect is likely to have while reading your sales
copy.

Michael is an absolute master at this – he’s shown me dozens of times how I can deal with
objections in certain letters.  You’ll be surprised at how easily you can put his advice into action. (A
$47 value, yours FREE!)

FREE BONUS #8: “THE KILLER HEADLINE CHECKLIST”
This checklist will provide you with several templates of headlines that you can simply adapt or

tweak for your own copy.  Also by following this checklist carefully you’ll be assured that your

headlines are right on target!

It will help you make sure you’ve covered every trick in the book when it comes to getting the
best results from killer headlines.  Your headline is 80% of your ad or letter.  Get things wrong in the
headline department and you’ll lose your reader almost every time.  (A $37 value, yours FREE!)
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FREE BONUS #9: “THE KILLER SALES LETTER & DIRECT MAIL CHECKLIST”
Don’t you dare do another mailing without running your sales letter through this rigorous

checklist!  It takes you by the hand and ensures that you’re doing everything “right” before you drop
your letters in the mail.  This checklist will give you the confidence you need – you’ll know you’re
doing everything right before you spend a dime on mailings.  (A $147 value, yours FREE!)

FREE BONUS #10: “THE GOLDMINE RESOURCE DIRECTORY”
This resource really is worth gold… after years of being in the industry, I’ve compiled this

resource directory to give you some of the most valuable contacts I’ve established. (a $57 value) In the
“GoldMine Resource Directory” you’ll find:

• Printing Companies that give you dirt-cheap prices!

• Audio Cassette Duplicators that do a great job with some of the
lowest prices I’ve ever seen!

• Video Cassette Duplicators that do a great job with some of the
lowest prices I’ve ever seen!

• Valuable Industry Newsletters and must read books and where to get them!

• Where you can easily get Mail Order Merchant Status so you can accept Visa,
MasterCard, Discover, and American Express, etc!

• Where can you get Quality Binders at low, low cost?… find the best resource in the
country inside this directory!

• Copywriters that do a great job at reasonable prices!

• Where you can get those wonderful and realistic million dollar bills to use as killer,
attention-getting grabbers at the top of your letters!

• Where to buy computers and peripherals for killer, low-low prices!  (This one is an
HUGE money-saver!)

• Where to get long distance and 800# service for as low as 10 cents per minute with no
monthly fees!

• Where to get a low-cost, quality voice mail system for your lead generation programs!

• Where to get your CD Roms and diskettes duplicated.

• How to find a trustworthy list broker who will actually work with you to find the lists
that will match your market.  (And what to tell them to “train” them so they will be
trustworthy and so they can help you – and the key questions to ask them to be able to
cull-out the perfect list for your offer.)

These bonuses will arm you “to the teeth” with tools that you need to make your sales copy bring you
the money you deserve.  Look, in spite of the fact that the value of these bonuses alone is $2,932.95
(not to mention all the value you’ll get at the Boot Camp) your investment to participate is just…

$757!
And you’re welcome to bring an associate, spouse, or business partner with you at no added cost.

Two-Payment Option: If you really want to attend but simply cannot fit it into your cash-flow very
easily, you may want to split your investment into 2 equal monthly investments of $378.50 plus a $15
bookkeeping fee… one payment due now, and the second one 30 days later.

(please turn over to page 9)Copyright © 1997 Brian Keith & Company, Inc.
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However, there is a strict limit to how many participants I can accept for this boot camp. Because
the room only seats 100 people in classroom style, I can only allow 50 people to register.  Please
understand, there’s no way I can tell in advance how many people plan on bringing partners and
associates.  Therefore, I have to be careful about not over-booking the room.

This letter is being sent out to over 2,000 people. I can only take the first 50 paid registrants.  If
you really want to come, I suggest you get off the dime right away and call.

To Register For “The 1997 Advertising Magic Boot Camp”
Simply Call 24 Hours a Day

1-(800)-821-2895.
When you call, please be sure and tell us if you’ll be bringing a companion.  And remember, if

you need to break it up into two payments that’ll be fine.  We’ll charge ½ now and ½ once the seminar
is over.  (Available for credit card holders only)

Then I’ll mail-out a registration packet to you which will tell you all about the hotel and the
surrounding Sandy area.  It’s beautiful this time of year… the mountains (only 20 minutes away) are
just incredible here.

Look, it’d be a crime for you not to be here and learn this new information as well as get your
specific questions answered and problems solved.  You know, I honestly don’t know of any other
“guru” who tries as hard as I do to be accessible, open to questions, and just plain kind enough to make
myself available to you.

Quite frankly, I don’t see myself as a “guru”… I just see myself as someone who’s been given
some gifts – someone who has a responsibility to touch as many lives as possible.  This is one way I
intend to touch your life.

Sure, you have to pay to come.  But what you’re paying is a pittance compared to what most of
these other “gurus” charge… $3,500 up to $25,000.  You’re paying a fraction of that to attend this boot
camp… PLUS you’re getting way more in value just from the bonuses!

I toyed around with several prices on this Boot Camp.  I considered charging $5-7,000 and I
figured even at that price it’d still be worth it.  After all, you’re getting $2,932.95 in bonuses – and
there’s really no way you can put a value on the knowledge and skills you’ll get at the Boot Camp…
not to mention the networking opportunities with other like-minded people.

Listen, this isn’t a “regular” seminar – a seminar your typical “guru” puts on.  This is a boot camp
where:

� You’ll Be Virtually Lavished With Attention From Me & My
“Dream Team” of Experts.

� We’ll Stay Up Until The Wee Hours Of The Morning If
Need Be In Order To Answer All Your Questions.

� I Personally Am Going To Slave Over You To Make Sure
You Learn What You Came To Learn.

Essentially, I’ll be there for you.

Now listen… let me shift gears here and say something very important to you about what this boot
camp can do for you:

(please turn over to page 10)

(please turn over to page 11)
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There’s not a single more important skill or tool that you could learn than how to write compelling
sales copy that generates hot leads, customers, and sales.  Think about it… the reason 98% of all
businesses go bankrupt within 3 to 4 years is because they don’t know how to get sales – they don’t
know how to generate leads and customers.

It’s not that they don’t have good business ideas. It’s not because the people aren’t smart.  It’s not
because the people don’t have a good product.

It’s Simply Because They Don’t Know How To Get Sales!

 And it’s a rare skill to know how to really do that.  And you’re going to learn how to do that at the
Boot Camp from a top expert.

Think about it… how could you possibly put a price on owning that knowledge and that skill?

If this Boot Camp were to cost $50,000, wouldn’t it still be worth it to know how to keep your
business afloat?  Wouldn’t it be worth it to have other businesses pay you gobs of money because you
know this skill inside-out?

How can you put a price on knowing how to bring in customers, leads, and sales?… you really
can’t.  And what one thing could you possibly do that would be more valuable to your business than
knowing how to bring in customers with killer copy that sells?

Think about it, what knowledge could be more valuable for you to know?  Would reading the
Wall Street Journal every day be more valuable?

Heck, some people spend five, ten and even 25 thousand dollars to attend seminars that don’t even
teach them garbage – it’s a sheer waste of time and money!  Or they spend thousands of dollars and
years of their life getting educated in things that are really meaningless compared to this skill.

They’ll learn how to crunch some numbers in the computer or they’ll learn all about “Total
Quality Management” or a bunch of other buzz-words and terms that really don’t effect the bottom-
line.

This is one skill that you can learn for virtually chump-change that’s going to really make a
difference in your business, or in any business you’re involved in.   If you know how to write copy, it
doesn’t matter what business you’re in, you will always have the skills you need to generate leads and
customers.

What is it worth to you to?  Can you really put a price on it?  For a measly $757 dollars you’ll be
able to virtually master a skill that will bring you lifelong benefits… and you’ll get $2,932.95 in
bonuses FREE.  Don’t you think you owe it to yourself to be at this Boot Camp?  Call and register
right now with your Visa, MasterCard or American Express:

1-800-821-2895
With Warmest Respect,

Brian Keith Voiles

P.S. Just to make sure you get all your questions answered, the last hour of each day will be spent in
a “Question and Answer” session… feel free to ask whatever questions you’d like – no problem.

P.P.S. If you have any questions you’d like to run by me, my number is 1-(801) 255-5548.  The best
time to reach me is usually during the morning hours from 9:00 to 11:00 a.m.… Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays.

(please go to page 11)
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P.P.P.S. One final thing.  If you’re one of the first 20 people to phone and register for this Boot Camp

(and you must phone to get this), you’ll get $100 off your tuition fee.  Instead of $757,
you’ll be able to attend for $657… but you must be one of the first 20!!!

Now Let’s Take A Look At The Logistics

The “Advertising Magic Seminar” is being held Friday, November 14th and Saturday the 15th.  On
both days we’ll go from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. with an hour lunch break at noon, and 7 minute breaks
periodically.  Registration begins on Friday morning at 7:30 to 8:15.

Later Friday night, after the first day of sessions, you’re invited to attend a networking meeting in
the hospitality suite.  This will give you a chance to develop friendships and business contacts with
other attendees.  These friendships often not only can become very profitable for you – but you’ll also
make some life-long friends as well.

You’ll be staying at the Courtyard Marriott Hotel, the same hotel the boot camp is being held in.
Their regular rate is $99 for double occupancy, or $89 for single.  However, I’ve arranged for you to
stay for only $79 per night, single or double occupancy.  They also have a free shuttle that can take
you to the local mall, restaurants, etc.

After you call me and pay your tuition, call the hotel at (801) 571-3600 to make your
reservations.  Be sure you tell them you’d like to stay in one of the rooms that’ve been blocked-off for
“The 1997 Ad Magic Boot Camp”…that way you’ll get a special rate of $79 for single or double
occupancy.  The Sandy Courtyard Marriott has an indoor pool and hot tub for relaxing in after the
day’s sessions.

Also, the newest and nicest mall in the Salt Lake Valley is just across the street from the
Courtyard Marriott.  It’s a wonderful place.  Their food court has everything from Arby’s to Pizza, and
Burgers to Japanese food (which is my personal favorite!)

P.S.#4 Now let me tell you about my three right-hand men – my “dream-team” experts who are
masters of various marketing & copywriting subjects. They’ll be helping me at the seminar:

Grahm Grahm is the absolute best layout and graphics person you will ever meet.  He will
Ambrose  teach you everything you need to know about stunning graphic layouts that support the

sales copy without overpowering it. Grahm’s a brilliant marketer and copywriter as
           well, so he understands what relationship graphics has with sales copy.

Linwood Linwood has been writing killer sales copy for 17 years.  He’s the only person I’ve ever
Austin met who can buy $7000 ads for a mere $1500 bucks!  And get this: he buys them at a

moments notice… anytime he wants!  No need for “remnant space”!  Linwood will
teach you how to do it, along with several killer tips & tricks for your copy efforts!

Jason Many of you have already met Jason… he’s my business partner.  Jason is the clearest
Peery thinking marketing genius I’ve ever met.  In fact, I turn to him for marketing advice

more than anyone else!  Over the summer Jason’s clear thinking has brought in no less
than $75,000 in extra profits I would’ve left on the table.

Jason will teach you all about how to run your numbers and make sure a project will be
profitable before you pump money into it. He’ll teach you all about the psychology of
persuasion – and much, much more.  This guy is sheer genius at it’s best… trust me --
you’ll see what I mean.

Don’t put it off… remember, this letter is being mailed to over 2,000 people and I can only take
the first 50 paid registrants.  You need to call right away to make sure you’ll be able to come.

(please go to page 12)
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Use your Visa, MasterCard or American Express and call 1-(800)-821-2895 to register today.

Copyright © 1997 Brian Keith & Company, Inc.
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Everyone Has 
a $10,000 Idea





Financial Seminar



It’s Cheating… But It Works!
Being dissatisfied with Financial Experts who’ve developed “systems” based on just 

their “own” judgment and personal bias… I went out and legally STOLE the secrets of 

5000 active traders… and guess what? I’ve documented everything the successful 

Speculators did to make thousands of pounds and I was astonished when I discovered…

Just 15% Were Successful!

And now I’m going to invite you to a once-in-a-lifetime event where I’ll reveal why:

“Successful Financial Trader Michael 

Hein Swears Under Oath That His 

Latest Speculation Tactics (despite

their laser-beam 85% accuracy)….

Do NOT Involve “Insider Knowledge” 

or Anything Illegal At All!” 

(It’s just an UNFAIR advantage over every single other 

trader not in-the-know of Michael’s system)

“If earning 20% on your money EVERY MONTH and turning every 

1000 into 8916.10 (or more) inside one year (with very little risk)

sounds appealing to you… you’ll want to be one of the ONLY 40 serious 

Speculators qualified to attend and participate in my first ever 

“Making Money From Financial Speculation” Boot Camp on

July 4 in the heart in London!” 

“You’ll leave this Boot Camp knowing clearly (maybe for the first time in 

your life), why some Speculators consistently make obscene profits over 

and over again- while most are erratic and unsuccessful!”

Dear Speculator… 

You know you’ve developed a successful trading system when even your 

broker asks if you’re trading based on “Insider Information!” Look: 

Back in the 1990’s, I worked for a small Luxemburg Investment Bank. 

IT WAS MY JOB to analyze the trading performances of our clients. 

This “job” gave me the rare privilege to witness something few 

professionals get to see- A series of performance figures created to give our 

company a run down of exactly how successful (or un-successful) our clients 

really were… 
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AND MORE IMPORTANTLY- whether there was a pattern

to their successes and failures.

Like I said earlier, the company that employed me was not the largest 

on the block- but it did have over 5000 actively trading clients, which as any 

analyst will tell you… 

is more than enough to create an accurate picture 

of what works- and why. 

I’ve discovered why 85% of the traders were losing money… and why 

15% were absolutely making a KILLING! 

After discovering what separates the winners from the losers, I 

persuaded my boss to let me put together a practical trading formula- not 

based on my successes and failures… 

BUT THOSE OF 5000 OTHER TRADERS! 

The “root” of my discovery found a “Basic” series of formulas that the 

successful clients followed- it was so amazing… these people were profiting 

85% of the time! 

So- I documented all this stuff so even the most inexperienced 

speculator could follow it. 

After I brought this “magic formula” to my boss… he liked it. Actually, 

he liked it so much he demanded 3500 copies get printed up and immediately 

distributed to our clients… 

What happened next was unbelievable! 

On average, an additional 373 was being made per week- per active 

client. All this extra profit was great for my boss and his lucky clients… but it 

was worth little to my pockets… 

For Every 400,000 in Profits… 

I’d Earn Just 3500

A Whopping 0.89%

So, I did what any intelligent person would do… 

I QUIT! 

I made sure to have my “Magic Formula” in hand… and guess what? 

Within 90days… 
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I Already TRIPLED My Income! 

Now… you already know the rest of my story… it was documented in 

“How To Make Money With Financial Speculation”… but the point of this 

letter is to invite you to my new Making Money From Financial Speculation

“Boot Camp” where I’m going to reveal my latest and greatest secrets and 

formulas…

NOT on PAPER… 

NOT on DVD… 

NOT on CD-ROM…

You’re going to discover IN PERSON the very same TAX-FREE 

SPECULATION TECHNIQUES I’ve used to PROFIT OVER 375,000 IN 

JUST THE PAST TWO YEARS! 

But Before I Tell You All About The Boot Camp… I must Warn You: 

Not Just Anyone Can Attend The Making Money From Financial 

Speculation Boot Camp! 

First of all, it’s ultra-exclusive (only 40 Speculators and their spouses 

can come). Next, it’s unabashedly expensive- the price tag is 2990 (billable in 

two installments) for just one day together… but its worth every cent! And 

finally, I will agree to accept applicants who satisfactorily complete a 

confidential investment profile that tells me whether or not you have the 

maturity, commitment, intelligence and self-discipline necessary to truly 

profit from the powerful principles I want to share with you. 

NOTE: This survey DOES NOT require you to disclose your net worth or 

other sensitive financial information. It is established only to measure 

your commitment. 

15,000 in 90 days- GUARANTEED… or I don’t get paid! 

But those of you who do qualify will receive a written performance 

guarantee from me that says if you do not make a bare-bones minimum of 

15,000 within 90 days using the methods I taught you at the Boot Camp… 

you can forget about paying me my second installment payment of 1495!

(more on this later) 

I’m also going to agree to something boldly daring: If you do not feel like 

you got more than 2990 worth of Speculation secrets by noon of that day… all 

you have to do is get out of your seat (quietly), go see my beautiful assistant 

Lenia and she’ll cut you a cheque for your entire 1st installment fee of 1495!

I’m THAT confident you’re going to be blown away with the techniques I bring 

to life for you! 
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Furthermore… all I require you to pay to attend (if you qualify and I 

accept you) is 50% of the 2990 enrollment fee. Pay just 1495 now (which is 

refundable by Noon of that day)… then and ONLY THEN… after 90 days… 

and only AFTER you’ve used my techniques do you pay the other 1495.

REMEMBER: This 2nd installment payment gets paid ONLY AFTER 

my techniques PROVE THEMSELVES and make you a ROCK-BOTTOM

15,000 in PROFITS! In other words… if you don’t have an extra 15,000 in 

your pocket by the time my 2nd installment invoice arrives in the post- (90 

days), rip the 2nd invoice up and owe me NOTHING! 

By allowing you to pay just 50% now… you should easily be able to pay 

for your boot camp attendance out of a mere fraction of the profits my methods 

will produce for you. 

Here’s Just a Sliver of What You’ll Leave With At 

The End Of Our Day Together: 

• Why using real time data will always result in money being lost 

• Two of the most important questions you need to ask yourself when taking 

a position – the answers will give you a deep insight into how accurate your 

signal really is 

• How to think like a true speculator – not an investor who seeks 20% per 

annum, but a speculator looking to make that figure EVERY MONTH 

• The scary truth about systems and indicators – if you’re into systems and 

indicators, then prepare yourself for the shock of your life! 

• How to read charts NOT like a professional, BUT like a child! Hear about 

the child that beat every city manager by using a pencil, ruler and a chart? 

Let me show you how to read charts the proper way. 

• How to adapt your trading style to ANY condition. Whether the market is 

trading UP, DOWN or sideways, I’ll show you how to quickly and effortlessly 

change the way you think about entering, holding and exiting positions. 

• The method/calculation that tells you WHEN to add to a winning position 

• What to look for on a chart when searching for potential trades 

• How to deal with a confidence boost - confidence is a killer in this business 

–learn how to put your emotions to one side and act like a true speculator 

• Why your chart should always show intra day data 

• Why you should never talk to anyone about your trading career 

• The management secrets that will keep you in this business for a very long 

time
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• The truth about Turtle traders – and how you can integrate certain parts of 

their system into your trading method 

• The Scanning Technique – What you need to do EVERY Sunday morning 

to refresh your “feel” for the markets 

• The most important financial Index on this planet – if you are looking for 

an overall picture, then you need to look at this Index and no other! 

• How to find trends that LAST 

• Which markets have the longest lasting trends 

• What you need to watch out for within the first 3 month’s of your trading 

career

• The secrets to probabilities and why you need to understand them 

• WHEN to triple your exposure rates 

• How to read price movements on Bloomberg and CNBC 

• Why you should watch Bloomberg or any other financial TV programme 

with the volume OFF 

• How to make quick, fast and calculated decisions – fail to do so, and miss 

out!

• The exact trading strategy that will make you a millionaire within 4-5 

years starting with less than £7,000. 

• The system that tells you exactly how much to expose, and when.

And probably most importantly… 

WHY 85% Of Traders Are Dead Wrong 

About How They Take Positions! 

And Remember- All you have to pay me now is HALF! Pay the other 

half in 90days… but only when you can honestly say I’ve put another 15,000

in your pocket! 

Also- If by NOON of the boot camp you don’t feel I’ve given you 

knowledge you can take to the bank the very next day… just get out of your 

seat and go see my beautiful assistant Lenia- and she’ll write you a check for 

your entire first installment- no questions asked! 

You need NO prior trading experience – Just the ability to follow 

some simple, step-by-step instructions. 

NO expensive equipment – everything can be done on the Internet 
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at the click of a button. You can even get the essential up-to date 

market info for free! 

NO hard work or long hours – All it takes is 20 minutes of your time 

each day to trade from your own living room. The rest of the day is 

yours to play with. 

You DO NOT need lots of money to get started... you can get started 

with as little as £100 risk capital. 

Listen, I don’t have to tell you what happens to your lifestyle when you 

start making money from this business. No matter what you do right now to 

make a living, trading the financial markets for profit is the only way left for 

you to live the ultimate dream. 

No matter whether you’re looking to make £100,000, £250,000 or £1 million 

within the next few years, this business has it all. On top of the huge profits 

you’re going to extract very soon, the best thing about this venture is that you 

can make your money from anywhere you want… and when I say anywhere, I 

mean anywhere! 

I know a lot of rich people who have built their fortunes from businesses 

that are unable to run themselves… the owner always has to be by its side to 

make it work, which is a terrible situation to be in… especially when you 

know that there are certain businesses ‘out there’ that enable you make 

money without having to join the rat-race. 

Now, I’m not suggesting that you pack your bags and head off to Spain to 

start trading currencies. Although this is what I’ve been doing over the past 2 

years, I must admit it took me a while to actually achieve this, and now I 

would like to show you how to do the same. 

You won’t need ANY trading experience or prior knowledge about 

this business. Simply look carefully at what I do on the day and 

start applying what you’ve learnt as soon as you get home. 

What if I told you that I could teach a child how to trade markets 

successfully? Would you be surprised? 

Now, what if I told you that whatever you’re experiences of the finance 

market, at the end of our private meeting you will know exactly how to make 

as much money as you are ambitious enough to make. Whether this means 

£2,500 per week or more, the techniques and strategies you will learn on the 

day will enable hours of leaving the meeting. 

At the end of the day, no matter what the circumstances, conditions or 

situation in the market place, YOU WILL know exactly what to look for and 

how to find it. 
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If it’s so achievable… why doesn’t everyone do it? 

Despite its awesome moneymaking potential, I am the first to admit 

that the trading business is not for everyone. Most people love the idea of 

making £100,000 a year… but, unlike you, they’re not prepared to go out and 

seek the knowledge they need to make it work. And even when they do, 

they’ve no idea about how to apply the techniques and strategies they’ve 

learned. Because trading is about more than just theory. Which is why, in the 

next few weeks, I’m holding an exclusive meeting behind closed doors. There I 

will show a very small, select group of people my personal speculation 

techniques… so you can copy them to the letter. And rest assured, on the day 

you will get the straight facts, which is the way I like things. 

Just take a look at what some of my students have been 

achieving… clients like Mr. Hughes who made 

£5,500.00 in just 20 days… 

The fact is that I would love to add your name to my list of successful 

students… students like skeptical Mr. Hughes who made over £2,500 in his 

first 3 days- and dismissed this profit as a fluke… that was until he made 

another £3,500 5 days later! Here’s what Mr. Hughes said… 

Now, Mr. Hughes is clearly not the only student who has turned what 

he has learnt into cold hard cash. There are many other people who have 

contacted me to share their successes and experiences of this business, some of 

which we’ll be taking a look later in this letter. 

Here’s how to see if you qualify to attend my Making Money From 

Financial Speculation Boot Camp along with 39 other players: 

Fill out the enclosed Investment Profile Sheet and fax it to me on 00000 

000 000. If you are approved, someone from my office (maybe even me) will 

call you and give you the good news as well as give you the “secret” location 

the Boot Camp will take place at in London. 
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If you are NOT approved… I will still send you a FREE BONUS GIFT 

valued at £200… It’s my new Speculators Management Folio. It has taken me 

over 8 months to put together and it’s over 200 pages of the most powerful and 

accurate information available on the subject of speculation. Most of the stuff I 

discovered from they 5000 active accounts is revealed in this Folio. It’s simply 

a GOLDMINE! 

Of course… if you are approved… you will also receive this special Folio 

at once. 

One final point… it could really be important: 

I have decided to allow each one of you to bring along one associate to 

share this amazing speculation wisdom. It can be your partner… your 

spouse… accountant… stock broker… you choose! You can bring that one 

additional person and no additional charge. 

Also- besides being given a confidential manual detailing all the 

formulas and methods I’ll be teaching you… everyone attending will also 

receive a complete set of CDs of the entire Making Money From Financial 

Speculation Boot Camp. This is good so you can go back and learn all the stuff 

you may have missed. Taking notes is a pain… It’s good to know you’ll have a 

digital recording of every word that gets spoken. 

AND… for those who cannot attend but desperately want the 

information, I’ve agreed to allow 100 “approved” people to send for the CDs 

and manual for just £1500 per set. If you simply want to reserve your set of 

the CDs and the manual… you still have to fill out the Profile Sheet and get 

approved. Fill out the Sheet and fax us on 00000 000 000- just make sure to 

check off you want the CDs and the manual only. 

Remember- I’m limiting the Boot Camp to just 40 approved 

Speculators… and only 100 approved people can get the CDs of the event and 

the manual. 

Kind Regards 

Michael Hein 

PS: If you qualify… the “System” you’ll take with you at the end of the day 

will be so powerful, you’ll be making money within 72 hours of 

attending! And get this… pay me only HALF now… and pay the other 
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half in 90 days… but only after you’ve profited £15,000! Yes… if I 

cannot put £15,000 in your pocket within 90 days of attending… you 

don’t have to pay me for the other half of the Boot Camp! How’s that for 

confidence?

PPS: By the way… here’s what a handful of my “students” have to say about 

my Speculation techniques you’ll discover only at my Making Money 

From Financial Speculation Boot Camp on July XX: 

(Insert 5 or so testimonials here) 
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PPPS: Again… to apply… fill out the Investment Profile Sheet and fax it to me 

on 00000 000 000 and make sure to let me know if you want to attend or 

if you simply want the CDs and manual of the entire event. 
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Foreclosures



Warning:  Don't Even Think About Using A Foreclosure Listing Service Until 
You Read This... 

"An Open Letter To Every Real 
Estate Investor Who Secretly 

Believes That Foreclosures And 
Foreclosure Lists Are Complete 

Garbage!" 
  
  

"Can You REALLY Make Money In Foreclosures... 
Or Is It Just A Big Scam?" 

  
  
Dear Friend, 
  
In just one minute, I'm going to probably make you so enraged that you just 

might click off this website and never return again! 
  
What I have to tell you about involves a scam that is going on in real estate 

investing education today. 
  
It's such a scam...that if you're like most people, I know for a fact that this is 

cheating you out of your hard-earned money...and even worse, robbing you of 
serious money that you should be making investing in foreclosures. 

  
It's a complete mess.  If you're buying foreclosures now...or even thinking 

about doing it in the near future, then you need to hear everything I'm going to 
share with you. 

  

It's That Important! 
  
Here's the story... 
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Just this morning, I got up out of bed, grabbed a cup of coffee and turned on my 
favorite morning radio show; it's called "Mancow's Morning Madhouse."  I don't 
know what your opinion is of the show (or if you even have one!) but whatever the 
case, the guy cracks me up so I always listen.  Anyway, while I was listening to the 
show, it went to commercial time...and I could not believe what I was 
hearing! 

  
It was one of those radio ads that went something like, "Government and Banks 

need to sell NOW...huge discounts...everything must go...houses for $100 a 
month...Call now to get your foreclosure list!"  Then they gave you that 800 
number to call. 

  
You know the routine.  The announcer had that serious, fatherly voice that glided 

over the airwaves, commanding you to call that number now!  It was hilarious. 
  
Anyway, it brought up some old memories for me that you need to know about... 
  

I'm Gonna Go WAAAAAAY Back... 
  
Circa 1997.   
  
I still remember it like yesterday...when I first heard a commercial exactly like the 

one above.  At the time, I was still jumping around from one dead-end job to 
another, looking for a way out of the rat race. 

  
Needless to say, I heard the commercial and was excited by it...so I decided to put 

up the cash to get in on all the government foreclosure auctions stuff.  Probably 
sounds familiar to you...heck, it's pretty compelling stuff.   

  
Houses for $1...private jets for just $1,000!  Wow...stuff you only dreamed of 

before, right?  Man, I thought I was going to be living in a 10,000 square 
foot mansion for a dollar and flying my own private jet for the same cost 
of my old 1988 Toyota pickup truck!  I was going to be the envy of the town 
after reading that stuff.  

  
Talk about living the good life!  Working just a few hours each day...buying up 

foreclosures and making a fortune didn't sound like a bad deal to me. 
  
So 3 days later I got my huge box in the mail, with all the foreclosure secrets I 

would ever need to know to get rich (or so I thought!) 
  
Next thing I did was call off work for that day and went through the 80 or so pages 

that told you how to find foreclosed homes in your own neighborhood...how to tell if 
they were priced right, etc.  

  
To tell you the truth...it really was some darn good information…and I really 

learned a lot.  I think it did set me back about 500 bucks, but heck...I'm not cheap 
and I'll pay for good information because I know that just one idea…just one 
tip...could be worth millions to me. 
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Now, the first thing that this course told me to do was to drive down to the county 
courthouse and look up the files myself. 

  
OK - easy enough. I never did it before...but I thought, how hard could it be to look 

through a few files?  Well, I walked in...and I was in total shock.  Not because I 
was confused or anything like that...but because there was already a herd of other 
people there...doing the exact same thing I was about to do! 

  

"Hey...I Thought This Stuff Was Confidential... 
Yeah Right!" 

  
That’s what that course told me! I was furious! Well, maybe everyone on earth 

didn't know about it, but enough people sure did to make my job about 10 times 
harder than I thought it was going to be.  

  
Sure, there were thousands of listings there, but almost all of the really good ones 

were being hoarded by experienced investors, leaving me nothing but the average 
nickel-and-dime deals that really weren't worth the effort it took to find them.   

  
Or so I thought...(more on that later!) 
  
But I didn't have a choice...I was completely ready to give up my day job and I had 

to do something.  I still remember the first deal I started on; I just got done talking 
with a homeowner in foreclosure (actually a really nice guy) who wanted to sell and 
he would be willing to sell if he could net out $6,000 at closing. 

  
Which would have been fine, if the deal had enough profit to do that...but it didn't. 
  

Then It Hit Me... 
  
I remember a while back where I read someplace that the banks would actually 

take less money owed to them, because they needed to get bad loans off of their 
books.  To make a long story short, I did a few simple steps and...BAM! 

  

It Actually WORKED! 
  
And the crazy part of it was that everyone was happy!  The homeowner got his 

cash, the bank got their bad loan paid off, and I made a nice chunk of change for 
myself. 

  
Yeah, the money was good...but the biggest thrill was that I now had the ability to 

make a bad deal good.  And guess what?  99% of investors aren't looking at 
those so-called "bad" deals. 

  
Also, just the feeling of doing something that helped out someone else who really 

needed help was exhilarating.  You know, that's a major problem I had with 
foreclosures...I just always felt bad for the homeowners.  I'm not out to rob 
anyone, and I'm sure most of you aren't either...that's why this is so exciting! 
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Here's What This Means For YOU... 
  
Now, more than ever, considering the foreclosure market is way over-

saturated...you can slip under the radar and pick out deals that can land you 
$20,000 to $30,000 to even $50,000 a pop and I guarantee that 99% of other 
investors won't have a clue as to how you did that.  

  
Not only that... but just having the ability 

to make a bad deal good gives you a huge 
advantage when looking for nice new 
foreclosures...maybe even to live in for 
yourself!  There's no law that says you 
have to sell it, either… I've heard of people 
picking up multi-million dollar 
foreclosures just to live in at ½ price!  

  
Not a bad deal, huh? 
  

So WHY Would Banks  
Allow You To Do This? 

  
Think about this for just a second... 
  
Because banks are in the business of loaning money...not doing real estate 

deals.  They're just not set up properly for them.  Go call any banker and ask what 
they know about real estate.  Chances are it will be next to nothing.   

  
In fact, if the banks get too many foreclosures on their books...then they're 

finished.  That's right; they'd be out of business in a New York minute, and 
obviously that isn't in their best interest. 

  

And The Best Part Is... 
  
It's so darn easy that you'd think it was illegal!  I'm telling you; this is the only 

way I know of to buy real estate at such low prices that you'll think you just took 
a time machine back to the 1970's! 

  
I'm ready to spill the beans and tell you exactly how it works... 

Step #1:  Locate all the lists of foreclosures in your area.  Simple 
enough, right?  You get all that priceless information just by taking an 
hour of your day to hop on over to the county courthouse, or you can 
even look it up on the Internet!  Thank goodness for technology, right? 

  
Step #2:  You target the secret opportunities in the market...the deals 

all the other guys aren't looking at.  In fact I'll show you the secret 
method! You see first-hand how to make a fortune off these 
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little-known deals while all the other investors just scramble 
to survive! 

  
Step #3:  You simply get a hold of the homeowner and make a deal…

better yet, let them make you a deal!  And don't worry; you're not 
going to be sending out postcards or knocking on doors, like 
you hear about from other courses. (Talk about a waste of time!) 

  
Not here!  I'll personally show you (as long as you promise to keep 

this between us!) how the pros do this almost effortlessly.  You've gotta 
see it to believe it! 

  
Step #4:  Here's where it gets fun...you simply tell the banker what 

you're willing to pay...not what he's asking.  But you're not going to 
be on your own here...nope...you're going to use the secret script I give 
you...and watch the banker fold like a deck of cards!   

The best part is, it requires no phone skills...no negotiation 
skills...basically, if you can read from a 3x5 index card, you've got what 
it takes to create instant equity - cash in your hands anytime you want 
it!  Just wait till you experience this...talk about an adrenaline rush! 

  
Step #5:  You're the boss.  If all goes well, it's time to sell and get 

paid!  But with my method, you're not hiding out because you just 
robbed someone of all their equity.  No way!  The homeowner will love 
you like a brother!  You're helping him...putting money in his pocket 
and yours.  Do this enough and you'll be the coolest cat in town!  

But watch out...because everyone will swoon and flock to you in time...you'll be a 
celebrity overnight!  And finally get the respect and admiration you deserve! 

  

Sounds Pretty Easy, Huh? 
  
You bet!  In fact, it's a breeze compared to the other courses I know of.   
  
Ever tried opening a business before, besides real estate?  If not, you're 

lucky...because the process is full of stress and rarely pays off. You can consider 
yourself lucky if you make enough to cover your bills and overhead, and if you don't 
have to close your doors within the first two to three years.  But this is different; 
you'll probably laugh how simple it really is. 

  
I guess that's why this country's richest people are real estate investors.  The 

numbers don't lie, my friends!  Real estate has always been and always will 
be America's #1 freedom and wealth builder! 

  

So How Do You Learn How To Do This Stuff? 
  
Unfortunately, this kind of insiders-only information is rare...rare as the Hope 

diamond.  And those who do have this information usually guard it like snarling 
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pit-bulls guarding their homes!  If you're lucky enough to find someone 
willing to show you this simple strategy, you can plan on paying at least $2,000 to 
$5,000 at a bare minimum.  Sure, the price is pretty steep...but if you want to 
play, you gotta pay. 

  
What other option is there? I mean, 6 months from now you can be chasing dead-

end deals for virtually no profit, like 99% of investors...or you could sitting pretty, 
turning bad deals into goldmines just by doing a few simple steps I’ll 
personally show you.  You'll be able to filter out those bad deals with the 
accuracy of a guided missile...it's a no-brainer choice! 

  
True story...a friend of mine who happens to be a multi-millionaire actually 

paid (I think) around 900 dollars just for a book, with this exact same 
information!  So when I say this kind of knowledge is rare and expensive, I’m not 
just whistling Dixie!  

  
Think about it...if a multi-millionaire who's been in the real estate business for 

over 20 years didn’t know how this really works, how do you think the Average Joe 
can get his hands on this stuff?  

  
He'd have a better chance of winning the Lottery three times in a row...it 

just wouldn't ever happen. 
  

Until NOW! 
  
Here's what I mean by that... 
  
You can't find this anywhere else…Every pro has his own bag of 

tricks...secrets so powerful they just can't be released to the general public...kind of 
like a magician.  There's also a code among people in the industry that is NOT 
broken when it comes to releasing juicy, top-notch information to the public...if you 
do that, you run risk of being labeled an outcast...run out of town...and banished 
from the Inner Circle forever! 

  
But you know what?  That's exactly what I'm going to do!  
  
You know, I've been selling real estate info for about 5 years now...I've met some 

of the biggest names in the industry...gotten insider tips about real estate deals that 
would blow your mind.  It's been good to me...I ain't gonna lie. 

  
I've been given crazy offers to put on seminars and boot camps that would net me 

six figures for just a few days work.  And I'll be upfront with you...I almost did it.  I 
almost sold out...I almost reserved my best secrets for those people who 
were willing to pay $10,000 a seat for a seminar.  But I thought about it for 
a while, and I decided... 

  

That Just Ain't Me! 
  
I didn't grow up with a mountain of cash.  I didn't start out with all the contacts 
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I've got now.   Nope; I started with about 2 nickels to rub together and built 
something pretty good; something I'm darn proud of.  

  
I suppose if I'd been handed everything on a silver platter that I'd have a different 

outlook then the one I've got now.  But I didn't...I had to work very hard for my 
opportunities...I've done more than my share of behind-the-scenes sleuthing 
to get the answers I needed...and I'm going to give the same opportunities to YOU.  
I don't care if you can afford a seminar that costs more than some people's cars do! 

  

And, I Also Don't Care  
Who Gets Mad About It! 

  
That's right; I actually get enjoyment watching the stuffy, corporate 

talking-heads get enraged by the things I do!  I'm spilling my guts to you in a 
tell-all, 4-Disc DVD course called... 

  

"THE FORECLOSURE FILES!" 
   
Every secret...every trick...I'm 

revealing them all, and I don't give a 
hoot who I piss off!   

  
I'm pulling out all the stops and 

charging at speeds of 100 miles an 
hour in this easy-to-follow, streamlined 
DVD course that you can literally finish 
in one sitting!  

  
Why did I choose that format? 
  
 Because I don’t know about you, but I 

don’t have the time (or really the desire) 
to read a huge, strapping 1,000 page 
course... so that’s why I wanted it 
formatted into 4 easy to follow, get-the-
point-across-as-fast-as-possible steps 
on each DVD.   

  
The course is fine-tuned to give you the bare facts - exactly what you need to know 

- to catapult you into the world of real estate with the fearlessness of a 
Kamikaze pilot! 

  

So How Much Does "The Foreclosure Files" 
Course Cost? 

  
Well, I'll tell you, it doesn't cost anywhere near as much as it should, considering 

the quality of information that it has and the insane expense it cost me to 
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bring it to you.  
  
If I'd have kept this info for those overpriced seminars, I could have really charged 

anything I wanted.  Hell, this stuff really works...and most people will pay 
anything for real results. 

  
But one thing that I'm not is greedy.  I'm not running some mega-corporation 

here; my office is in a small building, facing the woods in a farming community in 
Indiana.  I don't have a ton of overhead and costs, so I don't need to take advantage 
of people when I price things. 

  
So what I decided to do was price this one-of-a-kind secret information so low 

you'd think I lost my mind.  I'm going to basically give it away for... 
  
$297. 
  
(That’s ½ of what I plan on charging everyone outside my newsletter list…so 

you're getting a better deal than anyone else!) 
  
And, I'll pay the shipping expenses out of my own pocket for you. 
  
Does $297 sound kind of high?  Well, considering how much it costs to produce 

DVDs, print, package, ship and pay employees, I'll be lucky to net out enough profit 
to treat my small staff to an elegant lunch at McDonalds.  

  
You know, product production really does cost money and I think my small profit 

is justified, because I'm sending you stuff most people don't even know exists. 
  
Not only that...but if you just follow the simple, easy to use instructions just 

once, you’ll likely make back your investment 500 times over!  
  

  

But WAIT A SECOND! 
  

I've got a killer deal reserved for the true players and doers who are 
ready to act. 

  
Here's the deal - this product isn't shipping for another 8 days from 

today's date of August 21, 2005.   
  
So what I'm going to do is knock a full one hundred dollars off 

the price...and give you an "early bird discount"...but ONLY if you order 
today! 

  
That's right - when you order today, you'll only pay $197. 
  
But I mean it - this is only good for the next 48 hours and after that, 

you're going to have to pay the full $297, just like everyone else will have 
to. 
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With that being said, I've still got to warn you upfront... 
  
This deal will NOT be around forever.  With all my other projects going on right 

now, I can only take on a few new clients.  And once the spots are filled, you're outta 
luck.  Sorry. 

  
And for those of you who've been on my newsletter list for a while, you know that 

I'm not just blowing smoke here.  The minute this gets to be too much for me and 
my small staff to handle...this website goes down.  

  
I've done it before (I've HAD to), and sorry to say, it did end up upsetting quite a 

few people who missed out.   
  
Right now, I'm in the process of developing some vacant land, and once that kicks 

off, I'm not making any promises because plain and simple, I just won't have the 
time. 

  
So you've got to move quickly. 
  
Now listen...right in front of you, you hold the key to a virtually risk-free way to 

make a fortune in real estate by getting deals that nobody else is really looking for.  
All that is left right now is the decision you need to make to actually do this. 

  
Simply click here to enroll now.  Fill in your information, and you'll be part 

of this club in just two minutes.  After that, I'll receive instant notification of your 
order acceptance (usually within 2 minutes) and I'll have my office staff reserve one 
of the first copies of this program for you, sold at the $100 discount! 

  
You will receive everything we talked about above in a discreet box, with no 

indications of the contents inside...because what you're getting is literally worth 
more than gold, and I don't want your stuff getting swiped by jealous thieves 
once the word gets out! 

  
Well my friends - that's it. 
  
I believe what you're about to get is not only the best course of its kind on the 

market, but truly my best offering yet.  I know I've told you everything I 
possibly could to let you know about the importance of the life-changing 
materials I'm offering...so the only thing left for you to do is make sure you're 
one of the first to get your hands on this right now! 

  
Thanks again...and as always, best wishes to all of you. 
  

So you need to act now! 
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Contact Us  

Copyright © 2005 | The Foreclosure Files | All rights reserved.  

 
  
Lou Vukas 
  
  

PS:  Oh, I almost forgot...follow the system step-by-step for 60 days...and if you 
don't make at least $10,000, I'll give you every cent of your money back. 

  

What do you have to lose?  This is truly the opportunity of a lifetime…why let 
it pass you by?  Click here! 
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Oxygen Boosting 
Miracle





Gary's Latest Agora Letter



Dear Friend,

As you can see, I have attached a crisp $1 bill to the top of this
letter. Why have I done this? Actually there are two reasons:

1) This letter is very important and I needed some way to
make sure it would catch your attention.

2) And secondly, since this letter is all about money, I
thought using a $1 bill as an "eye-catcher" was a good
idea.

Here's what it's all about: 

If you would like to know about an unusual way to make serious money
trading options (and make it very fast), this may be the most important
message you will ever read. 

First, let me say, this is a rather unusual story. You see, back in
1987 one of America's top trading gurus (and one of the first pioneers of
options trading) began publishing a weekly newsletter which was soon to
become not only one of the most respected, but also "THE" most profitable
resource on earth for discovering hot and extremely profitable trades...
week after week... month after month... year after year... for 15 years!

This newsletter is one of the oldest of its kind, and the small
minority of people privileged and lucky enough to be signed up over the
years...

{Crisp $1 Bill Needs To Be Attached Here}
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Have Literally Made Untold Millions Of Dollars
Just From Doing Exactly As The Advice Suggests...

No More And No Less!

The man who first began to publish the newsletter was one of the most
respected and revered market analysts of his time. A man who many of
America's rich turned to when they wanted to become really rich. A man
who was regarded as the "Warren Buffet" of options trading in his time.

This man's name is Paul Sarnoff, and he was widely regarded as one of
the greatest options experts of all time. In fact, Paul was the first
person to teach options trading in the 1950's, when most people never
even heard of them. At that time, he charged $25 a session and 22 people
showed up at his very first class. Five weeks later...

Those Who Followed His Advice Were $50,000 Richer!

(That's over $300,000 in today's money!)

Paul Sarnoff passed away in 1999 at the age of 80 years. He had lived
a long, happy and extremely successful life. Many thought it was the
death of an era... and in truth... it was! Paul's death left a large
empty space in many people's hearts. And his passing could have crippled
the ability of his newsletter readers to make huge profits in the options
market. 

His clients and subscribers wondered what they would do now that this
man was gone. They knew of nobody who could put so much money in their
pockets from doing nothing more than following his advice.

But Paul was a smart man, and this was something he had on his mind
many years before he died. For over three decades, Paul worked hard to
leave an even BIGGER (than his own) legacy for his clients and the
subscribers of his newsletter. Paul left...

His Son, Steve!

For 30 years, Steve worked with his father to produce thousands,
millions, even tens of millions of dollars for the small "mom and pop"
investors... right on up to the wealthiest people in America. Together,
they developed new techniques, methods and strategies for reading the
market and predicting wins/losses which would result in untold amounts of
profit for their clients.

Paul taught his son, Steve every last strategy, technique, method, tip
and trick he knew for predicting with almost laser-like precision, when
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and how a particular option could be traded for maximum and almost
immediate profit. 

Steve wasn't completely satisfied with what his father was teaching
him. Steve not only absorbed every last piece of information his father
had to offer... but went even FARTHER... and added new and time-tested
strategies of his own individual style of selecting winners.

Using a combination of western technical analysis and ancient Japanese
candlestick charting techniques, Steve is able to accurately characterize
each day's trading for any given option by painstakingly plotting and
charting a myriad of market indicators. From his research results, Steve
is able to see strengths (or weaknesses) in any given situation... and...
use what he calls his "Sixth Sense" ability to know which way an option
is likely to move.

He quickly mastered this successful combination. And as one of Wall
Street's most successful and widely followed options analyst, Richard
Russell (publisher of his Dow Theory Letters since 1958) wrote...

"...his studies constitute a branch of technical
analysis that deserves to be much better known. Steve is
the MASTER of candlesticks!"

Since Steve has taken the helm of this amazing newsletter ("Options
Hotline") his reputation of being a master at putting "easy" cash in
peoples' pockets has far exceeded his father's reputation.

For example, since 1999, Steve has recommended over 181 trades to the
subscribers of his newsletter. 152 of these were winners. Some were small
winners... 5 and 6% returns... but some yielded double digit percentage
returns.

For example, in September 2004, after following Steve's advice, his
subscribers enjoyed an 88% return on "Rayovac" in less than 47 days. In
December of that same year, his subscribers enjoyed a 93.9% return in
less than 15 days on "Noble".

Some Of Steve's Picks
Were Huge Homeruns!

For example, Steve recommended an October "put" on a Cleveland based
engineering company called TRW. In a little over a month, Steve's
subscribers were laughing all the way to the bank with a gain of 898%!

Most investors were trading "calls" on this option. But Steve knew
differently. And lucky for his subscribers, Steve's "sixth sense" ability
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put a big smile on a lot of faces that month.

Another example of Steve's run-away hits was a January "call" on an
option named Navister (NAV). Within 49 days, his subscribers had banked
an 858% killing. Again, many investors (who were not readers of his
newsletter) missed out. They didn't see the upcoming potential of this
option. Navister had taken a serious dive and people didn't expect it to
come up. But Steve expected it!

I could keep going, but I think you get the message. You see,
thousands of people have put their trust upon Steve's shoulders to
produce huge options profits for them. They've invested millions of
dollars. And, to date...

He Has Never Had A Losing Streak
That Lasted Longer Than Three Trades!

This man has what can only be described as the "Golden Touch" in
selecting profitable options trades. His system of picking and choosing
profitable trades has an average success rate of 84%. 

This Is A Little Over 4 Winners
For Every 5 Selections He Makes!

Just how can anybody get a success ration of 84%?

That's a good question. Part of the answer may lie in the fact that
while Steve's subscribers are out enjoying the fruits of his labor (like
playing a round of golf or relaxing by the pool) Steve is actually in the
office putting countless hours of effort and preparation into each and
every trade recommendation he makes.

Another part of the answer may be that Steve owns his own market
research company. Sarnoff's Samurai Strategies, Inc. where he is able to
use extremely technical, almost scientific techniques to study the
markets. This kind of research is able to put Steve in a class of his own
when it comes to choosing winners.

But still, being able to beat the market 84% of the time is totally
unheard of. People keep saying trading options is a "gamble". Maybe it is
for most people. But it doesn't seem like that's true for Steve who has
devoted his entire life to discovering how the market moves, how it
works, and even how it thinks.

He is able to run any particular options trading opportunity through a
multitude of possible scenarios created by extremely complicated
mathematical and scientific formulas. When asked about his system for
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selecting successful trades 84% of the time, Steve replied...

"It's not simply a formula that anyone can take and run
with. It's not that I'm holding out on anyone or hiding
some big secret. It's just that there's a lot of
experience and knowledge which goes into interpreting the
charts. It is as much an art as it is science."

But still many people doubt him! They say it's impossible for anybody
or any system to deliver these kinds of results. But the truth of the
matter is...

You Can't Turn A Blind Eye
To Cold Hard Facts!

And facts don't come colder... or harder... than Steve's documented
predictions!

Just take a look for yourself:

In 1999 alone, Steve had 38 winners in a row which averaged a profit
of 218% per trade! If you had taken his advice back then and placed a
minimum of $5,000 on each trade, you would have pocketed over $200,000 in
profit.

In 2000, Steve had 34 winners altogether. You would have made over
$187,000 in profits had you taken his advice that year. He averaged a 99%
gain per trade! (13 of which, doubled in value.)

In 2001, he had 47 winners, with an average gain of just over 88% per
trade (16 of these multiplied). You would have put $201,000 in your
pocket just from following his advice.

In 2002, Steve had 41 winners, which earned his clients... on
average... a profit of 103% per trade. (13 of these were triple digit
winners.) Just by following Steve's advice that year you would have had a
profit of $192,950 sitting in your bank account.

In 2003, Steve's subscribers enjoyed 38 winners and over $182,750 in
easy profits. Each trade averaged a profit of 88% (21 of these, more than
doubled, while 11 achieved triple digit returns.)

2004 was also a great year for "Options Hotline" and its subscribers.
Out of 43 picks, 36 winners put a little over $196,000 in profits into
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Steve's clients' bank accounts.

And So Far This Year, Steve Has
Recommended 13 Trades With Only One

Not Turning Into A Profit!

Just take a look at the impressive results "Options Hotline"
subscribers have experienced since Steve has taken over:

??/24/1999 Barrick Calls -94.44%
10/31/1999 Home Depot Calls 288.89%
11/7/1999 Amex Calls 150.00%
11/14/1999 Disney Calls 315.38%
11/21/1999 Cisco Calls 385.71%
12/5/1999 DJX Puts 16.67%
12/11/1999 Xeorox Calls 55.00%
12/19/1999 Intel Calls 627.69%
1/9/2000 Amgen Calls 47.22%
1/30/2000 Starbucks Calls 260.00%
2/6/2000 Hewlett Packard Calls 132.26%
2/13/2000 Lucent Calls 240.46%
2/27/2000 Dell Calls 308.22%
3/5/2000 Oracle Calls 57.35%
3/12/2000 TYX Calls -88.89%
3/19/2000 Gap Puts 146.15%
3/26/2000 UPS Calls -86.11%
4/2/2000 Homestake Calls 33.33%
4/9/2000 Micron Puts 209.38%
4/16/2000 Placer Dome Calls 7.14%
4/30/2000 TRW, Inc. Calls 7.50%
5/7/2000 Navistar * Calls
5/13/2000 Nortel Puts 0.00%
5/21/2000 Goldman Sachs Puts 100.00%
6/4/2000 Atmel Calls -57.89%
6/18/2000 DJX Puts 0.00%
6/25/2000 Dell Calls 80.00%
7/9/2000 MGM Grand Calls 71.43%
7/16/2000 Starbucks Calls 33.33%
7/23/2000 Southwest Air * Calls
7/30/2000 Duke Energy Calls 837.93%
8/6/2000 Cisco Calls 31.58%
8/13/2000 Clear Channel Calls 27.78%
8/27/2000 Motorola Calls -96.00%
9/10/2000 Amex Calls -55.56%
9/17/2000 DJX Puts 358.40%
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9/24/2000 Microsoft Puts 242.86%
10/8/2000 Oracle Puts 247.06%
10/15/2000 Intel Calls 178.26%
10/29/2000 Adv. Micro Devices Calls 100.00%
11/12/2000 Nasdaq-100 Puts -72.57%
11/19/2000 America Online * Puts
12/3/2000 Placer Dome Calls 60.00%
12/17/2000 Sun Microsystems Puts 6.25%
12/31/2000 Waste Management Calls -52.00%
1/7/2001 DJX Calls -80.00%
1/21/2001 Cisco Calls -100.00%
1/28/2001 Bank of America Puts 50.00%
2/4/2001 IBM Puts -50.00%
2/4/2001 Microsoft Puts 108.33%
2/11/2001 Schlumberger * Puts
3/4/2001 Qualcomm Puts 83.41%
3/11/2001 EDS Corp. * Puts
3/18/2001 Schlumberger Puts 204.00%
3/18/2001 Caterpillar Puts 112.00%
3/18/2001 Apple Computers Calls 98.90%
3/18/2001 Wal-Mart Puts 8.11%
3/25/2001 DJX Puts 20.00%
4/1/2001 Worthington Industries Puts 36.00%
4/1/2001 Wild Oats Markets Calls 72.00%
4/8/2001 Newmont Mining Calls 192.00%
4/15/2001 Actel Corp. Calls -26.32%
4/15/2001 DJX Puts -93.33%
4/29/2001 Callaway Golf Puts 110.00%
5/6/2001 Oracle Calls 15.79%
5/13/2001 Biopure Puts -4.44%
5/20/2001 Barrick Gold Calls -54.00%
6/3/2001 AOL Puts 332.43%
6/3/2001 Harrah's * Calls
6/10/2001 Krispy Kreme Puts 14.29%
6/24/2001 Pfizer Puts 431.00%
7/1/2001 IBM Puts 134.09%
7/8/2001 Bank of New York Puts 176.92%
7/8/2001 Outback Steakhouse Puts 20.00%
7/15/2001 Aetna Calls 27.27%
7/22/2001 Biopure Puts 341.18%
8/5/2001 General Motors Puts 1,201.88%
8/12/2001 Phelps Dodge Calls 100.00%
8/19/2001 Avon Puts 25.58%
9/2/2001 Baxter Puts 150.00%
9/9/2001 AMR * Puts
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9/23/2001 General Electric * Calls
9/30/2001 Dow Jones Industrial Index Puts 49.25%
10/7/2001 Sears November Puts 46.67%
10/14/2001 NCR * Calls
10/21/2001 Georgia Pacific Corp. Puts -47.22%
10/21/2001 Bed, Bath and Beyond Calls 160.00%
10/21/2001 Michaels Stores Puts -16.67%
10/28/2001 AOL Time Warner Inc. Calls 96.61%
10/28/2001 Sun Microsystems Inc. Calls 172.22%
10/28/2001 Flextronics Int. Ltd. Puts -14.29%
11/4/2001 Target Calls 209.68%
11/11/2001 MapInfo Calls 90.91%
11/11/2001 Boston Scientific Puts 16.67%
11/18/2001 Roadway Corp. * Puts
11/18/2001 Titan Corp. * Calls
12/2/2001 Jefferson-Pilot Corp. Puts 22.22%
12/9/2001 Yahoo! Inc. Puts 0.00%
12/16/2001 Microsoft Calls 14.58%
12/23/2001 Placer Dome Calls 78.95%
1/6/2002 Lexmark Puts 130.67%
1/13/2002 FedEx Puts -50.77%
1/13/2002 AT&T Calls -66.67%
1/27/2002 Dow Jones Industrial Index Puts 47.37%
2/3/2002 Citigroup * Puts
2/10/2002 EDS Corp Calls 186.49%
2/24/2002 International Flavors & Fragrances * Calls
3/3/2002 Cisco Systems Calls 77.78%
3/10/2002 Aflac Calls 105.88%
3/17/2002 AOL Calls 6.67%
3/24/2002 Dow Chemical Puts 44.00%
3/24/2002 Meridian Gold Calls 296.00%
4/7/2002 Nucor Puts 43.24%
4/14/2002 Bank of America Puts 31.82%
4/21/2002 Walt Disney Co. Calls -10.00%
4/27/2002 Longs Drug Stores * Puts
5/5/2002 JP Morgan Chase & Co Puts 86.86%
5/12/2002 Boeing Puts -44.44%
5/19/2002 Barrick Gold Calls 40.00%
6/2/2002 Microsoft Puts 58.62%
6/9/2002 Navistar Calls 25.00%
6/14/2002 3M Puts 102.78%
6/23/2002 Forest Labs Puts 60.00%
6/30/2002 General Electric Calls 103.85%
7/7/2002 Citigroup Calls -65.63%
7/14/2002 Meridian Gold Calls -53.13%
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7/21/2002 Microsoft Calls 32.50%
8/4/2002 Bank of America Puts 0.00%
8/11/2002 Dow Jones Industrial Puts 211.78%
8/16/2002 3M Puts 157.78%
9/1/2002 Newmont Mining Calls 16.67%
9/8/2002 Pfizer Puts 87.50%
9/15/2002 TRW Puts 898.00%
9/29/2002 Fed Ex Corp Puts 76.00%
10/6/2002 Automatic Data Processing * Calls
10/13/2002 Navistar Calls 858.33%
10/20/2002 Halliburton Co. Calls 360.00%
10/27/2002 Hartford Financial Calls -50.00%
11/3/2002 Texas Instruments Calls 170.00%
11/10/2002 Qualcomm Calls 292.00%
11/17/2002 Home Depot Calls -97.14%
11/17/2002 Gap Calls 66.67%
11/24/2002 EDS * Calls
12/1/2002 AngloGold Ltd. * Calls
12/8/2002 Safeway Calls 56.00%
12/15/2002 Timberland * Puts
12/15/2002 HSBC Puts -97.14%
12/15/2002 Newmont Mining Calls 25.71%
1/5/2003 Abercrombie and Fitch Puts -98.00%
1/12/2003 Johnson and Johnson Calls -93.33%
1/26/2003 Bank of America Puts 64.00%
2/2/2003 Qualcomm Calls 0.00%
2/9/2003 J.P. Morgan Puts 10.00%
2/23/2003 Barr Laboratories, Inc. Puts 32.00%
3/2/2003 Blockbuster Calls 141.38%
3/9/2003 General Electric Calls 392.00%
3/16/2003 Harrah's Entertainment Inc. Calls 334.86%
3/23/2003 Qualcomm Calls 29.03%
3/30/2003 3M Puts 6.00%
4/6/2003 J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. Puts 33.33%
4/13/2003 Moody's Corp. Puts -95.00%
4/27/2003 General Electric Puts 8.57%
5/4/2003 Johnson & Johnson Calls 31.25%
5/11/2003 Cisco * Calls
5/11/2003 Microsoft Calls 5.56%
5/11/2003 Coca-Cola Co. Calls 153.33%
5/25/2003 Sony Corp. Calls 419.44%
6/1/2003 Newmont Mining Puts 0.00%
6/15/2003 JP Morgan Puts 14.29%
6/22/2003 DIAMONDS Puts 80.00%
6/29/2003 Wal-Mart Puts 22.73%
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7/6/2003 Avon * Puts
7/13/2003 AngloGold LTD Calls 528.57%
7/20/2003 IBM Puts 50.00%
8/3/2003 Walt Disney Co * Puts
8/10/2003 Navistar Puts 30.00%
8/18/2003 Hasbro Puts 34.29%
8/24/2003 Caterpillar, Inc. Puts 45.71%
9/7/2003 General Motors Puts 49.00%
9/14/2003 Qualcomm Calls 507.84%
9/21/2003 Placer Dome Calls 294.09%
9/28/2003 Altria Group, Inc. Puts 0.00%
10/6/2003 Freeport McMoran Puts 35.71%
10/12/2003 Bank of America Puts 260.00%
10/19/2003 Nasdaq-100 Index Tracking Stock Puts 26.67%
10/26/2003 3M Puts -97.50%
11/2/2003 Harrah's Entertainment * Calls
11/9/2003 Glamis Gold Calls 180.00%
11/16/2003 Intel Puts 128.57%
11/23/2003 Albertsons Calls 191.43%
11/30/2003 Dow Chemical Puts 20.00%
12/7/2003 General Dynamics Puts 50.00%
12/14/2003 Hitachi Puts 23.33%
12/21/2003 Microsoft Calls 48.15%
1/4/2004 Citigroup * Calls
1/11/2004 General Motors Corp. Puts 277.14%
1/18/2004 Harley Davidson * Puts
1/25/2004 Alcoa Puts 100.00%
2/1/2004 IBM Puts 229.60%
2/8/2004 Bed Bath & Beyond Calls 20.00%
2/22/2004 American Express Puts 80.00%
2/29/2004 Goldcorp Calls 35.00%
3/6/2004 Harley-Davidson Calls 175.00%
3/14/2004 J.P. Morgan Chase Puts 258.67%
3/21/2004 iShares Lehman 20+ Year Treasury Bond Fund Puts 335.56%
3/28/2004 Apple Computer, Inc. Calls 30.00%
4/4/2004 Exxon Mobil Puts 0.00%
4/11/2004 Mandalay Resort Group Puts 377.50%
4/25/2004 Yahoo! Inc. Puts 166.67%
5/2/2004 Chubb * Puts
5/9/2004 Freeport McMoran Calls 226.83%
5/16/2004 Alcoa July $30 call Calls 116.22%
5/23/2004 US Steel * Calls
6/6/2004 BP Puts 33.33%
6/13/2004 iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond Fund Calls 258.33%
6/20/2004 Rayovac Puts 88.00%
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6/27/2004 Timberland Co. * Puts
7/11/2004 Eli Lilly Calls 16.00%
7/18/2004 Harley-Davidson * Puts
7/27/2004 Barrick Gold Puts 46.67%
8/1/2004 Coca-Cola Calls 53.33%
8/8/2004 iShares Lehman 20+ Year Treasury Bond Fund Puts 7.27%
8/15/2004 Harrah's Entertainment Inc. * Calls
8/22/2004 General Motors Calls 80.00%
8/29/2004 Johnson and Johnson Puts 20.00%
9/12/2004 JP Morgan Chase Puts 110.29%
9/19/2004 Toro * Puts
10/2/2004 Nortel Calls 13.33%
10/10/2004 Winnebago Puts 28.89%
10/17/2004 Newmont Mining Puts 12.77%
10/24/2004 Noble Puts 93.33%
10/31/2004 Cisco Systems Inc. Calls 25.00%
11/7/2004 Disney Calls 70.00%
11/14/2004 Alcoa Calls 13.33%
11/21/2004 Beazer Homes Puts 0.00%
12/12/2004 United Parcel Service Puts 837.78%
12/19/2004 IBM Puts 76.00%
1/10/2005 Morgan Stanley Puts 52.00%
1/16/2005 Apple Computer Puts 8.57%
1/23/2005 Hilton Puts 70.00%
1/30/2005 Cameco Puts 40.00%
2/6/2005 International Rectifier Calls 131.11%
2/13/2005 AngloGold Calls 105.00%
2/27/2005 Deere & Co. Calls 46.00%
3/6/2005 Genentech Puts 26.67%
3/20/2005 Wal-Mart* Puts
3/27/2005 Novatel Calls 20.00%
4/10/2005 Newmont Mining Puts 316.00%
5/4/2005 eBay Calls 168.57%
5/8/2005 Global Payments Puts 46.67%

That's An Average Of 105.28% In Profit... Per Trade!

Impressive, isn't it?

Now let's put this into perspective for a moment. If you had been on
board for this financial joy ride and followed Steve's recommendations
since 1999, assuming you had invested $5,000 on each of his
recommendations, you would have put...
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Over $1,095,285 In Pure Profits
Into Your Bank Account!

All in all, Steve has predicted 78 single digit, 54 double digit and
88 triple digit successes in the last five years. And, as you have just
seen for yourself, some of these achieved profits as much as 1,202%... in
a matter of weeks!

This means anybody who followed his advice, would have literally
doubled their money... almost every time they traded!

Steve's ability to create winning streaks has given him legendary
status among the "top guns" in the trading community. Take for example,
his winning streak back in 2003 when he tied together 28 winners in a
row... or... in 2004, when he had 29 winners in a row.

With a little over 4 successes for every 5 predictions he makes...
and... 2 out of every 5 of these being triple digit gains... Steve's
uncanny ability to put money in his subscribers' pockets is second to
none!

And, the amazing thing about Steve's system is the minimal amount of
time and effort needed on your part. In fact, you're probably not going
to believe it when I tell you exactly what's required of you to see these
kinds of returns. Steve's "system" for options trading success, is
structured in three parts:

Step 1: On Sunday evening, check your email or fax machine, and review
the half-page of recommendations he will send you!

Step 2: Wake up Monday morning and place the trade online... or... with
your broker over the phone!

Step 3: Go about your daily business and check back regularly to see
if you have effortlessly earned double, triple or even quadruple your
money back!

It's Really That Simple!

Actually, it's so simple, if you wanted to, you could even teach your
10-year-old son or daughter to do the whole thing for you!

You see, this is no ordinary service by some nonchalant options trader
who calls himself a "guru" because he got "lucky" on a few trades. No!
Steve's system is for real. His reputation is built on results... proven
results... time after time, for almost two decades. If it had been luck,
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Steve would have been out of business years ago.

Now I don't want you to just take my word on all of this. I want you
to take the word of people... "real" people... just like you... who have
made, and continue to make, thousands, hundreds of thousands and even
millions of dollars from Steve's experience. Here's just a few of the
letters he's received:

"I closed out my position this afternoon... for a nice 70% return. Not bad for two
days!"

W. Carrigan

"Just a quick thank you. My first trade with you in January  2004... I bought MS April
$27.50 call and decided to sell for a fast 20% profit of $740 after commission. Thank
you!"

George, NY

"I am happy to inform you that my very first trade, using your service, was the GE
August 30 call. I caught this trade at 1.20 and closed it out just three weeks later for 2.60.
I couldn't be happier with 116% profit in such a short time. Thanks!"

E. Evans

"I just want to tell you that joining 'Options Hotline' was the best decision I've ever
made. Since I joined three months ago, I have doubled my money. I look forward every
Sunday to your week's recommendation. Made a bundle with DJXVH, MMM and I held on
to Bank of America using BACWL and added BACWM and 'finally' paid off great this past
week. Thanks a LOT!!! Please keep more like these coming our way."

M. Adkins

"I am very pleased with your recommendations especially with the Bank of America. It
is unbelievable for it to be up more than 200% in just a few days!"

Donna

"I am new to your service, but your father's name was one that I was familiar with,
and along with your superior record I decided to subscribe. On the first recommendation
that I received, I purchased puts in three different accounts and sold them a couple weeks
later making a little over $3,000 for each account. Needless to say, I am very pleased with
your recommendations. I look forward to receiving your Sunday email. Thanks again for
your very profitable and reasonably priced service."

Leonard Collinsworth
Subscriber since June 2001

"I've been a subscriber to 'Options Hotline' for one month, and have just closed my
first two trades. Already, the profits have paid for the price of the year's subscription three
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times over. On my first trade I made 58% profit and on my second trade I made 103%
profit, including dealing costs. Thanks for doing such a great job."

Mike Davis
Subscriber since July 2001

"I just started your newsletter and I wanted to get my feet wet, and didn't want to miss
out so I put in an order for two contracts and decided to let it ride. When I made the
decision to sell, I had a 50% gain on my investment before commissions and fees. My net
gain came to 37.5% for an 11 day investment. I'm pretty pleased with that! I can't even
imagine what that works out to be annually. Thanks for the tip!"

Ted Pittenger
Subscriber since July 2001

"I have followed your father's recommendations and now yours. I am very pleased. I
am a physician and trade at the end of the day. I am very impressed by your ability to pick
specific trades with PROPHETIC WISDOM. Somehow you know what's going to happen
before the rest of us do!"

Marc Rosenblatt
Subscriber since December 1999

"This past year was great but it could have been excellent, if only I had listened to you
at all times. Now I have learned my lesson the hard way. I had subscribed to many
newsletters but none were as concise, to the point and ABOVE ALL made money almost
all the time. Thanks a bundle. Keep up the good work."

Jawahar Gidvani
Subscriber since September 1999

What you have just read so far, is an overview of what I believe, and
obviously what others believe, is the most amazing, exciting and
definitely one of the most profitable methods of leveraging both your
time and money... 84% of the time.

But, make no mistake. Steve's newsletter is expensive. And, before you
get too excited, you need to know...

This Offer Is NOT For Everybody!

In fact, Steve isn't even allowing most people to sign up. Why? Because
some people cannot cope with any type of loss whatsoever. And, even
though Steve is one of the very best analysts in the country, he gets it
wrong sometimes. And when he does, people lose money. Some people think
they will never lose when they follow Steve's predictions. But the truth
is, occasionally they will lose money. If you trade options on a
continuing basis, it is 100% certain you will experience losing trades
every now and again. 

So, if you're the kind of person who is not emotionally stable enough
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to handle a loss, then you are not allowed to be a subscriber to Steve's
newsletter.

On the other hand, if you have the required amount of courage pumping
through your veins... and... you are the kind of person who likes to take
scientifically analyzed and carefully calculated risks, then "Options
Hotline" is exactly what you're looking for.

Another thing to remember is, when you trade options, it's impossible
to lose a penny more than your initial investment. 

OK, let's get down to "brass tacks". I already told you, Steve's
"Options Hotline" is expensive. It very definitely is. In fact, it costs
$997 for a one-year subscription. But, if you do decide to subscribe
within the next 11-days... Steve will guarantee to give you... at
least... 12 trades in the next year that will produce a profit of more
than 100%. 

If Steve fails to do this, he will return every penny of the $997 you
spent to subscribe to "Options Hotline".

Not only that, if you're not convinced beyond a shadow of a doubt...
at any time... this amazing service is not everything I've just written
about it, then I insist you immediately demand a full refund for your
money. That's right, at any time after trying "Options Hotline" you are
not convinced  it's a "no-work-on-your-part, hassle-free" method of
investing your money with an 84% success rate, then I insist you demand a
full refund for your money. That refund will be sent to you immediately.
Even if you request a refund the day before your subscription expires.

It's Easy To Order!

All you have to do is call 1-800-***-**** any time of the day or
night, any day of the week, and have your credit card ready.

That's all there is to it. As soon as we receive your subscription
order, we will ship you a "welcome package" by Federal Express Priority
Overnight Delivery! 

Sincerely,

Greg Grillog, Publisher
"Options Hotline"

P.S. Here is what you will receive in your "Welcome Package": 
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! The Options Buyers Handbook: This is our free "members-only"
options guide designed for investors new to options trading.
Besides giving you all the terms and concepts to get started,
you'll learn the very basic stuff... like precisely what
"calls" and "puts" are... where to buy them... what the
premium is and how it can effect the performance of your
investment. There's also a quick and easy section on how to
use your weekly "Options Hotline" service to its fullest,
including basic information on how many positions to take and
strategies for locking in profits!

! You'll also receive access to a "members only" options
trading website where you'll get the very latest
recommendation updates, access past bulletins, ask general
questions regarding the service, review the hotline track
record... and... links to Steve's favorite options related
sites!

! Finally, in addition to the above two items, Steve will help
you learn more about options by sending you an "Options 101
Email" every other Friday. In this email, Steve will discuss
not only the basics of options trading, but also the inner
details of how options are priced, how volatility and time
decay effect premium values, and what you can do to make
yourself a better trader!

In Short, You'll Get Everything
You Need To Start Profiting!

P.S. #2 Don't put this off. Remember, you will not find this offer
anywhere else on the planet. And because Steve only has a
limited number of places left available on his newsletter,
there's a very real, and very serious chance this offer won't be
around for very long! And if you don't reserve your position in
this newsletter right now, you may never see this offer again...
EVER! And how much money will that have cost you? Hundreds?
Thousands? Maybe even hundreds of thousands of dollars?

As I've already mentioned, Steve has already picked 13 winners
so far this year, and it doesn't look like these kinds of
winning streaks are slowing down. The sooner you get on board,
the sooner you can begin to see the kinds of profits I'm talking
about. So don't waste any time. Pick up the phone right now and
call...

1-800-xxx-xxxx
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It's about time a pro let us amateurs in on this amazing secret! 

"If You've Got 19 Minutes Before You Head 
Out To Play Your Next Round Of Golf… I Will 
Show You How To Knock 10 Strokes Off Your 
Score. It's Simple, It's Easy, And I Guarantee 
It Will Work For You… Or I'll Pay You $10!" 

Forget the agony and frustration of trying to learn difficult new tactics…  
and finally discover the stunningly simple secret behind why the top pros  

consistently score low on tough courses, under grueling pressure. Hint: It does 
NOT involve a single minute of boring, repetitive practice! If you're  

as lazy as I am, and just want to get out on the course and play great golf  
(and humiliate your buddiesby winning every bet along the way),  

you're gonna LOVE this… 
 

 

From: Dr. Mike O'Leary 
Head Golf Nut, OHP  
 
You know, I seriously considered NOT allowing you to see this stunningly simple secret 
of great golf.  
 
Why? Because — once you learn how easy it is to dominate any golf course, and score 
low consistently and without any trouble — I may never hear from you again. You'll 
finally have your game down so cold, you won't need my advice any more.  
 
Well, the heck with it. I'm gonna let you in on this secret anyway. It's just too good not to 
share with another golf nut. I mean… it's the lazy golfer's DREAM — no practice 
necessary, instant results, and it's permanent.  
 
It's a ripping good story, too — the secret of a guy who funded his rise to the pro ranks 
by winning at super secret "closed door" skin-games (against vicious "sharks" who would 
stoop to cheating to try to win... he beat `em all anyway)… who learned his advanced 
skills alongside more famous guys like Corey Pavin and Steve Pate… and who has won 
over 100 pro tournaments (blowing away the top-seeds every time).  
 
This is the kind of "insider" golf that is hidden from most amateurs. None of your 
buddies will ever get close to even knowing this stuff exists. Yet, for you, right now… 

You Can See It 
FREE!  
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Here's what it's all about: Now, I don't want to shock you… but all great golfers know 
there are two main parts to the game: The physical, athletic part (where you swing the 
club and whack the ball)… and the mental part (where your brains and your emotions 
collide). 
 
The vast majority of golfers never really get past the physical part. They are 
constantly tinkering with their swing, or their equipment. They take lessons from pro's 
who insist they have to change their swing, or their equipment, and "start over" again. 
They believe, deep in their heart, that if they could just "fix" their physical relationship to 
their equipment, their game will magically get better. 
 
Well, here's some good news: Your current swing is just fine. 
 
All we're gonna do here… is hook up your physical side… to your mental side. It's the 
one HUGE "disconnect" that causes golfers to be inconsistent, to flub shots, to inhibit 
distance you should be getting effortlessly, and to allow the course to add strokes to your 
score. 
 
Relax. This will be the EASIEST thing you've ever done with a golf club in your hand. 
And it's gonna fix everything. 
 
Automatically. 
 
Almost overnight.  
 
If you're hooking or slicing, or not getting the distance you want, we can get you all fixed 
up in about 19 minutes. Without changing your swing. 
 
Even better… we'll automatically LOWER YOUR AVERAGE SCORE. By at least 10 
strokes, if you're an average golfer. If you really stink and have a 30+ handicap, you'll 
shave even more strokes off. 
 
And I'm talking about your next round of golf, too. 
 
Best part: If you're like me, and consider the practice range to be torture, you'll be happy 
to know there's NO PRACTICE TIME involved. It's not even allowed. 
 
Nope. Once you realize your current swing is just fine… you're ready for the big "truth" 
all pro's know (and all duffers never realize) about golf: 

The Secret To Low Scores 
Is All About Getting Your Head "Connected" 

With Your Body!  
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It's what the winners call "a simple plan". Not one golfer in a thousand ever comes close 
to figuring it out, though, no matter how simple it sounds. There's just something askew 
in our system that interferes. 
 
Until someone finally lets you in on the secret. 
 
It's NOT "course management" (whatever that actually means). Nope. It's much simpler, 
and much more profound than that. 
 
It's just finally seeing golf with new eyes… so you "connect the dots" the way the best 
players do automatically. 
 
The result: You are going to start nailing pars and birdies like a big-money touring pro. 
No matter how tough the course is, or how much pressure is on you, or how much your 
buddies try to distract you. 
 
Interested? Thought you might be. 
 
So let me introduce you to the guy who's gonna change your life. 
 
John Grund just rolls his eyes whenever people start complaining about how hard golf is. 
It's only hard, he says, if you never learn the "true secret". It's not taught by your average 
golf instructor… because even if he uses this secret, he's not aware of it. It's not revealed 
by touring pro's who understand it… because they aren't about to share the secret that 
brings in their fat paychecks. 
 
John has no such qualms. He's been quick to tell people how to instantly improve their 
game all along. It's just that few golfers "get it".  
It sounds too easy. 
 
And golf is supposed to be hard.  
 
So John has to be wrong. Even as he slaughters opponents, wins all the money, conquers 
the scariest courses in the country.  
 
It just CAN'T be this easy! 
 
Well, this is great news for those of us who ARE willing to listen. 
 
I mean… I'd sell my soul for the secret of lopping an extra 10 strokes off every round. I 
don't care how ugly, or how easy the secret is, either. I just want the result. 
 
Well, if it's results you want, it's results you're gonna get.  
 
Fast, simple and easier than you ever dreamed possible. 
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And, you don't need to be young, or strong, or slim, or even flexible anymore. John is no 
longer the young stud he used to be. He's now middle aged with tired bones that he needs 
to stretch and pop all the time. Let's just say that he's not exactly a physically dominate 
golfer. No. Not at all. 
 
Which doesn't bother him in the least. 
 
In the REAL world, the tall handsome stud doesn't always get the pretty girl. And the 
lean, athletic young golfer doesn't always win the round. 
 
The "Old School" golfers knew this. Bobby Jones didn't "look" like a great golfer.  
 
Neither did Sam Snead. Heck, even Jack Nickolaus "looks" too beefy (that's why they 
called him the Golden Bear). John Daly, Lee Trevino… heck, I could on for pages 
naming golfers who defy the stereotype of what a "great" golfer should look like. 
 
So stop obsessing on the shape you're in. Doesn't matter a bit. Short, fat, skinny, weak, 
full of old war wounds that make you limp, crippled with arthritis… it just doesn't 
matter. 
 
Doesn't have to affect your golf game a bit. 
 
Zero problem. 
 
Once you know the secret to great golf, that is. 
 
John learned it early. And recognized it for what it was: The KEY to having golf fund 
your life with big bucks. He used it to start winning competitions as a teenager. It got 
him a slot on the UCLA golf team (where he was teammates with Corey Pavin, Steve 
Pate, Jay Delsing and Tom Pernice, Jr.). 
 
It took him straight from winning at the college level to earning money as a touring pro 
playing in Africa, Canada, the South Pacific, you name it. Played in the US Open. Got 
so good that other pro's tracked him down and took "secret" lessons from him. 
 
Still, the pro game isn't a perfect fit for every great golfer. The "other" pro game can be 
just as lucrative — the skins and other "money" games that most of the best golfers play 
on the side. 
 
That's where you really earn your respect. When your own money is on the line. 
 
You make that shot, your wallet gets fat. You miss, you don't eat that night.  
 
And making it all work for you… involves ONE simple little secret.  
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Here's what you're about to learn: The whole darn secret is about getting into what 
John calls a "Zen Zone"… where you focus on your target, trust your swing, and 
separate yourself from all the bozo golfers out there who don't know what they're doing. 
Long ago, John broke this secret down to just 5 fundamentals. 
 
They can all be heard… learned… and absorbed into your mind/body in about… 

19 Minutes Flat!  

And that's all you need to do. Don't worry about practice. You can go hit a few range 
balls if you want, but you don't have to. Go ahead and hit the course.  
 
These 5 fundamentals aren't tough to use. They're darned easy, in fact. You can (and 
should) simply run through `em before each shot. Take you about 5 seconds, total.  
 
And then… just hit the ball. Use your normal swing. 
 
I GUARANTEE you will be so blown away by what happens… and how EASY it is to 
knock a fast 10 strokes off your game, instantly… that I am putting my own money at 
risk here.  
 
Here's the deal: We hauled John out to the local course a short time ago, and filmed him 
revealing everything he knows about winning at golf. Remember, this is a guy who 
earned his living by demolishing all comers in skins games… and later, against the best 
in the world on tour. 
 
What you're about to get is a tidy little package of two videotapes. The first is the meaty 
one — in it, John lays it all out for you. You will learn everything, basically, you need to 
know in just 19 minutes. There are a few other tasty secrets thrown in to give the tape 
extra value… but if you're after lower scores (and a better looking game), you'll be blown 
away before 20 minutes has passed. 
 
The second tape hammers it all home — it's an actual lesson with John showing an 
"average" type student what to do. If you're like me, and like to see how another lazy 
golfer "gets educated" (so you have a truly vivid image of how this stuff works), this 
"lesson tape" is a Godsend. 
 
And here's my GUARANTEE: I want you to call us and have your package rushed to 
you… and I want you to simply WATCH the videos. One time. 
 
Then… go out to the local course… and play a round, using what you remember. 
 
If you don't come into the clubhouse after 18 holes with the biggest smile on your face 
you've ever had… then I insist you send the tapes back.  
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And I Will Send You $10 
From My Own Wallet For Your Trouble!  

You can take all year to get around to this little test, too. A full 12-months, so you don't 
feel rushed. 
 
Find a convenient time… watch the tapes… go out and play… and then decide. 
 
I can't be more generous than that. 
 

Here's what to do right now: 

 

Or if you would like to use your credit card you can call us at: 

1-800-316-5871 Dept. GV-77 

...Tell whoever answers you want "The John Grund Secret Tapes" package. 
The package we've set aside for you will be rush-shipped. If you hurry, you can have it 

before your next round. 

OHP Direct Dept. GV-77 
606 E. Acequia Ave. 

Visalia, CA 93292 

You don't risk a penny of your $69, however.  
 
Take a full year to decide if what John teaches is everything I've said it is. If you don't 
agree — and you never have to give a reason why — just send your tapes back. And you 
will promptly be sent a full refund of your $69… PLUS another $10 from my own 
pocket. No questions asked, and no hassles. 
 
We've been the most high-profile "instructional video" company in golf for the past 
14 years. We are trusted everywhere in the world — to deliver the truly great "insider" 
secrets of the game… and to make sure every customer is happy, no matter what. We 
protect our reputation like a bulldog protects a bone… and treat everyone the way I wish 
other businesses treated me: With total respect and the attitude that "the customer is 
ALWAYS right."  
 
No matter what. 
 
There's just one small "catch", however. You must call or get your order form into the 
mail right away. 
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We are only offering this "special $69 (save $30), with $10 extra back if you aren't 
happy, and take a year to decide" offer for the next 14 days. It's part of a marketing test, 
to see how regular golfers react to the concept of an "easy fix" for great golf. 
 
Too many golfers out there are just too locked-in to the nonsense that "golf HAS to be 
hard". And nothing we say will ever change their minds. 
 
In fact… having such a SIMPLE secret to lop 10 strokes off your game so quickly… just 
infuriates many golfers. It CAN'T be that easy! It just CAN'T!  
 
I've had golfers get so mad at me for even suggesting they're treating the game too 
"seriously", that I thought their heads were gonna explode.  
 
I guess you get a little testy after spending another $900 on new clubs, and another $500 
on fresh lessons with yet another pro (who tells you to change everything about your 
swing, your shoes, and what you eat for breakfast). I mean… most golfers just INVEST 
so much money in the myth that golf is "hard". It takes expensive equipment. Lots of 
lessons. Hard, nasty practice.  
 
Look — I'm fine if you want to believe that nonsense. It's your money, and your game.  
That's why I've made such a generous, over-the-top offer, though. You risk nothing. 
And I'll even pay you $10 if you're not happy. No questions asked. And you can take a 
full year to decide.  
 
For me, it's a no-brainer.  
 
But I also know, after many years in the business, that golfers can be a stubborn lot. So, 
we're giving it the old college try — and offering you this amazing deal to see if we 
really can get regular guys to give this stuff a "look-see". 
 
However, after 14 days, the offer is gone. So you gotta hurry.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Doc 
P.S. One more thing — we recorded an amazing audio tape with John, too. It's called 
"How The Pro's Play To Win Their Paycheck" — and it's one amazing glimpse into 
the vivid underbelly of the professional golf world. 
 
The pro's are not like us. For one thing, they make the decision to go for it — to play golf 
every day, work at it, and learn everything they can to help them win the money that's 
offered at tournaments. You do well — you get good at the game, you hone your skills, 
you stay calm, you score low — you earn a darn good living. 
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You fold up like a dime store umbrella every time you get stressed, or hit a bad shot, or 
feel the pressure… you just don't last. You go home and lick your wounds, maybe take a 
day job somewhere. 
 
So what a pro like John can tell you about winning when the pressure is on is 
priceless. You don't get to hear these kinds of secrets from your local pro… because they 
don't know them.  
 
What you will hear on this amazing audio tape are the insider secrets to winning that 
ONLY a pro who has studied the game at the nasty, vicious edge where the other guy will 
try to psych you out… because there's money on the line. 
 
Now, I don't expect you to go out and start hustling tourists just because you're suddenly 
one of the few who know these secrets… but you could. Your buddies will certainly hate 
your guts from here on out, as you take all the money, every time. 
 
It's more than just scoring low. It's beating the other guy while you're doing it.  
 
Anyway, this tape is yours free, when you order right away. In fact, I want you to 
KEEP it, even if you later decide to return the video tapes for a full, fast refund. Consider 
this revealing tape my gift to you… just for giving this package a try.  
 
P.P.S. There's a package here, by the way, with your name on it. We only had around 99 
packages duped for this test. I'm only sending this announcement to a small number of 
other golfers, and you're high enough on the list to be guaranteed immediate shipment 
when you order. The guys below you will probably have to wait a bit, because we'll have 
to duplicate more videos to meet the demand.  
 
However, if I don't hear from you in 14 days, I will assume you don't want to try these 
secrets out… and I will let the guy below you on the list have your package.  
So don't lollygag around and lose out here.  
 
I've told my assistant to expect your call.  
 
P.P.P.S. By the way… here are what other golfers are saying about John Grund:  
" I can't believe how pure I'm hitting my shots now!! I've increased my fairways hit from 
the tee 80% This is a much easier and more effective way to play the game.. It truly is 
Awesome!" -- Evan Dalton, Software sales rep.  
 
"I've always struggled with this game, especially from tee box…for years shooting in the 
low-90's, after just one viewing of this video and applying John's quick plan….. I shot the 
lowest score of my life an 82!! This is so simple, you'd have to be nuts not to jump on 
John's band-wagon." -- Patrick Long, San Gabriel Valley  
 
"Straighter is definitely better, and the Distance is there too…I'm hitting drives 250 to 
270 yards down the middle of the fairway. My new accuracy has helped me drop SEVEN 
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STROKES from my game in just 2 weeks… I'm amazed at these quick results!" -- Riley 
Blake, Central Calif 
 
"This "connect the dots" approach to golf is as Simple as it gets. It's easy to repeat shot 
after shot, my shot pattern is a 10 foot circle around the pin from 150 yards out…Just 
change the way you look at your game, it's easy and you'll see results in a matter of 
minutes." -- J.D Murphy , Assist. Finance manager  
 
" The results I saw were absolutely Amazing! Once I saw John demonstrate the "phone-
booth"drill on this tape, a light went on. My alignments are dead-on and my vision of 
every shot is there and the accuracy that comes with this approach is unbelievable! I'm 
now able to swing every club, from driver to wedge with the same control and 
consistency." - Alec Mitchell, 12 handicap golfer.  
 
" I've always been erratic off the tee, almost always playing my second shot from the 
trees or the next fairway over. In literally 10 minutes John turned my game around. My 
overall game has improved just by being super accurate…I can get locked-in on my 
target with ease. I've also added 30 yards to my drives and I'm consistently straighter.. 
THANKS !" -- M Smith, Lindsay,CA  
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What's most amazing is there's NO learning curve at all... and yet your new-found 
POWER will make you one of the longest hitters in town... guaranteed! And it can all be 
yours without any practice... for FREE, if you choose! 

"How A Completely Self-Taught Pip-Squeak 
Golfer Ignored Everything The So-Called 

"Experts" Teach... And Stumbled On The ONE 
BIG DARN SECRET To Instantly Adding Dozens 
Of Laser-Accurate Yards To Your Tee Shots... 

Especially If You're Too Short, Too Tall, or Too 
Out-Of-Shape!" 

Best part: There's no "getting up to speed". All you need to do is STOP sabotaging the 
natural reservoir of "pure stud" power hiding inside you... and 

 

LET `ER RIP! 
 

Not sure that "self-taught" is the way to go? Try telling that to Fred Couples, Allen 
Doyle, John Daly, Lee Trevino, or Jim Furyk (who used his "home made" style to win 
the 2003 US Open)! Boy, oh boy, are you gonna be glad you took a few minutes to see 

what THIS is all about... 

From: Dr. Michael O'Leary  
Prez, OHP Golf 
 
This is the kind of golf story I love to share. 
 
It sort of "trashes" the pompous jerks in golf's self-rightous teaching circles...by exposing 
their inability to help most non-super-jock golfers with their game... and also reveals a 
simple, easy way to put your own game immediately on "hyper-overdrive". 
 
And golf is just so much more fun when you've learned a quick way to slaughter your 
buddies on every hole. With deeper, more gorgeous drives, and a consistent fairway game 
that gives you stunning Birdie putts on every hole. 
 
"I hate that guy" is what you'll catch them muttering behind your back. "He never gives 
me a chance to win anymore." 
 
That, my friend, is the highest form of respect you can get on the golf course. I live for it. 
Anyway, here's the story: I live on the outskirts of the greater Los Angeles area... and 
that means I have a lot of cool courses to choose from when I play. 
 
Well, Lady Luck has been riding in my bag lately — because I was in exactly the right 
place, at the right time, about two months ago. I can't tell you the name of the course 
(paranoid lawyers), but you would likely recognize it if I did. 
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So I'm waltzing by the driving range, on my way to the first tee... when I see this huge 
crowd oohing and aahing and shouting with glee. They're all gathered around one slot on 
the range. Very odd, I think. You don't often see crowds on the range. 
 
I can't see who's causing all this joy, but as I stroll by I see a golf ball sail out — a 
masterful shot that seems to float for half a mile. Wow. 
 
I think: Gotta be some huge "long shot" jock slamming balls there. One of those gorilla-
muscled guys with arms like haunches of ham. 
 
So I weasel my way through the throng, elbowing to the front. I'm serious — there must 
have been twenty people crammed around this one guy. 
 
And when I get a look at the center of the crowd... I start laughing. 
 
I mean... there's this LITTLE GUY standing there holding a driver almost as big as he is. 
At first I figure he's maybe 14... but on closer inspection, I see he's actually in his 
twenties. He is... 

Easily One Of The SMALLEST Golfers 
I've Ever Seen Heft A Club.  

I look around. Where'd the strong-man jock go? The bruiser athlete with all the muscle 
power? The guy launching the too-far-for-the-range drives? 
 
Well, guess what? That little guy teed up a ball... the crowd hushed... and he swung. Oh, 
my God. 
 
Now, I'm telling you that this guy is maybe 5'6" when you count the spikes on his shoes. 
And he might tilt the scales at 135 lbs. soaking wet, with his clothes on. Half the dogs in 
my neighborhood are bigger than this pip squeak. 
 
No matter. I actually winced at the "whack" when he struck that poor range ball. And 
couldn't believe my eyes when that drive launched out over the range like a shooting star, 
sailing out beyond the last marker (320 yards) and disappearing in the sage brush way 
down where the range don't go anymore. Good-bye. 
 
Straight as you can point. 
 
Well, you know what I did? 
 
Yep. Forgot about my round that day. And cornered this kid to find out his secret. 
Here's what I found out: His name is Nick Bland. He's not ashamed of his small size... 
but because he knew the so-called "expert" pro's that teach golf would never understand 
how to help him... he taught HIMSELF the game. 
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And here's the funny part: He had NO IDEA what he was doing to be able to launch 
such monster tee shots. Like a machine, every single time on every single drive. 
 
Thank God I found him. He has no ideas of grandeur. He's never wanted to do the Tour. 
Isn't motivated by money — just the love of the game. 
 
And... he is absolutely astonished that EVERYONE isn't regularly hitting 300-plus yard 
drives. 
 
After all... the way he does it... 

It's EASY!  

Here's what this means for you: Nick had never analyzed exactly what he was doing... 
but because I've worked with the BEST golfers on the planet... I could see that something 
UNIQUE was up here. 
 
So we put Nick under the "microscope", as it were. Our own little OHP "laboratory", 
where we know how to dissect the good stuff in the best swings. 
 
And what we discovered is the BEST news you'll ever hear in your life. 
 
Listen: If you're a big jock, with rippling muscles, a back like iron, and a natural smooth 
agility that makes you move like a jungle cat... then this ain't for you. 
 
On the other hand... 
 

• If you're a little (or a lot) past your "prime" years...  
• If you haven't been in decent shape since high school...  
• If the little aches and pains and indignities of age are hampering your 

style...  
• Or if you're starting to suffer from the stiffness of arthritis or the nagging 

"glitches" of old war wounds or football injuries...  

 
Then This Is PERFECT For You!  
 
Why? Get this: We discovered that what Nick was DOING different... was... 

NOTHING!  

That's right. It wasn't what he was DOING that was helping him launch all those 
gorgeous tee shots. 
 
Nope. It was what he WASN'T DOING that made all the difference! 
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Listen: The TRUE secret to massive power in your golf swing is NOT about muscling up 
and trying to kill the ball. 
 
No way. What Nick discovered (accidentally) proves this beyond a shadow of doubt. 
 
Instead... most golfers (that's you and me) WASTE 90% of your natural power in your 
swing. So you're only applying 10% of what you're capable of when you hit the ball. 
This is GREAT NEWS! 
 
Why? Because... it's so EASY to tap into that "wasted, hidden" power that is vanishing 
somewhere between your backswing and your follow-through. 
 
Easy... as in... 

Just Simply Stop 
Doing The One Silly Thing 

That Is Robbing You Of Your Own Natural Power!  

This is NEW. You've never seen what this simple instruction can do for you... 
instantaneously. 
 
Because every other "guru" out there who preaches "hidden power" is talking about 
DOING something to get it. 
 
Not Nick. Nope. 
 
Nick just never did the bad things that ALL other golfers do that rob you of power. Of the 
NATURAL power that's hiding inside you, right now. 
 
It's always been there. Always. 
 
You've just never tapped into it. 
 
Because your swing wouldn't let you. 
 
And you know what? That's the EASIEST thing in the world for a golfer to FIX. 
Once you know the secret. 
 
Here's what you're in for: We marched Nick down to a local exclusive course, right 
after we "figured out" what the heck he was (actually, wasn't) doing. And we had him 
explain it all. Every last bit of his secret. 
 
Even better, we had him show it to a student. So, on film, you can see the changes that 
instantly take place. 
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There are only 3 simple "keys" to this revolutionary tactic to put the "oomph" back in 
your swing: 

 
You do ONE SIMPLE thing to generate the power, right there inside your normal swing. You 

won't change hardly a thing. 
You effortlessly learn to "store" the power... for just a second. (This is where all other golfers lose 

it — the power evaporates before they can hit the ball.) 
And... you FINALLY "get" how to efficiently deliver all your natural power to the ball. 

 

Result: You will smack the very first ball you hit farther and straighter than you've ever 
hit a tee shot in your life! My God, but you're gonna start having the most fun you've ever 
had on a golf course! 
 
Consistently, too. Once you learn this simple secret, it stays with you forever. It's that 
easy. 
 
There's no magic. 
 
There's no trick. 
 
There's no effort at all involved in learning it. 
 
All you need... is the guide. Nick's your man. And we got him on video, spilling the 
beans. 
 
Here's the deal: There are 2 full-length videos in this package. You'll "get" the lesson in 
about ten minutes... but we wanted to make sure it "stuck", so we had Nick explain it in 
detail — step-by-step — on the first tape... and then showed him teaching it to a student 
on the second tape. 
 
You will "get" this. We've made sure of that. 
 
How much are these tapes? Dirt cheap. But you don't risk a single penny by checking 
them out for yourself... because I am offering you a double-long guarantee: 
 

Take a full YEAR before you decide. That's plenty of time to see how far you can hit 
your new tee shots, consistently. And how long this secret will "last" once installed 

inside you. 
 
If, for any reason or for no reason at all, you decide you want your money back... simply 
return the tapes (in any condition), and I will personally make sure you get a prompt, no 
hassle refund of every penny of your purchase price. 
 
No questions asked. 
 
That's a... 
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One-Year 100% Money-Back 
No Risk Guarantee!  

Which means: You can see EVERYTHING for FREE, if you so choose. 
I simply cannot be more generous than that. 
 
Here's the deal: To get your hands on your own copy of this amazing video package, 
simply click on the link below. 

 

...or just call my office at: 

1-800-316-5871 Dept. NB-77 

and tell whoever answers you want "Nick Bland's Unmatched Power" video package. 
You can use your credit card. 
 
It's just $69, and we'll ship it as soon as we receive your payment. If you prefer to pay by 
check or money order, payable to OHP, mail it to: 

OHP Direct Dept. NB-77 
606 E. Acequia Ave. 

Visalia, CA 93292 

Let me go over it one last time... just because it almost seems "too good to be true". 
Listen: 
 
There's nothing "new" to learn — you will just stop doing the silly things that 
are robbing you of your natural power.  
There's no "getting up to speed" curve. And it works like crazy even if you're 
out-of-shape (and even if your current game is just horrible).  
You don't need to be strong, or agile, or a jock. Remember: Nick is a TINY 
man. He taught himself to do it right. And now, he wants to share his "accidental" 
discovery with you.  
And... you don't risk a single penny by checking it out now. You're covered. 
You can see it all for free, if you choose.  
 

You must hurry, however. We're actually just doing a "marketing test" here, to the top-
end OHP "Hot List" of our favorite golfing friends only. 
 
And since it's so close to the "holiday black out" period, we're only going to honor this 
stunningly low price for the next 11 days. If you dally, you will likely get stuck with the 
"outsider" price later on. 
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So call today, while it's on your mind. 
 
You are going to LOVE what this does to your tee shots. 
 
Sincerely,  

 
Doc 
 
P.S. You know what's really great about getting this hot info now? You don't need to go 
to the range to practice. So... if you're stuck indoors by the weather, you can still master 
everything. And be ready to frustrate your friends (and take all the money when you bet) 
on the first rounds of the new season. 
 
Yeah. Don't you love golf when you beat everyone and make them want to toss their 
clubs in the water hazard? 
 
P.P.S. Almost forgot — I have a FREE GIFT for you here. It's an audio tape with Nick 
that reveals some very cool ways to manage every course you play... so you always score 
VERY LOW, even when you're playing difficult courses for the first time. Simple tricks 
— not something you have to study, or carry around notes on. Nothing like that. Nick is 
one of the most deadly "all around" golfers you'll ever meet... and he will change your 
life in ten minutes, just sharing this insider info on making the course bend to your will. 
Think: Birdies, birdies, birdies. Even on new, difficult courses. You'll like this info. And 
it's yours, free. To keep, no matter what. 
 
P.P.P.S. One last thing: You'll love this. 
 
When you get your tapes... you also get a special "Raffle Number" ticket that is yours to 
KEEP even if you later send the videos back for a refund. On December 19th, 2003 we're 
going to put all the numbers in a hat... and pull one out. The winner gets a... 

Free Taylor Made R-500 Series Driver!  

This is the amazing club that's been taking the PGA Tour by storm. Over 127 pro's have 
used the R-500 series driver in 2003 events. (And 3 of the top 7 money-winners use it!) 
The over-40 pro's love it, too. Kenny Perry won 3 times in 2003 (including back-to-back 
victories). Fred Couples won the 2003 Shell Houston Open with it... and Vijay Singh won 
4 times this season using the R-500 driver! (His stats are stunning: Number two in overall 
scoring... number two all-around golfer... number ONE in birdies per round! Wow!) 
 
It's gotta be the driver. Fred Funk (also in his late 40's) used this club to nail down the 
Number One slot for driving accuracy on the Tour. It just goes on and on — Sergio 
Garcia, Retief Goosen (2003 Chrysler Champ), Tom Lehman... even Mike Weir, the 
2003 Masters Champ! (Okay, he uses the R-580 model, but it's a small difference.) And 
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finally... Hank Kuehne holds the Tour Driving Distance stat (321.4 yards)... using a 
Taylor Made R-500 series driver. 
 
This little puppy is like a magic wand in anyone's hands. It's got a 400-cc oversized head 
with a deep-faced designed "CAD" optimized center of gravity. (That means: BIG sweet 
spot, and a perfect "conduit" for your new power!) High launch angle, reduced spin rate. 
The ball lands, and sits when it needs to. 
 
Titanium body and alloy face, 45.5" long shaft, 10.5 degree loft... this is a MONSTER. A 
coiled BEAST, that will uncoil in your hands like a magician's wand and send your tee 
shots soaring. 
 
And... it's FREE. When you win the raffle. 
 
Hey — this ain't some huge raffle we're talking about. You have an excellent chance 
here... because I'm only sending this letter out to my favorite OHP "Hot List" golfers. 
There's only a handful of you guys out there. 
 
But you gotta hurry. We're gonna pick the winner very soon now. Your ticket is FREE 
— my gift to you for giving Nick the old "look-see". He will blow your mind. 
 
And... you may be putting his "new power" secrets to the test with your brand new Taylor 
Made R-500 Series Driver! 
 
Don't delay. Call right now, while it's on your mind. 

 

Nick Bland's "Unmatched Power" 

only $69.00 

plus shipping and handling 
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Hair Pulling Secrets



If you suffer from Trichotillomania AND are sick & tired of pulling, then read this letter 
immediately to save yourself years of wasted time, money and pain...  

"Who Else Wants To Discover How Simple Five-Minute 
Daily Exercises Can Banish Your Hair-Pulling "Urges" 
Forever, No Matter How Hopeless Your Situation?"  

Whatever your age or how long you've been pulling your hair, here's a 
radically different approach for eliminating your hair pulling "urges"—

even if you're too embarrassed to ask for help ... 

Dear Friend, 

ow you can join other satisfied men & women just like you who have totally eliminated 
their “hair pulling urges,” built self-esteem, and enjoy fulfilling relationships in less 
than 30 days! 

Friend before I show you the secret to eliminating compulsive hair pulling habits and banishing 
your "inner urges" to pull, allow me to share an interesting story... 

It was a beautiful late spring afternoon, five years ago, when two young women entered my 
office. They were very much alike, these two young women...  

...Both had been compulsively pulling their hair, eye lids, and eye brows for quite some 
time, both had noticable bald spots, and both -- as most hair pullers are -- were filled with 
feelings of guilt, self-hate, and shame.  

They were both there for a free consultation to see if I could help them deal with and control 
their obsessive hair pulling "urges." 

Recently, both of these women unexpectantly re-entered into my life. 

They were still very much alike. Both had full time jobs. Both were married. Both drove 
honda accords. And both as it turned out had gone to have three children.  

But there was a difference. One of them had a new energy, a vibrance if you will -- that was 
absolutely magnetic. She hadn't pulled her hair in years and you could tell she was grateful for 
each day, each second, each moment she lived shame, guilt and stress free.  

The other was relatively miserable, suffering with her hair pulling compulsion and living in 
the daily shame of embarrassing bald spots that had since completely replaced her once 
beautiful head of hair.  

Have you ever wondered, as I have, what makes this kind 
of difference in people's lives?  

It isn't always a high-priced doctor or overpaid therapist or even pure will power.  

It isn't that one compulsive hair puller wants to stop and one doesn't. 
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It isn't that some puller have bad genetics. 

The truth of the matter is this: All you need to totally eliminate your compulsion to pull is 
the right information AND the sincere desire to do whatever it takes to... 

Change BAD Habits into GOOD Habits... 

The Good News is if you're currently an obsessive hair puller, it means you're capable of 
forming new habits and taking consistent action... 

The Bad News is you're currently taking the incorrect action and therefore the habit you 
have formed is a Negative one.  

The key is to learn how to change NEGATIVE habits into POSITIVE habits!  

So What Was The Key Difference  
Between The Two Women? 

You may have guessed already, but if you're still wondering what the difference between the 
two women from the story above is, let me share the answer with you... 

The first lady I mentioned (the happy one with magnetic energy) came to me for a 
consultation, learned my techniques for changing negative habits, and went home and did the 
techniques and exercises CONSISTENTLY. 

The second lady who was still suffering years later also came to me for a consultation, 
learned my techniques for changing negative habits, BUT she went home and tried my 
techniques once or twice, gave up and that was the end of it. 

She never changed, she still pulls, and she is still miserable. 

Worse yet is her bald spots and scalp are many times worse... and as would be expected she 
is even more embarrassed on a daily basis than she was before. 

So the moral of this story is Knowledge is absolutely necessary to change, BUT it alone is 
just not enough... 

To succeed you need to take that knowledge and take Consistent Action.  

Does this make sense ?  

Don't Feel Like Your Situation  
Is Hopeless, Because It Isn't! 

Right now you may feel alone, maybe you feel worthless, or maybe you are just too 
embarrassed to talk to anyone in your life about hair pulling because you're afraid they will not 
understand, or they will not care, or the worst, they will judge you. 

Just Imagine what it will be like when: 
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Did you do what I asked?  

Did you imagine the feelings you will experience when you beat these urges and take back 
control of your own life?  

Did you smile?  

Were you happy? 

I'm guessing you're thinking those feelings can't happen for you and that you might as well 
give up now, becuase you will never be able to stop pulling. 

I'm here to tell you: YOU CAN EXPERIENCE THOSE FEELINGS AGAIN!  

But, you have to do your part too, I can't make you do anything, I can only give you 
the information—you ultimately have to make use of that information.  

So continue reading for details on how you can eliminate negative hair pulling habits 
forever—no matter how hopeless your situation may feel, but first...  

Here Are Four Methods That Rarely  
Work – Yet People Always Try:  

Which these strategies are you trying right now?  

1. The first is to rely on your own "will power." “I can just stop cold turkey. I won't allow 
it to control me anymore. I won't lie to you anymore. I won't hideaway in shame any longer,” 
and so forth. This is probably the worst way in existence to change. Seriously, this way almost 

l You never have to look in the mirror and hate what you see 
 

l Never have to worry about people watching or starring at you with 
judgement 
 

l Never have to feel the painful self-hatred and shame you're likely 
experiencing. 
 

l You can be calm and relaxed and enjoy being around your family  
 

l You are moe playful and intimate with that special someone. 
 

l You can go out in public without embarrassing bald spots 
 

l You can smile again and relax 
 

l You can LIVE life to the FULLest! 
 

l You're Stress-FREE, carefree, feeling GREAT.  
 

l The opposite sex finds you attractive. 
 

l You know you always look great, having total confidence.  
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never works. 

2. The second strategy is to tell yourself over and over again, “Don't pull, don't pull. Stop 
it. ” That never works either.  

3. The third strategy is just trying to keep your mind busy so you won't have time to even 
think about pulling. Basically this strategy boils down to being very active and constantly 
involved in work, hobbies, friends—never allowing yourself to be alone or lonely. 

This method, by itself, never works.  

But, you should know that using this method in addition to the simple strategies and mental 
exercises revealed in Hair Pulling Secrets is the ideal way to...forever beat the compulsive hair 
pulling "urge." 

4. Pessimism. We become addicted to our pessimism.  

I once had a man say to me, “I know I can't quit. You don't know what the trance-like state I 
feel are like. I pull for hours and hours and I feel like time doesn't exist." 

I say, “Really? What have you tried that hasn't worked?”  

“Well, nothing really other than will power, I just know how how hard it is.”  

I said, “Well, I think you can quit. I have many clients who have quite hair pulling using my 
easy-to-do exercises that only take a few minutes a day. Would you like to buy a copy of my 
Hair Pulling Secrets course? It's reasonably priced." 

He quickly said "oh I don't think that will work for me, maybe some other time."  

I quickly came back with "Okay let me make you a deal, how about I give you a copy and 
you pay me when you quit pulling, deal?" 

"Oh well I don't really have a lot of time to go through a big course, maybe some other time, 
thanks anyway." he replied. 

I just smiled and said "well I wish you the best, have a good one" and I walked away. The 
FACT is, my course could have helped him, but he doesn't want to be helped, he wants to be a 
VICTIM.  

He's a in a comfort zone of sorts, afraid of change. Like so many unfortunately.  

But as you see, people fall in love with pessimism. That's one of the strategies that never 
will never work...but people always try anyway! Now, here are...  

Some Of The Amazing Strategies You'll  
Discover To Eliminate Hair Pulling "Urges"  

Our clients from across the globe have already discovered natural, effective and 
super-easy secrets like these... 
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l How to tell if hair-pulling means there's something "wrong" with 
you  
 

l The misunderstood connection between shame and hair-
pulling-- that's keeping you from beating the habit 
 

l Techniques you can use now to break the cycles of fear and 
shame 
 

l The real talent all hair-pullers have, that, once engaged, can break the 
habit 
 

l How to focus more on hair-pulling-- but actually end it faster 
 

l Stop pulling your hair-- no matter how or why it started in the first 
place 
 

l Step-by-step ways you can get that zoned-out, relaxed feeling--
without even touching your hair  
 

l The addictive chemical your body makes that is as strong as morphine, 
and how it affects the habit 
 

l How hair-pulling has been a good thing for you so far--and why 
this is the very reason it's so hard to stop 
 

l Why people become so fascinated with their hair and everything 
connected with it 
 

l How trying to just "focus on something else" (like everyone says) is 
never going to work for you 
 

l Why every time you tell yourself to stop pulling your hair, it really 
makes it harder to stop 
 

l Find out about hair-obsessive habits that are actually good for you  
 

l Step by step exercises, that you can do NOW, to start ending 
the pulling habit NOW 
 

l How to increase confidence and self-esteem anytime--no 
matter what stage you are at in your recovery 
 

l The crucial difference between hair-pulling and the other things you 
can control 
 

l Why you don't have to give up that "high" feeling, even when you 
stop pulling forever 
 

l How to deal with fears about what you will look like when your hair 
grows back 
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More Examples Of The Secrets You'll  
Discover In "Hair Pulling Secrets"  

If you'd like to maintain control of your hair pulling habit—at any age—then you'll love the 
secrets revealed in this course, including... 

Re-Awaken The Passions  
And Pleasures Within You! 

One of the most distressing side effects of compulsive hair pulling is a stale, unfulfilling, and 
sometimes non-exixtent love life. 

Sadly, millions of Americans suffering with Hair Pulling deal with the frustrations of 

l Lack of intimacy  
l Lack of satisfaction  
l No Stamina  
l Lack of desire  

  l How to stop worrying about what people will think--and get on 
with your life 
 

l What to focus on in order to be rid of the habit forever 
 

l Learn why you will never need or want to go back to hair-pulling 
ever again once you hear this tip 
 

l And much, much more! 

l The surprising secret to self-control and changing negative behaviors—this 
information is vital.  
 

l How To Trigger Your Body's Own Natural Balance And Self-Healing Processes 
 

l The Amazing Super-Strategy of Personal "Urge" Control  
 

l "They may far surpass the effectivness of traditional treatments, techniques and 
strategies. Only you won't find them in any "Hair Pulling" book. You'll only 
find them in "Hair Pulling Secrets!" 
 

l Radical natural breakthrough for keeping your anxiety and panic to a 
mininum. Amazing! 
 

l Forget impossible attempts at "will-power" exercises or torturous 
self-control techniques. Here's the easy secret that can keep you 
pull-free, full of energy, and ready to take life by the horns. 
 

l SPECIAL ALERT: Popular hair pulling treatments that steal your dignity, rob 
your soul, and fail you nine times out of ten. 
 

l Plus many more secrets for eliminating the hair pulling habit! 
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l Lack of sex drive  
l Lack of pleasure  

Some people just give up and live with the problems, Others turn to prescription drugs or costly 
medical treatments. 

But when most people try to solve their sexual problems, they often fall flat on their face in 
failure.  

But with breakthrough methods like those revealed in Hair Pulling Secrets, as well as with a 
healthy diet and regular exercise, you can give yourself the confidence you need for a healthy, 
eventful, and fulfilling love life. 

Once you get your inner confidence back you'll almost instantly begin attracting great people 
into your life, personal and professional—naturally! 

BOTTOM LINE: Hair Pulling Secrets can help you re-awaken your 
INner PASSions, increase your sexual desires, and enJOY the fabulous 
pleasures that are meant for you!  

  Here's How I Can Help You *STOP*  
Your Hair Pulling Starting Right Now! 

I've just created a new course called "Hair Pulling Secrets!" that outlines in step-by-step 
detail five of the most effective behavior modification strategies I've used over my 8+ years in 
private practice. 

It's different than any book on hair pulling you've seen or that exists. This program has 
taken almost a decade of blood, sweat and tears to develop. 

I was in the bookstore the other day, attempting to find a book on hair pulling, and I couldn't 
even find one... apparently they don't carry even one copy of any book on hair pulling because 
there isn't enough demand. 

As you can guess... the demand is there but everyone is to ashamed and embarrassed to ask 
for the book out of fear of what people will think. 

Have any of these thoughts ever gone through your head? 

"Gee, I wonder what the will think of me if I tell them?" 

Are they starring at me or am I being paranoid? 

Why don't the opposite sex find me attractive? 

Why can't I stop even when I consciously know I don't want to keep pulling?  

"Hair Pulling Secrets !" is about one thing, exactly what to do to stop your obesessive hair 
pulling – especially if you're to afraid or embarrased to ask for help from freinds & family.  

The course shows you exactly what to say and do, the exact words to use and the tone of 
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voice to use -- helping you every step of the way, guiding and coaching you to beat your 
hair pulling urges as quickly as possible. 

More Of The Powerful Strategies  
You'll Discover To End Hair Pulling  

l Three "common sense" things you're probably doing right now and why they never 
work.. no matter how hard you try.  

l The one thing you can say to yourself that will make you never feel alone again.  

l Trigger situations and circumstances that immediately defeat any chance 
you have of controlling your urge. (You'll probably kick yourself when you 
realize how often you're defeating yourself.)  

l What to say (and what not to say) to yourself when your hand first reaches to hair pull, 
that will help crush the urge in that very instant.  

l Five things you can start doing today that will immediately turn the tide in your favor.  
(By the way, these five things always work.)  

l Why all the advice that well-meaning professionals and friends are giving you is actually 
making it impossible for you to stop pulling.  

l Why "trying" resist the urge isn't working, and what to do about it.  

l The Instantaneous Fear Elimination Technique—the power and simplicity of this one 
methods alone is worth the entire price of the course.  
 

l How to overcome the most self-defeating mindset. Once you realize it, it's like flipping 
a switch that will allow you to be in complete control.  

Now, I want to be clear with you -- I'm not a psychic, astrologer or associated with any 
church or religious organization. 

I'm a certified Hypnotherapist and NLP Practioner and have been 
in private practice for over 8 years. I specialize in changing any bad 
habit you have into a new positive one. 

My main hypnosis office is located on 139 Main Street in 
Brattleboro, Vermont. That's right down the way from Sweet 
Mesquite Bar and two blocks north east of the Brattleboro Police 
Department on 230 Main Street.  

You can call my office at (802) 257-4049 anytime from 9:00 am 
to 5:00 pm eastern Monday through Friday, except between 11:00 
am and Noon when we take off for lunch. 

In nearly a decade of study and real-world practice, I'm proud to 
say I've saved hundreds of people from their own self-destructiong 
behaviors, attitudes, and habits -- even when they seemed hopeless. 

Now, you must take the next step. 
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You've got to take some constructive action right away, or the very thing you fear most will 
come true, and your situation will be hopeless. 

Remember, everything you do right now is either helpful or harmful, and the most "natural" 
attitudes and actions often push yourself into situations that only make things worse. 

"Hair Pulling Secrets!" will give you the specific step-by-step information, techniques, 
and strategies you need to forever, stop compulsive hair pulling. 

These methods work no matter what your situation is including the pulling of hair, eye lids, 
eye brows, body hair, and even pubic hair... because they are all based on your mind and how 
you control your thoughts. 

The things you say to yourself and emotions you feel as a result of that conversation are 
more powerful than you may realize. In fact, you are very likely sabotaging yourself right now 
and not even know it  

The bottom line is this... if you can control your thoughts, then you can control whether or 
not you continue pulling you hair... and this is where I come in because I know how to give you 
the power to control your own thoughts. 

Once you go through the course you will learn to control your thoughts... then it is up to 
YOU to change your life. Everything you need to do it—is inside you because if it wasn't you 
would NOT have read this far (so congratulations). 

I actually know more about you than you probably realize. For instance, I know you will 
make the right decision today—to give my strategies a try from the safety and comfort of your 
own home.  

Ordering is easy for anyone, even if you're new to computers, email or using the internet. 
You can discreetly download the course RIGHT NOW for only $79. 

Look, for many people $79 is a LOT. I totally understand that. BUT I would like you to do 
me a favor and put this in to perspective... 

Which Doctor Would YOU WANT? 
A Cheap Doctor or George Clooney's Doctor?  

If you're father or your mother had to have open-heart surgeory...would you want the 
cheapest or the most expensive doctor you could find - to save your loved ones life?  

I'm guessing you'd want the one that cost more because that likely means they are more 
qualified to help your family member get through tough times. 

Why should it be any different when you're trying to quit pulling? 

Do you want strategies that are cheap or expensive (and when I say expensive I don't mean 
expensive compared to A SINGLE Doctor's visit)? 

The ball is in your court, but truth be told we price Hair Pulling Secrets at under a hundred 
bucks so the vast majority of pullers can afford it...and frankly anyone who isn't willing to 
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spend at least a measily hundred bucks to change their life forever... DESERVES to live in 
pain and fear. 

Tough words? Yep, but absolutely true.  

And since we make occasioanl FREE Trial offers... you have NO excuse now. 

If you have a dollar you can get started. Simple as that.  

  

Here's How You Can Start To End Your  
Hair Pulling In The Next 10 Minutes… 

When you click on the button below, you'll be taken to three-step checkout process 
including a secure order page for your credit card information.  

We use a third party secure processing company (Paypal) so your personal information is 
kept completely confidential -- only the processing company and Paypal access the 
information. 

Your order is processed immediately, and you'll get a receipt for your purchase with a 
transaction number and a special link to where you can download your book, audio recordings 
and bonuses right away. 

The whole process takes just a few minutes and you'll be reading your manual and listening 
to the audios in less than 10-minutes from right now. 

When you get the course, scan the manual a couple of times and read the parts that jump out 
at you right away -- then go back and follow along in the manual while you listen to the 
corresponding audio interview .  

Try some of the techniques for a few weeks. You'll notice a difference right away, and it 
will encourage you to try some of the other strategies. 

Whatever happens, you'll use the course as a constant reference as you're getting through 
this. 

SPECIAL MARKETING TEST 

I am offering a very limited HALF-PRICE DISCOUNT (only for a few days as a test) 
since my Hair Pulling Secrets System is still very NEW... 
 
...If you're one of the first 250 peope to order the course *before* September 30th 2005—
you can get your copy for only $37.00. This price, however, is only good until 250 134 
copies are sold.. If you're Number 251 Tuesday, September 6, 2005 you can expect to pay 
the normal price of $79.  
 
PLEASE (Notice I'm asking nicely!) do not email me and get upset if you try and order 
tomorrow or the next day or next week and I am no longer accepting orders at this special 
HALF-PRICE DISCOUNT. 
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Don't Decide Now...Try "Hair Pulling Secrets!" 
Risk Free With a 100% Money-Back Guarantee! 

I know that if you knew for sure that the answer to beating the 
hair pulling urge was in this book you'd want to have it. That's why I 
want you to have a chance to go through the course before you 
decide if you want to keep it. 

Hair Pulling Secrets comes with a 100% Money Back 
Guarantee. Go through the course multiple times and try the 
strategies Risk free. 

If the strategies and information in the course aren't helpful to 
you -- we'll cheerfully refund your money, and you can keep the 
digital version of the course just for giving us a try. 

But if that wasn't enough, here's...  

A No-Risk, 100% Money-Back Guarantee  
That Protects You In Three BIG Ways!  

I know how powerful the techniques revealed in Hair Pulling Secrets are, since I've seen the 
results with many of my own clients and in my own life.  

And, I've come to the viewpoint that by offering these techniques on the web, I can ultimately 
help hundreds or even thousands of people change their lives—a feat impossible in a traditional 
one-on-one client sessions. That's why.. 

...you risk absolutely nothing when you give "Hair Pulling Secrets" a try. That's because your 
order is guaranteed in not just one, but three unique ways: 

GUARANTEE #1 
Hair Pulling Secrets is guaranteed to reveal the easiest, most practical, 
most powerful methods, techniques, and strategies for beating 
compulsive hair pulling—permanantly, no matter what your age or how 
long you have been pulling. 

GUARANTEE #2 
Hair Pulling Secrets will give you a new lease on life with it's unique 
behavior modification, self-control, and habit changing methods. 

These strategies are the catalyst your mind needs to trigger it's own natural health and 
healing. With Hair Pulling Secrets, you'll get... 

l Super habits 
l Super body-control 
l Super mind-control 
l And super energy 

...so you'll feel stronger, more energetic, and more in control of your own thoughts, feelings, 
and behaviors. 
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If you're not pleased for any reason, you can contact support and ask for a full refund of ever 
cent you paid to try Hair Pulling Secrets for three months—that's a full 90 days to put our 
proven methods to the test! 

GUARANTEE #3 
Should you request a refund, you may keep your course eBook, MP3 audio recordings, and 
Free "Quick response" Bonus...  

Yes you read that correctly, you can order the course, download it immediataly after 
ordering and ask for a refund anytime in the first 90 days, and STILL KEEP THE 
FULL COURSE FOR LIFE! 

This is our way of saying "thank you" for giving Hair Pulling Secrets a try and we can only 
afford to do it because these techniques get results, period! I can count on my hand the number 
of refunds I have had to process. People get it and KEEP it, because it WORKS. 

Since you risk absolutely nothing... 

Why not invest in a copy of Hair Pulling Secrets today? 

Just click on the button at the bottom of this page to order your Hair Pulling Secrets course 
safely with our secure order form (Just complete the three-step checkout process).  

I can help you. But you've got to take the first step. Do it now...  

Look, either way, I'm going to wake up tomorrow and FEEL great. I'm going to LIVE life and 
enjoy every minute. If you can't look yourself in the mirror and say the same... then I truly 
believe it would be a HUGE mistake if YOU leave this website without taking us up on our $1 
FREE Trial.  

I know you're skeptical, but a buck? Cummon. 

Fine if you're that skeptical then I WANT you to go buy all our competitors products, and 
when/if they don't work for you come back here and pay the full price. I'll be glad to help you 
whenever you're ready. It's up to you when.  

I know you'll make the SMART decision today.  

Click HERE to  
Start Your Risk-FREE $1.00 Trial NOW! 

  

To Your Pull-Free Future, 
 

 
 
Tellman Knudson, NLP Practioner  
Editor/Publisher Hair Pulling Secrets™ 
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PS: Will the strategies revealed in Hair Pulling Secrets work for you? 

I don't know and I certainly cannot guarantee any specific results, but... 

What I can tell you is this: hundreds of people just like you have used the same information, 
exercises, and techniques in Hair Pulling Secrets, and I get phone calls every day from 
people praising the effectiveness of this information because of how their lives have 
dramatically change for the better - often in just a few weeks.  

PPS: Still skeptical? I completely understand. You probably don't know me, and you're not 
sure if this is what you're looking for. If so, and since you've read this far, then let me throw in 
something extra to sweeten the deal. 

Download your course today, and I'll throw in another bonus. It's a special copy of an audio 
recording with Tellman covering how you can specifically help your children end their 
obsessive hair pulling, entitled "How to Help Your Child Stop Pulling Their Hair."  

It's available in "MP3" audio format, however I should note that we may decide to sell this 
bonus on it's own, as a seperate product in the near future for $39.95, but... Act now, and it's 
yours FREE. 

PPPS: Here's even more. Even if you cancel or ask for a refund... even if it's the very last day 
of our 90 day guarantee... all the bonuses (including the actual course) are yours to keep for 
your trouble. 

Look at it as just my way of saying "thanks for giving my system a try." So don't wait. Start 
your FREE $1 Trial Right NOW! Before it slips your mind! 

Your Risk-FREE $1 Trial Certificate  

 Yes! Please give me INSTANT ACCESS to Hair Pulling Secrets™ for just a 
BUCK. I'm prepared to give it a try for a full 90 days at YOUR risk.  

"Hair Pulling Secrets" will arm me with the tools, 
techniques, and strategies to quit pulling my hair - no 
matter how long I've been pulling, no matter how hopless 
it's feels, no matter what my age...I'll soon start to feel 
more clear, more confident and more focused. 

I understand this is the next best thing to having my 
own “one-on-one”session with Tellman for training my 
brain to never pull again! If this product doesn't live up 
to my expectations for any reason, I get a full refund, 
period. 

At this point, all I'm saying is... "maybe." 

My $1 FREE Trial includes: 
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l Two PLUS hours of Hair Pulling Secrets™ Audios (available in downloadable 
MP3 audio files or you can listen directly online in any web browser). 
 

l Complete, word-for-word transcript of the entire brain-dump! 
 

l Bonus Audio: "How to Help Your Child Stop Pulling Their Hair."  
 

l A full 90 Day money-back guarantee - this is a completely risk-free trial.  

I also understand ... 

l You will grant me instant access to the full course along with all the free 
bonuses for only $1.00. I have 72 hours to give Hair Pulling Secrets a try, after 
which I will be billed the remaining $36 unless I contact you first and say 
"Don't Charge Me!" 
 

l I must re-enter my information after completing payment because your system 
requires verification before granting me access to the download page. I realize 
that if I do not fill in my information, I will not receive the download 
information instantly. 
 

l I also realize I must keeep that email handy for future reference... I should also 
Bookmark the Download Page just to be safe.  
 

l Finally, I understand that I'm completely covered by your No Questions 
Asked, 100% money-back guarantee. If I'm not totally satisfied at anytime 
within the first 90 days, I can cancel and get a full refund on any fees paid. 

 

  

Choose your payment option below  
to START your $1.00 FREE Trial:  

                  

   

IMPORTANT NOTE: THIS IS A DIGITAL PRODUCT AND  
YOU WILL NOT BE SENT ANYTHING IN THE MAIL! 

DISCLAIMER: Tellman Knudson is an NLP & Hypnosis Expert and is not a therapist, psychologist, physician or 
cosmetologist. If you are suffering or have been diagnosed with any condition considered dangerous or life-threatening for 
yourself or others, you should be under the care of a doctor or licensed psychologist. If you are a compulsive hair puller 
who ingests quantities of hair, you should be under the care of a physician before trying any of the suggestions outlined in 
this course. 
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Are you a soft, sexy, exciting lady
who would like to have a little taste
of part-time paradise?

If so, read on.
My name is Gary and I am

looking for a very special woman
who would like to share a few small
(but exciting!) adventures with me
and who wants to enjoy a part-time
slice of the good life. Are you that
woman? Maybe. Maybe not. The
first thing it depends on is me. You
see, if I'm not your kind of guy, then
what I have to offer may not be your
idea of how life should be lived.

So let's start with me. Here's what
my life is like. First of all, I'm an
early riser. I usually get up around 6
a.m. and eat a piece of fruit and
drink a cup of coffee, and then, on
most days, by 6:30 a.m. I'm jogging
around Lake Hollywood. How far I
run depends on how good I feel. It's
never less than three miles and
seldom more than seven. When I'm
finished, I get into my car and drive
to a place I call "The House of Pain"
(actually the sign outside says
"Vince's Gym") where a stone-age
sadist who masquerades as a fitness
instructor forces me to use
dumbbells, barbells, and other
fiendish contraptions in ways for
which my body was not designed.

Whatever. After about an hour of
this, I travel to yet another
establishment where I give my
tired, hurting body a chance to
recover while I rest upon a UVA
suntan bed and listen to soothing
music (usually Rod Stewart or
Jimmy Buffet) on a pair of stereo
headphones.

By the time I am finished, it is
approximately 9:45 a.m. and what I
do next is go home, shower, change
into fresh clothes and eat a light

breakfast.
Finally, after all this, I go to work.
And boy, do I ever work! I love

what I do for a living, and, I must
confess, I am truly a workaholic.
For example, right now I am
attempting to put together the
financial and promotional packages
for 10 different feature films. I am
writing two books (one fiction and
one non-fiction). I am collaborating
on a screenplay and I am attending
to the details of two businesses I
own personally, and also, to the
business details of several corporate
and personal clients whose names
are household words.

It's quite a workload.
And what do I do after I stop

working? What is my big reward for
all this running and grunting and
pumping iron and stretching and
straining and writing and thinking
and solving and creating and caring
and so on?

Nothing, that's what! Nada. Zip.
Not doodley squat. No "Miller
Time!" No drugs. No sex. No rock
and roll.

Not even a little wine and some
quiet classical music.

Why? The answer is simple. You
see, for the last 3-1/2 months, I have
been spending my evenings and
weekends on a marathon of non-
stop sulking.

Why have I been sulking? Good
question. And, once again, the
answer is simple. You see, up until
3-1/2 months ago, my "Miller
Time" was terrific. It was terrific
because there was a very beautiful,
very erotic, very special lady in my
life and we were in a relationship I
thought would last forever. But, that
relationship has ended. It has ended
stupidly, tragically, and for insane

reasons totally beyond the ability of
any human to control.

Well, such is life. But what's done
is done and 3-1/2 months' worth of
sulking is more than enough for
anyone and now it is time for me to
climb up out of my sulk and find
myself another special woman.

So why write an ad? Why do I
have to advertise for a woman? Am
I some kind of geek with two heads
and bad breath?

No, I am not. I'm a reasonably
attractive (maybe even semi-
handsome?) caucasian male in his
mid-forties with a sparkling
personality (except when I'm
sulking), a keen wit, a steady hand,
and a clear eye. I've got a good tan,
dark brown hair and a short, neatly
trimmed dark brown beard with a
couple of "interesting" spots of
grey. I am of average size. Not
short, not tall; not fat, not skinny.
I'm in excellent health. I'm not
hurting for money and I can look
any maitre d' in the country right
square in the eye without flinching.

So once again, why do I have to
advertise to get a woman? Well,
actually, I don't. I've been married
twice. I've had a few other serious
relationships and, of course, my
share of one-night stands and short-
term romances. I've enjoyed the
company of a few really outstanding
ladies and I want to do so again.

But you know what else? I've also
met many ladies who were not so
outstanding. In fact, I've met more
than a few women who, although
they had great exteriors, they were,
on the inside, flat out bummers!

Want some examples? You do?
OK, you asked for it. Try these out
for size.

Zelda The Princess. Zelda is a
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26-year-old Jewish lady who
waltzed into my office and
immediately informed me (before I
even had a chance to say hello) she
wanted me to write an ad for her and
she wanted to go to bed with me.

Well, what the hell, on some days
I'm a pushover. She got what she
wanted and I must admit, she gave
me one of the most thorough
screwings I've ever had in my life.

Unfortunately, it didn't happen in
bed.

And, what happened in bed was
unfortunate also. You see, Zelda's
idea of good sex is brutality. She
wants a man who will slap her
around, degrade and humiliate her
and, quite literally, bounce her off
the walls.

Sorry, but that's not for me. I like
to make love with a woman, not
war.

Sherry The Tragic. Sherry was a
secretary and a go-go dancer. Great
body, a very pretty face and a good
sense of humor. Unfortunately, she
was also a "walking accident"
looking for a place to happen. She
was always in court on charges
relating to neglecting her four-year-
old daughter and her ex-boyfriend
was a Mafia hit man (true) who
wanted her back and was trying to
find her.

We had a very brief affair.
Karen The "Would-Be"

Prostitute. A gorgeous woman
who, after our affair got going,
confessed to me she wanted to live
her life as a hooker. Then she
informed me she wanted me to be
her first "John" and I should start
paying her for sex. When I refused,
she decided I would be her lord and
master (pimp) and she would have
sex with other men and make them
pay and then give the money to me.

This also was a very brief affair.
Claudia The Actress.

Sensational looks. A real traffic
stopper. I used her in a few full-page
ads and I created a perfume
promotion based around her. We
started hanging out with each other
and I was the envy of all the men
who saw us together.

Except me. I wasn't envious of me
at all. Claudia had a terminal case of
tunnel vision. The only thing she
could focus on whatsoever for more
than 10-seconds was her precious
career.

She was deadly dull. I couldn't

sustain enough interest in her to
even take her to bed.

I could go on and on. All of these
examples (except for the names) are
true. They have not been made up.
In fact, they have been toned down!

And so far, I haven't even
described what I consider the worst
category of women at all.

These are women who, in my
opinion, might actually be clinically
crazy. You want to know how I can
tell? It's easy. You see, these are all
the women who do not have any of
the drawbacks that turn me off, and
who, for some inexplicable reason,
are not interested in me.

Can you imagine that?
What do I want in a woman?

Well, I've got a pretty good idea but
I am I must admit, quite flexible.
However, I have a very clear idea of
what I don't want and it is here I am
not flexible at all. So let's start with
that. Here then are...

7 Things Gary Does
NOT Want From A Woman!

#1. DEATH OR DISEASE. This
is my number one no-no. Listen,
I've never had sex with a gay man, a
bi-sexual man, a transsexual man or
any kind of man at all. I hardly ever
go near Santa Monica Boulevard
and, when I do the only place I ever
stop is Barney's Beanery.

And, even then, I never eat
quiche.

In other words, I'm straight. Also,
I'm not a hemophiliac. I've never
had a blood transfusion. I'm not a
junkie and I never stick needles into
my body. I'm not promiscuous. I
don't mess around with prostitutes (I
tried it years ago and it was boring),
and I've never even been close to
Africa or Haiti.

What this means, of course, is
with any kind of luck at all (knock
on wood) I do not have AIDS. Also,
to my knowledge, I do not have any
other type of dreadful
communicable disease including
syphilis, gonorrhea, herpes,
hepatitis, or even the bubonic
plague.

If you can't say the same, please,
please do NOT respond to this ad.

#2. DRUG DRAMAS. Do you
like to drink a little or get a little
high once in a while so you can
loosen up and party down? You do?
Good! That means you and I can
have some fun. But please... read
that first sentence again. See where

it says "a little" and "every once in a
while"? Those words are important
to me. Therefore, if your idea of "a
little" and "every once in a while" is
to get drunk or stoned every day, if
the way you like to use cocaine is by
freebasing or injecting it, if you
gulp down Valium or Quaaludes by
the fistful, if you use PCP or heroin
in any way, shape or form, then I
must, once again, ask you to please
NOT answer this ad.

#3. DESPERATE DILEMMAS.
Are you sleeping in your car
because your rent is six months
overdue? Is your ex-husband a
hatchet murderer who is trying to
track you down and who swears to
mutilate any man who so much as
looks at you? Are you in desperate
need of fast money because your
poor old mother needs a kidney
transplant in order to keep on
living?

I'm sorry. I really am. But I'm just
an ordinary everyday nice guy. I'm
not Superman or even Lee Ioaccoa.
I'm very compassionate and very
understanding but I have recently
retired from trying to save the
world.

Therefore, I'm not qualified to
save your life. However, if you will
let me, I might be able to enhance it
by adding to it some excitement and
romance.

#4. MARRIAGE. I've been
married twice and, both times it
spoiled a great romance. I don't
want to get married again and I don't
want to live with you either. You
see, at this point in my life, I don't
want to own a woman. I just want to
enjoy one.

It would be nice if you decide to
answer this ad, if you already have
some sort of life of your own. I don't
want to be your everything. I would
much rather be that special
somebody who you see two or three
times a week and who makes you
feel good.

Would that be OK?
#5. I DON'T WANT A SEXUAL

SWINGER. Do you spend your
evenings attending orgies at the A-
Frame? Do you have a lifetime
membership at Plato's? Do you
refuse to call yourself a prostitute
even though you run a credit check
on every man you meet before you
go to bed with him? Do you have a
time clock in your panties and a
cash register in your bra?
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Sorry, we're not compatible.
You know, even though I've been

married and I've been around, I feel
that by Southern California
standards, I'm almost a virgin. For
example, someone told me recently
Hugh Hefner has been to bed with
more than 3,000 women.

Could that be true? I don't know
but, if it is, he is in my opinion, a
man to be pitied, not to be envied.

I'll take quality over quantity any
day.

#6. I DON'T WANT A SEXUAL
PRUDE. I bet by now you think I'm
repressed, don't you? I bet you think
the hot throb of lust does not live in
my loins. I bet you think if you and
Kelly LeBrock showed up at my
door with a suitcase full of
excitement from Trashy Lingerie
(they're located at 402 N. La Cienga
and they've got the hottest stuff in
town!) and suggested we have a
menage a trois I would toss you
both out on your ear and report you
to Jerry Falwell.

You are wrong. You are wrong.
You are wrong. You are wrong.

Fear not. I may be cautious but
I'm not crazy.

Hark unto me. Listen. Just
because I'm not into freebasing,
orgies and non-stop promiscuity
doesn't mean I'm dead. It's true I
don't want a woman who's been
sleeping with everything in pants.
However on the other hand, if you
are a 35-year-old virgin who thinks
foreplay should be 1/2 hour of
begging and "oral sex" is the name
of a disgusting new group of punk
rockers then, you may rest assured,
our stars were simply not meant to
cross.

#7. I DON'T WANT A WOMAN
WHO CAN'T STAND
PROSPERITY. Don't laugh. I lost
the love of my life because things
got "too good." Some people are
into the struggle and not the reward.

I'm into both. As you already
know, I like to work but work
without reward is senseless. It
seems to me many women (and
men) just insist on filling up their
lives with a lot of needless trauma.

Not me. I want the payoff along
with the pain. Therefore...

"If you don't want the good
And just want the bad,
Don't waste your time
By answering this ad!"
Good Lord, that was corny, wasn't

it?
Well, anyway, that's my laundry

list of what I don't want and in fact,
what I can't handle. Now comes the
hard part. I really feel awkward
about saying what I do want. I'm
afraid if I get too explicit it will
seem like I'm an insensitive clod
ordering something from a Chinese
menu.

On the other hand, if I don't set
down some guidelines, I'm afraid
this ad will be answered by many
women with whom I would not be
at all compatible.

So please, give me a break. I'm
not nearly as definite about what I
am about to write as it will appear in
print. Remember, what I am about
to write is not etched in stone.

Anyway, here I go. My idea of a
perfect woman is someone who is
intelligent and healthy with a good
sense of humor and someone who
will take my breath away when I see
her in a string bikini!

As far as age is concerned, if you
are somewhere between 25 and 35
that would be just fine and, if you
are a little younger or a little older,
that is probably no big deal.

I like women who take care of
themselves. If you have a slender,
healthy body, a reasonably slim
waist, rather generous breasts (God
that sounds redneck, doesn't it?), a
very pretty face and a good sense of
humor then quite frankly, you sound
like heaven to me!

So much for specifications.
And now if after all this, you are

still interested, what can you expect
from me? Well, the first word in the
headline of this ad is "Generous"
and I am just that. However,
generous does not mean "chump." It
also doesn't mean I want to pay for
sex. That's ridiculous. Any man in
L.A. who wants to pay for sex
doesn't have to write an ad, all he
has to do is answer one. Those ads
are all over, even in the yellow
pages.

Here's what I mean by generous. I
love to buy presents for women. I
like to take them to movies and
plays and I love to send flowers and
buy them jewelry and clothes and, if
I really get involved with a woman,
I rather enjoy helping to support her
and helping her to elevate her
lifestyle.

Also, I give great vacations. I love
to travel for long weekends (four

days or so) to Acapulco, Hawaii,
Fort Lauderdale, the Bahamas, and
so on. I only fly first class and I try
to always stay in the best hotels and
eat in the best restaurants.

Does any of this sound good to
you? I hope so. This is an honest ad.
Every word is true and although I've
made a modest attempt to make it
entertaining, you should also know I
am sincere.

Are you leery about answering a
personal ad? I don't blame you. I
sure am. Before I decided to write
this ad I started reading other
"personal ads" and they scare the
hell out of me. I'm always afraid
they are being written by sexually
sick people or real losers and
sometimes by people who are
downright dangerous.

I mean have you read those ads?
They go like this:

"Psychotic white woman wants
to be sodomized by 12 cuban
truck drivers and a boa
constrictor while husband
watches and salivates. Call 1-
800-SICKY"

Or like this:
"96-year-old lady with youthful
outlook wants to meet
vegetarian non-smoker to
discuss saving the whales and
other ecological concerns."

Or:
"Pleasingly plump 590 pound
woman wants to meet sincere
fun loving man to care for her
and her lovely 18 children."
And so on.
I'm not like that. Really, I'm not. I

promise. I'm a reasonably normal
healthy male who would like to add
a little excitement and romance to
his life with a reasonably normal,
healthy female.

If you are at all interested or even
curious, please write and tell me
about yourself and how to get in
touch with you and, also, please
send a recent full length photo.

Who knows. Maybe we'll click
and maybe we won't. But, at the
very least, you won't be writing to
some sick psychotic and maybe, just
maybe, it will all turn out great.

Just write to:
Gary, Box 208, 8033 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90046
Thank you for your support.
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I Bought Off This Letter 
In 1995



If you are involved in MAIL-ORDER or DIRECT-Marketing this book will be a Godsend to 

you....

EX-OFFICE MANAGER in an 

International Mail-Order conglomerate 

REVEALS priceless "TRADE-SECRETS"

that have been kept under wraps for years!

All of the Powerful "secrets" are detail in his "tell-all" book titled, Direct-Mail & Direct 

Response Advertising Techniques the "Experts" don't want you to know about! Without 

it: You're going to be throwing your hard-earned money away!

One of the techniques REVEALED to you will show you How To avoid getting "ripped off" 

by List Brokers and it will enable you to get the EXACT NAME and ADDRESS of thousands 

of "BUYERS" for your products or services!

Another idea that will be "DETAILED" to You was responsible for one guy's "DIRECT-

MAIL-OFFER" generating 189,655 "CASH" orders in less than 90 days.

Company's lawyers trying to get an injunction to prevent this information from 

being sold to the general public.

Dear Friend, 

My name is Tom Mudry, and if you're interested in quickly creating a huge CASH FLOW for 

yourself, then this could be the most important letter you ever read. 

A few months ago I worked for a very successful Direct Marketing firm in New York. I was the 

office manager and worked side by side with the key decision maker and I was privy to 

everything that passed over his desk. I sat in on every meeting and heard most every phone 

conversation that went on in his office and in the board room for years. I was the one who typed 

up all of the ideas and concepts that came from these conversations and meetings. I've seen and 

heard "everything" in their operation! 

Recently, my wife left me. She hated living in what she called the "cesspool" of the universe 

(better known as New York City). As hard as it was, I had to agree with her. NYC is a great city 

to visit for a few days but not a place you want to raise your family in. It was either my job or 

her. What could I do? My whole life was invested in this job. I was devastated but I quit my job 

in NYC and moved to be close to my family. Not being one to just sit back and fret my time 

away I decided that I had to use my mailorder knowledge to fulfill a few dreams that I have 

always had. 

The combination of living in the fast paced city of New York and the good fortune of having 

had a job that allowed me to rub shoulders with some of he brightest geniuses in Mail Order 

today, helped and inspired me to get off my rear end and quit feeling sorry for myself. I wrote 

this "tell-all" book! 
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One of the biggest thrills I got at my old job was when I walked down the hall past the data 

entry offices and seeing bags of mail bursting with CASH ORDERS and hearing the Phones

ringing off the hooks with more orders. What an incredible "HIGH" knowing that I was one of 

the ONLY people in that entire company who really witnessed every single step that went into 

each mail-order-offer and into each direct response ad. All turning simple ideas into "Bags-full-

of-Money"!

This inspired me to "TAKE ACTION" and fulfill 2 important dreams:

To write a "best-seller" and 

To be able to help a large number of people EARN some "BIG" money and be remembered by 

them as being a "KEY" ingredient to their SUCCESS. 

MY BOOK ACCOMPLISHES BOTH OF MY DREAMS!

In my book I give you TWELVE sections of information that give you step-by-step detailed 

procedures on how YOU are going to MAKE MONEY in all of your future "mailings" and 

"space ads" that you place. Here are some of the titles of these sections and brief description of 

the SECRETS that they reveal; 

How to get the EXACT NAME and ADDRESS of thousands of "BUYERS" for all of 

Your products and services.

This detailed chapter alone is worth more than ten times the cost of the book. You'll write me a 

"thank-you" note the minute you finish this section. 

WARNING!:
Mailing List Companies know that if my information gets in YOUR hands they will never 

get any of your money again. Companies that sell or rent mailing lists will threaten to pull 

their ads from Business Opportunity Magazines if my ad for this information is allowed to 

run in the same magazines. 

The "REAL" Mail-Order-Pro's never get less than a 20% response from the mailing lists 

that they rent. 

Now You can learn HOW-TO do the same.

An Amazing Direct Mail Technique used by a leading Marketing genius to generate more 

than 189,655 orders with money in them. YES, COLD HARD CASH! 

This technique is so powerful it almost forces people to buy what you are selling! It doesn't 

matter what you are selling. The magic is in the technique not the product. 

Combine this technique with the knowledge you gained in section #1: HOW-TO GET THE 

NAMES and ADDRESSES of "BUYERS" of your product, and your financial worries are 

over! You'll never again throw away your hard earned money on a "mailing". 

What do you write on an inexpensive "POST-CARD-MAILING" so that people upon
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reading it, IMMEDIATELY stampede into your business or it will MAKE your telephone 

RING OFF THE HOOK with orders? 

Postcard Mailers can increase your sales by 50% or more. They also cut your printing, postage, 

advertising and other costs by 75% or more. I can't figure out why more people aren't using this

very simple yet explosive response-pulling technique. 

If I ever wanted to get off early, take a long lunch or even ask for a raise I'd wait until 3 days 

after we did a Postcard Mailing, then I'd ask. That day was always a Great Day around the 

office. I could get whatever I wanted on those days! FIND OUT WHY?

THERE'S MORE...

How to mail out 10,000 pieces of mail each week and not have to pay a dime for postage or 

printing. (Your mailing still has a real-live stamp affixed to it - "Free-of-charge").

How you can use little inexpensive classified ads in a simple "KITCHEN TABLE 

BUSINESS" to make as much as $11,450 in "CASH" orders six days a week. This one is 

so easy for you to duplicate! 

How-to secretly buy advertising space at 60% less than your competitor pays! 

A remarkable technique that will "HOOK" everybody who even glances at your ad. 

How-to pick up any Yellow-Page-Book and use it to generate enough cash during the 

months of January through March to pay for all of your printing costs for the balance of 

the year! 

How-to get your old customers to refer so many new customers to you that your business 

will "DOUBLE" overnight! 

FREE FIRST CLASS POSTAGE (no this is not a dumb "chain-letter" asking for stamps). 

This is an actual method used by many very large Fortune 500 companies to keep their 

mailing costs down to practically zilch! It's 100% "legal" and "ethical" and you still use a 

real live stamp. 

Now you can do the same. That should be enough to make your head spin. Right? Oh! Oh! I 

almost forgot to tell you about some thing that just happened before I moved out of New York 

City. They called it the: 

DISCOVERY OF THE DECADE!

ADVERTISING PHENOMENON! This amazing advertising technique will sell almost 

anything anywhere! 

It projects a sales message so effectively that it triggers an IMMEDIATE RESPONSE from 

the reader. You will receive all of the necessary information needed to prepare an effective ad 

using this secret technique. 

Also included are actual sample AD Copies that have been run successfully. Make a few 

changes and test them yourself You will get tremendous IMMEDIATE RESULTS Then you're
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ready to roll-out multiple ads using 2 more techniques.... 

Learn how-to quickly "ROLL-OUT" your tested and proven money-making ads in as 

many as 6,300 daily and weekly newspapers nationwide. You can reach over 73,000,000 

people! Yes, that's 73 Million! 

THAT'S NOT EVEN THE BEST PART...YOUR COST IS AS LITTLE AS 7 

CENTS/WORD.

You'll also learn how-to reach 124 Million people for a one-time fee of only $376. 

These two techniques are going to show you how-to use dirt cheap, fast-acting advertising to 

generate cash-flow with the speed of light! 

Before I decided to write a book revealing my "INSIDE" knowledge of Mail-Order and Direct-

Marketing only a "small clique" made big-bucks in Mail-Order. Now, anyone who uses one or 

two of their techniques can get rich in Mail-Order. But, you had better hurry and get your 

order in to me. Some "BIG WIGS" from that Mail- Order "clique" are very determined to not let 

me give this information to you at any cost. Right at this very moment they are attempting to get 

an injunction to prevent me from selling any more copies of my "REVEALING" book to people 

like YOURSELF. 

If your order reaches me after an injunction is in place, I will have to return your check or 

money order to you. You will never be able to learn about these "INSTANT" "MONEY-

MAKING- TECHNIQUES". After hearing about the impending injunction I instructed my 

printer to cease printing so there is only a limited supply of my book available. Even if the 

injunction takes a few more weeks to be enforced I will probably run out of books before then, 

so don't delay! 

I hope that you will be one of the people who will be able to not only receive my powerful book 

but will also be able to put it to use and to make a bundle with it in the next few months. I truly 

want to see many successful Mail-Order-Entrepreneurs earning sacks full of money because of 

my book. 

TIRED OF BEING CHEATED BY ALL OF THOSE MAILING-LIST COMPANIES? 

TIRED OF SPENDING THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS ON POSTAGE WITHOUT 

GETTING ANY RESULTS? 

TIRED OF PLACING ADS AND NOT GETTING ANY ORDERS? 

Here is your chance to get a real "INSIDERS" book of direct Marketing tactics for slashing 

costs and skyrocketing your profits.

This is the first book ever to reveal actual ploys and maneuvers (all legal & ethical) used by 

some of the cleverest most successful Direct Marketers in the country. These are the guys who 

have the "Midas Touch" when it comes to making money using Direct Mail, Newspaper and 

Magazine Advertising. You will be fascinated by what they are up to! 

Those of you who are fortunate enough to get your hands on this book will profit immediately 

and enormously with this information These tactics and techniques will go to work for you
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immediately to get you RESULTS and make you a heap full of money NOW!

AND I'M BACKING UP THESE AMAZING CLAIMS 

WITH THE FIRST LEGITIMATE 150% MONEY-BACK

GUARANTEE!

If this astounding collection of techniques doesn't start 

making serious cash for you immediately I will give you 

back one and a half times what you paid for it! That's a 

guaranteed profit of $22.50 just for trying them out. 

Hard to believe? Then see for yourself. The minute you turn the first page you'll be convinced 

beyond a doubt that you're into a gold mine. 

This book doesn't pull any punches. Every page is on its mark. No other publication GIVES

THE FACTS using practical, easy to understand "laymens" language. Each of the examples 

given to you are actual proven techniques. They're street smart, clever and some of them are 

almost effortless to use. You are capable of putting this information to use the very same day 

that you read about them. 

Gain the financial freedom that comes with success-by-mail! Fast, Easy and GUARANTEED. 

By using the Powerful, Proven, Profit- Producing "Secrets" revealed in this book, your 

success is GUARANTEED. Everything that I reveal to you is done so in a detailed yet simple, 

easy to use, formula that was used by the "Pros" to get huge responses. You're GUARANTEED 

the same results or I will give you 150% of your money back. 

Now the ball is in your court -- I urge you to take action by placing your order now!

Tom Mudry 
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Have You Ever Had A 
Senior Moment





Jay Abraham JV Mastery



 

 
Give Us Your Shipping Address, And We’ll Show You How to Master 
The Fastest, Easiest, & Safest Wealth-Building Business Strategy In 
The World... 

The Ultimate Business Wealth Building 
Strategy Of Them All 

Only A Small, Privileged 
Group Of Entrepreneurs Will 
Own Jay Abraham’s Distilled 

Wisdom About Joint 
Ventures & Strategic 

Alliances... 
...Because Once The Few Remaining 

Copies Of JV Mastery Have Been 
Claimed, We’re Pulling This Gem 

Off The Market For Good 

JV Mastery: The Art of Profitable Deal Making contains ALL of the little-
known and often misunderstood joint venture strategies Jay Abraham has 
personally used to generate over $2.5 billion for his clients. These strategies 
have saved the most distressed businesses from imminent bankruptcy, 
tripled the revenue of other businesses without a dime spent on advertising, 
and rocketed certain individuals to conspicuous wealth. 

The insider joint venture strategies you’ll learn from Jay are quite 
possibly the most powerful blueprints for business success you’ll ever lay 
your hands on. 

It doesn’t matter if you’ve experienced devastating failure. JV Mastery 
can help transform your business into a staggering success almost 
overnight. Even if your business is already a high profit machine, I 
guarantee Jay will open up your eyes to hidden profit centers, low-hanging 
growth opportunities, and other cash-producing strategies that are so 
effective it’s like having the keys to a bank vault. 

Put It To The "Acid Test" For 30 Days. Pay Only 
The Modest Cost of Shipping 

Now it’s your turn to profit from Jay’s marketing genius. All you do 
is pay the cost of shipping and I’ll send JV Mastery to you right away. You’ll 
get a full 30 days to study, absorb, and put into play ALL the million-dollar 
strategies contained in JV Mastery—before you pay a dime toward the 
course. 
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But you must act quickly. There are only a limited number of copies left. 
After they’re gone, JV Mastery will no longer be available anywhere, for any 
price. 

 
 
Dear J.V. Master, 

JV Mastery is unlike any wealth-building course you’ve ever studied. It’s 
not the same old recycled "guru" garbage disguised with a new label and 
packaging. Rather, it’s the distilled wisdom of Jay Abraham’s real-life billion-
dollar deal-making experience, including strategies and stories Jay has never 
made public before. 

It doesn’t matter if you’re an ambitious entrepreneur who’s just getting 
started... or a well-established business owner with a strong customer 
base... or an employee who wants to create enough financial stability to 
make a go of it on your own—you’ll gain hundreds of insights and totally 
actionable ideas that could net you well over $1 million during the next 2-5 
years. 

In the near term, say 4-10 weeks from now, you could arguably be 
earning... 
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An Extra $2,500 A Month... 

...using just a fraction of what you’ll learn. And it should only grow and 
compound upward from there. 

Now, a point of clarification: If you’re expecting a "get rich quick" 
plan, you won’t find it here. You will have to invest some "sweat equity" to 
make these strategies work for you. But once you put them to proper work, 
your reasonable success will be almost inevitable and virtually unstoppable.  

It’s a little-known fact that Jay first used joint venture strategies to 
bootstrap his way to success in his early 20s, long before he gained the 
widespread notoriety he enjoys today. (First deal turned $20,000 into $13 
million in about 18 months.) 

Not only that, he went on to perfect his deal-making skills... and since 
then has personally used all of the strategies he discloses in JV Mastery to 
generate over $2.5 billion for his clients. 

What you might find most surprising of all is that if Jay were forced to 
give up all the "weapons" in his marketing arsenal but one, he would keep 
only his strategies for joint ventures and strategic alliances. They’re that 
valuable. 

And yet once you possess Jay’s potent joint venture and strategic alliance 
strategies, you’ll quickly realize that... 

So what do you need to succeed with joint ventures and strategic 
alliances...? 

You don’t need money to get started. (Even if you’re dead broke, 
you can structure deals that require no money, yet still pay you 
significant sums of cash on the back end.)

You don’t need to own a business. (Employees can just as easily 
profit from joint ventures as business owners and entrepreneurs.)

You don’t need education. (Jay only went to college for 4 days, 
yet he has made more money, in more ways, for more people, using 
joint ventures and strategic alliances than any other person on the 
face of the earth.) P.S. He’s taught these strategies to 500 MBAs and 
250 PhDs who each paid him thousands for this information.

You don’t need a list of customers or subscribers. (Joint 
ventures and strategic alliances go far beyond the traditional affiliate 
model you may be familiar with today.) This knowledge is probably 
the most prized "asset" you could ever possess.

You don’t need a product to sell. (It’s easy to set up joint 
ventures where you have exclusive rights to market other people’s 
products for a piece of the action.)

You don’t need to be an "expert" in anything. (JV Mastery will 
show you step-by-step how to make a six-figure income—and even 
seven— even if you’re the ultimate generalist and do not have any 
specialized skills.)
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The Ability To Make Things Happen 

There are three types of people: those who make things happen, those 
who watch things happen, and those who things are always happening to. If 
you’re in the second or third group, don’t bother to respond—you’ll never 
make a dime from the strategies revealed in JV Mastery or from anyone 
else’s strategies for that matter 

If, on the other hand, you’re in the first group—and you’re a person "who 
makes things happen"—then there’s nothing to stop you from becoming a 
millionaire in the next 2-5 years... and you’d be crazy not to respond. In fact, 
if you have this one quality, then you’re ready to experience... 

The Fastest, Easiest, And Safest 
Wealth-Building Strategy In The World 

When Jay was first starting out, he had no job, no money, and 2 hungry 
kids to feed. Yet the first successful big joint venture he did still netted him 
$6 million... 

In JV Mastery, Jay tells that story plus many others, including the 
specifics of how he structured his deals and the strategies he used. And then 
he explains how YOU can use the same strategies to build a fortune right 
here, right now. Strategies like these... 

The hyper-effective, win/win approach Jay uses to capture 
the attention of potential JV partners and secure new JV 
deals...

How to get started right, your very first time (you get a detailed, 
hold-you-by-the-hand action plan so you bypass the normal learning 
curve!)...

The simple shift in your thinking that gives you an unfair 
advantage over 99.4% of the dealmakers who are competing 
for the same deals you are.

How Jay went from dead broke to $1,000 a day in personal income 
when he was just 20 years old...

The scientifically-proven secret to high-stakes JV success 
(and it has nothing to do with "who you know"!)...

6 priceless strategies and 10 lucrative ideas Jay has used in his 25-
year history of deal-making...

How to quickly turn objections into freshly inked JV 
agreements (you'll have clients begging to work with you 
once you learn the exact words Jay uses on the phone and in 
person)...

How to avoid the one thought pattern that will sabotage all your joint 
venture efforts...

How to easily turn small transactions into big money deals 
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Are you beginning to see how valuable JV Mastery is to your future 
financial success? Use just a few of these strategies and I’d be surprised if 
you don’t experience a massive windfall payday just a couple months from 
now. 

Are You Ready To Finally Get A Massive Windfall Payday? 

I want you to know, even though you’re a person who makes things 
happen no matter the circumstances, we’ve made getting started as easy as 
possible for you. For instance, included in your JV Mastery course are pre-
written templates and letters for you to use. All you do is copy, paste, and 
mail—and you could have businesses lined up to partner with you in a week 
or less. 

Since you’re a "doer" and decisive, taking this step should be as easy as 
tying your shoes. 

And yet all of this only scratches the surface of what’s included in JV 
Mastery. You’ll also learn... 

with almost zero risk...

One simple three-word phrase that will safely guide you through 
every JV deal you undertake, no matter how big or intimidating it 
is...

How to overcome the two primary reasons why most 
people fail with joint ventures...

How to leverage any company’s "underutilized assets" and 
position yourself as a profit hero (you could easily earn 
millions of dollars using this strategy alone)...

The two reasons why most people fail in their joint 
venture efforts—and how to instantly overcome them...

How to become a member of the "Tom Sawyer School of 
Business"—and how to engineer deals where YOU get the lion’s 
share of the profits while others do all the work!

The very best "hang-outs" to find hungry joint venture 
partners who are receptive and responsive to your 
proposals. (Approach them the right way and it will be 
next to impossible for them to say "no".)

How to put together "no-brainer" deals that bring in $1,000 to 
$2,000 a month in residual income. (With the insider secrets of 
JV Mastery, you could realistically be doing 3 or 4 of these kinds 
of deals every single month.)

One "instant cash" technique that allows you to sell your 
residual streams of income for HUGE cash profits. (This 
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When you first start going through JV Mastery, make sure you have a 
pen and paper handy to write down all the ideas and "AHA!" moments you 
experience. These are pure gold, and you wouldn’t want to lose one because 
you weren’t prepared for the speed and frequency of your insights. 

Now, one thing you might be wondering is: "Why Jay? I thought he was a 
business consultant. Why should I learn how to joint venture from him?" 
Here’s why... 

Jay Has Generated Over $8 Billion In 
Profit Increases For His Clients 

...of which more than $2.5 billion came specifically from joint ventures 
and strategic alliances that he helped orchestrate. 

And although Jay’s moniker is "the highest-paid marketing consultant in 
the world", he is also one of the greatest living dealmakers on earth. He’s 
been referred to as the dealmaker’s dealmaker. 

Given Jay’s amazing track record, it might be easy for you to think that 
he’s an exception to the rule... that these strategies couldn’t possibly work 
for you in your situation. So I encourage you to take a look at what these 
everyday people have accomplished with the knowledge and skills they 
personally gained from JV Mastery... 

one strategy could shave years off the time it takes you 
to reach millionaire status!)

How to build instant credibility so the partners you approach 
respect you from the beginning—and give your offer careful 
consideration—even if they say they don’t have time for you.

The secret to dominating your market. (And it has 
nothing to do with "beating" your competition!)

How to exploit and profit from other people’s overlooked, 
underutilized, and underperforming resources—so you get rich 
without investing a dime of your own.

The one little-known directory that gives you an endless 
supply of ideal prospects for joint venture deals. (And, 
no, it’s not the telephone book!)

How to ethically and legally profit from companies going through 
bankruptcy—and you don’t even need any licenses or 
certifications.

And much, much more.
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"Because of what I learned from JV Mastery, I changed 
my focus from standard fee-for-service consulting to 
doing JVs full time, and it has had a huge impact on the 
future of my business. 
 
I am now doing the exact same things I did for my fee-
for-service clients, but my projections show me that I’ll 
earn anywhere from 4 to 10 times what I would have 
earned under the old model." 
 
--Doug Hudiburg, Founder of 
The Daily Marketing Ace

"4 To 10 Times More 
Than 

I Would’ve Earned!" 

"I signed up for the JV Mastery course with Jay Abraham 
and Marc Goldman—and have already gained an 
enormous deal from it. 
 
In 48 hours, we’ve made 7 sales. That’s $2,079 in net 
profits. I keep $1,500. Thanks, Jay, for some fantastic 
‘actionable’ advice!" 
 
--Dr.Mani Sivasubramanian, Founder of 
The Ezine Marketing Center

"$2,079 In Just 48 
Hours!" 

"As soon as I purchased JV Mastery, I immediately put 
together a deal with a local gym that netted me $85 a 
month. But ultimately, I parlayed that small success into 
a bigger joint venture that now nets me over $3,000 a 
month. 
 
--Jim Hofman, Co-Founder 
www.winetrailsusa.com

"Led To $3,000 A 
Month!" 

"My first two joint ventures will yield me approximately 

"Half A Million Dollars 
In Just 5 Months!" 
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Are these folks any different than you? No. They really aren’t. They 

simply put their doubts aside and gave JV Mastery a try... and they were 
handsomely rewarded. 

WARNING: Do Not Accept 
Too Many Deals Too Quickly 

The insider techniques and strategies in JV Mastery are so powerful and 
effective that many successful students are overwhelmed with the fast 
results they get. And while you might be tempted to accept all the deals you 
get, be careful of how many joint ventures you decide to take part in. You 
might find yourself with too many details to negotiate and too little time to 
meet your normal obligations. 

With that in mind, if you start to land too many deals too quickly, cut 
back a little bit and make sure you give each deal the appropriate attention 
and energy it deserves. 

Grab One Of The Last Remaining Copies 
Of JV Mastery Now And Receive 

8 Premium Bonuses—Yours FREE... 
If You Act Today Or By Dec. 15 

When you act today, you’ll also receive these 8 amazing bonuses: 

Premium Bonus #1: 8 Joint Venture Proposal 
Letters, Written By Jay Abraham Himself! 

How would you like to have access to the same tools, communications, 
and sales letters Jay used to put together multi-million dollar JV deals? Well, 
now you can! 

Because when you claim your course today, you’ll also get 8 different 
joint venture proposal letters, personally written by Jay himself, that you can 
use to propose JV deals to other business owners. (These 8 different letters 
apply to 8 different scenarios. Regardless of the type of deal you’re after, you 
should find at least one letter you can use, with just minor adaptation.) 

Normally, you’d have to shell out at least $25,000 if you wanted to hire 
Jay to write even just ONE of these letters for you. In fact, Jay’s clients have 

half a million dollars this year in profit personally. The 
first JV was using my own products and services and the 
second was using products and services from someone 
else that I acquired the rights to distribute. 
 
The first JV took approximately two months to put 
together and the second about three months. Not only 
will these joint ventures supply me with a nice profit this 
year, they will also produce a nice ongoing residual 
income as well." 
 
--Andy Fuehl, Coach & Co-Author 
Wealth Without a Job
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willingly paid him over $50,000 (plus 25% of the increase in profits) just 
to write a single sales letter. 

So these 8 letters worth $200,000 alone... but you get them for FREE 
when you claim your copy of JV Mastery today. 

Premium Bonus #2: Joint Venture Agreement 

One of the biggest questions from people getting started with Joint 
Ventures is, "How do I make sure I’ll get paid?" 

That’s why I paid $2,000.00 to have my lawyer draw up a rock-solid joint 
venture agreement that you can model to make sure you don’t get ripped off 
by your JV partners. This contract can be modified to any JV deal with just a 
few minor, common-sense adaptations. 

Premium Bonus #3: The Strategy of Preeminence 

The Strategy of Preeminence is one of Jay’s most powerful concepts. 
Thousands of Jay’s clients have used this one strategy alone to leapfrog their 
competition, dominate their marketplace, and skyrocket their wealth by 
millions of dollars. It teaches a philosophical strategy or strategic philosophy 
that replaces, transforms and empowers your every marketing selling or 
negotiating activity. 

This report is utterly priceless. But its FREE when you claim your copy of 
JV Mastery today. 

Premium Bonus #4: Joint Venture Deal-Making 
"Jumpstart" Report 

Jay wrote this special report to help beginners gain the confidence, 
certainty and proficiency they need to put together lucrative JV deals. 

Included in this report are simple letters and scripts you can use right 
away to get business owners (in any market) enthusiastically calling you to 
discuss possible joint ventures. This allows you to quickly prove to yourself, 
without a shadow of a doubt, that you CAN put together lucrative JV deals. 

Premium Bonus #5: Transcripts of The Sequential 
Marketing Session At The 2002 Mastermind 
Marketing Training Program (Which Attendees 
Paid $5,000.00 Apiece To Attend) 

Sequential marketing is one of the biggest secrets that separates the 
most successful marketers in the world from "Also-ran" marketers. It can be 
the difference between mediocrity and making millions. And when applied to 
JV deals, sequential marketing is one of the most important keys to landing 
those highly-lucrative yet seemingly-impossible deals with the "big players" 
in any market. 

So because sequential marketing is so important to your JV success, Jay 
has put together the transcripts of a highly confidential session on Sequential 
Marketing from his sold out Mastermind Marketing Training Program, which 
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you get as an added bonus when you order JV Mastery today. Over 620 
business leaders paid $5,000.00 each (plus travel expenses) to get this same 
information... but you get it FREE when you take action today. 

Premium Bonus #6: The Complete Series of 
Emails Jay Used to Sell Out His $15,000-Per-
Attendee PEQ, Training Programs, As Well As His 
$5,000.00-Per-Attendee Mastermind Marketing 
Training Program! 

This collection is the ultimate "swipe file" of some of the most successful 
sequential marketing campaigns ever, that have each generated millions of 
dollars in sales! 

With this "swipe file", you’ll be able to adapt these tested and proven 
follow-up emails and letters for your own marketing campaigns. This bonus is 
not available at ANY price... but you get it free when you get JV Mastery 
today! 

Premium Bonus #7: Marc Goldman’s Powerhouse 
Online JV System 

This step-by-step special report reveals how I built my online software 
business to over a million dollars, using nothing but Joint Ventures. The 
report gives you detailed case studies from my business, and shows you how 
you could get the same results (or even BETTER results) no matter what 
business you’re in. 

Premium Bonus #8: Marc Goldman’s 10-Step JV 
Dealmaker System 

Using my simple step-by-step dealmaking system you’ll discover how to 
"sniff out" the hottest JV brokering opportunities... how to approach potential 
JV partners... when to (and when NOT to) use a Non-Disclosure Agreement... 
how to negotiate your fees... how to protect yourself from getting cut out of 
the deal... and much more! 

With this easy, paint-by-numbers system anyone can learn to make a 
fortune brokering JV deals for other businesses. Once you master this 
valuable skill, you’ll be able to make money from anywhere in the world, 
without dealing with the hassles of running your own business. 

Claim Your Priceless Bonus Package Now 

Here’s the deal: The few remaining copies of JV Mastery are 
being sold on a first come, first served basis. And it’s only fair that you know 
I have a number of big players who are promoting this "last chance offer" to 
their lists. If you procrastinate even a day—even an hour!—you may lose 
your chance to own this life-changing course. I’m dead serious about this. 

Here’s What You’ll See 
When You Open The Box... 
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9 tightly-edited fast paced, no nonsense audio CDs, packed full of Jay’s 
astounding insights and practical advice about how to structure joint 
ventures and strategic alliances. Plus 2 huge comb-bound manuals that 
contain all of the transcripts, letters, reports, and bonuses we’ve talked 
about. 

Pay Only The Cost Of Shipping To Get Started 

When you claim your course today, you’ll pay only the cost of shipping JV 
Mastery to your home. Take 30 days to evaluate it. Read it, study it, and 
apply what you learn to start generating massive windfall profits. 

Then, on Day 31, we’ll charge your credit card HALF the cost of the 
course, which is only $248.50. Continue to use the course to your advantage 
for another 30 days. On Day 61, we’ll collect the balance of a mere $248.50 
additional, and your account will be marked "Paid In Full". 

This "Shipping Plus 2 Payments" program makes it 
especially easy for you to get started setting up highly profitable joint 
ventures and strategic alliances using the most effective deal-making 
techniques in the world. 

Our intention is for the program to pay the payments for you --- out of a 
small fraction of the profits/income it quickly generates for you. 

If you study the course materials and immediately apply what you learn, 
just 30 days from now you could very well have enough money coming in 
from joint ventures alone to easily cover the cost of this course. It’s really a 
no-brainer. 

Now, if you choose to return the course and all the bonuses before your 
30-day evaluation period is over, you’ll walk away without owing anything. 
But understandably, once we collect the first payment, there are no refunds. 
This is the last time this course is being offered—it’s worth far more than 
we’re charging—and we’re not going to offer any refunds. 

Please purchase JV Mastery only if you’re serious about making money 
quickly, easily, and safely through the awesome power of joint ventures. 
Simply click below and follow the simple check-out instructions. In less than 
5 minutes, you’ll be part of an elite group of deal makers, armed with the 
best joint venture strategies in the world... 

"Please Send Me A Copy Of JV Mastery Before It’s Too 
Late" 

To Massive JV Profits, 

 
Marc Goldman, CEO 
Goldbar Enterprises, LLC 
 
P.S. — Remember that this offer may expire at any time, and without prior 
notice. Once the last few remaining copies of JV Mastery have been claimed, 
this letter will be removed and you will see a message that says there are no 
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more copies left. 
 
P.P.S. — One hour of Jay’s time currently goes for $5,000 with a 2-hour 
minimum. And yet you’re getting over 8 hours of Jay’s time—recorded on 
audio CD so you can listen again and again—for just 1.2% of his normal 
rates. Never before has there been a deal like this... and, quite possibly, 
never again... 
 

Get 8 Hours Of Jay’s Time For 98.8% Less 
Than The Cost Of An 8-Hour Personal Consultation 

Why? 
In case you’re wondering, "Why?" 
 
Why are we making such a shamelessly appealing no risk 
offer? Why are we packing so many invaluable bonuses into 
the proposition? Why are we pricing it so low when others paid 
up to 4 times more to learn it? 
 
Why are we only asking for mere shipping up front and allowing 
such generous and appealing future payment terms? Why are 
we limiting the quantity of programs we’ll offer, and thus 
limiting the number of people who can purchase a risk free 
collection? 

The answer is simple: 

Jay loves to test. He wants to see what a difference it will make 
to action oriented people like you --- if he removes every 
possible barrier. 
 
If you really want a profit/money making breakthrough --- this 
is it. If you really do possess a prejudice towards action, this 
irresistible proposition is the way to get it without risking a 
dime --- and let the materials pay for everything for you. It’s 
really that simple. 
 
We pray you end up with one of these last reviewing sets and 
not someone else on our list in your community. That’s why I 
urge you to reply immediately.

 
Support 
Privacy Policy 
Terms of Service 
Warranties, Disclaimers & Legal Rights

Copyright © 1998 - 2005
Goldbar Enterprises, LLC

All rights reserved.
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Jeff Walker



  

"Two People Launch A Similar 
Product. One Does $67.50, The Other 

Case Study #1 
Frank Kern 
Underachiever Toolkit.com 

"I've followed Jeff Walker's advice to bring in over 
$1.3 million dollars since January... so I'm a raving 
fan.  
 
Jeff's stuff works. I know from personal experience. In 
fact, it put a whole lot of money in my pocket 
yesterday when I "launched" my Serializer Method Class 
and sold $370k in nine minutes (seriously, it's hard to 
believe... but true!)."  
 
Frank Kern, 
UnderachieverToolkit.com  

 

Results:  
Click On The "Play Button" Below To Hear 
About Frank Kern's Astounding Monday 
Morning. 

(make sure to turn your speakers up) 
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Makes $70,420. Which One Are You?" 
"What's The Big Differencer Between A Successful Business And One That 
Is D.O.A.? It's The Ability To Create Cash Flow (Literally) On Demand!" 

  

  

 

  

It’s FINALLY ready… after more than eight 
years of developing and executing these 

techniques to get RESULTS, Jeff is going to 
spill the beans and teach you EXACTLY how 
he turns normal, every day prospects into 

"FOAMING AT THE MOUTH" buyers who can't 
wait to order your product.  

Make no mistake - these strategies and 
tactics will make your prospects "weak in the 
knees" while they anxiously wait for YOU to 

let them hit that order button. And these 
techniques will work in any market & with 

any product.  
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This is the complete Product Launch Formula home-study course on how to launch  
and re-launch your product - no matter what your product or what your market is. 

   

Hey... Jeff Walker here.  

I am going to try something very different ...  

If you've been around for a little bit then you have probably seen a 
bunch of long "sales letters"... I understand that.  

I know those "sales letters" are usually filled with hype and empty 
promises... I get that as well.  

Well this is going to be different... I am going to treat you with 
respect. I am going to tell you the truth. And I am going to 
actually write about meaningful stuff instead of a bunch of hype-
filled empty air. 

Now I want to be clear here... at the bottom of this very long 
letter, if my product is right for you, I am going to offer you a 
chance to buy my product. 

So can we make a deal here? 

My part of the agreement is this: I will tell the truth, even if it 
hurts.  

Now I've always found that the best way to know that I'm not off 
in outer-space is to ask others what they are seeing. 

So you're going to hear a little less about me, and a lot more 
about the Formula that has helped me and those I've 
adviced produce millions of dollars in cash-flow and helped 
to jumpstart dozens of new and still successful businesses. 

But I don't want you to have to rely on me for the facts. 

So I've asked former clients to spill their guts and even lay their 
businesses bear so you can see what they see--the Formula 
WORKS... 
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Oh, and one more thing before I really get going.  

I learned a long time ago to worry about one thing above all 
others when it comes to business and when it comes to life. 

RESULTS. 

If a supposed business principal, tool or tactic doesn't put more 
cash in your pocket or save you time so you can figure out a way 
to put more money in your pocket, than in my opinion it's a total 
waste of your time. 

You've probably got a goal or a dream that you've been holding on 
to for a really long time. Most people who wind up on my doorstep 
usually have that in common--they have something that they 
believe in that they haven't surrendured... 

Your part of the agreement is simple: Listen to what I am saying 
that is for you - You might find yourself noticing that I like to 
change lives, and yours might be one of them. Give yourself a 
chance. 

OK, let's get started... 

Case Study #2 
Joe Hanley 
Offline Tax Help 
Chicago  

"My history is that I run a tax business offline and 
for my wife's online art business." 

"I'm not an Internet guy"  

"I've used the formula both offline and online 
in 3 different businesses."  

"I've used Jeff's materials online to make 
well north of $300,000..."  

"But My wife was really excited--she sold 
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OK, if this is going to be no-holds barred, I am going to start in a rather unlikely 
spot... and I am going to be completely blunt: 

  

$7,000 to people who came from all over the 
world--she's a good artist but knows nothing 
about marketing..."  

"I know it's an odd thing in the online world 
to give out your email address and invite 
people to email me (I have no stake in Jeff's 
business but I'll answer your questions--I 
just want to help)"  

 
Joe Hanley , 
Chicago 

  

Results:  
Click On The "Play Button" Below To Hear 
How An "Offline Guy" Used Product Launch 
Formula To Win Big- Online, Offline And 

At Home! 

(make sure to turn your speakers up) 

as you learned in his shocking testimony, you can 
contact joe at joehanley @ mindspring.com if you want 
advice on whether or not your business needs Product 

Launch Forumula.  

 Click Here To Listen To Joe's Story 

From: Jeff Walker  
Friday, October 21st  
Bayfield, CO  
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Is Your Product Going To Be 
Dead On Arrival?  

Or Is It ALREADY Dead?  

If so, it's not alone. 

It's crazy - tens of thousands of new products are released every year. They choke 
the shelves in the supermarket. They overflow into the aisles at Walmart. 

Most of those products are DOA - Dead On Arrival. 

It's even worse on the Internet. Those DOA products litter thousands of cobweb-
ridden websites. They are everywhere - websites that rarely make a sale, that 
barely pay for the hosting bill.  

Think about that... a domain name costs nine bucks a year. Hosting is what, $10 a 
month? But even with that tiny cost, there are thousands of websites that won't 
even break even. 

Why?  

Because They Will Never Produce Cash  

Most of those sites are moribound... sitting there with products that don't sell. They 
will wither away, and then get blown off the Internet like some dried-up piece of 
tumbleweed. 

Even worse are those sites that have lists of email subscribers, but those 
subscribers are cold, cold, cold. They don't click, they don't respond, they don't buy. 

Everyone has heard the story of the Internet being paved with gold... but only a 
precious few are bringing home that gold. 

What's wrong? What is everyone missing? 

Breakthough velocity. 

Look, business is simple. You find one thing--it can even be just an idea--that 
someone else needs and then you systematize the process of meeting that need 
and bringing fresh leads to that process. 

So why do 90% of the businesses in America fail in 5 years or less? 

Because cash is flowing out faster than it's flowing in--period. 
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The only way to make it in business is to start off right--by generating breakthrough 
momentum on your very first project. After that you can leverage your cash and of 
course the very same principals to build a powerful business...  

  

“What Distinguishes A Successful Business From 
One That Is D.O.A. Is Your On-Demand Ability To 
Generate Breakthough Velocity In Terms Of Cash 

Flow.”  

  

Let's break that down because it's a really important concept and more than 99% of 
all business owners just don't get it. 

For instance, when I began my personal business one of the biggest momentum 
breakers came from spending money on adversting when I had no idea what 
results those ads would produce in terms of RESULTS, Cash-in-Hand. 

But what was probably worse was that I spent all my time trying to figure out 
whether those ads were making me money, or for that matter if ANYTHING I was 
doing was making money. 

  

Case Study #3 
Don Crowther  
101PublicRelations.com  

  

"I've done many, many launches. Some have been a lot 
more successful than others, and others have been...not 
very impressive at all..." 

"But over the last three launches I've done, I've 
started using some, just some, of Jeff's techniques"  

"Let me tell you about this last one..." 

 
Don Crowther, 
101publicrelations.com 
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Yes,You Really Can "Flip A Switch"  
And Make A Small Fortune...  

Yes - you can launch a new promotion and literally have huge floods of cash come 
flying into your business. 

I know... because I have done this. Many times. 

This past January 13th at exactly 2:00pm Colorado time, I loaded a web page to 
my site. 

 

Results:  

   

Click On The "Play Button" Below To Hear 
How Don Took Advantage Of Just 3 Simple 
10-minute Techniques To Multiply His 
Earnings 30 Times! 

(make sure to turn your speakers up) 
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In the next 60 minutes I had 56 people fill out the order form on that web page, 
enter their credit card information, and place an order. The cost of that product was 
$497.00. 

If you don't have a calculator handy, that comes out to $27,832.00 in sales. In 60 
minutes. When the dust settled a week later, my sales were $109,435.00. In one 
week.  

Now that was a VERY successful week, and I want to be clear... that doesn't 
happen all the time. In fact, that was my best week ever (so far).  

It beat my previous best... which was a little better than $106,000.00 in sales. 

I tell you this for only one reason - so you understand that I speak from 
experience...  

And not just the experience of MAKING moves, but also the experience of 
UNDERSTANDING and PASSING ON what I'd learned... 

Case Study #4 
Brian Sacks  
loanofficersuccess.com 

"Jeff, I wanted to tell you that I saw you at Yanik's 
Underground and I was totally spellbound by what you 
shared there." 

"I did what any normal person would do, I ran (I did 
not walk) to the back of the room to be the first in 
line to obtain your system."  

"I wanted to share some of the results" 

"You so aptly named your site six figures in seven 
days, and to be fair it only took us Six days to get 
Six figures with my relaunch..." 

Brian Sacks , 
loanofficersuccess.com 
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The Reluctant Guru  

I will admit it. I like to rub shoulders with the elite of the marketing world. I find it 
invigorating to be around the movers and shakers. To brainstorm and mastermind 
with them. 

But I also like to keep things quiet, which is why I live way out in the Colorado 
mountains. Heck, the nearest highway overpass is 60 miles away. 

I like it this way, I hang out with my family, I go mountain biking, paddle down 
wilderness rivers, play tennis with my buddies. 

When I want to some serious business interaction, I pick up the phone and 
mastermind with some of the most brilliant entrepreneurs around. Or I head out to 
a seminar. 

But I don't answer to anyone. I don't take clients. One friend calls me the reluctant 
guru. I don't want a bunch of demands on my time. 

So when the word about just a few of my successful launches started circulating 
among the online marketing guru world, I didn't mind one bit. It is nice having Kern 
and Reese and Yanik calling you up to talk about marketing. 

In fact, my infiltration of that world was no accident. It was the ONLY reason that I 
even created my sixinseven.com web site. I knew I needed a calling card. 

However, I never tried to build that site up. I never created a product for it... 
because I really wasn't looking to be famous. 

Results:  

  

Click On The "Play Button" Below To Hear 
How Brian Used Jeff's Formula To Shatter 
Jeff's Own 6-Figure Record! 

(make sure to turn your speakers up) 
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You see, I wanted to have my cake and eat it to. I wanted to hang out with Reese 
and Kern, but I didn't want to create a mass following. I guess I am a RELUCTANT 
GURU. I mean, it is really nice to be recognized in your field, but  

I would rather be out riding my mountain bike or paddling my kayak down a 
wilderness river. Or hanging out with my family. Or playing tennis with my buddies 
every Friday afternoon. 

  

The Grand Plan - Smashed To Pieces  

And you know what... my plan worked really well. Until August 17th, 2004. 

That is when John Reese launched Traffic Secrets and sold $1.08 million dollars of 
product in a single day. And while that shocked a lot of people, it didn't shock me - 
John was using my launch techniques, and I know how powerful they are. 

But it was what John did next to set into play a ‘chain reaction’ really shook my 
world. 

You see, a day or two after his big event, John published his "Million Dollar Day" 
report. And in that report John gave me a large amount of credit for his huge sales 
day. 

Now I know John was just trying to be nice and shine the spotlight my way, but 
that's when things really changed in my sleepy little office. And this really wasn't a 
change I was looking for. 

The phone rang off the hook. Everyone wanted to get a hold of me. 

And I am embarrassed to admit that I didn't answer even one of those calls. And I 
never returned a single voice mail. 

I regret that to this day. If you were one of those people that called, then I just 
want to say I am very sorry. 

In any case, the cat was out of the bag so to speak. 

Coming Out Of The Underground... 

And a few months later my buddy Yanik Silver asked me to speak at his 
Underground seminar. It's hard to turn down that kind of request from a friend.  

And I am a bit of a ham on stage. Sorta funny how that often goes hand-in-hand 
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with staying in the shadows in "real life".  
 
When I spoke at Yanik's event I offered a very small workshop - I called it the 
Product Launch Workshop. The price was $2000.00. 

But I knew people would want to hire me to consult - so I set a crazy price to keep 
the buyers away... $15,000.00 plus 10% of gross sales. 

Now I don't know about you, but I think $15k is a SERIOUS amount of money. In 
fact I remember walking out on the streets of DC literally LAUGHING at the idea 
that ANYONE would take me up on my offer. 

That’s probably the only reason I was able to keep a straight face on stage when I 
told people about that coaching plan. 

I figured the price tag would keep everyone at bay and I would be able to head 
back to the quiet of the Colorado mountains. 

Well, a funny thing happened… 

After I stepped off the stage I was literally besieged by people who wanted to pay 
me $15k. And some of those folks were among the absolute biggest names in the 
industry. 

Arrgghh. I know, nice problem to have... right? 

In any case, I turned everyone down except two people. Two truly wonderful 
people... and if you two are reading this - you guys are great. I *really* appreciate 
you, and what I have learned from you. 

BUT IT WAS HARD WORK. 

And I learned again that I am NOT good at answering to other people. It has been 
a very long time since I had to do that. 

But then something else interesting happened. You remember that $2000 Product 
Launch Workshop I offered? 

Well, it went REALLY well. And the people who attended it started to put the 
lessons to work in all kinds of weird little niches. And they started to have serious 
success. Many of the case studies you see on this site came out of that workshop. 

And that is when I started to have a vision. If I could teach these principles in a 
workshop... then I could certainly put them in a home-study course. 

And that would mean I would be able to help people (something I love to do) 
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without having to answer to clients (which is something I HATE to do). 

Of course, little did I know then just how much work I would end up pouring into 
what would become Product Launch Formula. 

And I became a hermit in my office for months. I passed up all those river trips and 
bicycle rides. I missed some family trips, and a bunch of days of tennis. And my 
family hasn't seen very much of me. 

But now the course is complete. And it is time to share it with the world. 

Case Study #5 
Vishwanath 
Author and Software Designer, 
Mumbai India 

22 June 2005 Email From Vish to Jeff  

"This is Vish from Mumbai, India."  

"I had attended Yanik's seminar in Washington and I was 
really inspired.  

"To be honest i was lost, i am a novice in internet 
marketing. Basically am an author (who is unknown to 
this world) , have just finished my book, The Seven 
Powerful Secrets Of Emotional Sex
(www.7emotionalsecrets.com is my sales page)" 

"i am deciding whether to sell it at 4.5 dollars or usd 
29."  

"Also jeff i am in the process of collecting 
testimonials to put up in the site."  

"if there is anything i can do from my side for you do 
let me know."  

"I have left a full time high paying salary in GE USA 
to cherish my dream as a writer and willing to do 
whatever it takes."  

"Thanks for reading this mail. Vish ." 

Results:  
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Read On To Learn How An Author/Software 
Designer From Mumbai, India Leveraged 
Jeff's Formula Into A $70,000 Payday In 
45-Days. 

  

10 October 2005: Update from 
Vish to Jeff 
"Hi Jeff,"  

"It was finally nice speaking to you."  

"When i attended yanik's seminar i did not know 
anything about internet..." 

"When i heard you...speak i very strongly felt that 
much of what you and others said were genuine which 
anyone with a little bit of patience can get things 
working for them."  

"I very quickly understood that there was a mechanism 
and a way of doing launches and finding niches and if 
one gets that right there is plenty of money in the 
net."  

"the technical stuff was just a small piece of the 
puzzle but many people feel that the technical stuff in 
doing these launches is what makes it work."  

"So i went back and listened to yanik's audio tapes on 
selling high priced products and then i subscribed to 
your newsletter of Six in Seven and then came up with a 
high priced product in the field i was working."  

"i e SAP( it is the No 1 ERP software in the world) so 
for the first 2 months i gave lot of juicy contents 
free and then i launched this product for $629 and now 
47 days after the launch i have grossed in 70K (yes 
seventy thousand dollars) it sounds very thrilling but 
when i launched it i was confident of doing well since 
i had followed those simple strategies which you 
outlined."  

"this is the site www.sap-topjobs.com and the product 
which is selling at $629 , this is the url 
http://www.sap-topjobs.com/SpecialPP/8431654231.html 
now i am going to canada for a mark victor seminar on 
taking books to amazon no 1 and i will be working on my 
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book "The SEven PowerfulSecrets of Emotional Sex" for 
the next 2 months."  

"Based on the tremendous experience i had i would be 
redesigning my sales page for this book . i have also 
informed yanik two days back about my success Jeff if 
there is anything you want let me know." 

"i will be happy to help you."  

"Again thanks for all your help jeff you are master in 
the true sense when it comes to launches."  

"take care and good day Vish"  

"P.S. It is the simple things that brings in the best 
results."  

"Unfortunately people do not understand this.They feel 
it is beyond their grasp to comprehend all this. They 
look for some complex things which they feel would do 
the job."  

"I can tell you that in any industry if people follow 
your pattern and do the least thing of giving away free 
content for 3 months even the worst tsunami cannot stop 
them from making a sale." 

"If i can make 70k in 45 days without using any great 
technique but simply relying on some sound principles 
of internet marketing taught by you and yanik , i think 
anyone in the world can do that maybe even add a few 
more zeroes to it "  

Vish, 
Mumbai, India. 
Author and Software Designer 
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This Isn't About Me - It's About The Process... 

This is the deal... I am not some marketing magician. I just stumbled onto this 
discovery almost ten years ago - what has become the Product Launch Formula - 
and I have continually worked away, refining it, adding to it, perfecting it.  

And the result is a method, a system, a FORUMULA that I have applied very 
successfully over and over. 

And of far more importance to you... that I have successfully showed OTHERS... 
over and over. 

In all kinds of different niches, from stock market investing to baseball coaches.  

From credit repair to romance repair.  

Sophisticated programming tools to real estate.  

Multi-level marketing to software sales.  

Legal advice to love letters.  

Professional speakers to mortgage officers.  

Pet training to Magic cards. 

  

Oh yeah... and Internet marketing as well. Can't forget about what John Reese, 
Frank Kern, Jason Potash, Yanik Silver, and Jim Edwards have done with this 
method. 

It works in all these niches, and thousands more. And it will work in your market as 
well. 

Just think about it... IMAGINE it. What if I could show:  

 A way to make your clients rabidly anticipate your next product? 

 A way to get your clients and prospect's behind your product before it even 
exists? 

 A way to effortlessly come up with new product ideas... products that your 
market is hungry for? 

 A way to learn what your prospect's objections are... long before you create a 
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sales letter? 

 A way to gather testimonials, even before you have a product? 

 A way to take an existing product that you sell EVERY day... and build up huge 
anticipation? 

 A way to "launch" a product that is NOT EVEN YOURS - such as an affialite or 
joint venture product? 

 A way to attract Joint Venture partners, even if you are in a small niche market? 

 A way to sequence your offer that has buyers lined up, credit cards in hand... 
waiting for you to let them buy from you? 

 A way to "warm" a cold list and turn them into responsive buyers? 

 A way to get Joint Venture partners and affiliates absolutely RABID to promote 
your offer? 

 A way to quickly "launch" an affiliate program? 

 A way to market a product that you have RESALE rights to... and instantly set 
yourself apart from everyone else who has those rights? 

  

  

I have honed this formula since I started selling online in 1996. I have personally 
launched dozens of web sites, and gone through 25+ product launches. I have 
also helped a lot of other people with their product launches. We will get to those in 
a minute. 

But this is the key part... 

These are "plug-and-play" strategies that work in ANY market. They will 
even work if you don't have a product (such as if you are affiliate marketing). And 
they will even work if you don't have a list! 

Case Study #6 
Mike Long  
Charlottesville, Virginia.  

"You've shown me how to give my business momentum..." 
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"When I met you 3-years ago I didn't have a list, a 
product or a clue..."  

"Your ideas have systematically generated a higher 
priced, faster moving and more powerful business--and 
I'm spending less time..." 

"But the best part is... " 
 
Mike Long, 
Charlottesville, Virginia. 

 

Results:  

 

"Pictured Above: Mike's Launch Day Paypal 
Account, Plenty Of Magic Going On!"  
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"Pictured Above: Weeks Later The Magic's Still 
Going Strong!"  

  

 

Pictured Above: It's Just Easier To Be In 
Business For Yourself When You Get Letters 
Like This Every Day... 

Abreviated Transcript:  
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How Can This Help YOUR Launch? 

I have developed these launch strategies and tactics over the last nine years. And I 
have been teaching them to friends and clients for two years.  

And since last April I have worked non-stop to squeeze every bit of knowledge and 
experience that I have into this home-study coures. It has been an exhausting 
process - and completing it has become an obsession for me in the last 5 months…  

Since last summer I have worked virtually every day to cram every tip, trick, and 
technique into this course. I was up until 1:00am, 2:00am, and sometimes 
4:00am pretty much every day making sure I covered EVERYTHING that I have 
discovered about launching and re-launching a product. 

"Hey Mike, You Rock! In response to your 
MTGSecret tome, I just wanted to say You 
rock." 
 
"But, aside from the game itself, I just 
really appreciate your 
openness in your letters..."  

"Your willingness to just spew your guts out 
is >admirable and I appreciate it even if I 
have nothing to do with the game..." 
 
"I wish you the best in what comes your way. 
Thanks for sharing yourself." 
 
"Burton Lo "  

Click On The "Play Button" Below To Hear 
How Mike's Used Jeff's Formula Again And 
Again, Even When He Didn't Have A List, 
Product, Or Even A Clue! 

(make sure to turn your speakers up) 
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Frankly, those hours have taken their toll on me - my health has suffered, my 
relationships have suffered, sometimes I feel like I haven't seen the light of day for 
months.  

The bottom line is that I poured my heart and soul into this course, and I didn’t 
leave anything out. This is a COMPLETE guide to launching virtually any promotion 
online - whether its a new product, a new website, a re-launch of a product, an 
affiliate promotion... whatever.  

Here it is … 

 

Look at everything that's in the course:  

 The place to start is the “Quick Start Guide" - your roadmap to the course. It 
includes action plans for newbies, experts, and even people who DON'T HAVE 
PRODUCTS. 

 Product Launch Formula DVD - an overall introduction to my Product Launch 
strategies and tactics. This is the place to start to get an overview of the Product 
Launch Formula. 

 Nine screen-capture video CDs with that take you through every piece of my 
product launch strategies, tactics, triggers, and sequences. You will see my 
actual email sequences, blog posts, videos, and web pages as I walk you 
step-by-step through six different product launches. 

 Two workbooks – jam packed full of check lists, mind maps, planners, 
examples, and swipe files. There are over 500 pages in these two volumes.  
 

 Ten audio CDs where I interview some of the sharpest marketers around about 
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there amazing launch strategies and experiences. These aren't your garden variety 
interviews - since I had at least some involvement in most of these 
launches, I was able to dig far deeper and pull out significant distinctions 
that had never been shared publicly. 

Sure, it's huge. And it delivers meaty content from the first book to the 
end of the last CD. But it's NOT just a bunch of random ideas thrown 
together. You get a complete method for approaching the market… for 
exploiting the emotional overreactions that are constantly happening in 
the market. 

Let’s take a closer look at the components of the course… 

Product Launch Formula DVD  

 
My presentation on this DVD has already been worth MANY tens of thousands of 
dollars to the people who have seen it. The impact of this hour-long presentation 
has been amazing.  

This is the presentation that Vish saw, and that he used to go from utter newbie to 
making $70,000 in a few weeks... all while he was living in Bombay, India.  

This is the presentation that David Frey used to sell $67,419 of a product that 
wasn't even his... in just four days.  

And it was this same presentation that Paul Reddick used to sell his product for 
baseball coaches - more that $8,000 worth in a single day.  

  

Amazing Video Tutorials That Walk 
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You Through Every Step And Every Nuance  

 
  

I really consider these disks the heart and soul of the course. Because I don't just 
tell you what you should do, I actually show you, in explicit detail, how to do it. 

I walk you through EVERY step of the process. There is nothing left out. If I sent 
out seven emails and made four blogs posts in a sequence, I will show you every 
one of those emails and blog posts.  

And I will not only show them to you, I will walk you through them and explain 
what mental triggers each was designed to hit. 

And MAC USERS PLEASE NOTE... I went to the effort to make sure that you would 
be able to use these disks. And I personally tested it on OSX... if your machine can 
play Flash video, these disks will work for you. 

  

Let's Walk Through These Disks In Detail... 
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These two Fundamentals disks cover the "Product Launch Mindset”, and they 
explain the product launch tactics, mind triggers, and tools you will use over and 
over to launch new promotions.  

You will get an introduction to Product Launch sequences including the pre-launch 
sequence, launch sequence, post launch sequence - these will become the core of 
your promotional strategies. And you will also learn how to judge the criteria for a 
product launch and launch timelines. 

 
The Pre-launch Sequence is where SO many people fall down. They think that if 
you just send out an email before your actual launch, you have a prelaunch. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. 

I personally have never seen anyone even scratch the surface of what I do with my 
pre-launch sequence. 

Build anticipation? Check. 

Gather testimonials even before the product is released? Bingo. 

Identify objections and answer them? Yes. 

Create social proof? Of course.  

Setup the launch? Check. 
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In this video I walk your through a very extensive product launch I did... from the 
first email I sent a month ahead of the launch... all the way through the pre-launch. 
I explain in detail what triggers I hit when, and even drill down to the exact 
sentences that I used for those triggers. 

Seriously, the first time you put these strategies to work, these two disks will be 
worth more than the cost of the entire course. 

  

 

The Launch Sequence is where you sink or swim. So why do so many people 
COMPLETELY ignore it? 

I have seen one example after another of even successful launches that miss this 
entirely. Just as your pre-launch is a sequence, your launch should be a sequence. 
Don't make the mistake of thinking that one email will do the trick.  

This video covers the launch, "The Tsunami Moment", social proof, scarcity, "The 
Consumption Video", and how to use deadlines in your launches. 
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Not every product launch has to be a long involved process. And they don't have to 
be for new products. This trio of disks walks you through five different launches... 
for different types of products on different time frames. 

The Quick Launch shows you a shortened launch process, from initial idea 
through the launch in four days… for an EXISTING PRODUCT. How would you like 
to go from idea to cash in your pocket in 36 hours?  

The Underground Launch shows Yanik Silver's Underground DVD launch from 
my very unique perspective, including a close look at blog strategies, social proof 
and scarcity… including a real time look at the final scarcity play. 

Compressed Launches - a look at three different "compressed" launches… how 
you can re-launch existing products and launch new products on a shorter time 
frame. 
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Joint Venture Launches and Questions - doing a product launch with Joint 
Venture partners will exponentially expand your launch potential... and this disk 
tells you exactly how to do that. I also answer the top Product Launch Challenges... 
such as doing a launch without a product. 

  

Audio Interviews That Will Set Your Brain Racing 
So Fast You Will Worry About A Meltown 

 

Yes, it really did happen to me. I listened to three of these interviews (a total of 
seven disks) back to back to back. 

And for the next 24 hours I couldn't sleep... my mind was in hyperdrive mode, 
thinking of business idea after business idea. I filled page after page of my journal 
with those ideas. 

And what's more amazing is that this was my THIRD time through the interview. 
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And I was STILL getting all kinds of new insights. 

  

Take A Closer Look  

 

John Reese Interview - I doubt anyone else could have dragged this much detail 
out of John. Things like leaking information before your launch, feeding 
anticipation, building momentum, your "story", product launch misconceptions, 
using product launches as part of your long term strategy, developing rabid 
customers, attracting launch partners, PDF reports, getting JV partners to offer 
additional bonuses, gathering killer testimonials, compressing the launch cycle, 
launching an ongoing product, and lots more. 

 

Jim Edwards Interview - lots of groundbreaking material, including an entirely 
new model for launching a product on a "rolling" basis. Also covers pre-
announcement strategies, multi-stage launches, time-frames for hard deadlines, 
quantity countdowns, launch choreography, bonus strategies to cut down on 
returns, maximizing your results as a joint venture partner, making your sales 
message digestible, building a list as a joint venture partner, and re-structuring 
products to hit different price points. 
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Jason Potash Interview - embracing controversy, how to kickstart your partners, 
using a PDF report to build your announcement list, boosting the opt-in rate for 
your announcment list, creating a dialog with your prospects, giving proof, potential 
disasters. 

 

Mike Long Interiew - using product launch strategies in small niches, selling a 
"continuity service", relationship building with your list, secrets of the "annihilation 
report", implicit vs. explicit marketing, testimonials as the basis of your sales 
process, screen capture video and your email inbox. 

  

 

David Frey Interview - a close look at a rather extraordinary launch, where David 
launched a third-party product that was NOT new to the market... and he sold more 
than $60,000 of product in four days. 
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Product Launch Formula Workbook Volume 1 - includes a Product Launch 
Planner, a JV Partner Planner, a Fulfillment Planner, merchant account strategies, 
checklists, mind maps, resources, and more than 100 pages of swipe files. 

Product Launch Formula Workbook Volume 2 - includes edited transcripts of 
the John Reese, Jim Edwards, Jason Potash, Mike Long, and David Frey… plus 
additional support material that they discussed during the interview. 

  

Case Study #2 
Leslie Karsner  
Online Romance Coach 

"It goes without saying that when all is said and done, 
there's nothing more important than love..." 

"And it's nice to compliment with success, a little extra 
money, and a wonderful lifestyle..."  

"...For years helped people to heighten romance in their 
lives...using the internet," 

"But I have to tell you, I've never been satsified with 
the results of my digital sales..." 
 
"Not until now, that is."  

"Let me explain..."  

 
Leslie Karsner , 
Professional Online Romance Coach  
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Results:  

 

"Pictured Above: Leslie's Launch Day Report 
Card--All 100s!"  
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"Pictured Above: The Kind Of Letter Any Mother 
Would Love Her Daughter To Get!" 

Abreviated Transcript  

"Dear Abbey and Jonathan,"  

"You have no idea who I am, but Abbie's mother is a very special 
woman." 

"She is helping hundreds of people trying to keep the fire alive in 
their relationships and now she is doing this great gift to you guys 
that will live on forever."  

"The toasters, dishes and other gifts you will receivewill be nice but 
after a few years, stuff gets broken and you probably won't 
remember who gave you all of it."   

"This is something that you will pass on to your kids and 
grandkids."   

"People from all over the world wishing you well and passing on 
words of wisdom and blessings for your marriage."   

"You are blessed to receive this very special gift." 

"I wish you all the best on your new endeavor!!!!!" 

Sincerely, 
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One"Gotcha" To Keep In Mind 

I had 500 copies printed up (because there is a price break when you print 500). Of 
those 500, I have sent out 28 as review copies. That leaves 472 available.  

Once those sell out, I will need to get more printed up. This shouldn't take more 
than a week, but it will still delay things. 

I want to be clear... I am NOT going to "pull this course off the market". That 
wouldn't make any sense - these techniques are not about to stop working. They 
are based on fundamental psychological triggers that WILL NOT CHANGE. 

But as an entrepreneur, you know that time is money. If you miss this initial run, 
that just means more time until you have these business-building ideas in place. 

   

What will it cost you to NOT own "Product 
Launch Formula "? 

You know this... in your business, knowledge and skills are money.  

Ignorance costs you money. Unfortunately, we all start out ignorant. 
The definition of ignorant is "lacking education or knowledge". 

All top entrepreneurs, even the most experienced, are still constantly 
learning... still constantly hungry for more knowledge about the market.  

I am always on the prowl to learn more about trading. When I 
interviewed John Reese, he stressed that he is still a student despite all 

Leif P. Aronsen 

Click On The "Play Button" Below 
To Hear About Leslie's 
Extraordinary Event. 

(make sure to turn your speakers up) 
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his success and accomplishments. Every other top marketer will say the 
same thing - after years of studying, they are still hungrily seeking new 
knowledge and still learning. 

I have a feeling that if you are still reading this letter at this point, you 
have got to be a serious student of marketing.  

What we have put together in the Product Launch Formula is the results 
of 12+ years of studying marketing, and 10+ years of marketing online. 
I was selling stuff online (and doing product launches online) when the 
Internet was just a gleam in Al Gore's eye. 

(Actually, that might be an exaggeration, I can't remember exactly when 
Al Gore invented the Internet :-) 

Nevertheless, I was first exploring these launch strategies in 1997. Can 
anyone else say that?  

If all that knowledge can help you avoid JUST ONE MISTAKE or JUST 
ONE OMISSION in your next promotion... it will pay for itself many 
times over.  

OK, let's wrap this up...  

The Bottom Line 

If you have been following along with my launch of this course, you know 
I planned to eventually price it at $2497.00  

Frankly, this launch has been an amazing thing, and I have been truly touched as I 
have gotten to know the people in this market through this launch. Now I will only 
say this - all bets are off.  

The only thing that I will guarantee is that for the next week I will hold 
the line and keep the price at the introductory rate of $997.00. 

Let's put that number in perspective. It is a lot of money - until you put just one of 
these Product Launch strategies or tactics to use. 

Once you put one of these strategies in place, then $997.00 becomes the best 
investment you will see in a long time. If you have any doubt, just look at the case 
studies. Huge cash flows just by dropping these strategies into a pre-existing 
business. 

Any of the main components - the videos, the audio recordings, or the books - is 
easily worth that price by themselves. If add any one component of the formula to 
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your marketing mix... you will surely agree. 

And all that makes me almost embarrassed to tell you about... 

Three More Bonuses 

 BONUS #1: Power Copywriting For The Internet -- A Step-By-Step 
Guide To Writing Million-Dollar Advertising Copy by Bob Serling.  

This comprehensive, 149-page book sells all day long online for $147.00. Not only 
are you told what to do with your online copy, the reasoning behind every step you 
take is thoroughly explained. And, most important of all, you are given complete 
step-by-step details showing you precisely how to carry out each step.  

In addition you will get bonus interviews with Declan Dunn, Audri Lanford, Corey 
Rudl, Marlon Sanders, and Joe Vitale. 

Power Copywriting will be delivered via electronic download shortly after you 
purchase Product Launch Formula.  

 
 BONUS #2: Two follow up Teleseminars to answer any questions on the 

Product Launch Formula and update you on the latest material I learned 
during my launch of the Product Launch Formula. 

Let me be clear... the course includes EVERYTHING that I knew about product 
launches up until a month ago when this thing went to press. 

However, in launching this course I truly broke new ground. I need to 
update you on all that material.  

These calls will be recorded, so if you can't make the calls you will still get the audio 
recordings.  

 
 BONUS #3: Newbie Class - if you are experienced online then this will NOT 

be for you. However, if you are getting starting then this series of three 
teleseminars will cover the absolute basics of getting started online.  

AGAIN, if you are experienced, then you will want to pass these classes up. But I 
know a lot of folks who are just starting out are interested in Product Launch 
Formula, and I want to get you off on the right foot.  

These three teleseminars are designed to do just that. And they will be recorded so 
you can listen to the audio recordings as many times as you like.  
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Three More "Fast Action" Bonuses 

 30 Minute Personal Consultation With Jeff - THIS BONUS IS NOW 
GONE - this is only for the first 30 buyers. If you blink, this one will be gone. The 
only time that I have offered personal coaching, it was for $15,000.00 plus 10% of 
the product launch. 

When I made that offer, I had a lot more demand than I could handle, and most 
folks were turned down.  

Obviously, that was for a much bigger package than 30 minutes of consultation. 
Nevertheless, it gives you some perspective on what this is worth.  

Basically, I try to price my consulting rates high enough to scare off all requests. So 
this is a HUGE bonus.  

 
 Mastermind Setup - this is only for the first 250 buyers (and I reserve 

the right to cut this off sooner).  

Since masterminding with other entrepreneurs has meant so much to my business, 
I love to spread this experience to others. What I am offering is to be the middle 
man who brings together 50 mastermind groups. Sometime after the launch I will 
survey you on mastermind desires and needs, and then I will organize you together 
into mastermind groups, formally introduce you, and give you some pointers. 

I will NOT be participating in these groups... I will just facillitate the creation of your 
group.  

But make no mistake, a powerful mastermind will add immensely to your bottom 
line. 

 
 The $2000.00 Bonus - This bonus just completely turns everything on 

its ear. I am going to run a complete teleclass workshop consisting of at least six 
calls. They will be focused on nearly every aspect of online business, and I 
will have true world-class experts presenting in each area...  

Jeff Johnson on Search Engines (and Mind Set) 

Craig Perrine on List Building 

Paul Myers on Copywriting 
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Don Crowther on Pay-Per-Click Search 

Mr. X on Blogs 

Tellman Knudson on Viral Traffic Strategies 

The last time I ran this type of workshop I charged $1997.00. The results were 
fantastic (many of the testimonials you see on this page came out of that 
workshop.) 

HOWEVER, this bonus is only avialable is a Launch Special. You need to 
buy now (during our Launch) to qualify. 

  

The Iron Clad Guarantee  

We have always offered a very strong Guarantee ever since I started publishing in 
1996. This is the deal... 

Go ahead and study the course for two full months. It is completely risk-free.  

Don't like it? Just send it back within 60 days. We'll refund your money on the spot. 
No harm done. No hard feelings. And we still part as friends.  

The last thing that I want is to have your money if you aren't happy. If you don't 
want the course for some reason, then I can't get your money out of our wallet and 
back into yours fast enough. 

So go ahead and secure your copy...  

Your purchase is risk-free. Give the 
Product Launch Formula a try for 60 

Days. If you aren't completely 
thrilled with the course, then we 
don't want your money. Simply 

return it within 60 days of your date 
of purchase and we'll promptly issue 

you a refund for the course.  
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Everyone Says "Get A Mentor"... Easier Said Than Done!  

Just about every successful entrepreneur will tell you that the quickest way to 
business success is to find a mentor - someone to take you under their wing and 
show you the ropes.  

But if you're looking for real-world guidance and hard fought marketing 
wisdom, it is awfully hard to find. That is what I am offering you in Product 
Launch Formula. 

I can't be your personal mentor, but I have put everything I know about running 
successful promotions into Product Launch Formula. I am absolutely convinced it 
will cut years off your learning curve... and add zeroes to your bottom line. 

Order it now!  

   

Best Regards,  

Yes Jeff! I want to become a Product Launch Ninja! 
Send me Product Launch Formula NOW... 

3 Easy Ways To Order  

1. Click here to order via credit card on our secure 
web site  

 

2. Click here to order via Paypal 

 

4. Click here to order via Paypal using our easy 4 
payment plan 
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Jeff Walker  
970-884-1168   

P.S.  Remember, you need to purchase Product Launch Formula by October 
28th or you will NOT get in on the bonus teleseminar workshop.  

  

  

  

 
© Jeff Walker  

LowRisk Market Analytics  
800 Heartwood Lane, #22  

Bayfield, CO 81122 
Phone: 970-884-1168  Fax: 916-237-4000  

Yes Jeff! I want to become a Product Launch Ninja! 
Send me Product Launch Formula NOW... 

3 Easy Ways To Order  

1. Click here to order via credit card on our secure 
web site  

 

2. Click here to order via Paypal 

 

4. Click here to order via Paypal using our easy 4 
payment plan 
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JOHN CARLTON 
Internet Marketing



 
[penny attached here] 

 
 
 
To: <personalized first, last name> 
 
From: Jeff Gardner                                                                                Tuesday, 9:30 a.m. 
 
 
Hi <personalized first name>, 
 
 As you can see, I’ve attached a shiny new penny to the top of this page. 
 
 Why have I done this?  There are two reasons: 
 

1. I have something very urgent to share with you (in fact, it has your name on it)... 
so I needed a simple way to make sure I got your attention... and... 

 
2. Because what I have to share with you involves large amounts of cash, I thought 

using a penny was the best “eye catcher” I could use. 
 

Here’s what this is all about, <personalized first name>:  As you may (or may 
not yet) know, the Internet is exploding right now.   

 
It’s true.  Rivers of cash are flooding into the Web, faster and heavier than ever 

before in history... and yet, only a very small number of online businesses actually see 
any real profit.  Most people struggle to make even a single sale, no matter how “good” 
their product or service is. 

 
What’s REALLY frustrating, though... is that many of the guys who are raking in 

millions (millions!) of dollars... are doing it using nothing more than a SINGLE 
“insider” secret that remains hidden from everyone else. 

 
They have no more smarts, and no more business experience than you or anyone 

else. 
 
But what they DO have... is an almost unfair advantage!  They have stumbled 

upon, stolen or been handed the real, honest-to-God simple and easy secret of diverting 
huge gobs of that money flooding the Internet into their own pockets. 

 
Well, guess what? 
 
I know what this secret is. 
 

(Please go to next page...) 
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And guess what else?  The way I’ve arranged things... if you’re as interested in 
checking out this secret as I think you are... 

 
You Can “Test Drive” Everything Yourself... 

For FREE, If You Like!  (And Keep All The Profit You Make!) 
 
Now, before you start getting paranoid about any “strings” that “must” be 

attached to such a generous offer... let me tell you something else to ease your mind:   
 
 Even though this secret allows you to tap directly into the fortunes now being 

made on the Internet... you do NOT have to own a computer, or even know how 
to turn one on!  Hard to believe, but absolutely true.  There is no equipment 
necessary.  No office needed.   

 
 You get to keep all the profit that flows in... even though everything has already 

been done for you.  This is a “pure” turn-key opportunity -- perfect for anyone 
looking to make money online in the fastest manner possible... with the least 
hassle.  Yes, you pocket 100% of ALL PROFITS! No Royalties to Pay Ever! 

 
 There is almost no “work” involved whatsoever.  It’s so simple and easy, it’s a 

“no brainer”.  Yes, you can do this... even if you’re the laziest person on earth.  
And there are no special skills required, no training to take, nothing at all 
standing in your way.  You can start tomorrow, if you’re in a hurry to make 
money. 

 
 Even better... it’s been field-tested, over and over, to the tune of millions in 

profits... and... it’s guaranteed to work for you.  This is not theory, or guesswork, 
or some crazy scheme.  It’s totally legit, ethical and straight-forward.  It’s also 
hidden from most people.  It’s already working, for a lucky handful of “insiders”.  
Cash, and lots of it, can be headed your way... and you don’t risk a penny to 
learn exactly how much you can earn. You’re 100% Fully Protected! 
 
I really need to make this clear:  This is a super-simple, yet nearly completely 

ignored cash-generating secret... that requires almost no effort on your part whatsoever.  
Everything has already been done FOR you.   

 
And yet it allows you to instantly hook up your own pipeline to the river of 

money on the Internet... and send it gushing into your private bank account. 
 
So... finally... you can claim your place among the lucky FEW who are raking it 

in online.  Those dreams of wealth, nice cars, a big darn new house and enough free time 
to do whatever you want, whenever you want, no matter the cost... are ready to come 
true.   

 

(Please go to next page...) 
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I know you’re skeptical, but just hang on.  I didn’t believe any of this myself at 
first... but the proof is in the cash.  And this secret has already PROVEN itself to be 
worth a fortune to those who have put it into action. 

 
Here’s why this is so urgent:  I hope my name is still familiar to you.  I’ve been 

making big bucks for so long on the Web, that I’ve accidentally become one of the 
world’s top “know it alls” when it comes to online money-making. 

 
Of course, normally I don’t share the really good secrets I discover with too many 

people.  But right now, I’m swamped with projects... and THIS is one secret I feel I 
MUST share.  But only with a very small number of pre-selected people. 

 
You’re getting this letter ONLY because you and I have crossed paths before. 
 
And I’ll allow you “in” on this opportunity only if you act quickly.  I’m serious 

about this, too.   
 
I’m holding a package here, with your name on it... but if I don’t hear from 

you inside of 11 days... I will release your package to the person below you on the list 
I’m contacting. 

 
It’s a tiny list.  But then, I’m only sharing this secret with a tiny number of people. 
 
I don’t want anyone saying they didn’t understand how limited this opportunity is.  

Okay?  Good. 
 
Let’s get moving.   
 
Here’s the story:  Right now, the Internet is in the middle of a genuine “Gold 

Rush” period.  Millions and millions of highly-motivated people log on every DAY, 
searching for ways to increase their personal income.  They’re sick of their jobs, or 
they’re hungry for more opportunity, or they just dream of becoming rich. 

 
They’re desperate.  They’re very specific about what they want.   
 
And... they have cash in hand. 
 
Now, the “common wisdom” action plan for most marketers is this:  Try to put 

together a product these super-eager searchers might want... get yourself a Website... and 
try to convince some of them to become customers. 

 
And, hey -- some people have made that concept work.  A little bit, anyway. 
 
But it’s risky, time-consuming, super expensive... and hard work. 
 
I HATE hard work. 
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If you’re like me... you would much prefer to make your money doing almost 
nothing at all. 

 
And that’s what makes this secret I have for you so amazing. 
 
Look:  In a real-world Gold Rush, there are always hordes of people running off 

into the hills hoping to strike it rich.  They buy up shovels, maps, equipment and food... 
the essentials of making their plan work... and head off to do the dirty work of looking for 
gold. 

 
Well, guess what?  Most of them don’t do so well.  They don’t make a penny. 
 
But do you know who gets GUARANTEED profit from a Gold Rush?  That’s 

right -- the guys selling the shovels, maps, equipment and food.  The essentials.  No 
matter what happens, they get their money, up front and without strings. 

 
Yet... that’s still too much work.   
 
There is another person in the mix who makes even BETTER money... also 

guaranteed.  Wanna guess who that is?  It’s the guy who has the “lock” on huge stores 
of the shovels and other supplies these miners MUST HAVE!  

 
When you’re that guy... you don’t even have to do any hard work to sell those 

essentials to anyone.  You don’t need a store front, you don’t need to worry about foot 
traffic.  Nope.  You simply provide the materials to the people who will do the actual 
selling. 

 
All you do is sit back... let them to come to you and buy up everything you have... 

and then bank the money. 
 
That’s just about all you have to do... just... 
 

Cash The Checks! 
 
The “Gold Rush” happening on the Internet right now is no different.  There are 

vast crowds of people feverishly looking for easy ways to make fast money.  There is a 
slightly smaller (but still enormous) crowd of people willing to do the work of providing 
those ways, by putting up Websites and offering products. 

 
But you don’t want to do either of those things.  Too much work.  Too much 

trouble getting started.  Too much hassle all the way. 
 
Nope.  What YOU want to do... 
 

Is Be That Guy With The “Lock” 
On The Essentials! 
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And that is what I want to offer you a free look at... if you like.   
 
What I have here for you... is an “Internet Money-Maker In A Box” that is 

PERFECT if you want to make a huge amount of money without doing hardly a lick of 
hard work. 

 
Check it out:  The package is called the “Instant Internet Tycoon”.  Here’s 

what you get: 
 

1. The complete, unconditional lifetime resale rights to 100 red-hot Websites 
that are already designed, already written, and already “armed” with 
downloadable books (in the popular PDF format).  They’re tested, profit-worthy, 
and ready to go “hot” online within minutes.  And ALL the work (writing, design, 
programming, etc.)  has already been done for you. 

 
2. Each of these 100 Websites is targeted DEAD-ON the “passionate sweet 

spot” of the largest crowd now cruising the Internet:  People looking to make 
money fast and easy, in their spare time, at home.  This is easily the Number One 
group clogging up the search engines each and every day, rain or shine.  It’s an 
endless parade of prospects, who are motivated, desperate for good info, and have 
cash in hand. 

 
3. But you’re not going to USE these Websites.  Nope.  What you’re going to do... is 

resell the RIGHTS to these little cash machines.  Because the Number Two 
biggest crowd of “opportunity seekers” on the Internet... are folks who are 
desperate to find something to sell.  They are drooling with anticipation of having 
their own Website -- which you are happily going to provide them with.  Even 
better:  They have MORE cash on hand than anyone else.  They are, simply, the 
easiest customer you will ever encounter. 

 
4.  What you offer will be a “master” CD-ROM packed with the 100 Websites you 

have total, unrestricted resale rights to.  You then transfer these rights, and the 
Websites, to your customer.  Each CD sells for a hefty $499.  (We’ve tested, and 
that’s the price that brings in the most sales.)  It will cost you (with the insider 
contacts I give you) approximately one dollar each to duplicate this amazing CD.  
The other $498 is all yours.  There are no royalties for you to pay, no fees and no 
hidden charges.  You keep it ALL. 

 
Still with me?  Good.  Because this just gets better and better. 
 
When I say this “Internet Business In A Box” is completely, 100% turn-key, I 

mean it.  Everything has been done for you already. 
 
 The CD-ROM you have the rights to resell is crammed with 100 Websites 

that are ready to go online as soon as your customers can act.  There is no 
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“after sale” service you need to do.  You sell each CD for $499 (and keep $498 of 
that as profit)... have the CD drop-shipped... and you never need to deal with the 
customer again.  The sale is complete. 

 
 I’ll even get you started, by including 10 CD-ROMs with your “Instant Internet 

Tycoon” package here.  That’s $4,990 worth of instant inventory, free.  Plus, I’ll 
include a “master” CD-ROM you can give to the duplicator.  (I have several to 
recommend.)  All rights are yours, with no strings attached. 

 
 ALSO included is a ready-made Website easily customized just for you... 

which does a KILLER job selling your CD-ROMs online.  It’s already designed, 
already written, already “front-loaded” with everything necessary for it to start 
generating a flood of orders.   

 
 This is all so easy, it’s hard to believe.  But believe it -- the Big Darn secret to 

making HUGE money on the Internet really is simple and easy.  It’s just that most 
people never get to discover it.  This is your chance to be on the “inside”, for 
once. 

 
 You aren’t restricted to marketing this amazing CD-ROM on the Internet, either.  

I’ve put together a comprehensive “Easy Marketing Guide” that takes you from 
A-to-Z... all focused on removing the “work” and maximizing the “income”.  
Included are ready-to-use professionally-written sales letters and ads you can use 
in ANY publication you like.  (I’ll reveal everything you need to know about 
placing ads in this “hand holding” guide.)  These ads are super-compelling, and 
do ALL the work of selling your product for you.  Plus, you get a ready-to-mail 
press release that has been proven to generate all kinds of FREE publicity for 
your new business.  These hyper-effective ads and press release materials are 
world-class -- and would cost you at least $10,000 if you hired an agency or 
copywriter to create them for you from scratch.  They’re included, free. 

 
 You’ll learn how to get started the very next day, too, if you like... even if 

you’re on a tiny budget.  (No investment of big money is necessary for any of 
this.)  Plus, you get a list of recommended, endorsed places to duplicate the CD-
ROM cheap and fast... plus professional places that will even handle taking all 
your orders, and shipping the CD-ROM out for you.  This is your personal 
“Insider’s Rolodex”... stuffed with contacts it would take you months (or even 
years) to find on your own!  

 
 Even better... you also get a pre-approved merchant account, so you can start 

taking credit card orders immediately.  (You don’t have to actually take the 
orders, though -- because I’ll show you specific places that will do that FOR you, 
too.)  (So, again... all you do is sit back... and bank the money!)  Getting a 
merchant account is often the HARDEST part of getting started... yet, no matter 
what your current credit situation is, I’ve arranged for you to have an account 
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right off the bat.  No questions asked.  You’re an “insider” now.  You get 
different -- and better -- treatment than everyone else. 

 
 But wait... there’s more. 
 

 You also get hundreds of dollars worth of “Master’s Level” marketing 
shortcut materials.  Like:  The famous “Quick Start Success” audio tape (which 
will get even the most skeptical and lazy guy up and running fast)... and the step-
by-step guide (on tape) of “How To Make One Million Dollars With This CD”.  
It answers every question you will ever have about making this simple project 
work like crazy from day one! 

 
 Plus... you get a free “starter” subscription to the famous newsletter “Secrets of 

Their Success” -- so you can stay wired into the “inside” of this easy-money 
world. 

 
Curious about how much you can make?  Well, listen up:  As you now know, 

the Internet is like a constant parade, packed with millions of people logging on and 
searching around every day.   

 
And what vast numbers of them want... is exactly what you are offering here.  It 

will cost you just one dollar to duplicate a brand new CD off your master.  You sell it 
(with the already-proven Website you’re provided with) for $499.  That gives you a 
profit of $498 on each sale.   

 
So, let’s see... if even JUST ONE person out of the millions and millions on the 

Internet each day buys from you... at the end of just 3 months... 
 

Your Total Profit Will Be 
$44,820! 

 
 Just by getting ONE sale a day.  With a proven sales pitch that is already working 
for a small number of others.  One sale, from the incredibly thick and dense parade of 
people searching desperately every hour of every day for exactly what you’re now 
offering! 
 
 Wait.  If you average just two sales a day... you can DOUBLE that amount.  
Suddenly, your profit is $89,640!  For only THREE MONTHS of allowing the “Instant 
Internet Tycoon” to do its job for you.  Double that amount again after six months... 
because each new day brings another crowd of eager prospects to the Web.  That’s 
$179,280.  At the end of the year, you will pocket an astounding... 
 

$358,560! 
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 But why stop there?  After all, you’re hitting the hottest part of the Internet 
parade smack between the eyes with what you offer!  If you get 10 sales a day... your 
total for the year will be a fat, tidy... 
 

Over One Million, Seven Hundred Ninety-Two Thousand Dollars! 
 
 Whew.  And you know how much more work you’ll have to put in to earn that 
sum?  Absolutely none.  All the work you’ll need to do... will be done and taken care of 
as soon as you get started.   
 
 Still finding it hard to believe?  I understand.  So listen to this guy: 
 
“Over $25 million and climbing!  I’ve sold millions of dollars worth of products and 
services over the years -- but nothing has sold faster, easier, and at a higher profit than 
Websites!  Our Website sales are over $25 million so far and we’re still getting started!  
The market is wide open.  There are hundreds of millions of hungry prospects and 
billions on the table for all of us who want to take it!  Even a few crumbs from this huge 
table could mean many millions of dollars for just one person!  There have never been an 
easier way to make millions of dollars!”  T.J. Rohleder 
 
 Getting interesting, isn’t it.  But I’m tired of describing everything.   
 
 And you know what?  You don’t have to listen to me talk about this amazing 
package of stuff any more. 
 
 Because you can see it for yourself... without risking a penny. 
 
 Here’s how that works:  Like I said, I already have a package set aside for you 
here in my office.  We’ll get it rush-shipped just as soon as you give the word.  Once you 
have the package, rip ‘er open and check it all out. 
 
 In fact, take a full YEAR to check it out.  I want you to take enough time to 
make triple-sure this is everything I’ve said it is.  If you aren’t happy... for any reason, or 
for no reason at all... just send the package back.  In any condition, too -- because I want 
you to USE this stuff just like you own it.  And, when I get the returned package, I’ll 
promptly send you back every penny you paid. 
 
 No questions asked.  No hard feelings, either.  And... you can KEEP any profit 
you’ve made during that time.  
 
 That means you get a... 
 

Complete, Unconditional 100% Money-Back Guarantee 
Good For One Full Year!   

And You Keep All The Profit You’ve Made Testing It Out! 
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 So all the risk on my shoulders, not yours.  I have to prove everything to YOU.  
I’m on “probation”, sort of.  You don’t end up spending a dime, unless you are 
completely convinced and happy. 
 
 But I’m not too worried.  Because I KNOW this stuff works.  I’ve used it myself, 
and as you’ll see in the testimonials below, there are people making MILLIONS from this 
thing already. 
 
 A small number, sure.  But that’s the good thing about this secret -- it’s still 
mostly hidden from everyone else.  And the guys making it work aren’t any smarter, and 
don’t have any better “insider” contacts or business experience than you or anyone else.   
 
 That’s why this opportunity is so white hot right now.  You aren’t up against 
any real competition.  It’s an “open field”, ripe for the pillaging. 
 
 Here’s what to do now:  It’s impossible to put an actual value on this package.  
Just the costs of designing, writing, and getting all 100 of those Websites “hot” originally 
cost over $20,000.  The super-condensed education you’re about to get is almost 
priceless... because it’s almost impossible to find this kind of “insider” information 
anywhere, at any price. 
 
 Still, if you really went after it, after a year or so you’d probably uncover a good 
portion of it yourself.  What’s your time worth?  Just the “Easy Marketing Guide” alone 
has been valued at over $5,000 -- which is about what it would cost you to track down all 
the classes and courses and books that are “condensed” in this stunning guide.   
 

I hate tracking stuff down.  Much better to have it all pre-tested, simplified, and 
put in one place.  Where you can digest it quickly and easily. 
 
 Heck... I’m also throwing in $4,990 worth of CD inventory, free.  No extra charge 
-- it’s included to get you started fast.  And with the other materials in this package 
(including some $10,000 in advertising ads already written for you)... it’s all easily 
worth $49,000 in hard out-of-pocket costs alone... if you were going to start from 
scratch. 
 
 But all the hard work has already been done, and already paid for.  There’s no 
need to charge you an arm and a leg for any of this. 
 
 In fact... because of the special arrangement I have... this package isn’t going to 
cost you even a distant fraction of it’s value.   
 

What’s more... it won’t cost a SINGLE PENNY unless you’re absolutely, 100% 
convinced beyond a shadow of a doubt that it’s everything I’ve said it is. 

 
And you’re the one who gets to decide.  No questions asked. 
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But you must get back to me immediately.  Like I said... if I don’t hear from 
you within 11 days... I will release the package reserved for you here to the person 
BELOW on the list I’m contacting.  It’s a small list.  There are just a small number of 
these packages available. 

 
The details are in the sealed envelope. 
 
So don’t wait, and don’t let this opportunity pass you by.  You don’t risk a thing... 

not a penny, and really not much of your time, either.   
 
No.  The important thing for you to do right now... is check this out for yourself.  

I’ve arranged it so you’re not under ANY pressure whatsoever.  You have a full year to 
decide, with no restrictions, no strings attached.   

 
Best of all:  You get to KEEP any profit you earn while you’re “field testing”.  

That’s how confident I am that... once you get your hands on this package... you’re not 
going to give it up for anything. 

 
Because... it’s a cash-generating machine that works automatically.  It’s not 

exactly like having Bill Gates stop by your house and saying “Here -- I want you to take 
over my company, which is already making millions... and you don’t even have to come 
to work to earn your profit.” 

 
But it’s darn close. 
 
And all you have to do is say “yes” to checking it out.  No risk, no pressure. 
 
I’ve told my assistant to watch for your call or fax or mail. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jeff Gardner 
 

P.S. Wait, I almost forgot something... it’s important.  I’ve just gotten the resale 
rights (which I will transfer to you immediately) of another CD-ROM crammed to 
bursting with 50 brand new Websites, geared to appeal to the biggest part of the Internet 
parade.  They’re yours to sell, without restriction or limit.  This is your master copy of the 
CD. 
 
 I want you to have this new CD for FREE.  It’s yours to KEEP, too, even if 
you later decide to return your “Instant Internet Tycoon” package for a refund. 
 
 Do you understand what this means?  It means... even if you return the rest of the 
package... you will still have these 50 Websites (loaded with sales copy and 
downloadable product)... to sell and resell and resell forever.   
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And keep all the profits. 
 
 In other words... I am opening myself up to being “ripped off” big-time by 
anyone who cares to do it.  That’s how much confidence I have in the “Instant Internet 
Tycoon” package -- I’m betting, with actual product that will put piles of cash in your 
pocket, that what I show you and teach you and give you... will change your life so fast, 
and so dramatically... that the only time you contact me... will be to say “thank you”. 
 
 So please... rip open the sealed envelope now.  And get after this opportunity, 
while it’s still hot in your hands! 
 

P.P.S.  One last thing -- I thought you might like to hear what other guys are saying 
about the opportunity to make a mint on the Web.  Here’s just a sample of the kind of 
responses I get... and please note that almost everyone insists on using their full name.  
That’s a humbling testament to how much they trust me... and how much I deliver on: 
 
 
“Jeff Gardner has more take-it-to-the-bank money-making ideas in 
his toolbox than almost anyone in direct response marketing!”  
Russ von Hoelscher, Hoelsher Marketing Group 
 
“Jeff is an inspiration that can immediately stop up your 
productivity and start adding thousands upon thousands of dollars 
to your bank account, year after year.”  Jean Maxwell, Jemez 
Springs, NM 
 
“You have provided me with the tools necessary to achieve my 
goals.  Thanks a million!”  Darren Takenaga, Riverside, CA 
 
“You are a genius!”  Johy R., Blacksburg, VA 
 
“Although I’ve been a marketing consultant for 8 years, Jeff 
Gardner shoed me new techniques that I’m really excited about.  
I’m putting them to work once for myself and my clients!”  
Shirley Hanson, Wyndmoor, PA 
 
 
 
 

Please rip open the sealed envelope now! 
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[copy on sealed envelope:] 
 

WARNING: Please do NOT open this until AFTER 
 you have read my letter... 

 
 
[order form copy:] 
 

Priority Order Form 
For fastest service, use your credit card and call xxxxxxxx 

Or fill out and FAX to xxxxxxx 
Or mail with payment to: xxxxxx 

 

[]YES!  Thanks, Jeff, for letting me in on this amazing opportunity to 
make serious piles of money on the Internet... with everything already done FOR me!  It 
all sounds so easy, it’s hard to believe... and that’s why you’re letting me “test drive” the 
entire package without risk... for one full year.  Even better... the package is just $997, 
total.  No strings attached, everything arrives at the same time, and my satisfaction is 
100% guaranteed or I can simply return the package and receive a full, prompt refund.  
No questions asked.  That is incredibly generous.  Plus -- I get to KEEP that second 
master CD-ROM, crammed with 50 brand new Websites... mine to use and profit from 
forever, even if I return the main package for a refund.  Wow!  AND... I get to keep ALL 
profits earned during the “test drive”... and ALL profits from the bonus CD-ROM I get to 
keep. 
 Here’s how I want to pay, and where you can rush-ship the package: 
 
[name, address, credit card info, etc.] 
 
BONUS:  I am ordering within 11 days... so please also include the “prompt reply free 
bonus” xxxxxx 
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Mark Journer Letter



Broken-down "fat loser" exclaims ... 

"Wife Caught Cheating!" 

You're about to learn the fool-proof technique my friend used to catch his 
wife cheating on him with another man (right under his nose) and how he 

used the tragedy to launch a $40,000 a month business. 

From: 
Mark Joyner 
South Miami Beach 
Thursday 16 June 2005, 6:56PM 

Have you ever seen a grown man cry?  Well, this was worse than that ... 

First, you're probably curious about what this fool-proof method is.  Heck, many of us at 
some point in our lives have suspected our mates of cheating on us.  Wouldn't it be nice 
to have a little peace of mind and know for a fact whether or not it's true? 

Would you also like to know how to turn almost any adversity into a fortune?  You're 
going to learn that secret (it takes only two steps), by the time you finish reading this 
letter. 

The truth is, there are several methods for determining, beyond a shadow of a doubt, 
whether or not your spouse or mate has been cheating on you. 

One of them can be performed using a common household item you may 
have in your house right now. 

Before I tell you what these methods are (they're far simpler than you'd imagine), you 
had better read this story first.  If you don't this information could get you in serious 
trouble, so please pay close attention. 

"I learned several fool-proof ways 
to catch my wife cheating (one of 

them with a common household item) 
and then used the 'Secret Key' to 

turn my nightmare into 1.3 
million dollars US.  What's more, I 

lost 40 pounds of body fat in the 
process - without drugs and without 

going hungry." 
Paul Middlebrook 

Middlebrook Mail, Inc. 
Auckland, New Zealand 

(our sincere thanks to Paul for having the 
courage to let us use his real name)   
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Also, it's important that I first tell you about the "Secret Key" Paul used to turn what 
could have easily been a tragedy into a million-dollar triumph. 

OK, here's what happened. 

Paul and his (now ex-) wife had been happily married for several years. 

When they first met, I had never seen two people more in love.  You know those 
sickeningly-cute couples you take out and they can't keep their hands off each other?  
That was Paul and ... Well, I don't want to use her real name.  Not to protect the innocent 
(she's anything but that), but to avoid a lawsuit.   Let's just call her THE MONSTER. 

Is that too harsh?  Hardly.  Believe me, I'm being kind.  Read on ... 

The Story of the Sweet Sweet Monster 

Everything was going beautifully for several years, but at one point Paul started putting 
on some extra weight.  If you work behind a computer, you can probably relate to this.  
It's all to easy to pack on the pounds when your physical activity of the day consists of 
your fingers tapping on a keyboard. 

The only arm-curls Paul ever did was the curling movement of his fork as he shoveled 
food and beer into his face. 

As Paul slaved away at his keyboard, he just "never had the time" to work out and watch 
his diet. 

Now, we all know that was just a BS excuse.  Paul had plenty of time really.   

He could have replaced his daily 3 hour prayer to the cathode-ray God (I'm referring to 
the "idiot box" - you know - your TV) with some exercise.   

But he didn't. 

He could have chosen healthy foods over unhealthy foods. 

But he didn't. 

Later on I helped him with that too.  I discovered a way to take off about a pound of body 
fat a day if you do everything right, but I'm getting ahead of myself.  I'll tell you all about 
that after I finish the story. 

Anyway, Paul got fat and his wife kept telling him, "It's OK honey.  I love you anyway." 

10 pounds later ... 

"Don't worry, honey.  I know you're working hard to provide for us and you don't have 
the time.  I still love you." 

10 more pounds later - on and on it went ...  I think you get the idea. 
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Around the time Paul hit 215 pounds is when he and his wife stopped having sex. 

It wasn't for any lack of desire on Paul's part.  Heck, he would have had sex 3 times a day 
if his wife let him, but she completely shut down.   It was always one excuse after the 
other. 

This was the nightly routine ... 

"Honey?"   

"Sorry dear, I'm not feeling too well?" 

And the next day ... 

"Honey?"   

"Sorry dear, let's just go to bed.  I have to wake up early tomorrow." 

Day three ... 

"Honey?"   

"Sorry dear, I just got back from the gym and I'm exhausted." 

Finally, Paul stopped trying. 

He had an inkling it was because he had become so overweight, but she always reassured 
him.  "Oh, honey don't be silly.  You know I love you for you." 

She was sooooo sweet to him all the time. 

Who would have thought monsters could be so sweet? 

The Smokin' Hot Monster 

Now, while Paul was getting fat, The Monster stayed in great shape.  In fact, she got in 
the best shape of her life while Paul blew up like a balloon. 

One of Paul's best friends was in the personal training business, and over the last year of 
their marriage he started giving The Monster free personal training sessions at night.  By 
the end of that year, she had become a real knock out. 

She had always been what most men would call "hot" but after a year of first class 
personal training she was quite easily what any red-blooded man who still has a pulse 
would call ... "smokin' hot." 

Sculptured flat mid-section?  Check. 

Tight plump back side?  Oooooh yeah. 
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Perfect skin?  Uh-huh. 

Golden tan?  Definitely. 

She had it all right down the list. 

Now, you probably think I'm about to tell you that she had an affair with The Personal 
Trainer, but you'd be wrong. 

See, The Personal Trainer was a married man, a Christian, and one of Paul's best High 
School pals.  His best friend, actually, and the four of them went out together all the 
time. 

What happened was far worse than that ... 

The "Yook-Shee-Hal-Lom" 

Do you know what a "yook-she-hal-lom" is?  Unless you speak fluent Korean, you 
probably don't. 

Now, this is quite possibly the worst thing you can call anyone in Korean.  Heck, it's 
probably the worst thing you can call anyone in any language.   

WARNING: If you're at all squeamish, you had better skip the next three 
paragraphs. 

When I was stationed in Korea working as a Korean linguistics specialist in US Army 
Intelligence, I learned a lot of interesting "cuss words" in Korean (as well as some truly  
beautiful things), but nothing I learned was as foul as the concept of the Yook-She-Hal-
Lom. 

A yook-she-hal-lom is a guy who is so despicable, that he should have ropes tied to each 
of his limbs and one to his head.  This guy is so bad that you should then attach horses to 
each of those ropes and terrify the horses so they bolt off in different directions. 

What is left is six pieces: a torso, a head, and four limbs.   If you ever took Tae Kwon Do, 
you probably recognize the word "yook" meaning "six." 

That's a yook-she-hal-lom and frankly, I didn't think I'd ever meet one.  Who deserves 
that? 

After hearing what happened next, I finally felt that I had come across a case where using 
this phrase was warranted. 

Read on, and you'll know why ... 

"She Put My Tender Heart in a Blender, but Still I Surrendered ..." 
from the song "Nookie" by Limp Bizkit 

Paul began to suspect something was up after a while and he quietly suffered in silence 
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for many months.  The personal training sessions got longer and longer and his wife's 
behavior became increasingly shady.  That fact, combined with her complete refusal to 
have sex with him, started to eat away at him. 

It literally made him sick.  Not just emotionally but physically.  

If you've ever known a victim of infidelity you'll know what I'm talking about.  It's just 
about one of the worst things anyone can endure.  You love this person, but you don't 
know if you can trust them.  They're telling you there's nothing to worry about, but their 
every action tears away at the core of your heart. 

That kind of stress just wears down the body.   It's a real torture until you get closure.  It 
gets so bad that you even begin to question your own sanity. 

Paul confronted The Monster with his suspicions and she reassured him very 
convincingly, "I would never do such a thing.  How could you suspect me of that?  I love 
you!" 

Paul came to me with all of this and I knew exactly what to do.  The fact that I worked in 
military intelligence for many years, was a complete technology geek, and had several 
friends with similar problems in the past, sort of made me a de-facto expert on the 
subject. 

I told him, "Don't worry, Paul.  We'll get to the bottom of this."  And we sure did. 

Now look, some of the things we did may be considered extreme, but extreme situations 
sometimes require extreme measures.  I'm not excusing what we did, but I do know that 
if we hadn't Paul may very well be dead right now. 

What we found shocked both of us.  I had never heard of anything so foul in my entire 
life.  I would have felt sorry for myself having to witness this whole thing if it hadn't been 
for the way this ripped Paul's heart straight out of his chest. 

Operation Rat Trap 

"The first thing," I told Paul "is to do nothing.  Absolutely nothing." 

I explained to Paul that it was vital that his wife didn't suspect what was going on while 
we smoked out the rat.  If she was guilty, we didn't want her to change her habits. 

This is crucial! 

Next, I told him to mentally prepare himself for what was about to happen next.  His 
mind would be a real wreck over the next couple weeks as the operation unfolded and he 
had to make sure he wouldn't lose his cool. 

If he had half-assed evidence and then went sobbing to his wife with his suspicions he'd 
blow everything. 

It was absolutely vital that he didn't lose his cool. 
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I'll get to the exact techniques we used in a moment, but first, let's get to the real meat of 
the story. 

Imagine Your Worst Nightmare ... 

Now Imagine Something Worse Than That 

I've got to warn you right now. 

If you're offended by stories of a sexual nature ... 

If you have no interest in discovering just how low people can sink ... 

If you think you can't handle this story for any reason - please skip down past the next 
two sections.  You're about to read about one of the worst things that has ever happened 
to a man. 

Now, after the operation went on for a few days Paul became increasingly convinced that 
his wife was indeed cheating on him, and even worse that it was with The Personal 
Trainer (remember, Paul's high school chum?). 

After looking at the evidence I agreed. 

Now, what Paul did next was probably not legal, so do not try this at home. 

Let's just say Paul figured out a way to get into The Personal Trainer's house without a 
key, without picking any locks, and with a plausible back-up plan in the event that he 
was caught.  (Ahem ... Of course it wasn't me who taught Paul how to do this.) 

Was this wrong? 

Well, some may not agree with these tactics, but when you hear what he discovered, any 
moral finger-pointing at Paul will likely come to an abrupt end. 

It didn't take Paul long to find what he was looking for.  The problem is, he discovered 
way more than he should have ... 

Paul entered the master bedroom.  At first he felt terrible invading the space of his high 
school friend.  This was, after all, where his best friend and his best-friend's wife laid 
down each night to sleep. 

That feeling of guilt lasted about 30 seconds. 

He went to one of the nightstands and opened up the drawer.  Hundreds of pornographic 
photos were stuffed in there. 

He picked one up and bang! the very first one was of The Personal Trainer and The 
Monster in the act.  His worst suspicions confirmed. 

It gets worse.   Much worse. 
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Now, here's where Paul screwed up.  What he did next scarred his mind in an almost 
irreparable way and almost landed him in jail or the morgue. 

Paul should have grabbed that picture and made his way out the door and to the office of 
a divorce lawyer.  I told him, "Once you have solid evidence, don't dig any deeper.  You 
don't need to put yourself through that kind of torture." 

Instead, Paul looked at every one of those pictures ... And he didn't stop there. 

As he scanned through the pictures, it became clear that The Monster wasn't only 
sleeping with The Personal Trainer, but with The Personal Trainer's wife as well! 

All of his friends were having a little party and only Paul wasn't invited. 

He combed through picture after picture as the rage welled up inside him.  He was about 
to run out of there screaming when he saw a picture that made him morbidly curious.  
The Monster and The Personal Trainer were looking at a spiral notebook laughing.  The 
book was labeled: 

"The Blob Log" 

What the hell? 

Paul rifled through some of the drawers and found the binder. 

You know I almost wish Paul had never seen this book.  My belief is that people should 
always know the truth even if it hurts, but not like this.   This was just unnatural. 

The Cheating Threesome had given Paul a nickname: "The Blob." 

Paul discerned from the log that one time at dinner The Cheating Threesome almost let 
it slip out about the affair and they were shocked (and delighted) that Paul didn't pick up 
on it. 

So, they started playing a game.  They wanted to see how many times they could leave 
clues without Paul knowing. 

One of the entries read (in The Monster's handwriting) ... 

Paul read these words in total shock.   

Paul learned that soon they tired of that approach so they took it up a notch.  They began 
to give The Monster "Blob Bomb Missions" to see how far she could go in humiliating 
Paul. 

1/15/2004 - Last night at dinner we asked Paul if he had ever seen the movie "The 
Blob."  He didn't know why we were all laughing, but he laughed along with us 
anyway.  I don't think there's any limit to his stupidity.  Maybe one of his "get rich 
quick" schemes will earn him enough money to buy a brain one day!
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One of the entries read ... 

The Blob Log went on like that for page after page ... 

"All women should have three animals: a Jaguar in the garage, a 
tiger in bed, and a jackass who pays for it all." 

Paris Hilton 

Paul discovered that he was "the jack ass." 

You know, it's common for young teenagers to have nightmares where they suddenly 
discover they have walked to school with no clothes on. 

It's symbolic of having our deepest darkest fears and doubts exposed. 

Paul actually lived through something far worse than that nightmare in real life. 

Now, Paul was sitting there in that bedroom in total shock.  He miraculously mustered 
up enough clarity and energy to call me on his cell phone. 

I could barely make out what he was saying he was so hysterical and shell-shocked, but I 
told him to gather up some evidence and his senses and to come over to my house 
immediately. 

I could tell he was about to do something stupid and I needed to prevent him from 
hurting someone - especially himself.  Heck, I think this is about as close to "justifiable 
homicide" as the world may ever see, but I didn't want him to put himself at that kind of 
risk. 

When he showed me the photos and the Blob Log he sat there in a comatose stupor.  I 
believe the medical term for that is "shock." 

As I looked through it all, I admit I had to calm myself down.  After nearly a decade in 
the military nothing can shock me much, but I felt physically sick to my stomach with 
this. 

Now, you'd think that a man would be utterly broken after this kind of experience.  If 
Paul needed to just "cool off" under medical supervision for the rest of his life, I don't 
think many people would fault him for it after hearing about what he went through. 

Blob Bomb Mission #32 - See if you can get Paul really really horny throughout the 
day and dangle sex in his face.  Then at night when you're about to go to bed and Paul 
thinks he's going to get some, just roll over to face the other way and say "Good night 
honey." 

11/8/2003 - Mission accomplished!  Paul didn't even have the guts to ask me for sex.  
I knew it worked because he got up out of bed and rubbed one out in the middle of 
the night. 
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After reading through all of this stuff I looked up at Paul slouched over in the corner of 
my living room.  His head was down and you could just feel the despair ... It was almost 
tangible.   

He looked up at me and we just stared at each other for a minute.  I tried to muster up 
some sympathy for Paul through all of the rage I felt.  Paul's eyes began to tear up and 
what he said to me went through my brain like a bullet. 

"Mark ...  Help me take my life back, man." 

I will never forget those words. 

In that moment I began to tear up, too.  Instead of rolling over and playing dead, he was 
determined to make this the shining moment of his life.  You could see that in his eyes.  
Through all of that despair I saw that tiny spark of determination. 

It was inspiring. 

This kind of courage is rare, but when you see it, it moves you in a way that you just can't 
understand unless you've seen it yourself. 

Paul was a fat loser. 

Paul was a fool. 

But in that moment, that fat fool of a loser was a better man than I will ever be. 

In that moment I made a vow to myself.  I would be god damned if I let this crap ruin 
Paul.  I was going to make it my mission to turn his life around. 

After I helped Paul sort through the divorce proceedings and his psychological recovery, 
I taught him The Secret Key and began to coach him. 

Paul wasn't just going to take his life back - he was going to be a millionaire. 

Now, when you first read about The Secret Key, there's something you need to promise 
me. 

Promise me right now that you won't say, "Oh, that's pretty simple.  I could have told 
you that." 

There's a big difference between knowing something and really knowing something.   

When you act on this information - I mean really act on it - it's going to transform your 
life in a way that you could not possibly imagine right now. 

Ready? 

OK, here it is: whenever something bad happens (no matter how slight or how major), go 
through this process: 
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1.  Ask yourself if there is anything you can learn from it.  (HINT: There always is.) 

2.  See if there's a way you can "spin" the situation to your benefit. 

That's it. 

Remember your promise?  Stay with me now ... 

Before I give you a few examples, you might want to print out this page and highlight the 
above two rules.  If you do, you're more likely to follow through with your commitment 
to change your life the way Paul did. 

Example #1:  I Love Traffic Jams! 

Most people sit in traffic jams in a state of what I call "Stanger."  They're in a stupor, but 
they're also angry.  Stanger. 

A great way to go through life, huh? 

I won't go into how stress hormones will lead to premature aging.  I won't talk about how 
anger can lead to heart attack and stroke.  I won't talk about how this is a total waste of 
time ... You know all this. 

Here's what you can choose to do instead: 

1.  What can you learn from this? 

Well, maybe you need to take a different route next time?  Or maybe you need to drive at 
a different time of the day?  Or maybe you need to learn that it's really not such a bad 
thing at all ... (Read on.) 

2.  How can you spin the situation to your benefit? 

Well, what better opportunity could you have to listen to some good motivational or 
educational tapes or CDs?  You probably have some lying around the house.  Put them in 
your car and have them ready to whip out for such occasions.  Or maybe you need some 
thinking time to solve a problem or brainstorm something.  Here's your chance. 

Example #2:  How Paul Used it to Become a Millionaire 

This is why Paul is my hero, and he will soon be yours, too. 

1.  What did Paul learn? 

First he learned that his physical health does matter.  Even if his wi ... (woops, I mean 
The Monster ...) had been able to get past his being fat (to some people it truly doesn't 
matter, but to some it does), what really mattered was that he didn't love himself. 

I don't care what you look like, but if you don't love yourself, it's going to be really hard 
to find someone who loves you. 
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Paul used this opportunity to whip himself back into shape (I helped him with that, too - 
he was able to take off about a pound a day with the techniques I showed him ...). 

Next, he learned that while there are some really terrible people out there, there are also 
some people who are willing to give you the shirt off their backs to help you.  I was only 
one of several people who came to Paul in full support.  Paul didn't realize how many 
true friends he had until this opportunity came along.  There are 6 of us now that are 
closer than we've ever been with any other people as a result. 

I could go on ... Do you get the idea? 

2.  How Did Paul Spin the Situation to His Benefit? 

You already know that he got in the best shape of his life and that he made the best 
friends of his life. 

Frankly, those two things are probably more important than 1.4 million he made as a 
result, but you're probably more interested in how he made his money.  I can't fault you 
for that ... 

Quite simply, Paul channeled his anger into his business. 

I took him on as one of my Intensive Fellowship clients pro bono.  I took him by the hand 
and walked him through the process of building a million-dollar-business step-by-step. 

How did he do it? 

I'll tell you about that, too, in just a second.  Read on. 

Paul's Ethical Revenge 

I would normally tell someone planning a revenge to just let it go.  Why bother, right?  
Just get on with your life. 

In this case, I felt that Paul needed a stiff dose of closure.   The psycho-drama he was 
planning was a pretty healthy outlet. 

Paul remembered this line he read in the Blob Log ... 

Of all the things he read in the Blob Log, that one hit home the most.  The fact was, he 
hadn't made much money with his business, but he knew he was better than that ... 

Years ago, Paul was one of the early "spammers" and he was in a constant struggle just 
trying to keep his business afloat.  After years of taking a beating, he finally accepted the 

1/15/2004 - Last night at dinner we asked Paul if he had ever seen the movie "The 
Blob."  He didn't know why we were all laughing, but he laughed along with us 
anyway.  I don't think there's any limit to his stupidity.  Maybe one of his "get rich 
quick" schemes will earn him enough money to buy a brain one day!
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fact that spamming was unethical, so he started "Middlebrook Mail" as a legitimate opt-
in mail marketing company. 

A lot of us tried to help Paul out, but to no avail.  Year after year he struggled to make 
ends meet. 

After his divorce he channeled his thirst for revenge into his business.  He envisioned a 
day in his mind when he would be totally out of debt, have a the car of his dreams, have 
the body he wanted, have his own house, and ... 

He wanted to have a real, truly loving relationship with a gorgeous woman who, well, 
wasn't a monster.  That's not too much to ask, is it? 

When he had all of that, he would walk in to his old favorite pub where he knows The 
Cheating Threesome still hangs out.  He would have his wonderful woman on his arm, 
he'd be wearing his wealth, he'd have a brand new body ...  He'd walk in and just smile at 
The Cheating Threesome.  He wouldn't rub it in their faces.  He'd just walk in and smile 
and they'd know. 

Again, I normally wouldn't support revenge, but in this case, I thought that was a 
perfectly healthy way to "spin the situation to his benefit." 

I wrote up a plan for Paul based on my "IPPLM" formula (as can be found in the out-of-
print Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript Volume II - more about that in a 
minute), I gave him a fitness and weight loss plan, and checked up on him about once a 
week.    

Who the Hell is "The Blob?" 

Paul did finally have his revenge.  It didn't go exactly as he planned, but it was close 
enough. 

6 months later, Paul worked his way down to about 10% body fat (from a whopping 
40%), paid off his debts, and was earning about $40,000 US dollars a month from his 
business after tax and expenses. 

Around that time, a business partner of his asked him to the old pub for a meeting.  
Meeting The Cheating Threesome was the last thing on his mind, but that's exactly what 
happened. 

He walked in and there they were.  Immediately he was tempted to turn around and walk 
out, but he steeled his nerve and walked in standing tall. 

He walked in proud and sat down with his business partner two tables over from The 
Cheating Threesome. 

He caught eye contact with members of the table several times and he couldn't figure out 
why they weren't reacting to his presence.  It didn't take him long to figure out why ... 

They didn't even recognize him! 
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In that moment Paul changed.  Not only did he look like a different man, he was a 
different man. 

Have you ever had an "epiphany?"  This is one of those rare moments in your life when 
everything is finally clear.  You feel, for just a fleeting moment, like you can finally make 
sense of this crazy-beautiful-joyous-mess we call life. 

Paul had such a moment right there.  In his mind he imagined walking up to their table 
and tossing The Blob Log.  It lands with a whap and they look up at him in shock.   He 
says to them ... 

"I think this belongs to you." 

Take This Short Quiz and Learn Something About Yourself ... 

What was surprising to Paul was that after having that moment of epiphany and only 
living his revenge in his mind, he was completely "over" the whole mess. 

The wonderful thing about our imagination is that we can live an entire life there without 
ever having to live it in real life.  The brain can barely tell the difference. 

Now, before I tell you the most surprising fact, let me see if an assumption I have made 
is correct. 

Tell me if the following is true: 

1. True or False  - You'd really like to know the techniques I used to catch Paul's 
cheating wife? 
   

2. True or False - You'd really like to know the techniques Paul used to lose all that 
body fat so quickly. 
   

3. True or False - You'd really like to know the techniques Paul used to turn his failing 
business into a money-churning powerhouse.  

My guess is that you have marked at least one of the above three statements as "true." 

Why do I say this?  Well, you wouldn't have read this far otherwise. 

The fact of the matter is, we don't really care about Paul except how his situation could 
affect us.  We all have fears about our weight and our partners cheating on us.  And we 
all have dreams of great business success.  We are interested in his story because of how 
we relate it to our own fears and insecurities. 

This doesn't make us bad people.  It's just human nature. 

Want to know what's really interesting about the above story? 
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Only about 60% of it is true.  The rest of it was total fantasy. 

There was no Blob Log.  There was no Paul.  There was no Monster ... 

The important parts, though, are rock solid truth: 

l There are in fact, several nearly fool-proof ways to put your mind at ease 
once-and-for-all if you suspect your partner is cheating on you.  And yes, one of 
them can be performed with an item you may just have lying around your house 
right now.  I do have some people who have been in similar situations and I helped 
them get peace of mind with these techniques. 
   

l I do have a method I have personally used to lose just under a pound of body 
fat per day.  It doesn't require you to spend a minute hungry, it doesn't require 
any dangerous drugs, and it can be performed by just about anyone.  I'm not going 
to lie to you and tell you it's easy - it's going to take some work - but the fact is, it 
works. 
   

l The "Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript Volume II" and the IPPLM 
formula do exist.  That document is based on the story of some marketing I created 
for a company that generated over $672,000 in sales in just about 6 months.  

Before I tell you how to get this information, I think I owe you a little explanation for the 
above story.  Why did I concoct this whole thing? 

Well, several reasons. 

1.  Stories are great selling tools. 

The fact that you have read this far proves this fact.  There's no denying now that I 
hooked your interest long enough to get you to read to this very line, thus proving the 
value of what I'm saying to you. 

I started writing this particular story just to show off my marketing skills.  You'll 
probably agree this would have been a very effective salesletter for any of the above three 
info-products. 

At markjoynerinc.com, I used to have this very boring Corporate website.  You can take a 
look at it here, but don't bother clicking that link unless you want to: 

l Learn about my consulting services where I charge $2,000 per hour for telephone 
consultation, $15,000 plus a percentage of sales for copywriting and viral system 
design, $10,000 a month plus a larger percentage of sales for Intensive 
Fellowships, and so on ...  

l See cases studies and stories of how I've generated millions and millions of 
dollars in sales, Top 100 websites, millions of email subscribers, over 1,000,000 
downloads of a single e-book, and so on ...  
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l See testimonials from hundreds of ecstatically satisfied clients ...  

If those things don't interest you, please don't visit my boring old corporate site.  I 
thought I'd put this letter up instead because it's a heck of a lot more interesting and 
proves a lot more to you than some silly self-congratulatory site would. 

2.  There's a lot of money to be earned selling information products ... 

How much is "a lot?" 

Well, I don't really see any limit out there. 

How can I say this with high confidence?  Read on ... 

As I write this, the world population this moment is estimated to be 6,447,960,106. 

That's just about 6 and a half BILLION people on this planet.  What's really scary is that 
the rate of population growth is increasing at an exponential rate as well.  In just 30 
years it is predicted that the world population will reach just over 10 BILLION. 

10 billion people.  

Every single one of them having at least a dozen or so problems at any moment, 
the answer for which can be given to them in the form of an information product. 

Think about it.  If you were forty pounds overweight, how much would you pay for a 
solution that could get you in fighting shape in very little time? 

Or if you suspected that your mate were cheating on you ... What would it be worth 
to have a way to finally have peace of mind? 

And what if your business was struggling?  What would it be worth to you to get 
clear cut instructions for success from someone who has made millions and 
millions of dollars in sales, not just for himself, but also for his clients. 

What would that information be worth to you? 

See what I mean? 

A quick way to make some easy money in the information product game is to get resale 
rights for a high-demand product.  It helps if the product is written by someone with 
some experience in the info-marketing game.  It also helps if there are pre-written 
marketing materials ready to go. 

If you don't have a lot of experience creating your own products, or creating effective 
marketing, this is a good way to cut your teeth and get started. 

Your Step-by-Step Instructions for Info-Product Millions 

Again, I initially set out writing this letter just as sort of a mental exercise and as a way of 
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showing my potential clients the kind of fireworks I can create with the written word. 

As I got into it, I realized that the information I was referring to was pretty universally 
appealing and that with the right marketing materials, could mean some easy sales for 
the right people. 

So, I'm going to give you a quick primer on information marketing that should get you 
started. 

1.  Pick a Proven Market 

One way to know whether or not a particular info-product will sell is to look at other 
products in the market you're considering. 

You don't have to do your own market research when others have done it for you. 

Let's say, for example, that you want to sell a product to expectant mothers. 

Now, a little logic will dictate to you that babies are being born every day.  In fact, they're 
popping out in greater numbers every single day.  That fact in itself should tell you that 
the market has some huge potential. 

Do a search for "baby" on Google and you'll see countless websites, a huge number of 
advertised "Google adwords," and a pretty huge market.  (You can do the search 
later - I've got something important to tell you first.) 

Now, some people may look at this information and turn and run ...   "How can I sell a 
baby product?!  That market is saturated!" 

That's absolutely crazy.  Here's why. 

2.  Know the Real Size of Your Market (Two Common Mistakes) 

There are two common mistakes a lot of novice (and even some expert) marketers make. 

First, they automatically assume that if there are a lot of companies selling products to a 
particular market that the market is "saturated."  I'm here to tell you right now: 
there ain't no such thing. 

Unless you know for a fact the exact number of people who want a particular product or 
service (for example, if you have a product that would only be of interest to owners of a 
2005 Lexus RX330), there really is no way of knowing how big a potential market is.  
You can make estimates, but you'll never know for sure. 

Further, if you keep seeing products advertised to the same market year after year, that 
should tell you something: people are buying!  You don't see ineffective marketing repeat 
itself.  Why?  Because advertising costs money and if the advertising were not generating 
sales, it would dry up pretty quickly. 

Second, some people assume that just because they know something everyone else does 
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as well. 

Here's an embarrassing example I don't like to talk about much ... 

In certain circles I'm what some would call "famous."  Yes, there are probably several 
million people out there who know who I am and are familiar with my 
accomplishments.  Why is it then, that when I walk down the street, very few people 
know who I am? 

Yes, every now and then people will recognize me and come talk to me, but it doesn't 
happen that often to be honest. 

Why? 

Because the world is far far bigger than Mark Joyner. 

Here's another example.   Have you ever heard of David Beckham?  What about Robbie 
Williams? 

Outside of the United States, these are two of the most famous people in the world.  
Robbie Williams is one of the best-selling singers of all time, and David Beckham is 
probably the world's most famous soccer player (or "football player" as they call him 
outside of the US). 

In the US, though?  Most people don't even have a clue who they are. 

The world is even far bigger than David Beckham or Robbie Williams. 

So, if you have some special information that could solve a problem for someone, don't 
assume that everyone else knows it.  Chances are - they probably don't. 

Did you know that the world "body of knowledge" has been doubling itself about every 7 
years? 

That means that every 7 years the number of "things there are to know in the world" 
multiplies by two.  And the rate at which this is happening is accelerating as well. 

It is humanly impossible for anyone to know everything there is to know anymore.  Many 
years ago when the number of books in the world was small, there were people who had 
read every book known to man. 

No one like that has existed for well over two hundred years. 

People are getting more and more specialized as a matter of survival, so if you've got 
some good info - that's a commodity! 

3.  Find a Resale Rights Product for a Proven Market with Good Marketing 
Materials 

It takes a long time to learn how to write good sales copy.  It also takes time to learn how 
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to put together a good info-product that will really satisfy people. 

To cut right through that learning curve and start making some money, a good "resale 
rights package" is a great way to go. 

In the world of resale rights, there is a lot of nonsense being sold that has very little value 
to anyone.  But among all the junk there are some real nuggets of gold. 

Before you buy a package, check the credentials of the person selling it.  Sometimes 
people with very little experience will try to slap together one of these packages and the 
value may be highly questionable. 

Also, do a little common sense thinking about it and maybe even a little market 
research.  Does the product "make sense?" 

Here's a great example: weight loss.  Do you think a weight loss product would sell? 

You bet it would. 

Why do you think weight loss products are among the top selling products in the world 
year after year?  Because people keep on getting fat! 

And why is it that a month has not passed in the last several years where dozens of new 
weight loss products have entered the marketplace?   Because those products just keep 
on selling.   The thirst for such products is insatiable. 

4.  Stop Worrying and Start Selling 

I once had a friend come to me after purchasing a resale rights package and say, "Mark I 
just bought this resale rights package from <name deleted> and I'm really sad.  I was 
surfing online and saw someone giving the product away for free.  I'll never be able to 
sell it now!" 

How small does he think the world is? 

The fact of the matter is, he could have kept on selling that product for a profit year after 
year and I would be surprised if more than a handful of his customers would ever run 
across someone giving it away for free - even if there were thousands of people giving it 
away on the net. 

There is an online marketing community I pop into every now and then where the 
visitors seem to think the bulletin board there is the center of the known universe.  There 
can't be more than a few thousand people who visit that board every day. 

As boards go, it's a successful and hopping place (and there is some really useful 
information there at times), but it's a teeny tiny portion of the world. 

I saw someone post something like this once (I'm paraphrasing from memory) ... 
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"Everyone?" 

Wow. 

This guy needs to get out more.   There are worlds within worlds within worlds out 
there ...  He thought his group of a few thousand was "everyone." 

And that kind of thinking is exactly why he will probably never make more than a few 
bucks of pocket change as an entrepreneur. 

The 37th Law of Success: Successful people see a vast world full of endless 
opportunity.  The mind of a failure never leaves his own neighborhood. 

There is a Korean fable about a frog who lives in a well.  A turtle comes by and the frog 
boasts, "I am the master of this well!  I command everything here from corner to corner.  
Are you not impressed?!"  The turtle then tells the frog about the ocean and blows the 
frog's little mind. 

Get out of your well and dive into the ocean! 

5.  Try Stuff, Stop Doing What Doesn't Work, Do More of What Does 

If you don't have any experience selling your product, try a few things out.  Keep track of 
what you're doing and keep your eye out for stuff that works. 

If one of your methods doesn't produce any results, stop using that method.  Find the 
methods that do work and do them often. 

Guess what?  That little piece of knowledge puts you ahead of about 99.999% of the 
business world. 

3 Examples of How to Sell to 3 Vast Markets 

I alluded to three extremely lucrative markets in the above letter ... 

1.  Weight Loss That Really Works - Without Hunger 
My method allows me to lose a just under a pound of body fat each and every day 
without ever being hungry and without dangerous drugs.  5 page PDF report with 
resale rights. 

There are literally thousands of products that claim they will make you lose weight, but 
the fact of the matter is, most of them are completely useless. 

Wouldn't you like to know, from a guy who has tried everything (and I mean 
everything) a method that actually works?  Without hunger?  And without dangerous 

"I can't understand why people keep buying resale rights packages.  Once more 
than one person is selling a product, the market is saturated.  I already see 5 people 
on this board selling this product, so I'm sure everyone has already seen it."
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drugs? 

What exactly have I tried?  Well, let's just say that I have done some of the stupidest 
things you can possibly imagine in my quest for weight loss.  I treated my body like a 
science lab ... 

From the commonplace to the comical - I've tried it all. 

This report will outline the things I've tried (some of it is pretty shocking - and the lack of 
results compared to dollars spent will outrage you), and then outline the precise method 
I use now to take the pounds off with scientific precision. 

I don't think you will see an end to this market until a genuine easy "cure" 
for obesity is found - and that is likely to be many decades away ... 

l I've put together a quick little report about a method I've been using that allows me 
to lose just under a pound a day. 
   

l Now listen, medical doctors will tell you that it's not safe to lose more than 
two pounds a week, and I'm not a medical doctor, so I can't argue with that.  
The report will include warnings for people to use this methods at their own risk 
and under the supervision of a medical professional. 
   

l All I can say is, I worked this method down to a science after struggling with 
"yo-yoing" weight for the last 7 years. 
   

l This system gives me more energy than I know what to do with.  Any day I 
use this method I can work for several more hours, I have perfect concentration, 
and I feel wonderful. 
   

l Did you know that there is a common amino acid supplement you can take that will 
vastly improve your concentration and mood? 
   

l Did you know that there is another amino acid (both of these can be purchased at 
almost any health food store) that will greatly speed up your fat loss, give you 
more mental "presence of mind," and may even relieve symptoms of 
Alzheimer's?  (Some studies even indicate it can reverse the effects of 
Alzheimer's.) 
   

l There is yet another amino acid (also quite common and easy to find) that you 
absolutely must take if you are on a strenuous exercise program to prevent your 
immune system from weakening. 
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l There is a fatty acid you can take  (known as the most powerful anti-oxidant in the 
world) which has increased the life span of rats by 50%.  Taken in combination 
with one of the amino acids listed above, it has caused elderly rats to behave 
like young rats.  Because of this, even many doctors are recommending the 
combination to their patients. 
   

l Now listen, every single one of the above listed nutrients are generally 
recognized as safe, commonly available without a prescription, are not 
addictive in any way. 
   

l When I am on this program, not only do I feel great, but I am never hungry - not 
even for a second.  In fact, it's imperative that you don't let yourself get hungry at 
any point throughout the day. 
   

l Here's another one - did you know that there is a very common, but very specific, 
form of protein you can take that will dramatically cut down your feelings of 
hunger?  

Are you interested in learning these facts? 

You can try to sift through all of the nonsense out there and experiment for years, or you 
can benefit from my struggles and experimentation.  How much is 7 years of trial and 
error worth exactly? 

2.  Peace of Mind from Suspected "Cheating" by Your Partner 
Follow these instructions and you'll know, beyond a shadow of a doubt, within days.  5 
page PDF report with resale rights. 

If you've ever known anyone who has suspected their partner of cheating, you'll know 
that it's a terrible disease.  It slowly eats away at the mind of the victim until they are 
practically incapacitated with paranoia, doubt, insecurity, and fear. 

What would it be worth to put an end to those fears and put your mind at ease once and 
for all? 

I helped one friend with these techniques and she confirmed within 48 hours that her 
husband had been cheating on her with several women.   Not only that, but she had hard 
evidence she could use in divorce proceedings.  He didn't know what hit him. 

This is some pretty dangerous and serious stuff that is not to be taken lightly or used 
frivolously.  For years I've kept this knowledge to myself, but as infidelity is higher 
now than it ever has been in history, I felt people should know ... 

l Did you know that there is a relatively common household item you can use 
that can, beyond the shadow of a doubt if used properly at the right time, tell if 
your spouse has been cheating?  Then I'll show you how to document that proof 
into hard legal evidence. 
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l There are ways of tracking the whereabouts of your spouse - every minute 
of the day - that are more effective than private detectives and are available for a 
mere fraction of the cost. 
   

l There are thousands of computer "spy tools" being sold today and the vast majority 
of them not only do not work, but can put you in great danger.  Find out which 
ones work and are virtually undetectable by even the most sophisticated 
security experts. 
   

l Have you ever suspected someone of lying?  There are several common ways 
that liars reveal themselves that are virtually uncontrollable except by the 
most hardened sociopaths.  Use these techniques to detect if your spouse is 
lying - then use my foolproof tactic to set them up and let them prove right before 
your very eyes whether or not they were telling the truth.  This tactic is almost fool-
proof if you can keep your cool long enough. 
   

l Knowledge of these tactics is not enough - if you don't know how to use them 
in the right way, not only will you blow your chances of peace of mind, but you 
could put yourself into physical and financial danger.   These tactics are serious and 
not to be trifled with.  I'll show you the right (and the wrong) way to use this 
information.  

Let me make another guess here ... I bet you would really like to know, at the very least, 
my tactics for catching a liar.  Am I right? 

3.  Legitimate Home Business Profit With a Fool-Proof Battle-
Tested Plan 
Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript Volume II.  87 page PDF report with 
resale rights. 

There is no shortage of information intended to help you generate more profit from your 
home or small business. 

The "SOHO" market is huge.  Why?  Because millions of people across the globe, just like 
you, want to quit their jobs and "live the dream." 

Now, the fact is, home or small business success is not what it's "cracked up to be."  It 
can take years of trial and error to get any success, and it almost always takes a lot of 
hard work.  Sometimes the freedom you are looking for eludes you because your new 
home business is more harrowing than any job you've ever had. 

With that said, there are many people across the globe who quite happily live the dream 
of small business success. 

Here's a frightening fact you should consider ... 
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A great many "business and marketing experts" have very little (if any) experience 
running an actual business themselves. 

These folks (although usually well-intentioned) hear from people that "books about 
business and marketing sell" so they decide to write one themselves. 

Frankly, this is like hearing that there is good money in emergency medicine and putting 
up a shingle outside your door saying ... 

Would you want someone without any surgical experience operating on you? 

Likewise, you wouldn't want someone without any business experience "operating" on 
your business. 

Again, a lot of these guys are well intentioned, but they don't have real business 
experience.  The better ones have read a lot of books, but it's like the game of 
"telephone" ... 

You ever play that game when you were in school?  Here's what happens.  The teacher 
would line up thirty kids and whisper "Take the train to Monaco" in the first kid's ear.  
His job was to whisper it in the ear of the next kid and so on ... 

Out the other end, the final kid says something like "Monkeys fly out of my butt!" and 
everyone laughs. 

The point is that sometimes as information gets passed from one person to the next, it 
gets twisted and distorted.  This is why it's vital that you make a habit of learning things 
straight from the source. 

I'm a guy who has presided over millions and millions of dollars of transactions.  I don't 
want to brag, but I know what I'm doing.  At this point, it's kind of like baking a cake for 
me.  I just follow the recipe ... 

You're about to learn "the recipe." 

This is why my clients pay me $2,000 per hour for telephone consultations.   (See the 
link to my corporate site above for testimonials, documentation, etc.) 

I wrote a document titled "The Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript Volume II" 
that outlines the exact formula I give to my high-dollar consulting clients. 

TRIPLE BYPASS SURGERY FOR CHEAP! 
(This man has seen every single episode of Nip and Tuck, so you can rest 

assured you're in good hands.) 

"This guy does surgery real good.  He took out my appendix and it only took 
three days to stop the bleeding." 

Fred S., Trenton NJ 
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Would you like to learn ... 

l The tricks to getting real continuous sustained sales online (not just a quick 
short burst). 
   

l My "IPPLM" Formula for failure-proofing your business. 
   

l The secret of: "Integration Marketing" - You'll learn how to get a steady flow of 
sales for your products even if you don't have an existing customer base or 
contact list. 
   

l How I have cut the customer service costs of my clients by 90%  (These are not the 
tricks you have thought of before.) 
   

l The exact business and campaign launch plans I give me $2,000 per hour 
consulting clients. 
   

l How a business using this plan launched an Alexa Top 1000 website and did over 
$672,000 in sales in only 6 months.  

 ... 

Now, ask yourself this - how much do you personally want to know what's in these three 
reports?   

Go back and read the descriptions of the 3 reports again and try to gauge what you would 
pay for all of that information to be downloaded into your brain right now. 

That's exactly how your prospects are going to feel when they read the salesletters I'm 
going to give you to sell these reports.  How easy do you think it will be to sell them? 

In just a moment I'm going to show you how to not only get access to these reports, but 
how to get royalty-free resale rights to them as well. 

That's right, you'll be able to sell as many copies of these reports as you like and you'll 
never have to pay me another dime.  

After you complete your order, if you are not satisfied for any reason, you are 
entitled to a 100% full refund.   Simply tell us you are not satisfied any time within the 
next 60 days and we will give you a prompt and courteous refund within one 
business day - no questions asked. 

Now, how much would you pay for resale rights to these reports, salesletters for each 
written by a man who has sold millions and millions of dollars in products and services 
online, and a full plan for turning your investment into pure profit? 
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What if you found out that I am limiting the number of sales for this product to the first 
500 people who respond? 

Let me just say right now that I am quite confident I could sell each one of these reports 
with resale rights quite easily for $297 each, and frankly that would be a bargain. 

Do you think that price is high?  Some people may think so, but the fact is, I can ask for 
that price and get it quite easily. 

CIIM Volume II was on the market for a few weeks at the price of $79.97 and vast 
numbers of that report were sold from that very short promotion.  What is the resale 
rights value of such a report? 

I'd say $297 is a bargain for resale rights to such a report. 

Heck, if I were overweight or if I suspected infidelity in my life I'd gladly pay that much 
just for each of the reports alone.  You can't put a price on peace of mind. 

Risk-Free Trial Certificate 

only 500 will be sold - products and marketing materials delivered 
electronically on July 1 2005 - 60 day 100% money back guarantee 

 Yes!  Please secure my position as one of the first 500 to respond and 
give me full download access to the above electronic PDF reports for 
$297 each only $97.00 for all three reports with resale rights.   I 
understand that if I am not satisfied for any reason I am entitled to a full 
refund up to 60 days after my purchase - no questions asked. 

My purchase includes: 

l Each of the above three listed high-demand PDF reports by Mark 
Joyner.  

l Pre-written salesletters for each written by Mark Joyner.  

l Royalty-free resale rights for each report.  

l A full 60 day money back guarantee - this is a risk-free trial  

I also understand ... 

l All will be delivered electronically on July 1 2005 - I will receive 
an email with download instructions.  

l Only 500 licenses will be sold - once they are gone this offer 
will disappear forever.  

l I agree to use the information in these reports responsibly and to 
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Copyright © 2005 Mark Joyner, Inc. 
593 Bear Grass St. Las Vegas, NV 89144 702-228-8493 

DISCLAIMER: It is against the law to claim that you can earn any particular dollar value with any business 
opportunity, so as such, I want to make it abundantly clear to you that there are no guarantees to your 
success.  I can only promise to give you the reports and salesletters as promised, and I can also promise 
that you are entitled to a  100% refund if you are unsatisfied for any reason over the next 60 days. 

  

distribute this information in a responsible manner.  

l I may sell as many copies of these reports as I like (in print or 
electronically) and I will never have to pay anyone a single dime in 
royalties.  

I understand that I must act immediately as the 500 copies of this 
package are likely to disappear very quickly. 

Choose your payment option below to secure 
your order immediately: 
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Finally revealed after hundreds of years of research ... 
15-Minute-a-Day 

"Praxis" Gives Total 
Mastery of Time, 

Energy, and Money 

Find out how a simple 15 minute a day "praxis" 
allows anyone to get whatever they want.  Attain 

total mastery of Time, Energy, and Money. 

From: 
Mark Joyner 
South Miami Beach 
Friday, 6:56PM 

"What exactly is a Praxis? 

"And how is one that takes only 15 minutes a day going to give me total mastery of 
time, energy, and money?" 

That's a good question, and you'll learn the answer in a moment when you gain 
instant FREE access to the easy multi-media course "Simpleology 101: The Simple 

Learn It in a FREE 18 Day Step-by-Step 
Interactive Multimedia Experience Based on 

Cutting Edge Speed-Learning Psychology 

Each Fun Daily Lesson Takes Just a Couple 
Minutes ... 

Instant FREE Access for Everyone 
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Science of Getting What You Want."  This simple course is based on cutting edge 
speed-learning psychology and each of the 18 fun and exciting lessons takes 
just a few minutes each day. 

Before you log in for the first time and get your answer to that question there are some 
important things you should know. 

First, close your eyes for a moment ... 

Imagine your perfect life. 

Imagine having every single thing that you want. 

And when you wanted something new, all you have to do is snap your fingers and it's 
yours because you are so powerful. 

Now, you might be thinking, "Sure that sounds great, but what's the point of 
dreaming?  Where could someone learn such a power?" 

What if it wasn't a dream?  What if such power did exist?  Even better, what if there 
were an actual reproducible simple science that would allow you to become so powerful 
that anything you wanted was right at your fingertips? 

Before you answer that question, answer this: 

Do you think you could ever see yourself paying someone $2,000 for the "privilege" of  
talking to them on the phone for an hour? 

That's a pretty expensive phone call. 

And that's exactly what I charge my consulting clients for one hour of my time.  My 
clients willingly pay this and with good reason - I get them results fast! 

I'm not saying this to brag.  I'm actually a pretty humble guy and am not very 
comfortable "talking myself up." 

“"Mark is a genius. Within one hour he turned on the 
lights in my brain about my marketing, my websites, and 
even my life's key direction. I was in the dark before 

my consultation with him.” 
Joe Vitale 

#1 Best-Selling Author of “The Attractor Factor” 

“I have diligently applied your simple yet effective 
marketing strategies and principles to launch me to an 
overnight success online. I went from $500 per month to 

$500 per day and I truly owe it all to you.” 
Mike Filsaime 

Former GM of the 4th Largest Hyundai Dealership in the 
U.S. and CEO of "InstantBuzz" 
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I only give you these two examples in the hope that you will be inspired to pay closer 
attention. 

My clients pay me $2,000 per hour, but you've got me for free right now, so listen up. 

After talking to thousands of people across the globe, it became clear to me that they 
were all experiencing the exact same problems. 

I've spoken with people from every continent on the planet ranging from the hardest of 
the "hard luck cases" to millionaire entrepreneurs, high power executives and super-
achievers.  

No matter what they were trying to accomplish, the same roadblocks stood in their 
way. 

The funny thing is, just about every single one of these "roadblocks" were very easy to 
remove. 

Well, I should say, they were easy to remove once they were able to see them.  That's 
the problem.  Before talking to me they weren't able to see what was preventing them 
from achieving their success. 

That's what I do.  I get paid to see the problem that is otherwise difficult to see. 

Sometimes it baffled me, though, why others couldn't see the same thing. 

Then a profound thought struck me ... 

In my mind I had been operating out of a very specific set of rules and using a very 
specific formula that allowed me to get what I want again and again.   Intuitively I 
could see my clients breaking one of these rules, or missing a single part of the 
formula.  I'd simply point this out to them and then - snap! - everything would fall into 
place. 

I had a hunch that my help wasn't really necessary.  In the back of my mind I suspected 
that what I was paid to do could be distilled down to a few easy-to-understand lessons 
and my clients would no longer need my help. 

More on this in a minute ... 

Now, in addition to my clients, there are a lot of people who write in to me looking for 
help and I do my best to help every single one. 

Emails flood in to my inbox every single day and I have a fantastic Personal Assistant 
(Anna) who answers them for me, but it's just impossible to take care of every single 
person who writes in. 

I was talking with Anna about this and expressed how frustrating it is that I don't have 
the time to help every single person who writes in.  Most people simply can't afford 
$2,000 for a private consultation, so I often donate my help to people in need, but 
again I simply can't do that for everyone who writes in.  
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Finally the realization hit ... 

What if my hunch was correct? 

What if my theory that everything I told my clients could be distilled into a number of 
easy to understand lessons was valid? 

If it were, I could then create a systematic way for everyone to learn these principles. 

Over time I began to take notes and consciously formalize these rules for success. 

Eventually, I decided to put all of this information together into an easily useable form, 
but I didn't want to do so lightly. 

It would have to be so easy that even someone in the most desperate situation could 
jump into it and understand without much effort. 

It would have to be so clear that even the most slow-to-learn individual could "get it." 

It would have to be so simple that anyone could easily incorporate it into their daily 
lives. 

That was it ... 

I first set out to define the parameters. 

Over time I narrowed it down to several key ideas that were fundamental to the success 
of everyone.  The people to whom I've shown this information said it was like finally 
being able to see the world properly for the first time. 

The 5 Laws of Simpleology 

The 1st Law of Simpleology
 

The Law of _______ Lines 
(revealed below) 

The 2nd Law of Simpleology
 

The Law of Cle _____________ 

The 3rd Law of Simpleology
 

The Law of ______________ ion. 

The 4th Law of Simpleology
 

The Law of Foc______________ 

The 5th Law of Simpleology
 

The Inescapability of _________/_____ ction. 
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It became clear that there were 5 irrefutable laws which governed success or failure in 
any endeavor. 

Without exception, those who were succeeding in life were following these laws in one 
way or another either consciously or unconsciously. 

Without exception, those who were failing were breaking at least one of these laws on a 
regular basis. 

Somehow it seemed that some people were born with these laws indelibly programmed 
into some kind of "success chip" in their head.  To them, these laws are obvious and 
sort of a "given fact." 

Telling these laws to the kind of person who has had nothing but great success from 
birth would be like saying to you, "The sky is blue!  Do you hear me?  It's been 
discovered the sky is blue!" 

You'd lift your eyebrow at me and respond ... 

"Well, sure!  We've known that for a long time, Mark ..." 

That's how the "naturally successful" would respond if you told them the 5 Laws of 
Simpleology ... 

"Well, sure!  Doesn't everyone know that?" 

That's the problem - the vast majority of us don't.   

In some cases, they may know the laws in their gut, but they don't live by them (and 
Simpleology has an ingenious solution for that, as well). 

People like you and me weren't born with this "success chip" in our brains.  Instead, 
we've got to reprogram ourselves. 

That's what I'm going to show you how to do.  Over the next 18 days, you'll be taken 
through a series of short, immediately understandable demonstrations that prove to 
you the validity of these laws. 

And then I'll show you how to start living by these laws as if you too had been born with 
that little "success chip" in your head. 

Little by little you're going to replace your old program and replace it with the new 
one ... 

The Scientific Formula for Success 

Get Instant Free Access Below to Learn All 5 Laws ... 
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Don't worry - you'll learn what goes in those blanks in a minute. 

I know you're curious, but you're not ready to hear the truth yet.  There are some other 
things that must be revealed to you first before the power of The Scientific Formula for 
Success can be fully understood. 

Further, remember how I told you that Simpleology is presented with cutting-edge 
speed-learning psychology? 

You're already experiencing the start of that. 

You may not realize it yet, but as you read this letter I'm preparing your mind for 
flawless learning and retention. 

There is an interesting psychological phenomenon based on the work of a little-known 
neuroscientist which actually shows you how to put a mind in the optimal state for 
learning. 

Unless you've been trained in this technique you won't notice it, but it's happening to 
you right now as you read this letter. 

And, no - this isn't NLP or any of the other stuff you've heard of before ... 

"OK, Can't You Just Show Me This 15 Minute 
Praxis Thing?  What is a Praxis Anyway" 

You'll learn that very soon ... 

Before I can show you the Praxis, there are some things you need to understand first. 

I'm about to give you a really bad analogy, but it will get the point across so bear with 
me. 

Have you ever heard of a weight lifting exercise known as the "squat?" 

Well, it's the most important and most muscle-building exercise in all of body-
building.  Any real expert would tell you that in a second. 

Now, this is a bad analogy because the "squat" is mind numbingly hard.  It's meant to 
be.   

Step 1.  See Your _________ 

Step 2.  ____________ Sites 

Step 3.  ____ Until _______ 

Get Instant Free Access Below to Learn All 3 Steps ... 
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In fact, anyone who has ever done serious weight-lifting with a properly executed squat 
will probably have a few stories about how one properly executed "set" of squats made 
them so exhausted they had to vomit! 

No joke.  I've been there. 

The "Praxis" you're about to learn is not hard.  In fact, it's pretty enjoyable and easy, 
really.  There may be a small bit of fun "mental weight lifting" you will have to perform 
the first couple times, but don't worry. 

You'll have me looking over your shoulder as your virtual coach giving you 
encouragement, and ... 

Very quickly you'll have a breakthrough and the Praxis will be effortless. 

It's a good analogy, though, because a squat improperly executed has very little benefit 
at all.  If I showed you the Praxis now without first showing how to properly use it, I 
wouldn't be doing you much good. 

You don't have to worry about that, though.  I make it easy every step of the way. 

Some of these lessons are so short and simple that you'll just laugh at how utterly 
simple I've made this, and your life, for you. 

"Is This Some Kind of Positive Thinking or 
Wishful Thinking Formula?" 

Absolutely not ... 

In fact, you'll learn in the very first lesson exactly why many of the things you have 
been taught about "positive thinking" and other such unscientific voodoo is 
absolutely false. 

If you think that "positive thinking" is the key to success, it's absolutely vital that you 
read on. 

I'll prove it to you with a simple exercise on your very first day.  (You're just moments 
away from getting instant free access, but read on first). 

In fact, on the very first day I'll shatter about 20 false beliefs that have been sold 
to you at a premium over the years by the corrupt and greedy "self-improvement" 
industry. 

Now look, I'm not one of these guys who is going to stand up and tell you "I'm right and 
everyone else is wrong!  Don't buy his book!  Buy mine!"   

That's a tell-tale sign of a charlatan and you should be wary of any who claims to have 
all the answers while discounting the teachings of others. 

Simpleology doesn't replace the work of any of these great men - it complements 
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and enhances it.  It will only help you get results from any of these teachings that 
much faster. 

There are over 1oo significant teachers alive today from whom you can learn the secrets 
of business, success, marketing and many other topics that will have a great impact on 
your life.  In fact, I personally know just about every single one of these teachers, and I 
would wholeheartedly recommend learning as much as you can in your life from each 
and every one of them. 

The problem is this - imagine someone gave you some rocket fuel, but you tried to use 
it in a poorly tuned car.  That's what happens with most people when they learn from 
these teachers. 

They need a good "tune up" and an "engine rebuild" first before that fuel will do them 
any good. 

That's what you're about to experience with Simpleology 101. 

I've been a student of much of the great "personal development literature" for many 
years.  (As well as a student of cutting edge learning psychology, the history of science, 
high-level military tactics and strategy and many other things from the commonplace 
to the arcane ...) 

I would be remiss if I didn't give due credit for my success to some of the great "old 
school success teachers" who surely turned my life around. 

So, please don't think my calling positive thinking "voodoo" discounts any of these 
teachers. 

W. Clement Stone, for example, preached the philosophy of "PMA" or "Positive Mental 
Attitude."  It's an incredibly valuable tool for changing your life.  The problem is, many 
people who learn such teachings, do so in a vacuum.   

They immediately throw caution to the wind and rely solely on the power of "happy 
thoughts." 

This "just think happy thoughts and all is well" sentiment is echoed by many who have 
watered-down his teachings, and the teachings of the other greats, in the hopes of 
making a buck.  

Stone, were he alive today, would be in shock if he knew his teachings were being 
misunderstood that way.  He understood so clearly that PMA was only a part of the 
secret that he combined his teachings with those of the great Napoleon Hill to give 
students a more complete picture. 

Not once did Stone ever say that PMA alone was the answer. 

Now, Stone and Hill didn't have access to the technologies and breakthroughs that we 
have today, so it would be no surprise to them to discover a system far simpler and far 
more powerful. 
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Again, in our first 10 minutes together I'll give you a 30 second exercise that will 
unequivocally and irrevocably shatter about 20 of the common lies you've been 
sold. 

I don't want you to take my word for this.  I will demonstrate it for you in a way that 
will leave no doubt in your mind.   

Nor will you ever be able to fall prey to any of these misconceptions again. 

"OK, Why Don't You Prove It to Me?" 

I'm about to.  That's the easy part. 

In fact, a totally free multi-media experience will give you direct proof you can 
experience for yourself. 

Again, I'm going to ask you to approach this as a scientist would.  I want you to see 
these truths with your own eyes. 

Simpleology 101: The Simple Science of Getting What You Want is the foundation of 
Simpleology.  You're about to get access to it for free. 

Each short and easy-to-understand video lesson make understanding each 
principle simple.  I'll also give you some easy-to-perform exercises that will not only 
make you laugh, but will allow you to see for yourself that Simpleology works. 

I'm making this 18 day multi-media hyper-learning technology course available to you 
totally free.  You'll get instant online access to the entire course in moments. 

It's not a "trial." 

It's my gift to you. 

You get Simpleology membership and full access to the entire Simpleology 101 course 
for free. 

Is this some kind of religion? 

Goodness no! 

Simpleology is a Science, not a religion.  It's based on observable Laws - not on faith. 

I would be wary of anyone who comes to you claiming some special spiritual or 
religious gift - especially if it comes with a price tag. 

Simpleology is perfectly compatible with any religious or spiritual belief you may have. 

In fact, one of the core truths of Simpleology has been referred to in the sacred texts of 
many faiths.  And that truth is perhaps best expressed in the Book of James ... 
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"... faith without action is meaningless." 

And this sentiment has been echoed in Christianity, Buddhism, Judaism, Hinduism, 
and many others throughout the history of the world. 

Simpleology is all about "the worldly." 

If what you want is worldly, you have come to the right place.   

If what you want is spiritual, you have come to the right place, too.  For if you are to 
apply your spiritual principles to the world, you must abide by the world's rules - and 
that is what you are about to learn. 

Is this some kind of money-making scheme? 

Not at all. 

We do not offer any kind of "affiliate" or "network marketing" program or any other 
incentive to you when you tell others about Simpleology. 

We want you to tell others about Simpleology because it's great.  That's it. 

Now, you may have seen others mention Simpleology ... Some will do so simply 
because they want to help you and you should thank them for doing so.   Also, I do 
work with a number of carefully selected Strategic Partners who for various reasons 
have agreed to help spread the word about Simpleology - just like any major 
corporation would do so.    

For you, however, I want you to tell others about Simpleology because of the 
profoundly positive changes it's about to create in your life - nothing else. 

"Why Would You Give This System Away for 
FREE?" 

I'm giving it away for several reasons. 

First, I know that everyone alive (except maybe the naturally happy and 
successful .001% of the population who were born with Simpleology programmed into 
their brains) can benefit from this.  As I get on in my life I am increasingly aware of 
how important it is that we make a positive impact on the world. 

But I won't bore you with any moral preaching ... 

I could say easily say that and you'd really have no way of verifying whether or not it's 
true. 

Allow me to give you some more selfish reasons ... 

Think about this. 
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I couldn't ask you to believe every word I say until you experience for yourself the truth 
of Simpleology.  You'll be given a chance to verify and observe for yourself every single 
one of the 5 Laws of Simpleology. 

Because Simpleology is a science, it about your personal experience. 

It's about the results you yourself can observe. 

Just like a scientist deals with real observable truths, you will observe first-hand the 
simple truths of Simpleology. 

Some of these exercises are going to cause "loud audible pops" of revelation in your 
mind. 

You'll say to yourself at least 20 times, "My goodness, why haven't I been doing that?!" 

Finally, there are advanced courses of Simpleology that are not free.  Simpleology 102, 
for example, is "The Simple Science of Money."   I will show you a way of looking at 
money that will change your life almost instantly.  As the myths are stripped away and 
the "money chip" is installed - you will slowly start moving on to a path to ease and 
comfort.  No more of the stress that has been inflicted on you by the incorrect way of 
thinking. 

I want to give you the chance to see for yourself the simplicity and beauty of 
Simpleology first before I ask you to purchase any of the advanced courses. 

And frankly, you could use only Simpleology 101 and none of the advanced courses and 
still see dramatic changes in your life.  For those who don't have the desire to have 
outrageous financial success, Simpleology 101 will be all they need. 

Either way, Simpleology 101 is the foundation of everything.  In it, you will learn the 
simple 15-minute-a-day Praxis that is the core of Simpleology.  Everything builds upon 
that. 

You must first learn to master yourself before you can master your money, and that's 
what we're about to do together ... 

 

Get Instant FREE Access to the 
Multi-Media Experience Now 

Simpleology 101: 
The Simple Science of Getting What You Want 

 Yes! Please give me my FREE Simpleology membership and give me 
FREE access to the entire 18 day multi-media learning experience: 
Simpleology 101 - The Simple Science of Getting What You Want. 
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Copyright 2005, Mark Joyner, Inc.  All Rights Reserved 
  

I understand that the entire 18 day Simpleology 101 course is completely 
free of charge.  No gimmicks and no hidden fees.  There are more 
advanced courses available later which do have a cost, but Simpleology 
101 is totally free. 

I understand that my privacy will be respected and that my private 
information will never be shared with any 3rd parties. 

I understand that approximately once a week Simpleology will send me 
an email newsletter with information about updates, special events, and 
happenings in the world of Simpleology. 

My log in details ... 

 Yes - also give me a free email subscription to Simpleology 
Daily - so I can get daily inspiration and powerful reminders in my 
email inbox each morning. 

 Yes also please reserve two free passes for Simpleology 101 for the 
following two friends and send them an invitation from me via email: 

 

First: vince

Last: mark joyner

Email: mrvincentjames@yahoo.com

Country:  USA

Postal Code: 89117

Friend #1 Friend #2

First 

 
(optional) 

First 

 
(optional) 

Email 

 
(optional) 

Email 

 
(optional) 

Give Me Access NOW
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Masters Of Copywriting



 
Order Now

Who Else Wants Proven Advice  
To Write Super Responsive Ads 
And Sales Letters... From 35 Of  

The "Top Money" Marketing  
Minds Of All Time? 

..."I downloaded your product 20 minutes ago, went straight to the 
John Carlton interview, and even thought I've read and studied (I 
thought) everything he's written. I was dead wrong. That interview 
alone is worth a hundred bucks." 

   Lee Honts - Iowa 

Others have gladly forked out hundreds for the information 
revealed on this website... Read on to find out how you can 
make off with a healthy helping for FREE... 

"Masters Of Copywriting 2005"  
The Interviews  

John Carlton  

    They call him "the secret weapon". Secret because he has so far 
avoided the harsh limelight of fame, preferring to let his work do his 
talking. Weapon, because any marketer lucky 
enough to hire this brilliant writer will see profits 
skyrocket. 

    John Carlton has been a top freelance 
advertising copywriter for over 21 years now. 
Many of his ads are legendary among writers and 
clients. He brings an edginess and street-savvy to 
ad writing that actually forces you to read every 
word. 
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Dan Kennedy 

    Dan Kennedy is internationally recognized as a 
'millionaire-maker', helping people in just about every 
category of business turn their ideas into fortunes. He has 
been called the "Professor of Harsh Reality" because he's 
provocative, irreverent, sarcastic, and tells it like it is in a 
humorous, but chilling, serious fashion that cuts to the core 
of the issues in a way no other marketing "guru" does. 

    Dan Kennedy's advice can be moved with remarkable ease 
from one very different field, industry, or profession to 
another with amazing success. He is a leading consultant in 
direct marketing, copywriting, Internet strategies, and profit 
improvement systems. 

Joe Vitale 

    They call him The World's First Hypnotic Marketer. 

    Hypnotic, because the writing style he uses grabs 
you, sucks you in to it's mesmerizing pull... and forces 
you to read every word of what lays in front of you. 

    Marketer, because he's one of the greatest marketers 
of all times - consistently writing and implementing 
record breaking marketing strategies for himself, and his 
trusted clients. 

Joe Sugarman 

    Nobody knows direct response like Joe Sugarman. 

    His JS&A mail-order catalogs, and outrageously 
successful infomercials are required study, having sold 
over 20 million pairs of his now famous BluBlocker 
sunglasses worldwide. 

    Joe's masterful use of psychological triggers in 
advertising, combined with his tight, short headlines, 

and hard-hitting yet educational copy are legendary. 

David Deutsch 

    Here's a rare opportunity to learn from someone who acquired his 
copywriting skill under the direction of the legendary David Ogilvy. 

    That man is none other than David Deutsch, world-renowned 
freelance copywriter for large publishers such as Boardroom, Phillips, 
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Agora, and KCI, and author of the best selling business creativity 
system, THINK INSIDE THE BOX! 

Yanik Silver 

    Just 31 years old, Yanik Silver is 
recognized as the leading expert on creating 
automatic moneymaking web sites... and 
he's only been online fulltime since 2000! 

    He is also a highly sought after speaker, 
and seminar leader, and is universally respected for his ability to write 
winning campaigns that repeatedly spin swift fortunes for his partners 
and clients. Attendees regularly pay up to $4,995 to learn his secrets. 

Alan Forrest Smith 

    Alan Forrest Smith has quickly built a very 
strong reputation for himself as an 
extraordinary copywriter, top-drawer marketing 
consultant and seminar lecturer. 

    He's known for his outstanding ability to 
create market differentiation for his clients. 
Those lucky enough to work with Alan routinely 
fork out $5,000 for a single coaching session 

and up to $25,000 for a sales letter, due to his proven flair for 
positioning them as the only viable solution in a carefully defined 
target market. 

Timothy Warnock 

    Hidden in the hills of Assisi Italy... a new 
copywriting samurai is online, silently overthrowing 
copy controls in his wake. Profit storms follow Tim 
like a shadow, and even world-class copywriters 
routinely hire him to deliver results. 

    Profits for merchants and affiliates alike are 
soaring to new levels with Tim's help. Even veteran 
online affiliate marketers Allan Gardyne (associateprograms.com) - who 
has promoted hundreds of offers over the years, saw his all-time 
affiliate CR% records conquered by one of Tim's letters. 

    (Side note: I had heard some wild stories that one of Tim's 
letters was producing, so I secretly put him to the test in the real 
market, by sending some traffic... "Oh My"... the rumors were 
true... 7.46%!) 
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Harlan Kilstein 

    Hypnotist, NLP practitioner, Golf Coach, Harvard graduate, 
"COPYWRITER" Harlan Kilstein is the silent stealth weapon behind 

some of the HOTEST direct response campaigns 
on recent record. Faster than a speeding bullet, 
accurate as a heat seaking missile, and 
productive as a box car full of TNT, "the Dr's" 
slamming copy zeros in on your emotional hot 
buttons and pushes them like crazy! 

    His uncanny ability to write covertly persuasive copy that slips 
under the prospect's sales resistance radar is quickly establishing this 
brilliant writer as one of the fastest rising young stars in history. Even 
super savvy marketing giants like Jay Abraham, T. Harv Eker, and 
Stephen Pierce sneak him in through the back door to juice their 
results, when no ones looking... 

Little Known, Under The Radar Copywriting 
Short Cuts and Hidden Persuasion Principles 
REVEALED... These Exclusive Interviews, Lessons, and 

Tutorials Will Quickly Show You... 

l How to harness the power of sub vocalization to develop an 
immediate and blinding rapport with your prospects.  

l How to "manufacture" a killer USP (Unique Selling Proposition) out of 
thin air, even if your product is a shameless knock off. 

l How to research any product or market at breakneck speed, 
pinpointing core buyer beliefs, feelings, and desires, with an 
almost psychic accuracy.  

l How to brainstorm for that killer hook, virtually guaranteeing your copy 
jumps off the page to mesmerize anyone with a pulse and the ability to 
buy your product.  

l How to organize your thoughts into the perfect outline, so your 
sales letters virtually write themselves... and all of your selling 
stories, facts, arguments, features, benefits, emotional appeals, 
premiums, guarantees, and closing sentences reinforce each 
other for maximum response.  

l How to repeatedly ignite your own internal passion and enthusiasm for 
what you're selling AT WILL, so it rages rampant throughout your copy, 
and infects your prospects with the "buy now" bug. 

l How to know when to use a multi-step campaign, or go for the 
jugular straight away with your advertising. 
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l What to watch for when editing, and how to make your copy easy to read 
and understand. 

l How to make your copy believable. Your own personal conviction is 
critical, but these subtle secrets will get your readers to drop their 
defenses completely, and really trust you. 

l The 3 most powerful human motivators of them all, why they work so well, 
and how to apply them in your copy. 

l Which elements of your ad should you split test first? The headline is 
a given, but some of the other hot spots these masters zero in on are 
sure to surprise you. 

l And Much, Much more... 

Frank Irving Fletcher, George Lewis Dyer, Joe Vitale, Bruce Barton, Theo 
MacManus, John Carlton, James Wallen, Claude C. Hopkins, Alan Forrest 

Smith,  Richard A. Foley, J. George Frederick, Timothy Warnock, Kenneth M. 
Goode, F.R. Feland, Yanik Silver, J.K. Fraser, Charles Addison Parker, David 
Deutsch, Christine Frederick, O.A. Owen, Joe Sugarman, Harry E. Cleland, 
Wilburt E. Nesbitt, Dan S. Kennedy, Harry Tipper, Helen Woodward, Peter 

Stone, John Starr Hewitt, Arthur Holmes, Humphrey M. Bourne, Harlan 
Kilstein, Ruth Leigh, John E. Kennedy 

  

Insane, "Over The Top" 
Introductory Offer! 

Expires Midnight ET July 21, 2005 

Read On For Details 

  

"Masters Of Copywriting 2005" - Over 843 
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Years Of Combined Direct Response 
Marketing Experience Says Your Toughest, 
Most Vexing Marketing Problems Are About 

To Be Solved, Right Here, Right NOW!  

    From The Desk Of Daniel A. Levis 
    Re: Masters Of Copywriting 2005 

    Dear Marketing Opportunist, 

    What's the one thing every great copywriter and direct response 
marketer has in common? The critical element that sets them apart 
from the rest... that certain something that allows them to unleash wave 
after wave of tidal selling force... in any market... anytime they choose? 

    Some call in an "unfair" advantage. But they're wrong. Some think 
they can shortcut their way around it, but they can't. And still others 
have no idea of its existence. 

    It not only makes ad writing infinitely easier, it's a virtual hedge 
against the high failure rate that crushes the confidence of 
inexperienced writers. 

    Do you know what it is? 

A Single, Simple Secret Of Wealth... 

    There are no new ideas, only new combinations of old ideas. The 
same immutable laws of human nature have lurked behind every event, 
every human action, and thought, regardless of external circumstances 
since the dawn of time. 

    Once you accept this fact, everything changes. 

    You no longer struggle with creativity, or blindly imitate. Your mind is 
free to see past the veil of time and circumstance... right to the core of 
things. 

    Now you mold and adapt with the greatest of ease, because you've 
finally found those common underlying threads that have existed all 
along, unseen and unappreciated. It's what Dan Kennedy calls "finding 
the commonalities". 

    Flash back to 1924... you're thumbing through the Times, scanning 
the headlines, when this one jumps off the page and grabs you by the 
throat... 

"This is Marie Antoinette  
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Riding To Her Death" 

    You don't know it yet, but just the day before... you met the man 
behind the headline over a Cuban cigar and a glass of port. It was in a 
cafe off Fifth Avenue, in the silk stocking district of Manhattan. 

    At that very meeting, you and a young Bruce Barton both took your 
place in history... by agreeing to take part in a controversial experiment 
called "Masters Of Copywriting"... 

Time Out  
FREE Mini Course  

"Secrets Of The Old Time Masters Of Copywriting" 

There are 7 serious lessons here, delivered by email straight to your 
in-box every other day. You'll discover timeless yet little known 
marketing secrets that have spun fabulous fortunes. 

Within a few minutes of signing up, you'll receive your first lesson. 

Here's a taste of what you'll discover... 

l 3 simple strategies Bruce Barton used over and over again after 
an unexpected 8-fold boost in replies. 

l The $2,035,014 secret Claude C. Hopkins stumbled upon as 
a 12-year-old boy. 

l 6 practical ways to make your copy more believable from O.A. 
Owen. 

l B2B copy secrets gleaned from Harry E. Cleland's decades in 
the industrial advertising trenches.  

l 10 things NOT to do with your copy. J.K. Fraser learned these 
the hard way. You don't have to.  

l The 3 modes of public consiousness. How to recognize them 
and harmonize your sales pitch appropriately, by John Starr 
Hewitt.  

l How Arthur Holmes used 4 immutable laws of human behavior 
and psychology for higher response. 

l And much, much more... 
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I designed this course for one reason. To let you see for yourself, first 
hand, how powerful the "Masters Of Copywriting 2005" package really is. 

Plus, if you act now, I'm also including a complimentary 13-week trial 
subscription to my popular circular, "Selling to Human Nature", which 
contains even more selling secrets. 

There's no obligation, you will only receive top-notch information, and 
you can easily unsubscribe at any time. 

Don't worry, your privacy is assured. We will never share your email 
address with anyone, for any reason. 

    Of course Bruce Barton and O.A. Owen were just two of the contributors 
J. George Frederick called in for the original "Masters Of Copywriting". 
There were 25 in all, people like Kenneth Goode and Charles Addison 
Parker... all of the brightest minds of the day. 

    Details are sketchy, but rumor has it J. George worked along side John 
E. Kennedy at Lord & Thomas in the heady early days of "reason why". 

    Flash back again to 1906... you're cloistered in the Fairbanks Saloon, 
sipping fine French Cognac. The gentlemen across the table retorts, "J. 
George, what do you think of all this 'reason why' propaganda?" 

    "Oh to be a fly on the wall at Lord & Thomas right now", he stammers. 
"I've heard Kennedy's latest campaign brought 1547 INQUIRIES... in the first 
7 days!" 

    You choke on your Cognac and sputter... "What is it about this 'reason 
why' that's fulfilling these men with such intoxicating wealth?" 

    Kennedy mysteriously disappeared later that year at the height of his 
success. Nobody knows quite why, but Lord & Thomas didn't hesitate to fill 
his shoes with another "reason why" disciple by the name of Claude C. 
Hopkins... at $185,000 a year! That's when $1 was worth $11.  

"Is It Immoral To Make  
Money This Easily?" 

    Indeed, what were the secrets behind "reason why"? And how do modern 
day rainmakers go about "finding the commonalities"? 

 

Your First Name:
Your Primary E-
Mail:

Count Me In Daniel!
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    I'll give you some clues... 

    The original Masters Of Copywriting text begins by taking you on a 
fascinating magic carpet ride across the advertising sands of time, 
dating back 25,000 years to the caves of France, through ancient 
Babylon, Egypt, Greece, Rome, and the Dark Ages... from the town 
criers to handbills and medieval publicity stunts... from newspapers 
and periodicals to the coffee house haunts of the first Admen of the 
18th Century... from Ben Franklin's "General Magazine", to Bonner and 
Barnum... from patent medicine and the nostrums to "Printer's Ink"... 
from Albert Lasker and Lord & Thomas to John E. Kennedy and the 
birth of "reason why"... 

And then you'll discover... 

Frank Irving Fletcher 

l How to convey more meaning with fewer words and use white 
space effectively. (Page 47) 

George Lewis Dyer 

l How to inject character and personality into your copy to grab 
readership and response. (Page 56) 

Bruce Barton (the seminal origins of his best selling work "The Man 
Nobody Knows") 

l How to infuse a piece of copy with "human 
interest" and boost replies 8 times! (Page 63) 

l Three little known response-boosting 
secrets that built untold fortune. (And how 
to draw from a vast "virtually untapped" 
storehouse of powerful examples of these 
potent principles...) (Page 64) 

l How to expand sales cheaply and profitably by cooperating with 
your competition. (Page 68) 

Theodore F. MacManus 

l Should you appeal to virtue or vice in your copy? Which system 
yields the more profitable result? (Page 73) 

l How to use the power of suggestion to inspire trust, and an 
aura of quality and sincerity that automatically inspires sales. 
(Page 79) 

l How to float "artless" suggestions that are accepted without 
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resistance or resentment. (Page 79) 

l How to create mental anchors in the minds of your buyers, 
while building long-term good will and reputation... (Page 83) 

James Wallen 

l Who was it that said, "reasons come afterward, but at first a thing 
pleases or shocks me without me knowing the reason", and why is 
this idea so critical to producing profitable advertising? (Page 89) 

l How to make your copy more alluring... by borrowing the 
emotion arousing tricks of the great novelists. (Page 92) 

l How to forsake the realm of fact to better tell the truth... why facts 
tell and stories sell. (Page 95) 

Claude C. Hopkins 

l The astonishing billion-dollar secret a 12-year boy 
learned selling silver polish door to door. (Page 111) 

l Three elements most often overlooked when 
offering inducements, but proven to unlock 
increased response... plus a way to describe a 
premium that boosts replies 4 fold! (Page 112) 

l A deceptively simple trick for generating double-digit response with 
multi-step campaigns... and why never to talk mechanics with 
women. (Page 113) 

l How an inexpensive piece of "theatre" brought one hundred 
thousand women through the door in just one week... to buy 
vegetable shortening! (Page 113) 

Richar A. Foley 

l How to dig for the "story" in a product or service. (Page 132) 

l How to create a perception of naturalness and sincerity by 
replacing adjectives with verbs. (Page 138) 

l How to plant the urge to buy now through suggestion versus 
blatant command. (Page 139) 

l Three response killing things to avoid in your copy, and why 
hard writing, makes easy reading. (Page 142) 

J. George Frederick 
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l How to make facts interesting. (Page 148) 

l 76 qualifying questions to draw your attention to the 
particulars of any selling situation. (Page 150) 

l The 12 critical things you must understand about your buyer 
before writing copy. (Page 155) 

l 10 advertising copy tests. (Page 156) 

l 6 research angles to determine how to best position a product, and 
how to shape it to better-fit market conditions. (Page 157) 

l How to rank selling appeals in order of buyer importance. 
(Page 162) 

l 16 copywriting strategies, and how to use them to win wider 
distribution. (Page 168) 

Kenneth M. Goode 

l Why copy is the engine of marketing, not research, not placement, 
not graphic design, copy! (Page 183) 

l How much are you really paying per word to reach your 
market? (Page 185) 

l Why successful copy is like good golf... and how to step out of your 
ego when writing it. (Page 190) 

F.R. Feland 

l 3 ways to get more of your copy read. (Page 195) 

l The one emotion you should always give the imaginary 
prospect sitting across the desk from you. (Page 200) 

l How to harness the power of controversy in your headlines. (Page 
202) 

l How to use "telegraphing" to draw more readers into your ad. 
(Page 203) 

l The three classes of goods and how to approach each with your 
copy. (Page 204) 

J.K. Fraser 

l 46 copy don'ts. (Page 207) 
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Charles Addison Parker 

l The essence of honest "hype". What it is, and why it sells. (Page 
211) 

l Give them this in the first 20 words, and you'll have them 
glued to your sales letter right through to the P.S. Find out 
what it is on Page 218. 

Christine Frederick 

l Is there such a thing as an average women...? How can you know 
her? (Page 228) 

l How to portrait women effectively in advertising. (Page 231) 

l How to get existing customers to place large orders and re 
purchase more frequently. Women in particular are red ripe for 
this. (Page 236) 

O.A. Owen 

l 11 ways to make your copy more believable. Use these little known 
tactics to slip under your buyers "tripe" radar. (Page 245) 

Harry E. Cleland 

l How to appeal to the emotions in technical copy. (Page 265) 

l Why the element of surprise is your secret weapon when 
selling to businesses, and how to use contrast to drive home 
ideas. (Page 266) 

l The very first place you should look for appeals that will motivate 
business buyers. (Page 266) 

l 5 response-killing bugbears to look for when editing technical 
copy. (Page 267) 

l How to make your headlines spring to life with imagery. (Use this 
secret, and your reader can't help but visualize the object of his or 
her desire in your copy almost instantly!) (Page 268) 

Wilbur D. Nesbitt 

l How to use drama, color, word pictures, and history to secure the 
readers attention. (Page 275) 

l How to generate interest by projecting your own sincerity, and 
conviction onto the page. (Page 276) 
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l How to use a series of congruent ads effectively to ratchet up your 
conversion rate. (Page 278) 

l How to pump contagious belief into your writing... giving your 
advertising a friendliness that begets trust... (Page 282) 

Harry Tipper 

l 4 elements of productive copy... as vital as earth, water, fire, and 
air... but frequently overlooked. (Page 290) 

Helen Woodward 

l 3 secrets to selling books on installment that made Mark Twain a 
best seller... (Page 303) 

John Starr Hewitt 

l 4 essential tools for the copywriter's workbench. (Page 314) 

l How to read public opinion and current events into your copy 
to boost replies. (Page 317) 

l How to rivet your reader's attention, bringing mundane details to 
life with poetry, romance, and drama. (Page 319) 

l What does sub-vocalization have to do with copywriting? 
Everything if you want to snuggle up to your reader's ear... 
and glide your sales message home instantly. Find out how on 
Page 323. 

Arthur Holmes 

l How to capitalize on the fundamental law of man's psychic nature. 
(Page 328) 

l 2 involuntary impulses of the eye that you can use to attract 
immediate attention to your sales message... and the secret to 
holding that kind of attention once you've got it. (Page 333) 

l Why human instincts respond to "objects of certain class"... and 
how the point of your pen can prick them to active life. 

Humphrey M. Bourne 

l Do you need a picture with your headline? Take the page turning 
test on page 349. 

l The secret ingredient to slip into your lead (opening 
paragraph) found on page 352 that builds trust instantly... 
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hint, it also un sells her on what she's doing now as an added 
bonus! 

Ruth Leigh 

l 9 secrets of successful retail advertising. (Page 359) 

"I Am AMAZED At The 
Quality Of This Resource!" 

I am presently involved in two big copywriting 
projects; one aimed at selling hundreds of pieces of 
medical equipment at $70,000 each, and the other 
aimed at persuading millionaires to place tens of 
millions of dollars in several different oil and gas 
development projects. 

Without doubt, MASTERS OF COPYWRITING has helped me 
write these letters and helped me make them more 
powerful, more persuasive, and more compelling. 

The insights of Bruce Barton and Theodore MacManus 
alone are worth 100 times what you charge. 

Russell J. Martino Ph.D. 

    OK, there you have it, 25 old masters with lessons galore to make 
you a better copywriter, and exclusive interviews with 10 of the most 
brilliant wordsmiths alive! 

What you've seen so far is just a small 
sampling of what a select group of shrewd 
young Turks have already discovered... 

    I invite you to join this privileged group. 

    I invite you to fill your mind with the amazing insights contained in 
"Masters Of Copywriting 2005" today. Even better! I invite you to get 
this astonishingly valuable, useful, moneymaking information at a 
tremendous introductory discount. $30 off the regular price! 

    The established price for "Masters Of Copywriting 2005" is just $127, 
but as part of a special limited time introductory promotion (see full 
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details below), you can get it for just $97.  

That's a real bargain for over 500 pages of high-octane marketing 
strategies from 35 of the "top-money" marketing minds of all time, don't 
you agree? 

   There's just nothing else with the depth, breadth, and girth of this 
package anywhere at anything close to this price... certainly nothing 
with its power to repeatedly give you the inside track in the world of 
direct response. 

    How much would it cost you to buy materials from each one of my 
superstar marketer friends to learn the secrets they reveal in these 
exclusive interviews? You could easily spend twenty times the regular 
price on that alone, and you still wouldn't have the original "Masters Of 
Copywriting" manuscript. But that's not all... 

Grab Your Copy Today And  
Get These 5 Big Extras! 

Big Extra #1 
"Reason Why Advertising" 

(A $29 Value) 

Here's the bizarre note John E. Kennedy sent up the stairs to Albert 
Lasker of Lord & Thomas in 1905... 

"I am in the saloon downstairs. I can tell you what advertising is. I 
know you don't know. It will mean much to me to have you know what 
it is, and it will mean much to you. If you wish to know what 
advertising is, send the word 'yes' down by the bellboy."  

Signed, John Kennedy 

John Kennedy's timeless "Reason Why Advertising" has launched 
a thousand fortunes. It's long out of print, and difficult to find... 
but you can download your copy in pdf format right here, and 
start reaping its timeless wisdom by this time tomorrow. 
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Big Extra #2 
"Yanik Silver Exposed" 

(A $37 Value) 

Discover the behind the scenes facts surrounding Silver's shocking 
Public Domain Goldmine money grab in this exclusive 42-minute 
audio interview on mp3. 

Learn the astonishingly simple secrets this modern day Houdini 
used to levitate more than $44,000 out of his grateful clients 
pockets in less than 24 hours. Incredible! 

Big Extra #3 
"Copy Critique Certificate!" 

(A $200 Value) 

You've just finished giving blood at the keyboard. Does your copy 
need a cold, hard, expert stare before you invest in media? Or 
maybe you've got a piece that's already falling flat? Either way - let 
me pour over your copy and point out areas of weakness, and give 
you ideas to strengthen its pulling power. 

I'll give you a fully baked 3 page Executive Summary full of 
conversion inducing tips that will increase your sales, sometimes 
dramatically...! If your copy receives wide exposure, that could easily 
mean thousands of extra dollars in your pocket, couldn't it? 

Big Extra #4 
"Brand Savvy Direct Response!" 

with Alan Forrest Smith 
(A $29 Value) 

Crazed hairdresser turned copywriting hired gun reveals his 
devastating USP secrets. 

How to instantly differentiate your business for blockbuster 
results... This 60-minute audio interview on mp3 lays bare the high 
impact differentiation style of top copywriter Alan Forrest Smith. 
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Listen in as Alan discusses his simple but highly effective tactics for 
concocting unusual promotional cocktails that blend brand 
advertising with direct response. 

Big Extra #5 
"Interview With Peter Stone" 

(Priceless) 

Here's what Jim Van Wyck had to say about this interview. 

"Tiger Woods has ordinary days on the golf course, days when he's 
really hot, and then there are the rare times when the Golfing Gods 
touch him... and those rare moments are transcendent times. 

May I humbly suggest Peter Stone had "one of those days" last 
Tuesday? It's the best hour I've ever heard on "The Inner Game Of 
Copywriting". 

Here's exactly what you get... 

l The 393 pages of response boosting copywriting secrets contained in 
the original "Masters Of Copywriting" text (pdf). This is the exact 'sacred 
text" others have gladly paid hundreds for, not one in a thousand 
marketers even knows it exists! 

l The "Masters Of Copywriting 2005" interviews with John Carlton, Dan 
Kennedy, Joe Vitale, David Deutsch, Joe Sugarman, Alan Forrest 
Smith, Timothy Warnock, and Harlan Kilstein (pdf). Believe me, 
dragging this kind of talent away from operation money suck long enough 
to extract these exclusive interviews was tough. What they have to teach 
you can give you an unfair advantage in the world of direct response. I 
guarantee it! 

...plus these 5 big extras worth $295! 

l Big Extra # 1 - "Reason Why Advertising" by John E. Kennedy (pdf) 

l Big Extra # 2 - "Yanik Silver Exposed" (mp3) 

l Big Estra # 3 - "Copy Critique Certificate" (pdf) 
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l Big Extra # 4 - "Brand Savvy Direct Response" with Alan Forrest 
Smith (mp3) 

l Big Extra # 5 - "Interview with Peter Stone" (pdf) 

But wait, there's more... 

Here It Is 

Insane, "Over The Top" 
Introductory Offer! 

This'll NEVER happen again, no way! Read every letter here. You'll die 
at this offer. 

Absolutely Must Expire Midnight ET July 21 

(This one is a bit out of my control. You'll soon see why It must end 
when the above says. You WON'T see this offer anywhere else on the 

planet!) 

Item #1  - Exclusive Charter Member Discount. (As a 
Charter Member You Receive $30 Off - Invest Just $97) 

Item #2  - "World Internet Experts" mega-report. 
(An Additional $67 Value)  

Insider Internet marketing tips and advice from the World 
Internet Summitfaculty... 

Alan Forrest Smith - How Any Idiot Can Design Their Own Web Page Without 
Going To Night School Or Bribing Their 9 Year Old Nephew - And Have It 
Looking... And Working... Just Like The Pro's'. Which Means A Website That 
Makes CASH! 
  
Brett McFall - How To Sell High Priced Products For 4 Times The Money, 
with ? the effort! 
  
Armand Morin - How To Use eBay As Your Quick Cash Business 
Partner... even if you?re just a beginner. 
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Stephen Pierce - How To Rise Above Everything That?s Holding You 
Back And Succeed On The Internet... plus some brutal home truths about what 
it's going to take to succeed. 

PLUS, 12 Of The Internet?s Most Successful Marketing Gurus Answer 
The Toughest Question Of Them All... what's the single biggest mistake 
you've ever made and what did you learn from it? 

Item #3  - A Real Chance To WIN Big!  
  
On a freezing cold weekend, January 2005 in the UK two world-class copywriters 
Alan Forrest Smith and Brett McFall held a premium step-by-step-insider-reveal all-
Masterclass for 15 wanna-be Copywriters and Ad-men.  
  
One of many amazing stories to come from that weekend was the transformation of 
one high school kid from Sydney Australia with zilch copywriting experience. They ran 
him (with the other 14) through their 'breakthrough teaching techniques'  during the 
worlds first "Advertising Master Class" weekend.  
  
The Result? With Just This 2 Days Of Hands On Training, Stephen Georgulis has 
become one of the hottest high demand copywriters down-under (his last report back 
to Alan revealed he had taken nearly 50 grand in copywriting work and is being 
chased by some of the hottest web-prenuers on the planet!)...  
  
Every second of the 2-day Masterclass (20 hours plus) was thankfully filmed and 
pressed to DVD. Current selling price is a monster 3,995 UK Pounds (that's 
about US$7,025.00).  
  

YOU CAN WIN A FULL SET FOR FREE! 

 
  
The acclaimed "Advertising Master Class" DVD sets are nothing short of bloody-
amazing! Just 7 VERY LUCKY devils (selected at random) who download 
"Masters Of Copywriting" before July 21 will win a copy! 
  
If you are ready to join the Masters of Copywriting ... you need this set. 
Priceless. Worth a bomb. Will earn you wads of cash! 7 only. Be quick!  
  

Clicking here is your first step to joining 
the Masters of Copywriting 
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Don't worry I'm going to sum everything up for you now. Click here 

"Put It To The Proof, 
And Then Decide" 

    By now, you've probably convinced yourself 
there's serious money to be made with the wealth 
of ideas, insider secrets, and expert insights 
contained in this truly unique package. It's 
absolutely true. 

    I've personally netted many thousands in 
additional profits... as a direct result of what you 
are about to discover. 

    Obviously I can't be certain you'll do the same. I don't know you. For 
all I know, you may not make a single dime. So let's do this. Take 
'Masters Of Copywriting 2005" for a no-risk test drive... and prove 
these secrets will work for you. 

    At my insistence, you have an ironclad 90-day guarantee of 
satisfaction... and I want you to understand something. I'm not 
talking about a guarantee you should question. Some people selling 
online would like you to believe they're actually reversing your risk by 
offering a 30-day or a 60-day guarantee. What a joke. 

    Is 30 days, or even 60 days anywhere near enough time to find out if 
you're going to actually see meaningful results in your bank 
account? 

    Of course not, that's why I'm giving you a full 90 days to try this 
out. Put it to the test. Take some of the secrets revealed in this huge 
package and implement them. See for yourself how easy it is to rake in 
cash with this stuff. If you don't see meaningful results in your bank 
account as a result of it, get a refund. 

    And don't take my word for it either that I'll cheerfully refund your 
money if you can't do it for some reason. Even if I were a slime ball con 
artist or fly-by-night operator (believe me, the net's full of them), it 
wouldn't matter, because it's not me who would be refunding you the 
money anyway. 

    I use clickbank as my secure payment processor, because I want 
you to download with total confidence. If you figure this information 
isn't right for you, getting your money back is as easy as sending a 
single email to refunds@clickbank.com. They'll initiate a refund 
instantly, in full (including any local taxes), no questions asked, and 
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that's the way I want it. 

    Heck I'll even let you keep all of the free bonuses for your 
trouble. The absolute worst thing that could happen is you'll come 
out $362 ahead! What could be fairer than that? 

    On the other hand, if you're one of those Lookey-loos who reads a 
sales letter and gets all excited because you think you're somehow 
going to instantly get rich just by buying this product without doing 
anything with it, I'd rather you didn't. Go buy a lottery ticket or 
something. 

 

    Listen, you don't have to strap on a set of six shooters, or face a 
hostile mob to become a hero. Picture the smiles of appreciation your 
family will reward you with when they begin to enjoy the new lifestyle 
this knowledge can afford you. Just imagine the looks on your friend's 
faces.   

    If you're ready, "Masters Of Copywriting 2005" will put the 
philosopher's stone in the palm of your hand... a means to all ends... 
the key to all you seek and desire. 

    Do you see the power of what I'm saying? You're onto something 
more exciting and more gratifying than I can describe in words here. 

    You've been looking for strong medicine, real secrets... true 
inspiration... here it is! It's time to ignore all of the shallow gimmicks 
and plough your attention into the one skill that will finally make every 
single facet of your business click, once and for all! 

 

'Tap The Brains' Of The Greatest Master 
Copywriters Of All Time To Cut Years Off Your 

Education Right NOW! 

    Let's face it. 

    Writing ad copy that generates wealth isn't easy. That's why having 
these world class geniuses by your side will be the best investment 
and biggest shortcut to acheiving whatever you want in direct 
marketing. 

    You won't have to do it the hard way or the expensive way because 
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you'll scoop up loads of street proven insights gleaned from over 843 
years of combined "in the trenches" experience. It's all here in this one-
of-a-kind package. 

    You'll be able to tap the brains of Dan Kennedy, John Carlton, 
Bruce Barton, Claude C. Hopkins and 31 more master copywriters at a 
moment's notice... and milk their ingenious response-pulling secrets 
for all their worth. 

    Sincerely, 

  

  

    P.S., A special section for the Lookey-loos reading this... 

    You have no valid reason not to try this. Won't it be nice to live your 
without all of these problems? 

    "I don't have $97" (You waste this much money every month! 
Borrow it if you have to and let's get going...) 

    "I'm too busy" (Too busy doing what? Keeping your head above 
water and waiting for success to find you?) 

    "It won't work for me" (That little voice inside your head is the very 
thing you must defeat to become successful. It's what's holding you 
back. Give yourself the benefit of the doubt, because I'm taking all of 
the risk here. You might just surprise yourself.) 

    Remember, you have a strictly limited time opportunity to save 
$30, bag a free copy of the "World Internet Experts" mega report, 
and get in on the US$4979.00 "Advertising Master Class" give 
away. Download this exciting package today, while it's fresh on 
your mind... 

 

Copyright 2005 Levis International Marketing  
All rights reserved 

5482 25th Side Road, RR#1 Utopia ON Canada L0M 1T0  
Phone 705 424 3232 Fax 705 424 9968 

Email Us 
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Joe Cossman 
Seminar Ad





MMY Letter



For many it was just a dream. No one thought such an event would ever take 
place... But now the time has come to turn fairy tale into reality. 

 

"IMAGINE! Muhammad Ali, Mike 
Tyson, Rocky Marciano And 

Lennox Lewis In A Boxing Ring At 
The Same Time At The Absolute 

"Peak" Of Their Careers.  

They would be completely unstoppable and CRUSH anything in their path. 

"Well... It's Actually Happening RIGHT NOW 
In Internet Marketing!  

Over 7 MONTHS AGO A COVERT SURVEILLANCE OPERATION 
was mounted.... 

OBJECTIVE 
 

Capture The "Elite Of Online Marketers" On Board My 
$4,000,000.00 Mega Yacht (Located In An Undisclosed 

Paradise) and Extract The Precise BluePrint These Guys use 
to make INSANE Amounts Of Cash Every Single Day! 

This is you chance to take part in the most adventurous 
Internet Marketing Journey ever.  

"Get Your Exclusive Preview Pass To This Amazing Event - 
Details Below!" 
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READ THIS NOW, if you want to gain access to a preview teleseminar, 
watch "uncensored" live video footage of this historic trip, view mystery 
screen shots and eavesdrop on our entire operation FOR FREE 

From: Andrew Fox  
Miami Florida 3.10pm 

Dear Friend, 

It's been a long time coming...  

I guess you could call me the "silent predator", waiting in the shadows for that 
precise moment to unleash the most EXCLUSIVE Internet marketing gathering in 
history. 

For over 7 months I've been carrying out undercover survellieance on the entire 
Internet marketing industry in preparation for the "Big One".  

I'm calling it.. 

"Operation Codename: Millionaires Mega 
Yacht" 

Let's compare it to this. 

I'm sure most of you have heard of Muhammad Ali, Mike Tyson, Lennox Lewis and 
Rocky Marciano. 
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At their peak they were the best heavyweight boxers of all time. In fact they were better 
than that, they were untouchable!  

At this present moment, Internet Marketing is experiencing a similar effect. Some 
of the best online marketers in the world are "shining" to the best of their ability and 
raking in an absolute fortune online. 

"They are at their PEAK and if you are want to learn how to make a 
fortune online in ANY market these are the guys to listen to" 

Any aspiring boxer would mimic their heroes like Ali And Tyson to become the best they 
can. 

In the same way if you want to become the best YOU can and make the most money 
you are humanly capable of you need to learn from the "elite". 

However Trying to Get the "Elite Of Marketers" Together In 
the Same Spot At The Same Time Is "Almost" Impossible...  

Notice I said "Almost" Impossible....  

You have to realize that marketers in their prime are very much like a famous 
celebrity. Money isn't a concern, their schedules are insanely packed and an offer has 
to be something very special for them to even take a look at it. 

Seminars are nothing out of the ordinary, they are inundated with hundreds of JV offers 
a week and their phone rings off the hook. 

But I had something different up my sleeve. 

Something that would blow even the most sought after marketer's mind.  

I Invited a "VERY Select" Group Of People On 
Board A Luxury $4,000,000 Yacht For A Four 
Day Vacation On The Condition That I Could 
Extract Their Most Closely Guarded Secrets 

And Record The Whole Thing! 

Not only that, but I offered to pay for first class airfares, hotel expenses, food, drink and 
Internet access for each one of these "Captives" to come on board Millionaires Mega 
Yacht. 

In fact the whole event is costing close to 
$100,000.00 up front cash to put on! 
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So as I'm sure you can imagine my selection criteria was tighter than security at 
Fort Knox. Even a millionaire, owning a Ferrari and private jet wouldn't automatically 
qualify for this event! 

That's how exclusive it is. 

Just look at what the interior of a $4.000,000.00 dollar yacht looks like... 

 

I set about my "hunt" over 7 months ago.  

My first captive was located at Yanik Silver's Underground Event held in April this year. 
 
You may have heard of him... (In fact unless you've been hiding under a rock for the last 
few weeks been there's been no way to avoid him) 

 
Captive #1 is Jeff Walker. 

Just recently Jeff generated a staggering $315,000.00 in just 24 hours. 

At the minute Jeff is very much the "man of the moment" and with good reason 

It was time to show what he was really made off and he excelled. Make no mistake, Jeff 
is a very special character and extremely talented. 

But before this day happened, I had been "spying" on Jeff for a long time.  
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One pay day isn't enough to get you on board the Millionaire's Mega Yacht.  
 
Consistency is a crucial factor. 

Jeff has been online for several years "behind the scenes" quietly raking in tons of cash 
every year.  

I knew he was extremely talented and when I approached him to join us on board the 
Millionaires Mega Yacht he was delighted. 

My second captive was hard to find. 

I wanted the "foremost expert" in affiliate marketing, someone who had 
consistently been the #1 affiliate for several programs over a LONG period of time. 

Somebody who crushed the competition with every promotion they undertook 
and had repeated the process numerous times. 

Last year I discretely watched a rising star. Everywhere this person went he annilathed 
the competition and created huge affiliate checks. I was in awe. 

When it comes to affiliate marketing this guy is "unstoppable". 

 
Captive #2 is Ewen Chia 

In my opinion Ewen is set to become one of the greatest affiliate marketers of all time.  

I've never seen someone consistently rake in such COLLASAL amounts of 
cash selling other peoples products. 

Take a look at real life screen shot for his last promotion. 

 
Jeff Walker 

Click below to hear Jeff's reaction 
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Single handedly, Ewen managed to generate over $67,592 in sales in less than 10 days 
for this product! 

About a month before he generated over $34,000 of sales for two of my own products. 

That's over $100,000 in sales for other peoples products from 2 
promotions! 

Ewen is not a super affiliate - he passed that stage a long time ago.  

He's like ten super affiliates rolled into one.  

Listen to this recent testimonial from Joe Lloyd... 

  

To say that Ewen is a super-affiliate is an understatement. 
 
That's because when it comes to Internet marketing, Ewen is in a league 
of his own. The night I launched my CreditProfits System, I went to bed 
not knowing if it would be a hit or a miss. In the morning, I awoke to 
$5,964 in sales -- all because of one man, Ewen Chia. 

In the four days following, he proceeded to generate over $38,269 in 
sales for my brand new product. In the end it was over $67,000 of 
sales. 

Thank you so much, Ewen! You single handedly brought my business 
from "unknown" to "super-hit" overnight! There simply are not words 
to describe the awesome marketing power that you possess. 

- Joe Lloyd, CreditProfits.com 
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I watched Ewen for over a year before making the decision to invite him on board 
Millionaires Mega Yacht. He was no "one off" super affiliate and I knew his information 
would be truly cutting edge. 

Moving on to captive #3, I wanted a "Niche Marketing Specialist".  

It took me longer than expected. In fact I moved from Ireland to Miami South Beach for 
one month to carry out surveillance on my next target. 

 
Captive #3 is Dave Mizrachi 

Many of you will not have heard of Dave Mizrachi as he's very much an "stealth 
operative" operating a multitude of businesses. 

Dave is the #1 direct response web designer many marketers turn to including 
John Reese, Yanik Silver, Armand Morin, Mark Joyner, John Carlton, Lee Benson, Alex 
Mondassian and MANY others including myself  

But his talent's don't stop there. 

Dave operates in one of the most competitive markets on the Internet - online dating. 

Just to showcase his talent, Dave built an opt in list of just 1754 people and in one 
week generated over $55,534 of sales! 

But to make that number sound even more impressive. 

26% of people on that list bought his product! 

That number is UNHEARD OFF! 
 
Dave is the MASTER of following up with your email list, feeding them "certain" types of 
content so they are SCREAMING to buy your product. 

I've never seen anybody like him before! 
 
So when I flew out to Miami, met up for lunch with Dave and proposed him to come on 

 
Ewen Chia  

Click the play button below to listen to Ewen's 
reaction about being a captive on board my 
Millionaires Mega yacht. 
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board Millionaires Mega Yacht here was his reaction... 

 
The final person on board the Millionaires Mega Yacht and host is none other than 
myself. 

 
Captive #4 is Andrew Fox 

I've been marketing online for seven years since the age of 18. Since then I've generated 
millions of dollars online and joint ventured with the biggest names in the industry.  

I've also lost a TON of money online. To the tune of $250,000.00 cash. Learn how you 
can avoid such pitfalls. 

But I needed to do something different. An event that would go down in Internet 
Marketing history and give back to the people that have supported me over the 
years.  

That's how Millionaires Mega Yacht was born. 

I'll teach you how on numerous occasions I've turned an idea into $40,000 cash in as 
little as 2 weeks.  

Discover why my websites produce the HIGHEST visitor values and commissions for 
my Joint Venture partners and how you can do the same.  

I will teach you the mind set I've used to go from earning $5 an hour working as a 

 
Dave Mizrachi  

Click the play button to listen to Dave... 

  

 
Andrew Fox  

Click the play button below to listen to why I 
created the Millionaires Mega Yacht 
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car washer to generating millions online. 

Prepare to be shocked and amazed as I reveal my killer strategies that brought me to #1 
affiliate status for people like Jonathan Mizel, Kirt Christensen and many more. 

On Friday 11th November "Millionaires Mega 
Yacht" sets sail for 4 days. Join us and 

eavesdrop and spy on our entire operation for 
FREE 

While I extract the information from each of these experts on this four day cruise, my 
personally hired camera crew will CAPTURE every minute. 

I intend to catch them off guard while they "relax" and find out their REAL 
money making secrets. 

Join our priority notification list now and you will be kept up to date with everything.  

 Yes! Andrew I want to become a Millionaires 
Mega Yacht Priority Pass Holder now!  

I understand I will gain special access to... 

- A special teleconference held Tuesday 1st 
November with Jeff Walker, Ewen Chia and Dave 
Mizrachi free of charge. 

- LIVE video footage taken from the $4,000,000.00 
yacht. 

- "Priority Pass" Access to the private blog 

- A Chance to win over $5,000 worth of our products 

There are a ton more free goodies but you'll have to sign 
up to find out. 

Just enter your name and email below and we will keep you posted. 

*Please provide your regular email address . We respect your Privacy and will only 
contact you with further information about this special license 

Your Name:

Your Email:  Send!
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I'm not sure how many people will be allowed to gain a "priority pass" access card.  
 
It's very exclusive footage that will be shown and the captives on board may insist on 
limiting the numbers. The last thing I want is a mutiny on board! 
 
I advise you sign up immediately to guarantee your spot. 

Warmest Regards, 

 

Andrew Fox  

PS: So far the response has been HUGE to the Millionaires Mega Yacht. I never 
expected it to be this big. Join the "Priority Pass" list now to ensure you don't miss out 
on action! 
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A brash, revolutionary marketing millionaire-maker asks …

“Are YOU unknowingly operating
a HALF business?”

If …
� You are very unhappy (maybe even disgusted) with 

the money your business is bringing in right now

� You would be thrilled to do LESS work—especially 
less HARD WORK—but make MORE money

� You hate “cheapest-price competition” and want to sell your products
or services at their full and fair value, without losing business to
undercutters

� You know you’ve got a truly outstanding product or service, but the
marketing processes you’re using right now just aren’t working as well
as you need them to

… then the answer is very likely YES.
Too many business owners and sales and marketing professionals 

are killing themselves to generate more cash using 
all the wrong methods that the so-called “experts”

have convinced them are right.

If you are one of them—or if you just know in your heart that you 
should be making more money and having a better time doing it—

then this could very well be the most important letter
you will ever read … 

Dear Friend:

You’re busy and I’m busy, so let’s get right down to it:

You want your business to make more money.

You’re not working for your health, right?  Profits are what this is all about. Profits—enough profits—
are what allow you to do what you really want to do with your life. Spend time with your family, take

(next page, please)
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NEW from
Nightingale-

Conant!
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great vacations, live in a home you love, travel in style …bring your own personal definition of what
“success” means to full-color, three-dimensional life.

If you want to create the kind of business that generates monumental profits and gives you a great
lifestyle, this will be the most important letter you’ll ever read!

Hi, my name is Joe Polish. You may not have heard of me before, but I am not new at helping busi-
ness owners take their businesses to an entirely new level of success. In fact, one of my dramatic “suc-
cess stories” happened a few years ago and illustrates what my strategies can do for you right now:

Bill Phillips is the author of the mega-bestselling health and fitness book Body 
for Life. You’ve seen it—it’s the one with all of the incredible before-and-after 
pictures on the cover of people who’ve totally transformed their bodies.

Bill had a great profitable business going. His business was already making over 
$60 million a year, but he knew he could do even better. Though most people would
be more than satisfied with that level of profitability, Bill was driven to take it to a 
much higher level. He wanted to double or even triple his business. That’s where I 
came in.

Bill had heard about me, my system, and the transformations my legendary “Piranha
Marketers” had experienced. So he contacted me and invited me out to Colorado 
to advise him. “Sure,” I said. “But it’ll cost you $4,000 a day.” That was my rate at 
the time. I later charged him $10,000 a day for consulting. I’d never asked for that
much for just one day’s consulting, but I was in the mood to up the ante. Plus I knew 
I was worth it. He didn’t blink, so off I went.

I’ll give you all the details of our get-together in the Piranha Marketing program 
I’m going to tell you about in a moment. Long story short: By applying some 
extremely (you might even say radically) simple techniques we discussed that day 
and in subsequent meetings, Bill’s business gained an invaluable amount of fame,
AND jumped into the $200 million-a-year range with head-spinning speed. As you 
can imagine, Bill was extremely grateful for my helping him more than TRIPLE his
business. He even gave me a brand-new Jaguar convertible as a thank-you gift!

Bill is just one satisfied client of the many thousands I’m proud to have worked with. Over the past 10
years, I’ve received countless letters just like this one:

“Piranha Marketing has helped turn my business and life around. I went from struggling and
almost out of business last year to making $327,000 net income this year, thanks to the incredible
secret strategies Joe Polish revealed to me. I now own my dream home and a hot tub, and drive a
Jaguar convertible.” -Dave Keiter, Kearney, Nebraska

2
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The Nightingale-Conant programs that have caught your eye in the past tell me that, like Bill Phillips
and Dave Keiter, the way you make money is through customers—those you have now, and those you
want to get.

That being the case, I know you’ve got some kind of marketing process in place. Techniques that
you’ve been relying on to promote your business, keep your current customers buying, and bring in
new buyers that will keep your numbers going up. But let me ask you a critical question.

How well are those techniques working for you?

If you’re still with me, then I have the answer I was looking for: Not as well as you’d like.

And as a matter of fact, I have the answer you’re looking for too. The answer you may not even realize
exists. The answer that will increase your profit margin to widths unimagined, and give you some-
thing even more important in the bargain—your LIFE back.

Okay, okay, I know I just made a big production before out of Profit being King. But let’s face it:
What would really be nice is if you could not only be making huge amounts of money in your busi-
ness, but be doing it WITHOUT expending an exhausting amount of time and energy in the
process—while at the same time, genuinely enjoying every minute of it.

If, in other words, your business was EASY, LUCRATIVE, and FUN.

Impossible?  Not from where I’m sitting, i.e. atop an Easy, Lucrative, and Fun (“ELF”) business that
used to be anything but that.

What’s more, I personally know thousands of other individuals who—with amazing speed and unbe-
lievable ease—have turned their businesses (mom-and-pop, multinational, and everything in
between) into profit-generating machines that operate at full tilt 24/7, even though they only work
half as much (or even less) than they used to. And I know exactly how they did it.

How do I know? 

Because I showed them how to do it.
And I’m about to show YOU how to do it too.

Before we go any further, there are two things you need to know about me.

The first, less important one is that many very smart people consider me an incredible marketing
consultant. Many even call me a “genius.” Bill Phillips is just one famous name on my illustrious list
of clients and associates.

3
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People pay me ridiculous amounts of money (I consider $10,000 a day pretty ridiculous—though you
won’t catch me turning it down!) to give them marketing advice. These aren’t stupid people. They
are big-time, big-name movers and shakers with a lot of experience and success behind them. And
they pay me gladly, for one reason only: The stuff they learn from me translates into profits for them
that make $10K look like nothing.

I tell you that because in a world full of charlatans and scam artists, you need to know you are dealing
with someone legitimate, highly respected, and trustworthy. But I don’t expect it to impress you.

Here’s the information you’re really going to care about:

I didn’t start out as a flashy speaker long on charm but short on substance … or a “Marketing Expert”
with a fancy MBA and a briefcase full of untried theories … or anything else so removed from the
real-world issues you’re dealing with every day. In fact if someone had told me 15 years ago that I
would be writing a letter like this, I would have fallen over laughing.

I started out as a modest small-business owner just trying to make a go of it, in a situation you might
be able to relate to.

I knew I had a great “product,” better than my competitors’. I had great training, great credentials,
and people who loved the job I did for them. And I knew that I should be making more money sell-
ing this great product. But that wasn’t happening, and I didn’t know why.

So I did all of the usual by-the-book stuff. I tuned into some of the so-called experts out there and
tried the techniques they were peddling. I hired an ad agency and spent money I didn’t have on
splashy advertising, money I never recovered. I worked day and night to make my already-excellent
product even better.

At the end of the day I was killing myself financially, physically, and emotionally for my business. Yet
I wasn’t even making enough money to keep my head above water. I was ready to throw in the towel
and close up shop.

Fast-forward one year:

I still had my business. I’d cut my hours way down, and I was having a ball every working day, really
enjoying myself. The kicker?  I was making $125,000 per year.

Today, that sounds like a small sum to me. But for a guy who had been dead-broke, with next-to-NO
net income to speak of, and living entirely off credit cards just a few months earlier, this was unbeliev-
able, undreamed-of money. And it was only the beginning. A drop in the bucket compared with
what the next year brought, and the next, and the next …
So what happened during that one fateful year?
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I discovered the three secrets that 
changed everything for my business.

Your business might not be in the bad financial shape mine was. But maybe you can relate to the feel-
ing of giving your all in exchange for disappointing returns. Or of hitting dead end after dead end in
your efforts to successfully promote your product and generate the kind of cash you dreamed of when
you first started out—the kind of cash you know in your heart you should be earning. Or of working
so hard and so long, and being so tired and miserable, that the money isn’t even worth it anymore.

If so, then you know just the point I was at back then, just about a decade ago. You’ve been there too.

I never would have thought that turning all of that around could be so easy and happen so fast, until I
actually did it.

The first secret was that being good is just not good enough. Let me tell you, this was a tough pill to
swallow. After all, I was raised to believe that good, hard, honest work is rewarded in kind, that if you
do the best job you can, you’ll get what you deserve. Weren’t you?  

But as you’ve probably discovered yourself (though you may not yet have accepted it) this just isn’t
true.

A bad product and lousy work will get you nowhere, of course. But even the absolute finest product
in the world won’t do you any good if you can’t figure out how to get lots and lots and lots of people
to buy it, love it, tell other people to buy it, and keep on buying it year in and year out.

Which brings me to the second secret that changed my business and my fortunes forever.

The business I was in back when I started was carpet cleaning. That was my little start-up. And natu-
rally, I thought of myself as a “carpet cleaner.”

Then one day I was hit over the head by the second secret: In order to attract the quantity and quality
of customers a business needs to really explode, you have to make a paradigm shift and start thinking
of yourself as a marketer.

That was what made the difference between people who have a great product but can’t make ends
meet and people with a good-to-great product who are rolling in dough. The former are furniture
makers, or plumbers, or restaurant owners, or carpet cleaners. The latter are marketers of those prod-
ucts or services.

These secrets were like a launching pad for me. I reexamined everything I had done to promote my
business up to that point through the lens of these two simple yet profound ideas.
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I finally saw that smart marketing was the key to everything I wanted. I also saw that most of the
“experts” giving marketing advice out there just didn’t get it.

So starting from scratch, I completely reinvented my approach to advertising, acquisition, sales, cus-
tomer service, follow-up, you name it. My product itself remained untouched—I knew it was good
enough. But everything else connected to getting new customers and keeping current ones happy got
a total overhaul.

I didn’t have much money to create or implement a new marketing plan. But what I lacked in funds I
made up for in enthusiasm, determination, savvy, and the sheer reckless arrogance of someone who
has nothing to lose.

That arrogance turned around and smacked me in the face more than once, in the shape of big ideas
that backfired. But in the end, after a lot of testing, discarding, and retesting, I wound up with a
streamlined collection of simple, low-tech, low-cost tools and techniques for promoting my business
and bringing in new customers.

They were completely different from any of the sort of mainstream techniques and information I’d
used before. In some cases, I was flying straight in the face of conventional wisdom. But since con-
ventional wisdom had gotten me exactly nowhere before, I trusted my gut. And the results proved me
right …

The unusual marketing methods I had devised for myself
were bringing me a flood of customers and revenue 
I couldn’t have anticipated in my wildest dreams!

I was on Cloud Nine. But it wasn’t just more people and higher profits that had put me there. There
was another piece to the equation: I was actually having a good time. I felt relaxed, more relaxed than
I had in years. I went to bed at a normal hour, woke up feeling great, went in to the office with a
smile on my face that stayed there all day (an easy thing when you’re suddenly making more money in
a month than you used to make all year!).

That’s because there was a third secret I’d discovered: A business that’s hard, annoying, and frustrat-
ing is no business at all, even if it’s lucrative. If misery and drudgery are what you’ve got, you might
as well have a JOB and work for someone else.

I’d gone into business for myself to avoid all of that garbage. (Isn’t that why you did it?)  So when I
revamped my marketing methods, I did it with an eye on making my business easy and fun, as well as
profitable.

I did that by systematizing my new methods. Making them AUTOMATED and AUTOMATIC, so that
they’d be working for me—pulling in new business and making my current customers happy and sat-
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isfied—even if I was taking a long lunch, a vacation day, or even just goofing off a little. And it
worked like magic.

So there I was, a young guy in business for myself, bringing in tons of customers, making great
money, and in possession of an amazing marketing system that I knew would only keep on generating
higher and higher numbers of both. I was living the American Dream, and I saw myself sitting pretty
right there for a long time to come.

Then something funny happened …

Word of my sudden turnaround and fast rise to the top started to get around, and people wanted to
know how I had done it.

One guy in particular, a friend who ran a business in another town, got me on the phone one day and
asked a zillion questions about what I had done. He was a good guy, and I was happy to oblige. Two
hours later, he told me that what I had told him was going to make him $10,000 the next month.

He also told me that I should be teaching my “stuff” to people all over the country … that no one was
out there teaching marketing secrets like this.

I’d never thought about doing anything like that. But that phone call got my wheels turning. I
thought about how much I had struggled before I created my system, and about how hard I had to
work to discover and refine my methods. (The ultimate payoff was huge, but I’m not going to lie: get-
ting them perfect took a ton of blood, sweat, and tears.)

What if I could spare people all that struggle and work, and show them how to go straight to the
reward?  I liked the idea. I wished someone had done it for me.

So I sat down and went over my entire business. And I discovered something that shocked me. I had
assembled and was using 105 different and extremely powerful marketing strategies. Things like how
to …

✓ Stop wasting money on flashy, pricey ads and quit being the prey of advertising reps who
have no interest in seeing you make money

✓ Double or even triple your profits from the most inexpensive ads around

✓ Educate your clients so that they want to do business with you (My secret to this is 
incredibly powerful. It completely changes the way customers see you, talk to you,
and deal with you.)
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✓ Keep your current customers coming back (They’ll never go to another source for the
product or service you provide—ever again!)

✓ Get your current customers to be raving fans who refer you like crazy (Forty percent of
your new customers will come from referrals if you use my methods. Imagine the money
you’ll save on acquisition!)

✓ Get FREE publicity through radio, newspapers, and television

✓ Say sayonara to high-pressure sales, and kiss cold-calling goodbye forever  (You’ll have
potential customers calling you, not the other way around.)

… to name only a very few. Using them as an integrated system, I had literally blown the lid off my
own income. I was certain that even just one or two could add many thousands of dollars to anyone’s
bottom line.

A few weeks later, my suspicion was confirmed when my friend called to invite me to lunch. He did-
n’t say anything when I sat down at the table. He just slapped two bank statements in front of me—
one from two months earlier and one from the month that had just ended. They showed something
absolutely incredible:

a whopping 652% increase in his income—in just 60 days—
using just the five simple marketing secrets I’d shared with him

Now a 652% income jump may sound too good to be true to you. And even though it IS true, I don’t
know that you’d have exactly the same amazing results after using my methods for just two months.

But what if something less dramatic happened?  Stop for a minute and think about how, say, a 200%
increase in income would change your life … or a 100% increase?  What if your monthly income
increased by just 50%?  That’s extra money, more money than you have now, money I’ll bet you’re
coming up with uses for at this very second.

And we’re talking about applying only five simple strategies and waiting two months to see the
results. Make it six strategies, or 10, or 20, look down the road a year or two, and … well, you can do
the math!

But it wasn’t just the money my friend was ecstatic over. It was what I’d experienced myself: the
lifestyle change. The newfound enthusiasm. The freed-up time. The peace of mind. The absolute
FUN of owning and running a business that he’d always heard about and hoped for but had pretty
much given up on ever knowing.
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It didn’t take long for his incredible story to spread—first within our industry, and then well
beyond it.

From an “ELF” to a PIRANHA

Have you heard that expression, “Life is what happens while you’re busy making other plans?”

While I was making plans to become the wealthiest marketer of carpet-cleaning services in the coun-
try, the unconventional, home-grown marketing methods I developed to make that happen bal-
looned, snowballed, and otherwise exploded into a business all their own.

Apparently the idea of running an ELF business—easy, lucrative, and fun—struck a universal chord.
No surprise there, right?  And when people applied my simple, inexpensive methods and discovered
how quickly and fantastically they made that happen … well, they didn’t keep their secret to them-
selves.

Pretty soon, I was bombarded with requests for my system. And as quickly as I delivered a speech or
sent out a packet of information, the success stories came back in. What had happened to me was
happening to people all over the country. They were taking floundering, failing businesses to the
heights of profitability with ease they couldn’t believe, and loving every minute of it.

The whole thing finally got so big that I had to give it its own name and its own company. And I had
to shift my paradigm once again: I’d now become a marketer of marketing ideas—ideas that enabled
entrepreneurs to create an Easy, Lucrative, Fun business and at the same time, eat their competition
alive.

So Piranha Marketing was born.

Today, thousands and thousands of people all over the country and the world have completely trans-
formed their businesses and lives using the Piranha Marketing methods.

People regularly pay up to $1,497 for our comprehensive Piranha Marketing system, which includes
my 105 awesome, guaranteed marketing methods, plus all kinds of other goodies.

Every year we hold a “Boot Camp” out in Arizona, where people pay $1,597 to spend three intensive
days learning and mastering these techniques and hearing from some of the greatest, most successful
marketers in the world.

We even offer an extraordinary $10,000 per year Piranha Marketing Program Membership. This
select “inner circle” is growing every year—with almost no drop-off!  People don’t just pay $10K to
join once. They pay it again and again, year after year. The information they get in return is that
good, that worth it.
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And then, as I’ve already mentioned, there are the true believers—the multimillionaire CEOs and
CFOs and industry leaders who pay me $10,000 PER DAY to teach them my methods. I’ve even been
paid as much as $60,000 for a one-day presentation!

But we have NEVER offered anybody, anywhere,
what I am about to offer YOU.

For years, I’ve listened to and learned from Nightingale-Conant products. Some of their most popu-
lar authors—including Brian Tracy, Dan Kennedy, Robert Kiyosaki—have been guests and guest
speakers at my Boot Camp.

Recently, one of my ambitions was realized when I hooked up with Nightingale-Conant to create a
completely new program that would showcase the absolute best, most powerful, most effective
Piranha Marketing techniques, strategies, and methods.

We did it, and the result is nothing short of mind-blowing. It’s called Piranha Marketing: The Seven
Success Multiplying Factors to Dominate Any Market You Enter.

My partner in this venture is Tim Paulson— a genius marketer in his own right who is well- known
as the “One-Hundred-Million-Dollar Man.” Why?  Because as the former vice president of the gigan-
tic Hair Club for Men®, he helped Sy Sperling (“I’m not only the Hair Club President, I’m also a
client”™) build that company from a small mom-and-pop organization to an international power-
house raking in a hundred million dollars a year.

Tim knows firsthand what it takes to take businesses and lives to the next level, and he’s one of the
most amazing and compelling speakers and consultants you’ll ever hear or meet. He has been a high-
ly sought-after consultant for a variety of industries and knows how to trigger great response from
marketing in the real world.

Tim is also a prolific author (he’s written several industry-specific books and has authored several
audio programs) and is an exciting and prodigious personality you’re going to hear from again and
again and again. As the vice president of my company, Piranha Marketing, he has helped me to take
my amazing ELF marketing principles to people all over the world  You will love Tim’s unique per-
spective and ability to clearly articulate the message that so many people are desperate to discover:
how to make more money, in easier ways, while working less!

Together, he and I have packed the 16 audio sessions of Piranha Marketing with the ultimate, cream-
of-the-crop information you need to blast your business into a whole new stratosphere of profitability
and fun—while cutting the time you spend actually working on your business way, way down.
People pay us $700 … $1,000 … $5,000 … $10,000 to learn about our radically different, massively
effective marketing methods. For just a tiny (TINY!) fraction of that, Piranha Marketing will give
YOU the very best of what we give them, including …
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✓ How to permanently eliminate the need for face-to-face selling (Do you hate it? Most people
do. But there’s an easy way to never have to do it again—and have MORE customers than
ever!)

✓ The one question you MUST be able to answer if you want to excel—and the one answer
that’s not good enough (even though it’s the most common)

✓ How to quickly, easily find the “starving crowd” that’s clamoring for the exact thing your
business can offer

✓ The conveyor-belt process that will make your advertising operate like a well-oiled
machine—no manual marketing labor required

✓ The key to zeroing in on thousands of motivated, qualified prospects WITHOUT cold call-
ing or wasting $$ on ads

✓ How to dominate your industry and effectively become the only provider of your particular
product or service (I don’t want any competition! How about you?)

✓ The amazing sales force that will work for you 24 hours a day, seven days a week, for FREE
(People hate dealing with sales people—but they’ll LOVE yours!)

✓ How to reach more people in one hour with one phone call than you could normally reach
all year

✓ The $80 investment that generated $8,000 of business in one week (The owner did practical-
ly nothing to rake in that cash. His unbelievably easy strategy can work for you, too—you can
copy it almost verbatim!)

✓ The brilliant way to instantly differentiate yourself from your competitors—and immedi-
ately increase your average sale, your perceived value, and your conversion rate

✓ The second-worst offer you can make (The first one is so bone-headed, I don’t even need to
mention it. Unfortunately, the second one is made all the time, by otherwise smart people.)

✓ How to create a powerful sense of reciprocity and make people feel they must give you their
business—without being manipulative (If there’s anything I hate, it’s manipulative, sneaky,
unethical marketing practices. That kind of underhandedness is TOTALLY UNNECESSARY,
and you’ll earn many times more loyal, happy customers without it. You won’t find any of
that nonsense here.)

✓ The secret to overcoming potential prospects’ strongest aversions—and transforming those
aversions into your most powerful marketing magnets!
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✓ How to build rock-solid customer loyalty by controlling this one simple thing

✓ Four habits that will make people far more likely to refer you (WARNING: You won’t be
respected or trusted without them, so you’d better be sure you have them.)

✓ Everything you need to know—but never learned—about generating referrals: when to ask
for them, who to ask for them (hint: NOT EVERYONE! I’ll tell you how to ID the right cus-
tomers for referrals), and what to give them as a reward—very surprising!

✓ The marketing vehicle you should eliminate today and never return to (Oh, the mainstream
marketing books love it and tout it, which is probably why you use it. But it’s a tremendous
money waster that does nothing but drain your resources. My infinitely cheaper, smarter
counterpart costs almost nothing to produce and will make hundreds of times more money
for you, I guarantee it!)

✓ The practically FREE thing you’re probably not doing that is costing you HALF your profits
(This is the trick that put a smile on bestselling author and millionaire entrepreneur Bill
Phillip’s face when he wrote me a $10,000 check for one day’s work. It’s how Piranha
Marketing, Inc., makes 50% of our profits. It costs next to nothing, NEXT TO NOTHING, in
money or effort. Yet the cash it generates is incredible. I’m always amazed when businesses
don’t do this. But so many don’t. Just wait until you hear what it is. You’ll start doing it the
very next day. And the cash will start rolling in almost as fast.)

✓ All seven of Piranha Marketing’s Trademark Processes for transforming your business
without breaking the bank (or even really tapping it!), including the “Happy Client
Experience™,” the “Champion Creator™,” the “Maintenance Money Machine™,” and the
“No Staff Selling Machine™”

✓ The Number One way to create an immediate cash flow surge (Without a doubt, the most
lucrative information in this entire system. This little section alone will recoup the cost of the
program—hundreds of times over!  Prepare to be astonished, then thrilled, then dying to get
back to the office so you can put it into place.)

✓ BIG RED FLAG: the type of person you CANNOT afford to sell to and why (“Customer is
King”? Uh-uh, don’t buy into that tired old cliché. There are plenty of people your business
can live better without. We’ll also tell you what to say when someone gives you the old, “I can
get it cheaper down the street” line. You won’t find our response in most marketing books.
But it’s a whole lot better for your business than what they say.)

✓ How to create lifetime value out of each and every customer you bring in (Bringing in new
customers is a pain, and it can be expensive one. But the customers you already have are a real
gold mine, and we’ll tell you the unheard-of, seldom-practiced secrets to getting the most out
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of them. Once you start putting these secrets into practice, your back-end customers will do
almost all of your front-end acquisition for you. Ours do!  And it’s not manipulative trickery
on your part. They’ll want to help you make money. They’ll be begging you to let them help
you make money—it’s a true win-win. Believe me, this is the cornerstone of my business. It
will change everything for you.)

✓ And way, way, WAY MORE. Dozens and dozens more ideas, methods, tricks, tips, tech-
niques, strategies—none of them confusing, expensive, or time-consuming, ALL of them
GUARANTEED to add big dollars and cents to your bottom line and create an “ELF” busi-
ness

And let me add this: There isn’t a single idea in this entire program that I am not currently using
and profiting from myself in my own business. If I haven’t discovered FOR SURE, through my own
personal testing, that something works and works extraordinarily well (i.e. brings in cash and cuts
down on effort), then I don’t include it in my system. That’s why I’m able to stand behind every
method with total confidence and offer the kind of iron-clad guarantees that I do.

As I said way back in the beginning of this letter, I’m no theorist. I’m a realist. And what I’m giving
you is real information that is going to bring you real results.

Are real results what you’re after?  Has anything I’ve said here resonated with you?  Are you ready to
take a chance (though not much of one, since there’s absolutely NO RISK involved) on some innova-
tive, highly unusual marketing methods that might just do for you what they’ve done for thousands of
others—create a business that’s EASY, LUCRATIVE, and FUN?

Then grab a pen, pull out the order form enclosed with this mailing, and order your 30-DAY FREE
TRIAL of Piranha Marketing right now.

Did I say “30-DAY FREE TRIAL”?

Yes, I did. And that’s not for a lousy, chopped-up sampling that doesn’t give you any real meat. You’ll
get the whole nine yards, including:

1)  SIXTEEN DENSELY-PACKED, SUPERCHARGED AUDIO SESSIONS on CD or audiocassette,
your choice (I’d go with whatever format you can use in the most places, since you’re going to want to
listen all the time: commuting, working, relaxing, wherever.)   In these sessions, you’ll hear Tim and I
revealing, in vivid detail, strategy after method after secret after technique. Not just what they are, but
what you need to do to put them into practice in your own business IMMEDIATELY. Believe me,
there’s no “second step” here. We’ve designed this program so you can go straight from listening to
doing to benefiting. We’ll also give you real-life stories (fun, exciting stories—you’ll love them!) of
Piranha Marketers from all kinds of different industries and income levels who are using this infor-
mation to live the Dream right now. Talk about inspiration. Talk about motivation!  
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2)  THE PIRANHA MARKETING
WORKBOOK, filled with an amazing
amount of practical, usable information.
We include concise, right-to-the point
questionnaires and assessments that will
help you get a firm, clear handle on
where you are in your business, where
you want to be, and what needs to change
to facilitate that leap. It also includes—
the best part, by far—our extraordinary
“Marketing Tool Kit.” This is a collec-
tion of dozens of letters, ads, postcards,
flyers, phone scripts, e-mails, website pro-
motions, and all kinds of other marketing
message vehicles that have been success-
fully used and proven by marketers all
over the world. It’s all here, ready for you
to model and use. This takes all the
grunt work out of creating new market-

ing materials. Need an ad?  Like an idea you hear in the audio sessions but don’t have the time to “get
creative”?  Flip open the workbook, choose what you need, drop your specific information into the
template, and bang, it’s done. They’re all PROVEN. They all WORK!  It’s a true no-brainer. These
are a big part of why Piranha Marketing enables you to move the ideas you’ll discover right to the
marketplace—and start raking in the resulting cash—so quickly.

And not for nothing, this is one beautiful-looking program. You’ll love to have it displayed right out
where everyone can see it. Does that really matter?  I think so. Personally, I like things that look good
and are high-quality inside and out. If you’re like me, then you’ll be doubly delighted with what you
receive.

What happens if what you hear falls short of all I’ve promised you today?  Send the program back at
the end of your 30-day FREE-trial period. You’ll have paid nothing. You’ll owe nothing. And no
one’s going to give you any hassle. Just a polite, sincere “thank you” for your time.

It’s one of the reasons I was so excited to work with Vic Conant and the Nightingale-Conant team.
When it comes to guarantees, we’re of the same mind: Make it absolute and make it easy.

If you do want to keep Piranha Marketing, just pay the invoice and it’s yours. If you’ve implemented
any of the strategies you’ll have learned by that point, you’ll probably have recouped the cost of the
program (and much more) before the invoice is even due!  From there, it’s only going to get better,
believe me.
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You own (or want to own) your own business. You have developed valuable skills, and you do good
work. You SHOULD be very well paid. Taking home more money than you need every week.
Investing for future financial security.

If that’s not happening, and you turn your back on this offer, then how and when are things going to
change for the better in your life?  

Make it today. Get my proven, guaranteed Piranha Marketing program. Decide right now to create
the kind of business, income, and lifestyle that you and your family deserve. Or, if you feel that you
already are pretty successful, then do what ALL champions do—decide to better your best. To get that
extra edge. To excel.

This is a positive decision you will be very glad you made. I guarantee it.

Sincerely,

Joe Polish
President, Piranha Marketing, Inc.
Co-Author, Piranha Marketing:
The Seven Success Multiplying Factors 
to Dominate Any Market You Enter

P.S. Without a doubt, any of the techniques you learn in Piranha Marketing and apply in your busi-
ness will ultimately add dollars and cents to your bottom line, while decreasing the time and effort
you have to expend. How much profit are we talking about?  It all depends on what business you’re
in and where you are right now.

Not all of my clients have a $200 million business and pay me $10,000 a day for my time and ideas as
Bill Phillips does. Many of them, like Joel and Julie Cohen of Alaska, are a lot like I was starting out:
true solo entrepreneurs, almost completely on their own.

Joel and Julie were dead broke when they got the Piranha Marketing information—they paid for it on
a nearly maxed-out credit card. Within two years, they were bringing in over $250,000 cash annually.
As you can imagine, for small-business owners like these, that is a completely life-altering amount of
money. Almost all of it goes right into their pockets. It’s a real number.

The amazing thing is, though Bill Phillips and the Cohens are obviously coming from different per-
spectives and have wildly different client bases and everything else, the actual techniques of mine they
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used to crank up their profits and cut back their effort were exactly the same!  That’s why I don’t need
to know precisely what you do or how much money you want to make to be able to say to you, with
utter certainty, that this program will enable you to do it.

The moral of the story?  If you are anywhere from dead broke to a mega-multimillionaire, this system
is going to vastly improve your fortunes to an extent that will make you very, very happy. YOU decide
where you want to be—profits-wise, satisfaction-wise—and Piranha Marketing will get you there.
And you don’t have to pay the $10,000 a day Tim and I routinely charge for our advice. You get the
equivalent of a 97% discount … and you get to own and relisten to the secrets over and over and over
again as often as you want.

P.P.S. Bottom line: You’re spending too much time and effort to make less money than you want and
deserve. It doesn’t have to be that way, so STOP IT NOW. Order Piranha Marketing FREE for 30
DAYS and find out what you may still not believe is possible even after all I’ve said—that your busi-
ness can be EASY, LUCRATIVE, and FUN, and that it can happen unbelievably fast. There’s no risk,
so order your FREE TRIAL today. To borrow a slogan, “Just do it!”
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Persuasion Letter



 

  

Have you seen this astonishing course yet? 

"It’s Like Having A Proven Professional Coaching You Through Every 
Step." 

"Discover A Step-By-Step, Foolproof, 
Proven Formula To Get Anyone To 
Say 'Yes' To You...Any Time, Any 

Place!" 

“The Fastest, Easiest, Most Powerful 
Persuasion Techniques Allowed By Law…

Guaranteed!” 

Here’s The Only Place On The Planet 
Where You’ll Learn The Amazingly 

Powerful Hypnotic Persuasion 
Technology That The Authorities Want 

Banned! 

An “insider” shortcut guide to mastering persuasion that will 
supercharge your business, your wealth, and your life... even if 

you’ve never sold anything before! 

With Persuasion Skills, You Can: 

Effortlessly Close More Sales! 

Easily Get More Hot Dates! 
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From: The Desk of Kent Sayre 

Date: Wednesday, June 22, 2005  

Portland, Oregon  

  

Dear Friend, 

My name is Kent Sayre and what you’re about to discover will change your life forever.  You 
see, I’ve stumbled onto a revolutionary breakthrough that lets the ordinary ‘joe’ get 
extraordinary results in the area of persuasion.   

Why Persuasion Is The Hidden Skill Of The Mega Successes… 

These skills enable you to sell more, get chosen for the promotion over the next guy, land 
your dream job, get more hot dates with attractive people, and talk your way out of speeding 
tickets.  You’ll get all those results and yet for now we’re going to focus on how you can sell 
more. 

I’ve shamelessly named this one-of-a-kind system “The Ultimate Persuasion Formula”.  
Folks, this is what it is.  And later on in this letter, I’m going to make you an offer you simply 
can’t refuse.  As you continue reading this, you’ll find yourself understanding for all the 
obvious reasons in your own mind now why it makes sense for you to own this unique 
system based on my hypno-persuasion technology. 

How I Applied High-Level Hypnosis Skills In The Business World For 
An ‘Atomic Bomb’ Like Effect… 

Naturally Convince Your Boss To Give You The Raise 
You Deserve! 

Automatically Negotiate Better Deals For Yourself! 

Write Profit-Exploding, Cash-Generating Ad Copy 
Like A Pro! 

Quickly Talk Your Way Out Of Traffic Tickets! 

Get Your Child To Voluntarily Clean Up Their Room! 

Impress Your Future Employer And Land Your 
"Dream Job"! 

Get Your Significant Other To Happily Run Errands 
For You And Mow The Lawn! 
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You’re probably asking yourself what makes this system different than all the rest, aren’t 
you? To show you this, let me briefly tell you my story of how I painstakingly crafted these 
techniques.  My formal training is as a hypnotist.  I’d see people who want to make changes 
and by using my hypnosis skills, I helped people lose weight, stop smoking, and make other 
powerful, permanent changes. 

And then one day I got bored.  That’s it.  I just got bored of doing the same thing over and 
over again.  I needed a new challenge.  So I decided to apply my skills getting out in the 
business world where it’s ‘sell or starve’.  I wanted to know how well the hypnosis skills 
worked ‘out there’.   

Click Here To Order Now 

I Ended Up Buying  2 Million Dollars Of Real Estate… 

I got into the real estate investing business.  And you know what?  Some of the things didn’t 
work at all.  So I chucked them.  There were other things that worked pretty well and a few 
things that worked extremely well.  All the gold nuggets that brought real results (read 
CASH) I have bottled up and put into this course.  How well did the techniques work?  Well, 
they allowed a 25-year-old (me) to purchase over $2,000,000 (that’s two MILLION) bucks of 
real estate using none of my own money. 

Why am I telling you all this?  Because to me, the proof is in the results.  “Show me the 
money”.  Where’s the proof?  If you’re like me, you’re skeptical when someone claims to 
have great techniques.  As you read this letter, you’ll quickly find that skepticism 
disappearing until its not even there.  Why?  Because of the results. So these techniques 
work.   

My Hypnotic Persuasion Skills Sold 29,615 Books In A Year… 

Then I wrote a book about how I overcame my shyness using hypnosis techniques.  It’s 
called “Unstoppable Confidence”.  Such notable heavy hitters in the self-development field 
as Brian Tracy, Jim Rohn, and Robert Allen came out to emphatically endorse it.   I knew 
nothing about marketing when I got started.  And back then, I was just a one man band 
promoting my book. 

Using my persuasion techniques and applying them to marketing, I’ve sold just over 29,615 
books in a year.  Friend, that’s $442,744.25 worth of books.  This example ain’t here to 
impress you.  It’s just to let you know an ordinary guy (me) with some extraordinary 
techniques (all jammed into the course) is getting superstar results.  And most importantly, 
YOU CAN TOO. 

What I’m Doing Here Will Probably Get Me Banned… 

What I’m doing here is very controversial.  In fact, it will probably get me banned from the 
hypnosis community and branded as an ‘outlaw’.  The reason why is all these hypnotists 
understand how powerful these skills are and don’t want them released to the general 
public.  They want it so that only highly trained hypnotists and doctors can use hypnosis.   

To me, that’s a bunch of nonsense.  There’s no point shackling these techniques to the 
therapeutic realm because they’re just too powerful not to share.  I’ve proven it.  My private 
clients who I’ve taught these groundbreaking skills have proven it over and over again.  So 
I’m releasing my system to the general public for the first time ever.  

We Only Offer The Course To A Select Group Of People… 

Since these skills found in The Ultimate Persuasion Formula are so powerful, I’m not 
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selling the course to just anyone.  I’m not an idiot.  I won’t hand a loaded gun to a kid nor 
will I sell this system to anyone who I think might even contemplate misusing these skills.  
Everyone who owns The Ultimate Persuasion Formula has to agree to use this 
technology with the best intentions. 

In fact, if I catch people abusing the technology, I immediately refund their money and insist 
they send back the course.  Alright, you get the picture here, don’t you?  I’m only looking for 
the people truly serious in wanting to make a quantum leap in their persuasion skills 
because for those people, I’m your guy. 

Click Here To Order Now 

With This Technology, You’ll Sell More Than You Ever Have… 

The bottom line is that when you use this unique system, you’ll flat out sell more than you 
ever have.  Pure and simple.  Imagine the look on your co-workers faces when you smash 
the sales records.  Imagine…RIGHT NOW…you as the top dog in the office…your fat 
commission checks…the proud look on your spouse’s face…the guilty pleasure of knowing 
this course was your secret that let you take the quantum leap into the mega success you 
were always meant to be…pretty cool, isn’t it? 

Hey, along with just selling more, I’m going to sneak in some bonus benefits for you too 
that you get as you become a master persuader.  These benefits alone are worth the entire 
cost of the course.   

 One of my clients used her persuasion skills in interviewing for some jobs she 
wanted – The results?  She got five job offers, all at higher pay than she expected 
and ultimately chose her favorite one! 

 Another of my clients, a very ordinary looking guy, uses his persuasion skills to 
meet and date very attractive women!  

  In my former career as a software engineer, I convinced my boss to give me a 
week off with pay AND pay for an educational seminar I was dying to attend even in 
a down economy and tight budget! 

The application of these skills is endless.  Selling more, landing the dream job, getting the 
dream date, getting the promotion, and talking yourself out of a traffic ticket.  Really 
everything is a persuasion situation when you really think about it.  Everything you ever 
want now is going to come from someone else.  And how are you going to get it?  Through 
some form of persuasion.   

Why Does The Ultimate Persuasion Formula Trump All The Other 
Courses? 

The short answer is because I’ve designed it based entirely from the ground up using my 
hypnosis background and taking it out into the trenches of the business world.  I’ve spent 
four years of my life perfecting this technology, getting knocked down and getting back up 
so you don’t have to.  I’ve learned all the hard lessons and converted all the hypnosis 
techniques to be alarmingly powerful for savvy, street-smart selling. 

To develop this breakthrough technology, I’ve read hundreds of books on such diverse 
topics as sales, persuasion, neuro-linguistic programming (NLP), linguistics, and hypnosis.  
Furthermore, I’ve spent countless thousands of dollars to attend seminars to learn 
hypnosis.   
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Could you recreate this technology yourself?  Sure you could.  It’d take you years of 
learning, thousands of hours of research and application, and thousands upon thousands of 
dollars in education.  And you’d have it yourself.  What I’m offering you here today is a 
shortcut.  See, all the best and the brightest piggyback on what has already been done 
instead of starting from scratch.  That’s what I’m inviting you to do here now.  This 
course is the one resource your competition hoped you would never find out about! 

Click Here To Order Now 

Here is a small taste of what you’ll discover in your private copy of “The Ultimate 
Persuasion Formula”: 

       The overlooked mindset that virtually guarantees your success (It’s 
the stunning secret of all successful salespeople!) 

       How to build an iron will to accomplish anything (All the really ‘greats’ 
have already mastered this and you will too!) 

       The uncensored, stealth method to modeling the killer persuasion 
attitude of the top pros (After doing this, your persuasion skills will 
instantly double while you blow your competition out of the water!) 

        How to make these persuasion skills feel as if you’ve known them all 
your life using a few white-hot tips (You’ll be so good, you’ll be doing this 
in your sleep!) 

       The amazing secrets to getting your coldest prospects to melt away 
all their resistance (Watch out with this – you’ll having them spilling their 
guts like a roving band of teenage girls in no time!) 

       The ‘reflection’ method to instantly make your prospects feel like 
they’ve known you forever (You’ll be amazed at the what you’ll learn 
when they tell you their innermost thoughts and draw you a roadmap of 
how to persuade them;) 

        A stunning way to guarantee that your prospect never feels buyer’s 
remorse (Use this once and you’ll be literally blown away at how 
effective it is!) 

       The hidden method to make your prospect downright antsy to give 
you an avalanche of referrals (This secret alone is worth the entire cost 
of the course!) 

       With the greatest of ease, how to covertly drop ideas into your 
prospect’s mind and have them think its their idea (The best part of this 
is that it takes place during a ‘normal conversation’) 

       Why you’ll be left in the dark if you’re caught on features/benefits and 
how to take the quantum leap to the new model of scientific persuasion 
(The new model will amaze, surprise, and delight you!) 
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       The darn near magical way to melt away your prospect’s resistance 
to what you’re selling (It’s slam-dunk easy when you know how!) 

       The new attitude of ‘no objection persuasion’ that will have you 
smashing sales records in no time flat (Your mindset will shift in five 
minutes and permanently change your sales results forever!) 

       An ancient method of harnessing ‘intention’ power to guide your 
prospect to buying without them even knowing what is happening (Its 
dangerously effective; You must use this with great caution and care!) 

       Million dollar persuasion beliefs that will flip your current mindset 
upside down and simultaneously cause you to double your sales (These 
have all been modeled from the best of the best, take-the-cash-to-the-
bank pros!) 

        The last persuasion model you’ll ever need (Get this and jackpot, 
you’re done!  This is why it’s The Ultimate Persuasion Formula) 

        Discover the one thing you’re now missing that when you get it will 
literally force you to bust through limits (If everybody knew this secret, 
we’d have a nation of millionaires!) 

        The lazy man’s way to join the elite group of persuasion legends by 
getting their big-dog, killer sales psychology for your own mindset (It’s 
easier than you think!) 

        The eerily effective method to never being at a loss of words ever 
again (With this tool in your tool chest, conversations will flow like water 
in a stream!  Say goodbye to awkward silence in the conversation) 

        The ‘super excitement’ closing technique that leaves your prospects 
so hot and bothered to buy what you’re selling that they basically close 
you (Closing ain’t an event or a frustration anymore with this method!) 

        A quick glimpse into my heavily guarded ‘idea vault’ where I’ll show 
you my killer modeling technique (Any skill you want can be yours as 
easy as a cake walk when get this skill!) 

        The lost art of using language to push all your prospects hot buttons 
in order to get them salivating over what you’re selling (Beware of this 
technique because it is so powerful; Use wisely!) 

        My controversial formula for whipping your customers into a literal 
buying frenzy (Your customers become as hungry as sharks sensing 
blood in the water!  This is one of the reasons you must agree to use the 
course ethically before we sell it to you!) 

        A hypnotic technique to force your prospect to forget all their 
objections and your competitors (This technique is alarming in how 
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powerful it is!) 

        The hypnotic language patterns I use in my sales copy that 
slaughters the industry standards (They’re a snap to use when you 
understand how!) 

        How to kick the negative internal voice out of your mind forever (It’ll 
never bother you again after this secret is revealed to you!) 

        The ‘mind orchestra’ technique to use your internal voice to flood 
your body with such overpowering emotion you are compelled to feel 
confident (People will look to you as an authority and you’ll sell like crazy 
with this method!) 

        A covert way to install a ‘voice of authority’ in your prospect’s head 
so they obey all of your positive suggestions (They treat your voice as 
the voice they trust and therefore buy from!) 

        My “killer persuasion questions” checklist that ignites your 
unstoppable persuasion power (These questions will have you so fired 
up that people will wonder what’s gotten into you in a good way) 

        A subtle yet super effective technique to condition your prospect to 
rely on you for what to think next (They stop thinking on their own and 
start counting on you for what to think next!) 

        The foolproof method to know when someone is lying to you (Never 
be lied to again my friend; Never!) 

        How to read your customer like an open book and known when they 
are giving you ‘green light buying signals’ even before THEY consciously 
know (False closes become a thing of the past; Eliminate time-wasting 
tire kickers who won’t buy anything today!) 

        The revolutionary way to use a customer’s own inner buying strategy 
so they automatically buy what you’re selling (With this, they just can’t 
say no to you since they would violate their own beliefs even if they 
tried!) 

        An exclusive method on how to read your prospect’s thoughts from 
the movement of their eyes (They’ll give away what they’re really 
thinking to you without even knowing it; The most surprising thing about 
this technique is how very simple it is!) 

        My personal ‘starry-eyed, fall-in-love-with-what-I’m-selling’ method of 
how to link all your prospects’ best feelings to what you’re selling (Hint: 
When they feel good about what you’re selling, they buy!) 

        Common persuasion myths that may be holding you back from 
taking a quantum leap in your persuasion effectiveness and how to avoid 
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them (After you read these pitfalls, you’ll learn how to dodge these 
persuasion landmines forever onward!) 

        How to use ‘physical persuasion’ to immediately take charge of the 
interaction and get your customer to follow you (Another gem from my 
hypnotic tool chest; This is the information your competitors don’t want 
you to find out about!) 

        An insider’s hypnotic method to creating hyper-suggestibility in your 
customer (Anything you say will have 3 times more punch to it after you 
‘loosen up’ your customer!) 

        The conversational way to get your prospect to imagine all the 
intense feelings of having what you’re selling so they naturally are 
compelled to buy right now (Once feel the wonderful feelings of having 
what you’re selling, they’ll be hopping up and down to buy on the spot!) 

        A simple technique to push all of your prospect’s objections way into 
their past (As soon as these objections shift to the past, they become a 
moot issue; They no longer care about their past objections!) 

        The special concept of ‘perceptual naming’ and how it can make or 
break your sale (Get a handle on how you use certain words and 
discover the difference in your results!) 

        How to detect which of 3 languages your customer is really speaking 
and how to speak their language (Stop having customers walk out on 
you because you’re just not clicking with them; I dare anyone to take this 
one secret and apply it and not have their sales sharply increase!) 

        A big-league way to creating mega-credibility using confessions, 
secrets, and ‘damaging admissions’ (Customers buy from whom they 
trust; They’ll instantly trust you when you use this technique!) 

         Why being like a parrot will open your customer and get them to 
divulge what they’re really thinking (They won’t even know how much 
they are sharing but they’ll do it because it feels so good; Using this 
technique is like breaking the dam and letting their thoughts flood out!) 

         When to use the ‘psychic connection’ technique to ‘read your 
customer’s mind’ (This little known technique will create mind-blowing 
connections; Use this with caution!) 

         How to break rapport with your customer when the connection 
becomes too strong (If you don’t learn this, you may have more new 
‘best friends’ than you ever imagined as a result of the other powerful 
techniques in this course; You’ll need this gem of info to maintain the 
persuasion expert – customer relationship!) 

         My favorite method to bring your product/service to life and have it 
‘walk out of the store’ with them (The killer way to make your prospect 
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love what you’re selling like a long lost lover!) 

         The ‘I-You’ shift that drops suggestions into your prospect’s mind 
easier than you ever thought possible (The shocking ease of this 
technique will blow you away!) 

         How to immediately become an authority on any topic in 28 days or 
less (The recognition and credibility that you command when using this 
technique is unsurpassed!  Hint:  It’s all about your language!) 

         When to use the ‘backdoor’ into your customer’s mind that lets you 
alter what they think about without them even knowing you’ve been there 
(You must use this technique for good or we won’t sell you the course!) 

         A proven method to make objections meaningless even before they 
come up (It’ll surprise you how easy this is when you know the principle!) 

         The quickest way to become a ‘master storyteller’ that will have 
explode your ability to destroy objections and melt resistance like a 
white-hot flame melting an icicle (Everyone loves a story; You’ll 
unconsciously now find yourself mesmerizing your prospects with your 
artful use of language!) 

         6 secret magic words to instantly command credibility with your 
customer (The only thing left to question is how often and how much 
you’ll enjoy using these words for bankable results!) 

         How to deal with the ‘pain-in-the-ass’ customers who contradict 
everything you say by secretly getting them to sell themselves (Finally! 
Fight fire with fire my friend when you use their own techniques to get 
them to sell themselves!  These thorns in your side can’t defend against 
this technique!) 

         11 magic words that literally allow you to reach inside your prospect 
and control their emotions at will (Be careful with this technique!  This is 
way too powerful for some people to handle!) 

         How to turn your customer’s phrase ‘I don’t know’ into something 
concrete that you can work with (This nasty customer trick designed to 
stop you cold will be forever defeated by using this simple method!) 

        What to do to harness the incredible power of ‘pseudo-logic’ and 
how to connect the dots in your customer’s mind so it’s perfectly logical 
they buy what you’re selling! (One of my favorite topics; After you unlock 
this secret, you’ll have no trouble getting your prospect to justify their 
purchase from you for all their own ‘logical’ reasons!) 

        The foolproof method to change the meaning of something on the fly 
(You’ll never say the wrong thing again!  Even if you thought something 
came our wrong, you’ll have changed the meaning in the prospect’s 
mind before they even knew they might interpret things incorrectly!) 
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        My personal, advanced ‘meaning-chaining’ method that steps your 
customer through their own buying process to arrive at the conclusion it’s 
time to buy from you now (A great technique to pull out of the bag when 
going after overly analytical ‘computer’ types!) 

        The key ingredient to paying total outward attention to your customer 
that will enable you to ‘see’ what other top pros miss (This technique is 
like putting on X-ray goggles to see right through your customer except 
its easier! Stop missing the ‘hidden’ clues of what you’re customer is 
really saying to you!) 

        What the 9 persuasion-killing words are and how to avoid them like 
the plague (These words murder the persuasion process faster than 
anything! Don’t hate yourself for using them after you learn how to avoid 
them!) 

        The sneaky ‘thought binders’ technique that locks your customer’s 
mind onto you so they can’t stop thinking about what you’re selling (Your 
customers will tell you later about how they mysteriously could not get 
you out of their minds until they bought what you’re selling!) 

        The proven method to having ‘ice in your veins’ even under megaton 
pressure (Your competition will be shocked at your composure under the 
intense in-the-trenches pressure!) 

        How to make sure no matter what your customer says it always is 
“Yes” (The ‘yeses’ will roll off your customer’s tongue faster than you 
imagined and they’ll feel good in saying it; Meanwhile, you’ll just marvel 
at the results!) 

        When to use suggestive questions to secretly plant thoughts in your 
customer’s mind that will surface later as a resounding ‘YES’ (They don’t 
want me to teach this to you but I’m doing it anyway!) 

        The easy way to ask ‘transformational questions’ that will leave your 
customer scratching their heads at why they ever tried to disagree with 
you! (Folks, its about as easy as flipping a light switch to change a 
customer’s mind when you learn this fundamental skill!) 

        The technique they don’t want you to learn about that lets you 
persuade the customer with their own rules (No one can say ‘no’ to this 
technique because it harnesses the power of the customer’s own rules!  
Even if you tried in vain to say ‘no’, you’d violate your belief system in 
doing so!  And you always adhere to your belief system!  Dangerously 
effective so it must be used with care! [Not for persuasion dabblers]) 

        How to use a few spectacular language patterns derived from the 
world’s greatest hypnotist to catapult your customer off his duff and into 
the action of buying (Watch in awe as your instantly customer breaks out 
their cold, hard cash to buy what you’re selling!  I wonder if you’ll be 
more surprised at how easy you do this or the brilliant results you get!) 
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        A remarkably effective method to create a ‘motivation detector’ in 
your mind so you automatically use the customer’s own motivation 
strategy to get them to step up and buy (After you practice this a few 
times, you’ll do it like an old pro!  The prospects won’t consciously 
understand why you’re so ‘motivating’ yet they’ll do what you suggest!) 

        9 persuasion patterns to read your customer like an open book and 
speak their own language as if you’re their identical twin (They’ll feel an 
undeniable connection to you but won’t know why; This uncanny sense 
of familiarity leads them to buy from you!)   

        My personal method to guarding against unwanted influence in your 
own lives (This secret alone is worth the cost of the entire course! Stop 
unwanted thoughts from entering your mind!) 

        The exclusive ‘fast track’ way to jumpstart your persuasion skills and 
have you becoming a master persuader in 28 days or less (Its easier 
than you think!) 

        Advanced application of your new persuasion skills to give your 
career, relationships, business, and marketing a well-deserved kick in 
the pants! (If the application of these skills doesn’t get your motor 
running, nothing will!) 

        A brutally honest look at what it takes to persuade effectively when 
you when you must ‘sell or starve’ (This is a report from the ‘front lines’!  
It’s a no-holds-barred look at what it REALLY takes!) 

        A deluxe crash course on the 7 Cialdini principles and how to make 
them work for you right now (The theory gets thrown out the window as 
we practice the ‘rubber-meets-the-road’ get it done persuasion style that 
these principles allow!) 

        How to use straightforward questions to transform your customer 
from a mild-mannered person off the street to a whirling dervish of a 
buying machine (These are not the common questions that you think; 
These gems have been handpicked by me and tested in the field to work 
real damn well!) 

        Why how you sound could be sabotaging your success (and killing 
sales) and how to correct it forever with a simple vocal exercise 
borrowed from voice therapy (You’ll never shoot yourself in the foot 
when it comes to how you sound after going through this exercise; You’ll 
use your voice like the well-honed instrument it is; Bottom line = more 
sales!) 

        How to jolt your customers off of their auto-pilot responses of ‘just 
looking’ and interrupt their other conditioned responses (Hint:  Once you 
break up their auto-pilot program, you put in a new program that leads 
them to buy what you’re selling!) 

        Bonus info of how to become your boss’s most treasured asset 
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That’s just a small sample of what you’ll find.  There are 6 BIG sections in this master 
persuasion course... each designed to short-cut your education.  And each give you the 
exact super-detailed roadmap you need to start become a persuasion master and 
dominate your field. 

Click Here To Order Now 

But wait... there’s more.  

When you own “The Ultimate Persuasion Formula”, you’ll get a number of FREE 
bonuses with your order.  You get: 

       I’ll buy you a one year VIP membership to my ‘backstage’ members-only 
persuasion website where the pros talk shop and you can email me directly ($97 
value) 

        An ‘unconscious mind reprogramming’ CD that will reprogram your mind so you 
automatically think and act as a master persuader ($47 value) 

        A copy of my bestselling Unstoppable Confidence book ($19.95 value) 

        A $200 coupon good toward any Kent Sayre seminar ($200 value) 

        A framed certificate of course completion declaring you a master persuader 
($47 value) 

Just these bonuses alone total $410.95! 

Whether You’re Just Getting Started Or An ‘Old Pro’, You’ll Benefit… 

It doesn’t matter whether you’ve never sold anything before or are an ‘Old Pro’.  Either way, 
you’re going to benefit.  The ‘young guns’ just starting out are going to be overwhelmed at 
the amount of information and will have their minds blown.  The ‘Old Pros’ will learn a 
completely new model of scientific persuasion that will enable them to take a quantum leap 
in their persuasion power. 

All that matters is your desire to get on the bus.  To start closing sales and cashing 
checks so fast it will make your head spin.  This ain’t brain surgery.  But you cannot “figure it 
out” on your own.  I’ve already spent the essential 4 years of working hard, hanging with the 
best mentors I could find, making the mistakes and following through on the astounding 
successes.  There is no justifiable reason why you should want to spend the next 4 years 
learning the info you could just as easily learn in this course. 

through a breakthrough 13-minute hypnotic conversation (I’ll walk you 
through this conversation and you’ll be amazed how your boss responds 
to you!)  

        Bonus info of how to ultimately fulfill your date, significant other, or 
spouse using a breakthrough 13-minute hypnotic conversation (If 
everyone used this technique, the divorce rate would plummet!) 

      And the list goes on... 
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So allow me to be your guide to mastering persuasion.  No one gave me a helping hand 
when I started.  Therefore, I promised I’d make it easier on all those who came after me.  
This course lets me fulfill that promise.  And this is the course I would have walked 30 miles 
in the Sahara desert for when I started out.   

The Ultimate Persuasion Formula is really like having a persuasion expert standing right 
behind you, whispering into your ear all the perfect things to say to close the sale.  You get 
to be a true “insider”.  When you own this course, you’ll know every secret there is, and how 
to use them to get what you want.    

I’m Taking All The Risk Out Of This Offer For You With My 2 
Unbeatable Guarantees… 

  
With These Carved-In-Stone Guarantees, All Your Risk Has Now 

Vanished… 

So what is the investment for The Ultimate Persuasion Formula? 

Since I’ve just launched the course and I’m hungry to create lots of raving fans, I’m slashing 
the price from $247 to just $197.  I’m not sure how long I’ll keep the price down this low.  US 
shipping is $15 and international shipping is $25. 

You’re Gonna Earn Your Money BACK The First Time You Use Even ONE Of The Secrets I 
Reveal To You! 

Click Here To Order Now 

The Biggest Bargain of Your Life! 

That’s what smart, savvy salespeople do.  Find the few, proven secrets that actually work... 
and then use them.  The cost is irrelevant, because the results you see are so financially 
dramatic.  And quick.    

You’ll be stunned by how fast the money starts pouring in.  

This insanely low price is just a fraction of the price it would cost you to come to one of my 
seminars when you consider, seminar tuition, airfare, hotel, and food all stacked up. 

Unconditional 90-day ‘Love Me Or Leave Me’ Guarantee:  Test-
drive the course for a full three months.  If you’re not absolutely thrilled with the 
course, I insist that you send it back for a prompt and immediate, no-nonsense 
refund.  You get to keep the over $400 of bonuses. 

 

10x Value, Year Long Guarantee:  Apply the information in the course 
for as long as a full year.  If you haven’t at least gotten 10 times (yes 10 times!) 
the value out of the course for what you invested in it, send it back for a full 
refund.  All I ask is that you show me that you applied what is in the course.  Fair 
enough?  You still get to keep the over $400 of bonuses. 
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I spent a bare minimum 100 hours on creating the course and another 20 hours organizing 
and editing it.  At my consulting rate of $200 an hour, you are getting $24,000.00 in value.   

But for the sake of argument, let's cut that figure down to just $10 per hour (practically 
minimum wage labor). That still figures out to a minimum of $1,200.00 in value.  But still I've 
priced the system at $197 so people who are serious about their persuasion skills can 
afford it. 

Click Here To Order Now   

You must hurry.  This is the first time I have offered this material to the general 
public.  And, like I said... I’m not eager to get overwhelmed with responses.  I will keep the 
special deal I’m offering -- only as long as I can easily handle the response.    

You risk nothing.  There are the two ironclad guarantees backing you. 

I know how difficult it is to find real, honest and expert advice like this.  If you aren’t 
ready for what I offer, that’s fine.  Some of these secrets and tactics are so far out of the 
“mainstream” that only experienced persuaders know how well they work.  I am not out to 
convert you to anything.  I am out to share the proven secrets that no one else has the guts 
to reveal.  

Order this stuff today, right now, while it’s still hot in your mind.  And prepare 
to have your mind blown... and your entire world change forever.  It really is that powerful.   
Just try not to be overwhelmed at the amount of quality information you’ll learn in the 
course! 

Warmly, 

  

Kent Sayre 
 
  

P.S.  Remember the two unbeatable guarantees.   

Unconditional 90-day ‘Love Me Or Leave Me’ Guarantee:  Test-drive the course RISK-
FREE for a full three months.  If you’re not absolutely thrilled with the course, I insist that 
you send it back for a prompt and immediate, no-nonsense refund.  You get to keep the 
over $400 of bonuses. 

10x Value, Year Long Guarantee:  Apply the information in the course for as long as a full 
year.  If you haven’t at least gotten 10 times (yes 10 times!) the value out of the course for 
what you invested in it, send it back for a full refund.  All I ask is that you show me that you 
applied what is in the course.  Fair enough?  You still get to keep the over $400 of bonuses. 

P.P.S.  You must hurry and order today.  After I sell the first few hundred copies of this 
course, I will be forced to increase the price.  If you delay, you will pay more later.  Click 
Here To Order Now 

P.P.P.S.  Your competition is reading this letter right now too.  And the sharpest of them are 
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Finally, a safer more effective answer for 250 million men 
World wide… 
 

“After 7 Years Of Intense Research, Scientists 
Finally Reveal The Safest, Most Potently Effective 

Method For Super Charging Your Sex Drive… 
For Completely Curing Impotency… And… For 

Having The Most Intense, Mind Melting 
Orgasms…Humanly Possible!” 

 
Experts finally put their money where their mouths are and promise to dramatically increase 
your sex drive, give you longer STRONGER erections… and… completely re-invent your sex 
life in 90 days, (or less) … or… you’ll receive a check for $259.94…guaranteed! 
 
Shameless over-promising? Not at all! 
 
From: 
John O’Dowd, 
Unit 25E,  
1756 N. Bayshore Drive, 
Miami, FL 33132 
 
Dear friend, 
 

If you’re even remotely interested in discovering how the latest scientific discovery can 
dramatically turbo charge your sex life, multiply your libido, and completely cure any, (and all), 
forms of impotency, giving you rock hard erections when and wherever you want them, each and 
every time… then this is going to be the most exciting little letter you’ll ever read! 

Here’s why: A recently discovered herb, (found only at the foothills of the Peruvian 
mountains, Peru), has been proven… so effective… in completely curing impotency and 
dramatically reviving your sex life, that it’s totally taken the male sexual enhancement industry by 
storm… and… turned it’s industry leaders on their heads! 

This soon to be patented herb has been scientifically proven safe, by some of the world’s 
top scientific authorities, and has already made it to the Food and Drug Association’s “Safe List”. 
Yet tests carried out in research facilities across the United States, (and Europe), have shown 
“Lepidium Meyenii” to be…  

 
The Safest, Most Potently Effective Medicine Known  

To Man For completely Curing Impotency, For Dramatically  
Increasing Penis Strength, And For Replenishing, and Increasing  
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Libido Levels By As Much As 450%! 
 

Endless studies have undoubtedly revealed, men who have been treated with this “magic 
herb” for a short period of time, (as little as 90 days), have been completely cured of all forms of 
erectile dysfunction and have totally regained as much as 98% of their lost libido.  

In fact, after 137,000 tests, and independent studies carried out across the globe, research 
continues to reveal “Lepidium Meyenii” to be as much as 3 times more effective in curing male 
impotency, and restoring lost libido, than the strongest chemical, (Yohimbine Hydrochloride), 
which is found in almost every prescription drug on the market today for curing impotency and 
restoring lost libido! 

And the best part is, you don’t need to be a certain weight, you don’t need to diet, or eat 
certain foods… and… you certainly don’t need to take any dangerous or unpredictable drugs for 
you to see these kinds of amazing results. Actually, you don’t even need to change, or do anything 
in order for this to work. 

Listen up: Approximately 10 million American men over the age of 35 are searching for 
a safer, more effective and less costly alternative to most industry leading drugs like Viagra, Cialis 
and Levitra.  

In an independent study carried out by Hamden Medical Centre, Glostershire England, Dr. 
Anthony Blane revealed, 61.7% of men said the reason why they stopped taking “chemically 
created” impotency/male enhancement medication, was because of negative side-effects such as 
vomiting, painful prolonged erections, cramps, upset stomach, back pain, dangerous increase in 
blood pressure, hypertension, rash and… 

Increased Risk Of Heart Attack! 

In the same study, Dr. Blane found 32.1% of men said they stopped taking these 
prescription prescribed drugs because of the enormously high cost for just one single pill.  

This is why “Bayshore Products” have gone to extraordinary lengths to research and 
originate a brand new patent pending, “all natural herbal formula”, containing Lepidium Meyenii 
and 17 more of the most potently effective, (yet completely harmless), scientifically proven herbs 
known to man for dramatically reviving your sex life.  

Here’s how it all works: You see, in order for us men to get “Turned On” or to get an 
erection, our neural system needs to produce a chemical called “Nitric Oxide” which initiates a 
series of events, one of which, is the release of another chemical known as “Noradrenaline”, 
which is sometimes referred to as the “Erection Hormone” 

What Nitric Oxide does is…it sends the chemical Noradrenaline down the spinal cord, 
into the penis, and causes the erectile tissue to relax.  

Once this happens, blood begins to rush from the arteries to two thin chambers in the 
penis called “Corpora Cavernosa”. As the erectile tissue is flooded and engorged by  
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blood from the arteries, the penis begins to lengthen and expand. 

Then, as more and more blood is pumped into these two chambers, the penis becomes 
increasingly hard and more rigid. During sex, the penis stays rigid because it is being stimulated, 
which causes the blood to become trapped in these chambers by what’s known as, involuntary 
reflex valves.   

What most industry leading drugs do in order to “temporarily” cure impotency is they 
release certain chemicals which “react” with the erectile tissue, causing it to relax so the blood can 
flow into the penis… But… 

 They Do Absolutely NOTHING To Repair  
The “Root Cause” Of The Problem. 

 
This is where “Viotrin” comes in! Each, and every, ingredient in this pill is designed to 

work like “busy little bees” inside your system to seek out and pin-point your bodies own nutrient 
reservoirs, which are lacking in these vital chemicals. 

  
You see, unfortunately for us, our levels of these vital chemicals begin to steadily drop 

off by between 1 and 2% each year after the age of 30, taking with it, (at an equally steady pace), 
our libido, strength and muscle mass. 

What Viotrin does is… it supplies the natural vital nutrients and chemicals our bodies 
need to regain our youthful functionality. Just like a dry cloth soaks up a wet spill, our nutrient 
deficient reservoirs soak up the much needed supplements, which then spread throughout our 
bodies depositing the naturally occurring chemicals wherever, and whenever, they are needed! 

Viotrin is able to completely cure the problem at the source, (where the difficulty began 
in the first place), by super charging, or “topping up” any dead or depleting sources of nutrients 
and chemicals, for a much more permanent… and natural solution to any, and all forms of sexual 
dysfunction… 

And The Best Part Of All Is… Each And Every 
Herb Found In Our Formula Has Been Scientifically Proven 

Safe By Thousands Of Experts Worldwide!  
 

Just take a look at exactly what our three main herbs have been scientifically proven to do, 
after just a short time of using this “Miracle Pill”. 

EPIMEDIUM EXTRACT– 
Has a two thousand year history of use as a sex-enhancer. Scientific tests carried out by 

top medical doctors in Shanghai reported: “Epimedium Extract boosts libido and improves erectile 
function by as much as 315%”.  

 
Many other tests and studies carried out also reveal, Epimedium Extract has been proven 

to: 
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• Replenish lost or depleting Nitric Oxide and Noradrenaline levels! 

• Dramatically increase libido and erectile functions! 

• Supercharge your sexual desire! 

• Completely cure premature ejaculation by strengthening the PC muscle! 

• Radically increase sperm production, causing longer, more satisfying orgasms! 

• Stimulate sensory nerves which multiply orgasm sensitivity by double digit numbers giving 
you some of the most intense, mind melting orgasms of your life!  

• Improve blood circulation and increase metabolic rate by as much as 300% 

L-ARGININE - 
A crystalline like powder which has been proven to dramatically improve erections, 

while at the same time benefiting cardiac blood vessel reactivity. It is also an important factor in 
muscle metabolism and aids in transportation, storage and disposal of nitrogen, (a much needed 
sexual chemical), throughout the body. 

 
After many years of research, tests have proven L-Arginine to: 
 

• Dramatically increase blood flow to the penis, causing each erection to temporarily 
increase by almost 20% its normal size!  

• Increase energy levels and sexual stamina, which will result in you feeling much younger and 
more capable of having extended sexual activities! 

• Restore sexual vitality and performance! 

• Dramatically increase stamina, strength, endurance and sexual energy levels!  

• Increase life expectancy, by supplying rich sources of highly targeted nutrients which 
play a major role in longevity! 

• Cure urinary tract, liver and kidney disorders! 

LEPIDIUM MEYENII - 
In studies, subjects given Lepidium Meyenii instantly experienced greater sexual 

orgasmic intensity, increased energy, and stamina. This plant has been used for thousands of years 
by the Incan people in Peru, to restore sexual vitality, enjoyment, performance… and… for 
completely curing impotency. This is one of the oldest, and still, one of the most potently effective 
aphrodisiacs in the world today. 

 
After thousands of scientific studies carried out across the globe, Lepidium Meyenii has 

been proven to: 
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• Improve mental awareness and encourage proper hormonal functions!  

• Completely cure Impotency! 

• Improve lipid levels and lower cholesterol levels!  

• Improve nerve growth and increase resistance to disease! 

• Stimulate the central nervous system causing a more heightened, intense sexual                      
      experience! 
 
• Quickly decrease stress levels and even play a major role in overcoming depression! 

• Turbo charge you libido levels! 

• And much, much more! 

Now, I know you’re probably a little skeptical right now, but let me tell you, 
EVERYONE who has tried Viotrin out for themselves, have openly admitted… it is… beyond a 
doubt… 

The Most Effective Solution  
They Have Ever Used! 

 
Just take a quick look at what these three people had to say just weeks after jumping at 

the chance to get their hands on this amazing pill: 
 

“I’m almost speechless! The results I received from using Viotrin are better than I ever 
imagined. I had difficulty experiencing an orgasm before I tried your product. Now I’m 
having the most amazing sex I’ve ever had in my life. I’m knocking the socks of my 
girlfriend every time we make love. I can’t believe it and she can't believe it either! Thank 
you!” Dave, Seattle, WA 

 
“I was beginning to feel really depressed. I have been experiencing erectile dysfunction for about 
12 months now. My wife was very supportive, but I could tell she was beginning to get frustrated 
over this. I went to my doctor, who prescribed me Viagra, and it was great for a while. Then I 
started to experience heart palpitations and was immediately taken off the drug. I was desperate to 
find something before things started going back to the way they were. Then I started using Viotrin. 
I can honestly say after 12 months of having my confidence shattered and my entire masculinity 
taken away from me, this has been an absolute blessing. Now I’m able to get an erection when, 
and even, wherever I want.” Frank, Toronto, Canada 
 
“I'm very grateful to you for bringing such miraculous changes to my life. I’m almost 69 years old, 
and because of you and your “Miracle Pill” I have became more passionate and sexually attracted 
to my wife then I have been for 30 years. I have only been using your pill for 8 weeks, but already I 
can make love to my wife whenever I want to, and that’s probably the best part of all. I have the 
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sex drive of a 20 year old kid and I'm just happy!!! Thank you so much and good luck to you.” Eric 
Kerwin, FL 
 
I could go on for pages with more examples. You see, these are just three of literally thousands of 
men just like you who have experienced exactly what the potency of Viotrin can do for them.  
 
These people have almost completely turned their sex lives around because of the miraculous 
powers of just this one little pill!   
 
Let me ask you this: Do you want to continue putting up with the embarrassment of not being 
“capable” of satisfying your partner? 
 
I sure don’t, and I don’t believe you do, either. It’s time you take care of this yourself, and stop 
hoping your sex life is just going to get better. Impotency will not cure itself… and your sex drive 
will not magically re-appear on its own. Why? Cause the simple truth is… 
 

It Just Doesn’t Work Like That! 
 

You see, this pill is based on what works. It’s designed to combat what really goes on inside your 
body. It’s been tested… it’s been proven. And this is why Bayshore Products, (the only company 
licensed to sell Viotrin in the United States), is quickly becoming the number one choice among 
hundreds of thousands of men across America, who are desperately seeking to enhance their sex 
life in the safest, most potently effective way they know how! 
 

What you have just read here, in this brief little letter, is an overview of what I 
believe is, the safest, most potently effective blend of all natural herbs known to man for 
completely restoring your libido, increasing the intensity of your orgasms and for 
completely curing any, (and all) forms of erectile dysfunction… in 90 days or less. 

 
But I’m not even going to dream of asking you to take any financial risk if you 

think this scientifically proven formula is exactly what you have been looking for. No! 
I’m going to make it as easy, and as simple, as is humanly possible for you to try this 
amazing new pill out for yourself… without risking a single dime of your own money. 

 
Double Your Money Back No-Nonsense  

Guarantee! 
 

If you’re not convinced… beyond a shadow of a doubt… that this pill is 
everything I’ve said it is… a completely safe, potently effective method for completely 
curing all forms of impotency… and… for giving you the most intense, mind melting 
orgasms, humanly possible… after trying it for a full 90 days, then I insist you return the 
remaining bottles to me, and I will immediately send you a personal check for double 
your money back. 

 
There will be no hard feelings and we can still be friends. I trust in this product, 

and I believe after you have experienced the same results as thousands of men who have 
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tried Viotrin before you, you will find it impossible to take me up on my “almost too 
good to be true” guarantee. 

 
But Wait, There’s More! 

 
I’m going to hold your check, or credit card order, for at least 30 days before I 

deposit, or cash it. (You can even postdate your check for 30 days ahead, just incase you 
are skeptical about the effectiveness of this amazing little pill). 

That means if you don’t like Viotrin… for any reason… you can return it 
within 30 days and get back your un-cashed check… or… if you ordered by credit card… 
I will simply destroy ALL credit card information you gave me, and your card will 
NEVER be charged a single cent! 

But why am I willing to give you a, pay no money for 30 days, 6 month, double 
your money back guarantee? Because, I do not think you are going to return these pills 
once you have experienced what Viotrin will do for you. I think you are going to love 
it… and… I think once you try these pills out for yourself… 

You Are Going To Be So Insanely 
Happy With The Results Of These  

Pills, You’ll Probably Never Want To  
Do Without Them Again! 

 
That’s a darn good, no-risk-on-your-part guarantee! And it means there is 

absolutely no reason in the world for you not to try these incredible Pills out for yourself. 
 
Here’s the deal: For the fastest possible service, all you need to do is call my 

office at 786-245-0987 between the hours of 9am to 5pm, (Eastern Standard Time), and 
have your credit card details ready. Or, if you prefer to pay by check, simply make it 
payable to Bayshore Products at the following address: 

 
Bayshore Products, 
Suite 25E, 
1756 N. Bayshore Dr. 
Miami, 
Florida. 33132 
 
That’s all there is to it. As soon as I receive your order, the package will be sent 

to you by federal express priority overnight delivery! The price for this 90 day supply of 
Viotrin is dirt-cheap, too cheap in fact, at just $129.97, plus $14.95 shipping and handling, 
($144.92 altogether), it’s an absolute steal when you consider how much Viagra, Livitra 
and Cialis are charging. (These companies are charging upwards of $13 “Per-Pill”). 

 
But that’s not all: If you call, or send your check, within the next 48hrs, I will 

personally send you an extra 30 day supply of Viotrin… Absolutely FREE. I will ship 
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you a neat little package containing a full four month supply of this amazing new pill, at 
absolutely no extra cost whatsoever!  

 
All that’s left to do is go NOW and call my office or send me an envelope with 

your check in it, and you’ll be seeing the very same results thousands of men have been 
seeing for themselves, in lightening quick time. Go and do it right now, while it’s still 
fresh in your mind! 

 
Don’t put this off… Remember… you will not find this pill, (or this offer), 

anywhere else on the planet. There’s a very real, and very serious, chance this offer won’t 
be around for very long! And if you don’t get your supply of Viotrin right now, you may 
never see this offer again… EVER! 

 
Don’t let that happen! You stand to lose nothing, and yet what you can gain is 

worth a thousand times its weight in gold to any man who wants to totally super charge 
his sex life in the fastest time humanly possible! 

 
Sincerely, 
John O’Dowd, 
Vice President 
Bayshore Products. 
 

PS. If you have any questions, or queries about Viotrin, then please don’t 
hesitate to call me “personally” on my office phone number below, (just ask for me). It’s 
sometimes nice to know there is a real person behind the words and I will be more then 
happy to talk with you between business hours 9am to 5pm. 

 
My Personal Office Phone Number: 

1-786-245-0987 
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Pre-Construction Condo



  

"Hey Trump...Your Secret Is OUT!"  
Shocking Development...Real Estate Insider Jim "The Legend" Pierce Breaks The 

Sacred Oath Of Silence And Reveals How The Big Boys Pull Millions Of Dollars Out Of 
The White-Hot Luxurious Pre-Construction Market Without Credit Checks Or Loans!  

And...How You Can Take Advantage Of This Secret Loophole Starting Tomorrow Morning!  

   

From:  Jim Pierce 
Miami, FL  
  
Dear Friend, 

  
Have you ever seen a construction jobsite that looked like this 

one to your right? 
  
I'll bet you have; they're all over the place.  Nothing out of the 

ordinary...a bunch of workers, trucks, cranes...and sand. 
  

Nothing too exciting, you might think ...these kinds of developments are going up in just about 
every major city in America right now, as we speak.  Although it may be ordinary right now, this 
building (with a little luck) should earn for me in the range of maybe... 

$300,000 

in profit in the next few months.  Now get this...I don't own anything, except for a few 
pieces of paper.  No loans, no credit checks...nothing like that.  And today's your lucky day, 
because I'm personally going to show you how you exactly how I do this and more 
importantly, how easily YOU can do this too - virtually overnight! 

  
But before I get into any of that, I figured I'd better tell you how I stumbled upon this 

jealously guarded secret and why I decided to share it with you. 
  
My name is Jim Pierce, and the first thing you should know about me is...I'm not your typical 

"real estate guru." 
  
I'm not an expert writer, so please bear with me.  I never went to college and I don't have a degree 

in anything.  In fact, the only thing I consider myself an "expert" at is... 
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How To Pull In Insane Profits In Top-Of-The-Line 
Pre-Construction Condos Without Credit Checks Or 

Loans! 

Listen...not long ago, things weren't always this easy for me.  In fact, I used to work really hard 
investing in real estate.  You see, I was the "traditional-type" real estate investor...you know, 
working the 18 hour days...the 7 days a week...with the 3am tenant wake-up calls.  Chasing down 
tenants each month for a lousy few hundred bucks.  Yeah, I made some money...but it was far 
from easy. 

  
But the funny thing was, I didn't start making "big" money in real estate until I did a lot less. 
  
For example...the deal I just showed you above maybe took me a whole 1 and 1/2 hours to 

complete.  That's 90 minutes...for a $300,000 profit!  Hell, it would have taken me years to get 
that much the old way I used to invest...and that's if I was extremely lucky. 

  
Sometimes, in the winter months, my monthly take-home pay would be just enough to cover a 

luxurious weekend get-a-way at the local Motel 6, provided I brought my own sack lunch and 
stayed away from the pay phone. 

So Much For Being A Real Estate Tycoon! 

In fact, it was quite humiliating.  I was supposed to be "the man", Mr. Entrepreneur, a self-made 
guy...but in reality, I was pretty much spinning my wheels and not sure what was 
going to happen next. 

  
Not only that, but I was sick and tired of dealing with junk houses, where bullets flying into the 

house were as common as mosquito bites in the New Orleans summertime.  I was tired of putting 
forth the effort of fixing up homes...to turn around and have my tenants trash them within 2 
months.  I was at the end of my rope but I still knew... 

There HAD To Be A Better, More Profitable Way! 

And one day last August, I flew out to Miami, Florida for a little R&R and maybe to look 
at some fixer-uppers while I was there.  What a perfect place for a working vacation...the 
sun would be shining...the white sand beaches would be glowing and just the energy of 
the city was enough to put me in a great mood. 

  
On the cab ride from the airport, I noticed something really weird was going on... 
  

Everywhere I turned around, some huge skyscraper was going up in 
just about every vacant lot in the city.  I'm talking luxury 
buildings...all glass...top-notch stuff, to say the very least. 

  
Even weirder was that just about every place had signs out in the 

front, offering to sell those stunning condos at pre-construction prices. 
  
Now...if you're not familiar with pre-construction buying or 

pricing...don't worry, because it's really simple.  Let me explain...pre-
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construction real estate investing is when you have the option to buy a condo at pre-
construction discounts before the building is actually finished.  It's just that...nothing more.  Pretty 
easy, huh? 

  
You see, that's where opportunity is waiting for you!  The builder needs to pre-sell a 

certain amount of units for the developer to continue with construction.  So it's really in the 
developer's best interest to get those units sold out in a hurry!  That's why in most cases, they offer 
you a steep discount right off the bat...which could be hundreds of thousands of dollars!  

  
And the really cool part is, you don't have to qualify for a loan to buy these!  You just put down a 

deposit to cash in on the mega-savings...plus you get to collect massive appreciation while the 
condo is being built.  Although there is no guarantee of appreciation, you can take a look at the 
past...and be pretty darn sure as the sun rises that you're gonna be in the money big 
time! 

  
Being an experienced investor, I knew that fortunes were made in pre-construction 

condos every day...just look at Trump.  He's got money in luxury condos in pretty much every 
part of the country! 

  
But I knew there had to be some kind of catch...just like anything else.   Whether we're talking 

stock tips, foreclosure auctions, whatever....once the public knows, 

It's No Longer A Good Deal! 

Needless to say, I spent 3 days in sunny Miami and then went back home to the good old 
Midwest.  Didn't say anything while I was out there, but I just couldn't get this pre-construction 
stuff off of my mind. 

  
So I got to my office and called up a realtor friend of mine to get the scoop on this type of 

investing.  I asked him, straight up:  
  
"Hey Bob, can you really make any money doing this pre-construction stuff?" 
  
I can still remember...I was leaning back in my chair, noisily chewing on a pen, waiting for his 

answer.  It was so deathly quiet for a minute that I thought we had been 
disconnected...then I finally heard him laugh...and basically told me a story about how he 
bought a condo for about $600,000 (remember - no credit check) in the morning and by the end of 
the day it was worth 

$670,000. 

That happened in less than 8 hours! 
  
I was shocked...flustered...and when I heard that number I lost my balance and grabbed the 

side of the desk to keep from falling...and darn near choked on my pen! 
  
Seventy grand in just one day. 
  
Hell, it would take me at least a year of busting my butt 12 hours a day to do that renting 

houses the old way. 
  
This had to be an isolated incident, right?  Not by a long shot; come to find out one of his clients, 
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a guy from down south, just picked up one of these condos for $350,000 and right now it's on 
the market for... 

$850,000. 

Even crazier then that...I just read in the Miami newspaper that some guy picked up a condo for 1 
million...then turned around and in the blink of an eye sold it for $5.7 million dollars!  If 
you can believe it, it gets even better...after the new buyer picked this gem up for $5.7 million, he 
actually put it back on the market...and sold it for $7.5 million!      

  
I couldn't believe it.  That's better than winning the lottery!  It's like having a license to 

print money whenever you feel like it! 
  
And it's not just the incredible money, either...get this - the developers of these condos don't even 

check your credit!  You could have filed 10 bankruptcies, have 100 repos and never paid a bill in 
your life...as long as you have the deposit, then... 

You Get To Buy Now...And Pay Later! 

In most cases, it's not you who's buying anything...you're just signing a few pieces of paper.  It's 
the new buyer who's paying for the unit...and paying you! 

  
It seemed too good to be true...I mean, I was used to dealing with broken-down houses, 

chasing down foreclosures that everyone and their grandmothers were chasing down...and not 
even making CLOSE to what those pre-construction deals can make! 

But that's not all...now, let's talk about having a good time.  Too many people...including 
me...are so uptight about making money.  But with pre-construction, there's nothing uptight or 
boring about it.  In fact... 

I Never Had So Much Fun In My Life! 

I've been been buying and selling real estate for about 10 years now...and I can tell you right off 
the bat, there is nothing that even resembles a good time compared to buying pre-construction.  
I'm sure you're wondering how, since the two things don't seem to make sense together...but... 

  
The day the land developers sell their units, they actually throw a huge event.  What a perfect, 

built-in excuse for a tax-deductible vacation! I'm talking music, food, drinks...it's just like 
a huge party! 

  
Not to mention, the area these condos are built on is unbelievable.  I'm talking fast cars, white 

beaches, sunny skies...and enough energy to power a whole city!  

It's An Absolutely Breathtaking...Exhilarating 
Experience! 

Think about it...how many times in your life do you get to hang out in the most luxurious areas of 
the country...have a blast...and potentially make a fortune all at the same time?  Just imagine 
the thrill of having the time of your life, knowing you just made an extra $100,000 by 
doing basically nothing! 
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And...this isn't some rare, pull-a-rabbit-out-of-the-hat experience... 

It Happens All The Time! 

Because pre-construction condos are the only investment in the world that let you buy now and 
pay later; remember, with regular real estate, you would have to buy it, pay for it...and THEN 
profit! 

  
Not pre-construction...you put a small deposit down (it doesn't even have to be your own money) 

and you'll be controlling a piece of the most luxurious, valuable real estate in any given area.  Just 
last week, I picked up a killer deal in another Miami development for $500,000!  Now remember - 
I don't have to qualify for $500,000...I just have to put up the deposit. 

  
Right off the bat...I got about a 20% discount.  So that's around $100,000 in my pocket.  Now I 

plan on holding the paper for 6 months and making another 20% just from appreciation.   
  
Remember - we're doing this only in ultra-exclusive areas of the country...so when 

everything is said and done, I'll probably pull in $200,000 off of just one single deal. 

So WHERE Are All These Deals Hiding? 

They are simply everywhere.  And the best part is, you don't even have to live in the area!  Hell, 
I'm 1,000 miles away from Miami and I'm STILL making a killing in that market!  But Miami is 
only a small piece of the puzzle... 

l The sizzling Las Vegas real estate market is turning up the heat another notch!  It's 
completely on fire!  With 80% of the whole state owned by the government...there's nowhere 
to go but up! 

l Myrtle Beach...that's white hot!  Condos are selling at breakneck speeds...fortunes are 
going to be made here if you know what you're doing! 

l Miami is just exploding right now, and will be for the next 5 years.  Don't miss your 
chance to get on board, because opportunities like this only come once in a lifetime! 

l And don't forget about good old Tampa...The Bay is here to stay, with prices skyrocketing 
to all-time highs.  You have to be a fool not to make money in this ultra-hot climate! 

So What Does This Mean For YOU? 

Everything...if you're looking for a real, legitimate and respectful way to make a 
fortune in real estate without having to wait around and twiddle your thumbs for the 
next 30 years!  Or, if you're looking to seriously impress your family and co-workers, and watch 
them gaze spellbound with amazement when you show them one of the condos you just invested 
in! 

  
You can count on watching their jaws drop to the floor in awe, wondering just how in the heck 

you managed to buy one of the most enviable pieces of real estate on the planet without 
having to even get a loan!  You'll be a celebrity at the holiday parties this year...trust me! 
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Right now, in my opinion, pre-construction investing is the absolute fastest, easiest way to create 
wealth in real estate that's ever been developed.  Not to mention, it's a wild, fun ride the whole 
time...never a boring second! 

So How Do You Get In On The Action?  

You've got two options... 
  
Option #1 - The Hard Way: 
Try to learn it yourself.  You can do it if you've got money to burn on so-called good deals and 

you are willing to spend the next 5 years of your life learning the secrets. 
  
Option #2 -  The Smart Way: 
Let me be your guide!  I will take you by the hand and show you exactly how I personally pull in 

huge amounts of cash with pre-construction condos.  From finding the perfect deal...to 
identifying the exact price to bid...to choosing the perfect location that will virtually 
guarantee that you'll make money! 

  
There is no shortage of nonsense out there, folks.  Too many "experts" who really don't have a 

clue.  There are developers in every corner of town, trying to sell you a so-called fantastic deal 
when in reality the price is way over-inflated.  A lot of people are going to lose their shirts...don't' 
let that happen to you.  

  
That's why I wrote my course "Massive Profits in 

Pre-Construction Condos©". It's the exact course I 
wish was around when I was starting out and I can 
guarantee, there's nothing like it anywhere in the world! 

  
If I had had something like this back when I first 

started, I'd probably be comfortably retired right now 
(I'm 31 years old), drifting along on my boat, drinking 
out of a coconut and relaxing on some quiet, white-sand 
beach in the Caribbean.  Learning this information 
would have short-cut my success by about...oh, at least 
10 years. 

Here's Just A Small Taste Of 
What You'll Find Out... 

l The amazing "Lazy Investors' 3 Step Shortcut" to cashing in on your first 6-figure 
payday!   

l How to use a secret "free" website to exactly zero in on the best pre-c0nstruction deals in 
America with laser-point accuracy!  No more guesswork...no more hoping to find even just 
raw data...this alone is worth over $100,000! 

l Why your real estate fortune depends on some basic "street smarts" and how to get them 
overnight...even if you've led the most miserably boring life in town.  This is the key to 
freedom...riches...and a fun life in the fast lane! 

l How to close "high ticket" deals for ridiculously large sums of money, even if your credit 
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is so bad you can't get a Wal-Mart credit card.  Forget about banks and loan 
officers...you don't need them anymore!  Tell your banker to take a hike...you're the 
captain of this ship! 

l How to find the perfect deal over the weekend...so you can start earning a fortune right 
now, even if you never bought a single property before! 

l How to avoid bad deals like the plague!  One good deal can set you up for life, while one 
bad deal can ruin you financially!  Don't let this happen to you and your family...learn it right 
the first time, but without the risk! 

l And...the mysterious force behind every ocean front property that can hook 
you into its almost magical stream of cash!  Even the most conservative investors can 
use this spooky tactic...it's the biggest factor hidden from most people! 

l Learn the insider's 100% legal loophole I use to get around the no-flipping policy that 
most developers have on, that keep 99% of investors away!  This gives you, literally, a 
hugely unfair advantage! 

l How to tell AFTER you buy if your pre-construction deal is going to make you 
a fortune.  If it's not, I'll show you how to use the strong arm of the law to legally cancel 
the contract and walk away from the deal without a care in the world!  This 
alone gives you a huge safety net and protects your investment when you get started! 

l How to choose the exact floor plan that will almost guarantee that you'll make an insane 
profit on your first deal.  It's so simple that most people do miss it.  Don't let that happen to 
you! 

l A step-by-step, play-by-play guide to sizing up a condo development to make sure it can 
put a mountain of cash in your pocket.  I can't believe I'm revealing this treasure in 
print...you've got to see it to believe it! 

l Take a peek at the amazing little trick that will instantly show you exactly what to bid to 
ensure you will make money and not overpay.  Works every time. 

That's just a very small sample of what you'll find...there are 4 easy-to-read sections in this 
course...each designed to short-cut your education and give you the exact super-detailed 
roadmap you need to start cashing in big time on the biggest opportunity since the 1842 Gold 
Rush...pre-construction condos! 

  
I don't care if you're a greenhorn investor who's never bought a single property and 

you're just starting out.  Or if you've been doing real estate deals for the last 20 years. 
  
None of that matters. 
  
The only thing that does matter...is your desire to get in on the action.  To start picking up pre-

construction condos that bring in the cash...fast and without fuss. 
  
There is absolutely no reason why anyone should want to waste years of their life trying to figure 

this out.  Let me show you...I already have found the fastest path to get you where you 
want to go.  Why do it the hard way...when you just don't have to? 

  
Just think...with the "Massive Profits in Pre-Construction Condos©" course in your hand, 
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you'll be able to kick-start your finances and take control of your lifestyle...and start actually 
living your dreams, instead of sadly letting them go up in smoke. 

  
I'll tell you right now...this entire package is jam-packed and overflowing with powerful, intense 

money-making potential.  The kind of money that can be stuffing your pockets day after day, week 
after week, month after month. 

  
I hope you're beginning to see that this real estate course is much more than just a way to make 

money...I'm telling you now... 

This Package Can Be Your Ticket To Immediately 
Start Earning The Kind Of Income You Deserve In 

Your Life. 

However, I still must warn you...this package isn't for everyone.   
  
Before you start counting all the money you're going to make in pre-construction condos, there's 

something you need to know.  If you're broke or down to your very last penny, I honestly don't 
think this is the best opportunity for you right now. 

  
If you're having severe money problems, or have to borrow money just to buy this course...then I 

really don't think this is for you...right now. 
  
Or...if you're looking for some kind of magic pill that will fix everything in your life without you 

having to do any work at all...then please, don't waste your time or mine, for that matter. 
  
On the other hand...if you're looking for an honest, honorable way to take you to level of personal 

success and financial freedom that you deserve, a way that's proven to work time and time 
again...then this is EXACTLY what you need. 

So How Much Is This Worth To You??  

By now you clearly know that pre-construction real estate is probably the best business 
opportunity on the planet!  But you're also probably wondering how much it takes to get this 
inside information, right?  Well that's a great question, but before I answer it...  

l How much is freedom to get up whenever you want...work whenever you want 
and literally write your own paycheck?   

l How much is it worth to you to finally be able to spend stress-free time with the people 
you truly care about...not your unappreciative boss or crabby co-workers?  

l How much is it worth to you to finally get all the things you want in life - new car, nice 
home - by calling your own shots?  

Well...how much?? 
  
$1,000? 
  
$10,000? 
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$100,000? 
  
I know for me personally, I can't even put a price tag on it...it's simply priceless, just the feeling 

you get by knowing you are the one in control of your own destiny.  It's unreal. 
  
OK - that's the good news, because I'm not going to charge you anything close to those 

numbers (even though the info is well worth it!)  But I'll tell you one thing about it that I can sum 
up in just 4 words... 

I Don't Come Cheap! 

If you think you're going to find the caliber of secrets I'm talking about in some cheap $20 
book...well, you are more than welcome to try!  Sorry to say, anyone who's making big bucks won't 
do anything for just a $20 fee...and neither do I.  You get what you pay for. 

  
However, if you simply want to stop messing around and finally get the facts from someone who 

know this business cold...then my friend, I WANT to help you. 
  
The cost of my course is $495. 
  
But the good guys over at Real Estate Fortunes.com didn't like that.  They convinced me to 

give it to you for a whole lot cheaper.  So here's the deal...I am able to offer an insanely low and 
special, first-edition printing price to you if you act now.  

  
So what happened was, one of Lou's partners said to me, "Hey Jim, since you're so much into 

pre-construction profits, how about giving a pre-printing discount to all Real Estate 
Fortunes.com members?" 

  
So the deal is this - right now, ONLY now, I'm going to let you steal this priceless information 

from me for only... 
  
$197.00  (That's over 50% off the actual price.)  
  
And that deal right there expires the minute I get notice that our first-edition print volume has 

ended.   
  
And the only reason I'm doing that is because the guys over at Real Estate Fortunes.com beat me 

up to offer all of Lou's subscribers the best deal.  (Just kidding; but I thought they were going to 
beat me up!)  So...you snooze - you lose! 

  
Trust me; after the public gets wind of how easy and profitable this type of investing is, you'll be 

lucky to get it down the road for $5,000.  I can bet you dimes to dollars that WILL happen...so you 
better act fast...like RIGHT NOW! 

  

***BREAKING NEWS UPDATE...*** 
The average price of a condo in Miami jumped from $389,000 to a whopping 

$504,000 in just under 90 days!  Date range:  December 2004-February 2005.  Time 
to get in on the action and the easy money...before it's too late! 
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Now, that's about as fair of a deal as I can make without selling my soul to you.  
Considering you can make back 500 times your investment in just a few weeks, I honestly believe 
that $197 is more than fair to ask. 

  
But since some of you don't know me personally, I'm sure you might be a little skeptical to shell 

out $197 without at least some kind of guarantee...so... 
  
I've thought a lot about this next part, and here's what I've decided to do.  Every person who 

orders their own copy of "Massive Profits in Pre-Construction Condos©"  during our early-
bird special by Wednesday, June 22, 2005 is going to be offered two things... 

  
The first is a... 
  

  
The other thing I'm going to offer as long as you jump on the bus by Wednesday, June 22, 2005 

is... 

A VIP Pass To My Top-Secret Hot List! 

That's right; for the first 30 people who get in...I'll give you 90 days of free access to my 
one and only "Hot List"!  That's a $999 value...yours for free! 

  
What I'll do is email you in real time exactly where I'm investing.  I'll tell you the location, the 

building, and what my target price is. 
  
That's right...finally, someone who's willing to put their money where their mouth is!  

You get to see exactly where I'm investing! 
  
I would have killed for this opportunity when I first started out...imagine how much you can 

short-cut your success when you watch me doing what you need to be doing in real time!  I'll do 
all the hard work...all you have to do is get in on the action! 

  
So that's the deal.  I don't just think it's a good deal...I KNOW it's the most fabulous offer 

   
100% Money Back Guarantee For 

90 Days 
  

You heard me right!  "Massive Profits in Pre-
Construction Condos©" comes with a complete 90 day, 
no-questions-asked guarantee for 100% of your money.  All 
you have to do is simply take a risk-free peek at the 
program and if you're not 100% - no, I mean 1000% - 
satisfied and convinced you can make a fortune using the course, then I'll buy it 
back from you!  You won't risk a single penny!  Look, all you've got to 
say is "I want a refund", and you'll get a refund.  No questions...no 
b.s....no screwing around! 
  
You simply won't find a stronger guarantee backed by a multi-million dollar 

company or more one-sided to you than this one on the entire Internet.  
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on the entire Internet!   
  
Look...if you're really serious and really want to secure your financial future, and really want to 

start living a great lifestyle...then you need to at least check this out!   
  

And Here's How To Get In On The Action... 

What you need to do is simply click here to enroll now. 
  
Simply fill in your information...and you'll be part of our VIP Pre-Construction Club in just two 

minutes. 
  
After that, I will receive instant notification of your acceptance (usually within 2 minutes) and I'll 

have my office manager mark your name down as a "VIP Insider" and get ready to ship to you 
the entire course (via UPS with a tracking number) to whatever address you choose.  And that's 
it...it's so easy. 

Isn't it worth the $197 to join all of us investors who rake in fortunes online and give yourself 
the chance of a lifetime...freedom...and less stress?  Even if you change your mind two and a 
half months from now and decide you didn't change your life the way you had hoped 
to, you can still get 100% of your money back!   

So isn't it worth the cost just to check it out? 

Really - what do you have to lose?  You've paid your dues in life...now it's your turn to get paid - 
big time! 

Click Here Now! 

  
Well friends...that's it for now.  I've got nothing left to say but I wish each and every one of you all 

of the peace and freedom that life can bring! 
  
  
To Your Success, 
  

 
  
Jim Pierce 
  
P.S.  Don't wait on this!  You're getting a better deal than anyone else...but only if you act 

right now...today!  You snooze, you lose!  There is only so much inventory to go around, 
and this won't last long!  Click here now! 

  
P.P.S.  Remember...you can be good at making excuses...or you can be good at producing 

results.  You cannot be good at both.  Only YOU can decide.  Now is the time to prove to 
anyone who's doubted you...that you've finally made it!  What will it be?  Click here now! 
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Are you sick and tired of spending huge sums of money to attend all these high-priced real 
estate investment seminars that promise you the world... only to discover that they are cleverly 
disguised 3 day long “commercials” and  “sales pitches” that don’t teach you anything??? 

Instead, they try to convince you to spend even more of your hard-earned money to learn the 
“real secrets” that they conveniently kept hidden from you at the seminar!  Well, it’s finally time 
to put all that nonsense and frustration behind you... 

“Give Us Just 3 Days And I Promise You’ll Leave Armed With All The 
Knowledge, Tools, Resources AND CONFIDENCE You Need To Instantly 

and Easily Start Generating Thousands Of Dollars... Simply By Focusing On 
Pre-Foreclosure And ‘Short-Sale’ Real Estate Deals... GUARANTEED, Or 

Your Money Back.” 

Dear Friend and Real Estate Entrepreneur, 

If you're looking for the easiest and fastest way to REALLY make large “chunks” of money in minimum 
time…finally launch your lucrative career as a real estate entrepreneur, all while getting started with 
very little money and no experience... then I think I can help you.  

This year my Student Investors will do a total of over 7 million dollars in Pre-
foreclosure real estate transactions! 

And many of them, including myself, started it with nothing. 

Nada. Zip. 

If they did it… and I did it, YOU CAN TOO. 

Our students come from all walks of life.  For example: the Doctor sick of dealing with medical 
Insurance Companies…the waiter who just quit his job... the Real Estate investor who has been doing 
whole-sale deals for 20 years... the Mom who is a homemaker... the attorney sick of trading hours for 
dollars…the college professor creating a better retirement... the dad leaving his “I.T.” job and the list 
goes on and on. 

They are all just regular folks like you and me who decided to make a financial transformation in their 
lives. 

They got the “success knowledge” they needed….discovered exactly what steps they needed to take.  
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They FOCUSED their efforts…and then they took ACTION. 

I'm going to show you the step-by step secrets of how to start a lucrative Pre-Foreclosure real estate 
business just like mine ... just like my successful students.  And you can do it all from the comfort of 
your home…even if you have horrible credit…even if you don’t have the cash to buy these properties…
and even if you don’t have any prior real estate experience.  

None of that matters.  You can still make a fortune in this business…IF you are armed with the right 
knowledge. 

I hold the PROVEN roadmap and success formulas you need to follow. And, I'm going to show you how 
to do it even faster and easier than I did.  Anyone can master this, and once you do, your ability to 
create huge “paydays” for yourself on demand will soar….and your financial life will never be the same 
again. 

You WILL experience a financial transformation. 

But before we get too ahead of ourselves…let’s start with the basics. 

  

What Are Pre-foreclosures and  
“Short-Sales”? 

Well for starters it is NOT buying houses with cash at the foreclosure auction.  We get the deal way 
before that happens and we don’t need any cash to do the deal. 

The Pre-Foreclosure ‘niche’ is getting the houses before they go to the Court Steps, effectively beating 
or ‘out smarting’ all the Investors who are waiting at the court steps with cash. 

If You Have At Least $10, You CAN Make A Fortune In This Business... 

We get the list of people going to foreclosure when it is very 1st filed in the court system. 

This is a totally different list, than the Foreclosure List.  Once we have the list, we contact the seller and 
show them how we can stop the Foreclosure dead in it’s tracks…save their credit…and get them Cash. 

At this point the property is transferred to a Land Trust that we own.  

How much does this transaction cost? 

Only $10 dollars.  So, can you afford to invest $10 into each deal?  If you can come up with $10 then 
you can do these deals all day long.   

This is NOT fantasy. 

Let’s continue… 

Now the property has been sold to a Land Trust that I own and control.   

So now that I am in control of the property it is time for me to contact the Lender (the loss mitigation 
department) and negotiate a discount.   
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This is what we call a Short-Sale.   

This is our niche “CREATING EQUITY that did not exist”… 

 

“During our 3 days together, You’ll discover several well-guarded secrets 
that allow you to ‘Create’ Equity Out Of Thin Air…AND You’ll Suddenly be 

making HUGE Profits From  ‘Hidden Goldmine’ properties that most 
uneducated investors wouldn’t even think of buying… 

In fact, this little-known Real Estate ‘Niche’ is one of the Last 
Entrepreneurial Ventures left in the World That the Average Person Can 

Realistically Start With NO Money ...No Credit…No Contacts…and STILL 
Rake In Thousands Of Dollars Almost Effortlessly…GUARANTEED Or Your 

Money Back.” 

Okay.  Let’s get back to our example.  You might be asking yourself, “why would lenders do this and 
take a discount???” 

Well, the truth is that lenders are very willing to do this…in fact they WANT to give us discounts 
because they will get nothing if the house goes all the way to the court house.   

Any junior liens will get knocked off completely and totally lose out…and the 1st mortgage will lose an 
average of 32k if the house DOES go to the court steps, and they foreclose and they end up ‘re-owning’ 
the property.   

In fact we have a trademark formula (one of our secret weapons) Called the REO Factor™  that clearly 
shows them how much money they will loose if they don’t work with us and give us the discount. 

And believe it or not,  they appreciate us for it. 

In the End the Seller Wins…YOU Win…and The Lender Wins. 

Not only will you make OBSCENE amounts of CASH in this business, but you are going to feel so good 
when you can provide these sellers with the best possible solution…and in turn stimulate the US 
economy by helping the lenders liquidate Bad Dept. 

And by the way, this business will work in any market….in depressed or highly appreciating areas…this 
niche WORKS. 

For example…here in Florida, we are currently in a market that is highly appreciating…and the same 
holds true for many of our students, like Jennifer & Jim in San Diego, California who recently closed 3 
deals.  One for $76,000.00, another for $111,000.000, and yet another for $70,000.00 
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What did I tell you about creating HUGE “paydays” for yourself…virtually at will… 

Now let’s talk about depressed markets. 

It can’t get any worse than Cleveland, Ohio which was voted the nation’s biggest, poorest city last year. 

But that didn’t phase Greg and Josh…two of our coaching students who made over $354,000.00 in 10 
weeks turning Pre-foreclosures in the Cleveland area.   

This ‘niche’ works anywhere…and will work for anyone. 

Even if you live in a one-bedroom apartment, have horrible credit, and very little money, there's no 
reason why you can't do the exact same thing I did... 
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In fact, why don’t I walk you through one of my favorite deals…just so you can see how simple this 
business can really be…once you have all the pieces to the puzzle on ‘lock-down’... 

A Sample Deal: How I Turned A $10 Investment Into The Easiest 
$50,000.00 I’ve Ever Made… 

Well, this deal started with me contacting the seller who was in default (who happened to be a 
Mortgage Broker by the way… :)  How ironic is that?)  

Anyway, here are the numbers on this defaulted property… 

I would bet that 99% of our population would NOT see this as a Deal, But I sure did!   

Let me remind you that this was one of my 1st deals ‘back in the day’… and I was very ‘green’ and still 
learning the ropes and testing all this stuff out…trying to put all the pieces of the puzzle of my “short-
sale” formula together… 

Nevertheless, in my eyes this deal had “Short-Sale” written all over it… 

So, I confidently told the seller who we’ll call “Mike the Mortgage Broker”… that I could stop this house 
from going to Foreclosure.  

If he tried to sell his house on his own he would have to come to the closing table with money, which he 
did not have.  

He Laughed When I Told Him I Wanted To Buy His House That Had 
Virtually No Equity… 

…But When I Walked Away With A $50,000.00 Check At Closing! 

Now, he knew that I was in this deal to make a profit, so not knowing what I know about Short-Sales 
and Creating Equity he literally laughed at me saying, “Have a ball.  I don’t see how you think your 
going to make any money because by the time you buy and sell this house you’ll have to come up with 
MORE money, just to make it close.” (in other words saying that I would never make a profit on this 
deal)   

So I  told “Mike the Mortgage Broker” how the transaction would work, and we would have to transfer 
the property to a “Land Trust”, which by the way is a Trust that I own and control.   

Essentially this is a “No Money Down” deal because it only cost me $10 to transfer the property to a 
Trust that I own and control. 

Now that I owned and controlled the property it was time for me to negotiate the Discount (Short-Sale).  
So, then my partner Claude went to bat and negotiated a discount.   

This is what the numbers looked like when he was done negotiating the discount and received the 

$330,000    Property Value
$321,000    Pay off 1st Mortgage

____________ ________________
$9,000    Equity       

 
Note: That $9,000 would soon be eaten up with attorney fees and late fees that naturally 

occur with defaulted loans. 
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“Acceptance Letter” (the letter agreeing to take a discount)  from the lender: 

  

After the Equity was created, I turned around and sold the house quickly at a discount for $295k…using 
the buyer’s money to fund the deal.   

The check for our profit ($50,000.00) at closing was written to our trustee and we lived happily ever 
after.   

Let me ask you a question… 

Would an extra $50,000.00 in your pocket make a huge financial difference 
for you right now?  What would you do with that kind of extra money? 

How about an extra $5,000.00? 

If the thought of making those kind of big checks excites you, and you can already imagine what you’re 
going to do with that new found freedom that making a lot of money affords you…then you owe it to 
yourself, and your family, to join us at our next training event where you’ll discover all of our proven 
“Short-Sale” strategies and more. 

Okay.  So looking back on that deal, most Investors wouldn’t touch it with a 10 foot pole.  Right? 

WHY?   

Because there was not enough equity already existing, and they don’t know what I know about Short-
Sales and my proven wealth building formulas and insider secrets. 

Not to worry. Soon, you’ll know these secrets too. 

Now, hopefully you can see what I mean when I say that you will see deals that remain invisible to other 
investors.  It’s like having ‘magical goggles’ that allow you to spot opportunities that your competition 
can’t see… 

Your ‘competitors’ won’t be able to figure out what’s going on. They will be scratching their heads.  
Wondering how you are pulling in such huge amounts of money with these seemingly ‘lousy deals’… 

You on the other hand, will leave our Live Training Event this July 
14th ,15th  &16th  with the ability to SEE deals before anyone else…and 

you will also see deals that no one else can see…Period. 

NOTE:  By the way, why would you want to go to a seminar where the “guru” isn’t actually doing these 
kind of deals himself?   

I spent 90% of my time teaching and coaching my students because I LOVE IT…and admittedly put 

$330,000    Property Value
$321,000    Pay off 1st Mortgagge
$245,000    New Pay-off After Short-Sale Accepted

  __________  ______________________________________ 
$75,000    NEW EQUITY / PROFIT CREATED WITH SHORT-SALE
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very little effort into running my real estate business…yet I STILL made more money than many CEO’s.  
And my lifestyle is incredible. 

But here’s the real point I want to get across. 

Did you know that most real estate seminars are put on by “gurus” who don’t really make very much 
money buying and selling real estate? 

It’s true.  Sometimes I feel that most of these guys couldn’t close a real estate deal in the real world if 
their lives depended on it.  (Now, there are a few exceptions…but it’s a VERY expensive and painful 
process to sift and sort your way through all the garbage to find the good one.  YOU won’t need to do 
that…) 

Anyway, did you know that if it weren’t for the “next” real estate seminar, these “gurus” wouldn’t be 
generating much income at all. 

Well let me ask you a question:  Who would you rather learn from, someone who TRULY knows, from 
experience how to bring all the details together in the real world…or someone who is just teaching his 
‘theory’ of how it works? 

Would you rather learn from someone who is making big money in this business right now…or 
someone who would go broke if they didn’t have seminars all the time? 

If you ask me, I’d rather learn from the guy who is still doing it NOW in the trenches.  Wouldn’t 
you? 

If I never held another training seminar my real estate machine is cranked up so I could earn a VERY 
comfortable living, $500,000.00 or more…on a very part-time basis. 

But these guru’s…if they stopped doing the next seminar…their income would mysteriously dry up. 

Would you like to learn the proven secrets of this astonishingly lucrative 
“Pre-foreclosure real-estate ‘niche’ from someone who is in the game and 

making a fortune right now??? 

Imagine…just ONE deal could generate thousands of dollars for You in Your 
spare time… 

Let me introduce myself. My name is Ryan Tewis, and I’ve become a very successful real estate 
entrepreneur and coach. 

I've got a life now that most people only dream of.  

All of my money worries vanished once I ‘cracked-the-code’ to this business.  And now I get to spend 
lots of quality time with my wife Angie and our beautiful three little girls. 

I also get to spend a lot of time relaxing and surfing at the beach…and I still have time to do what I’m 
really passionate about… 

Teaching others, just like you, how to use this ‘niche’ as a vehicle to making all of your financial dreams 
a reality. 

Life is good now. 

But it wasn’t always that way…I started with almost nothing.  
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In fact, when I did become successful, I was deeply in debt.  

But after my first deal or two, I was able to pay it all off quickly.   

The Cool thing is that my students are getting the same results (and sometimes even BETTER results)  
at a much faster pace.   

The HUGE Profits You Can Make In This Business Can Make Your Debts 
Disappear! 

That's the beauty of what I'm going to teach you.  

Even if you're deep in debt, you can still do a few simple “transactions”, pay off everything you owe, and 
build a dream life of success for yourself.   

But the reason I'm writing to you today is to tell you that now there's a breakthrough 3 day training 
program that will show you the insider secrets of Pre-foreclosure riches in no time flat.  

It's a program that takes you by the hand and leads you through all the steps necessary to build and do 
lucrative transactions…just like we do!  

Here are just a few of the money-making Pre-Foreclosure and ‘Short-Sale’ 
success secrets you'll discover after you attend our Pre-Foreclosure 

Intensive Training Program On:  
July 14th , 15th and 16th, 2005 

 How to put your “Team” in place so your business runs like a well-oiled machine! 

 My foolproof way to “Cherry Pick” the best deals so you can put more money in your 
pocket.  There are “clues” you need to be able to spot and I will reveal all my “trade secrets”! 

 How to Create Equity from “thin air” that will leave your competitors scratching their 
head…wondering what hit them…and puzzled at how you are finding all these “invisible” sweet 
deals! 

 How to spot “hidden” goldmine opportunities most people can’t see… 

 Proven ways to organize your Marketing and Business Systems so you can start 
generating large chunks of cash-flow on automatic pilot! 

 The little known reason why we use “Land Trusts”…and how it can make your 
transactions go super-smoothly and without a hitch… 

 Step-by-step guidelines on how to CORRECTLY use the “Land Trust” 

Last Week I Sent Out $50,000 To Get Out Of Debt 
“Thanks to the PreforeclosureCoach™ Coaching program, I am almost entirely out of debt 

in just 4 short Months!!! It took me a lifetime to get this way and last week I sent out 
$50,000 to get out of debt!! Hallelujah!! The absolute cool thing is that I still have 2 more 

closings and I have enough left over to keep buying and fixing houses. It’s like a dream 
come true. God is so good – This is the 7 years of abundance”.  

~Patti Harrison  
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 Surefire ways the “pros” use to systematically discount (“Short Sale”) Loans…you 
won’t believe how simple and easy this is until you try it! 

 Little-known ways to “cleverly” influence the BPO (Brokers Price Opinion) insuring you 
MAKE MORE MONEY on every transaction! 

 Discover sophisticated (yet simple) “Exit Strategies” for maximum profit 

 How to Sell Multiple Properties in One Week!  Just wait until you hear this! 

 Secrets for selling houses quickly and painlessly (and for TOP DOLLAR) with our “Fast 
Auction Solution™” Strategy… 

 How to do a “True Simultaneous Closing” even when they tell you NO!  You MUST be 
“armed” with this insider information! 

 Where to get the FUNDING for your Deals…Guaranteed!  (regardless of your credit!) 

 “Modeling Success Clues” : What Successful students are doing in their 
Preforeclosure Market…and How YOU can duplicate their success! 

 Plus you’ll have the “networking” opportunity of a life-time to mingle with these guys 
and pick their brains! 

 How to Complete the Paperwork for a Preforeclosure Transaction…this CAN be a 
complicated area…but NOT the way we teach it!  If you can write a grocery list, you’ll be able to 
easily do the paperwork that could put hundreds of thousands of dollars in your bank account 
this year… 

 And much, MUCH MORE!!! 

These are the same secrets that helped me go from deep in debt to a fabulous lifestyle that most 
people only dream about ...and now I would like to share them with you. 

Why? 

Because it’s not just about having a FAT bank account.  It’s about having FREEDOM…and peace of 
mind…and the time to spend with your family. 

And YOU deserve that. 

From Dead Broke to a Lifestyle  
(and income) CEOs Envy ...  

When I was young, I always thought I could get ahead if I got into the right company. And worked really 
hard. 

I was ambitious and motivated, and I figured that if I just kept at it I would climb the ladder to the top! 

Boy, was I wrong.  
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It hit me that although I was climbing pretty fast up the ladder…I was on the WRONG LADDER!  

I finally got fed-up with my job and started to search for a way out. 

For more than 8 years I shelled-out tens of thousands of dollars… attending high-priced real estate 
investment seminars and purchasing “Get-rich-quick real estate” courses off of television.  
Unfortunately… 

They Were All  
A Scam! 

What they all amounted to being was nothing more than cleverly disguised “sales pitches” that nudged 
me to spend even more money on additional “merchandise” or “Boot Camps” which promised to finally 
reveal the “real secrets” that would supposedly make me rich.  (Heck, I thought to myself…isn’t that 
what I just paid $3,000 for???)  

Anyway, after 4 years of frustration… I finally smartened up, and started focusing on a litlte known 
niche called pre-foreclosures.   

Together, as a team, my wife father-in-law and I  “cracked the code” and put together a simple, step-by-
step real estate system that consistently produces several hundreds of thousands of dollars… year 
after year… like a “well-oiled” machine!   

Update: Some of our students are on track to earn over a MILLION dollars this year! Imagine 
that! 

RESULTS: 

“Our Students Have Generated Over $7 MILLION Dollars In Revenue in 
2004 and  

We will Triple That in 2005!” 
  

What some of our successful students are saying: 
  

 
  

 
  

20 Year Harvard Professor says… 
I’ve been a teacher at Harvard for 20 yrs, written 6 text books in medicine and these 3 

coaches are superb teachers beyond reproach. They are honest, ethical, and world class 
individuals with tremendous expertise. 

~Keith Zinn MD 

$145,000.00 in 30 days! 
“Angie, Ryan and Claude, We’ve closed 8 deals in the past 30 days, for over $145,000 in 

profits!  And best of all you’ve helped us establish a “Business” that operates like a 
machine that produces solid numbers month after month.   

~ Greg Clement and Josh Cantwell  

Over ONE MILLION DOLLARS IN NET PROFITS! 
“Since last August I have closed 16 deals and I currently have 17 active deals!  In one year 

being involved with you guys I have NET over $1,000,000,000 (one million dollars) in 
profit!!! 

~Doug Norton 
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Our life is our own.  We control our time and we have plenty of money in the bank.  Life is good.  In fact, 
several of my friends truly ENVY my lifestyle. 

But why envy us?  Why not JOIN US? 

This amazing, fundamentally-sound real estate investing “secret” works flawlessly for those who 
understand how it works.  You literally can earn over a million dollars a year by implementing our 
trademarked “techniques”. 

This is for real.  It’s not “pie-in-the-sky”…and you will have to FOCUS. 

Here’s one of the Key Secrets To Success In this Business… 

One night I was having dinner at my good friend and Mentor’s house, Joe Polish, and we were having a 
conversation about our coaching programs.  By the way, Joe is one of the most brilliant, most sought 
after marketing minds in the country.   

Anyway, he asked me what the difference is between success and failure amongst real estate investors 
in our industry.   

I thought about it for a minute and it suddenly became very clear to me that one of the commonalities 
that every successful investor that I have ever worked with had is that they buckled down and focused 
on one niche and one niche only.   

These successful investors all stopped doing what they had been doing for years and that is spinning 
their wheels, trying to do lease options, subject to, rehabbers, out of state owners, commercial, building, 
foreclosures, tax liens, options, REO’s, etc… 

The fact is that it is very common for an investor to try and do all of these chapters of real estate at the 
same time. Usually with miserable results.  

Of course it’s not going to work because they are simply not focusing their energy on one thing only.  
Instead they are out scattered all over the place.   

Unfortunately, this is just what happens by going to all those seminars because once you get in the 
door to learn about one niche you are sold into every other niche imaginable, then you leave not 
knowing where to start…and not knowing that you are best served by FOCUSING on ONE method and 
going “deep” with it.  Getting all the details.  Knowing all the “in’s and out’s.” 

Now I’m not saying that one is better than the other but when the successful students that have come 
through our program they understood that it was time to focus on pre-foreclosures only, so they put 
everything else up on the shelf. 

We Earned Over $500,000.00 Last Year! 
Without this coaching we may not have made it.  It is one of the greatest reasons for our 

success.  Last year we made over $500k in profit and the same in equity. Thanks for 
everything. 

~Rick and Holly Scheffler 

We Made $211,000 in 10 weeks! 
“With the help of Ryan, Angie & Claude showing us the importance of putting my goals on 

paper, & putting together an action plan with Laser Focus has helped us to achieve 
amazing things, things that we didn't think were possible.  Our goal was to make over 

100K in the 10 week period and we made 211K”.  
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There is an ongoing theme in our coaching program and it is called the “Hedge Hog Concept” .  This is 
a concept that has been used for years by all of the greatest companies that have out performed every 
other company on the stock market at multiple levels, such as Walgreen’s or Circuit City and Wal*Mart 
just to name a few.   

What I have found with success is that too much opportunity will be the demise of a business or an 
investor.   

You MUST create that tunnel vision after you have made the decision to plunge into this business…you 
have to maintain your focus as all these other real estate opportunities or deals are thrown at you.   

That’s one of the things I really have a problem with.  These other real estate seminar promoters will 
toss everything except the kitchen sink at you.  Why?  Because all they are interested in is squeezing 
as much money out of you as possible…for the most part, they could care less about what’s in YOUR 
best interest or whether you use their information to become successful or not. 

Don’t you feel that way?  Or was it just me? 

Imagine finally going to a Real Estate Training Event and you actually get what you were promised…
You actually get What You Came For.  Training.  Education.  As opposed to a long sales pitch… 

We Create a Learning Environment Free of all outside venders pitching their program that is totally not 
relevant to the Pre-Foreclosure business… 

Or do you ever feel like you go to these different boot camps and they only give you enough to buy their 
next product or course….  “You will learn this, but you have to buy my course for only $1,995”… 

I don’t know about you, but if I go to a Pre-foreclosure seminar, I don’t go listen to other speakers talk 
about, and sell me, on the many other chapters of real estate.   

I don’t go to a pre-foreclosure boot camp to be sold on the rehab business, commercial real estate, 
lease options and so on…I go to focus and learn the pre-foreclosure biz…. 

I’m not saying that commercial real estate or rehabs or lease options is not a good way to make money 
in Real Estate, but what I’m trying to say is that they are not are not relevant to your pre-foreclosure 
business.  It goes back to the Hedge-Hog factor. 

Also, make no mistake I’m not saying that I go to seminars not planning on investing money into buying 
essential tools such as websites, 800 # systems, software, paperwork,  but I hate getting ‘blind sided’ 
by all the sales pitches when I am sitting down trying to LEARN a business…. 

I realize that this is a real business and I will have to invest in essential tools for running the pre-
foreclosure business but I hate sitting through all of these sales pitches. 

….Quit Frankly These Guru’s Just Don’t get It… 

Why?  Well they don’t understand one of the most import Principles in Business, 

“It takes 300% more effort and monetary investment to create a NEW client than it does to 
maintain an existing one.” 

-Claude Hopkins 
The “Father of Modern Advertising” 

So, what they try to do is get you into a seminar and sell you as much as possible without looking into 
the future.   

~Paul & Nancy Shaeffer  
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We know that if we deliver as much value as possible and give you what you need to make good 
money in this business then when we offer you another product or support system, you know it will be 
well worth the investment year after year after year…. 

That’s why we have put together… 

The Very Different Pre-Foreclosure Intensive Training Program Live 
Training Event... 

If you are sick and tired of going to all these Boot-camps and not getting the answers you are looking 
for then you have come to the right place… 

Here are 5 reasons why our training is so different: 

1) Our training produces results that far surpass any program in this industry.  Just check out our 
Success Stories and see for yourself. 

2) We have simplified the Biz into our easy to follow Process’s, including: 

• Our Deed Acquisitions Process™ 
• Claude’s Short-Sale Submission Process™ 
• The Objection Eliminator Process™ 
• The Fast Action Solution™ 
• The REO Factor™ 

And we include all of those important little details that are essential in putting all of the pieces of 
this business together. 

3) Our Paperwork 

4) We have created tools such as the HUD Maker™ software that is responsible for 
revolutionizing and professionalizing the Short-Sale process and the business as a whole.  And 
FRANKLY, no one else has come close to creating tools that we have created. 

5) Most importantly you will experience the power of a “Master Mind” group.  You see we believe 
that not one of us is as smart as all of us as a whole. And there is no group of investors in the 
Pre-Foreclosure business that can come close to the synergy of brainstorming and support that 
you will experience at our events.  And you’ll be surprised at how sharing everyone actually is. 

The result is this completely new, completely different program. It's really the first of it's kind 
ever -- a program that will not only teach people the secrets of making HUGE sums of money 
very quickly in the Pre-foreclosure niche ... but actually take them by the hand and lead them to 
success.  Step-by-step. 

The Hardest Part Is Getting Started --  
So We're Going to Take You By the Hand  

And Teach You Everything…Step-By-Step! 

You see, the biggest problem that most beginning real estate entrepreneurs face is knowing WHERE to 
start and which steps to take first. So most people never get moving.  

It's like inertia, the force that works against you when you push something. As an entrepreneur, that 
same force basically “freezes” you into inaction. 
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But we're going to show you how to overcome that force, and then turn it to your advantage. 

Imagine the space shuttle.  It takes enormous amounts of energy to get that baby off the ground and 
moving. And then it takes it a while (and even more energy) to get up to speed and break through the 
atmosphere.  

For the real estate entrepreneur without a REAL blueprint for success, 
getting a business going can seem just as hard. That's why so many never 

get started. 

But once that space-shuttle does get moving, it's almost impossible to stop. And it keeps moving 
forward with very little effort! 

And just like that Space Shuttle, once you really get started in your new Pre-foreclosure business you 
build momentum. (Especially after we help you close that FIRST DEAL and you cash that first BIG 
CHECK!) And then it's almost impossible to stop you. We're here to TEACH you…EDUCATE YOU…
and take your hand and pull you through those first steps to get your business started. 

That’s right.  We'll walk with you step by step. 

Not only that, we'll also be with you all the way through your success. And we'll give you the tools you 
need to do every single part of your business.  

There's Never Been Anything Like  
This Program Before… 

What we are about to do has never been done before -- running a small group of ambitious people 
through an elite and comprehensive training program that has the sole and entire purpose of making 
YOU successful, high-income, pre-foreclosure Millionaire entrepreneurs in minimum time. 

This is a fast-track for you. 

We are committed to giving you the best education possible.  We will leave no stone un-turned.  No 
question will be left un-answered.  We will cover this business in detail and you’ll walk away knowing 
more than 99% of your so-called competitors out there. 

You know something else…I  bet that you will walk away knowing more than even some of the so 
called “gurus” out there! 

And just take a look at who we are…the actual coaches who will be guiding you through this step-by 
step process… 

Claude Whited 

Claude Whited has become one of the nation’s leading experts in debt negotiations and 
the legal paperwork needed to secure the property, short sale, sell and close the deal. 
Having worked in the real estate industry to get through college, Claude's formal 
education led him to doing Surgery and Teaching. Being the author of Doc Anatomy and 
other text books, his first passion is teaching. Now he has moved these talents to where 
the real money and freedom are - Real Estate Investing. He has written educational 
manuals on Preparing the Deed Package Paperwork and Simultaneous Real Estate 
Closings.  He is the creator of the Revolutionary HUDMAKER SOFTWARE™  for 
automating and managing Short Sales.  He is also the creator of the REO 
SPREADSHEET™ , which is now one of the greatest negotiating techniques when 
executing Short Sales.  When Claude teaches it is very apparent that he is The Leader in 
his field.  Not only does he understand the Preforeclosure business at a deeper level 
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Angela Tewis 

Ryan Tewis 

Well, that’s our story.  I’m not much into ‘bragging.’  Our RESULTS speak for themselves. 

We aren’t “gurus”…we are REAL PEOPLE who have “cracked the code” and our true passion is 
teaching and helping people like YOU succeed by sharing what we know. 

Getting testimonials like this, telling us about how we have turned their life around and given them new 
hope, well, that means more to us than all the money in the world. 

Check it out… 

We’ve seen so many lives changed.  We're hoping, in fact, that this will be something that you'll one 
day refer to as a pivotal experience in your wealth-building life.  

than anyone else, but he can teach these complex processes in layman terms allowing 
you to fully comprehend the Preforeclosure business.

Angela Tewis is the most sought after marketing mind in the Preforeclosure industry. Her 
experience in the real estate business began at an early age leasing luxury apartment 
homes in South West Florida. After just a few short months of revenues reaching all time 
highs, she attracted the ear of prominent CEO’s in the business. When they asked her 
how she did it, her response was, "I went out marketing on my own time, using my own 
unconventional ideas and drove all of those people back to me." This tenacious attitude 
combined with hard work and determination lay the groundwork for Angie’s genius.   She 
is the creator of the CANDY CAMPAIGN™  which is now one of the most powerful direct 
mail campaigns in the Preforeclosure business.  She is the creator of the FAST 
AUCTION SOLUTION™ and the MOVE IT OR LOSE IT AUCTION PROCESS™, she 
has personally coached investors through more successful Auctions than anyone in the 
industry.

Ryan Tewis has become one of the nations leading experts in communication and 
negotiations with deals in the Preforeclosure business. 
His phenomenal communication style has enabled him to achieve his goals in the 
Preforeclosure business and land him million dollar deals with ease. Sellers respond so 
well to him that frequently Ryan is offered money to buy their house and solve their 
problem. What does this mean for you? Ryan has systemized his communication style so 
that it can be learned and duplicated!  He has created revolutionary tools, process’s and 
systems for the Preforeclosure business including the CONSUMERS GUIDE TO THE 
FORECLOSURE PROCESS™, THE OFFICIAL MAIL CAMPAIN™, and THE 
AUTOMATED FORECLOSURE MISCONCEPTION HOTLINE™. 

You Not Only Are Changing My Life,  
You Are Changing The Way Business Is Done. 

“Angie, Ryan, Claude and Tina, Thank you!! 
When I met you I was an out of work teacher looking for new horizons. You not only have 
taught me, you have given me a business and hope. When I joined the program, I had no 

clue of what Real Estate was (and pre-foreclosure…What’s that?)The unselfish dedication, 
honesty and integrity with which you conduct your business are remarkable. And to top it 

all, you have opened your house and welcome me to your family. You not only are 
changing my life, you are changing the way business is done. What an incredible 

journey!” 
~Eduardo V. Rodriguez 
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Can you see yourself doing these Pre-foreclosure “transactions” … and getting these BIG fat checks?  
(they are really SIMPLE to get once you know the “insider secrets”) 

Would a $47,000.00 check change your life right now? 

Can you visualize your success yet?  

Just see yourself depositing those huge checks!  

Just imagine… 

Watching your wallet and bank account fatten in no time flat…  

Telling your boss to take that tiny paycheck and that job you despise with the “intensity of a 
thousand suns” and shove it… 

Buying a new luxury car or vacation home for cash… 

Writing a check to feed thousands of Hungry children… 

Becoming a multimillionaire and achieving complete financial independence… 

Having the luxury to do WHAT you want to do WHEN you want to do it… 

Doesn’t that feel great? 

Imagine going to a closing today and getting a check for $92,377.54 like Kevin and Karen Burgess 
(Husband and Wife Team)… Or a check for $41,442.30 like Brad Shoulders (Retired Marine) or checks 
for $161,691.38 like Patti Harrison and Keva Ambre (Mother and Daughter Team). And getting those 
checks week after week…month after month! 

Want proof? Look below! 

 
Student Check for $92,377.54 
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Student Check for $41,442.30 

 
Student Check for $161,691.38 

We’ll show you how to set things up so these deals are coming to you on auto-pilot.  That’s just some of 
the secrets that are in store for you at this seminar… 

Almost everyone I know in this business goes through a phase where they get so excited they almost 
drool when they get these big checks. 

Do you blame them? 

Are YOU READY TO JOIN THEM? 

Are You Ready To Discover These Powerful Secrets That Can Create 
Financial Freedom For You And Your Family? 

Are you ready to finally bring more money into your life?  To enjoy freedom, more time and 
riches...whatever that means for you?  To finally understand step-by-step all the "missing pieces" that 
have eluded you for so long? 

I know that this could be a turning point in your life. 

Of course, all of these claims...all of the PROOF I've shown you about my success...about my student's 
success...it's all just words on paper until you start to see the "tangible" results in your life.  Until you 
finally start watching your bank account fill up before your very eyes...until you see that you have 
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enough money to get out of debt once and for all and become financially FREE...you're finally able to 
enjoy more free time and live life on YOUR terms instead of someone else’s. 

What will it take to convince you? 

I know some of these things may be hard for you to swallow, because you've been lied to in the past.  
Others have "promised" you things...taken your money and then left you lonely in the dust, more 
confused than ever before.   

But I GUARANTEE you WE ARE DIFFERENT.  This program is different.  And you will walk away with 
more than you bargained for...if you only have a little faith. 

Give Us Just 3 Days And I Promise You’ll Leave Armed With All The 
Knowledge, Tools, Resources AND CONFIDENCE You Need To Instantly 

and Easily Start Generating Thousands Of Dollars…Simply By Focusing On 
Pre-Foreclosure And ‘Short-Sale’ Real Estate Deals… GUARANTEED, Or 

Your Money Back. 

Wouldn’t it be great if YOU became our next success story? 

Well you can, if you only follow our proven systems for pre-foreclosure profits. 

So please, for your sake, drop everything and enroll in this seminar right now. 

Tuition for The Pre-foreclosure Intensive Training Program is only $5997. 

Is this a lot of money? 

Not for what you’re getting.  You’re not just getting information and a complete wealth building 
system….you are getting a new financial life. 

I guarantee you this will be the best investment you have ever made.  You know, it’s sad…I have good 
friends who spent close to $100,000.00 in college tuition, and they are grinding away at $32,000 a year 
jobs. 

Forget that. 

With the information we’ll be giving you, you’ll easily recoup that on your very first deal.  In fact, I  
promise you the first day alone will be worth more than the price of admission. 

But we are also going to “sweeten the deal” and give you some very valuable FREE BONUSES when 
you register…after all, we believe in under promising and OVER-DELIVERING. 

 

When You Register for the Pre-Foreclosure Intensive Training 
Program On July 14th , 15th and 16th, 2005, You’ll Also Get 

These $3,085.00 Worth Of  
FREE BONUSES! 

  1) DEED PACKAGE PAPER WORK “LICENSING FEE” (Value $1,900.00) 

 Our Attorney and us have all the Loop Holes of the Rich wired in this paper 
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Plus, you are completely protected by our 100% No-Risk Guarantee.  If you 
don’t feel you can make at least 10x your investment…If you don’t feel this 

is the most comprehensive training you have ever received on building 
wealth, simply let us know and we will issue you a full refund… 

no questions asked, no hard feelings. 

That's how confident we are. 

If you are serious about your financially future, you will do whatever is necessary to make it to this 
event.  I know for some of you, $5997 is going to be a stretch.  But you need to make a decision that 
THIS is going to be the turning point in your life. 

And remember, there is no risk to you.  We are taking all the risk.  WE MUST deliver what we promise 
or you don't owe is a dime. 

Here’s How You Get Started On Your New Life Of Financial Abundance and 
Freedom… 

It's easy to reserve your seat...simply click below and fill out the form.  A support team member will get 
back with you right away to get you registered.  Or you can call us direct at 1-239-353-2131. 

Put the knowledge you'll learn from the most powerful educational seminar ever put together for making 

work.  It is a compilation of over 50 years of experience.  With out this paper work 
you would be like a “fish out of water”. 

 This is the full complete paperwork including the almighty “Land Trust”, the 
“Warrantee Deed To Land Trust”, and everything else you need. 

 How Do You do these “No Money Down Deals”?  The answer is the paperwork. 

 2)  OUR QUICK START – TELECLINIC CALL SERIES (Value $595.00) 

 By listening to these calls you can get started right away up to speed before the 
event 

 Study’s show that hands on experience prior to classroom training and 
instruction will increase you learning curb 

 We want you to show up with your feet wet knee deep into a deal 

 3)  INSTANT ACCESS TO 2 OF OUR “MASTERS CALL INTERVIEWS” (Value 
$590.00) 

 This is where we interview our super star coaching members.  You will get to 
listen in to the raw and unedited interview of how they transformed their lives and 
created wealth through the PFC Biz. 

 The first on will be with Greg and Josh and how they made $354,000.00 in only 
10 weeks! 

 The 2nd one will be with Patti Harrison, the investor who made over 
$750,000.00 last year in the PFC biz…amazing! 

  

TOTAL VALUE IN FREE BONUSES:  $3,085.00 
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a fortune in Pre-foreclosures to work in your life...the results will astonish you…   

Reserve your seat now and you'll soon have all that life-changing knowledge in your possession. 

Don't miss out.  Here is an extraordinary opportunity for you to discover the tools that so many of my 
students have used to catapult their business and their finances... your chance to grow and get 
capabilities and confidence and prosper beyond your wildest dreams! 

Do it for your family.  Do it for yourself! 

You have noting to risk.   

But seats are limited, and at the time of this writing, there are already 112 seats taken…and we WILL 
sell out of this July event…that’s a fact. 

So please respond NOW to reserve your seat risk free.  I guarantee you won't regret it. 

Sincerely, 

 
Ryan Tewis 

p.s. The only way you can lose is if you pass this opportunity up.  So reserve your seat today before 
they are all gone. 

It's easy to reserve your seat...simply click below and fill out the form.  A support team member will get 
with you to help you get registered and set you up for success. 

Or you can call us direct at 239-353-2131. 

Are you ready for wealth?  Then I'll see you at our Pre-Foreclosure Intensive Training Program this 
July 14th , 15th and 16th  2005 in sunny Florida!  

Reserve your seat today and your investment is only $5997! 

 

 

FinancialHealthCoach.com ShortSaleSystem.com ShortSaleDVD.com ShortSaleCall.com 
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